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AN OVERVIEW OF NSF-SER 76-14851 AND ITS

IMPACT ON MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

Prior to submission of the ISMEP to the National Science Foundation, a

writing team from Murray State University visited innovative programs for

elementary teachers including those housed at St. Teresa College, Winona

State, The Utiiversity of Indiana, Purdue University, and Austin Peay State

University. ;Each had desirable traits but none .ddressed the broader-spectrum

of pre - service elementary education that we envisioned. _Since our goal was

to improve both competency and attitude in and toward science/mathematics

teaching, it'seemed logical (although formidable) to incorporate the science,

mathematics, and methodological components with the ISMEP package. Such was

our plan and so we have done. Perhaps the real value of the ISMEP to the
A

broader educational community is its standing as proof that the three can

delightfully function as a single entity. Professionals from the three dis-

ciplines support the program and believe in its educational value. In fact,

one, cannot detect whether the professor of biology is teaching content or

methodology and if the traditional education professor is not really a "pro"

number theory. The meshing of content and learning strategy is exemplary.

Such a freely integrated program cannot be developed within traditional ad--

ministrative frameworks. The success of MSU's ISMEP lies in the fact that

involved faculty have developed and administered the project. All teaching

faculty have been directly involved in ditectional/programmatic decisions as

well as in the day-to-day planning and execution of the ISMEP.



With the recent "institutionalization" of the ISMEP there arose a strong

need to untie the integrated package set up for the four-semester sequence.

This need was generated by.students'in our regular teacher education program
ff

lacking credits in specific courses of science, mathematics, or education.

Our staff found the ISMEP so well integrated that it taxed our very best

professors_ to sort out the-parts and then computerize them for easy access

according to conventional course outlines. Again, the uniqueness of the

ISMEP was appreciated.

Murray State University furnished excellent facilities for project de-

velopment. Since the ISMEP has been "institutionalized" we have rapidly

outgrown the facilities--but that's another story.

A twenty-four station laboratory with gas, water, electricity, etc.

was designated for the ISMEP. This laboratory v.is in a building separate

from professional education, science, and mathematics. Territorial impera-

tives have been minimized throughout. The isolation of the laboratory strong-

ly supports the individualized, self- paced, modularized nature of the ISMEP.

A 26' x 40' departmental library was made available to the ISMEP due to

campus centralization of library holdings. The library, an office area,

and an adjacent classroom were designated for ISMEP usage.

The Science Mathematics Education-Resource Center is at the heart of

ISMEP. Popular alphabet series are included for use in the ISMEP as well

as copies made available for loan to area teachers. Reading areas with

books, periodicals, and study guides are available. Videotaping of peer-

taught mods, viewing of internally and externally produced tapes, and per-

formance of most non-laboratory based mods are done within the Resource



Center. Mod evaluations are also held within partially-isolated areas of

the center. Our problem now is how to accommodate a six-fold increase in

student population. A large assembly hall and several smaller classrooms

within the same building.are available to the ISMEP. Murray State leader-

ship has certainly met or exceeded the pledge to provide adequate facilities

for the project.

ISMEP founders aimed at evaluation in three areas; 1), significant
I--

changes in students' abilities as they relate to scien4e'lild mathematics

(i.e. content), 2) students' attitude toward science and mathematics, and

3) some indication of intellectual development. MSU's Dr. Bill Price pro-

vided initial direction for the evaluation process. Later, Dr. Jack D.

Rose, Superintendent of Calloway County Schools, assisted with project eval--

uation. Dr. Jack Renner and team from the University of Oklahoma were the

external evaluators. Their report is attached. Some problems were inherent
A

in the evaluation. First, it was difficult to attain "clear" control/

experimehtal groups as the ISMEP comprises a large portion of pre-servlce

education courses. Some students majoring in special education were in-

cluded along with the regular elementary education majors. A lack of simi-

larity between experimental/control, although slight, may have altered our

original experimental design. However, the most significant deterrent was

the lack of proven instruments available to determine accurate measures of

the desired parameters. In summary, the reader is advised to consider

"perceived" accomplishments of the ISMEP in addition to Dr. Renner's ev.lua-

tion report. There is strong sentiment among project directors, staff,

past students, area teachers, regional _public school administrators, and

MST! administrators that the project goals are being realized. However,

-A



documentation is admittedly scarce. Again, all agree that graduates

of the ISMEP tend to function far more capably in classroom science and

mathematics instruction--as well as overall performance--than counterparts

from the traditionally-strong Murray State program. Pardon the old adage

but the ptoof of the pudding still seems to be in the eating thereof.

Additional data are being collected as we continue to attempt to quantify

student progress.

The ISMEP hosted some sixty area inservice teachers during Su 78 and

Su 79. Institute participants completed compressed and only slightly modi-

fied versions of the pre-service semester offerings. Although quite intense,

participant feedback was positive - -in fact, glowing. In addition to comple-

ting some twenty individualized mods, these teachers attended mini-workshops

conducted by specialists and then generated volumes of material for imme-

diate use in their own classroom through a "make and take" module. Descrip-

tions and feedback of the summer institutes are attached. A goal of NSF's

Project Spread has been realized via the ISMEP.

ISMEP staff have visited school systems throughout MSU's service region.

Inservice day presentations, talks to educational/social/business organizaCions,

and press releases-have assisted us in informing the populace about this

unique NSF project. Reception has been enr.ouraging from all components.

Our first class of ISMEP students will enter next year's job market. Their

entry should be considerably less painful than those traditionally prepared.

ISMEP students gain field experience during their first semester by actually

teaching in area schools. This component has synergistically supported pre

and inservice thrusts of the ISMEP.
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As earlier mentioned, the Resource Center provides materials and

equipment--even a mini-computer--for loan to inservice teachers. These

services have been provided without charge as part of our plan to enhance

science/mathematics education throughout this region. In summary, the

ISMEP has been and continues to be well-received by area teachers and

administrators. Its impact is far-reaching on classroom activities.

A slight shift in emphasis resulted from the development and distri-

bution of sophisticated, yet low-cost, mini - computers during the ISMEP

grant period. An administrative decision was made to incorporate computer

usage and a modicum of program development into the ISMEP. Such is clearly,

in line with project goals and objectives. Dr. Grady Cantrell, professor

of mathematics, and Dr. Arvin Crafton, professor of professional studies,

have combined their talents to generate programs for both instruction in

and administration of the ISMEP. What might be perceived as a tangent to

the original project may very well be its salvation through the "institu-

tionalization" process. Sheer numbers of individual schedules, module

selection and evaluation, student progress reports, and accounting details

become unmanageable without either a large increase in staff or greater use

of the computer. We have chosen the latter.

Another spin-off from the ISMEP is its inclusion as a basis for a doc-

toral dissertation. Mr. Bill Burnie is incorporating the ISMEP into his

work at.Arizona State University. Perhaps other research will be generated

from this effort.



In conclusion, most of the goals and objectives of the ISMEP have been

realized. Although desired. gains in mathem4ical competency as measured by

Dr. 'termer are less than desirable, there are some quantitative data and
APO

a host of qualitative judgments that determine the project as quite success-

4

ful. The greatest gle measure may well be the faculty's decision to

matte the ISMEP the MSU urriculum for all of MSU's preservice elementary

teachers.
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STAGE I SUI,DIER 1977

Cont]nuous Decision-making. Re .ew, Monitoring am
Record-keeping Processes by the Interdisciplinary
CommiLtee

1

1
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:: I. Preparatory activities

* 2. Staff's detailed study of models

3. Material and equipment preparation, etc.

14. Initiate development of SMERC

:5. Inform regional schools and other interested persons and groups
about the program

:6. Development of system for randomly seLecting, informing and registering
students

7.
.

Initiate development of initial assessment activities

* A. Involve external evaluators to prepare pretest materials and
procedures for measurements ,.elated to intellectual development

* It. Involve the individual responsible for assessing achievement gains
10 a:...n,e pi, le:.1 m.ilef 1.111 and plocedures will be ready

C. neve 1 ()pm. n I lit i us 1 tun,en t I or teed sureme n I of attitude t ()ward

science and ma I h ema tics teac h i ng -- somewhat weak

Final considerations, prior t o 1977 .Fal_l ini tiation of new under-
graduate program

*complete as written

.
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STAGE II ACADEMIC YEAR 1977-78

Continuous DecisiOri-making, kevtewtilOnitoring and
Record-keeping Processes by the Inter'd'isciplinary

Committee

1

q. Actual start-up of new program and SMERC

*10. Randomly assign students to either the experimental or control groups

11. Pretest both the experimental and contral groups on all t.htee identifi

areas A. Intellectual development B. Achievement C. Affective doma

(somewhat weak here)

*12. Begin instruction with MMP and US I modules

*13. Ongoing planning and reviewing, and development of proper cross-links

participating faculty

ic14. Continued development of SMERC based on perceived needs

*15. Involve regional teachers through in-service type arrangements

*16. Publicize program, activities, and SMERC

*17. Posttest both. the experimental and control groups at the completion of

the first year on all three identified areas (Renner)

*18. Recommendations related to continuance and change.

*complete as written



STAGE III SUMMER 1978

Continuous eclsion-making, Review, Monitoring and
Record-keeping Processes by the Interdisciplinary
Committee

/

z

I

* 9. Review recommendations and involve regional teachers

* ?0. Review and studyrecommendations of the committee and participating
faculty from the first year

isq. Review and study test results from first year

* 12. Provide three-week institute for 30 regional teachers (tremendously successful)

* '3. Continued development of SMERC

* '4. Final considerations prior to initiating the second year of the
new program

*completed as written



STAGE IV ACADEMIC YEAR 1978-79

Continuous Decision-making, Review, Monitoring and
Record-keeping Processes by the Interdisciplinary
119,mrit-top

* !5. Start-up of second year o: program

* '6. Begin second year of instruction in the new program utilizing MSUmods

Programs designed to cause greater utilization of SMERC by regional teacher!

* '8. Continued development of SMERC based on perceived needs

*'9. Encourage representatives from other colleges and universities to visit
lhnd observe ;tie program and SMERC

* 0. On-going planning and reviewing, and development of proper cross-links
by participating faculty (strong here)

* I. Dissemination through conference, publications, etc. (KY Acad. Sci.)

* 2. Plans reviewed for complete transfer from NSF and MSU support to total
MS0 suppflrt

* 4. PostIct, on all three identilied areas, students in both the experimental
and contrn1 p,ronps who have completed two years of the program (Renner)

* 4. Recammerviations related to continuance and change

*completed as writt,:n

1"



STAGE V SUMMER 1979

Continuous Decision-making, Review, Monitoring and
Record-keeping Processes by the Interdisciplinary

- I
i

* 35. Review and dissemination

;* 36. in-service programs for 30 regional teachers and in-d epth presentation
o program to 15 representatives from other colleges and universities

* 37. Dissemination through conferences, publications, etc. (local workshops with
Postlethwait, Karplus,
aorlelvt al)

*3S. Intensive analysis of all assessments with resulting recoMmendations
concerning the direction of the program and SMERC

39. -Finalized plans for complete transfer from NSF and MSU support to
toal MSU support

* 40. Final decisions

*completed as written



TRADITIONAL AND ISMEP PROGRAMS FOR THE SCIENCE-MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
CURRICULUM FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJORS @ MURRAY STA'a UNIVERSITY

Traditional Program ISMEP Program

Mathematics 115 - Fundamental Concepts I

Mathematics 315 - Fundamental Concepts I'

Ele. Educ. 201 - Teaching of Mathematics

Credit Hours

SHE 100

SHE 150

SMI 200

Credit Hours

3

3

3

6

6

6

Biology 101 - General Biology 4 SME 250 6

Physical Sci. - (several choices) 4 Required 24

Science Elective- (several choices) 4 Encouraged Elective 3

Ele. Educ. 502 - Teaching of Science 3 Total 27

Required
24

Ele. Edu. 508 - Teaching Modern Math.

(encouraged elective) 3

Total
27

t1

A list of mods is attached.
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Science Mathematics- Education
Resource Center

Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky

Announces

1978 SUMMER INSTITUTE

in
INTEGRATED SCIENCE MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

for
ELEMENTARY TEACHERS

June 13 -June 29
Sponsored by the National Science Foundation

Purpose
The institute is designed to provide the opportunity for in-

service elementary teachers to increase their knowledge of recent
curriculum developments and materials in science and
mathematics and to improve their skills in the use of these
materials for effective inquiry teaching.

It will also serve a secondary purpose by making area teachers
aware of resources available for their use from the SME Resource
Center and the opportunity to select and prepare some materials
for use in their own classrooms.

Participants
Thirty elementary teachers will be selected from counties

within 100 miles of Murray State University to participate in the in-
stitute

To be ell- ,ble for consideration an applicant must have taught
at least ont. ,ear and be a teacher or administrator in an elemen-
tary school

The staff w II select participants giving consideration to length
of time before retirement, background in science and mathematics
education and geographical distribution

All participants must be accepted for admission to Murray State
University Application forms for admission to Murray State Univer-
sity may be obtained from the Dean of Admissions at Murray State
University



-Program.
The institute will coincide with the first 13 days of the regular

summer session at the University, beginning June 13, 1978 and en-
_ ding June 29, 1978 The institute will provide three credit hours of
graduate credit (SME 6001, Advanced Integrated-Science-Math
Education for Elementary Teachers which may be applied toward
graduate programs where appropriate

The core of the institute will involve the selection and com-
pletion of instructional modules (MODs) in science, mathematics
and/or methodology utilizing philosophy and materials from the
ESS. SARA, SCIS science programs and the MMP math program
Some MODs will be required and others may be selected ac
cording to the interest and needs of the individual Objectives are
form Jfated in behavior& terms and assessments will b.! based on
full ollor g these objectives Most'evaluattons will be oral Creative
components are built into many of the MODs and are designed to'
assist participants in developing the types of creatiyity needed for
effective inquiry teachng

Grcup sessions won be scheduled for some of the mornings
with tt e laboratory and resource center available during of
*moons and evenings for individual and group activities and
the preparation of instructional materials

Benefits
Each participant wh6 successfully completes the institute will

receive 3 hours graduate credit (tuition free) in SME 600, Ad-
vanced Integrated-Scie,ece-Moth Education for Elementary
Teachers This credit may bye applied toward advanced programs
where applicable Materials will be provided by the institute and
each participant will receive a $100 stipend to help defray cost of
travel and subsistence while participating in the institute

4.. 2

Staff
The instructional staff of the institute is tentatively as follows

B E Burnley, MS, 1966, Ph D Candidate, Arizona State
University Assistant Professor of Astronomy.

Arvin Crofton, Ed D, 1966, University of Georgia Associate
Professor in Department of Professional Studies

Robert Johnson, Ph D 1969, West Virginia University
Professor of Biology

Christine Parker, E D 1974, Auburn University Asso-late
Professor of Mathematics

Facilities
The institute will be conducted in the ISMEP Center on Mown

Hall The Center consists of a resource room, a classroom, and a
well-equipped laboratory The resource room contains complete
sets of materials to accompany the SAPA, SCIS, and ESS elemen-
tary science programs, many mathematics manipulates, games.
selected films, videotapes, books, and other selected materials
Modern audio-visual materials are also available

Administration
The Director of the Institute will be Dr Gary Boggess, Dean of

the College of Environmental Sciences For appkation blanks,
complete the tear-off section and mail to

Gary Boggess
Summer Institute in SME for
Elementary Teachelb
311 Maw Hall
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071

Phone: (502) 762-2718
Requests for application blanks should be mailed aM soon as

possible. Completed application blanks must be postmarked by
killtreli15.1978 to guarantee that they will be considered.

tations to participate will be issued by April 15.1978. and
notification of acceptance must be received by May 1. 1978.



Science --- Mathematics -- Education
Resource Center

Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky

Announces

the Second

SUMMER INSTITUTE

in
INTEGRATED SCIENCEMATHEMATICSEDUCATION

for
ELEMENTARY TEACHERS

Jaw 13 ..s 29, 1979

Sponsored by the National Science Foundation

0

Purpose

The institute is designed to provide the opportunity for 3
in-service elementary teachers to increase their
knowledge of recent curriculum divelopmentS and
materials in science and mathematics and to improve
their skills in the use of these materials for effective
inquiry teaching.

It wiii, also serve a secondary purpose by making area
teachers aware of resources availablu 'or their use from
the SME Resource Center and the opportunity to select and
prepare some materials for use in their own classrooms.

Participants

Thirty elementary twitchers will be selected from
counties within 100 milei of Murray State University to
participate in the institute.

To be eligible for consideration an applicant must hove
taught at least one year and be a teacher or administrator
in an elementary school.

The staff will select participants giving consideration to
length of time before retirement, background in science
and mathematics education, and geographical distribu-
tion.

All participants must be accepted for admission to
Murray State University. Application forms for admission
to Murray State University may be obtained from the Dean
of Admissions at Murray State University.



Program
The institute will coincide with the lost 13 days of the first summer

simian at the University, beginning June 13, 1979 and ending
Juno 29. 1979. The institute will provide throe credit hours of graduate
credit (SME 600), Advanced Integrated-Science-Moth-Education for
Derneittory Teachers which may be applied toward graduate programs
where appropriate.

The core of the institute wilt involve the selection and com-
pletion of instructional modules (MODS) in science, mathematics
and/or methodology utilizing philosophy and materials from the
ESL SAPA, SCIS science programs and the MMP-moth program.
lame MOO* will be required and others may be selected ac-
cording to the interest and needs of the individual. Objectives are
"feretulated in behavioral terms and assessments will be based on
fitlifling these objectives. Most evaluations will be oral. Creative
isemponents are built into many of the MODs and ure designed to
MOM participants in developing the types-of creativity needed for
effective inquiry teaching

Grow sessions will be scheduled for some of the mornings
with the laboratory and resource center available during af-
ternoons and evenings for individual and group activities and
the preparation of instructional materials.

Since the institute is o laboratory-oriented program, it will not be prac-
tical to enroll for other college work during the time of the institute

Benefits
Each participant who successfully completes the institute will

receive 3 hours graduate credit (tuition free) in SME 600, Ad-
vanced Integrated-Science-Math-Education for Elementary
Teachers. This credit may be applied toward advanced programs
where applicable. Materials will be provided by the institute and
each participant will receive a $100 stipend to help defray cost of
travel and subsistence while participating in the institute.

1

Staff
The instructional staff of the institute is tentatively as follows:

B E Burnley, M S , 1966, Ph.D. Candidate, Arizona State
University. Assistant Professor of Astronomy

Arvin Crofton, Ed.D , 1966, University of Georgia Associate

Professor in Deportment of Professional Studies.

Harold Eversmeyer, Ph D , 1965, Kansas tote University. Professor

of Biology

Grady Cantrell, Ph D , 1968, University of Kentucky Associate
*

Facilities

Professor of Mathematics.

The institute will be conducted in the ISMEP Center in Mason Hall The
Center consists of a resource room, o classroom, and a well-equipped
laboratory The resource room contains complete sets of materials to
accompany the SAF,' , SCIS, and ESS elementary science programs,
many mathematics manipulative', games, selected films, videotapes,
books, and other selected materials. Modern audio-visual materials ore
also available

Administration
The Director of the Institute will be Dr. Gary Boggess, Dean of

the College of Environmental Sciences. For application blanks,
complete the tear-off section and mail to

Dr. Gary Boggess
Summer Institute in SME for
Elementary Teachers
311 Mason Hall
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071

Phone: (502) 762-2718
RequeLts for application blanks should be mailed es soon es possible.

Completed application &arks mJe be postmarked by Merck 15.1979 to
guarantee that they w'ii be renskjefirl.

Invitations to poeficipnte will Le ?sand by A:wil 15, 1979, and
notific.stion of «camera.* must be received by Kay 1, 1979.
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PURPOSE

szcnoltvz

The institute is designed to provide the opportunity for in-secvice
elementary teachers to increase their knowledge of recent curriculum
developments and materials in science and mathematics and to. improve
their skills in the use of these materials for effective inquiry teaching.

It will also serve a secondary purpose by makirtg area teachers aware
of resources available for their -lot from the SME4eiUurce Center and the
opportunity to select and prepare Mme materials fort -use in their own
classrooms.

Considering the objectives (purpose) of SI '78, please candidly an anonymously .

,

complete the following evaluation.

6.118.111118811-4.1.77"wall'osaairaft,

,>
et.
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1. Faculty

a) Interest in and dedication to

b) Helpfulness (including willingness to let SI
participants discover)

Please Comment:

Participant Evaluation of SI '78

2. Materials

) Availability

b) Utility in the course, S) 600

) A licabilit in our own teachin

Suggestions:

3. Facilities

a) itesource Center

b) Laboratory

c) Management of facilities

31
021
sgi ale

Suggestions:

. Program

a) The MOD approach

b) Fslevance of Mods

c) Quality of Mods

d) Evaluation of Mods

024
024

e) Outside speakers

Comments:

7
7

MD

31



Please write comments on the following:

S. Effort and Reward

a) Time involved

b) Apparent rewards reaped

Comments:

6. Projections/Suggestions

a) Row S)' 600 will assist you in yogr teaching

b) For a follow-up throughout '78 -'7,

c) Utility of ISMEP'slasource Center throughout the region

d) Specific changes for neat summer's program (SI '79)

e) Other

7. What were the "highlights" of SI '711 for you?

32



8. In an attempt to evaluate your reception of, interest in, and utilization of SHE 600
MODs, please complete this attempt at measuring competency and relevancy.

Please express the degree to which you feel:

cometent to return to your local situation and explain each of the
ideas to your fellow faculty.

the importance that you feel should be placed on each item in your
total program.

Respond with the following guidelines in mind:

Competence

4. feel quite competent; will be able
to help others understand this idea

3. feel moderately competent

2. unsure about competency

1. do not feel competent enough
to help others

Please circle your response:
MODs
600-Seminar on Self Concept

(Dr. Lewis Bossing)

601-Introduction to Inquiry Program
in Science 4 Math (Dr. Ertle

-Thompson)

602-Comprehensive School Mathematics
Program I(Dr.'Ron Ward 4 Clare
Heidema)

603-Material Objects

604-Interpolating 4 Extrapolating
in Terms of Three Simple Physical
Systems

605-Seminar 4 Exercises in Numeration

606-Controlling Variables

607-Inquiry Teaching Strategies
(Father Stanley Bezuszka)

608 - Newton's Laws

.10

609-Seminar & Exercises in Rational
Numbers

Importance

4. very important, vital to an
effective classroom program

3. of moderate importance

2. unsure about importance

1. not at all important to an
effective classroom program

Recommended for
Competence Importance. SI '79

4 3 2 1

9.19I
4 3 2 1

tis

4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1

/ /7 4 40' I i$ 1

4 3 2 1

7
4 3 2 1

1.3 ep

4 3 2

/4 e4
4 3 2 1

4 3 1

/71.3,
4 3 2 1

/-0 /3 41

4 3 2 1

1# f
4

/

3 2 1

33

YES NO MAYBE

42. / 4o

YES $0 MAYBEas I
4 3 2 1 YES NO MAYBE

/0 oti 7
4 3 2 1 YES NO MAYBE

cl 4a7
4 3 2 1 YES NO MAYBE

A. pi 3
4 3 2 1 YES NO M7 BE

014 10 30
le2 1 NO MAYBE

4 3 2 1 YES NO MAYBE

ito gi, 42(

4 3 2 1 YE§ NO MAYBE

Al 10 I
4 3 2 1 YES NO MAYBE

13 .17
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.

S. (Continued)

MOD Competence importance SI '7,

610-Characteristics of Living Things 4 3

a
2 1 A 3 2 1 NO ma,lis

to it , 4
611-Neat Transfer u431,01 l'

424

-3 2

1

1 TVS NOSS
0) ga f /

612 - preparations for Video Lessem
49 /

3 2 4 3 2 .1

43 13 :11108

wifig
1

4

3
1

613-Videotaping 6 Reviewing Lessem 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 YES 10 WIN
Ai PI 3 13 a 1 AO 1

614-Life Cycles 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 Y HUBS
e,5P 0 .2. 0 4i

615-Float or Sink? 4 2 1

a4

4:
/9

3

0 / it 4
3 2 1 NO NUBS

616-Comprehensive School Mathematics
Program II (Dr. Ion Hard 6 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 YES NO pays;

Clare Heidems) 1/ 7 /I .3" 9 / /i At '

617-Communities j 1 2 1 4 1, 2 1 NO MAT81

618-Make and Take 4 3 2 1 4
43.1.

2 1 NO MAUS
42-/ 00/4

619-Analysis of Mixtures i i 2 1

..S 22 7
1 YE NO MMUS

.4.,

J 4 .21 ,A 4 2/

1 NO mart620-Number Theory 1

its

622-Graphing
:2 3 -r--1 ...$ A 2

1

i

NO

$0

NUBS

NOSE
/

621,,Cell Division 6 Growth
i 4

2 1 4_ 3 2

-3" 3 / 1

623-The cycle of the moon 4

3 2
1

Q-
4 3 2 1 W $0 NAAITSS

624-Metric Measurement )173, 2 1 joi 2 1 211 NO MOBS

625-Brine Shrimp
J 2, 1 1

4 23 1 us NO NUBS
57 I a

Recommended for

626-Teaching Geometry tdPIlemantary
Children a 54 3 2 1 4, 3 2 1 111, NO NOBS

ora
627-Soaps and Detergents 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 YES NO NNTSSPt 07a- 1?
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MOD 100 Introduction to SAPA, SCIS, and ESS

ISMEP

,OBJECTIVE:

After viewing the filmstrips and studying the accompanying pamphlets,

you will be able to answer the questions listed on the attached sheet.

ACTIVITIES:

1. View "Introduction," ESS, SCIS,-SAPAfillestrip programs.

2. Read the accompanying pamphlets for tle filmstriplcrograms.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. Far West Laboratory for Educational Research & Development, Elementary

Science Information:Unit, filmstrip and cassette on "Introduction," ESS,

SCIS, and SAPA.
2. 35 mm filmstrip projector
3. Cassette recorder

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

You will draw two numbers at random that correspond to items on the attached

list and discuss those items with an instructor. You may use notes.

MOD 100



ASSESSMENT ITEMS PERTAINING TO ESS, SAPA, AND SCIS:

1. List at least three similarities of the three programs.

2. What importance is reading (by children) given in all three
programs?

3. What is meant by the term "process" in the context of "Science -
A Process Approach?"

4. Discuss the goals of the three programs.

5. List at least three topics from each of the programs and give
a brief description of each.

6. Discuss the evaluation procedures of each of the three programs.

7. Discuss the unit sequencing in all three programs.

8. State wh _11 one of the three programs you think is the most
structured and explain your answer.

9. Discuss the learning cycle presented by SCIS.

10. How do the planners of SCIS and ESS differ in their approach to
the use of "scientific" terminology?

11. How is Piagetian philosophy incorporated into the SCIS curri-
culum?

33
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ISMEP

M3D 102 Observing (Group Activity) (SW)
Using simple material objects in order to distinguish between

observing and inferring

OBSERVING
'Observations are basic to any scientific investigation. These observations

in turn lead to the construction of inferences that can be tested by further

observation. Therefore, observing provides both a basis for constructing

inferences and for testing.existing inferences. In SAPA, observations are

statements of properties that can be perceived by use,of the senses." SAPA,

Guide for Inservice Instruction, p. 11.

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this group session, you should be able to,,

1. identify and name properties of an object or situation by using at

least four senses;
2. distinguish between observations and inferences;

3. state the observations in quantitative terms whenever possible;
4. describe observable changes of properties of an object or a system;

5. describe an object so another person can identify the object in

a set of similar objects.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES 6 MATERIALS:

1. SAPA, Guide for Inservice Instruction, pp. 1 - 3,

2. See reference above for materials and procedure.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

See objectives above.

(Students receive this sheet after the group activity so their observations
are not biased and so .they have a record of the activity.)

3"
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MOD 102 - Observing

Pretend that you do not know that the item in front of you is.
To indicate this, call it the object. List as many observable properties
of the object as you can. Use any of the other items to help you make
your observations. Be sure to make your list before reading on.

Now review your observations. Here are some questions to use
as you check your list.

1. How many of your senses did you use?
2. Did you include any quantitative observations? For example,

did you measure the size or weight of the object?
3. Did you list any observations that involved a change? Did you

use the water or the match to change the properties of the object?
4. Did you include any inferences in your list of observations?

For example, did you say tnat the object was a sugar cube?
If you said it was a sugar cube, ask yourself if a sugar cube is a
property you can actually obsefve with your senses. If you
hadn't known that the object was a sugar cube, would you have
known for sure that the object wasn't something else, like a
herbicide, a fertilizer, or even a poison disguised to look like
a sugar cube?

After thinking about these questions, add to your list of observe- ti

tions and delete any statements which appea.. to be inferences rather
than observations. The following activity.will provide you with some
guidelines that should enable you to make more complete and accurate
observations.

3 L.)
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MOD 103 Numeration

This MOD is designed to provide you with insight and perspective into
difficulties encountered in understanding our numeration system.

OBJECTIVES:

After completing this MOD you will be able to:

1. Distinguish a number and a numeral.

2. Understand and name some properties of various numerati.2n

systems.
3. Discuss the importan.-_!e of properties that are inherent in

our numeration sys'tem.

4. Understand and use the concepts of grouping, trading, and
place value in the number system w;tn any

INSTRUCTIONAL kEFRENCES AND MATERIALS;

1. MMP, Nameration
Multibase arithmetic blocks

3. Colored ,:hips

Aba,Las

J. Two or three dice

'PROCfDUKE:

1. In MMP, Numeration__, do Activities 1, 2, 4, and 3. Do not'wrivo in books.
Prepare a game to be usod In conne,:tien with ?r,uping for
your permanent tile.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring-your rvsponse sheets and game to.ttu evaluatiun.
2. Le 1-)rcpared to answer questions o'i ,',11 points in objestives.

011
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For Activity 2, Part F, #7.

CROSS-NUMBER PUZZLE

2

1. 999nnnnnnnimi
4. OCLXV

6. eiraw

10. mull
11.

MINN.+ vINI

.0011.110.

ACROSS

12.

IS.

nnnnrinil

16. 2. nnnnnnnnt
3. ilftftECCX11110

mmonMM
S. .6.0%

Cxx

19. :9991111

A. MCMLX1V

DOWN

13.

14. :199999999111

17. Z.

MOD 103
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ISMEP

MOD 104 Material Objects 6CIE)
Observing, classifyi

PREREQUISITE: Read SCIS, Mftertal .0bAects, Teacher's Guide, "The SCIS

Conceptual Framework," "Program Overview," and "Clues for the

Teacher," pp, 8-17.

OEUECTIVES:

1. At the completion of this MOD, you will be familiar with the SCIS

philosophy and the mateesIs and references of SCIS, Material Objects.

2. Given a rock and a definition of the word "property," you will be

Olt to list at least 5 properties of that rock.

3. Given five wooden blocks, You will classify them into a classification

scheme.

4. Given four metal pieces, You will classify them into a classification

scheme.

5. Given vials oz sawdust and woodshavings, you will Match the dust and

shavings to blocks of similar wood.

6. Gives 5 different liquids,-you will list at least 5 properties of

each and in addition list at.least 3 properties of any combination

of the 5 liquids.
7. Given certain types of gases, you will observe and identify properties

of those gases.

INSTEUCTIONAL RIFERENCTS 5 MATTRIALS:

I. SCIS, Material Objects, Teacher's Guide

2. Materials from e commercial kit of Material Objects

FINAL ASSESSMEMT:

1, See objectives above.

2. Each activity identifies further tasks to be performed and the

materials to be kept for the final assessment.

MOD 1 (-)
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PROCEDURZ:

These activities refer to SCIS, !,xerial Objects, Teacher's Guide.

1. Read'"Objects in the Classroom," pp. 24-25. Be able to discuss the

meaning of the word "property."

2. List at least five properties of a rock selected from the box of 200

assorted rocks. The instructor will try to identify your rock in the

collIption from your set oZ properties. Your ability to perceive

"prdferty" will be determined on this basis.

34 Take five numbered wooden^bloc
Guide, p. 43. Identify them a
final assessment bring to your
your selection of blocks used

ks; classify them by the scheme in the leacher's
s oak, walnut, pine, balsa Qr mahagonv. For Che
instructor your classification chart and

in the exercise.

4. Take four metal pieces and classify them according to the

scheme presented in the Teacher's Guide, p. 43. At the time of your

final anitsement bring to your instructor your classification chart and

your selection of metal pieces.

5 The objective of this activity is to match the vials of,wood duet and wood
that You have classified and identified. In the UOD tray, find

6 vials of wood dust and shavings. These are labeled 1 through 6.

Yon may conduct tests on the smaller *locks but not on

the larger blocks. Fill in the chart below and present it to the

instructor at the final assessment.

Vial Type of Wood

1

2

3

4

5

6

.11
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'6. Describe the properties of five different liquids and describe various

combinations of liquids.
List at least 5 properties of each labeled container of liquid. Please

use fluids sparingly.

Liquid A Properties

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Liquid BPrnperties

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Liquid C Properties

1.

2.

3.

4.

=AO ,

Liquid D Properties

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

IJ

MOD 1 (



Liquid E Properties

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

.1...111

Proceed b mixing any combination of two or more liquids in a separate

vial. Describe the properties of your new liquid. Bring this vial of

nixed liquid to your instructor at the time of final areesvment_

Properties of new liquid mimed from liquids labeled

- 1.

2.

=811.111a1M

3.

4.

If necessary, describe more completely on the back of this sheet.

If the properties of your new liquid chew after 5 minutes, 1 hour, or

24 hours, describe bow they change on the back of this page.

1. Read "Observing Cases," pp. W59 and perform the experiments. Record

your data on the back of this page. Bring your data to the instructor.

Youill find Freon-12, balloons, iodine crystals, and balloon pump in

the MOD tray. Please read the precautions concerning iodine and Freon

in the SCIS, Teacher's Guide, p. 58.

MOD 1; ).;
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MOD 105 Numeration in the Elementary School

This MOD will provide an opportunity for a general overview of the scope
and sequence of numeration topics in the elementary school and some
hands-on experience with grouping and place value aids.

OBJECTIVES:

At the end of this mor ble to:
1. Arran'e an approprlAte socoel-e for numeration activities for

elementary school cnildrefi.
2. Be familiar with grade level of various numeration topics for

elementary school stUdents.
3. Select appropriate hands-on aids for different numeration

concepts.
4. Extend numeration concepts to decimals.
5. Apply use of exponents in writing numbers in scientific

notation. 4

',!.;-"F:CTTONAL REFERE1VMS AND MATERIALS:

1. )NP, Numeration
2. MMP Slide-tape, "Numeration in the/Elementary School"
3. Abacus, colored chips, Dienes-blocks, bundling sticks, unifix

cubes, place value charts
4. Construction paper, scissors, ruler, glue, centimeter grid paper,

felt -Air, pens

5. elementary school,mathematits textbook series, found in Resource

Center

PROCE)URE:

1. View the MMP "Numeration in the Elementary School."

2.. In.MMP, uo Activity' 7, parts 2 and 3b, Activities

8, 11, 12 ao::

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. bring all work shE,tc, and ,....)mpleted projects to the evaluation.

2. Be able to respond to n1),octives above.

3. Prepare for a brief written exercise on scientific notation.

MOD 105
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NOD 106Classifying (SAPA)
Punch Cards

CLASSIFYING
'There are many ways tc construct classification systems. In SAPA, one, two

or multi-stage classification systems are emphasized. In these systems, each

stage divides objects to be sorted into 'those that possess a certain observable

property' and 'those that do not possess this observable property'." SAPA,

Guide for Inservice Instruction, p. 102

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given a set of 8 objects whose numbers you have drawn from a list of
20 objects, you will write a classification key in the p'esence of
the instructor. The key should enable anyone ignorant of the names

of the objects to identify exactly each one.
2. Using the classification key you made for a set of 10 or more objects

which you have chosen (not from the MOD tray), you will code the
classification into a s'mple punch carA system.

3. Given the set of punch cards you made to classify the objects above
in 2, you will use your punch card system to identify the objects

selected by the instructor.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. Collection of 20 objects available in laboratory
2. Set of 10 or more objects provided by student
3. SAPA, 56, l'unch Cards

4. SAPA, 67, Identifying Materials

5. Stiff paper cards of udiform size
6. Paper punch

7. Small metal rod

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. See objectives Elicre

2. For assessment of obj? ';es 2 and 3, bring the real objects that

you used to the instructor.

('finis MOD may be introduced in a brief meeting of the entire class. Page 4 of

this MOD may be used to facilitate the introductory discussion.)

MOD 10 6
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A classification key or a taxonomic key is a printed device which allows an

isexperienced observer to identify an unknown object. In the construction of

such a key for a set of objects, the problem is to differentiate between
objects la am efficient way.

elves the toiletries set of objects:

Tommie bell, ping-pose ball, thumbtack, plastic ruler, metal spoon,
drinking straw

your objective is to enable a hypothetical person who would not know any of

these Mesa to pick this out of the set.., First, divide the objects into two
nasally onclusive group', for example, those that contain metal and thou that

do sot. This divide each of these subgroups again into two mutually exclusive

pour. The non-setallic objects could be divided into those that dirs ball-

shaped and those that ars not. The following key is the outcome of such

div4sions:

tats metal

do not vs
point shim) point

.1...,

Sot of 6 Objects

Fdo not contain metal

are ball - shaped' are not bell - shaped

vollit&111~A
contain do not have the does not have

rubber . contain shape of the shape of

-rubber long
hollow
tube

long hollow tabor

As observer who does not know any of the six objects can pick any one of them
asd, b cempariag its properties against the descriptions in the key, can
correctly classify it.

Suggested activity: Set up a classitication key for a group of.6 to 8 people

that would enable a stranger to your group to identify any somber.

You hove learned from the above activity to set up classification schoses for
sets of objects - schemes based on mutually exclusive properties of those
objects. Tr;: following explanation should help you to be able to set up a

pooch card system which codes a classification in an orderly wey.

Collect 10 or sore real objects to classify and make a card for each object.
The c* 4* eat, ld be rather stiff and uaifore in fist such as ex Svor ex enote cards.
Divide sect. card into sattions'to include the number of properties used in your
classification. At the top leave two extra sections for the name of the object
and for, special propertlei.

47
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,Cut the same corner off each card. Approximately h inch from the edge of each

card make a row of punches, one punch in each section, except for the top
sections with the name of the oblict and the special properties. Your cards

will look like this:

Neme Special Prop - not included below

-.

Oa

31

u

i
0

Ille

4

4

2

1 :40 it0 A
4.6

11
141 I

14 ts
.

I
0
16121
la 0

44

.

I i
31:
.

110%A
St.0

°r4
.a

:

. A0

.0
0
140

.I
5.

I il
lb%
V
a
I

co

fil

1/0
$1u

0
10

!i.

so:
4/00

.b.

AI
40

1
42

!

tli

/
ba
60
4r4- 0'0 0
A 5
V

5

3 ..

id

-4.
ou

If necessary, the, eads and both sides of the card may be used.

Nov code the cards. Take the first card and write in the name of the object.

Then, is each section, indicate whether the object has the characteristic or
property designated by that section. Every answer must be "yes" or "no." To

indicate .a "yes" answer, cut a V from the edge of the card into the punch hole.

__To indicate a "no" answer, leave the section as it is. Note how this relates

to the selection of mutually exclusive categories in the previous exercise.

If an object has a special prc-.arty not set up as a section, writs it in the.

space for special propertieo. After cards have been made for all the objects,

they can be sorted by using a pin or small metal rod. Small knitting needles

work sill.

To identify an unknown, slide the sorter through the hole which corresponds to
a certain property in the unknown. Gently shake the cards and lift the sorter"t_

Thai cards.whicb fall out of the deck represent objects that hale the property
in question. let aside the cards that remain on the sorter. Use the stack of

cards :bat deep, select another property and sort. Now you know that the cards

that fall out have the first and second property. Repeat the sorting process,

using properties of the unknown object qintil only one card remains. If more

than one card remszns, write the special properties on the cards giving another
seam of distinguishing between objects.

is preoare4 to demcastrate how your system works for any individual object the
isetrwtor soy select from your collection.

4
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Wow Special Properties
,

.

.

,. s,

$4

r

ci.

t
en

II

40 .

S

.

.

1la fild
o

0

?II'
al

Pli i4 I
o.1 14
41

1 1 ii

i
Aa
mo

A'

14
..4
IS

1

.

I.

r

,

I

.1I
Alf

P...4
ei
g

it

Id

.o.4
o
U

Id.4i g
.4 4
111

N "4V 0
A S

_ _

4+

3
Li
i
U

14o
g

IA

Po0
iia

.o.4
an
.4
.4
is

0
14

g

Take the WA Module 67 cards (5" x 8") in the MOD tray and follow the instructions.
When you finish-conipletely the sorting :.nFtructions, put the card labeled start here
back on tcp oA: the deck. The oreer of the other cards is unimportant.
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MCD- 107 Teaching Children: Numeration Concepts

PREREQUISITE: MOD 103, 105

OBJECTIVE:

After viewing the video program of "model" teaching your
ISMEP-partner and you will plan. and teach to four or five
children appropriate concepts and skills on numeration.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

-... 1. Indiana Model Teaching Video Programs on Numeration
2. Elementary mathematics textbooks
3. IOW, Numeration, Activities 15 and 16

4. Video-tape recorder
5. TV monitor

FINAL ASSESSYMT:,

Your plan will be discussed with and approved by your
instructor(s) prior to the actual teaching experience.
Shortly following the actual teaching a 30-minute time

\ period will be scheduled with your instructor(s) to
discuss and evaluate the experience. Input from the
classroom teacher will be sought and utilized to the
extent possible.

-;
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EXAMPLES, OF BEHAVORIAL OBJECTIVES

4 SEQJEWE OF OVELT1VP

DLIELIPIN'; THE MIATIPLIC10;ii A, :,,,F; : T.4,1

Tr.' chlid h111 1,. able t3 _,tate th, ,..oidit- f-,- 114_ ,-,,'_, ,1;ii 1-
tion r1;1 t jr 1 throuql , 9,

J. The .:hr,o .,111 be abs,e t tind the peci.ict
ten 's ,Iti.,.,11ed ty a sIrcile-divt

',') a fn-1t1 .).

3 "rile ,tild w I r otle I 'Id I ht" J', wriel Any
n.irtne. 'S r I t1,11 (3 rip

-4

ani olds.

11 ;,,e et 1 t nd be :wo I ,

r;:.,.r ,1 t i. 1i1 uronfi 11,1

:)t

^4, CI ',' I if "blr' Tk4 tht. 1 ( rrr -0-
e,- , e .11: `e-.

1.),") 11 an

at,I(

I 71:11..1 j

,t2 Nir t ths, ,t-i p, .1! y t

Hr t "s r'ir; t,f,i a two--1,,iit-

371t f the 0)710
"310,101 e wr -digit n tf.! ,.,ipf

' S

The chill .A.111 atle tt1 'ird the pn, t ar,/
r" 'ii ri,rTher t ()1 lid by a *w ii 1t rd,t"or,-

r- em. 11 co ''put at .1, c
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ISMEP
MOD 108- Formulating Hypotheses (SAPA)

FORMULATING HYPOTHESES

"In this, SAPA sequence, students len.n thdt hypotheses are inferences
generalized to include all objects or events of the same class...In SAPA the
term hypothesis is also used for a generalization about observations...
Hypotheses, like inferences, can be tested. It is easier to find an obser-
vation that does not supprrt, A Ivpothesis than it is to make-all possible
observations required to > rt it. The more tests made that provide data
that'supnort'a hypothesis, the,more confident we are of the hypothesis."
SAPA, Supplement to the Guide, for Inservice Instruction, p. 1.

OBJECTIVES:

Given the materials and references in this MOD tray you will be able to:

1. distinguish between statements that are hypotheses and those that
are not;

2. distinguish between statements that support a hypothesis and those
that do not;

3. construct a testable hypothesis from a given set of observations;
4. construct more than one hypothesis f,i-om a given set of data.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

SAPA, 70, Formulating Hypotheses a

PROCEDURE:

4

Distinguislu.ng between Hypotheses and ObServations

1. Read SAPA, 70, Formulating Hypotheses a. Rationale

2. Obtain materials frmi the MOD tray and complete the introduction.
3. Complete the sheet:' "Choose the Hypotheses." See the file cabinet

at side of the 1.,b. Use the image developer to check your responses.

4. Complete activity 1, 2, or 3.
5. Obtain a copy of the Coup Competency Measure from, the MOD tray.

Read it carefully and follow the instructions. If you miss more

than two of the seven tasks, you should repent this part of the
MOD,again.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Br'r!ti to your instructor the bcoklet cited above and the enclosed
data .1-,,et,; for evaluation of the objectives.

4 rs

01,4
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MOD 109. Graphing I

This MOD is intended to broaden your view and skills in constructing and
interpreting graphs, and to provide you with some ideas concerning the
possible roles of graphs in the elementary curriculum.

OBJECTIVES:
))(-

After completing the activities you will be able to:

1. Identify and discuss mate ways to use graphs as a link between

other subjects and mathematics.
2. Given appropriate data and equipment, construct bar graphs, line

graphs, pictographs, and circle graphs.

3. Interpret bar graphs, line graphs, pictographs, and circle graphs.
Locate points on both two-dimensional and three-dimensional
rectangular coordinate systems.

5. Convert directed graphs to ordered pair and ordered pairs to
directed graphs.

6. Describe and demonstrate sets of ordered pairs that represent the
following relationships:
a) reflexive
b) symmetric
c) transitive

6. State and demonstrate the meaning of one -to -one correspondence.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Graphs
2. .Elementary mathematics textbooks

3. Newspapers, magazines, etc. with graphs

4. Graph paper
"5. Ruler, compass and protractor

6. Slide/tape "Overview of Graphs in the Elementary School"

r
PROCEDURE:

1. In MMP, Graphs, read "Overview of Graphs in the Elementary School"

or view the HMI? slide-tape, "Graphs in the Elementary School."

2. In MMP, Graphs, do Activities 1, 2, 4, 10, and 11.

3. Look through some current magazines and find at least three different

graphs. Putthem on construction paper and laminate them for your

permanent file.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring your response sheets and graphs file to the evaluation.
2. 'Be prepared to respond to all topics in the objectives.

53
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MOD 110 Controlling Variables (SAPA)
Climbing Liquids

ISM?

CONTROLLING VARIABLES
"In science and in many other areas, investigators try to determine what
variables or factors influence the behayior of a system and how they influence

it. In order to do this they manipulate one variable, called the manipulated
variable, and measure the effect on another variable, called the responding

variable. The success, of the investigation will depend on the ability,of the

investigator to prevent other variables from changing. If there is a change
in only one variable and an effect is produced on another variable, then the
investigat* can conclude that the effect Les been brought about by the changes
in the manipulated variable. -If more than one variable changes, there can be

no certainty at all about which of the changing variables cause$ the effect on

the responding variable." SAPA, Supplement to the Guide for Inservice Instruction,

p. 17.

1. You will name at least 5 variables involved in the upward movement of

liquids, in materials.

2. Civeri the liquids, papeca, and equipment necessary foxthe investiga-,

tion, you will identify which variables are manipulated (Independent),

which variables are responding (dependent) and whin variables are

held,constant (controlled) in a study of the upward movement of

liquids in materials.
Given the materials in objective 2, you will C moustrste that:

a. a liquid moves upward faster in some materlas than in others;

b. in a given material, different liquids upward at different

rates;

c. temperature of a liquid affects the rise of a liquid in a given

matetial.

, 4. You will formulate two questions about the systems of variables you

have studied and you will seek to find an answer to at least one of

your questions.
S. Given a-verbal description of an experiment, you will be able to

identify thepanipuiated, the responding,, and the controlled variables.

.INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES 6 MATERIALS:

1. SAPA, 62, Climbing Liquids

2. Different types of paper

3.: Detergent
4. Rubbing alcohol

5. Salt and sugar solutions

6. Baby food jars, beakers or other containers

7. Clothespins o- wires

8. Hot plate

9. Thermometer

FINAL ASSESSMENT:
I. Present your lab sheets and graphs to cover objectives 1 and 2.
2. Discuss your results pertaining to objective 3. ,

3. Present your questions and answersscoapleting objective 4,

4. See objective 5. MOD 110



PROCEDURE:

Hold a strip of paper so that one end of the strip is immersed in a

container with 10 millimeters of water and observe what happens. Support

the paper by the clothespin on a wire rod. Support the rod by a clamp

on a pole. List below the factors or variables that might possibly affect

what 'happens.

1.

2.

3'.

4.

5.

Others

In each experiment you perfo consider the responding variable to be the

rise of liquids in materials. resign experiments to answer the following

questions: 1. Will water move higher in some materials than in others?

2. Does the width' f the blotting paper make a difference in

how far the wat r rises?

3. Will some liqu s (other than water) move faster or sloiler

than rater?
4. Does the dep to which you immerse the blotting paper in

Nthe water affect the height to which the water rises?

5. Does the tea erature cf the water in each vial affect the

height to which liquids rise?
6. Does paper th t has been wet and dried-out behave like new

paper?
In the space below, describe gour investigations. Identify in each case which

variables are manipulated and which are held constant. You should cdmplete at

least three demonstrations regarding the rise of liquids in materials. Please

return liquids toecontainers after use. CAUTION: If you use the thermometer,

please handle it with care.

QUANTITATIVE OBSERVATIONS NEED TO BE RECORDED TO MAKE"A GRAPH!
Manipulated Variable Responding Variable Variables Held Constant Observations

(independent) (dependent) (controlled)

1

3.

J i)

0

,

/v
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Plot the data you have collected for each investigation on graph paper.

Make some predictions from your graphs and test these predictions in a

final experiment.

DiscUss below the results of your demonstrations. fulfilling objective 3:

)1 child psychologist vests to deterndas ebether nursery sdhool sttemdence has

any effect on children's social perceptiveness. hie Acores social percep

tiveness'by Gala standard wiestions 'beaks set of pictures which depict a

variety of social situations, and than be rates each child's responses. Sy

this device he obtains score between 0 and 100 for each child. Higher scores

~represent higher social perceptiveness.

To test the effect of nursery school madame on children's scores in social

perceptiveness, he obtains 0 pairs ol,idontical twins to":serve as subjects.

Without selection, 1 twin from each pair is aisigned to attend nuesery school

for-a tern. The other twin in each pair is to male out of school. At the

sod of the tern, the 16 children are inch given the test of social percep-

tiveness. Note: Identical twins are genetic equals.

In the above peregrapie daternise what are the nanipulosted variables, the

responding variables, and the controlled variables. Can you list any other

'variables you would like to control?.

Jig

MOD 110
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Write at least 2 questions mail tree this WOW.

1.

Girt an answer to at least one of the Abeve'questioes.

Please do not consult SAPA 62, Climbing Liquids, until after you have
carried out the activities outlined in this MOD.

-4-
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ISMEP.

MOD 111 Graphing II

This MOD is to allow you to-explore graph as a part of many different
elementary school activities and subject arena other than mathematics.

PREREQUISITE: MOD 109

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this MOD you should be able to:
1. Prepare a lesson plan for an activity involving graphing, including

objectives, prerequisite skills needed, and appropriate grade leval.
2. Deicribe graphing activities for subject areas of the elementary

curriculum othet than mathematics.
3. Plan an activity for children involving coordinate systems in

some elemel.tary subject.
4. List ways in which coordinate systems are 'evolved in a child's

life outside the classroom.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Graphs
2. Several elementary mathematics textbooks, found in Resource Center
3. Reference books on games for graphing

PROCEDURE:

1. In MMP, Graphs, do activities 3, 5, and 7.
2.- Prepare a game to be used in a lesson on graphing fol your

permanent file.

3. Prepare a lesson plan for teaching in MOD 113.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Schedule an assessdent period with the instructor(s).
2. Bring your papers and game completed to theassessment period.
3. The Map will be completed when the activities are completed, the

objectives met, and the instructor(s) approves One of your plans
to be used in MOD 113.

58
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EXAMPLES OF BEHAVORIAL OBJECTIVES

. FOR MOD 111

A LEQUE10E OF OBJECTIVE'

FOR DEVELOPIR1 THE MULTIPLICAT1C,4 k.GORITHH

1.Trl,! child will be able to state tho rniort: fnr all

combrnatiors through 9 x 9.

2. The child wilrbe able t..) find the product when a miltiolA or

ten Is TJltipTied by a single-digit number.

3. The child. will be able_to find the proftuct When any twr)-dilit

nunlber is mt.ltiplied by a single digit nu-!Tr, using concrete

aria nictoric.1 aids.

4. The will be able to find the pldti.t_w'l,n any two-0(3kt

nurb4- is rnaltiplied by a sinale-di"it ru,,ber, using

pencil ctrtp.Jtat)tibs.

5 he child 011 be able to Ord tpen

.vel -dwIt nu.nter s ,nultij?1 led by 'P digit r ,.ter.

ccrip,.tatione., with penLil an.i

(0..%.! will tae isible find the rroOuct when an) t,4,-.11;4t.

7

bet' s rultipl1P0 es,Tu"Iple y

Pie chIld w111 be alle tcl fine the ,Tcdu-r wo.e,f arl ts,)-Aig-t

s tv a twnc-digit nvOnt. ociri did

1;1.- tO,

The -'11,1 toll be able to find t*,e prod.,! wten any two-d1git-
t.

ntwtrn is rultiplied Lly a two-digit nt .,;n0 taper- .ir:i-

comp4.6tioes

The child will t7e able to findn, t.0 proo'n , when any ttwee-

riort) dtnit nvlber is mtilt9lied by a ?4) digit fuben 1;iry

pat,tr-wd-pqt.11 compbtatins.
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MOD 112 Interpolating and Extrapolating in Terms of Four Simple Physical

Systems
Predicting (SAPA)

PREDICTING
" Predictions. . . are extensions (interpolations and extrapolations) of

obServations'to other observations of the same kind. A prediction is

tested by making further observations similar to those upon which the

prediction is based." SAPA, Guide f &r Inservice Instruction, p. 118.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given three systems of variables, you will manipulate each system and

a. record in an orderly table the values of the variables as. the
system undergoes changes;

b. construct a graph to represent the relationship between the

variables;
c. make'predictions by extrapolating or interpolating as directed

in each systm.
2 For a foprth system involving time, velocity, acceleration, and

distance, you will:
a. perform appropriate calculations to generate data'and record

the data in orderly tables;
b. construct graphs to reprf2fant the relationships between the

variables;
c. make predictions by extrapolating as directed;
d. compare the nature of the relationships by comparing the graphs. -

3. You will invent and set up your own system of variables different,
from the ones above, manipulate the system, and rake as prediction
on the basis of your observations.

1? -

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. SAPA, The Basic Sc-.ence Processes, f_n the MOD tray (Reference only)
2. Graph paper
3. Small graduates and medicine droppers
4. Bolts and nuts
5. Balance*

:6. Springs and spring stands
7. Weights
8. Meter sticks
9. SAPA, 48, BouncAg Ball (Reference only)

10. SAPA, 53, Suffocating Candle (Reference only)

See object,,' s 1, 2, and 3 above.

N)te '.e either a triple-beam balance or a double-arm type.

MOD 112
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PIOCEDURE:

Meni7ulate each of the following systems, and obtain data shoving the

relationship of one variable to the other. Note which is the manipuleted

va.:iable and which is the responding variable. Me ready to submit an orderly

table of,data and s graph correpponding to each system. Be ready to show how

you can make predictions from each graph.

Sy3tcm #1: One ml. equals the Volume of drops.

Gina a medicine dropper and a graduate, investigate the relationship between

dr,ps and ml. Get data for 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 ml. Extrapolate to predict the

number of drops in 7 ml. Different medicine droppers will give different

sired drops.

Predicted number of drops for 7 ml

Measured number of drops for 7 ml

System #2: One bolt weighs as much as nuts.

Given the bolts and nuts provided it the laboratory, set up a table shoving

the relationship between their weigate. Get data for 1, 2, 3. and 4 bolts.

Extrapolate to predict the number of nuts for 5 bolts.

Predicted number of nuts for 5 bolts

Eeasured number of nuts for 5 bolts

System #3:

Given the springs, meter sticks and weights provided, collect data and"

record it in away that shows he relationship between the stretch of the

spring and the weight hung from '._. See how inventive you'can be in getting

this data. Get data for 10,---20, 30, and 40 additional grams. Extrapolate to

predict the stretch for 50 g.: interpolate to predict the stretch fepr 25 g.

Then verity ycur predictions, in laboratory.

Predicted stretch for 50 g.

TeasJ stretch for 50 g.

Predicted stretch for 25 g.

Meafot-ed stretch for 25 g.

MOD 112
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System #4:

Consider an object moving at a constant velocity of 2 metErs/second.

Plot the points on a graph of distance vs. time for 2, 4, 6, 8, 10,

and 12 seconds of elapsed time. How 'far has the object travelled

during 8 seconds? during 12 seconds? How far 'fill i: so,

in 17 seconds? Do you have to figure this, or will the gr.iph

show you (by extrapolating)?

Now consider an object in free fall. (It could be'droppec f a tall

building or from an aircraft.) As it falls, it will accelerate 'ne

to gravity) by 9.8, or almost 10 meter's/second,each second it is in

a state of free fall. Thus, at the end of second #1, its velocity

is 9.8 m/sec. At the end of second #2, its velocity is 19.6 m/sec,

etc. Plot the velocity at 1, 2, and 3 seconds. Now determine the

velocity at 4 and 6 seconds, by extrapolation on the graph.

Now, oda separate graph, plot another set of points to denote the
distance the object has fallen at the end of ., 2, 3, and 4 seconds.
Remember, the velocity is changing by 9.8 m/sec whila in free .all.
.To determine distance during a period of acceleration, multiply

average velocity by time. Thus, at the end of 1 second the object

in free fall has fallen v0 + vr or 0 + 9.8m/sec
x t, x 1 sec = 4.9 m

where .4,= instanteous velocity at time 0 and-V-t= instanteous velocity

at time t. At the end of 2 seconds it has fallen 0 + 19.6 x 2 or 19.6 m
2

At the end of 3 seconds, it has fallen 0 + 29.4 x 3, etc.
2

Plot the distances it has fallen-in a free fall, or accelerating situation
for 1 sec, 2 sec, 3 sec, and 4 sec. What is the major difference between

this line and the others you have plotted?

Can you extrapolate with much accuracy-for 6 or 9 seconds of free fall by

using only the graph?

From the graph extrapolate distance for 6 seconds and for 9 seconds. Now

calculate distance for 6 seconds and for 9 seconds. Can you extrapolate

with as much accuracy on this graph as on the other two? -'0111Y?

t

Set up or find a system of variables analogous to the first three systems

above. Describe your system of variables and specify how it is to be

manipulated. Record your observations, graph the results, and predict a

value to be obtained by extrapolati,a or interpolation. Then test see

how correct your prediction f_s and record the results below.

62
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--ISME?

MOD 113 Teaching Children:-- Graphing Concepts

PREREQUISITE: MOD 109, 1.1.1

OBJECTIVE:

After viewing the video program of "model" teaching

your ISMEP-partner and you will plan and teach to

four or five children appropriate concepts and skills

on graphing concepts.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. Indian' Model Teaching Video Programs,on Graphing

Concepts
2. EleMentary mathematics. textbooks
3. !VP, Graphs
4. Video-tape recorder
5. TV monitor'

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Your plan will be disCussed with and approved by _your
instructor(s) prior to the actual teaching experience.

Shortly following the actual teaching a 30-minute time

period will be scheduled with your instructor(s) to

discuss and_evsluate the experience. Input from the

classroom teacher will be sought and utilized to the

extert possible.

MOD 1.1.3
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MOD 114 _Seminar on Inquiry and Children

PREREQUISITE: Completion of MOD 101
Read mimeographed reprint in MOD tray

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of these seminars you should be able to:,

1. list Piagetian intellectual stages in children;

2. identify the age range of each state and describe the principal

characteristics of thinking in children at each stage of deVelopment;-

3. list application of the aforementioned knowledge to science teaching;

4. plan lessons that will enable children to ask more meaningful questions;

5. identify convergent and divergent questions and show appropriate

situations where each type of'question can be employed;

6. state probable relationships between wait/time questioning and at

least five possible outcromes;

7. state an average acceptable wait /time period;

8. be knowledgeable of In acceptable rate for asking questions of

children.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. 'Indiana dniversity, The Piagetian Developmental Theory Series:

Conservation and Classification, two video tapes in Resouree Center

2. Video-tape projector
3. mimeographed reprints in -file drawer

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

These seminars will conclude with a question-and-answer session involving

the instructor and student participants. Group responses will be the

determining factor of success in attaining the objectives.

MOD 114
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ISMEP

MOD 115 lational Numbers I

This MOD is intended to provide a more precise understanding of rational

numbers.

OBJECTIVES:

At the completion of these 43cerci.7.,es you will be able to:

1. Define a rational number.
2. Present physical embodiments that can be used-in developing the

concept of rational numbers.
3. Use pairs of numbers in presenting rational numbers.
4. Make a = erb seem ieasonable.
5; Understand and explain equivalent fractions.
6. Find common denominators,by three methods.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Rational Numbers
2. Cuisenaire rods, paper

PROCEDURE:

1. From MMP, Rational Numbers, do Activities 1 (parts ,1 & 3),

7, 8, 9, 10, and 11.

2. Prepare a game (for a permanent file) on some concept of
rational numbers used in this MOD.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring all work sheets and your game to the evaluation.

2. Be prepared for questions on-all objectives.

65
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MOD 116 Small Thipgs
Observing

OBJECTIVES:

1. Learn to use and care for the microscope.
2. Learn to prepare si-Ides of living material.
3. ,Describe characteristic properties of specimen observed Under

a microscope.

4. Make accurate observations and record them in an organized fashion.

'INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. ESS, Small Things, Teacher's Guide
2. Dropper, pepper, thread, microscope slides, cover slips, onion,

Anife, hand lens, forceps, methylene blue, eosin y, iodine, stain,

toothpicks, scissors

Suggestion: Use the compound microscopes instead of-the small, blue
ones for better results.,

FIYAL ASSESSMENT:

1. See the objectives above.
2. Be prepared to discus6 your written records- with the instructor.

-66
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PROCEDURE:

1. These activities refer to investigations in ESS, Stall Things,

Teacher's Guide.. Read the following pages as preparation:

a. "Introduction," pp. 1-8.

b. Investigation 1--"Don't Let the Microscope Poo] You," pp. 9-15.

c.
e Investigation 2--"A New Look at an Onion," pp. 31-33.,

d. Investigation 3--"Using Stains to See More about Cells," pp., 41-43.

e. Investigation 4--"You - Instead of the Onion," 17,1). 47-48.

2. Using the Small Things Teacher's Guide, complete invesciiations 1-4,

writing your answers and making your-drawings on the worksheets

provided in this MOD.

67
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iNVESTIGATION 11

Don't Let The Microscope Fool You

YOUR NAME: ...

3
SMALL MINOS WQRKSHEET

AREA ONE Page 1

FINDING OUT ABOUT MAKING THINGS LOOK LARGER
,..

it you would like to see very small objec's, you must look

at thorn through a lens that makes things look a great

deal larger than they really 'are.

IX you have any idea what such a lens would iook like?

. Take a crayon :..id draw a small circle on a microscope

slid-:. '.:sing 4 r .4 ' I' cine droppc7, put as much water. as

puss. ., e :n the circle Lift your slide and examine it from

e side.

a
Now look at the drawings below.

1. Circle the drawing that most resembles the side .------

view of your water drop.

This water drop will now be you, '^ns. At the bottom of
the page are some words printed so small that it is very

hard to read them. Place your slide with the water drop .

over one of the words and lift ifte slide until the word

appears large and clear.

.. r,an you read the word? What is it?

3. Ho:, does its appearaice change when you look

at i' through the water-drop lens9

68
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SMALL THINGS WORKSHEET

AREA ONE Page 2

Usilg larger anc smaller circles with different amounts

of v!ater in them, see if yo-u can make a more

powerful water-drop lens.

4. In the space below sketch a side view of your weakest and your

most powerful lens to show their sizes and shapes.

5. Describe your water-drop lens that stands up

highest from the slide.

6. Would another liquid make a more powerful lens?

7. Would a clear piastic rod magnify?

8. Would an empty bottle magnify?

9. Would a bottle'ftili of water magnify?

10. Now draw a side view of your hand lens.

11. How would you describe a lens to a friend?

TRY YOUR MICROSCOPE AND FIND OUT

Ycu know that a microscop^ makes things look larger than

they actually are. You may also %row that a microscope can

help you t" see things that are tOo small for your eyes alone

to see. If does other things, too. Here are some suggestions

to help you find out more -about the microscope.

F. st, s look at the simple microscope. Using what you

w knc ,mahout lenses.

1. Hcw many lenses can you find?

2. Turn one of the round knobs. What does it

s??rn to do?

3. What happens when you turn the other

ind knob?

L
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SMALL TNINGS WORKSHEET

AREA ONE Page 3

4. What do you think is the purpose of the mirror?

IT TAKES LIGHT TO SEE

We usually look at things through the microscope by
retecting light through them. Look through the microscope

an.i turn P-s.,! mi .ror.

1. Toke -d what does the mirror face when it looks

brightest in the microscope?

2. Which way does the mirror face when it looks

darkest in the microscope?

3. What happens when you cup your hand around

the mirror?

4. Can you still see through the microscope with

your hand around the mirror?

HOW MJCH CAN YOU SF: AT ONE T0.7.,CE?

Look at the small --,re4s at the bottom of the page

and choose, one to look --rough your microscope.

I. How rn.,.-ch of the word do you think you can

see through the microscope at one time?

-7,ar the word aft and try it. Put it on a slide and wet it to
make cf -t.t-k to the slide better. This word is your

specimon, blect yo..1 are going to look at. Insert the

sl de under P tens strip. Then carefully lower the lens

until it cf/most, but hot quite, touches your slide.

L.)ok through :he lens as you turk the focus knob carefully
tc movc the 191s up away from the s'ide. Adjust the mirror

So that you gc. as much light as' possible. If you have

troublo 'ocustrig, zlsk your teacher for help.

2. :-Iow many lettere, are the word?

70
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SMALL THINGS WORKSHEET

AREA ONE Page 4

3. How many of the letters can you see at ono

time through the microscope?

4. How much of the word can you see?

Now take a scrap of plain paper and draw on it a circle the
size you think you will be able to see all at once through the
microscope. Wet the-paper, put it on a slide, and look at

it tnrough'the microscope.

5. Can you see the whole circle?

G. Make a copy of your circle in the space below.

If you can see the whole circle, good! If not, keep drawing
circles on scraps of paper and looking at them through the
microscope until you get the largest circle that is the right size.

7. As you make each circle, copy it in the
space above.

Thiswill give you a record o: how many circles you drew
and what their sizes were. Marc the circle that is just
exactly the right size to see '.`--"ugh your microscope. This
circle represents the size of your microscope field. The

first time we looked at a circle thrcugh a microscope, we

were very surprised at how sma!! a field the mrcroscope had.

e it s

, or

kin

unti

field of hand lens

'de better:. This word is your speci-

re going to look at. Insert the

strip. Then carefully lower the
but not quite, touches your slide.

bject you
r the len



SMALL. THINGS WORKSHEET
AREA TWO Pagel

INVESTIGATION

Don't Let The Microscope Fool You

YOUR NAME.

_HOW TO PREPARE A SLIDE.

You have been-looking at letters and'circles. Use your
microscope now to lodk-at something else. Try dust,
pepper, thread, or some other small object. Whatever you
put on your slide is called a specimen.

First. put your specimen on the slide.

Very carefully add a single drop of water.

To cover the specimen with a cover slip,
touch one edge of the cover slip to the
drop of water, then gently lower the
cover onto the specimen. Keep the
bottom of your slide dry.

1. What specimen did you use/

Look firtist 4.L. your specimen with your eyes
alone and then luJk at it through the microscope.

2. Do you see bubbles? pepper

72
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SMALL THINGS WORKSHEET
AREA TWO Pap 2

3. What does the microscope seem to do to your

specimen?

Try making a slide without using a drop of water.

4. Can you see the specimen more,,clearly with or without

water?

MEASURING THE SIZE OF SPECIMENS

So that you won't be fooled by your microscope, you need
some way to measure how small the things you see through
it actually are. One way to do this is to compare them with
something else whose size you already know.

1.. Name several very small things that you might
put on your microscope slide to use as a

measure.

One small thing that you might use for a measure is a hair.
Pull a hair from your head. Look at it carefully with your hair

eyes alone Cut off about 1 inch from the hair and make
a slide with this piece.

2. How many hairs side by side would you need

to fill the field of your microscope?

air bubble

3. Just for fun, how big would your head have to
be if your hairs were really the size they

look through your microscope?

Make a slide with a piece of thread and a hair side by side.

4. How many hair widths wide is the thread?
(You may abbreviate "hair width" as hw.)

Try the other small things that you named as measures.

5. Which of your measures works best for you?

-I
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I NIVESTIGATION I
Oon't Let The Microscope Fool You

Y JUR NAME:

MAKING A COMPOUND MICROSCOPE

-9-

SMALL THWOS WORKSHEET
AREA FOUR Peel

Tear off a small word from the bottom of this page.
Dampen the paper and put it on a slide. Look at it through
your microscope. .

1. In the space at the lght draw a picture of what you
see. Now place the zoom lens attachment on the
microscope es in the picture.

.

2. Lcok through the microscope at your slide. You may
have to extend the zoom and refocus the microscope
to get a clear image. You may need more light. When
y l i can see your slide clearly, look at it carefully. You
have changed your single-lens microscope to a
clmpound microscope. The second lens is called the
ocular lens.

74
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SMALL THINI3S WORKSHEET

AREA FOUR Page 2

Sot, the simple and the compound microscope can be used

in your study, bit the compound microscope might fool

you yet!

3. Draw a picture in the circle of what you now see.

4. When you use the second lens, are the letters

larger or smaller than they looked earlier?

5. Do the letters look right side up or upside

down?

6. Did you place the word on the slide right side

up or upside dowil?

7. Look and be sure.

WHEN THINGS MOVE UNDER THE MICROSCOPE

-Remove the attachment and look through the
simple microscope at the sire with the small word
on it. While you are look;.-,g through the microscope,
pull the slide slightly to the left. .

1. Are the letters still right side up or are they upside down?

Pill the slide slightly to the ig-t)

2. W(ich direction did the letters move then?

Acain change -ur simple microscope into a compound one
by adding the F lcond lens. Foc,..::- the specimen in your
microscope and again pu!! the slide slightly to the left.

3. Which direction dicj the letters seem to rriove?

Pull the slide s',-,,htly to the right.

4. Which direction did the letters seem to move?
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SMALL MINOS WORKSHEET

AREA FOUR Page 3

S. What do you think will happen when you look in
this compound microscope and move your

slide away from you?

6. Were you right in your guess?

If you were not, look through the compound microscope
while your partner moves the slide. Tell him which
direction he moved it. Continue to do this until you can
state correctly which way the slide is actually moving when
is s_cvo ns to move to the 'right, to the left, away fnam you,
it fcward you.

SEEING MORE ABOUT SOMETHING BUT LESS OF IT

Earlier you looked at small circles through your microscope.
Look now at the family of circles below.

. . 0 0 0 0 0 0
Imagine putting them one by ot.. under the simple
microscope.

1. Mark the circle you think you would be able to
see all at once in the microscope field.

Tear off a -ircle from the bottom of the page. Moisten
the paper and ry. it on a slide.

2. What do you see' in the microscope?

If yoJ could not see it all, try another circle until you
have the right size.

3. If you looked at the same circle uider the
compound lens, would you stilt be able to

see all of the circle,_
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SMALL THING WORKSHEET

AREA FOUR Page

Adf the second lens to change your simple microscope

into a compoun I one. Now look at the circle again.

4. Can you see all the circle in the field of the

higher-power microscope?

5. What does increasing the power of the microscope

do to the size of the circle?

6. What does increasing the power of the microscope

do to the size of the 4ield?

CARING FOR YOUR MICROSCOPE

Is Ti-? Lens Clean?

Ina Lens In Place Properly?
1

is TI-P --.ree From Dust?

Have You Learned To Take Care Of lour Equipment?

Can You Answer Yes 1 Cd Ali Of Thes: Questions?

MOD 114,



INVE3TIGATION 1

Don't Let The Microscope Fool YQIJ

YOUR NAME

-13-
SMALL THINGS WORKSHEET

AREA FIVE Page 1

FINDING OUT MORE ABOUT A COMPOUND MICROSCOPE

Perhaps there is a regular compound microscope
availabe to you.

1. Does it nt,:v: -ovcral lenses of different sizes?

If so, this worksheet w: help you to learn more about
the microscope

Firs! A < at the numbers on the tenses of the
micrrxfupe and label them on the drawing below. Or
if Sur microscope has a differient number of lenses,
s etch them in the space below and number them.

C.

2. Which 'ens ";ink woi.LO make objects

foo.kfargest7___

T' 2r off a small word below, mu.,;- put it on a
and focus one of the lenses. Then refocu the microscope,
using a second lens. Repeat if your -nicrcscope has a third lens.

3. -' lens makes wore' lock `.artiest?

4. Whicr' ,s the next most ?...owerful tens',

List th-3 lenses fiorn the lowest power to

L--hest

6 "; :lion lent, d think wouie have the largest

fie:.

78
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SMALL /THINGS WORKSHEET
AREA FIVE Pap 2

Let s check. Mal e a tiny x Qn a small piece of paper. Put

the paper on your slide and lock at it with each lens.

7. Whi:h lens makes the x look largest?

8. Which lens has the largest told (shows the most

area of the _

9. When you use a h'l-i-bower lens, do you see

more of the x os

V. When x cooks larger, does the field become

larger or sma;ler?_

Look at the drawings

11. Write a number 1 beside the drawing that looks

most like your x:when you use lens number 1.

12. Similarly number the drawings that correspond

to lens 2 and lens 3.

Now fill in the n 1%le sntence:, below.

13. hich.r-2!..,/er lens has the

14. The lower-; has tho field.

_ (large', :,-71,1er)

\ 15. The higher-power leni, bows of the specimen.

(more, less)

tr:,wer-Dower lens shows of the specimen.

re. ,Lsb,
(

1
The lower-Ookyer ',...,e,f-: makes the specimen look ______

t' Ian the h;qherloower lens. (larger, smaller)/'lc. -.-., lower-t-io vr.-* lens shows __________________ o# :le field than th9

Per- ov4,.: 'ens :mclre, less)
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INVE STIGATIC N

A Ne w Look Ai: An Onion

YOUR 4041E.

WHAT'S INSIDE AN ONION?

-15-
SMALL THINGS WORKSHEET

AREA ONE Page 1

No doubt you have seen onions often.

But have you really looked at an onion? Look at an onion

carefully What do you see?

Perhaps you see the c4.red remains of rootlets and the

messy end where the leaf tiedes died off. Did you notit..e

the outer skm? Peel off some outer skin Think about

whe the onion might foe ins; le.

1. Sketch what you think you
would see if you cut the
onior, lengthwise from the

. leaf end to the root end.

2. Now slice the on length-
wise and sketch what V')U

See.

3. Next sketch what you think
you would s.:e if you cut

'fl of your onion slices in

ha;f ross the roundest
part.

4. (.1ut through the roundest
)art And :-,kr'r,h what you
;et?.

rrlaNY.

THINK

Crr.

I SEE

MOD 114
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SMALL THINGS WORKSHEET

AREA ONE Page 2

YOU CAN SEE EVEN MORE

Perhaps yot: think you have really seen an onion. Have

your.' You can help your eye by looking at an onion with a

hand lens.

1. How does the lens help you to see the onion?

Layer by layer, gently separate the onion. Look at one

of the layers through the hand lens. Look at its inner edge.

2. What do you see that you had not seen before?

).--41k a layer and use your tweezers to pull it apart.

Try to find what separates the parts of the layers.

3. What did you find?________

Now carefully reel off a piece of the thir skin found on the

in ;ide z! each 'ayer. Try to lay it on a slide without folding

it. Hoid it up to the light and look at it through your hand

ie

4. What can yol.! see?

81
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SMALL THINGS WORKSHEET
AREA ONE Page 3

HELP ING FOUR !EYE TO SEE STILL MORE

Yew i;an use the microscope to see still more of an onion.
Take.a piece of the thin onion skin smaller than our
fingernail. Place it on a microscope slide and p,:t a drop
of wester on It. Put the cover slip over the onion skin
carefully+

. Look at yOur slide through the microscope and tilt your
mirror back and fortJ, ::.oes adjusting tie light `.elp you
to see the onion skin better? Turn the mirror back and
forth. Get a hridht field in your microscope a dark
field in your microscope.

1. Do some parts .:7f the specimen stay light and

shiny more than others-
:

2. Which of the drawings below looks most like
what you see of the onion with your

microscope?'____

A 9

E

C

Sketch in the circle what
ycur specimen looks like.
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SMALL THINGS WORKSHEET

A4r4 (INF Pap 4

3. How would you describe the shape of the things

you see?

4. Do they seem to rave anything t'nem?

5. Are the blocks all exactly tee same-s:ze?

6. Are"they abcut the same size?

7., Are the exactly the same shaoe7__

3. Are they about the same s,eape?

4SURING THE SIZE OF THE UNITS

The units in a layer of on,on are so small that they cannot

1::* men except through a microscope. To find out what

sari they really are, you can compare them with the width

of a hai-.

Take off the cover slip of your s;;e4, Add another drop

o water to the orison skin, then plc- a seers plece of

hair across tne skIn. Replace the co - e'y carefe:ly

You may have to move 'rie ice aroure'' E'er the hair in

your microscope
device you mai; u->e,

1. 'How many v., fees ...

you lay seie

length of one block`, _

v'e

r yeAge re; measuring

ee:w many widths o; Ker. he'r coeld

u lay side by side over 17";e

v -30 of one bloc''

Thee is, of cease, another name fo these blocks you

rave just seen and described. F a moment pretend you

co not knew Imagine that,you are the first person ever

t look at ae lion 'ken thrr ticin"a microscope. What

ex^

.'chat woiki bo e eee ':,rip for these blocks2___

83
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INVEf MIGATIOt
01

Using Stains To See More About Cells

-YOUR NtME

SMALL THINGS WORKSHEET
AREA ONE Page 1

Make a slide of the skin from inside a laye, of cr.on. Look

at it through the microscope Look at a s,nole cell

1. What do you see inside of onf- of the :ells?_

There, Are several ways of seeing parts -of +he ce Detter.

Remember how white the onion cells are: One way to make

th elsier to see is to us.: ._o'or. V 'e tic-ft -. to colpring

and colors sta!nr,.

e stain, methylene o'ue, on a pece of on!nr skin on

slide. With a toothp.ck add a b of stair Then add a

drop of water and the cover slip.

Now ook throu;i-
spec; -nen ft, a whie

-:nsrr,14.) Pt y'...!!*

2. What do you ribw see the

!!-1 te rough 0. fine of the sina'e onion cell below,

the rippe3rance of the stained cell,

.cL; it through the rilcros,...lope.

S(1

NATTHYLENE BLUE STAIN

MOD )16
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I THINGS WORKSHEET

AREA ONE Page 2

Ty a second stain You know that icd:ne will stain your
itigers. Do yo i suppose it wiii do the same or a piece

of onion skin'?

Make a slide usia one toothpick drop of iodine stain and

one drop of water on a piece of onion s;,

4. What color does the iodine stain the onion cellq?

S. In the co i! outline below fin in the stained cell
auqt si. see it in the m croscope.

th!rfl stain Y.

IODINE STAIN

6. In the ce': outl,ne below tI! ;n the stained area
just as you see it the n,Troscope.

EOSIN Y S7AIN

3omplre 'our three Fket...,' es

7. Does st? n tne semi; part of the cell as

C

8. )(NOS co: - le same p:;-* the ce:: as

methylene

c. if you wore bt uc4vv;g )t t the little :oats which
you see ,ns:de the onion cells.

stP:n woulr,.1 you use?

10. other colored liquids might work as stains

)n the onion ceI;s?

See if you c- get some .,s .,he things you have listed as

stains Try t t7

. "inat ha. opened?

85 MOT)
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SMALL THINGS WORKSHEET-
AREA ONE Page 1

INVEST GATION
You-Instead Of The On;on

YOUR NAME.

You have been looking at the ce'ls of an on:on. In other

words, you have seen a: plant celis. Now you are

going to investigate cells of an animalyou'

You can collect some human ce'1s These are caed

Placr snail drop of clean water or a clean slide. Take a

cle? .hot spick. Use the blunt flattened end and cent!),

scrape th(. inside of your cheek You do not have to scrane

hard. Touch the material collected on the toothpick to the

drop of water on the slide. Then add a droo of

methylene blue. Cover with a cover slip.

You may not be able to see anything of your specirnenuntil

you look at it I, rough the microscope. if you cannot see

anything then, try again

1. Circle the d7::v" o v wnich 3oks like

a human epitht,-

Sketch DE low wnat vnu see through your

""Sccoe.

86
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SMALL THINGS WORKSHEET
AREA ONE Page 2

3. How are epithelial cells like onion bulb cells?_

4. How are they different from onion bulb cells'?

S. V`Vnicn is ;eager, an epithelial cell or an onion bulb

b. How would you orove it?

Fternilnber our unit of measurementthe hair width or
your measuring device? Put a piece of hair across
the s)ecimen. Add a drop of water and cover with
the c":/Or slip.

7. How big is the epithelial eel' in 'nair . hw

COrnp;:i,e iris with your orev.- meaf.,ie-nent of fin

onion cell.

8. Whic`l kind o' ^14 biggerii_40.44

)1c.,,ou think to place bol!' onion lou.17. -.ells and epithelia! cells on the same slide?
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PR( COUR!: :

Geferat _ntorma:lon

Al: things in nature can be divide into two main categories - living and
non-living. Both are composed of the 4,Ime kinds of basic elements or atoms.
Both living and non-living things are campooed of combinations of these basic
elements. Living and non-living forms cannot be distinguished on the basis
of these combinatior alone. In living substanc....a combinations of basic

elements are found in compounds and molecules that are not-found in non-living
forms. Fait on the basis of thf-oe differences alone, living and non-living
forms cannot be distinguished. If only structure or composition were used to
distinguish between living and non-living forms, then an organism that just
died would be catevrized as living because it still had the sane basic
structure and composition that it had as a living organism. Some other

criterion is needed to distinguish between living and non - living forms. This

criterion is activitX or function. A living organism must constantly expend
energy to maintain the '_'.wing rtate. If it is in the living state, it mat
ra-Itain a specific structure or order so th,tt_ it can carrr on the required

All non-iivinF things tent to become less ordered or more randomly
dIztributed throughout nature. Non- living things, through the action of
physical forces of nature, are constantly broken down to their basic elements.
These same physical forces act upon living organisms. In order to resist the
effects of these forces, a living organism has to obtain and expend energy. In

doing so it shows at least three kinds of activities and functions. It is

because of these activities and functions that something can be categorized as

1. Nutrition
An orgarr:sm has a constant need for nutrition. The substance of a living

or,anien is constantly wearing out or areaking down. An organism must take
in new materials to replace 15st or worn cut materials or parts, Some o the
ne" materials will energy Ln TrAking or aynthesizina new parts. If

an organism is large. it have a means cf moving thise new parts from one
pa_-t of the orgarlr, tr-, another. In this way, movement, growth, and repro-
du,:tion can be seen n' _ g^tivity of the living organism:

2. Irritability
A livt'v ;,.,anism is --gtantly ..,lbjecred to those forces or nature which tend
to m-,%t it di3ordered or ran.. o. In order to maIntain the living state and
to resist these forces, the living ,:rgantsm must be able to detect and react
against therr, To sense resisting forces is a necessary activity of the living
c'e,,rnism, This characteristic is 2a1lAd irritability.

3. Res-,_)1, egg

An orgenirm is sensi?-17A to its e^v4ronmental pressuree must also have
th! ability tu respond to these as a meer1 of pro..ection. This kind of
ac.ivity is t'Ire charactfrietic^f -Innonsiveness.
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Each stcient wi.1 have a petri dish containing an active growth of he slime

so:d - Phmarum polycephalum. Obtain an agar plate from the i structor

ANIsanc inocaate a; instructed. Physarum is a living organism composed of one

large cell. Th! cell differs from other typical cells for it is comPratively

large and has many nuclei instead of only one nucleus per cell. Note that the

large cell is shaped like a tree with many branches. Each %ranch is urrounded

by a cell wall and contains a streaming substance called protoplasm. The

protoplasm of any cell is a system or-combination of three kinds of li uld

media. First, it is a solution that has a liquid base (water) in whir are

dissolved a variety of chemicals such as salts, acids, bases, and othe simple

organic substances. "Dissolved" means that each molecule of a substan e is

separated from its own kind by the solvent (water) molecules. The mol ules

of the substance stay in solution because their own kinetic energy kee them

in motion and separated from each other. Second, the living substance s a

colloid. A colloid has a liquid base (water) in which are dispersed a ariety

of other molecules. The disperaed molecules are just large enough so t t their

owe kinetic energy does not keep: them from settling to the bottom. The solvent

:r-er) molecules because of their own kinetic energy bump :Ato these d spersed

,Le ,21.,Les, keep them in ccnstant random motion, and do not allow them t

settle to the bottom. Molecules in a solution and in a colloid are both too

seen to be seen with the naked eye or with the microscope. If -one look at

either a solution or a colloid with the microscope one sees nothing. Th4

third kind. of liquid medium which comprises a part of the living protoplasm is

a luepensioa. A suspension is a liquid base (water) that has something

di4peesel in it. In a suspension the dispersed substance is composed, of much

lager particles. These particles are clusters of molecules forming specific

structures as membranes, vacuoles, granules, fibers, Ind tubes. These

structures are so large that they tend to sett the bottom wheie they can

be seer under the microscope. The many nuclei seen in 1pihmEgast can be

considered as one class of the suspended particles. There are many other

particles that c..;;.n be :141.,:u. :.)y looking at some cf these fine partiem under

the microscope (100X) yot. -fli see toe: they not only are moved vit1 she

streaming protopi,sm, "t that they also vibrate in all directions. This is

because they are be:1,, 1-..umbarded by other rapidly moving stivaler molecules.

This offarr 414 rA11P8 qtr ,. ',-1 Movement. Can you see its

Physarum is easily grown on a not- nutrient agar. The organism can not obtain

food from the agar so soLe 'ood source must be applied to the top of the agar.

'llysarta grows well on a diet 0: eatmeal. Small grains of oatmeal sprinkled

or the agar wiLl make physarqm move by flowing around in search of the food

efrticles. Prsarum also feeds on bacteria that grow on the oatmeal.

'_ rh ark cvcpt whell
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ActiviCee

1. Exatine toe slime mold with both the stereo and conpovu4 wicros000es

(3.5 and 12X objectives). Note the structures indicated inithe following

diagram of a plasmodium -a section of a branch. See if you can observe Brownian

likftiment.

7aettole

0
0

Small Granule
Cytoplasm

:
.

Large Granule

Plasm hembrane

Cell Wail

2. Observe under the 10X objective one of the streaming (cyclosis) branches.

Note toe rate atwhieh movement takes place. Do the nuclei and the granules

move with the cytoplPsn?

3. Find a branch in which cyclosis can easily be seen.
Watch this area to

determine the umber of times he cyclosis changes direct-1.7.n.. Count tree

mother of "stops" it makes durit 4 two-mlnute period. How long is the stop

period?

4. Repeat activity 3, but use a different branch for your determination.

5. I! the cycloid* stops .n one part Of the plasmodium, does ft simultaneously

stop It cli ot.he," places?

MOD 118
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6. Plac t::e etri dish so that an anterior part of a branch of the plasmodium is at
the ed e of tne fi4d of vision. ',:ithout -9oviag dish or microscope for ten minutes,

determine if the plca odium advances or grows.

I

-5-

7. With the 3.5X objective in place, Emu::: upon one of the large branches.
You should be able tg;isee streaming of the cytoplasm. With a fine pin or
vire lightly touch ask branch in the area'you are observing. hat is the
effect?

8, With the 3.3X 61.1,ective in place, o!rerve a large 'zranch again. Cut the
branch with a flEte pir or 'mile. Does Cle cytoplasm litak out? Does the
plasmodium re,air rit.?niz?

9. Doss the plan odium gr towari the food source? Can you ece where it
has b-e:?

Obtain a sufficient number of agar plates from the instructor to carry out
one experiment in addition to the activities in this MOD with the slime mold.

'Manipulated Variable Responding Variabl-e:i Variables Held-Constaut Observations
(indepe^dent) (dependent) (coatrolled)

1.

93
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MOD 119 Rational Numbers III

This 1OD is plannd to review rational aumbers in the form of decimals
and t) use the decimal place-value system to introduce the metric system.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Review rational numbers by converting them to decimals using
the division technique.

2. Explain the structure of the metric system by the decimal
'tructure.

3. Be aware of the probable'role of decimals in the future.
4. Be able to convert repe4ing decimals to fractional form. -
5. Review operations for decimals.

INSTRUTION REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. , Rational Numbers
2 D nes blocks in base ten

P" CEDURE:i

1. In MMP, Rational Numbers, do
Activities 25: 1, 2, 3, and 4

26: 1, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9

27: lb; 3a and b; L; 6a, c, and f;
29: 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
30: 1, 2, 3a, 5, and r
31: 1, 3, and 4

FINAL ASSES'NENT7

anti

1. Bring all work papers to the evaluation.
2. Be prepared to knowledge relative to each objective.

95
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ISMEP

MOD 120 Teaching Children: Rational Numbers

PREREQUISITE: Ma's 115,117, 119

OBJECTIVES:

After viewing the video program of "model" teaching on Rational
Numbers your ISMEP-partner and you will plan and teach to four
or five children appropriate concepts and skills on rational
numbers.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. Indiana Model,Teaching Video Programs on Rational Numbers
2. Elementary mathematics textbooks in Resource Center
3. MMP, Rational Numbers
4. Video-tape recorder
). Television monitor

1. View the Indiana Model Teaching Video Programs on Rationgl
Numbers on the video-tape player.

2. Using the MMP, Rational Numbers and one or more elementary
mathematics texts, make a lesson plan for a 30-minute lesson
on some basic concepts involving rational numbers.

3. Have your plan approved and then carry out the teaching
t....perience with the children.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Shortly follcwing the actual teaching a 30-minute time period
will be scheculed with year instructor(s) to discuss and evaluate
the teaching experience. Input/rom the classroom teacher will
be sought anc util.zedto.the extent possible.

MOD 120
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ISMEP

MOD 121 3alancing
?redicting, formulating hypotheses, inferring

PRE..EQUISITE: Familiarize yourself with ESS, Balancing, Teacher's Guide

OBJECTIVES:

1. You will be able to formulate a hypothesis regarding conditions
for a balanced lever.

. 2. You will be able to explain the basic operation of the equal

arm balance.
3. Using the Masonite pegboard as a balance board with a fulcrum, you

will demonstrate the usefulness of the balance as toot for weighing.
4. You wi:1 be able to prepare a sensitive balance, given such

materials as a needle, straw, and :,achine screw.
Optional
5. You will prepare a mobile which can be used in the science lab.

:J,.:TIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. Primary Balancing, Teacher's Guide.
ESS, Materials for Primary Balancing
ESS, Mobiles, A Guide for Teachers

4. ESS, nicheela lit for Senior Balancing
5. ESS, 6-Student Kit for Senior Balancing

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Ask your instructor for MD 121, Final Assessment, and indicate if
the examples do or dc lot balance.

C
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PRO:F=11E!

Act.vitiei:

1. "'less about' to acquaint yourself with the equipment in the ESS Kit of

Balance laterials. Refer to ESS, Brimaa Bnlancija, Teacher's Guide,
pp. 10-11.

2. Continue experimenting with the materiale in the kit, and also use other
materials to balance different kinds of things against each otner...

3. Work on the following prediction sheets. Make your prediction f.rst, and

then check your prediction.

=

A. On an equal arm balance with 3 holes, what happens when you use
each hole as the pivot?

Hole A as the pivot:
Prediction:
What,happens:

Hole B as the pivot:
Prediction:
Vhat happens:

o A

oe
c

Hole C as the pivot:
Prediction:
What happens:

B. With the beau off center, one washer is hung on the short end (S)

counterbalancing long arm (L). Where do you add 2 or 4 washers

without upsetzi-q, t- _-'etnce? s)

0 o on (,00000

Sketch ..ihere you predict you would add the washers.

That hi.rvens when you test your prediction?

98
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C. Can you add washers to this board to make one side the mirror image

o-f the other? Sketch your prediction.

D. Can you add washers to this arrangement to make one side the mirror

image of the other? Sketch your prediction.

r-

E. Can you make this board balance by adding two washers on the same

paper clip? Sketch your prediction.

F. Can you balance one washer with two? Sketch your prediction.

C. Will a chain of s' washers balance six washers hung on one paper

clip? Ye-___ No

Why or why not?

as/ig the Masonite pegboard with the fulcrum belay the board.

H. Given . group of washe:, on an unbalanced board, where would you

place more weshers to make it balance?

99
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I. Will ttis trouping balance? Prediction: .lee
ro

J. Will this grouping balance? Prediction: Yes
No

C74

K. Will this grouping balance? Prediction: Yes
No

Dr,wing ftom your experience in activities A-K, and keeping in mind the
variables involved, state a hypothesis concerning balances and their behaviors.
Use the reverse side of this sheet.

4. Using the materials in the MOD tray devise a standard unit of leasurement.
For example: How many paper clips 1 washer. Give your unit of measure
a name.

. Gien a soda straw, machine screw, and needle, make a balance which is
usable and very sensitive to weighing small articles as a grain of riLc. Refer
to ESS, Primary Balanclza, Teacher's Guide, p. 48.

Optional activities

6. Hobiles involve balan( > Read ESS, Mobiles, A Guide for Teachers, and
prepare one usablt, r-ieLee mobile of your own design.

7. If you would like to ?u r-^ this MOD further, there are problem cards
available n the MOD tray fir yclir

MOD 121



MOD 122 Vewton'a Laws of Motion
Formulating hypotheses

OBJIZTIVES:

ISMEP

-/

1. Given the study and investigation indicated on the setae sheet,

you will be able to formulate rules covering cases related o
Newton's three lows of notion and to compare your rules wit. Newton's

rules.
2. You will originate a demonstration of one of Newton's three of

motion with simple equipment_of your own choice.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES 6 MATERIALS:

1. SAPA, 37 , Describing and Representing Forces
2. SAPA,- 82 , Force and Motion
3. SAPA, 80 Incraa ant Mass
4. UNESCO, Source Book for Science Teaching, pp. 128L.0
5. Glass, marbles, books, clothespins, board, spring balances, balloon,

masking tape
6. Wilson, Physics - Concepts and Applications , pp 92 - 100, Resource Center.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Present your answers and be.ready to discuss your results with

your instructor.
2. Present your demonstration fulfilling objective 2 to your instructor.
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an.

Complote activities 1-3 before you look up Newton's laws.

-2-

1. A. Over the mouth of a plastic water glass place a 3-cm. square piece of
cardboard. Place a marble over the center of the glass on Lb. card-
board. Give the cardboard a quick, sharp push horizontally with your
finger. The marble should drop into the glass. Why?

B. Take hold of the bottom book of a stack of 6 or 7 hooks. If you
quickly jerk out.the bottom book, the others should stay in place.
Why?

Suppose you are in a stationary car that abruptly starts moving ahead.
What happens to your body? Why?

Suppose you are in a moving car that abruptly come* to a halt. Ibet
Imppess to your body? Why?

Suppose you are in a car, traveling around a sharp curve at 43 mph.
What happens to your body? Why?

t. Now, formulat.: a.gew.e$11 rule encompassing all the cases wader

section 1.

2. E. Clamp a clothespin at each end of a long rubber bend. Place a meter
along the edge of a table top. Grasp both clothespins and

meta -e rubber band along the table top. Release:the clothespins
at the se*; time andwatch carefully to see where they collide. ant,
clamp 2 clothespins at one end of the :libber band and one clothespin
at the other sod. Stretch the rubber band again. After releasing

clnthespins, watch carefully again to see were they collide.
than one trial will be necessary for you to WI sure of your restate.
Refer to the diagram in the umpoo Sourpebook, p. 130. Describe and
try to give sesame for the results.
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B: Force a clothespin to remain open by tying thread around the prongs of
its handle. Place it in the center of a long table. On either side of
the tied prongs place.pencils of similar mass. Carefully burn the
thread and observe what happens,' Refer to the diagram in the UNESCO
Sourcelpok, p. 130. Now, repeat the same procedure using objects of
different masses or weights on either side of the clothespin. Observe
the result carefully. More than one trial will be necessary for you
to be sure of your results. Describe and try to give reasons for the
results.-

C. Suppose that a large heavy semi-truck and a small 117'ire both
accelerated from 3Q mph to 60 mph in 15 sec. Whic one -squires
nore force for this accaleiation?

Suppose that a large, heavy truck and a small car both received the
same force, the same "push." Which one would be accelerated more over
a given interval of time.

D. Formulate a general rule encompassing the cases under section 2.

3. A. Place a board abcIt a foot square over several marbles on the floor.
With both feet, carefunv stand on the board and then jump off.
Describe and try to give .-1-1ns for what happens.

gar

B. Hook together two spring balances. Pull at the' handle.ofone balance
while a lab partner pulls the other. As you do this try to keep the
con:, -ted portions in the same location; the system remains midway
betwean yc and does not move toward either partner. Have a third
person react t%e forces on both scales. Describe and try to give reasons
for your results.
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C. Slow up a-long narrow balloon and keep the air frog releasing. With

masking tape a second person should attach a straw along the length of

the balloon. Run a string at least 5 a. long through thin straw.

Stretch the string with the help of another person or by attaching it

in the lab. Release tne balloon from one end of the string track.

Watch carefully to see What happens.

D. Formulate a general rule encompassing the cases under section 3.

4. Now that you have coeplet'd activities 1, 2, and 3, look up Newton's

:.Arei laws of motion in a physical science book. Write tnem in the space

below. Compare your three rules and Newton's laws. is prepared to discuss

thee with the instructor.

0

I

5. Criginate asA carry out a demonstration of one of Newton's three laws of

sotion using aimple equipment of your own choice.
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MOD 123 Cell Stri.cture and Function - Self Instructional Module

I SMEP

OBJE:TIVES:

1. Define 'cell" and explain why it is important to study cells. '

2. Describe the-structures and major functions of the followAg: plasma
membrane, nucleus, nucleolus, ribosome, endoplasmicoretitulum (ER),
Golig apparatus, lysosome, chloroplast, mitochondrion,- microbody,
microtubulecentriole, flagellum, cilium, vacuole, celL

3. Identify diagrams and electron micrographs of the above structures
-.mod organelles.

4. Identify whierof the above structures and organelles are found, in
prokaryotes, eukaryotes, plants, and animals.

S.' Given a description or micrograph of an unknown cell, specify whether
the cel; is of prokaryotic or eukaryotic origin, and if eukaryotic,
whether it is from a plant or animal.'

6. Describe an avantage and disadvantage of the electron microscope,
as compared to the light microscope.

7. Define and distinguish between the following: micron, protoplasm,
organelle, DNA, pxokaryote, eukaryote, pore, cytop1,-m, phagocytosis,
ATP, spindle apparttus, 9+2, 'cellulose.

8. Locate where the following functions in the cell occur: information
storage, ribosome production, protein synthesis, secretion, phagocytosiis,
photosynthesis, respiration, Al? production, proptilsion, waste storage,
support of plant cells.

9. Distinguish between the structure and funttiovf rough and smooth
endoplasmic reticulum.

10. Describe the dynamic relationship between the ER, the Golgi apparatus,
secretion vesicles, and the plasma membrane.

. 11. Describe the relationship between the cell wall and the plasma

12. Descrih! the differences between prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells.

INS7RUC IONAL REFERENCES ii-YATERIALS:

1. This MO), pp. 2
,2. General Biology references on cell structure and function.
3. Biology Media. Instru,.. lonal Materials.

4. Singer :aramate

(-3

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. See objectives above.
2. Be prepared to discuss the questions listed at the end' of this MOD.

is
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INT1,ODUCT'ION:

The cell the common unit of all life on the Barth. It is the smallest unit which
pos,.esses all the properties which we associate with 10*--responsiveness, complex
chemical activity, reproduction, etc. In order to understand life on all levels
of organizationfrom molecules to organisms to populations--it is valuable to
study life at the level of the cell.

OUTLINE:

I.. Introduction
1. The cell
2. .Sizes of cells
3. New techniques- -the electron microscope

II. Organelles -- structure and function
1. Organelles

'2. Cell membrane
3. 14h1cleus

a. prokaryotes and eukaryotes
b. structure and function

4. Nucleolus
5. Endoplasmic reticulum

a. rough and smooth
b. iibosolmes

6. Golgi apparatus
7. Lysosomes
8. PTiagocytosis
9. Chioroplast and other plastids
10. Mitochondrion
11. Microbodies
12. Microtubules

a. function.
b. cent oles
c. sp dle apparatus

.d. c is an' clagella
13. Vacuole
14. Cell wall

III. Conclusion
IV. Quiz.
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o Cell Structure and fuhction

0) The cell is the comic unit of all life on earth. Some organisms are

single-celled. 0 Other organisms are complex assemblages of-many cells of va-

rious kinds. .

The cell is the smallest unit which displays all the diverse properties which

we associate with lifereproduction, ccmplcx chemical activity, responsiveness, and

so on. This, it is valuable to stuey life on the cellular level.

The .largest cell is'an osch egq, but most cells are much snaller than

lis. a Most ;ells are 1 to 10 microns in diameter. P. micron is 10
-6

meter. or

one millicah of a meter. So most cells are 1/1000th to 1/100th of a millimeter in

--...diameter. The smallest cells are less than 1/2 micron, or 1.12000th of a millimeter

17

across.

These 'easurements are rather difficult, to visualize. Perhaps comparing an

average cell to a familiar object, a penny, would be.helpful. CD If a penny were

enlarged 0 the size of a football _field, a cell, enlare' to the same degree, timid

be about the size of a penny.

0 c To early observers, the stay cell- was a membranous- bag filled'with a jelly-

like fluid called protoplasm. It was discovered early that most cells contain a

spherical dark structure called the nuc.c.s. (D Some cells were seen to have thick

walls, and maybe little orinuleS like the srf!en structures in these plant cells. tut

-bservatiori of cells-under a light Ricroscar.e is limitedby the physics of

The wavejengths of visible'light are %imply, too long to reveal the detailt nf
, --

lar structure. Thus, until the mi,:dle bf the twentieth century, it was ir;:ssible

to see the fi,e scru.:ture of the cell and really unravel hod cells work, tpw they live.
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0

Perfection of the electron microscope and new biochemical technioues In the 1940's

and .0'S change' whole concept of life at the cellular level. (.9 The electron

microscope focuses a beam of electrons oi' the
specimen, rather than a beam of light.

Because the electrons have much shorter wavelengths than light, (10 the electron

microscope reveals much smaller structures than can be seen under a light ricro-

Swt. Structures.whiA apoeared,to
featureless granules floating in an

an7rphous protoplasm can now be delinet.'ed aesemplex systems of membranes, compart-

-..ents, and tubes.

(5) These subcellular structures are collectively called ornanelles; there

several organelles common to most cells. We are just beyinning to understand

-trJrtures and functions of these organelles.

`.`ere we go on, I should point out that the photographs taken with an electron

::-7e7-thv are called electron micrographs--are still inaccurate representations

'of A specimen for the electron microscope must be killed, stained with various

c'.= -icals, mounted in plastic, and sliced very thin. The prepared specimen is

t1.1 n pc:Ded into'a vacuum chamber for observation. Needless to say, this is very

rc2gri treatrent fo a living"thing. What we see in an electron micrograph is not a-

(
live, It is literally a shadow o' life.

Nevertheless, we can learn much about the

iota of the cell from elncLr). micrographs. So let's get started.

2
All cells a. bouned 'v a thin, delicate membrane, called the cell mem-

brare or rlasm
(13

a membrane. This .-embrane appears to have a bilayered structure,

sometes called the unit memb-one structure. An obvious function of the cell membrane

is to.protect'the cell and hold it togetner. But the membrane has a more dynamic

,r,:tion that. this--. It selectively lets certain
molecules into and out of the cell,

sto, other molecules. 0 This property is called selective ps:7-4ility.

C:cause they ar: electively permeable, mcihbranes play a major role in controlling the

4.
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chemical activity of cells. The ce'l mam5rane a'so ser\es as the site for many complex

chemical reactions and is involved in communication with other cells. Organelles are

bounded by membranes similar in structure to the cell membrane.

0 The largest, most obvious organelle found in many cells is the nucleus, the

large, dark, spherical body observed by early microscopists. Note that I said the nu-

\

cleus is found in many cells. Not all cells have nuclei; as a matter of fact, some

cells do not have any membrane-bound organelles at all. Thus, cells can be divided

into too major categories:

alt Cells which lack a nucleus are called prokaryotic cells or prokaryotic,

fr,,11 Cree:. o-cs meaning "primitive nucleus". Cells which r:ccss a nucleus are

`lec euirar:otic cells or eukaryotes. , "Eukaryote" means "t.

The orckaryotes are simple one-celled organisms--'.c.cria and blue-green

alcae. Euryrtic cells are more corrlex. The eukaryotes are ta organisms with

Oich we are core familiar--plants, animals, fungi, and protozoa. ("rotozoa are one-

celled earjotes.) 0 Note in cc-paring prokaryotic and etAar:.:tic cells that

or:%aryotic cells not only lack a nucleus, but other membrane-bet-Ind organelles as

(1!) At this point, step t,-1 taee and start a "Cells and Organelles Checklist."

Label one calunn "proKaryntes". t^eotur "eukaryotes". As we go along, you can fill

it which structures are prescrt each type of cell. for starters, fill in that

'prokaryotes ire represented by tricte--i, '-lue-green algae. Eukaryetes are plants,

animals, and Both have cell 7.7brancs; indicated by a plus. Eukaryotes have

nucleus, Indica 7:. F.-%aryotes lack a true nucleus; we will Indicate

this with a minus.

1;7\
.:4--back to the nucleus. The nucleus is the place where the cell's he-

reditary infar..tit- is stored in molecL:es of DNA. DNA mcz'e-or-less contains the

MOD 123
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"alueprints" for making proteins, and proteins are the molecules which make up a

large part of the structure of the cell as well as guiding the chemical processes of

tie cell. (-.) Thus, the primary function of the nucleus is i ormation storage.

0 Iht nucleus is surrounded by a double membrane; this double membrane is

sometimes called the envelope. There are pores in the nuclear envelope

through which molecules car nave between the nucleus and the rest of the cell.

Although prokaryotes lack true nuclei, their hereditary information is carried

in molecules of DNA. The area of the prokaryotic cell where the DNA is located is

sometheS called the nuclear area or nucleoplasm.

A dark spherical area called the nucleolus is sometimes seen within the

nucleus. The nucleolus is a dense, dark lump of DNA, protein and other chemicals,

where tiny structures called ribosomes are assembled. The DNA in the area of the

rucleolus carries the information for making parts of the ribose:nes. We will dis-

cuss ribosomes in a moment. Since only eukaryotic cells have nuclei, only eukaryo-

tic cells have nucleoli.

Let's leave the nucleus and explore the rent of the cell. The material

of tde cell outside the nucleus is called the cvt7:.larm. @ The most conspi-

cuous organelle in the cytoclasm of many cells is a celplex net:ork of folded mem-

branes, called the ehd,nlasm,c reticulum. Tic endoplasmic reticulum, or ER for

short, is a site of intense bi:- -mical activity. It is composed of a network of

flattened sacs or tubes called cisternae.

0 There are two types cf ER--roue; rr and smcoth ER--as shcm in this dia-

gram. Rough ER is made rough by the tiny, globular ribosomes which cover its tar-

`ace. Ribosomes are tiny protein and nucleic acid "machines" which assemble pot.1:as

for use the cell. 0 Thus, the 07,d:-.17.:-,ic reticulum serves as the site cf

110
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roteinlixthesis. Cells.which produce a lot of protein ere often filled with rough

Smooth ER, incidentally, may be associated with the synthesis of other complex

rplecules, such as hormones.

28 Even though prokaryotes lack ER, they nevertheless possess free ribosomes,

seen in this picture. These prokaryotic ribosomes happily synthesize proteins with-

out being attached to membranes.

0 A peculiar structure found in many eukaryotic cells is sort of stacks

of flattened bags called the Golgi apparatus, seen in cross-section in this picture.

0 Perhaps this dihgram will help you to visualize the Golgi apparatus.

Picture ! -tack of squashed ballons, with connecting tubes and smaller ballons beih,

pinctow off at the elces. The Golgi apparatus appears to be a packaging center for

mate Ils producer: in tie cell, particularly proteins.

In an radioactive amino acids were supplied to a cell, and

the cell used thzi to proteins which were radioactive. At first, the radioacti-

vity was detected ir, V-..e ER, the site of protein synthesis.
(32)

About half an

hour later, the radioactive proteins were found in the Golgi apparatus. 0 Still

later, much of the radioactivity was found in secretion vesicles, little bags which

bud off the Golgi and move to the cell membrane and dump their contents oute.de the

cell. Here is an electron microg -h of a secretion vesicle pinching off the

Golgi apparatus. Thus the. tvecricen of the Golgi apparatus appears to be secre-

tion of all products, especially protzins.

Some o' the vesicles produced by the Golgi. apparatus may be lvsosomes.

Lysosomes are membrane-bound vesicles conta4ning enzymes and other chemicals which

capable of breaking dcwn cellular molecules and structDces. Lysosomes are found

,l=ost ex.lu,iveli in aniral cells. Under normal conditioni, the enzymes within the

--
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lysosomes are inactive, but if the cellular environment changes or the cell is dama-

ged, the contents of the lysosomes may spill out and destroy the cell. Thus, lyso-

somes destroy cellular debris and make room fo^ repairs to be made. 0 Lysosomes

may also be important in development. For instance, they are responsible for the

breakdos., of a tadpole's tail as the tadpole develops into a frog.

J1 Some cells take in food in a process known as phagocytosis. The cell

surrcs a food particle, and a food vesicle in pinched off, forming a membranous

hag around the food inside the cell. A lysoscle empties its contents into the vesi-

,7e ts break down the food, and the cell absorbs the products of this breakdown

tr,-ca ^-; the membrane. 0 White blood cells or "phagocytes" are 1":-.4ocytizing de-

2-d bacteria in your bllodstream right now.

(2/ Here is what your checklist should look like at this paint.

Plants make their own food; they,do it in organelles called chloroplasts,

t':e energy of sunligq is captured ant: converted into the chemital bonds of

:nd other o-g:onic molecules. 0 This process is called phcAosvnthesiS.

The c .lorcplast is a complex structure, as seen in the diagram and in this

microor,ph. It is surrounded by a couble membrane. Inside, there are stacks

-:-tranous pc.:!..akes cal'ed lamellae or th,,lakoids.. Each stack of lamellae is

'ed a crrr:n, a .:rd means "train." The membranes in the stacks are

----a 12-211ae, and thccE 4tween stack' :re stroma lamellae. Chloroplasts

:r serious shapes en.: sizes. Some plant cellsleave only one chloroplast each,

-,7t plant cells have several.

Tne chlorcplast is just ex:.ple. of a more general type of organelle--

n'Istid. Besides chloroplasts, :here are other kinds of plastids. Chromoplasts

pic-, storage plastids like tWs cr. c stockpile starch 4nd other materi-k5.

.1s.
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Only plants have plastids. But these blue-green algae, which are prokary-

otes, have lamellae and perform photosynthesis. The lamellae of blue-green algae

and photosyntietic bacteria are not enclosed in plastids* and are thought to be de-

rived from the cell membrane.

Plants make their own food. Anirals must get their food from other orga-

nisms. In all eukaryotes, food is broken do.:n to release its energy in organelles

Called mitochondria.

0 The mitochondrion consists o' an otter membrane and an inner folded mem-

brane. 'he folds are called cristae. The material between the cristae is callgo'

the metrix.

TheInitochondrion is the oxygen-using orctnelle, the organelle %-,icn oxidizes

food molecules, producing the cells energy rale:ule--ATP. (§), This energy-releasing

process is called respiration. A complex array of enzymes and electron-carrying mole-

cules are arranged in the cristae. Other enzymes and reactions are locattd in the

matrix. An average eukaryotic cell ray possess from 200 to 10,C: ,0 r.itcchondria.

Soine prokaryotes have the same energy-produci machinery, but it is attached to the

cell membrane or free-floating, rather than prcka,,ed in mitc.tho-;:ria.

Mic'obodies are small crsa.-411es which occur in bot:-, 71;nis and an1:-.1.1s.

Their function is not r:ell-under4tJod. but they seem to play a rc.1c in the oxidation

and reuction of certa..n chemicals,i- 'he cell and the bree.d:,:-. Cr hamful cellular

waste .'roducts.

This diagram of a plant cell shows many of the 07-7-,7411es 0'10 we

hate discussed so far. Note the relative sizes and p:sitic-s of tne various or-

ganel'es.

protein rods called microtubules are fc..:nd eukaryotic cells.

There are a number G. .irrotubules in this picturc.-- $11c7-7........lcs are long but very .
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'thin. They car be assembled and disassembled very rapidly. MicrOtubules act as

supporting rods for some cells. They may function as guides for cell wall forma-

tion in plants. They are also involved in cell movement, as subunits of flagella

and cilia (to be discussed it a moment).

0 This dligram shows the structure of a single microtubule - -a cylinder of

rlobular protein subunits, something like a tiny brick chimney.

0 Animal cells contain curious structures called centrioles, which are made

largely of microtubules. The centrioles are little bundles formed of nine groups

c' three microtubules, seen in cross-section here.

(ii)The centriolc: .ct as centers of organization for the spindle apparatus,

the array of microtOCcs aids in the movement of the chromosomes during cell

(55)
You Ci.9 fr,r. the microtubules radiating out from the centriole in

this electron micro;raph.

Small hairlike or taillike rods project from the surfaces of many cells.

hese vojections are-called.cilia or flagella. flagella and cilia provide propul-

ion for eukaryotic cells. They act as tails or oars.

You cin'see the internal structure of several cilia in this cross-section.

At "here are nine ',sirs of microtubules, with two single microtubules in the center.

This is referred to as the ''nine plus two" arrangement.

0 In this cross - section Is flagella, you can see that cilia and flagella

essentially identical in structure. Then what's the difference? If a cell has

;.nly one or a few of these structures, each is called a flagellum. If a cell is

ccv:....ed by many, each is called a cilium.

tacteria also possess structures called flagella, but these are quiie different

::r.c..r^ ?nd function from eukaryotic flagella.

.4
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(I) Cells break down food, release energy, move, and as a result, they pro-

duce wastes. Waste products are not much of a problem to single-celled organisms,

like this Amoeba. Their waste products merely diffuse through the cell membrane to

the outside.

But larger organisms accumulate lots of wastes. Animals have circulatory and

excretory systems to take care of this problem. Most funei and plants dump

their cellular waste products into organelles called vacuoles. A vacuole is merely

a large bag made of a single membrane. Wastes and other iubstances are transported

thr.Anh the membrane and stored inside tha The vacuole often contains pig-

, the color of many flowers is
due'to accumulations of colored substances in

'over cell vacuoles. Expansion of vacuoles is often responsible for plant growth.

and the pressure of water stored in vacuoles helps keep plants Opright. 0 Many

plant cells are mostly large vacuoles surrounded by thin laycrs of cytoplasm.0 A pliKt; fuil.s, or pro4.aryotic cell is'surroun6ae b/ b rigid cell wall,

which protects the cell, 0 prevents the cell from bursti-,1, and gives the cell

shape. 0 Plant cell walls are re:: of cellulose, a cartc',yerate which is layed

down in crisscrossing networks cr flbers. The cellulose is glued together with a

filler of otter r.:lecules to ra:-e a -,trong but porous structure. Molecules can pass

through the tall Zlu. the ccli rc-brane is held inside. Note that the cell

wall toes not rc;-':::ce the cell -- 'it lies outside the cell membrane.

0 This picture shorn living and c_cd cells in wood. The cLd cells contain no cy-

toplasm; their for'. tubes wnich tz.rry water trn'r;h tree.8 Pr:Ac-yctes like this bacterium also L., ; c:11 These walls are

similar in --.7:t4on to th cell walls of plants, t t tey :.% LAilt of different 7Z-

ter4a:s. . .. dll Inima; la' cell alls, and only a fca cr3tc:oa have cell walls.
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0 Well, that just about finishes out guided tour of the cell. Our completed

cell is quite a complicated structure. Perhaps you would like to turn off the tape

for i moi4nt and study this diagram. 0 ';ic-e is what your checklist should look

like now.

(i) If you would like to test your knoKledge of cell structure and function,

there is a set of quiz slides at the end of this presentatirn. After you stop the

tape, look at the slides and give the naves and functions of the structures indica-

:d. Each quiz slide is followed by an ansKr slide, so you can check yotr answers.

03) The cell is a complex, dynamic living entity. We have learned much

'bout the cell since the microscope and the electron microscope were inverted, but

there is still much to be learned. New structures are discovered every so often,

as techniques for preserving and observing cells are perfected. We are still trying

to figure out what the organelles do and how they work.

We are interested in the cell because it is a sort of lowest cc-1--n1 denominator

of life. Understanding the life of the cell can help us to'in4erst,:nd life as a whole.

Vb.

ti
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QUESTIONS

1. Describe the nein advantage and disadvantage of the electron microscope as
compared to the light microscope.

2. Describe the major differences between procaryotic and tic cells, and give
an example of each kind of cell.

3. An electron micrograph of part of a cell reveals the presence of a cell membrane,
cell wall. and ribosome'. This is least likely to be what kind of cell?

4. A tell is treated with chemical which interferes with microtubule fermiion.
is likely to disrupt what all process(ss)?

S. Same two structures or organelles that you would expect to find in a eukeryotic
cell but not in a prokaryotic cell.

6. wane two structures or organelles that you would expect to find in plant cell
but not in an animal cell.

7. wenn two structures or organelles that you would expect to find in an animal
cell but not in a plant cell.

S. If a cell contains a higher concentration of dissolved molecules than its liquid
environment, sometimes water will ease into the cell, a process called oemosis.-
This water often causes cells to swell and burst. Which cell would be moat
likely to burst in this situation. a plant or animal cell? why?

9. Name the organelles where the following processes take place:

respiration prc'ein secretion information storage
protein synthesis chctosynthesis propulsion 4

10. Which cell would you expect to contain more mitochondria , a muscle cell or a
skin cell?

11. In which organelle or structure would you expect to find high concentrations
of each of the following substances: DNA. ATP, cellulose, plant pigments.

12. Using a laser beam, a biochemist destroyed the nucleolus of a cell. After
about an hour, protein synthesis in the.cell stepped. The biochemist knew
that no protein is ever mede in the nucleolus. claim the results of his
experiment.

13. Soso meCical ,art.hers believe that the tissue degeneration of old age may be
associated wish r 'hangs in the membranes of 1y:recess, making these membranes
more likely to *tors accidentally. Explain how this change might be related
to ageing.

14. Describe the re..ationship between the endoplasnio reticulue, Golgi apparatus,
secretion vesicAns, and thr cell eembrane.

sly.. Do you think elk plant cells, even root cells, contain chloroplasts? Why?
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MOD 124 Ehe Solar System and the Stars

Thi; MOD is intended Lo be au independent study using tie twelve
Ind!pendeat Stucy Prints fOund on the shelf in the Resource Center.

OBJECTIVES:

At the completion of this MOD you will be able to:
1. Explain briefly the causes of both the seasons and day and

night.

2. Briefly describe the sun as an individual star.
3. Explain why we see different Lonstellations(or groups -of'

stars) at different times of the year.
"ID 4. Define eclipses and tides.

5. Explair some of the "hidden meanings" of a few terms, i.e.
light year.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERFNCES AND MATERIALS:

Hynek and Apfel, Astronomy One, pp. 234-238 in Chapter 16
and pp. 255-258 in Chapter 21

2. Bash, Astronomy, pp. 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 51, 56, and 57
3. Navarra and Strahler, Our Planet in Space, second half of

Chapter 3, pp. 87-102 in Chapter 5, and p. 181
There is some duplication in the suggested readings, but this is
to give different approaches to the materials.

CED:RE:

Read the sections in the books listed above.®
tudy the prints in the folder.

Sheets 1 and 2 you will faMiliarize yourself with the relationships
o the earth and the sun, first with respect to the rotation of the
earth, and secondly wIch respect to the revolutionary motions of the
earth. Sheet 3 will speak of the planets; sheet 4 describes the sun
as an individual object. Prints 5, 6, 7, and 8 discuss the nearest
neighbor to earth in sp:_! the moon. Prints 9 and 10 discuss the
stars from a standpoint of constellations and the revolution of earth
in orbit. Sheet 11 briefly introduces you to the galaxies and sheet
12 mentions the major instrument used by astronomers, the telescope.
3. Answer the questions and do the exercises on the next page.

F:NAL ASSESSMENT:

Brig yc !: answers and ideas to the evaluation session and be prepared
to discus. -hem.
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Questions and Answers

. 1. Name all thf! planets, in increasing distances from the sun.

4

2. How do you account for day and night?

How do you account for the seasons?

3. How far away is the moon?

Name two definite observable occurrences on earth that are caused
by the moon.

4. How do bike Jovian planets differ from the Terrestrial planets?

5. Name the planets that can be seen with the naked eye.

Name the last three to be discovered:

6. What is the sun mostly composed of?

Zow far away is the sun?

7. Define: Astronomical unit

Light year

8. Why'do we not experience an eclipse of some kind each month?
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MOD 125 Evalu:Ainf, Video-Taped Science l,,vons

OBJECTIVES:

1. After creating lesson plans for activYties 1 and 2 from ESS,
Kitchen Physics, Teacher's Guide, you will compare your proposed
teaching strategy with that of a teacher whose science lesson's
has been video-taped.

2. Given two video-taped science lessons, you will be able to discuss
the questions on the following pages.

3. You will be able to compare and/or relate the ESS philosophy with
that employed by the teacher in the video-tape sequence.

4. You will be able to compare the teaching strategy in the video-
taped lessons with what you consider to be an inquiry style science
lesson.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

I. ESS, Kitchen Physics; Teacher's.Guide
2. Carleton Video-Tape Pfoject, video-tapes #S-004 and #S-005
3. 0-aestion set in the attached pages - adpated from the Carleton

Video-Tape Project, Northfield, MN
4. Panasonic Cassette Recorder, Model NV-2125.
5. :V monitors

FINAL ASSESSNENr:

See objective above. Bring your completed MOD sheets to the instructor

at the time of the final assessment. The assessment of this MOD will

be a small group activity with the instructor of :our choice for a
uericd of approximately one hour. Be prepared to discuss the questions

6m-the attached sheers.
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PROCEDURE:

Stow 1

Read pages 1-39in ESS, Kitchen Physics, Teacher's Guide and create it brief
lesson plan for activity 1, "Diops and Heaping," p. 10, and a plan for
activity 2, "eottles and Steams," p. 22. Your plans should contain tha
following headings:

Title'of Lesson
Process Objective(s)
Content Ohjective(s)
Pep -lab Activities

ab Activities 0

st-lab Activities

Classroom situation

Assume you are working with 5th graders of middle-class background and a class
I.Q. range f 100 to 140. You have a maximum time limit of 45 minutes to
accomplish your objettives. The children will vacate the room at that time.
You are beginning your student teaching.

_Step 2

r
After cor4leting both lesson plans,play bark video-tape #5-4)04 (37 min.) and
video -tape ,;5 -005 (45 min.). Do not view the tapes until.gter_your plans
ar.' written.

.ickground InforMution Concerning Video-Tapes

Woodtake Elementary\ School is located in Richfield, Minneeoti, which is a
fairly close-in suburb of Minneapolis. the socio-economic background of most
of tI-c students is middle-middle class. .'pproximately 40% of the students

;)(..:1 parents working. The school does not fuse ability grouping In
.eigning classes.

7. fifth grade class shown on these tapes consists of 13 boys and 15 girls
w-th an I.Q. range of 100 to 140+. They have not previously met in this roe-
ri,,r with this t(, her; they changed rooms and teachers for.thiscourse in
science. The stuC2nts are just beginning their study of the first lescon
the "iltch -.. Physics" unit prepared by the Elementary Science Study.

tape S-004, the students are introduced to the "Kitchen Physics" unit
work on investigation 1. Excerpts shown on the tape are 'from two class

to show the complete lesson from the pre-lab and lab throuph the post-
4ctivities.

Tape S-005 shows the class doing investigation 2, "Bottles and Streams."
Time is taken tip prepare the room for a rather messy activity.

Mr. David Legvoli,,teacher, was in his eighth year of teaching and had taught
materials of the Elementary Science-Study curriculum program~ -for three years,
at the ':ime this class was taped. He holds an Elementary Education ch.,1,1e
his background ,in science consisted cf approximately twenty-four citOrte.: beu-s
pi! course work.
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Video Guide for Tape US -004

Elapsed Minutes

-3-

(Set counter at zero when volume number appears
on the screen.)

Introduction
-.\

The teacher makes some general remarks about
the unit and the stude ts begin working on
the experiment.

12 The teacher interrupts the class to consider
"discoveries" made by the students.

The teacher hands out wax paper and the students
begin to "race" their dtops.
c--

-281/2 The students discuss their ptdings.

34 3/4 The following day, the teacher holds a review
of the previous day's activities.

37 The tape ends.

MOD 125-



Locator Chart

To be used with the. Panasonic cassette recorder.

()Q

55

/4-5

40

3-)

30

z

.!-;
25

C)

E 20

950

-1-- 900

-fr

850

800

-f
750

700

650

L._ 600

r

r

550

500

450

400

350

300

250

200

150

IOC

50

-4-

I

To use, locate the time of the desired
activity (as taken from the video guide)
on the left scale. The right scale will
then give you the,approximatc counter nnmber
of the desired activity.

(-
Zero your counter at th fade-in of the

volume number at the op ing of the tape.
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Set up the Carltoh video-tape #S-004 on either the Sony 3600 or 3650 recorder.

Answer 'he following questions in the space provided or on the back of the

MOD sheets. Use the "elapsed time" or the counter numbers (in parentheaes)

to facilitate reviewing the taped lesson.

Elapsed
Minutes

Start the tape to compare hypothetical teaching strategies

devised by viewers with those employed by the teacher shown

on this tape.

12 (294) Stop when the video fades while pupils are doing laboratory

work. Discuss:

a. How did the teacher's introduction of the unit compare with

the way you would have handled it? Do you think the

teacher might have given some general clues as to the

substantive nature of the material? Why, or why not?

b. What was your reaction to the teacher's starting the
experiment by simply stating that he is going to give
them some materials and they are to go to work on

them? (103)

c. How efficient were the teacher's procedures in pas,7ing out

the materials? (105) Can you think of alternative

procedures?

d. Do you think the teacher gave the pupils sufficient
guidance and direction for their work? Were there any

safety procedures he might have called to their attention?

MOD l25
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Start the tape to view the next section.

2111 (1,6'0 Stop at the next video fade, after teacher says, "See what
happens." Discuss:

a. How does the teacher use questions to direct the students'
attention to the properties of liquids? Should he direct
students' observations in this fashion? Why, or why not?

b. How did the teacher help students identify important data?
Can you think of other ways he might have done this. Do
you think it would be a good idea to give each of the pupils
a worksheet to record data in this kind of activity?

c. What is your reaction to the way in which the teacher dealt
with the boy who dropped his eye dropper in the bottle of
water? Have you noticed any other instances in which the
teacher has responded to inappropriate behavior?

Start the tape to view the next section.

2 (567) Stop at the next video fade, after teacher says, "Just lay it
on the table." DISCUSS:

a To what extent do pupils follow the suggestion to "race"
their drops? What other kinds of activity did you observe?
How would you differentiate between inquiry and just
"messing around?"

b. The noise level in the classroom has increased considerably
throughout the period. If you were the teacher, would you
urge the pupils to be quiet? Would you allow as much
freedom as this teacher does? -How many children do you
think are wasting time?

MOD 125
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Start the tape to view the next section.

34 3/4 (658) Stop at the next video fade which marks the end of the class
period. Discuss:

a. How did the teacher's post-lab-Activities compare with those

you had planned? Was his approach effective? Do you feel

his treatment of the data was adequate?

b. Were you satisfied with the teacher's summary that "water
is in love with itself?" :'ow would you have summarized fhe

lesson?

c. Generally speaking,
t
how does this teacher handle conflicting

opinions? -

d. This lesson was approximately forty minutes long. Would you

have expected fifth graders to exhibit so lonva span of
interest? What factors do you think may have influenced
their response?

Start the tape to view the next section.

Stop at the end of the tape. Discuss:

a. Was this merely a review of the preceding day's finding,
or did you feel that the teacher was actually concluding
the post-lab discussion at this time? What advantage
would you see in his having post-poned the entire post-lab
for this day?

b. What is your reaction to the vocabulary used by the teaches
in helping pupils review the behavior of the liquids?

c. To what extent do you think this lesson was represertative
of the ESS philosophy of teaching science?

MOD 125
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Video Guide for Tape #S -005

-8-

:lapsed Minutes (Set counter at zero when volume number appears

on the screen.)

3

8

12 3/4

Introduction

Part I: the teacher'and class make preparation

for the experiment.

The teacher distributes supplies and equipment
and the room is reorganized to minimize the mess.

Beginning of Part II:' most of the organizing is
complete; the students begin to manipulate the

equipment and to record data.

lr The teacher summarizes the data gathered on the board.

311/2 Students work at plotting the length of the water
column against a strip of black paper.

45 The tape ends.

Set up the Carlton video-tape #S405 on the Panasonic cassette recordtr, model nv2125

and again review the tape and answer the following questions.

Elzipsed

Itinutes

Start the tape to view the ebeginning of the class. Notice th

teacher's strategy in passing out equipment -andein giving

instructions.
,-1

12 1/4 (299) Stow at the end of Part I, after teacher says, "You've got to go
about your business without any horseplay." Discuss:

a. At the very start of the tape the teacher cat.tions his

students. What kinds of behavior was he attempting to
prevent, and what kinds of behavior was he attempting to
encourage? Do you think he could have inhibited inquiry

by his `statement?

b. How does the teacher's introduction to the investigation
compare with what you would have done?

c. Was his procedure in getting the pupils ready for work
effective and efficient?

d. How natural'was the line of questioning that led up to the
first pouriIg activity using the plastic bottles? What

would -you have done differently?

roD 125-
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e. Did the children seem to understand the procedural questions

at the end of this segment? Did they know how to use the

equipment? Did they have any idea !ty they were using-these
items of equipment, or why they were doing what they were

doing?

Start the tape to view the beginning of Part I.

6

25 (512) Stop as the picture fades. Discuss:

a. Do the children seem to know what they arc supposed to dn,

or are they merely having fun playing wfth the water? W,u1d

you have structurAd this investigation differently?

b. What procedures might reduce the amount of water on

surfaces where the children are working?

NOD 125
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Start the tape.

311/2 (606) Stogy at the next video fak. Discuss:

-10- -

a. By this time it should be obvious that the previous activities
were intended as warmups. Was it necessary to be so

circumspeCt? What choices did the teacher have? How might

you have planned it? .

b. Do students seem to ha any difficulty in taking data?

were they ever told how to-record?- Would it be more
efficient to develop so e type of a data sheet to help

students organize?

c. Is there any evidence that this portion of the laboratory

takep too long? Do the students continue :o be interested?
36 they continue to work, -or do they start to play around?

d. The teacher has chosen to record the data on the board.
Does he record all of the data collected? Would it be

better to compile a class histogram?

e. What does he attempt to show? Does he ever do it?
4

f. How does the teacher treat student findings that are
not consistent with those of other students?
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Start the tape to view the final segment.

45 (790) Stop at 03 end of the Lane.. Dicev,;s:

a. This portion of the lesson deals with the cohesiveness of
water. Children are attempting to discover some way to
measure it. Do you think that the method chosen is the
Most effective? What choices aces the teacher haws.?

What problems do students have?

b. Notice that towards the end of the tape children star'-ed to
play around. Do you think that the lesson was too lbnz, or
that there were too'many activities planned for one day?
What would you have done?

c. When children become restless what does one do? What did
the teacher do?

d. As children became distracted, how did the instructor refocus
their attention on the work at hand?

e. Do you think an activity as messy as this one oliould be
attempted in a classroom which doesn't-hYvespeclal
laboratory facilities?

f. What is your reaction to the clean-up activities?

g. How do you think the teacher felt about this lesson?
What do you think the students'learned?

h. How would you evaluate this teacher's rapport with the
students? To what do you attribute this?
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MOD:126 Developing a Teaching Lesson in Science

This MOD is designed to allow you to develop and refine a lesson utilizing
science concepts and processes from one or more of the MODs you have completed
and incorporating them into a lesson to be taught to elementary children.

PREREQUISITES: MOD 100, 114, 125, and at least six MODs from among the
following: 102, 104, 106, 108, 110, 112, 113, 116, 118, 121, 112, 123, and
124

OBJECTIVES:

1. At the completion of this MOD ypu should have a complete lesson plan
for an elementary class with the following components:
A. Title
B. Grade level (check with instructor)
C. Concepts and/or processes emphasized
D. Behavioral objectives
E. Materials needed
F. Instructional procedures'
G. Final assessmeht

2. You should to able to identify the competencies from the accompanying
list that you showed greatest strength in and those which need to be
improved.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. SAPA, Commentary for Teachers
2. Elementary science materials and references in the ISMEP laboratory

and SME Resource Center
3. Video-recording and playback equipment
4. Video tapes from the 1977-78 SME 100 class

PROCEDURES:

.1. Check with an instructor the grade level for which to prepare the
lesson.

2. Study the sections, Behavioral Objectives and.Actions Words, from
"behavioral Objectives, Action Words, and Process Hierarchies" in
the SAPA Commentary for Teachers (pp. 19-24 in newer edition Or
pp. 21 26 in older edition).

ti

3. Working with your ISMEP partner, write a plan, in good form
(preferable typed),\follawing the outline in OBJECTIVES for a
30-40 minute.lesson appropriate for the grade level identified
in #1 of-this section.

4. Submit a copy of your plan to an instructor for review.
5. . Discuss the plan with the instructor, making changes agreed upon

by you and the instructor.
' 6. Revise the_plan to be used in the peer-teaching and to be duplicated

for the classroom teacher in whose classroom the lesson will be
taught.

1. OPTIONAL: View a video tape from the 1977-78 SME 100 peer-teaching
file.
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8. With four to six ISMEP peers as students, teach the lesson,
alternating leading roles with your partners and emphasizing
a process-oriented; inquiry style of teaching, whilevideo-
taping'the lesson. (The lesson will probably require about
20 minutes with peers.)

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Review the competdhcies on the following page and checkmark
those items you think need improvement.

2. Sign up for a 30-40 minute period with an instructor (s).
3. Present a copyof the final lesson plan to be used while

viewing the video lesson.
,4. View the tape with an instructor(s). The instructor(s) will focus

on'those competencies that you have checked. Both of you will
work On remedial steps to be taken during the science lesson that
y6u subsequently will teach to children.

Q ti
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General Methodology Competencies for the Preservice Teacher of 4esentil4;.Sciance

The prospective elementary school teacher:

1. when given list of alternatives for teaching science to children, will be
able to identify those alternatives that aremore conducive to in inquiry
style of teaching.

2. when in science` teaching role in the actual classroom, will be able toy
create situationsIhat incite investigation by the children. The ability
to "incite investigation" will be evidenced by the following types of
behavior:

(a) children respond enthusiastIcally to the teachei's directives:
(b) children ask, or by their behavior imply, curiosity type

questions such as, "what if...?," "how can I make it...1,"
"if I do this what will happen...2," "let's do this and see
what happens...," "don't show me, let= figure it out...I"

3. when in science teaching role in the actual classroom, will employ
divergent questions in initiating a student-centered science investigation.

4. will xnvits children's participation in an investigation through
questioning rather than lecturing.

5. will be able to encourage open-mindedness and discourage impetuous decision -
making or generalising.by children.

6. will be able to respect and acknowledge contrary opinions expressed by
children when such opinions can be demonstrably.based on a logical sequence 4
of thinking.

7. will be to withhold value judgments of children's answers when lack
of expression of such value Judgments lsa4s to more discussion.

8. got only permits but encourages discussion among children whim an
investigation is in progress.

9. will B. adept at procuring materials and/or planning situations nscessery
'for "hands on" science.

10. will show evidence of using materials and/or creating situations to
help children view natural systems first band.

11. will &wheelse process development and assessment.

12. will recognise that in an inquiry-oriented science lesson, closure implied'
organisation of data and possible redirection rather than formation of
premature conclusions.
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ISMEP

MOT 127 Teaching Children: 'Science

PREREQUISITES: MOD 126

OKECTIVE:

101
Given a group of four to eight children, you and your ISMEP partner
will teach the lesson developed in MOD 126. Each-partner will assume th

---fl

major roles for a portion of the lesson. The lesson will exemplify a

process-oriented, "hands-on" inquiry style o science instruction. You

should perform according to the criteria list\in MOD 126 on the competency
page titled "General Methodology Competencies for the Preservice

Teacher of Elementary Science". The lesson may be video-taped.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. Plan developed in MOD 126
2. Materiali listed in MOD 126
3. '.'General Methodology Competencies for the Preservice Teacher of

Elementary SgencP" in,MOD'126
4. Video Tape Recorder if.necessary

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Each ISMEP team will sign up fo'r a 60-minute time period as soon as

possible following the teaching experience. The performance will be

evaluated in terms of strengths and weaknesses'on the competencies

presented in MOD 126.

t
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PROCEDrRE:'

You anc your partaer Will colleCtively teach a lesson

or lesions emphasizing the process-approach. The lessons will be
taught to a group of children at an elementary school location. The:
particular schools, classrooms; grade levels, and units will,be
selected after the principals of those schools and the ISMEP-staff
can arrange Mutually agreeable schedules. You will probably do your
teaching within the MCP scheduled time periods during a 3-week ,sL

interval toward the latter part ,of the term. Afte- the scheduling
has been accomp shed, you will be given options of grade level'on

a first come: fi served basis. IF needed a master schedule will be
posted on the LSMEP bul . oars when final arrangements with the principals
and Withers have been established.

Flexibility *in individual small groups should be built into each

lesson. Evluation of pupil progress will be an integral part of
the lesson p.anning.

In ;hie seminar with the. faculty member each team member will.give

wh ; she this are the_ pros and cons of her individual effort.
AS ar this the team members and the instructor will evaluate the

progress of the team. Remedial steps will be suggested, individual
competencied will be assessed.

Aleesament: During each-lesson the faculty member will be observing

ihdiVidar activities. He /she will be looking ,for evidence of the .

methodology competencies listed in MOD125 p. 3. A value judgment
will be made to determine whetheror'not the individUaI'student has,

at this time, sufneeded in achieving an acceptable level of compe-
tence relattve to all of the applicable items on the list.
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NOW k28* Soaps and Detergents
Observing, inferring

OBJBCTIVES1

Given the materials in the NOD, you will be able to:

1. demonstrate surface tension;
2. investigate how soaps and detergents serve as binding agents;

3: distinguish, detergents that do and do not completely dissolve;

4. test detergents for fillers by observing floating;
5. test how pre-soaks and emaymes destroy proteins and carbohydrates.

pISTRUOTTONAL REFERINCIS 6 MATERIALS:

1. The Saap and Detergent Association, Detergents and Brfiro'n*wagtg,

1972 - caewette and incise, in MOD tray.
2. Sehmidt and Rockcastle, "Beneath the Suds," Teachlug tience with.

Svetvdsot Thinks, McGraw-Bill Book Co., 1968, in Resource Center.
3. Soap, detergents, pre-soak and enzyme samples
4. Small jars, razor, oil, cherrios

5. Wilson, Physics - Concepts and Applications, pp 476 - 77

7/NAL ASSESSMENT:

1. .See objectives above..
2. Be prepared to discuss the activities in this MOD when you report

to your instructor.
A -.'

*NOD 128 was prepared for the Unified Science Curriculum at the College of

St. Teresa by Sally McClean, 1971.
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PRiCEDURE:

Gel oral :nformation

Scwp was made nearly 1,000 years ago by boiling tallow'and wood ashes, then
tv.ating it with salt. One hundred years m-o nearly all soap was made at
home by boiling fats ils with alkali in a process called saponification.
Then salt is added. The 'Jilt makes the soap rise to the top while the salt
solution and excess alkali sink, to the bottom and is drawn off. This process
is repeated five or six times. More water and alkali are added until the last
bit of fat is eapoitified. Today soap is churned while perfumes and coloring
are added. For floating soap, more churning ie done. Air is beaten into
liquid soap to sake it. lighter.

Hotluelted soap is then made into bars or granules. Granules are made by
grinding dried soap, placing them in a 75-foot tower, spraying with liquid,
and drying by blasts of heated air as they fall. Particles of dried soap are
then ready for packaging.

f'nr gives water cleansing and penetrating properties when it is dissolved in
a _iquid. This is a physical reaction, not a chemical one. Soap must be
soluble i order Lo adsorb, or to colleCt dissolved matter on the surface of a

:I

solid. ditionallsgitation or rubbing is needed to release or break
adsorpti bonds between particles and fibers.

, .

Activitie : . c

I. To demonstrate surface tension.
Water has surface tension which makes it behave as though it were covered with
a thin elastic film. Surface tension prohibits water from getting in and
around an object and its small particles of dirt.

_Fill a glass with water. Carefully place a razor blade on top of the water,
Can you make it float? the blade dry and try it again.

Remove the blade. Stir a t.4,:non of liquid soap into the water. After the
water becomes calm, place the olade on top of the water. Does the razor blade
float? Try this sev .'ral times bz.fore you come,to any conclusion.

Did the soap have any effect on the surface tension of the water? If so, what?

2. To 1;.,-tictste how detergents and soaps serve as bonding agents.
Scups have a , In of atoms, part are water repelling and part are water
attracting. water-repellant and dissolvis in grease and oil. The othir
one. dissolves it water. Soaps serve as bonding agents between water and dirt
to draw them i7to the water and to hold them in suspension. When the droplets
arf sm11 enouga, they do, not stick to hands and dishes, but work away with the
water.

MOD 128
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Us! two liquids that do not mix, such as oil and water, and a small amount of
dn.ergen:. Fill a jar 2/3 full of water. Add 10 to 12 drops of oil with a
drIpper. Does the oil float or sink, or does some float and some sink?

Force some of the oil underwater. What happens to it?

Stir the oil. Does it mix with water? Haw do you define mix?

Cover the jar. Then shake the oil and water and let it stand. What happens
to the droplets? Can you tease them together?

Dip a toothpick into a jar of liquid detergent. Touch it to the center of
the water. What happens at the oil and water surface?

C:ver the jar. Shake the oil and water. Hold the up to the light and
observe the contents with a magnifier if possible. Are there more or fewer
drops of oil than before? Are they larger or smaller?

Add another small amount cdetergent. Shake the mixture. What change do you
observe in the number and size of the oil droplets?

Dii your investigation verify that the size of the oil or grease droplet is
affectod by nocIp?

Aspects of Pollution

Many detergents ALF anvertised to be biodegradable. Biodegradability is the
property whereby a ue_t.:?,*nt is broken down by living organisms in a water
treatment or ,sewage system . r short period such as 72 hours. Thus the
detergent can not harm water 0, animals, cause "heads" on our lakes and streams,
or pollut' our drinking water su7ply. Most detergents now used are biodegrad-
able.

Pollution is often traced to phosphates needed in detergents to Make clothes
v 'ire. 1001 phosphates act as fertilizers. In water they cause a great
srowt. 'f algae which uses 1.p so much oxygen that fish die. 'Algae tends to
mate a --ea.

If phosphates ..re entering natural waterways at all, detergents and soaps
wo.ild be only :.5X of all the phosphate found. Most phosphates would originate
fr2m runure from pastures, inorganic farm fertilizer and factory waste. It is
not satisfactorily proven that phosphates frpm soap. are in water, but no more
phosphates than necessary should be used. *st detergents ntn.; on the market
contain many mre phospiates than necessary.

MOD 128'
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Altlough phosphates from soap have not been scientifically proven to be a
pollution problem, the public is convinced they are. So soap manufacturers
replaced phosphates in soap with N.T.A., table salt, washing soda,_ and borax. -
These products tray cause more problems than phosphates.

N.I.A. (N rilotriacetic acid) whitens and is biodegradable, yet its metal
ions(msrcu lead, iron) leech into drinking water. These are, poisonous
products, s the government took them off the market.

Table salt whitens and is a water softener, yet it has no cleaning power. It
causes abrasive action on clothes just as salt does to a car.

Washinansoda and).:borax, if used to large extent in America,1h11 turn our
fresh wliAx into salt water. Salt does not disintegrate. These materials
are hard on washing machine parts and clothes.

Popular opinion is so strong that in Indiana and Chicago the use of phosphates
is forbidden. If water 13-xery soft and very hot water is used, the'clothes
c a" white without phosphates.

A
,

'Ugh foam from soaps results in the accumulation of large volumes of unmanage-
a'-le foam. Problems from foam are severe in Britain. Low foaming action
soap or detergent more susceptible to bacterial attack during sewage treatment
is a remedy to foam.

3. To distinguidh detergents that do and do not disiolve completely.
To be effective a soap must dissolve. A cloudy mixture shows that some of the
detergent is not dissolving. Many detergents contain phosphates which Are
used as softeners and whitening. Detergents which are biodegradable are
broken down by living orrx.isms within a short period in e water treatment or
sewage system. Most detergents marketed today use fillers which are non-
cleaning substances as bleached sawdust, peanut hulls or groundup paper. The
active detergent molecules -'ay comprise as low as 30% of the ingredients.
Thus, the majority of h- product consists of material which is water insoluble
and essentially not ,,inAegradable.

Pill four quart bottlf.tt about.:.. full of cold water. Place h cup of four
saapte detergen:L in separate bottles. Label the sample with the name of the
detergent. Stir t.ae, one with separate spoons for an equal time. After a
feu minutes obs?rve what happened. Do any of the samples show undissolved
material that you can see? Which ones? Record your observations.

Sa: pie A Sample B

Sarple C Sample D

Do any it the simples show evidence of filler? Which ones?

MOD 128
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4. To test detergents for fillers by observing floating.
Put a teaspoon If one of the sample detergents into a small jar and fill it
3/4 full of water. Note whether the d'tergent initially floats or sinks to
tht bottom of the solution. If it floats initially the detergent probably
contains filler. Record your observations. Then shake the jar until the
detergent is dissolved to teat for'cloudiness indicating the presence of fillers.

Sample A Sample B

Sample C SainpleD

5. To test pre-soaks and enzymes in,destroying carbohydrates and proteins.
Pre-soaks contain both detergent material and enzymes. Enzymes ,in laundry )

products refer to the coiplicated molecules which aid in decomposing a stain
T,ltcule. Enzymes selectively digest carbohydrates and pre*3ins. They remove
etvi.n2 by destroying or breaking down stains of carbohydrate or protein
origin, such as.chocolate, blood, perspiration, grass stain, fruit and
vegetable,stains, coffee, tea, gravy and catsup. Enzymes can not harm clothing
since the fibers in materials are not protein. However, persons allergic to
enzymes may react from the.% with skin problems or itching.

Place a teaspoon of three sample enzyme pre-soaks in separate jars. Fill the
jars one-half full of very hot water-. Add ten cheerios to the jar and cover
it. Sake and wait an hour. Since cheerios are about 85% carbohydrate and
protein, an enzyme pre-soak should break down most of them. Record the
ef!ectiveness of the enzyme pre-soak.

Sample X

Sample Y

Sample Z

Let the cheerios soak in the samples for 24 hours and record your observations.

Sample X

Sample Y

rample
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MOD 129 Ploit or Sink?
Ptedicietg, interpreting data

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given tin materials in the MOD tray and having noipleted the
attached activities, you will be able verbally to state the
relationthip between specific gravity and buoyancy in regard to
the ability of an object to'sither sink or float.

2. After having coopleted the attached activities, and bowleg been
given density tibia's, you will be able to prodlet whether
various objects will sink.or float in alcohol, poetise, sseucy,
or sea aster.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFILINCSS & huTIRIALS:

1. ESS, Clgriqacs, Teacher's-Guide
2. ESS, Toachair's Guide

3. SAPA, 103, Density.
FINAL ASSESSMENTt

See objectives above.
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Tit MORI,:

Get era]. Informs :ion

Once upon a low; tint ago, a nan named Archimedes
(267-212 S.C.-) wee reclining

.is his bathtub pondering ut, certain objects sink while others fleet. Ss hadbean perplexed with this pcsoblen for eons time and, according to popular legend,while in the tub the idea of buoyancy came to his. Ve-bee so elicited that hequickly jumped out of the tub and ran out into theetreetyslliag "eureka, Ihave found its" (Liberal translation) ladle., to soy, Archleedes wee oweexcited about discovering the principle of buoyancy then yew probably are pingto be, but do not underestimate the eacit4ility of children whom 'GU thesame opportunity. ISS has unit on the topic of buoyancy titled.1122Aw Also XSS has another related booklet entitled suerinquiry lesson ideas. You say use these booklets as rftiotri. apply thisMOD to the eleasetery echoel situation.

At the cempletiee of this VSID you should understand the reesims of the ternsdensity and specific gravity, ana you should also be able te ?rotten whether8r elect will sink
OT float gives' its density and the density et a fluid suchQS ItAttr.

Density is defined
as the relationship et the weight of se oldest to itsvolume. It is expressed asfD V/V. therefore, the emits of density would

be such as lbs./ft.3 (pounds per cubic fast), $./0163, 1./81 at.. OPesiticgravity is defined as the ratio of the weight of an object to the weight of an
equal volume of water. For example, assume a cubic foot of Intel "X" weighs312 lbs. Since a cubic foot of water weigh', 62.4 lbs. the apseitie pawl
of natal 17" would be 312 lbs./62.4 lbs. or 5. Or a cubic feo ft
weighs 31.2 lbs., so the specific gravity efj.ltnr-vwwoourdbe 31.11bs./62.4 lbs.or .5.

Activities

Find the density And specific gravity of a piece of clay. hell piece ofclay about the size of n golf ball. le-wrap the block of clay carefully to
keep it pliable. Put this bo;__ Or clay into a bucket of water. tees it %inkor float?

2. lemma the clay iron the water and assents its weight is grew. Secordthis weight.

3. Find and record the volume of the clay in el. by epics the overflow cemnetted 4 shown below).

142
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4. Vele, the dtsplaced_water.

5. li'nd the specific gravity of clay.

%l id a differest volume of clay show approximately the same specific grevityt

If you are is doubt, find set by testing.

6. Take the same piece of clay which orialeally seek. 8eo if yea tee re nape

it in order to make it float. Year clay heat will here to be small emoegh to

sit in the overflow can without touching the sides. Also be sere you have the

same quantity of clay that you had in activity 1 by weighing it.

7. After you shape the clay boat to mehe it flout, place it is the overflow

can to see how such water it displaces. Collect the overflew water is a

graduated cylinder. Record the volume in ml.

8. Weigh this quantity of Miter by: a) placing a smell, clear plastic

rontwiner on each platform of the balance scale; b) balancing the scale at the

zero point; end c) pouring the overflow water into the plastic esstaiser on

the left side of the ectie. Record the weight in g. The weight

.4 displaced water in g. whould approximeteiy equal the vol -me ()rioter in el.

9. Compare the weight of the displaced meter with the. msight-of-tbii clay.iS

it within a gram or approxiestel
Ti what might the

discrepancy of t .to be attributed?

10. Nov verj carefully add just enough sinkers (small. PIT might.) t. mks

your boat sink. A. you do this, collect the overflow wetter is i icadeatad

cylineur. This part works better if top surface of boat is level all across.

How stony sinkers make your boat sink?
How each more displaced water overflowed? el.

How such weight does this sumhet of sinkers removal

11. Add the weight of the host to the veightIof the eileete.

Total weight t.

12. `Add the weight of the 'alter displaced by the floating, empty best

(activity 8) to the weight ui --he displaced water after the beet gook

(activity 10). Total weight S.

13. According to the- theory of buoyancy, activities 11 sod 12 shield thew

equal weight. Are the weights within 2 grams or simdlar? Or are Opy

different by more than 2 gram? The important pert of this

4ctiIty is to critically examine possible factims that limed to dlicrepemcles.

Statef, -,amis possible factore'bolow.
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14. If you cast answer the following problem correctly, you are begisting

tc undo:stand .he principles of buoyeacy. The snows to the problems &re os

the last pass.

A. Find the duality (in lbs./ft.3) of a block of wood which is 3 ft. x 2 ft.

x 1 ft. and mil* 27.3 lbs.
B. Find the specific gravity of apiece of steel 3 cm. x 2 ca. x 10 ca. if

it weighs 560 g. The dimity of meter is 1 g. per cc.
C. A block of ice has a &malty of 57.2 lbodft.3. What percosissa of its

volume would be below water? Water density is 62.4 lbs./ft.'.

Informetion for activity 15

Density of Various Solids at Room Temperature in Poona hibiciaNt

Substanc _ Povp4o/cobic foot
su ter 53-54

2 Charcoal (oak) 35

1 Cork , '14-16
4. Lock Salt 136

5. Gelatin- 79
6. Ebony Wood 69=83
7. ,Cedar Wood 30-35
8. Birch Wood 32-48
9. Statclk 95

10. Resin- 67

Density of Various Liquids at Proscribed Tomporaturos

1.

2.

.
4.

Uquil
Alcohol, 'methyl (20°C)
Gasoline (0°C)
Mercury (1°C)
Sea Water (15 °C)

Pounds /cubic foot
49.4
41.0-43
649.0

. 63.9?

)5. Using the preceding 'tables complete the following table by writing
I (float) or 3 (sink). ASOVW1 each solid substance is is a block fern
1 ft. x 1 ft. x 1 ft. The firer example is conpietedt

Sulid
A. Butter
R. Charcoal
U. lark
n. Ca -Or

Rock S11

Ebony Word
Cedar Wood

3. 14.rch Wed
starch

1. Resin

answers for activity .4: A. 4.55 lbe/ft3; 1. 9.33 g/cm3; C. 912

(oak)

tszellaite

11.
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NOD 130 Stimuli and Responses
D2finini operationally

OBJE:TIVIS:

I. Haying studied the pages of this MOD, you will be able to discuss
factors Involved in plant growth - cell elongation, auxins terminal
buds,.axillary buds, and internodes.

2. Having -tudied the pages of this MOD, and having completed the
experiment, you will be able to discuss relationship that exists
between cell elongation, gravity, and auxin concentration in stems and
roots.

3. Having completed the exp_erise-n-tiyatriaTIThe able to show the in-
__stru-e-tcrr--th-'=-g-eiin4.nated seed with roots and stems and point out the

position of the seed during any one part of the growth period.
4. Having completed the experiment, you will be able to tell approximately

the amount of stem or root elongation during any one position time,
without having measured the parts durii the actual growing period.

Optional:
5. After designing an experiment to show that plant stems grow toward a

light source, you dill be able to explain how light affects auxin dis-
tribution in a stem.

NSIRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. This MOD, pp. 2-.5
2. SAPA 102, Plants in Light
3. General botany references
4. Materials in the MOD tray
5. SCIS, Environments Teacher's Guide,"Plant Responses to Light".

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

See objectives above.

ler
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P.ROCMURR:

General Toformacen

Plants, when growing, send their stems up and their roots down. Answers or

e3planations of "why" they grow this way are not as clear as they sight be.
Plant stems and roots accomplish growth, after certain developmental stages,
primarily byTtell elongation. For rumple, if you were to examine a growing
bean plant and to measure the distance on a stem between law odes and then
to measure the same part of the plant again the next week you would find that
the distahce between the internodes increased. The net result, of course,

would be that the plant increased in height. The elongation between the inter -

nodes or growth occurred, not because the plant placed more cells between the
internodes, but because the plant elongated the cells that were already there.

This is shown in the following diagram.

A

Both stems have the see
nuabet of cells. The cells
in A are e-aller than those
in B. Stem I is longer then
stem A. Growth takes place
by elongation of cells.

Growth rate or cell elongation rate in plants is controlled by growth
regulators called plant'hormones or auxins. The precise mahner,in which

auxins work is not known. There are several theories which propose complicated
mechanisms. Rouever, one assumption can be made and used to explain partially
why stems grow up and roots grow down.

As for many chemical reictirits, accept that the more chemical the more or

faster the influence on a Similarly, the more auxin a cell receives

the faster it stould elongate.

Look at the above drawing to notice that both drawings of the portion of the
stem are straight. This typo of straight growth is possible only if all the
cells in the stem elongated at ohs same rate and to the same degree. If they

do not the stem would hand to one side or the other as shown below.

146 ---

-Cells on bottom elongate& more
cause the stem to bend upward

(diagram, is upside down)
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11!ou measure tie length of the cells, you would find that the cells on the

cotrex (upper) sirface are longer than thos on the concave (lower) surface.

Thit shwa that the longer cells received more auxin'than dft the shorter cells

dui...mg the growth `period.

With a scientific habit of inquiry, by now you should have considered the

question "Why or how did some cells .get more auxins?" Try to figure out an

answer before you read further in this MDO. , .

A
You nay have snide& that light and/or gravity could be influencing. factors.
Light could infldence stems, but what about roots which are underground "stems"
and are not usually expbsed to light. low could gravity affect the'distri-

bution orconcentration of auxins in different parts of the plant? Mowing.
where auxin is produced and how it is transported helps to answer this

question.

If you examine a stem of a plant you find that'there are buds located at
t.evnal places on the braliCh: Each tip of a branch has a terminal' bud. Biga

L.2 Also found in the axil of each leaf where the- petiole (..,em) of the leaf

attachesto the branch. it is the terminal bud that Rlays a leaditig rote id

plant growth. First, the bud produces the cells that form the branch, and

then it- produces substance" that control the growth or elongation of cells. ./

In roots there are no true buds, but the tip of the root or the tips of the

root branches serve to produce new cells by cell division and to regulate cell'

elongation by secreting growthregulating chemicals. The following diagrams

illustrate the growth of brandhes and roots.

i',t' ( Terminal Bud

\\,

Cell Elongation'

1 \

Z0110

. V

\

ti,

I f------- Leaf.t.

,t

N '

/ (
\ I I6

N Auxillerr., It'd

\\ ( (. --- Cell
Elongation\
Zone ,..

--;*-.-1

"11

Cell
Elongation .-

.Area of
Zone

Cell Division
and Auxin =ALAMO
Formation
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Apply the f.'llowirg rules to the tips (buds) of the main brstech of the root

and s:sm.. If auxins are pasducad evenly by all parts of the buds and if these

auxin; are listritated evenly downwards in the stem and upwards in the root,

ten all cells should receive approximately equal amounts of the auxins.

Assume that gravity effects Le,movement or the auxins, then gravity helps

to move auxins down in the s and hinders zux.in movement in the roots, If

-the stems are not directed raight up then gr:Ivity will not serve as a means

for helping or hindering t movement of the auxins equally in all parts of

the stem. The folldwing illustration demonstrates this principle.

Pull Ot
1'1

I

Gravity
V

;-
->

.

Equal 7
Auxin

Concentratio* :

:Y

"'"%./ .

Lower Auxin
Concentration

' - '

Risher Auxin
Concentration

Parts of the stem which have the highest auxin. concentrations should have the

most rapid stem elongation. In drawings B and C the steam would bend upward

from the !Ap, that is, stems tend to grow up or straight in opposition to, the

force of gravity.

The same principle can be a: "ted to root growth, but it is necessary to

stipulate one addit.o--.. v..riable. Cell elongation in roots requires verylow

concentrations of aux..",. r-: ,ptimal growth, or roots would be described as

growing "up," rather ':;\In ,. Cozentrations higher than optimal would

actually inhibit root cell The falowing diagrams illustrate

these princ''les. \

Pull of .7 \

j/Gravity \ \\ .. _ 77_4_

-;

',Over Auxin Concentration

Eial Auxin Concentration

1T8

Riper Auxin
Cncentration
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Acti ipies

s

Have four seeds In four cups--two experimental (rotat.2d) and two control (not
rota ed).

Obtain a mung bea,1 seed from the MOD tray. Germinate between wet paper
in a ilint inch cu_ture vessel, cover the vessel, to retain moisture. A seed should be

selected that has a root not more than 1 cm. long. See diagram below. Observe
the seed to note that basically it consists of two parts. the bean seed proper
contains two cotyledons attached to a short stem area and an elongated root.
Note where the root begins at the bend about h cm. from the seed itself. Make
an ink mark with a ball point pen at the bend so that later you can tell where
the Stein ends and t root begins. Do not let the germinated seed dry out.
Reepit between two/wet towels while you are preparing the styrofoam cup and
vermiculite.

Stem
x -,

Cotyledons --"----1 .'s,lj f'S
. Root

_

2. Obtain e. atyrofoam cup and fill it one-half full of'soist vermiculite. Do
thie by placing the cup :AA 4tQ'sica-and filling it one-half full of vermiculite.

aide view

With your fingers or a wooden blade preen, -thee vermiculite to a medium firmness.

Place the germinated seed on the vermiculite so the seed part is in front
and the root points to the bottom of the Cup.

4.[ Cover the germinated peed with vermiculite by carefully filling the rest,
of'the cup. Press firm.

5. Place a piece of rap over the open end of the cup'and put a rubber
band around the cup xc 'tcl, the saran rap in place

6. When you complete the prep4-nzions, this is zero hour. Place the cup in
any position except the normal upr!e,ht position for a period of 24 hours.

After 24 hours change the posit.:,:pi of the cup by 90° in ant direction.,
Change the position of the cup until it has been in 5 positiona'foc a period
of 24 hours dm 'each position.

Caution: rotation of the cup in position so that the name aide of the
cnti :.s up 111 t. time is not an adequate change of pouition.'

84 fter the.5th position remove the seedling from the vermiculite. Place
it in a be )y food jar containing 502 alcohol and present to your instructor
during your evaluation. to not let the seedling dry out.
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M0 :1131 .,ife Cycles (SCIS)

Observing, communicating, defininL operationally

OB. 'EMI: P.S :

1. Given the film loops:
a. ESS, Frog Egg I, First Call Division to Early Neural Fold;
b. ESS, Frog Egg II, Development of the Body Regions;
c. ESS, Frog Egg III, Continued Development to Rctching4
d. And the filmtifferentiatigg;
you will be able to define operationally the Various' stages of frog
egg development that are pointed out on the film loop boxes.

2. You will make day by day observations of the stages of development
"from frog eggsl.to tadpoles.

3. You will keep a daily record of changes seen in frog embryology in
size, shape, form and activity.

4. You will design your own format-for recording observations and data.
5. You will be able to apnly the following concepts to everyday situations

other than the exa-ples in this MOD.
a. growth e. development
b. life cycle f. genetic identity
c. generation g. biotic potential
d. plant and animal h. metamorphosis

INSTR.CTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. SCIS, Life Cycles, Teacher's Guide
2. In the MOD tray, Filmloop, Frog Egg I
3. In the MOD trap, Filmioop, Frog Egg 71
4.' In the MOD tray, Filmloop, Frog Egg III
5. ESS, Eggs and Tadpoles,_Teacher's Guide
6. General bielczy references giving information on frog emby7- .ogy
7. Aquarium with developing frog eggs, hand lens, microscope

(All filml000si, :resource Center)

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. On the film loops --Dared to recognize the various_ntages of
frog development that ci:° pointed oLt on the film loop boxes.

2. P7esent your rr-orded ou:,.rvat!-,ns and data to the instructor and
be ready to discus* ynur data.

3. See objective 5.
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1 View film loops Lrs&l&g.L_L_lleL_Lovi III on frog development and study
the stages of frog egg development that are pointed out on the film
loop boxes.

2. View the film Development and Differentiation.
3. Read SCIS, Life Cycles, Tescheile Guide, "Frogs," pp. 50-54.
4. Observe the stages of development from frog eggs to tadpoles by making

day to day observations. Keep a dail1 record cf changes of the develop-
, meat in frog embryolcsy in size, shape, form, and activity. Use meaning-

ful, descriptive terms in your recorded data.
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MOD 3= Th Cllemi,;try Self Instructional Molule

OBJE' TIVES

1. Ilterpret and correctly use these terrms: organic compound, polymer,
polymerization, covalent bond, ',ydrog2n bond, ionic bond, isomer,
polar, ron-polar, hydrophobic, hydropiilici functional group, acid,
base, condensation, hydrolysis.

2. ,Describe and identify the kinds of-ch,mical bonds most often found in
biological mole:ules.

3 Given diagrams of two molecules, state whether thgy are isomers.
4 Identify anti sketch these foul- functional groups, and briefly outline

the chemical behavior of each: carbonyl, carboxyl, amino, hydroxyl.
5 State the n....TI!r of bonds usually arranged arour , the nucleus of each

of the :?lowing atoms as they occur in biological molecules: C, H,

0, N, P, S.
6 Given a diagram of a molecule, state whether it is likely to dissolve

in water 4nd win..

Illustrate and identfy a hydrolysis and a condensat4-n reaction, and
explain how these reactions are related to polymerization.

'S-RUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1.' This MOD
2. General Biology references on chemistry of lite.
3. Biology Media instructional materials.
4. Singer Caramate. 4

FINA:, ASSESSMENT:

1. 7ee objectives above.
2. Fe pr-p_rPO discuss the quetions listi=d at the end of this MOD.

152
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INTP)XCTION:

Cells are so tin clIqt their working parts can be nothing but molecules. These

role rules are bu It o a few ocm...terrents t are combined according to

few simple rule, to give a few typs oi !a. If you learn these elemrnts,
rules, and comro.inds, you will have solid base for exploring the life of the cell.
The objective,' on the previous page summarize the essential points you shoulL

master.

OUTLINE:

I. Introduction
1. early beliefs
2. organic ele.a'_stry and biochemistry

3. composition of the cell
4. major classes of compounds

II. Main concepts of biological chenistry
1. carbon backbones

2. polymer structure
atoms from characteristic mmbers of bonds-
a.' carbon

1) P1,--tn.Ins

2) three-dimensional structure

b. oxygen
hydrogen

d. nitrogen
e. phosphorus
f. sulfur

4. arrangement of atoms in molecule is important
a. sugar isomers
b. mirror-iMage isomers
c. dlarammlng structures

5. kinds of chemical bonds
a. covalent boncis

1) -;i1.;le bonds

2) douple 00^,i9

6. Functional grouT,s

a. general description
L. carbonyl g-nup
C. amino group

1) structure
2) accepts protons

d. carboxyl group
structure
0c,nates protons

amino acid
e. piosphate group
f. hydroxyl group

1 structure and function
2, hydrol/sis reaction
1 condensation reaction

ot' r ondensdtion and hydrolvsic reactio0,-

III. Rel.iew
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(1)
The Chemistry of Life

, It was once believed that living things were imbued with a kind of "vi-

tal force" hhich made them alive. It does seem that the chemical activity of li-

vino systems is mysteriously more complex and d4verse than that of non-living sys-

tems. It has thought that certain chemicals--"organic compounds" such as smars,--

could only be produced by living organisms.

In 1826, Friedrich Wohler, a German chemist, succeeded In making an or-

ganic cu-r%nd in the laboratory, without any help from the vital force. q) The

compound he tv r!iesized was urea--a simple molecule contlining carbon, hydrogen, ni-

trt o)ylen. Wohier's discovery opened the door to the study of the ci.emisrv

:f .-Isms. We can learn much about the structure and function of organisms

by t' 0-emistry.

;,..d other organic chemicals which stymied the chemists of Wohlers

time are cc-7ou-ds which contain carbon. Organic chemistry is the study of carbo^

compounds. stry is the study of the chemical reactions which occur in li-

ving orrinisrs---c !t of these reactions involve organic comoo.inds This rsd,le out-

lines several general, basic principles of organic chemistry, and also a little bio-

chemistry. In order to understand this module, you should have sore backorour.d in

basic inorganic chc-lstry. You s'uld have some fanimiarity with the struoiure o'

atoms and si-.ple ch.emitalreactions. Most biology textscontain review chapters on

chemistry, if you think yc.: nee' tt -gsh up.

(i) The chemistry of life on earth is the chemistry of water and carbon. The

average cell ieibout 70% hater and 3C: other substances. 0 Of these substances,

154
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C.

95% a-e carbor-containing compounds. There are four major types of large organic

molecules and about 1CO different tYpes of organic molecules in a cell. (The

remaining 5% of the "othet substances" are vainly minerals, such as salt.)

0 As I said earlier, the large organic molecules can be grouped into four

r,jor classes'', these were shown on the title slide for this module--carbohydrates,

lipios, proteins and nucleic acids. I would like to use these molecules to illu-

strate six major concepts of biological chemistry. (i) Here is a list of these

cac.lots; you needn't write them down at this point; I just want you to know where

u2 are headed.

0 1. firstThe basic structure of most organic molecules is a chain of

ca.r:ci atoms. can say that such a molecule possesses a car1.:. -:-Ickbone" or

"s'oa.leton". This is a carbohydrate molecule. It is starch, z.s we might find

cctato. Its structure is basically a repeating chain 'of sJs.r rings which are

c.-: sed mainly cf carbon. 0 In tr.e backbone of the protein molecule, tarpon

with hltr-_en--NCC,NCC, etc.

@) 2. The second -aint I would like to make may already be apparent to you.

`as: organic 7ilec.es are repeating chains of smaller, simpler building blocks.

7_ st,-ch 7olc,culo is a chl,r -'-iden:ical sugar molecules.
11

The subunits of

the nucleic acid -:iccule are a bit

t:

complex, but the molecule is nevertheless

a train of the cc-alex subunit
/t

molecule which is built of similar, reoea-

t ;rg subunits is clad a "pall-ar"--: -7,rd which comes from "poly " -- "many" and

'rer"--"part"; "72-j" "pa-.:'. S:, ...cleft acids, and proteins are polymers.
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0 Tie process of mating poly-rs is called "polymerization". We will have a

bit more to say about polymerization later.

. 3. Here's the third point: Carton and the other atoms found in organic

molecules each form characteristic numbers of chemical bonds with other atoms, de-

pending on the electron structure of the atoms involved.

The other elements--besides carbor--are mainly oxygen, nitroqcn,,hydrooen,

phosphorus and sulfur. Carbon characteristically forms four bonds with other

atoms. 0 It possesses four electrcns in its outer orbital, the orbital' which

interacts with other-atoms. The carbon atem reeds eight electrons to complete this

ital, It shares electrons with other atoms to complete its set of eight.

Suffice it to say that because of its electronic structure, the carton atom usu-

ally forms four bonds with other ?toms.

0 The four bonds forr.ed by the carbon atom are directed in :;ace toward

the four corners of an imaginary tetrahedron, a sort of four-ccrne-ed pyramid.

This can be seen in a model, with a black ball representing the c:.-t-c-t nucleus and

springi,, representing bonds, direct:d tetrahedrally. (E),, This is a rodel of a

sugar 1.ubunit of starch. On a f1,t p;ece of paper, it is effIcl,:t to show als

three - dimensional structure. Try to cep in mind that diar

distortions of reality.

In organic molecules, oxygen at-7s tend to form seen in

the starch molcsule, and in tie crotein, here an oxy-c is connectel

:c a carbon by a aouble bond. (0 Hydrogen can form t-st-: e,ith only cr.t

other atom. 25 Nitrogen tends to form three bonds. r-,cs2ho:-us forms five

bonds. by," large, and 0 sulfur, like oxygen, foms t - will return

to chemical bands : moment.

-:)lezules are

15t
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4. Th properties'Of an or,:inic molecule dr2end not only on the relative

r,-t,ers of atoms io the molecule, but also on the specific arrangement of the atoms.

irstance, these two sugars have the same formula-- C6H1206- -but their structures

are different; rote the OH group on the left-,-it points downward in the glucose

molecule and upward in the galactose molecule. This slight difference in structure

glves the two co-pounds completely different properties. They are different in

r2Itinq point, sweetness, and serve different functions in the metabolism of the cell.

,:/) !'olecules ltkp olutose and galactose which have the same chemical formula but

different structures are called;isomers.

__IV Even r...o .1ccvles w'!ch are mirror images of each other, like right and

nit-nand2d gloves, very different properties from the point of view of the

cell. These mirror-, lecules are also isomers.

Thus, the arran- cf atoms in a molecule is important. Zr. fact, many reac-

tions in the cell ar: nsngements. The fact that the arrangement of atoms in a

molecule makes a ciffcrem:: makes it necessary to draw out structural formulas

iN'en c.scussind -ost

5. Wnat kinds o' :hemical bonds are found in organic molecules? In

-:st orcanic mol?cules, most atwrs are held together by the sharing of electrons.

In the lone chair at one pnJ of this fatty acid--a kind of lipid--

--st carbon atoms s-are electror; with four other atoms, carbons and hy-

('-:e.:ns. Each cart:n atom s)-,cr,,s IL, four outer electrons and four electrons from

,ts -2,m''ocrs--giving it eiFt outer orbital electrons, a complete set. This sharing

c' c._:trons holds tr eons together. A bond resulting from electron sharing

:3110 "coyecnt bcrd". The bonds we have looked at so far re,ult from sharing

r' electron:--tey are single bonds. 0 Sometimes two atoms are !:411d tc-

157
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gether by two pairs of electrons; this _forms another kind of covalent bond--a double

bond. Most bknis in organic molecules are covalent bonds.

In a bond'betweentwo carbon )tcms, the electrons are shared more-or-less

evenly between the two carbons. 0 In a bond between two different kinds of

atoms-,; say. between carbon and oxygensometimes the electrons are unevenly shired.

Sc,-e etoms sin.ply attract electrons more strongly than others. The tendency of an

atom to draw electrons is called "electronegativity". _Oxygen attracts electrons more

strongly than carbon.. Cxygen is more electronegative than car:on.

In a molecule, the more electron,gative atoms pull the electrons toward

--c! /es% away from t',e other atoms.. For inttonce, in this section_ of a nucleic

-IolicLle, the ritrclen atc-' cots to 6se the electrons more often than its neig6,-

.-Ing hydrogen. NIt-ocen is rare electronegative than'hydrooen. 0 Since the

n;trogen hogs the negatively-chare_d electrons, this part of the molecule has a

slight negative charge. V:Ire irinortzntly, in this case, the r.ydrogen is-left with

a Slight positive c'zir.s. This part of the molecule- -the N the M. .-11 said to

be "polar".; it-has a positive and nat...e Ole. 0 Th., slchtly positive hy-

..rogen may br attracted to a part ct _ rlecule with a slift r.e,:ative charge, for

instance, this hl--'y electronel,-tive oryger. atom. This attettior is called

a "hydrogen bend". ly.lrolen brims . . relatively weak----atout 1116 as strorg as

the average ".-y Ire vary irporttnt in t'2 structure of bio-

locical rolec:12s. particularly Ttr " nucleic acics.

aid nyd-ogen tonji%- also related tc t-: solubility f

%Is of substances 'in they will , is dissolve. We'll

tali. a:cut f.:::::,;11ty for a rorent, then return t: _:-:.r3.

(:;)
-tlecales are :tier: hydrol.; witr another. Other

ttln or :::cOes, O 1:',2 for irstance, d 1- water tacaasa

158
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they fit in with the water molecules; the water molecules can hydrogen-bond with

the urea molecules. I should point out here that the urea molecules do not fall

apart when they dissolve in water; they merely mix with water. Many students get

the mistaken idea that dissolving means fallinc apart. When one substance is not

disrupted. The molecules mix - -they interminclr.

8 Unlike urea, lipid molecules are non-polar; the lipid molecules do not

contain long hydrocarbon rhains in which the carbon and hydrogen atoms share elec.--

trans more-or-less evenly. The lipid molecules cannot form hydrogen bonds with the

water molecules and thus cannot. Dissolve in water. Oils and fats are lipids. They

a : : :n- polar. It's an old maxim that oil and water do not mix. However, oil and

easoline 4o mix. Gasoline, like-oil, consists of ncn-polar molecules. CA gen-

eral rule is: "Like dissolves like". Polar compounds dissolve in Polar co - pounds.

Non-polar solutes dissolve non-War solvents.

There is some terminology that goes along with polarity and solbility that

you sh,,Id get. 0 Polar substances, such as salts, urea, and st"ttrs, Mch dis-

solve in water, are sometimes called "hyJ-rnhi'ic" co-pounds. Hydu.p. Ilic rens

"likes water". Non-polar substances like fats, -axes, and oils, whit}. do rot mix

. with water, are called "hyd,,phohic", Oich -nuns "afraid of water".

O.K., back to chc,Tical bonds in orr :nic molecules. Se- .s atoms are

so electronegative (or elev:ropositive) that tkey :;ft not share electro^s at all.

lut since they ether have en excess or sho..tage of Cectrons, the:: ,.tors are

charged or Ionized. (This diagram, for instance, shows part cf protcin molecule

1, which a nagat vely charged group is attracted to a positively c',:rs:d one.)

GP
Such an at.raction between ionized groups is called an io,:c :r.,:lectrostatic

ond. rnnrary :o what you may have learnein in.srganie in organic ro-

ecules, bony -ds are abut as strong as convalent bonds. !nds are found

15)
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in many organic rolecules, but they are not nearly as cvnron or
important as con-

valent and hydrogen bonds.

(49
-,/ 6: Now our s'xth and final point: You ray have noticed that certain

groupings of ato-s occur again and again in organic molecules. The OH group,

for irstare, is seen in both carbohydrates and nucleic acids. Similarly.

the C- double t-,' -O g -o,:p and the '.,2 grovo are quite-ccIron. A group of

'ire the,t,H2 group hasnuch tte
scle properties wherever it is found. '. be-

,-es-involved in certain kinds of reactions. It serves a certain function

in molecules; such a group is group". The NH2 group,is

called the amino group. Another 1 croup is the C-double bond-0 or carbonyl

group. 04 group is '.'roxyl group. The COOH group is t!',e car-

boxyl gro,l. The phosphate or phcsp c-ic acid group is sometires ccnsidered a

functionzl The hyd,-cca -t741 is relatively non-reactive; it is not

centider,:u group. T'1P*e
"LInction!I grcups which needn't

.conctrn tic n.-p,

C,';1
:LI s oriffly loot. at

functic-:1 croups ore at a tire. First the car-

bony The 2,1 *: ,e o' carbonyl group makes this gm* ex-

trE7 7, 7:,Thf. '!ale :ales r..- 7%, ^e nu -hers ce.-con ,1 crou's usually

teT

dissolve it .

)
The carton,' cxy0:-, often nydr.-2:,_n tends with the hydrogen

At-. of ' ,1 or anino groups.

eI-:troreAtIve nitro of t'^ ,:...11no group hogs electrons, leaving

oartia'
T''.us, the amino groan is polar. Also,

the amino 5

e fc,r Liectrons also explains by the hydrogens of

.!ro;e1
negative parts of other rolewles.

1 GO
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In fact, the nitronen atom of the amino group is so electronogative

that, under the proper conditions, it can actually attract a positively charged

. atom, or proton, from its - surroundings. This gives the amino group a

ret :asitive charge; the amino group has become ionized.
61-
V.:.) A molecule or

:t- -el group which attracts hydrogen ions is sai to be "basic". Such a cow

is a base. A base is defined as in e.or oroton acceptor. The amino g oup

c-slo, it accepts crstors.

"... The carboxyl gro.i, on the other hand, is acidic. It doNatos protons.

O-..;,le-tcnde4 wyger t-cts ele-trop s'so strongly teat it even pulls electrons

t- the other nryocn. 7-4 other oxy-en, with its rAuced negative charge, can

:old onto its h_:.-crIn atom. (D The carboxyl group donates a hydrogen

ion z- thl:s acts as an acid.

The amino' acid is a common bicicical molecule which tine can use to illu-
;

strati tne ionization of a-inm e-! car1:cvl .1- ups. Under the prover conditions the

ci-brxyl group of t`e acio can dc-ate A proton, while V; basic amino

croup accepts one. The V' can have 3 cclit personality.. it can be at the

.a-e t -a an acid and a c--.! it cc7 r.nit,vely charged at one end and e.ega-

.1..,21% c'arged at the

Anoth,r acid-_ .--,e'tvt in biolngicAl molecules is t;,e phosphate

,It is similz- to vhcsfric acid. The couble-t.aded oxygen-

;-44 ;--s7'orus atoms nt. st- -11y. ;s -n ire c-rboryl 1-soup, the other

y7c- is less ifile tn ort,1 1:s riorclen, "he hye.rngen V. is easily dona-

ted. the phos;',tc -oup acts as an zci (E9 It '; .:,h to groups

11cn rive nucleic z: r', Ili R'A and Voir acidic.

( Th e r.! croup has vac:. properti,_. .trairo cn '.;;ca situ-

ition. _,.-et' as lc- ic.- zno scrlecimc., .acts ir a non-

MOD L3 2
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polar way. It is found in many kInds or organic molecules, but it,is particularly

characteristic of sugars and alcohols. The hydroxyl group is otter involved in re-

actions which form a bridge between two molecules. 6.-.1) For irstance, an OH group

on one molecule can react with a carboxyl group in another molecule. forming a bond

between the molecules. A molecule of water is formed as a by- prcl_ct. Since

water is formed in this reiction, it is called a condensatior reaction. Many reac-

tions which form polymers are conderkation reactions. ® Nucleic acids are held

toter )y conlensations between OH groups on sugirs and carboxyls on phosphat,

gr-.7s.

The opposite of a condensation reaction is called a hydrolysis reaction.

"ater is a reactant in the hydrolysis. 0 Hydrolysis results in the brea:ing up

of polymers.

0 Although many condensation and hydrolysis reactions involve OH grcups,

cter kinds of hydrolysis and condensation reactions are possible. involving other

f:nctional groups. For example, the carboxyl and amino grdurs of amino acids join

b

(F
together in condensation reactions to form protein chains.

r)
In your stomach

and small intestine. digestive juice% ',ydrolyze your food do%r. to amuoo acids, which

are absirbed irto your oloas4-eam.

Let's .Jriefly review the major conuzots disrussed in to',is module:

Orgdnlc chemistry is the chemistry of carbon. Most molecules in

livino organisms arc based on carbon backbones.

QL)

0

biololical molecules are polymers. Each atom in a mo':ecule fc--s

a characteristic nu, te,"cal bonds with other atoms. Most of tKese bonc's :re

covalent, but hydrogen. bonding is also im4ortant. Some bonds are ionic. The sp:x;fic

1 62
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arrangement of atoms,-:as well as relative numbers of atoms, are important to the the-

nical properties of organic molecules.

(5- Polar molecules dissolve in polar solvents; non-polar molecules dissolve

n non-polar solvents., Certain functional groups, found repeatedly in many kinds

of molecules. display characteristic
chemical properties, such as polarity or acidic

basic cnaractar. Some of these functional groups react to Tink molecules toge-

ther; ccmPn reaction of this type is the condensation reaction.

If you want to review any of these corcepts in more detail, most biology text-

)

p-.: contain chapters on chemistry. If you want to delie deeper, youmay wish to

lock in an organic chemistry or biochemist-. . 'thook.

0 The chemistry of life is complicc.t...
crud fascinating, but no longer

v--pletely rysttrious. Ti'. concepts outlin:J In this module should help you to

t.etter understand the chemical structure and ;rp:2sses of living things:

eo
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gESTIDNS

1. Which of these molecules is not

(I') 0

to) 9,4.
4;1, y.

0 c, 4 u 0 la N 0 C.- .11 0 Olt H

-
.r4 k.71 H i-1

a polymer? Explain.

N"

CM1O4 CHI."

%4 Cl (C3 14 04 Obi

Show how this "pyrophospht .' group miCht attach to the 1,:thosphate

group of molecule b. in question fl. (Hint: This is a condensation

reaction.)
0 0

104
bN

3. If the bond fozwed in #2 ..ere broken, what would the reaction be called?

4. ;:L me ar=c briefly describe the three main kinds of eemical bonds most
0:ten seen in tiological molecules.

5. IfentM the k!rids of
molecules:

gl\ N/
*H-w-R

bonds indicated by the
Hi N y /0

N A 14

(c)

arrows in the

0 /0 .A
144142

6. Mich of these molecules is t likely t' dissolve in water? Why?

;74 171 14 H 0H H
(ii/14-C C. C.- C.-- r'. (c) H-t-e.-c-c-c...04 (o ci.1301-1

H -0:4 H 44 AAAA
7. Which of these pairs of molecules represent isomers?

... SH3 C.4 PO
i

:40 C - H P ' C. 014
L1-itC44) CO C.,42C,143

04. "' CuyCNZ -btit

8. Ventify the functional groups circled below.

164
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MOD 1?3 Crowing Things
ileasuring, interpreLing data

OBJICTIVP;:

1. Given t necessary materials. you will be able to:

a. prepare five pots with soil:
h. plant 30 barley seeds so they will germinate and grow;

c. care for the growing barley seedlings for a period of 14

days after the seedlings emerge from Lae soil.
2. After the barley seedlings are abou'. )ne inch high, ycu will make

daily measurements of the length of at least seedlings.

3. After marking the node where Jeaves emerge, you will be able to
measure the daily growth or elongation rate of the first three leaves

:Produced by each of 15 plants of your choice.
4. You will determine the average daily growth rate of each of the

45 leaves you are measuring.
5. You will attempt to correlate daily weather conditions of sunlight,

temperature, etc. with the growth of the leaves.
In your experimentation you will devise a method of Your choice by
which you identify each of the 15 seedlings you are measuring.

1NSRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. Life Cycles, Teacher's Guide
2. ESS, Growing Seeds, Teacher's Guide
3. ESS, Life of Peas and Beans, Teacher's Guide
4. 3APA 55, Sprouting Seeds.
5. Plastic pots, soil, barley seeds, metric ruler, marking pen

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Demonstrate, by showing the instructor the barley plants, that you

have been able grow barley rlants for 14 days or more.

2. Present your data '.,Ls the instructor ;n a meaningful form.

3. Be ready to -lisLass the data and defend references you have made
regarding t!,

MOD 133
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1. (itain from the MOD tray nlantic pots and prepare them for the planting
of th.1\,barley seeds.

2. After placing the soil fntq the pots, yid desired amounts of water and in
each pot place 5 to 8 seeds about 1/4 inch blow the surface of the soil.

3. Cover the pots with Saran Wrap and place t'lett on the flourescent lightstand.

4. Remove the Saran Wrap when the seedlings emerge from the soil.

5. Add water as you feel more water is needed. Refer to the instructional
references for proper vate-ing techniques.

6. After the seedlings are about 1 inch high, do the following measurements
for the next 14 days.

F:Id the node ou the plant where the leaves begin - a ',lace where the
,Af completely encircles the stem. Place a felt-tip pen mark at this
-nation and measure the iistance from this point to the top tip of the

leaf.,

b. Do this for the other two leaves of the same plant as they emerge.

c. Measure and record in millimeters the length of the leaves. How

can ynu determine where the elongation takes place?

d. Record your data for 15 plants in a table form of your own design.

166
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MOD 134 Mitosis
Irferrin:

OBJICTIVE:

Aftcr completing this MOD, you will be able to:
1. name the five Stages of cell division in the process called mitosis;
2. name the parts of the cell as shcwn on the following pages;
3. manipulate two pairs of chromosomes b/ showing their position in 1

cells during the various stages of
4. discuss how the mechanis, of division allows each daughter cell to

be genetically identical to tt.e parent cell;
5. visualize chromosome structre in a coll and understand the

relationship of chromosome stt,,ture to the gene concept.

INSTRUCTIONAL. REFERKS MATERIALS:

1. Self T.n:tructicrial Module 13q, .111e Cell_Cycle, Mitosis and Cell Division
2. is MOD, pp. 2-6
3. Deuov-r-Gepoert Mitosis mc,,le=

Mitosis wail ch,Art

Various describim; the mItotic process
:..icterial; on mitosis. in t'ie MtiD tray

FIN! L ASSESSMENT:

1. SEe obje,:tives 1, 2, 4, and 5.
2. Demonstrate your achiove7?nt cf objective 3 by placing the chromosomes

the 8 cell -emnranes as they ar--a- duri A the mitotic proess.

MOD'13q
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1ROCEDURE:

General Infordation

That cells only come from existing cetls is a true statement. With the
exception of bacteria and blue-green algae, the process by which new cells
are formed from existing cella is caller. mitosis. It is a very precise process
which !nsures that new cells are identical to parent cells in all important
details. More specifically, the mitotic process is primarily concerned with
an equal division of the genetic material of a cell so that each new cell
will have an_aceurate and full complement of genetic material or genes. The

genetic material g,..-) of a cell :ontrolR the makeup and function of new
cells formed.

Structural Char'cteristics of Genetic material
Before understanding how the genet-.:c material is equally distributed in the
mitotic proces3. ycu should understand the structural characteristics of
genetic materials. in s..--ry Len there are structural entities called
-,tomatin bodies. Examining a cell under a microscope reveals certain cell
-arts; cell membrane, nuclear membrane, cytoplasm, nucleoplasm, cytoplasmic
-,nclusions, and nucleoplasmic inclusions. This ls a labeled drawing of the
parts of a cell.-

:ell Aembrane

Cytoplasm

Cytopi.dsmic_

Inclusions 0

Centtosome

ilucleoplasma

--rucleat Aembrane

:lucleoplasmic

Inclusions (Chromatin)

When a Len. divines, ..1,4,1tme the cytar!asm and many of the cytoplasmic
inclusionR are arc istribeted between the two daughter
cells. These cytopis-!_ -ort.ints ray be unequally distributed because
the daughter cel -;1 t of *he cytoplasmic constituents. An
exception to thAs reir_es to the centrioles. Each cell has two centrioles
!_cr..ated La the cytoplasm. Tlw_ collowin9 ciaeram shows their structure.

Centrosome

d \
1

Centriries

iucleLs

Chromatin Bodies

:tembrane

Cytoplasm
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tote that the-two centriolce ire 1-ollow, elongate rods enclosed in a membrane

eac. The entire structure plus centrioles) called the centromome and

s alwnys on the outside the rutlear membrane. Because each cell has

only two centrioles, it is necessary that they are duplitated before cell

division and that two centrioles are t,Lacel in each new daughter cell.

The genetic material (controlling materisl) of the cell is located in the

nucleus. It is important that each dau7ht:,r cell recei,-e a full complement

of these materials. Anew cell would die lr be impaired if it lacked genetic

material, for it could not carry out all the necessary functions of a cell.

Therefore, it is very important that the call has a precise method for

duplication and distribution of Its genetic materill. The genetic materials

are the chromatin bodies seen in the nucleus. Their precise method of

duplicatiou is the mitotic method.

Nature of Genetic naterial
In order to understand the mitotic method it is important to understand the

nature of the genetic material. In the diagram, chromatin bodies appear as

sw211 granule-like srucTes. They seem to appear as discrete and independent

but this is not the case. Aasume you have a long chin thread so

' "diJ. you can not see it. Although it may be quite long, you can not see it

because it is so thin. It does not affeet light enough to cause a sensation

in the eye. If diagrammed, it would look like this.

In the drawing, titread-litte structure generally appears straight

or non - tangled.- *'read is compcsed of chemical substances arranged like

beads on a string. TI-e -4s 'of beads ±chemical molecules) used in making

the thread -like thc chart.,:teristics of any of its parts.

A particular part the tr.r:-,d-like structure. depending on its chemical

make-up, has a partictliPr function in the cell, If you relate the structure

of any part with ? ?artirulal ":,y...ction in the cell, then you can call that

segment of the thread a gene.

v organ:3m has a particular sct of genes. The human is composed of

thou "- ,e cells. Each cell in its nucleus has a full complement of genetic

taterials. .,'..;z)r. cell has 46 Inviable threads. There are two of

kind, or a * jai of 23 pairs. If you can visualize each of these 23 kings

of threads divided into hundreds of thousands of different segments on t.le

basic of Lheeical composition, Coen you understand why the human has

app,urimatel, one million genes.

-1V2 Each see en. is a gene.
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.7hromatin Bodies or Granules
Understanding the nature of genetic materials is necessary to understand

chromatin bodies or granules. These are segments of genetic materials seen

in a cell. Even if magnified under the microscope, the thread-like structures

are invisible to the naked eye itgett.. straight,. However, assume some

parts are not straight and visualize the thread-like structure as illustrated.

the areas where the thread is clumped (tangled or coiled like a spring) provide

enough density or mass in one area so it can be seen if magnified by the

microscope. These areas in the nucleus are called chromatin bodies or

chromatin granules. Any cell not dividing will show chromatin granules.
Remember many of the granules are connected to each other by a fine thread

which is too thin to be seen.

atomatin Thread Duplication 44
Genetic material of the parent cell is equally divided between two new cells

formed in the mitotic process. It is a twofold process. First, before

mitosis can give each new cell a full complement of genetic materials, the cell

must duplicate all that genetic material. Second, a cell must equally divide

all its thread-like structures into equal halves. All the chromatin threads

are different, except the paired threads, and each cell must receive one pair

,f each kind. If these chromatin threads are long, wEy is it that they do not

Dec-me tangled and knotted and break when they are separated into two groups?

ro understand why they do not break, recall the process of chromatin thread

dupl!_cation. Visualize these threads as long, thin strands of a bead-lice

structure as indic4ted.

"c4n-ty,11-1
etc,C,C, 60

.0Nr4EjP

Each bead represenes a patticlar set of chemicals which are in a precise
arrangement. Chromosome Aenliration takes place through lengthwise division,
a process possiiy beginning f- ore end. This may be represented as fullows.

V(MaRicjig,o0 0 '10c-_-7 aci C 0000 fl c:10 --)200,-,3
CoOcCeeCo

q/ Attached

DIpl -1( Un-durlicated f7,3 9, 5.6.1 Cr15?,c,./1 re:31 ;-;3 g2 Sister

Areas Areas Chromatids

The two strands or threads formed from one original strand remain together

es -1.e unit or the initial stages of mitosis. At this stage the chromatin

threat cons1its of two sister chromatids. For example, consider a cell that

has 6 :hrorratin threads. These are paired which means there are only three
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kinds of chromatin threads sl each pair times 3 kinds equals 6). During

mitosis, each of the chromatin threads duplicates itself to make a total of

12 threads. Remember that the sister chromatids stick together, although each

is a complete chromatin thread. In these 12 threads there are four of each

kind and three kinds of chromatin threads (4 of each kind times 3 kinds equals

12).

Chromosomes
If the chromatin threads remained long and thin during the mitotic process,

they would be difficult to separate into two equal and identical groups.

During the mitotic process chromatin threads change their shape. This is done

by a process called coiling. The diagram shows the coiling process.

Before changing shape
long and thin

Coiled
short and thick

'ac chromatin thread in its coiled form is short, thick, and easily seen

under a microscope. The chromatin threads in the process of coiling are

called chromosomes. The coiling process is such that a chromosome is formed

:hat has a particular shape ar form. Each eel' has 2 sets of genetic

materials; therefore, each cell will have 2 of each kind of chromosome. It

is only during mitosis of a tell that the chromosomes are formed. In a cell

:hat is not dividing its genetic material is in lone, thin threads without a

specific shape or form.

The Mitotic Process /

Both of these aspects'in genetic division are essential !ii the process of

mitosis. One, a cep. that divides must make an extra set of genetic materials

to give each new cell a full complem
threads;'

t. Thus, if a cell has a total of 6

ir
chromatin thread' then has to mare 6 more, so that each new

cell has 6.

Two, the chroma4n - ',-cads become sho t, thick, and take a definite shape as

chromosomes so ±1._c the tell can effectively and equally separate the genetic
/

materials into two haLvc-

Obtain f: .,nstruLtional ModuL- 736, The Cell Cycle, Mitosis and Cell Division.

View. listen and study in thr. API carrel.

MOD 134
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Useful information to complete these activities:

1. Some cells do not have nuclear membranes.

2. Note that some chromosomes are glued together to indicate that the

genetic material has been duplicated. The chromatin-chromosomes should be

counted as two, even though they are attached to each other.

3. Assume that each cell at interphase has 4 chromatin threads. Each (Ate

has an identical twin, meaning that the cell has two pairs.

Activities:

Given the following:

1

a) 40 chromatin-chromosome pieces (red and black)

b) 8 red strings for cell membranes
c) 4 green strings for nuclear membranes

d) 26 centriole pieces (blue)

Form 8 cells as indicated below with the red strings.

tJ

.3.

1
6-4

e is e
e e e
o o

.4 4
30% 0. a. a.

P-4 0 1 0 ell

%
U

0.
m k

Z
4J

en 0., tu

sea .4

-
f

os
os
as .04.4 a.
a. 0

.1
I
V

14

_.....,
03

'4 Or

4.1 6
04.4 .IJ

01.4 1:3

0 4t fr.
41 L;

2, Place the centrioles, c-romatin-chromosomes, and nuclear membranes :Ai

each cell in both the position and the number In Which they appear in the

mitotic process
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ISMEP

Self Instructiowd MOD for MOD 134-The Cell Cycle, Mitosis, and Cell Division

nJECTIVES:

1. Interpret and correctly use the terms: mitosis, cytokinesis, chromatin,
chromosome, chromatid, prophase, metaphase, anaphase, telophase, inter
phase, S phase, centriole, centromere, spindle, poles, equator, cell plate,

cleavage furrow, coenocytic.
2. Name three general phases of the cell life cycle and identify the chief

event that occurs in each.

3. Contrast th-. mechanism of cell division in prokaryotes versus the

mechanism in eukaryotes.
4. Compare segregation of here itary information and cytoplasmic components

between daughter cells. D scribe the significance of this comparison.

5. Diagram mitosis, showing the processes whLch occur during each phase;

and describe the overall result.
6. Describe the position and/or appearance and the roles of the following

at each phase of the cell cycle: chromosomes, chromatids, nucleus,

nucleolus, spindle, centrioles.
7. Be able to identify diagrams or photographs of the phases of mitosis.

g. Compare cytokinesis in plants.and animals.

9. Describe the result of mitosis without cytokinesis, given an example

where it occurs, and name the resulting condition.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. This MOD
2. General Biology references on cell cycle, mitosis, and cell division.

3. Biology Media instructional materials

4. Singer Caramate.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:
Y

1. See objectives above.
2. Be prepared to dis_uss the questions listed at the end of this MOD.

MOD 134
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INT/ODUCT:ON:

If the cell is the simplest unit of life, it is also the simplest unit that can
reproduce itself The complete study of cellular reproduction demands a plunge
into the realm o. metabolism. However, with a background in cell structure you
can explore the visible, structural events that occur as a cell divides or
reproduces. Knowledge of the key events in cell division will be useful when
more sophisticated questions are raised about reproduction. The following objectives
summarize the essential points you should master.

OUTLINE:

I. Introduction
II. Cell Cycle

A. Basic processes
101-1. Synthesis and growth

2. Segregation
3. Cleavage

B. Prokaryotic cell cycle
1. Description
2. T..me required

C. Eukaryotic cell cycle
1. Time required
2. Phases

a. GI

b. S

c. G
d. M2

3. Relative length of phases
III. M Phase mitosis and cytokinesis

A. Two main processes
1. Mitosis
2. Cytokinesis

B. Mitosis
1. Complex
2. Four Oases

a Prophase
b. Metaphase
c. anaphase
d. telophase

3. Plophase
4. Metaphase
5. Anaphase
6. Telophase

V. C_". divison-cytokinesis
A. rlair' cell
B. Plat_ ci-11

C. Mitosis without cytokinesis-coenocytic tissues
V. Conclusiol

VI. Q.:.Lz slid s

MOD 134



The Cell Cycle, Mitosis, and Cell Division

0)- Living organisms do not form spontaneously. Cells are produced only

y the division of previously existing cells. This observation is a fundamental

"fLct of life.' The process which maintains the cellular structure of life is a

continual, repeating cycle of cell synthesis, growth, and division called the cell

cycle. In this module we will examine the cell cycle in detail.

0) The cell cycle consists of three furdemental processes:

1. Synthesis and nrowth--This is the,production and duplicatioa of the

chemicals and structures of the cell.

2. Seoreoatioa--the oartiConing of cell constituents into two parcels,

one for each daughter cell, and

3. Cell divisic-, er cleavage- -the actual splitting of the mother cell

to farm two daurhter cells.

1r ,leneral, the first two of these processes take uo by far the largest part

of the typical cell cycle.

e) In prokaryotes--1::c teria and blue-grun algae--the cell cycle is rela-

;t1vely simple. A newly-frr cc11 roughly dmbles in size. The oenetic material--

,*;A--it exactly duplica,t,A, Lx..ctly dodbled. Thls is the growth and synthesis phase.

T.,1 the cell pinches in t.::f in the piddle, roughly dividing the cytoplasm and

dividing the DNA exactly tc:...:en tre tx daughter cells. This acco-..plishes segre-
t

fr:")

gz.tion and cleavage all -,.u. Ttis .,7olc cycle may be reotatetas often as

evil -y 20 minutes in E. c*, a tactoiun co -- :only studied by biologists.

kfi In eukaryotas, t'le cell cycle is ndch more colplex and str.;:tured, and

it isually takes longer than in prokaryotes.

175
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The processes of synthesis, growth, se' . :It..., ;e are seen in eu-

karyotes, but more specjfic names are Given to tre r s p.asr.:s of the cell cycle

in eukaryotes.

(.3) The whole cycle takes,about 2C hours in typical eukaryotic cell;

that is, 20 hours from the formation of a cell by &vision until this cell itself

divides.

After the roll is formed, it goes through a perioof growth and syn-

thesis. lasting about 8 hours. During this time, the rucicus and cytoplasm enlarg,,

proteins, carbohydrates and other chemicals are syntherized, and organelles SIM, as

mitochondria arOlastids reproduce by division. This cnase of , e cell cycle is

called the G
I

phase or first growth phase.

The GI phase is followed by the S phase, duri.ng which the c,'1's genetic

information, encoded in molecules of DNA, is exactly reprcCu:ed, or "replicated."

Each cnrc-osome is duplicated, so that each daughter cell will receive the same in-

formation as the mother cell. The S phase lasts about 6 hours.

Q9 After S phase comes the 02 phase, when the cell apparently makes final

prec,arations for division. The G
2
phase is not nell understood. If the G

2
phase

is interrupted, the cell will not divide, even thouh organelles and DNA h. dou-

bled. Thus the G
2

phase is neces.ary for division; but we (!o not yet know the

reaso-: The 02 pnase lasts about 5 hours.

.1)Firefly, cellular narts are segretated an:I-the cell divide's during the

M whict lasts about 1 hour in most eukaryotic cells.

Th...s, cell synthes:- end growth occur during the GI, S. and G2 vh.....e7 of

a ty:izal cell. This period is sornetimps call, internhase, because it is t:na ncriod

betvseen civisions. Cell components are split up and the cell actually diviccs cirs;rg

the H phase. These are complex processes, so let's focus on the M chase in

10--
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more detail. The process of soc-c,.ation of the i.ereditary material is called nitosis,

and division of the mother cell to form two dauahter cells is called cytokiiiesis.

Mitosis is a complicated process. The sJrvival of. both daughter cells de-

pends.on them getting exactly the right genetic information. ,To simplify things, mi-

tosis has been divided into four distinct stages -- prophase, retaphase, anaphase, and

teloptase. Prophase beqins,when the threadlike chromatin, composed of

DNA ad protein, begins to condense, the dark nucleolus within the nucleus dis-

appears. Here are two onion root tip cells in early prophase. Tnis

is a ell of an early whitefish erbryo, called a blastula. It is also in early

proph,se,.

As the chromos:es aopearthey are s,:en to be double; this correfm^nds

ta. t :-....plicat.on of the Earocitary material 1, isi took place during the S phase.

.at 0omosore is composed of two identical 0:: ja,ined at a constriction

colled the centrolere. At crophase, each chr:- c:nsists of 2 chromatids.

The cells of each organism conta,ri f' of.chrono-

-1-s. ra-jnri r-orn 2 to ovcr 400 per cell. In the number is 46. Dog cells

cclta n 73 ctromosomes, sear cane cells 80:

,t2:" Later in the nuclear envelope tro,:s down and disperses. It

,^ht tc rove cy.:t irto the endoplasmic reticu'um. In this picture of

r ;r, -cell the nuclear ei.1.1cpe and nucleolus have disa-, :eared.

Ttere are two of centrioles in the cells r,f all eukaryotes except

Our'nq pr^ t3se t'..se pairs move to osoosite end: of the cell; trose

Y.rc nnw rrom the roles, the micrctJtules cf 6ne

ocvn to forr. cells lack centr:oles, but nevertheless poles at,d

appear 7-ach t.- waj. This slide sta.:, the nicrotubules devt-

lap.-- :bout t _ c_ In a Oitefis' cell.

MOD 134.
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,:-. the end of prophase, the chromosomes move to the enuAtor of the cell,

2y between the poles. 25) Pare are late prenhase in an onion cell...

(.:7)

and 1r a holtefish cell.

At retao'lase, the chromosomes are poised At the equator. The nucle'r

n.sre, and the spindle is fully developed_ Microtuhules or the spindle

are attashed to each chromosome at its centronere. U This electron micrograph

(5)shows the .,tt,:h-ent of the spindle fibers to the centromere. This is meta-

phPse In ' C-1 ce'l.and this is metaphase in a whit fish roll. FinallV,

this is an e;a:t-tn micrograph of most of a metaphase cell. Note the spindie erten-

frcn lc.tr right to the upper 1:ft ard the chromsomes fired up at the

ce
(TT'l

begins when the c":-::tids cf each nr)mosoMa split apart;

ePcn chrs-oscma snlIts into two cre ati_s and these e ' : ,atids move to...ard the

cnles. ire microtubules of the spindle have somethir; t do with this movement,

aut s rot clear 1,,iether the midnotut,:les Push or t..:11 1 chromatids. Sa-n

sf micr:tutJles act merely as guiees. in:i t m as tt,e two chro-

stilt cf the origina' double-stranZ-d cr,-ostme split arart, each is called a

Ea:h is a chromoso::e C7 'r:c2 of a sinria c.r:.ratid, and thus' we can

say 7.1,7n4SP the chrc-bnc 1 t ^/ and t,-

is,an electron , f tt.o clr:moso7:s moving teard the

poles 4.- Zr,1.7.!'3::C. T:1'; c,tond off th- picture at the to:. The

chrc-,scrts row_ ratner Sic V, Ef have ,,ery rJr to go; ,nap')ase

takes c =Jt ", to IO minutes.

/
. /

nIs picture 51:;4: an nrc.on cc 11. Th, cpll tlf
(;r1

picture is at 'a sliont1y lat:r st-7. :--rise. \-'' :-,nsPce 1, th'f,1ish

cell looks 11k,.? tris.

-12-



(37)
-- With anasiase, accurate segregation of the hereditary inf has

been acc..plished. Usually each chromosome is copied faithfully during S phase,

and both daughter cells receive identical information ih anaphase.

In the fourth and final stage of mitosis, telophase, two da4"-ter nu-

Coal begin to form. The chrorosomes are at the poles,.the spindle aisaccars, and

nuclear envelopes begin to form. The chromosomes unwind to form tan:led

chromatin again, and nucleoli appear in the forming nuclei. Also during cchase,

cell division, or cvtokinesis, begins. Interestingly, the centrioies

da^-1:; telodnasethe first occurrence necessary for the next mitosis.

-ere is parly telcphase In an onion cell. q_1.) This it a DiCt'..'C cf

`ish cell early in telophase.

'') How long do each of the phases of mitosis last? Metaphase and sn-Tnose

-ry rapidly, Prophase takes about 2/3 of the time required for mitosis,

c 40 minutes. Telophase accounts for about 1/3 of mitosis, or about 20 mir-

ring telophase, the cytoplasm of the cell begins tn 'Jivice. This

oss it called cgokinecis. Because of differences in cell str;ct%re, there

are differences in cytokineiis between plant and animal cells.

In animals, the cell rembrane pinches inard all the ,a: arc:: -ld the

cel', uln-s*_ as if the ceii a ballon which is being sgunezed irn.ard tr form a

pc gncove, cal ea the clea42 -ft furrow. Actually, tiny protein filaments

ir!, do tne cell, called microfilam.mts,
pull the membrane in from ta Ir.;Ido to

for-- tne f..rrow. The cell membrane pinches in tighter and tighter. Ln:il

there is just a tiny bridge of cytoplasm connecting the two daughter

c l's. Finally, ..he two cells are pinched apart.

179
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During cytokinesis, or;nelles, molecules, and so on are apportioned

randomly between the daughter cells. Each daughter gets whatever is on that side

when cytokinesis occurs. Unlike the accurate, structured segregation of genetic

information which takes place in mitosis, segregation of cytoplasmic corponents is

random.

-- The plant cell is surrounded by a rigid cell wall which cannot just

pirc/, in,:ard like an animal cell. In tne plant cell, t-ry rembranous vesicles

,6ich are orotably derliee frc- tl%e ER line up at ne c':;ztor. These vesicles

c. e to fern the cell nlate, which eventually stret0.:: all the way across the

cell.
1

rinally, the vcsiclec ruse -ith each et-2- the cell membrane,

era a col s, all forrs in tl,e space, partitioning off t' daughter cells. Again,

or, :-tl'e and molecules in the cytoplasm are dividcd Here is

tJe :1-:e forming ir our ujon root tip cell.

(!,
organisms an.: tissues, mitos4s occurs k itho:t cytokinesis. This

re:J:t i- a tissue ccrtr.ins many nuclei (pro.:,cei by hitosis), but not

r:nbranes into sc:arate cells. This is called a ceenocytic tissue.

cc_'- ,tic coneit'9n occurs in such organisr.s as the slime mold, which is

.53) -
e:t:ntlly one gigantic cell, c--.taining many nuclei. _ the muscles in our

.'.re ty-and-large L!'r-nrvtic. This muscle tissue contains ,nany very long

r!..:2rs, with dark -,_. .mod lying a' intervals along the fibers.

:ell cy:le, ar rrocess o' synthesis, growth, segregation,

a-e is esse :Ial to :grpetJation of life. It beg?ri in some primi-

t-ve cell: cr-ara: thr_t. ,i'l',' Y2:"'S ago, and has contirLet uninterrupted, gen-

e-at a'::- 7ererat ,n, fc the cells which make en your body. In your bone

100
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tissues alone. HO m,Ilion cell disions are c--urring every se:ond.

To the cell, and to the organlsm, cell growth nkjivisior are life and death pro-

cesses. In tne game of life, its double or octhtig.

This c ncludes tr,e tape, byt at the end of the module there are severe

quiz slides which you should try. For each slid', none the phase of the cell cycle;

process, or structure indIzztci, then check your answer looking at the next slice.

21.ring which ohase(s) or mitosis would you expect to see no
auclear membrane?

2. Briefly desc-ibe one difference in mitosis between plant and
animal cells.

3 Briefly describe one difference in cytokinesis between plant

and a-imal cells

4 Identify the stages of mitosis rep.esented oy the following
diagrams:

--/ --:\

IL____

-tr____,\
,

,f

rL- nta. , 4 b. )) -Y
.v ,.

. , I_A',2'
,.,---- .)- -_:-f-, f

5. What is the diffcrnce between "mitosis" and "cell divisior."

C. D..rtnr- ..:at i,haue of t,e c-11 cycle would you expect DNA
^1:ymcracn (the crcr.: ;,thesizes DNA) to Le melt active?

7. ich stage '2,P mitosis dc,,c scgrei;ation of genetic
inforration take place?

Euring wnle].2 tie of mitosis does segregation of chloroplasts
tad.'. rlacc?

9. is the major difference betweer: seuegation of geretl':
ir,f0:- Yon and segregation of .cytopla.F.mic comT,one, .s
betweE ,er cells?

10. DurinE prop se, a dividing cell contains 0.2 mic:ozran,
D:.A. How much DNA to contained in each dauz)Ler cell at the
end nf '.e'-i'lase? Low mucn is cc^tainef 1- each d;luglter
cei: ,fter t:.e next S phase?

11. What effect would an inhibitor of mlcrotubule form-..ion have

on mitoSis?



T SMEP

MOD .35 Cell Division and (,rovtn
piledict interprn,ing data

OBJECTIVES:

1. To learn to ident1fy Yeast
2. To comprehend that large inerea:es in cell populations or_ur

rapidly
3. To quantitatively follow cell population increases
4. To determine "doul)linti, time" di a popt.lation of yeast cells
3. To 0,raphically illustrate the growth curve for a yeast population

INSTR=ONAL ..E.FERENCFF AN') MATERIALS:

ESS, Small Things, Teacher's Guide
Biology - An Appreciation of Live in Resource. Center

3. Dry yeast, mierns,..ope slides, :ever sl ips, long pipette, quart jars,
and :.ea- 'non mea!,ures, unsulfurcd

_:-ch!.)r ite,1 vat

,AL ASSESSMENT:

1. See objectives Shove.
For the assessm,_nt of ohjective and 5, bring your 1:orksheets
and graph t chi, instr.ctor at the time of evaluation.
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iNS7RUCTIONS:

This MOD consists of several part; which clmprise a unit on cell division and
:v11 growth. Th.s is a quantitat.L:2 MOD designed to determine how much growth
has taken place, by '7ounting the ny--11),?r yeast cells on consecutive days and
,omparing differenc_s.

ACTIVITIES:

About 12 hours Jefore you plan to begin this MOD. make up the following
two mixtures on page 122 of "Small Things".

2. Complete the works et, area one, provided in the
(M(0))-;huct .D0 NOT WRITE IN THE TEACHER'S GUIDE.
3. View the ff).7:loop "The Budding, of Yeast Cells".
4. Complete the ",mall Things worksheet, area tw" provided in the MOD tray.

DO NOT WRITE IN THE TEACHER'S GUIDE. Make micros:ope counts at 0, 6 hours,
26 hours, 48 aoars, 72 hours, and 96 hours.

5. Prepare a graph showing the growth curve of your yeast population.

1S3 MO') 115



INVESTIGATION 11
Cell Division And Growth

YOUR NAME:

LOOKING AT YEAST CELLS

-3-
SMALL THINGS WORKSHEET

AREA ONE Page 1

Make a slide using a small drop of yeast and molasses
mixture and a cover slip.

Study your slide and find the yeast cells. Consult the
photograph.

1. What does a yeast cell look like/

...

2. Draw a picture of several cells

3. How can you tell the difference between a yeast

cell and a small air bubble?

4. How b g is a yeast cell?

5. Now does a y...:.st cell compare in size with a

paramecium?

hw

EXAMINING YEAST CELLS THE NEXT DAY

The nExt 6,: make another slide of the yeast and molasses
mixture and exat' 'fi it

1. Do you notice any difference in the size of the

.:ells?

2. if so, are the cells larger or sr 'alley than before/

,
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SMALL THINGS WORKSHEET
AREA ONE Page 2

3. Is there a difference :n the number of cells in a

field/

4. If you think there is a change in the number of,

cells, how can you be sure?

PROBLEMS ON YEAST CELLS

Here are some problems to solve after you have seen the
movie The Budding of Yeast Cells. You have seen that
yeast cells increase in number by dividing. Thus one cell
gives rise to two, two ce!Is give rise to four, four to eight,
and so on.

1. Complete the table below.

Number of
Divisions

Number
of Cells

Start 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 2 4 8

Suppose you have a cuIfure of cells which has just divided.
There are now 100 eel!:

2. How many ceiis ..--,, there beforr they divided?

Suppose that you need about 150 cells for an experiment,
and that you now have only 10 ces.

3. How many times must the cells divide before

'qr._ have enough?

4. Do you think onion cells and skin cells increase

in vumber as yeast cells do by budding?

Why or why not?

1E5
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INVESTIGATION 11
Cell Division And Growth

YOUR NAME:

;MALL THINGS WORKSHEET
AREA TWO Pip 1

HOW RAPIDLY DO Y EAST CELLS INCREASE IN NUMBER?

To find out how rapidly the number of yeast cells increase
in a mixture of yeast and molasses, rr .w a slide with a
sample from a fresh mixture.

Why is it important to shake or stir the mixture
of yeast and molasses before taking a

sample?

Exan ,ne the slide through the microscope.

2 How many yeast cells did you count in the field?

3. What time was it when you made the count?

4. If your microscope has more than one eyepiece,

which one did you use?

5. Which objective lens did you use?

6. Why must you use the same lenses each time

that you make a ::ni..int?

Now move the slide and count another field of cells.

7. How many cells did you count this time?

8. Why is it important to count more than one

f your sample?

9. What is the average of the counts you have

made?

Use your answers pc. the above questions to fill in the first column
of the, table on Worksheet, Investigation 11, Area Two, page 2.

186
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SMALL THINGS WORKSHEET

AREA TWO Pose 2

Your class may decide to work out the answer to the last
line (class average) at this time or you may wish to wait
until the rest of the table is completed.

10. Why might you want to discover the class

average for each count?
Count 1 Count 2 Count 3 Count 4 5 Count 6

Date and time of count

-7-

T!_me (in hours) since count 1 0 1 6 2 Li 41? 96

No. of cells in first field

No. of cells in second field
[

Ave7.7.4e nlmber of cells

-ass average

Six hours after your first count has been completed,
make another slide with a sample of the same mixture of
yeast and molasses. Examine the slide and count the cells
as before. Record the results of count 2 in the table in the
spaces provided. The next day make a third count. If you
wish, you may also make a fourth count a day later.

11. Look at your table and see if you can figure out
how many times the cells have divided:

Between counts 1 and 2

Between counts 1 and 3

OP
Between counts 1 and 4

12. Estimate how long it took for each division to

take place.

187
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MOD 136 Collecting and Classifying Leaves
Classifying

This MOD is designed to allow you to apply the skill you have developed
in classifying in earlier MODs, such aE MODs 104 and 106, in a useful
way to objects from nature, i.e. leaves.

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this MOD you will:
1. Present an organized collection of at least 25 leaves from trees

(approximately 4.5 meters tall when mature) identified with
common names.

2. Present a classification system which you have developed for the
leaves.

3. Be able to use descriptions from your classification system to
identify a given loaf from your collection 4)r provide a descrip-
tion of a given leaf using your classification system.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. SAPA, Commentary for Teachers, in Resource Center
2. Petrides, A Field Guide to Trees and Shrubs, in Resource Center
3. Zim and Martin, Tteec, in Resource Center
4. Miller-Jacques, How to Know the Trees, in Resource Center
S. Brockman, Trees of North America, in Resource Center
f. Other books in the main Library on identification of trees
7. Laminator

CEDURES:

I. Working with your SMEP partner collect at least 25 leaves from
native trees. collect enough leaves so that each of you can mount
two of each type, one with front exposed-and one with back exposed.

2. Using references me:.4oned above identify the leaf by its common
name.

3: Develop a classification system using simple language that will
allow you to identify a given leaf within your collection. You

may choose to use some of the characteristics used in the keys
that have already been developed. You might wish to refer to the
SAPA, Commentary for Teachers, "Self-Evalvation" item, p. 66.

4. Mount and organize the collection for-presentation and for your
r.manntfile. It is recommended that you mount the leaves on A

whit.e ackground and laminate them.

FIN XL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring collection to the assessment.
J 2. See objectives.
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MOD 137 Growing Crystals
Observing, communicating

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given the chemicals and directions spec tied on the following pages,)
you will grow crystais by several different methods, and precisely
observe them under the microscope and/or with the naked-eye.

2. Given the observation of growth of crystals in objective 1 above, you
will identify the method of formation of crystals in each case, and
carefully answer the question, on the following pages.

3. Yr will find and investigatdthe crystalline nature of at leact two
substances in the world around you, and you will bring them to the

instructor to be viewee, perhaps under the microscope.

ISMEP

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:
al

1. SAPA, 73 , Precipitating Salts from Solution
2. Holden and Singer, Crystals and Crystal Growing

Marean and Ledbetter, Physical Science: A Laboratory Approach
4. Thorne Films, Crystals: Growth in Solution, filmloop #568
5. Thorne Films, Custals: Growth from a Melt, film1oop #569
6. 8 mm. filmloop projector
7. -Microscope and chemicals. needed for the activities

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

See objectives above.
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PROCEDURE:

If possible, wofkiin irs. Some of the materials you will be using are
dangerous. Pb not-.ermit them to contact your skin and avoid inhaling their
fumes.

Discuss the results in the space below each activity. Consider the appearance
of the crystals as to shape of face: such as angular, branchlike, tabular,
elongated, or blocky. Include the color, the speed of growth, size of crystals,
and t...ere the crystal., grow.

tm,p

answering the questions related to these, it might be well to jot downs
ressions on separate paper and to write up your final answers only after

you have completed all of thz activities. You will learn how to d cuss the
activities by comparing one activity with another activity. This D helps
you to observe and to describe what you observe.

Activities:

the tto filzloops: Crystals: Growth in Solution and Crystals: Growth
t--,m a Melt. Read the notes on the filmloop boxes as you view them.

elect either activity 2 or 3.

2. Dissolve ;$ tsp. potassium alum in approximately ;4 of a glass of cool water.

Continue adding alum by ki tsp. When no more alum will dissolve, the solution
at its present temperature is saturated. Now heat the solution, but do not

'llen it becomes very hot, add 3 or 4 more'tsp. of alum. It should
dissolve comp4etely.

Set the toiltion in a warm place where it will not be disturbed. Set a pencil

or stilly across the top of the container and suspend a string from the pencil.
Tie a small weight, such Ali, a paper clip, on the end of the string so that the
string hangs Straight the solution. Do not disturb the container. Let

it stand overnight aml 4sich for the beginnings of crystallization the next dey.
Allow the oryaxals to grow ,'everal days. What is the shape of the crystals?
DescrLbe that growth.

MOD 137
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3. Use rock salt and follow the directions given in activity 2. Pock salt
is a form of sodium chloride that produces better results for crystal- growing
than table salt. What is the shape of the crystals? Describe their growth.

4. You are given a solution: ,f mercuric
HNO3 , 2 ml. of HA and 1/2 g.\of mercuric
solution on a slide, and vies it tl,rough
at least 5 minutes for the growth of the

s first start to grow? Why?

chloride in nitric acid (2 ml. of
chloride). Place a drop of this
the microscope as it evaporates. Wel:
crystals to begin. Where do the

5. You are given a saturated sodium chloride solution. Place a drop of this
solution on the slide and watch through the microscope while it evaporates to
dryness. Sug,Fst why the crystals of sodium chloride are a diffecent,shape
from those of/Mercuric chloride.

6. Weigh out about 15 g. of hypo (sodium thiosulfate) crystals. Put S or 4
of the crystals into a test tube with about 2 mi, of distilled water. .Add

crystals until they no lorgjr dissolve. -Heat the teat tube gradually, but
not to the boiling pc.:,nt, and add crystals continually until all 15 g. are
dissolved. The hot solution row holds more hypo than it could hold at room
temperature.- -Gently lower the ,.17t tube into cool water to lower its tamer
ature. Carefully lift it out and put in one tiny crystal of hypo 4t; 4 seed.
Accurately observe the results. Feel the test tube and not whether the
-..mperatore changes. Did the growth of crystals result in temperature
change? Find a reason for thii.
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7. Melt It tsp. of thymol and place a drop of it on a slide. Place the slide

on the microscope platform. When the drop is cool, add a tiny grain of solid
thymol. Note the results. Work with liqcid aad solid thymol to see whether
you can contrive situations which give different results in the growth of
crystals. Do not throw the thymol away. Keep it in the labeled evaporating

dish provided. Why do the thymol crystals have the shape they have? Did you

achieve different results by working with liquid and solid:thymol? If so,

discuss them.

8. Place a larse drop of'Filver nitrate solution (1/4 g. AgNO in 20 ml. of H20)

on slide. As you view it :rough a microscope, slide one aege of a small
ntr,.:- of copper foil gently into the drop. Observe the crystal growth. Watch

t-Tecially the initial shape and color of the crystal. Handle the silver

itrate carefully for it stains the surfaces it contacts. Do not throw away

_he copper foil, but put it in the labeled jar. What are the crystals made of?

Why are they located as they are?

List at least three metho,:s of crystal growth you observed in this MOD. Name

one or more activity in whi:11 each method occurred.

2.

Method Activity

3.

4.

Did you notice r?lationship between the size of the crystals and the rate cf
growth If so, whet is it?

Why are crystals of different substances different shapes?

MOD 137
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MOD 138 Adding and Subtracting I

This MOD is designed to give a clarity of understanding of the concepts

of addition and subtraction.

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this MOD you will:

1. Have aCiivr understanding of-and skill in addition and

subtraction.
2. Be able to present the concepts of addition'and subtraction

to children in such a way that they will be successful in

mastery of skill.

3. Be aware of the fact that attitudes towa-d mathematics are
being formed as addition and subtraction ate.taught.

4. Describe needed readiness work fon children in preparation

for addition and subtraction.

5. Analyze a child's errors in addition and subtraction and
recognize potential difficulties.

I 3TRUCTIONAL REFERENCES SAND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Addition and Subtraction
2. Grades K, 1, and 2 math textbooks in Resource Center

3. Chips, bundling,sticks, Cuisenaire rods
NCTM 37th Yearbook: Mathematics Learning in Early Childhood

5. MMP slide-tape "Addition and Subtraction in the Elementary School"

PROCE)URE:

1. View the MMP slide -tape "Addition and Subtraction in the

Elementary Schobl."
2. Do Activities 1, 2, 3 (make an activity for each of A, B, and C)

4, 5, 6, and 7 (Ports 1, 2, 3, 4, 6) in MMP, Addition and Subtraction.

3. Laminate plans from Activity 3 for your permanent file.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring au work sheets and laminated material to the evaluation.

2. Be prepared t-o discuss each objective.
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MOD 139 Adding and Subtracting II

This MOD is designed to 'reinforce your understanding of the basic concepts

in addition and subtraction.

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion. of this MOD you will-have:

1. Measured your understanding or Lhe concepts of addition and

subtradtion through a self-test.

2. Reviewed the basic properties of addition and subtraction.

3. Decided.on strategies in helping children master the basic
combinations in addition and subtraction.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Addition and Subtraction
2. Grades K-h mathematics textbooks, found in Resource renter

P'OCEDJRE:

Q 1. In MMP, Addition and Subtraction do Activities 8, 9, 10,

11, 12, 13, and 14.

2. Prepare strategies in a form for your permanent file.

3. Prepare at least one game on addition and subtraction for

your permanent file.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring self-test, work sheets, and permanent file materials

to tha evaluaticr.
2. Read again and be prepared to answer questions on objectives.

MOD 139
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MOD 140 Adding and Subtracting III

This MOD develops the rationale and techniques for the algorithms of

subtraction, and addition. /

OBJECTIVES:

At the completion of this MOD you will have an understanding of:

1. Why the subtraction algorighm causes more difficulty than

the addition algorithm.
2. How you can help children to solve addition and subtraction

problems.
3. How to use the Papy Mini-computer.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:.

1. MMP, Addition and Subtraction

2. 3 x 5 cards, scissors, tape
3. Grades 3-6 mathematics textbooks, found in Resource Center

4. The Papy Mini-computer with instructions

5. Dienes blocks,-bundling sticks, abacus

PROCEDURE:

ISMEP

1. In MMP, Addition and Subtraction, do Activities 16, 17, 20 (put

activities on paper), 22, and 26 (summarize strategy of one series).

2. Study the Mini-computer and learn to use it.

3. Laminate the two activities planned for Activity 20 above and

the strategy summary.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring all work sheet.; and laminated material to the evaluation.

2. DegonstraLe use of the 34ml..computer with your partner.

3. Answer questions relative to objectives.

MOD 140
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II

MOD 141 Teaching Children: Adding & Subtracting

PREREQUISITE: Consent of Instructor.

OBJECTIVE:

After viewing the video program of "model" teaching your ISMEP-pirtner -
and you will plan and teach to four or five children appropriate concepts
and skills on adding and subtracting.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. Indiana Model Teaching Video Programs on Adding & Subtracting

2. Elemetary mathematics textbooks

3. ,MMP;,Addition and Subtraction
4. Video-tape Recorder
5. TV monitor

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Your planvill be discussed with and approved by your instructor(s)
prior to the actual teaching experience. Shortly following the actual
teaching a 30-minute time period will be scheduled with your instructor(s)

to discuss and evaluate the experience. Input from the classroom teacher
will be sought, and utilized to the extent possible.

.
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MOD 142 Numeration

This MOD is planned to extend your awareness of the role of numeration
in the elementary school mathematics program.

OBJECTIVES:

ISMEP

At the conclusion of this MOD you will be able to:
1. Recommend some number readihess activities for primary grades.
2. Relate numbers, number names, and sythbols.
3. Diagnose children's problems relative to errors in numeration

and suggest remediation.
4. Solve some puzzles using bases.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIAL:

1. MMP Numeration
2. Index cards, paper punch, scissors, knitting needle
3. NCTM 37th Yearbook: Mathematics Learning in Early Childhood

PT .CETWRE:

1. In MMP, Numeration do:
Activities 6; Parts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6

9; Parts 1 and 2
10; Parts' 1 and 2

15; Parts 1 and 3
--2. Laminate your activity made from Activity 9; Part 2 for your

permanent file.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring your worksheets and laminated activities with you to
the evaluation.

2. Be able to answer questions relative to objectives.-

MOD 142
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MOD 143 Graphing

This MOD is designed to reinforce your graphing skills and to help
you apply this concept to the elementary curriculum.

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this MOD you will be able to
1. Collect data, choose appropriate type of graph, and construct

the graph for data collected.
2. Describe some othei coordinate systems.
3. See functions as "input-output" systems.
4. Discuss games and ptherctivities that are standard parts of

the elementary curriculum in terms of functions.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

MMP, Graphs,
2. Cuisenairc rods, hinged mirrors, graph paper: balance beam,
' paper towels, metric ruler, jar, paper clip, Scotch tape,

protractor

--- PROCEDURE:

1. In MMP, Graphs,
Activities: 2;

5;

13;

14;

2. Prepare a game
this MOD.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

ISMEP

do

Parts 1 and 2 (fill in table)
Parts 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6a
Parts A, 1, 2, and 3; B, 1 and 2; and C, 1 dnd 2
Experiments 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

for your permanent file, using some concept of

1. Bring all worksheets and your game to the evaluation.
2. Be able to answer questi-ns relative to objectives.

MOD 143
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MOD 144 Rational Numbers IV

This MOD provides the opportunity to review undevstanding of and skills
with integers.

GBJECTIVES:

At the end of these exercises, you will:
;1. Be aware of the role of integers in real-world sitdetions.
2. Apply "three resources" to gain insights into problems you

will face as a teacher.
3. Have an opinion on "how and when" integers are introduced to

the elementary school student.
4. Review and gain new confidence in use of all operations with

integers.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Rational Numbers
2. MMP Slidetape, "Overview of Rational Numbers with Integers

and Reels"
3. Paper, scissors, spinners, chips
4. Elementary school mathematics textbook series, found in Resource

Center

PROCEDURE:

View the slide-tape, "Overview of'Rational Numbers with Integers
and Reels."

2. Do Activities 1, 2, 3,4, and 5 in MMP, Rational Numbers,
3. Prepare a game using operations with integers as a part of youe

'permanent file.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring work sheets and your game to the evaluation.
2. Be prepared to ans..er all questions posed by objectives.
3. Be prepared for brief written test using basic operations on integers.

1
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MOD 145 Rational Numbers V

This MOD analyzes some of the.problems children encounter in studying
rational numbers.

OBJECTIVES:

ISMEP

At the conclusion of this MOD, you will be able to:
1. Provide examples of_common errors children make when working

with rational numbers.
2. Give a generalized definition of the operatiOns,of additioa,

subtraction, multiplication, and division.
3. State. the properties of rational numbers for the basic operations.
4. Introduce decimals to .children.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS

1. MMP, Rational Numbers
Z. Elementary.school mathematics textbook series, found Ia. Resource

Center
3. Dienes blocks in base ten, play money

P..tOCEDURE:

4. 'Do Activities 17, 19, 22, 23, apd 28 in MMP, Rational Numbers.
2. Prepare an activity designed to deal with some problem children

have with rational numbers. Laminate it for your permanent file;

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Q

1. Bring all work sheets and laminated activity to the evaluation.
2. Be'able t6 respond adequately to each objective.
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MOD 146 Rational Numbers VI

A

This MOD is desiigned to.give you a degree of familiarity with and confidence
in using irrational numbers.

OBJECTIVES:

P r
At the completion of this MOD you will:be able to:
1. Give examples that would tell us that not all'numbers are

rational.
2. Give instances where irrational numbers are iptroduced in the

elementary school.
3. Describe the relationships between wholes, rationals, reals,

integers, and irrationals.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Rational Numbers
2: Ruler, geoboard, dot piper
3. Elementary school mathematics textbook series, found in Resource

Center

PROCEDURE:

. :

1. Do Activities 33,34, 35, 36, andt3) in MMP, Rational Numbers.
2. Plan an activity:to intfoduce the irrational numberq to in

u?per,elementary clast: Laminate this activity for your
permanent file.

wit

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring all work sheets and your planned activity to the eluation.
2. Deaonstra:e ability to fulfill the objectives.
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MOD 147 ExplorinOC: ldreu;s Thought: Pinget-type Interviews

OBJECTIVE:

1. You should conduct Piaget interviews with at least 6 children,
record the results, decide the stage of intellectual develop-

ment fo each of your interviewers based on his responses to
the interview tasks (one member of your pair might interview
three children while the other member observes and then
exchabge roles with the other three interviewers.

2.. Civen appropriate example of a child's behavior, you will
be able to:tell which stage-of intellectual development the
behavior best exemplifies.

3. You should be able to tell some differences in responses
and behavic,- of tTo children at different stages of intellectual

development.

PREAEQUISIXE:

View the Piagecian films or videotapes - classification and

conservation.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. "Studying the Child'sInterpretatiOn o'f His Environment" from
Matthews, C. D., Darrell, G. P., and Good, R. G., ,tudent-

Structured Learnink in Science. (Duplicated)

2. "Interview Response Sheets"

3. Cassette tape recorder found in Resource Center

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES:

Reprints about Piaget's research and theary,in,the MOD tray.

PROCEDURE:

1. Arrange to interview at least six chiddren. The youngest should

-a a pre-schooler.

2. Read the preliminary Materials and leern^the protocols.;

1. Practice on your ISMEP-partner.

4. ..:onduct the interviews and complete the "Interview Response

;beets" (available in the MCD tray).

5. Record two interviews - one by each ISMEP - partner.'

MOD 147
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hOCEDUFIE: (continued)

6.,
1 Arrange for disc':-sitlr and evaluation with the instrutt& and

bring your completed Intcrvi.'w Aosponserdhects and recorded
interviews to the evaluation session:

ASSESSMENT:

YOu-and our partner wil2 schedule a 30-minute-time-period with

the instructor. At' that' tihie che, completed "Interview Response.

Sheets" will be reviewtd and objectives 2 and 3 will be discussed
and the responses evaluated.

203
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MOD 148 Wensian of Mathematical Concepts: Numeration; Graphing,

//national Numbers

ISMEP

'inis,MOD is designed to review some concepts in num.-:ration, graphing, and
rational numbers.

OBJECTIVES:

At the end of -this MOD you will be able to:
1. Design activities to help an elementary school child overcome

numeration error patterns.
2. Represent functions by several methods.
3. See functions as ,pecial kind of relations.
4. Recommend possible causes for common errors made by children

when working with rational numbers and remedies for these
causes. '

5: Develop a generalized definition of the operations of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division.

INS1RUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

. MM?, Numeration
2. MMP, Graphs
3. -MMP, Rational Numbers

PROCEDURE:

1. In MMP, Numeration, do Activity 15, parts 1 and 3.
2. In mmr, Graphs, do Activity t3, parts A, B, and C.
3. In MMP, Rational Numbers, do Activities 17 and-19.
4. Make a game for your permanent tile to help children with

some errors.,

FINAL ASbESSME4f:

.. Bring all work and your game to the evaluation.
1: Be prepared to answer questions relative to the objectives.

MOD 148
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MOD 149 Flexibility MOD

This MOD-slot is retain.A to .ilow , ,xibility in the program. it is
provided Co allow the staff to inr,ri-te unique occurrences into the
program, should they arise.

C-
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MOD 150 Communities (SCIS)
Controlling variables, experimenting

OBJECTIVES:

1. You will be able to set up media which will show decomposition and
decay of organic matter which is matter composed of dead organisms.

2. You will observe an organism as it decomposes P . record your
observations.

3. You will be able to discuss the manner in which bacteria and yeast
decompose plant and animal materials.

4. You will be able to discuss the functions of water, sand, and air
in the decay proceps.

5. You will be able to discuss the function decomposition plays in the
cyclic phenomena seen in all living organisms.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. SCIS, Communities, Teacher's Guide, "Decomposition," np. 74-83.
2. ESS, Changes ,

3. Plastic vials with cape, sand, dead animals such as isopods, crickets,
m,?.alworws, seeds, plant parts

4. Large glass jar .or container, one package of yeast, banana, knife
5. Microscope

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Identify and bring into focus under the microscope a budding yeASt cell.
2. Review and discuss the observations you have made in your exgeiiments.

tp.
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PROCEDURE:

1. After reading :XIS, Communities, "Decomposition," pp. 74-83, set up vials
end jars which permit you to observe decomposition by bacteria and yeast.

2. Ripcord data for at least 14 days for the following activities:

a4 Put 2 pieces of banana about the size of a walnut in cups with covers
\ as provided in the MOD tray. Add a small amount of yeast to one cup.

b.', Obtain three kinds of organic matter such as bugs, meat, and leaves.

Fill 9 cups with sand. To 3 cups add only organic matter. To 3 cups

add water and saga, organic matter. To 3 cups Add only water.
C. Examine yeast cells or bacteria under the microscope.

3. Usi g as many of your senses as you dare, on a day by day basis, notice
who is happening to the vials. From your observations draw inferences
and ;write logical reasons that support your inferences.

13 El
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-MOD 151 Introduction to Awareness Geometry

OBJECTIVES: After this MOD you will be able (l) to identilv, OcIMU, and
describe geometrical shapes in your environment, (2) name properties
and uses of geometric shapes, and (3) analyze shapes to make inferences.

INSTRUCTIONAL-REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Awareness Geometry
2. Materials:

a) containers or geometric shapes made by folding and fastenine
plane shapes

b) construction paper
c) rule
d) scissors
e) paste
f) tape

INSTRUCTIONS:

In the MMP, Atmrcuess Geometry read "Introduction to the Awareness
Geometry Unit" and answer on paper or make constructions where applicable for:

Activity 1 Items 2, 4, c, ha, n, c, d.

Activity 3 Items 1, 2, 3, 4.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. 'Bring papers or constructions to your evaluation session.
2. See objectives.
3. Be prepared to discuss your writItn records or constructions with

the instructor.
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MOD 152 Density Determinations

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given the materials in the MOD tray and having completed the
activities, you will be able to verbally state and demonstrate
by numerical figures the relationship between density and
buoyancy in regard to an object floating or inking.

2. You will be able to determine the density of poth an object
with an easily determined volume as well as an object with
an irregular shape.

3. Given the size and mass of a large inaccess.ble object, such
as a moon or planet, you will be able to determine its density.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. The Everyday Science Sourcebook, pp. 43-44titopics 17-24.
2. Modern Physics; Dull, M2tcalfe; Williams; # . 191-192, topics

21 and 22. Read the sample problems and sd utions on pp. 193
and 194.

3. Wooden blocks, rocks and other objects in/the MOD tray, a balance
scale

PROCEDURES:

/

1. In the MOD tray you will find two blocks of wood, of obviously
different sizes and weights. Measure the volume of each one
in cubic centimeters, and weigh it in grams. Determine the

. densities in g/cm3.

2. There are alas three ohjerrn of am+ shapes that one cannot

measure them directly. Find the volumes of each of these by
use of an overflow tank. (Refer to MOD on Float or Sink.)
Then weigh the objects and determine their densities.

DISCUSSION:

Most planets are in the general size range of the earth, and have
comparable masses. Astronomers can determine these masses even'
though we have not actually been to the other planets yet. The

size is determined on the basis of linear diameter. As all of
them are spherical in shape, one can obtain the volume from the
dial,vter. Consult a math book in th4! Resource Center to find the
formula fo- the volume of a sphere.

3. Given the diaketer of Mars to be about 4200 miles, or about
6800 km, and the mass to be about 6.45 x 1023 kg, or
644800000000000000000000 kg, find the density of Mars in g/cm3.

4. Our moon has a diameter 9f 2160 miles or about 3540 km, and a
mass of.about 7.34 x 1024 kg or 73400000000000000000000 kg.
Find the density of the moon in g/cm3.

MOD 1 i2
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FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Bring all your records and problem solutions to the evaluation
session and he prepared to anst:er quest:ons relevant to the
objectives as stated previousk.
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MOD 153 Nutrition
Interpreting Data, Tormulatmg Hypothesis

OBJECTIVES:

1. After completing the exercises, y3uw[11 be able to describe tests
fo'" starch and sugar.

2. After completing the exercises, you 1.c.11 be able to identify at
least;two variables that will inhibit the function of an enzyme.

3. You will be -able to destribe the-function-of saliva in digestion.
4. You will determine one or more variables other than those used in

this experiment that inhibit the digestive function of saliva;
then tE-st for the effect of these variables.

5. Test several items for the presence of starch.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. The pages of this !40D
2. Units on digestion in general biology references

'7NAL ASSESSMENT:

See objectives above.
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PROCEDURE:

Digestion as a part of nutrition

The terms 114estiou dud nutiition ;ft. ofien courused. )Nutrition involves the
supplying of all substances needed to .promote growth, maint4pance, repair and
reproduction of living organisms. Included In nutritional TIZOS are 40rfuels
(carbohydrates, proteins, and fats), watr., vitamins, minerals,'and tbellgases
(02 and CO2) either needed or produced by the organism. Not-all organiltds
have the same nutritional requirements.

'Digestion is the process which converts the fuels into their smaller component
units that are inturn utilized by the organism,in metabolic respiration which
Supplies the energy (ATP) used by the individual cells cf an organism.

The process of dige;.,L;on concerns the nanner in which food stuffs are prepared
to be taken into cells where they are used. Digestion most often occurs outside
the body of animal organisms; food chat one has eaten is placed in the digestive
tract (mouth, stomach, intestines) and, in a sense, is still,outside the body.
This is true because the intestinal tract is a hollow tube running through the
13,-dy that-is open at Joth el.ds. Food material can be consiA-red to be in the
t-'- once it has been absorbed through the walls of the intestine. Digestion
;.o:;cerns the processing of food stuff so that it can effectively be absorbed
through the walls of the intestine, into the blood stream, and into cells 'of
the body., Most digestion occurs in the small intestine. ,

This exercise concerns the digestion of one of three main kinds of organic
food stuffs--(fuels) carbohydrates. The other two principal kinds are
and proteins. Starch, a carbohydrate, is composed of only one kind of building
block called gluCose. The molecular structure of glucose is sketched below.-

It contains 6 carbon atoms bonded or hooked together into a chain. Each carbon
atom has attached to it some hydrogen and some oxygen. 4 glucose molecule has
a total of 12 hydrogen atoms and 6 oxy;en atoms.

110-(-H 0

H-e

Glucose

The glucose building blocks can be hooked together in groups cf two as shown
below to fOrm the sugar, maltose.

H-C-717"1
A

11-c.

H -t -OH

4

1 P--;,
F-cOH

0

0

1-011
Glucose 4- Glucose g. Maltose
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This combination is composed of two glucose molecules bonded together and is
.called maltose. Starch is compoeed of many slurnqe units beaded together to
form long chains. This can be shown by a formula in which "n" stands for many
glucose molecules.

Glucose-(Glucose)n-W ucose

Most foods contain starch.- The starch molecule, composed of many glucose
units bonded together, can not be absorbed through the cellular walls. of the
digestive tract. The molecule is too large to pass through the pores in the
cells that line the intestine. The starch molecule must be broken down into
units of 2 glucose molecule* (maltose). From the maltose form, it is further
brokiWdown into individual glucose units. Glucose molecules pass through the _

cell membranes and are absorbed from the digestive tract. How does the body
In the process of digestion breakup the starch molecules into maltose and
then into glutose units?

Most chemical reactions J." a-living-organism are controlled byliubstances
cpaled enzymes. Enzymes are chemical substances usually,made of protein that
41,i:tech themselves to other chemical molecules and cause them to break up into.
smaller units. We can also chink of enzymes as chemical substances to which.
two smaller molecules become attached. The enzyme then causes the two smaller
substances to react with each other and to become bonded together. In this
way, enzymes serve either to break large 'molecules into smeller ones or to
make larger ones from two or more smaller ones.

The enzyme and the other substances on. which it works must somehow fit together
like the pieces of a picture puzzle. The following diagrams illustrate this
principle called the lock sad key rechonieme of enzyme function. The substance

- that an enzyme works on is called the substrate.

ESubstriate L___Productri LProducF.1

fiL_Fril.111 A
I

zyme

piEnzyme LL9

rotILthat the enzyme remains unchanged. Also note that the reaction could.
INDcCod in either direction. That is, it could break the substrate into two

nr make a larger molecule from two smaller substrates.

To understand euzyme function three concepts are important to remember.

1. Bersuse of the lock and key mechanism of enzyme function, each kind ,of
vrgaric reaction must have its own enzyme.

MOD 353
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2. An enzyme molecule has 2 di.tinct,parts; one is protein and the second is
non-protein (many vatamias serve In this latter capacity). Anything such
RR heat, pH (acid and/or base). light, cold. or salts-that affect's the,,
protein part of'the enzyme-molecule and changes its shape will be effective
iepreventing the enzyme from functioning.

3. All organic or iporganic molecules have a characteristic shape and form
under a given sec of conditions. Shape and form means that the external
configuration is ,distinct for that kind of molecule_.

In this experiment you( work with one kind of substrate which starch. You
work also with one'kind of enzyme called amylase. Amylase, produced by the
salivary glands, is one of the substances found in saliva. Amylase as an
enzyme attaches i4elf to the starch molecule and breaks it into maltose.
Remember that maltase is a molecule composed of two-glucose units bonded
together.

,

You need to know and to use the following simple tests in doing nutritibn
(digestion) experil,ente.

Simple Tests:

Activities:

1) When I2KI (Iodine) is added to starch, a deep blue-black
color results.

2) When Benedict's solution is added to starch and boiled for
about one minute, it remains a light blue color.

3) When 121CI is added to glucose or maltose the result is a
brownish (iodine) color.

4) When Benedict's solution is added to glucose or maltose and
boiled for about one minute the color changes to a yellow!
oradge or brick red color depending on the amount off; sugar
present.

1. Heat a 400 ml 13.'Akr full of water to boiling on a hot plate.

.2. While the water is heating. cbtain a clean test tube from the MOD tray and
add about'10 ml of saliva to the tube. This is done by collecting saliva
in your mouth and puttin it in the test tube. Thinking about food or
chewing a clean rubber band may help you salivate. If you have eaten,
drunk, or chewed gum recently, you should rinse youroomouth thoroughly with
water before collecting saliva. Divide the 10 ml of saliva equally into
cu.." test tubes. Stand one of these tubes of saliva'In the boiling water
for '2 minutes,,then allow to cool before using. label the proper tubes
"non -boi - saliva" and "boiled saliva" with the labels in the MOD tray.

z3. Obtain 13 clean test tubes from the MOD tray. (Clean them if -necessary before
'A, using.) Number the tubes from 1.to i3 with a wax pencil. To the proper tube

add the subtances listed below: mix substances by shaking the tube gently or
by rolling the tube between your hands.

Allow all tubes to set 10 Minutes before performing any other tests as
directed in paragraph #4.
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Tube #1 10 drops starch solution

'Tube #2 10 drops statch solution
10 drops iodine solution

Tube #3 10 drops starch solution
10 drops Benedict's solution

Tube #4 10 drops non-boile&saliva
10 drops starch solution

Tube #5 10 drops non-boiled saliva
10 drops starch soltion

Tube #6 10 drops boiled _saliva
10 drops starch solution

Tube #7 10 drops boiled saliva
10 drdps starch solution

Tube #8 10 drops starch solution
10 drops HC1
10 drops non-boiled saliva

Tube #9 10 drops starch solution
10 drops HC1
10 drops non-boiled saliva

Tube #10 10 drops starch solution
10 drops NaOH or KOH
10 drops non-boiled saliva

Tube #11 10 drops starch solution
10 drops NaOH or KOH
10 drops non - boiled saliva

Tube #12 IQ drops maltose

Tube #13 10 drops maltose,

4

-5-

4. After test tubes prepared in #3 above haveset for'ten minutes, proceed as
directed below:

Tort.et tube #4: add 10 drops iodine solution and mix
#5: add 10 drops Benedict's solution and mix
#6: add 10 drops iodine solution and mix
#7: add 10 drops Benedict's solution and mix
#8: add 10 drops :odine solution and-mix
#9: add 10 drops Benedict'd-sokation And mix
#10: add 10 drops iodine solution and-mix
#11: add 10 drops Benedict's.rolution and mix
#12:

#13:
add
add

10 drop.: -odine solution and mix
10 drops Benedict's solution and mix dr

MOD 1530



Before pioceeding further, observe all tubes for any apparent reactions
such as color changes. Record' your obilervations.

6? You are now ready to place all the tubes in boiling water for approximately
five (5) minutes. At the end of five (5) minutes examine each tube and
record'its appearance. (Look for such things as color (changes), cloud
iness, and precipitation.)

44,

7. Explata what hashappeed in each. tube (or explain why nothing happened).
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8:' A method to show the speed of digestion (or that digestion is occurring)
is as follows:

Itt a clean petri dish half, place a ring,or series of iodine
solution drops.

_b) In a clean te§t,tube
place 1O ml of starch
solutibn and add one ml
enzyme solution, mix" -by
swirling the test tube.

Isone&iatekt aftela mixing (and have a partner note the time) use
a pipette to remove a small drop of the mixture.- This drop is `'-

placed in one of the previously prepared test drops of iodine.
At the end of one, two,. three, four, five minutes, cetc. remove
another drop and place in an unused iodine drop to observe resultk.
NOTE: wash the pipette thoroughly between each sampling, _

One should see a gradual_ decrease in jodine-stardh test Color
until `finally no color, change is noted.

Ask yoUrself, "What has happened to the starch?" Was it digested
to sugar? What test' can you .use- to determine whether this last
mentioned event' occurred?

9. Test one or more other items for the presence of starch.

-4
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MOD 154 Geometry i Structures

OBJECTIVES: After this MOD you snould he able to (1) analyze two

. geometric forms and predict which ;s.more stable (2) build

a tower and a bridge utilizing stability principles and (3) cal-

culate the mass ratio between the materials used in construction

and the load supported by a bridge.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFEiENCES'AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Awareness Geometry
2. ,ESS, Structures
3. ;Materials:

Paper strips (3 in x 20 cm)
Paper hole punch
Brass brads
Scissors
Plastic soda straws
Paper clips
Metal washers
Thread

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. From the MMP, Awareness Geometry, complete Activity 2, Items 1,

2, 1w4, and 5, writing answers or performing constructions

or a-Lit ivities as outlined.

2. From the ESS, Structures read the 'Introduction" and perform
activities suggested by the questions in "Straws and Pins,"

pp. 20-27.
3. Compa. the ratios of mass of materials for at least two

different bridges-from "Straws and Pins" and draw a sketch of the

one witti the larger ratio.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring written exercises to the evaluation.
2. Bring constructions where appropriate. If not appropriate, sketch

the construction.
3. See objectives.
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MOD 155 Brine-Shiimp
Controlling variables, experimenting

OBJECTIVES:

1. You will be able to design an
relationship between the salt
hataIng reliability of brine

2. You will design an experiment
ulation in salt water.

3. You will design an'experiment
pollutants (i.e. s.lpy water,
shrimp.

4. You will be able to graph the results of your experiment in a
meaningful way.

5. You will be able to accurately record your experimental data.
6. From your daily observations of brine shrimp eggs, vou will be

able to determine: 1. What amount of the salt per unit volume
of water is best for the hatching of brine shrithp eggs; 2. What
is the optimum number of brine shrimp per unit volume of water;
3. What are the effects of various chemicals on brine shrimp
development.

ISMEP

experiment which will show the
concentration in the water and the
uhrimp eggs.
to determine the effects of overpop-

,

to determine the effects of chemical
alcohol, vinegar, etc.) on brine

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. SCIS, Environments, Teacher's-Guide, "Brine Shrimp in Salt Water"
2. ESS, Teacher's Guide for Brine Shrimp
3. Rock salt (sodium chloride), culture dishes, medicine droppers,

teaspoons, hand lens, brine shrimp eggs

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Present tc the instructor:
a. your 'experimental design;

b. your data;

c. your graphs;
d. your conclusions About the experim6t.

2. Be ready todefend critically your conclusions based upon_
experimental evidenCe.

416
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PROCEDURE:

After reading and studying ESS, Brine Shrimp, and SCIS, Environments, "Brine
Shrimp in Salt Water," pp. 66-67, set up an experiment to determine the
optimum amount of salt needed for brine shrimp eggs to hatch. Do not use
teaspoonsful of salt as suggested; rather vary salt concentration between
2% and 5%. Use the experimental procedure suggestions from SCIS, Environment9/
if you wish. After formulating a written plan of experimentation, present
your design toithe instructor before doing the experiment.

Note these suggestions and precautions.

I. Brine shrimp eggs are very small; moisten a paperclip, and lightly touch
it to the supply of dry eggs.

2. Water in open dishes evaporates. Maintgin the water level by adding
distilled water at room temperhture. Does salt evaporate?

MOD li5
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MOD 156 Pendulums

Communicating, inferring

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given the materials in. the MOD tray, you will construct a none-second
pendulum" to be used as a timer for the activities in this MOD.

2. Using the pendulum support and the materials in the MOD tray, you
will become familiar with the behavior of pendulums in :moral.
For example, vary the size, weight, or shape of the bob, the length
of the pendulum,.etc.

3. Using a simple ball pendulum, you will observe, record, and graph
the variation of the period of the pendulum as its length is changed.

4. Using several objects from the MOD tray as pendulum bobs, you will
measure and record their lengths when they are adjusted, to a
period of one second.

5. After Viewing the filmloop Sand Pendulum I, and after referring to
the Teacher's Guide for Pendulums, you will construct a sand
pendulum and study its behavior as you use it to make various sand
patterns.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. ESS, Pendulums, Teacher's Guide
2. Filmloop, Sand Pendulum I by ESS
3. Physical science texts
4. Pendulum bobs, 'cringe, supports, tongue depressors, razor blades

meter sticks, timer, tonical paper cups, sand

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Demonstiate your timer and sand pendulum for your instructor.
2. Bring to your instructor the data and graphs resulting from the,

activities- in the MOD, and be ready to discuss your answers to
the queutions on pp. 2-3.
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PROCEDURE:

1. To make a simple tiaer, suspen0 a bob from a support with the bob swinging
freely. Refer to ESS, Pendulums, p. 49. Adjust the length of the string
until one complete swing, to and fro, takes one second. It is better to time
20 to 40 swings than to time one swing. The time to to to end fro is cJiled
the period of a pendulum. You now have a timer for other activities in this
MOD.

2. Using a simple ball pendulum, measure and record the period of this
pendulum for different string lengths.

Trial Length Period

1 10 ca sec

2 20 cm sec

IS\
3 30 ca

4 40 cm

5 50 cm

SOC

sec

sec

-Formulate a statement about the relation between the'length of the pendulum
and its period.

Show this relation between the length and period of a pendulum by graphing
your results.

3. Using several objects from the MOD tray ab pendulum bobs, prepare a
one-second pendulum with each and measure the length of the string. Time
20 to 40 swings and take an average.

-ftect Period Length of String Weight

Steel Sall 1 sec

Glass Ball 1 sec --

21in'Wooden Ball 1 sec

4-in Wooden Dowel 1 sec

Washer 1 sec
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In the space below, describe and compare the behavior of these pendulum.

4. View the filaloop, Sand Pendulum I. Refer to the filmloop and to
11811,halsim, p. 43, and then construct your own sand pendulum. Experiment
with -it to obtain various sand figures on the table. Use paper under the
pendulum to catch the sand. Be ready to demonstrate your sand pendulum for
your instructor.

Using the large Wooden ball from the 11013 tray, prepare a pendulum
suspended from the ceiling. kart with the bob 8 cm: from the floor.
Measure the period (a). Then shorten the length 30 cm.-at a time and
measure the period each time (b-f).

Distance from floor, ',Period

a. 8 cm

b. 38cm

c.

4.

e.

f.

223
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The heyInfusise material which you arse' was collected lest August or September.
It wee prepared es follows:
a. iia colleited ems pint of soil -organic debris from the bottom of a stream
or labs.
b. Vs collected an assortmest of plants and leaves growl near the edge of
the water or in the water.

t- placed the *eve item in a Sallee Jar filled with lake or stream water.
d. lie placed the jar and its contents in a warm place to allow the water to
evaporate.

e. After the materials were ammi-dry, we placed the contents in a pan and
stored them in a dry place.

A variety of organisms present in 14y-infusion notarial will grow and flourish
when water is added.

1. Prepare your aquarium by adding two quarts of spring. water to 15 grams of .

bay-infusion material in a one-gallon jar.

' Label the aquarium with your name.

I. The aquarium should be set on the window ledge of the eouthilde of the rope.

4. Make daily observations of your aquarium for at least 14 days.

5.- Find at least seven organisms in your aquarium and classify them according

to your own system. Be sure to record:
A. an observation and description of the organism;
11. ° a sketch of the organism in which you specify magnification;
c. the Identification of the organisM.

Record and sketch your daily observations. Quantitatively determ)e the
numbers of different kinds of organisms in the jar each day. Rec d the
sequential development of the organisms. Each day, stir the contents-0
thehay-infusion jar before -taking your observation!. Remove a medicine
dropper full of the mixture, place )t in a small dish, and look for the
organism.4 by using a stereoscopic microscope. For, better identification,
place a drop or two of the mixture on a glass slide, cover with.a cover
slip, and examine the organisms under the compound, microscope. Take
careful note of any environmental or population changes. Prepare , a-graph
to show each organism's increase to a certain point and then decrease,
stabilization, or disappearance. Mypothesiie possible interactions
between the organisms and environment to account for this.

NOD 159
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MOD 135 Spinning Tables

Experieentint

OBACT1TES:

i. Given the items listed helom and the inforemition in the 1100, you

mill design and carry out an activity in such a way that the

. Important variables have been controlled yell enough so that

concluding remarks are valid.
,2--010se the items listed below, you will be. ale to mite a science

exercise for fourth graders using the materials and ideas from

15$, SO Tab ea and correlate it to materials found in the

Beath , Schneider, Science i&Your Life (4), "Force and

Moving Things," pp.-207422. This exercise will be written in

process oriented inquiry style. Touvill see if you can adapt an

inquiry-style lesson to a traditional content oriented science

textbook.

.IISTROCTIONAL PMERINCIS & NATIRIALS:

2. Class kit of naterlais for "Spinning Tables'
1. ESS, Spinning Tables Teacher's Guide to be obtained from lab asst.

3. Schneider, Nerean And Nina, Science in 'rascal (4), pp. 219-254, in
Resouree Center

VSAL ASSESSMENT:
0'

1. Eying to your instructor all data sheets for objective 1 and be

prepared to defend your conclusions.-"the instructor will try to

find weaknesses in your conclusions.

2. Sting to your instructor the exercise you have written to complete

objective 2.
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-2-

Dead the entire WS, SpinnincTables, Teacher's Guide to learn how-the

material is used in the classroom. Than proceed with objective 1 as an

elemmetary student in the !SS program might do.

' 1. Ness around" with the materials in anyway you like and for as long as

you like. This enables you to see how the spinning table works and to see

the behentorf some objects on it. _

I. Design and carry out an activity of your choice ustng the following

A. State is question form the problem you would like to sows. For example:

Mbat is the relationship between-the weight of a marble and the time it

takes for it to fall off the spinning. pegboard?

S. State a hypothesis based on intuition from previous experience. For

exmple: The heavier the ball the sooner it falls off the pegboard.

C. State possible variables th:.t might be related to the problem. For

sample: Diameter of ee sphere, vtimr0 it is placed on the table,

speed of wheel, etc.

126.
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D. State how you would control all the variables except the variable in

. your hypothesis. For example: To control the diameter variable of the

marble, use two ambles of the same else but of different weights.

$. Carry out the experiment for several trials by controlling the verlibles
- A

mentioned in D and record your results.

Trial 01 C"
.1.

Trial 02 11/

Trial 03

Trial #4

-11'141103

etc.

4

F. Accept or reject your hypothesis and stet % a conclusion based on your

data.

to

N
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3. ISM Chapter 7, "Force and Moving Things," in the.4th grads science book

by Reraen and Nina Schneider, Science in Your 100,40. 219-254. Create an

Inquiry method exercise for 4th graders on the concept.of force and motion

using the materials of. ESS, Signals; 'Wass. Follow the format of the *

Schneider text under "Experiment" and `'Problems." Refer to pp. 222-223. If

you reed the eiperlment on p. 222 and the topic, "Resistance and Friction,"

p. 223, you might notice that a perceptive student could find the answers

by cattful reading.

In designing your lesson try to slid writing an experiment vith just one

_possible "answer" and also try to void questions to which answers are

obvious.

ti
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NOD 159 Organisms
. Observing, classifying, inferring

OBJECTIVES:

zetqlrSMEP

After preparing a hay-infusion aquarium ane obser ing it for two weeksi
you will be able to: \

1. set up an aquarium using hay-infusion material ;
2. describe day-by-day changes in the physical app Nance of the

aquarium over the two week period;
3. describe the sequence in which different organi s appear iu the

.

. aquarium during the two week.period; A\I

'4. set up'a classification scheme for the organisia iou saw in your
__.- aquarium:-

5. make inferences about why population numbers incre7 ed or decreased
at different times during the two week period;

6. apply the to/lowing concepts to everyday situations other than the
examples in this MOD:
a) organism . g) herbivore m) paraiite
b) death h) food web n) host
c) food Chain i) carnivore o) producer
d) birth j) omnivore p) consumer
e) habitat k) predator q) decomposer
f) detritus 1) prey r) scavenger

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES t, MATERIALS:

1. SCIS, Organisms, Tes.hcr's Guide
-2.--ZSS, 'Pond Water, Ter -Awes Guile

3. SAPA, 94, Sawil Water Anjmills
4. ESS, Small Thihzs, Iaolioris Glide
5. General biology texts, r%L.! sec Lions about food chains and food webs
6. ::anon jar, distillc.1 water, materials fo making ha:.- infusion,

compound microscope, stereoscopic microscope and/or hand lends, slides,
cover IAT,Ltu

7. Smith, Robert I., Erolow zinc Pield Biology, 2nd 4ition, Harper and
Row, pp. -'42-62, espt !ally pp. 42-54.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

During your oral evaluation wi!h the in3tructor:
1. Present descriptions of the organisms. sketches of the organisms, and

the identificatioL of row;:- organisms according to the classification
System which you used.

2. Discs sand snpport plausible reasons for (a) the sequential
appta,anLe of organisms in the aquarium; (b) the resulting envit-,
onmental change; (c) the increase in orgariisms to a certain point'
and their resulting duerPosc or -point of stability.
See objective 6.
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FVOCIDXSI:

The harimissioa material which you are` vas collected last August or September.
It was prepared an follows:
46 its colleited ems pint of soil -orgeole debris from the bottom of a stream
or lab*
b. lb collected as assortmeer of pleats and leaves wowing year the edge of
the meter or is the water.
c. We placed the above items in a gallon jar Ailed with lake or stream water.
d. Vs placed the jar and its contents in a warm place to allow the water to
Crete.
e. After the materials were sesi-dry, we placed the contents in a pan and
stored them in a dry place.

A variety of organisms present in hey-infusion material will grow and flourish
when water is added.

l. Prepare your aquarium, by adding two quarts of spring water to 15 grams of
hay-infusion material in a one-gallon jar.

/ Label the aquarium with your name.

3 The aquarium should be set on the window ledge of the south _l of the

4. Make daily observations of your aquarium for at least 14 days.

5. Find at least seven organisms in your aquarium and classify them according
to your own system. Be sure to record:
I. an observation and description of the organism;
db.0 a sketch of the organism in which you specify magnification;
c. the identification of the organisi.

Record and sketch your daily observations. Quantitatively determ)e the
numbers of different kinds of organisps in the jar each day. Rec d the
sequential development of the organisms. Each day, stir the contents:ef
the.,shay-infusion jar before naking your observation!. Remove a medicine
dropper full of the mixture, place it in a small dish, and look for the
organisms by upinga stereoscopic microscope. For, better identification,
place a drop or two of the mixture on a glass slide, cover with.a cover
slip, and examine the organisms under the compound; microscope. Take
careful note of any environmental or population changes. Prepare, a' graph

to show each organism's increase to a certain point and then decrease,
stabilization, or disappearance. hypothesize possible interactions
betweel the organisms and environment to account for this.

.,-
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Mt.at t. Stndutd oaf NAn-staudatd eaqurement
1

ISMEP

. . . Mei.Qurement involves .,n attrihute, A unit , the comparison of a

quantity of the attlinute with the not, and the tssignment of a tuber

to the quantity of the attribute." Mfasu-mtut This Men is designed

rrov i de xper nee with ea, h of t pc

'"IJECriVES:

At th tNclu:ion of t ,Is MOn -o, should he able to.

1. Name s..me attraut and telt how they mi.ht be tLeosured

quautif.ativeiy.
Illustrate -tome ma-stao,lard units of measure and describe some

advintaech-ald disadvantnes of the units.

s. Name the common units of linear mensuremont to the English

,vstem and -.ate the relatioaship amor them.
Name the common teht; liuerr measnrem..nt in the metric system

and state the relationshtp mong them.

. Chan..e a me. sure ment from o Enelie unit to anu her Qr from

one -etri unit to another.

6. Describe some major advantages of the metric system for making

linear measurements and calculations.
Make reasonable linear estimates in metrinounits.

INSTRA:T1ONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

I. MMP, !.1e-asurement

Met er sticks 41.

s. balance scales
4. ,iter contAIncr!.;

Corfee cop
h. Drinking gl;n
7. hoot kev

8 . Filmstrips/tapes: history ff thc. Metric Stem and Advantages,

of the Metric SS Lr!

INSTRUCT ONS:

In the MMP, Measureme.t, real the introductory material, pp. 5-16.
Answer the questions or pe form the fxercises for: Activity 1; items 2,

3, Anc, 4. Activity 2; itei5 1, 2, 3. and 4. Activity 3; items 1, 2, 3,

4, anl 5. Listen to the t pe And vi, w the filmstrip for each of History
of the Aetrtc System and A vant4os if the Metric System. .

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring all papers toNt%c .va uution.

2. See object yes.

3. Re prepare.' to di.cus %suir records and the filmstrips with

the instructor.
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MOD 161 Defining Operationally (Group.Activity)(SAPA)
Analysis of miiiures

DEPININGOPERATIONALLY,
dentists state operational definitions in terms of 'what you do or vh,q

magiA_A you perform' end !what you observe''.... In [this SAPA sequence,/

students) will be egpected to define terms is thercontest of their awn

experiences. They Nat not use an operational definition that would be

entirely Abcepteble to scientists, but they should always use the criteria

applied by scientists in constructing their definitions. That is, they

should strive to State precisely what to do and what to observe in.order to

identify the term being defined.°" SAPA, Supplement to the Guide for

jagervice Instruction, p. 9.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given 5 powders, 3 test solutions, and some materials for conducting

a heat test, you will find out all you can about each of the

powders through observing them and their reactions in any test

YOU can invent. lecord your finding's on the.bleckboard and in

the spaces provided on the following pages.
2. Having investigated, the 5 powders, you will define each of them

operationally and classify them according to Om definitions.

3. Given samples of 3 unknown powders containing combinations of

2 or sore of the S mystery powders, you will use knowledge gained

in objective 1 to identify the components of the unknowns.

4. Select at least 3 obje is from your everyday world aft formulate

operational definitionp. that would enable a person unfamiliar with

the objects to identify them 'from your definitions.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES 6 MATERIALS:

1. Sift, 67 , identifith2_4ateriaia
2. SARA, al , Analysis of Mixtures
3. ESS; Mystery Powders

4. 5 powders
5. 3 test solutions
6. Wax paper, souffle cups, toothpicks, candles, aluminum foil

FINAL ASIESSMEN' :
10"

1. Present your operational definitions and your classification scheme

to your instructor. See objective 2.

2. Present your analysis of the unknowns and be ready to defend yaw

dedisions about which powders are present. See objective 3.

3. See objective 4.
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PROCXDURE:

Given: Powders 1, 2, 3. 4, 5
Test solutions A, 3, C
Candles and aluminum foil for heat test

Unknown:: X, Y, Z

Find out all you can about the powders by observing them and their reactions

to heat and to the.test solutions. Remember, observing say involve any oe-ali-

of the five senses. As you construct your own data sheets share your knowledge

byaontributingto the large data sheet sketched on the blackboards=

DATA : Discrepancies.should be resolved before proceeding to pp. 3-4
of this MOD.-

______-,

O

ta,

ti
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Defining operationally: Classifying

An operational definition is one stated in terms of operations performed, or

"what yo, do," and the perceived results of those operations, orlwhat you

observe." The following example is an"operational definition of carbon dioxide.

Carbon dioxide is a colorless gas that will suffocate firs and that will turn

ltmewater silky when it, is blown into the limewater.

In_the space below, formulate operational definitions for each of the 5

powders. On the reverse Side of this sheet construct a claisification key

which differentiates in operational terms between the 5 powders. Be concise. -

Use categories that are mutually exclusive. Recall MOD 102 in which you

classified objects using mutually exclusive descriptions.

234
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-Using small samples of unknown powders, try to identify them as combinations
of two or more of the original powders with which you worked. Give your
coital:stars and the tests from which they resulted in the space below:

I conclude that X contains powders because .

I conclude that Y contains. powders because

-I conclude that Z contains powders because

MOD 161
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MOD 1 Planets and Bright Stars in the Current Sky

Communicatiggi/inferring

PREREQUI ITE: An introductory session will be given by the instructor
for the students who choose this MOD. This will include
a lecture on magnitude scale and the celestial sphere,
and a study session in the planetariu:a.

OBJECTIVES:

I. Using the celestial globe, you will estimate the right ascension
of s-veral bright stars to the nearest 4 minutes and the declin-
ation to the nearest degree. Compare these estimations with the

values given in tables provided by the instructor.
2. You will mark on the celestial globe the positions of the sun and

the naked-eye planets for a given observation day. The instructor

will provide the coordinates required. Given the time of sunset
for:this day, you will estimate the time of rising and setting of
each naked-eye planet and its time of transit of the meridian.

3. Using the celestial globe and obserying the real sky, you w4 11

answer correctly the questions on the'following pages.
4. Given observation of Polaris in the north, yoU will write down a(

method of esti"ration for position of the celestial equator in the-

ntght sky.
5. Given the planetarium pointer, you will point out on the planetar-

ium ceiling and name the following stars and constellations
a) Polaris, Betelgeuse, Rigel, Sirius, Pollux, Castor, CliPeila,

Aldebaran, Deneb, Vega.
b) Big Dipper, Little Dipper, Cassiapeia, Cepheus, orlon, Canis

Major. Gemini, Auriga, Taurus, Lyra. Show outlines as given

on star maps.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MAtERIALS

1. Levitt and Marshall, Star Maps for'Tleginners

2. Celestial globe, masking tape, a flexible transparent scale

3. Astronomy textbooks
4. Maryland Academy of Sciences, The Graphic Time Table of the Heavens,

annual publication
5. Nova-3 planetarium proiector(a demonstration showing by the instructor)

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. See objectives above.
2. Report to the instructor with the globe set for the latitude pf

your location and with the sun and planet tape marks in place.

3. Bring your flexible scale.
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PEOCIDURE:

Terms Necessary for this MOD

CELESTIAL MERU The apparent sphere on whiC0 the celastill bodies appear

projected. The position of the observer is at 4ts center. As a resuIt of

the earth's rotation from-west to mot, the celestial sphere seems to turn
from east to west. e

ZENITH: The point on the celestial sphere shove the observer which is directly

opposite the direction of gravity.

I
NADIR: The point on the celestial sphere below the observer which is in the

same direction as the direction of gravity:

GREAT CIRCLE: Any circle whiCh bisects the celestial sphere.

HORIZON: The great circle on the celeeilal-sphere 40P from the zenith. For

an observer, the horizon is ciumonly called the line where the sky meets
the earth.

VERTICAL CIRCLE: Any great circle which passMs through the zenith. It also

is any great circle at right angles to the horizon.

CELESTIAL MERIDIAN: The great circle which passes through the zenith and

the north and south points of the horizon.

COORDINATE: In mathematics, any magnitude of a system of two or more magnitudes

usedto define the position of a point, line, curve, or plane. On the

celestial sphere, two numbers, or coordinates, are needed to uniquely
specify any point.

HORIZON SYSTEM OF CELESTIAL COORDINATES: The celestial object is located on a

hemispherical sky that is fixed,and determined-by the observer's horizon
and zenith. The two coordinate numbers are altitude and azimuth.

ALTITUDE AND AZIMUTH: Refer to the discussion of these terms in an astronomy

text.

CELESTIAL EQUATOR: The projection of the earth's equator onto the celestial

sphere.

CELESTIAL NORTH AND SOUTH POLES: The projections of the earth's north and

south poles, respectively.

EQUATORIAL SYSTEM OF CELESTIAL CCORDINATES: The celestial object is located

on a spherical sky that moves and that-is determinerSi'the orientation of

the earth's poles and of the equator in space. The two coordinate; numbers

are declingtion and right ascension,. 9 k

DECLINATiON AND RIGHT ASCENSION: Refer to the discussion of these terms in

an astronomy text.

;)
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lam-CIRCLB:- A great circle in the equator system which passes through a
specified point on the celestial sphere and the celestial pole. Hour

circled are the same as circlso'of sight ascension. Both are half-circles

from pole to pole. Hour circles may be considered as fized either on the
turning celestial sphere or fixed with respect to the observer, as is the

case with his celestial meridian.

CUESTIAL GLOM: A model of the celestial sphere.

Most of these definitions and the following activities have been adapted from
activity and observation sheets constructed by R.C. Victor, Abrams Planetarium,
Michigan State University.

Wore you begin, lotate the following on the celestial globe:

Key to symbols indicating brightness of stars
North celestial pole
South,celestial pole
Celestial equator
Parallels of declination
Hour circles or circles of right ascension .
Horizon - Zenith - Nadir

.Meridian circle - note two different scales on it; what do they measure?

Constellation outlines
Constellation boundaries
Ecliptic

In, the following pages, "today" and "tonieht",refer to
(date)

1. Using a small piece of masking tape, carefully mark the position of the

dein and the naked eye planets on the celestial globe. Write onl on the tape,

not on the globe. One letter or symbol will identify the celestial object

you Iodate. The following table of coordinates applies to (date).

Celestial
Object

Astrological Right

Symbol Ascension Declination

QrCt(f

tA
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'get that globe for the latitude of your city (Murray-36.5°N) and rotate it until
the sun is at its setting position for the day of

On this day, sunset occurs at C.S.T. At sunset time, whiCh hour

circle is at the meridian? 111. At one hour after sunset time, which

hour circle is at the meridian?

21 Discuss with the instructor involved the present positions of the
planetsoAsible at this time. Use this information for #3 below.

What is the azimuth and altitude of the sun at sunset today?

and

3. Which.planets are above the horizon at sunset today? These planets are
called "evening stars." Give., their altitudes and azimuths at sunset.

AzimuthPlanet Altitude

rt

4

4. Advance the globs to a position corresponding to one hour after sunset. At
this time the sky is dark enough for ovservation. Without stating values of 10

altitude and izimuth, describe in your own words where you would findzevery
planet visible at that time.

D5. cribs where the Big Dipper is one hour after sunset "tonight."

MOD 162
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6. Make a sketch of the Big
another sketch as- it- appears

real sky. Explain the chief

-5-

Dipper as it appears on thecelestial glob. and

on a star map. Sketch also its appearance in the

differences in the sketches.

16,

T

(.)

7- List all first, magnitude stars which-are visible at 7.00 p.m., C.S.T. and

.-.,

describe their apprOximate locations. Be accurate enough so that an observer-

would be able to find them; and also- give th4ir azimuths and altitudes.

Star : Approximate Location
Direction (Azimuth) Distance above Horizon (Altiti

*

.

.

.
.

.

1
.

.
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8. Advance the globe until the sun is at its rising position. Does the sun
rise exactly in the east-"tomorrootr _Where does it rise?

9. Which planets are above the horizon at sunrise? These are called
"morning scars."

10. Without using values of altitude and azimuth, tell where you would look
for the above ,ants one hour before sunrise.

List all first-magnitude stars visible
describe their approz4ate locations.
another observer would be able to find
azimuths and altitudes.

Star

one hour before sunrise, and
Be accurate enough so that
them, and also give theillk\"

Approximate Location
Direction (Azimuth)

.Distance above -.
Horizon (Altitude)-

12. Give the name of the constellation which currently serves as a background
for each of the following:

Venus Mars

Jupiter Saturn

r.
241
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13. Read .tbe right ascension and declination of 8 of the first-magnitude stars

from the globe. 'Compare your readings with the valuisiiven in astronomical

tables. There are 15 such stars visible from locations at 45°N latitude.

iFos Table)
Decl.

Star From Globe

...

...

I .
.

it

._
, ..0

. .

,....

.

, ---

. -1

. 4

ssi.........

I _ _

I ek,
-
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'MCC 16j I inear it AngUltr Measurement
Ietermioing circumference- diameter relationships of circular ob/ects

"Relatvie motion, directions, angles and certain other concepts occur early
in the SITA hierarchy for using distance relationships. Later in the.SAPA
sequence . . . the principle of rate of change occurs frequently. This
includes rate of change of position, rate of growth of a plant, angular
speed and others."

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given the materials-listed below, complete the following exercises.
You will state a rule relating'the diameter and circumference of a
circulat object.

2. Given its angular speed'and its radius or diameter, you will
state and apply a,rule,to find the linear speed of a rolling wheel.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Measurement, Activity 7
2. Thread
3. Circular objects of your choice such as lids, cups, and bottles
4. Reading supplement, page 3 of this MOD
5. Ruler

Jo 6. Compasses

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

A

\
Bring your data sheets to the instructor and be prepared to discuss
your data and describe or perform any of /the activities in this MOD.

C-

ti
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paocIvRns

I. 1)4 ACtilty -7, YIIIS 1, 2, 1. (draw seven ci des 4 different size).
4. 5, 6 7, and MMP, pli

Stlect . ne of the circular onje.:ts from activity 1 and use its
d ameter to measure at least 5 listances in the room such as-tshe.
length if a tahle. Take the sale circulai object and measure

these same S distances by using the'circumferen6e. Record your

data below.

i.

3.

OBJECT DI%METERS ROTATIONS

1.

R.ate api apply a rule relatinr the' circumfererrce and d/iameter of
a circlk.

244
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.DEFINITI(K FOR 41GULAR SPEED

-3-

If the radius of a circle revolves at a uniforr, rate in a plahe
aboit its.center, the angle through which it revolves in a unit of

-time-it-oalled its angular speed. The distance a point on the circum-

ference (where the radius endAmoves in a unit of time is called its

linear speed.

The angular speed of the second hand of'a watch =,360° = 21Tradians

= rrevolution perminute. If the hand (radius ofthe circle) is .5 inches

in length, the linear speed oi( itS tip (point on the circumference) is

241(.5) = A inches = 3.14 inch's petminute. Therefore, the linear speed of

a pdint at the. end of.thedius is equal to. the angular speed times the

radius.

EXAMPLE:

The rear wheel of a wagon has a radius of 2.5 feet and is revolving
at 16 revolutions per minute. *What is the linear speed'Of a point on the

rim in miles per hour? ??

Solution:
1. 16 revolutions

in 1 tevolutio
2. Linear speed.=
3. Linear speed -

= 16(211) .321 radians since there are 21t radians

n.
3211(2.5) = 801 feet per minute.
8011 (60) = 48001( feet per hour since-there are

60 minutes in 1 hour. f

4. Linear speed = 801.,60- miles .per hour,. since there are 5280 feet

5280

in 1 mile.
5. Linear speed .= 4800i1. miles per hour = 1011 = 2.86 miles per hour.

5280 11

Fill in the table.

Radius

5.28 cm

2.376 feet

13' n

131: cm

26 idles

Angular speed

t376 radians/minute

4.108 radians/hour

Linear Speed

3.13 revolutions/min

.812 m/min

34.8 cm/min

59 inches /min

3 radians/ hour t 78 miles per hour
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MOO 164 'Models fat Celestial Notions
Predicting, using space-time relationships

OBJECTIVES:

1.%van a direction for the sun's rays and youself acting as the earth,

lmmrwill demonstrate rotation' -of the earth, sunrise, midday, sunset,

andittAnisht. Given various objects to represent moon, planets, and

stars, rotate and idemonstrate their rising and-setting.

2. Given objects in the rooms* sun and stars and yourself acting as

. the earth, you will demonstrate the revolution Of the earth about the

Nue, the apparent west-to-east motion of the sun through the stars,

and the seasonal change of constellations. . .

3.jGiven a direction for the sun's rays, av object in the,room as a

moon andryourself acting as the earth, you will demonstrate the

revolution of moon about the earth and the times of moor rise and is

moon set for the Mirada phases of the moon.

4. a. Given an object in the room is atm and a person as one of the

inferior planets ipside the earth's orbit, and iouself acting as

the earth, you will demonstrate the4ppaarances.of the planet

esst'or-west of the sun, as an "evening star" or "morning star,"

respectively. You will indicate positions of superior and

inferioi conjunction and of maximum elongation.

b. Given an object in the roes as a,sun and a person as one of the

superior planets. outside the earth's orbit, and youteelf t ting

as the earth, you will demonstrate the following phenomena:

conjunction, quodrature,,opposition, and retrograde motion.

S. You will describe an alternate way of demonstrating any one of .he

celestial motions mentioned in objectives 1-4 using simple mai xial

objects. ,,

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MASARIALS:

This NOD, pp. 2-7

FINAL ASSESSMENT: ck

1. \Be prepared to demonstrate the motions described in objectives-1-4

as yoUr instructor indicates objects in the room that represent

celestial bodies.
2. See.e5jective S.

MOD 164
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1. Notation of the earth

Let various persons or objects around the room represent the sun, moon,-planets,

and stars. You represent an observer on the rotating earth. Slowly "rotate"

cosittemlockwise withIrour arms extended straight from yaur sides. Your leftr-

erst imdicates the direction toJerd the eseiern horizon -and, your right,ern ,

indicates the western borison. With the directions of-West and-east'dependInt

upon your right and left sides, south and up will-always be the way you face

while north Sid does will always be at your back. For example, if you begin

as in the diagram, the moon appears inyour southeastern sky and the sun'appears

in the southwest,. As you turn one-eighth (1/8) of,a circle, the soon seems to

more from southeast to south. The sun seems to move from southwest to vest

Where it sets at the position indicate4 by4our right arm. Cootinu;, the

rotation so that all of the objects in the sky appeir to rise and to set. Note

especially the positions that correspond to middAy and midnight. ,

0.4
1 5t0s;.'

'
o
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RevolutionRevolution:of the Earth

Vir5o

Ca-Vicar

Libra

SCOr13 LAS

Sviitfarcus

171.4.4.tits

A /
tirleS

M SC CS

.

Aou.r.i.r1Lis
-1)

CaDriCorrws
4

The earth's revolution in orbit around the sun makes the sun seem to move from

west to east through the zodiac over each year. This explains why evening

constellations change with the seasons.

Represen.. an observer on a rotating earth as in the demOnstration of ftqtivity

1. Revolve abcAt another person or object representing the sun in .a counter-

clockwise direction in a well "orbit." Represent the constellationsof the

sodiac with 12 objects or signs around the room. Nike this circle as large as

possible. Letit uniformly)surroimd the orbit of the earth.

Pick one location, A, in the earth's orbit. That rotate in plice counterclock-

wAse at this spot Describe what you see in your sky. Consider the observer

An the diagram. .As he looks toward thefsun in front of him, he lees it against

j 'the background of summer stars. The winter stars appear
in

248



his evming sky-, 'herefore, the season is winter. As he sees the sun go

down ii his test, :e sees Gemini come up in his east. At midnight when the sun

is dir!ctly aehind him, he sees Gemini in his sou? , Lea in his east, and

Pisces in his west. The observer revolves to posit.:on 6, watt:hi:41 the sun as

he goes. It will seem to him tHat the sun moves *hroug'a the constellation
Sagittarius, to, Capricornus, to Aquarius, tc Pisces. in his sky, this is a

westtto-east motion of a quarter circle corresponding to the quarter revolution

he made. At B, the observer sees the sun against autumn stars by day. in his,

evening sky, he sees the spring stars. This, the season is spring.

Next, :et the observer revolve to position C, then to D, and finally back to A.

The sill apparently will have made a complett west-to-east Circle through the

zodiac. The constellations will have made tleir apparent annual east-to-west
trip amass the oberver's sky.

3. The Changing Shape and Positions, of the Moon

As an observer on a rotating earth, let your extended left arm determine the
direction of the eastern and your extended right arm determine the direcion
of the 'western horizon. With this convention you can demonstrate the reast41

for the noon's phases. You can also obtain approXimate times of moonrise and
mo .set in terms of sunrise, midday, sunset, and midnight. You need one object

of your stationary sun and another object as'your revolving moon. As rotating

earth you will turn in place, that is, you Will not revolve about your sun.
The diagrams illustrate how you will perform these demonstrations. Assuming

that sunrise is 6 a.m. and sunset is 6 p.n.; the estimations obtained in the
activity below serve as approximations of actual moonrise and moonset.

New Moon Earth rotates in place in
west-to-east direction once
in 24,hr., or it rotates each
quarter revolution in 6 hr.

.-

o,r- ,...,- , :\
,f..- v

0- -i----0
E =7"-- ),

- W
:75

/ \,

if

---

The stn and moon 2 --ear to come up together. As the earth rotates, the sun,

and me on seim to piss across the soc.:th and then go down together. That is,

the niw moots rises at sunrise and sets at sunset:
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First \Quarter

A' the sun sets at the observer's western horizon, the first quarter moon is
f the south. earth you face the direction in which the observer faces.
After a-Ausrter urn, about midnight, the moon sets. At this point, the sun

is directly behind the observer. Another quarter turn will bring the sun to

the observer's eastern horizon. The moon rises for the observer a quarter
turn after sunrise._ This occurs when the observer sees the sun in his south,

or directly it front of him. That is, the first. arter moon rises at

approximately mideay.

Full Moon

As throbserver s .es the sun disappear at his western horizon, he sees the
moon ippeat at hi; eastern horizon. That is, the full moon rises at sunset

time. After a quarter turn, or at midnight, the moon in in his southern sky,
when the Jut is d.rectly behind the observer. Another quarter turn brings the

sun cver tie observer's eastern horizon and the moon will set at his western

ooriz3n. hat is the full moon sets at sunrise tint.

250
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Last Quarter

".7

2111'

.11141,

-6-

4

/

At.

,

sunset time, as the sun disappears over6'the western horizoh, the moon is /

not in the observer's sky. After a quarter turn, at midnight., the moon appears,'

at the Observer's sastsrtt horizon, That is, moonrise for the last quarter

ccuri approximately, at midnight. At sunrise time, themoon is in the

dbserver's south. At midday, the moon disaepiiirs-over the western horizon. / .

/

-/

Let three proms reeresentawn, earth; 'and inferior planet of Mercury or /-

Venus. Sun rth r in in place while the planet revolves about the ,un.

The observer on earth sees
planet move from one 'side of (the

luny A, to ithe other, C, and back

again. The planet will se
larger but less of its illuminated

face will be seen as it moves
. -

from A tb B to C; It will show

none of tts illuminated surface-

ihen it is exactly between earth
and sun (B). As the planet travels

from C tq.D toA, it seems
"smaller, but more of its
illuminated face can be seen

from earth.

That la, the last quarter noon sate approximately at,uidday.

4. Apparent Motions of the Planets

A. Is4rtior Plitnets. Refer to the Diesten,.

The aspects of the planet are:

A - maximum eastern elongation

B -,inferior conjunction
C imams western elongation
D - superior conjunction

Wnen the planet is A and C, let the earth-person rotate and determine

whether the planet is seen in the west as an "evening star" after sunset, or

in the east as a "morning star" before sunrise.

MOD 164
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11;--- Superior Planets. Refer to the diagram.

Let three- some represent sun, earth, and a superior planet, for example,three- soar

Mars. Earth Mars, a superior planet, revolve in orbit in such a way that

earth completes roximately two revolutions while Mars completes one. Fix

Mars is its orbit at one place (A). As the earth-person moves from B to C,

Mars apparently moves in tie observer's sky from west to east in direct motion.

When earth is at C, Mars apparently stops and reverses its motion so that it

seem to Meal against its batheround from east td west for a time in

. rammed, motion.; When earth reaches D, Mars again seems to stop and then it

resumes its-apparent west-to-east motion as tiot earth travels from D to B.

You may wish tb.,reprealent both planets in motion since both planets actually

revolve at all tiles around the sun. The same demonstration of retrograde

otiop is possibla, provided earth's revolution rate is about twice that of

Mars.

The aspects of a superior planet. are:

A - opposition
E - western quadra re
F - Clnjunction
G - eastern qua ature

I

A
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MOD 165 iMessur t of Length, Area,and Volume

OBJECTIVES: At clusion of this MOD you should be able to:

ISMEP,

1. Maks acc a a linear measurements in metric units.
2. Determine = es of a region by covering the-region with

standard units.

'3. Use *mules to compute the areas of iegular-shaped regions.

4. Recoghixe and name units of linear, area, and volume measures.

5. Use a geoboard to illustrate area and perimeter problems.

6. Measure the volume of regular add irregular-shaped containers.

7. Calculate the volume for regular-shaped containers. t.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:
11+

1. MMP, Measurement
2. Scissors, paper, grids, geoboards, dot paper, rubber bands,

construction paper, Dienes blocks, Cuisenaire rods, cans, trans-

parent containers, rectangular containersi-water

nesnocrions:

In the HMP, Measurement read "Certain Common Measurements," pp. 31-32

and thed complete the questions or exercises for the following:

(Do not cut, tear, or write in the book.)

Activity 4: Items 1, 2,4, 5, and 6

Activity 5: Items 1, 2, 3, 4,7 and 8

Activity 6: Items 1, 2, and 3

Activity 8: Items 1, 2, 3, 4,6, and 7

FINAL. ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring all papers to the evaluation session.

2. Be prepared to discuss work and'responses with the instructor.:

3. See objectives.
4., Be prepared for a written test as a part of your evaluation

;
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MOD 166 Compasses and Magnetic Fields

Obsekving, inferring, interpreting-data

OBJECTIVES:

, ISMEP

1. Given i compass, you will point out the approximate directions of

N, 14'4,
2. a. Given a bar levet and a bobby pin, you will magnetize the bobby

pin and make a compass from it by suspending it from. string.

b. Given a needle and a bar magnet, you will magnetize the needle

and sake a compass from it by floating it on aluminum foil inmates.

3. Given bar. and horsesboepagnets, iron filing, and piper toil's, you

will sprinkle iron filings on paper placed bver the magnet to obtain

patterns of- lines of force about a magnet.

4. Given a bar =gnat, a small compass, and a wooden pencil, you Will

plot the lines ot force that result from the earth and the bar

magnet combined.

S. Given a sealed "'magnet box," a small compass, and a large piece of

paper, you will plot the magnetic field surrounding the magnet box

and interpret he data is Order to locate the north,pole and the

sduth pole.

6. Given magnets, iron filings, and paper, you will work out an

arrangement of magnets to make a geonetric'design or an artistic

pattern, as a face or flower, when you sprinkle iron filings on the

paper covering the magnets.

INSTRUCTIONAL RACES & MATERIALS:

1. Schmidt and Rockcaotle, Teaching Science with,Everidav Minxes )7

p. 111, 114
2. SAPA, 55 & 86; jaAspetic Fields.

3. Any physical science text on "Magnetism."-T-

4. Companies, bobby pins, noddies, horsetail°e and bar signet*,

5. "Magnet boxes" made to ,I:nceal the position and orientation of a

"magnet

FINAL ASSESSMENT:
.r

1. Answer instructor's questions about objectives 1 and 2 above.

2. ?resent your records and answer question about objectives 3, 4,

and 5 above.

3. Assesc your work for Objective-6; however, sketch and be ready to

lescrits your results.
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PROC1DURE:

1. Take_one of the compasses and using a bar magnet test its polarity. Than

walk around, the room and thi adjoining area to observe the needle of the
compass; Infer the reasons forjts bihavior. Try to determine the directions -

of N, B, S, W.

2. Bobby pin compasses
Spread apart the prongs of a bobby pin so they are at an 1300 angle, except for
the small center bend. Then bold_it-by-the_bend, and stroke the bobby pin about
50 ramp on a strong msgnet. Always in the same direction rub its entire

length, fromtip to tip, on one and of the magnet only. Keep-the other end

of the magnet far away from the bobby pig bobby pin should be magnetised
strongly enough to pick up apiper clip. Next, tie it single, thii thread at

the bend of the bob* pin. Bang'it up, so it can swing freely, at-least a few
feet away from iron objects, such as pipes or other magnate. if necessary,

slidesthe knot to either side, until the bobby pin hangs-level. With the help

of a labeled-bar magneto, determine the polarity of your'coMpass.

Some of your classmates will be doing this sane activity. Have them ha*,
-heir bobby pin compasses across the room. Is there general conformity in
direction?

v

A compass like this works especially-well outdoors if it is shielded from the
wind. Experiment outdoors Whanging the aagnetized bobby pin in a gallon jar
qrjug. Then-tie the thread to a stick or straw across the-top. Next fill
the jugwith water. Will the compass-work as well if the jar or jug is filled
with water? Does the bobby pin then swing as much as before? This is why

airplane and-ship compasses are liquid-filled. (Adapted from Schmidt and

Bock castle, Teaching Science with.fteryday Things, O. 111.)
. ,

3. Needle poles
Bold a needle by its eye and about 30 tins_ rub its entire length on 'one end-
of a stronwmagnet. Be sure to rub from the eye to the point only, making*
wide arc away from the magnet on each return. Next, set a non -irod water

container :.!ar from any iron or steel objects. Pour in some water and on it

float a piece of aluminum foil as large as a quarter. Then'lay the magnetized

needle on the foil. What does it do? If the floating system-is spun around,
does, it return to the same position each time? How does this position. cs,parir- ------

with,that taken by the bobby pin compasses?, Remember whether the she or
the point of the needle points north. -Nov eake,thie needle off the foil and
magnetise another needle. Flatland remember which end of this motile palate
approximetelr northward; Then float either needle on the fell. Hold the

other nearne in your hand and bring-it close to the needle on the water.
What do the like poles do when near each other? The unlike poles? Do the

polo; of tiro magtstised bobby pins interact in the sane me What does this
indicate about the nature of the magnetic poles located in the earth near the
Wort!. Geovaphic Pole? (Adapted from Schmidt and Rockcastle, p. 114)
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4. The earth's magnetic poles
Whers are the magnetic poles of the earth actually located? Find their

latitude and longitude on an earth globe or in a resource book. What kind

of tests and observations would you make to confirm this location?

Do nit use pencils With set fon activities.ovin

5. l'atterne of lines of force about a magnet
Work over a largo sheet of newspaper or wrapping paper. Please do not be -

careless and wasteful with iron filings. Pour them carefully from the paper

back into thiljar after you do your work.
If iron filings are sprinkled carefully *a thin sheet of paper placed over

a magnet, they will trace the lines of force around the,, magnet. Try thierby

spitting a paper towel over one magnet or over, various iombinecions of uagnets.
Tap the paper lightly with aspenCil in

-:der to get filings into place quickly. Do this with the bar magnet alone,

-4th the horse -shoe magnet alone, with two unlike poles about one inch apart.

On the reverse side- of this page, neatly record your results in drawings.,

6. Plotting the resultant field'of a bar Magnet and the earth
Altbought3ousai,work.in,pairs, each student must trace a pattern for
salvia.* 6 and 7. /

()I

I

1,1

is
.11041.6.11:011.....,a0.0111111.

Try to find,a place in the laboratory

or its immediate surroundings where a

compass seems-to be least affected by
surrounding Iron such as'steel beams
in the building or water pipes. This

might be a location on thelloor.
Here set a bar magnet toward the
bottom ore large piece of white paper
which has beer. taped down:- Draw an
?outline of the magnet and mark the
poles oaths paper in case the magnet
should be jarred and need to be restored

to its original position. Using a

compass, mark the direction "North" on

the paper with as arrow. Reim. the
bar magnet when you mark north. One
you hesin to plot, do not move the,

wet or the magnet.

#01:41 a vwx smell compass, and a sharp wooden pencil, in the following way,
plo: lino of force about the upper half of the bar magnet. Set the compass

mss' one ,f the poles of the magnet so that one of its poles (1) is drawn to

the masne:. Mark with a dot the position of the opposite pole and of the
commas media. Move the compass until the first end (1) of the needle points
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to the Plot just made. kin:k with another dot the position of the opposite end

(2) of the needle. Continue merkingpoints tracing lines of force to the bar

magnet or off th paper. Connect the dots made with a smooth curve. Do this

for at least f r lines of force. Can you account for the lack of symmetry.

in the resul t curves?

(
o

7. Interrreting data obtained from compasses and magnet boxes

Fasten a large piece of brown paper atA.east 50 cm. square t- the table or

floor away from iron objects. Draw an arrow On the paper to indicate the

direction of magnetic north. Use a wipes. for this. Take one of the Reeled

magnet bows and tape it to the center Of the paper. Outline the box. The

box contains a bar magnet and will therefore be surrounded by a magnetic

field like that surrounding the-oagnet in activity 6. Using a very swill

amass in the same way as you did for 6, plot 8 010 coupe...! direction

lints or lines of force around the box. At least 2 of these lines should

Yead,back to 'the box, and at isiat 4 lines should extend to the edges of the

Using careful observation' and your ingenuity in interpretatiOn, try to predict

where the north and south poles of the magnet are., After you have reached

your conclusion, 'clip the box open without removing the tape that holds it to

your paper and check your prediction. Be ready to report two methods that-

you used to determine the polarity of the magnet in the' box.. One of these

methods involves the lines that go off your paper. Then re-seal the magnet

boxes so they are ready fot the next etudestt.

f

(*

4
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MOD 167 Preparation and Peer Teaching in Science,
(an'individual activity)

This MOD is designed to allow you to develop a lesion in science
appropriate for elementary children and to refine your understanding
and skill with the lesson with a group of your colleagues.

OBJECTIVES: After-ompleting this MOD you should be able to identify some
of your weaknesses'and strengths in understanding and teaching
the, selected material and should be able to revise your plan
to reinforce the strengths and improve weaknesa.

pirr

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. Films:. "Don't Tell Me, I'll Find Out" and "What Would Happen If"
2. Manuals and Guides in the SMERC
3. Materials in the SMERC
4. Videocasette recorder and television

"GeNal Meehodology Competencies for the 'Preservice Teacher in
Elementary Science" from-MOD 127, p.2

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. View the two films of SCIS classrooms.
2. Utilizing concepts or processes that you have covered'in the ISMEP

program, develop an inquiry lesson appropriate for an elementary
class. Include in the plan at least the following topics:

TITLE
OBJECTIVES
MATERIALS NEEDED,
INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITIES
PROCEDURES
EVALUATION PLAN

3. Submit, in good form, a copgy of your plan to the instructor.
,=;. After the plan hak been approved, teach-:.it to at least three

ISMEP students while filming on;videocasette.
5. View your 'casette with the ISMEP students and a faculty member or

graduate assistant. Utilize feedback to improve the lesson.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

'

Successful completion of the MOD will hive been achieved when the
MOD has been completed with integration of feedback into the finii
revision of the plan and you and the faculty member.consider the
lesson ready to teach to children.

.14
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MOD 168 Heasureient for Elementary Schools

PREREQUIS7TES: MODs 160, 163, end 165

In MODs 160,163, and 165 the emphasis, was primarily on your learning'

About measurement. In this Mod you, will focus directly on child

learning. You will be learning about activities, techniques, and
problemt associated with child learning of measurement.

OBJECTIVES: At the conclusion of this MOD you should be able to:

1. Describe what Piaget means by "conservation" and be able to

give examples or illUstrations.
2. Analyze anecdotes of children's measurement responses to

diagposeihe child's source of difficulty.

3. Identify some difficulties that children might have with

certain measUtementtasks.
4. Develop a logical sequence, for a measurement topic throughout

the elementary school.

INS'RUCTIONAL REvERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. NNP, Measurement
2. :scissors_, square-centimeter-graph paper, largb\sheets of

plain paper, tape measure, base 2 and base 3 blocks, sheer'

of cardboard with string configurations glued 9p, metric

0

bathroom scales, masking tape, string, plastic beakers,

' colored chalk,
,,

clay, sand -

3. Current elementary Mathematics text series

INSTRUCTIONS: In the MMP, Measurement, answer questions or perform

the exercises for-the foflowing:

Activity 12:
"Discussion"
Activity 13:
Activity 14:
Activity 15:
and L.
Activity 16:

Read "FocUs" and "Discussion" and do Item 1, Read

in Item 2, and do items 3 and 4.
Do Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,'8, 9, 10, and II.

Do Items 1B, D, E, G, H, I, and 3.
Read "Focus" and "Discussion" anddo Items 1, 2, 3,

Do Items 1, 2, and 3.

FINtL ASSVSSMENT:.

1. bring .all papers to the evaluatill session.

2. Le prepared to discuss the exercises and your responses.

3. .!,:e objectives.
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HOD 169 Teaehing Science t Elemenary Children

PREREQUISITES: MOD 167

ISMEP

OBJECTIVES: At the conclusion of this MOD you should be able to identify
some of y'ur strengths and weaknesses in teaching an inquiry,
lesson to elementary children.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. Plan developed in MOD 167
2. NaLerials from MOD 167
3. Videocasette (tentative)
4. "General Methodology Competencies for the Pre " - vice Teacher in

Elementary Science" from MOD 127, p. 2

INSTRUCTIONS.

1. At the scheduled time you will beable to teaathe lesson to a
.group of eler tary pupils in an area school.

2. Following the tea,aing experience, you should schedule a session
with an instructor and the ISMEP students that you worked with on
MOD 167. Thl teaching experience will be reviewed at that seminar.
The faculty member and other ISMEP students will assist in'evaluat-.
ing strengths an-I weaknesses of the performance.

3. During the seminar a written evaluation should be developed listing
strengths, w;-aknesses, and recommendations for improvement.

FINAL ASSESSMENT;

0

The MOD will bi considered completed following tlle Scheduled seminar
and with the submission of the written evaluation.

S
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MOD 170 Iiterpreting Data (SAPA)

Randemness and probability

INTERPRETING DATA
96 process of Interpreting Data includes many behaviors sual as recording
data ine table, constructing bar and line graphs, z',.:g and interpreting
frequency distributions,'determining the median, mode,. mean, and range of a
set of data, using slope to interpret graphs, constructing number sentences
describing relationships between two variables, and so on....Interpreting data
requires going beyond the use of skills of tabulating and grephing to ask
questions about the data which lead to the construction of inferences and
hypotheses, and the collecting of newldata to test these inferences and
hypotheses." SAPA, Supplement to the;Guide for Inservice Instruction, p. 25.

OnIECTIVES:

1. Given a list of ten items in a paper bag which feel identical to your
sense of touch,-you will be able to state the probability of removing
-ny one item with your eyes closed.

2. After doing activity 1 and collecting and analyzing your data, you
will be able to make positive statements about the laws of chance and
the variables affecting those laws.

3. Having collected your data in activity 2, you will determine the
teen, median,-smde, and standard deviation for the leaf sizes.

4. Given a probability value for a given event, you will be able to
state verbally the chances of that event happening again.

5. Given the probability values for two independent events, you will be
able to determine the probability of both events occuring as a unit.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1, The pages of this MOD
2. Millimeter ruler
3. Plant with leaves
4. Crow, James, Genetics Notes, pp. 21-23, 143-148, in Resource Center
5. Stanlcy, John. Essence of lllometry

ASiESSMENT:

See objectives above.
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ss, Probability, Standard Deviation:

If you v e asked this morning
class X today, you might have sa
asked about the chances that you
the probability of being on time
night mean that your chance of go
anyone interpreting your terms nathemati
also would imply that in the past, 20 t
mimed class or were late if you did c
say that the probability for you of coming to class Ed being on time is 64X

(.30 x .80 or .64 mg 64 percent).

Assume that you are in a dormitory room located in the center of a complex
e buildings having identical classrooms. You are alone and you wish to gig to
ona of the classrooms. The classrooms are all alike, all are the same distance
from the dormitory roon, and there are no other factors to influence your
selection. You find yourself awaking a random selection of :he classroom.
Shluld there be 100 classrooms, each room would have the same chance of 1/100
(one in a hundred) that you would pick a particular room.

Alter this situation to imagine there were 20 students each selecting a class-_

room. As etudentc make a random selection, they may be influenced by a
possible clustering of students in one or more of the classrooms. One might

find that 10-15 students are in one room, several others have picked rooms
near by, others may have picked rooms further away. Tbis is a clustering or'a

centre: tendency of the students. Also there is some dispersion from the
central tendency. Students become distributed more sparcely as the distance

it increased fcon the central tendency. This degree of djspersion from thl

central tendency is called standard deviation.

Tte key words ,.seeded to interpret data in this situation can be sore
stecifically described.

-2-

t the chances were that you would come to
d, "Chances are about 80%." If you'were also

ld be on time, you might have added that

s also about 80X. Tc you 80 percent chance

lass and being on time were good., To
ally it would mean the same, but it
s Out of every 100 times you either
From the above data one could also

Rendotautss

Trandoel sampla is one taken so that every obsai=vation which might be included

hie an impel came* of being included. One must not select obiervations by
sty sort: of sOjective process in which one says "I shall take this observation,

but not that one." Bias or other factors that contribute lignificantly to the
outcome of any trial may not exist. e=

ftobabiAll
The use. of the word probable or probably without some numerical value has
1....ttle,*.aming other than to indicate that there is a chance stronger than a

p)ssibility btt falling short of certainty. In using the word probability one
mist aims denote the long run relative frequency of multiple or remated
ernixte. In other words, it is not possible to determine the probability for
yru of ping to a class if you have never gone to class before, or if that is
tie onl, time you are going. A numerical value attached to a probability
s:atemeat makes possible a reasonably accurate prediction, as to whether or not
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the event will occur. Most often the value assigned to a probability statement

is a fraction between 0 and 1. if the event will surely occur, it will have a
probability of 1. If it is sure not to occur, it will have a probability of 0.

The following formulas may be used.

p Number of favorable cases
Total number of cases possible

Example: If you tossed a penny ten times, it is possible that it could land
with heads up ten times (total number of possible cases).
Because it could land with either heads or tails up, you would expect heads up
only five times (number of favorable cases).

P m14 .5 (probability value)

Further, if the probability of an event happening is p, and p has a value of
0 to 1, then the probability of it not happening (q) 12 equal to 1 minus p.

p 0 to 1
q 1 - p or
p + q 1

Standard Deviation

Th/ stanc.ard deviation is a measure of the central tendency in an array of
rested tate. Or you care say that the standard deviation is a measure of the
di/persica (or spreading out) on either side of the mean. The following table
of data lad the graph will help you understand the meaning of siandard deviltion
as well :s othe: terms or values useu in analyzing data.

ittalysit of Tree Diameters of 56 Sample Trees

Diatieter Om) 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

Number of trees
with a particular
diameter

0 : 2 4 6 9 12 9 6 4

Thinker

of 1rees

121

10

84

6j

44

2 11

Graph Analysis of Above Data

A- - 1.%\,0 I

6 8 10 12 14.16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32

Diameter (cm)

25)

26-'28 31,

2 1 1
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Total number of observation 111 56

Mean Diameter 18 cm (average sire)

Mode 18 cm (lore trees of this diameter than any other)

Median 18 cm (22 trees have smeller diameters and 22 trees have

larger diameters than 18 cm)

Valitue graph parts of the curve on either side of the mean (18) are equally

spaced so that it is a symmetrical curve. Any curve from data which has

approximately an equal mean, mode, and median shows a normal distribution or

is a normal curve. If we divide the distance from the seen, both to the right

and to the'left, into three equal partsi'as can indicate the data in each part
as having a standard deviation of 1, 2, or 3 from the mean. This is shown

in the following diagram.

4

Mean 18

8 10 12 1

.

16 18 20 24 26 28

( 2SD

Aran rim _Mt

30 32

_mac Y2A

fit .7T

It this analyses, trees with a diameter larger than 14 cm. and smaller than-
22 cm. could hive a standard deviation of 1 or less from the mean. Also on

thlecutve app)oximately 682 of the trees would vary from the mean by 1

standard deviation or less. Trees with a diameter 10-14 cm. would not have a

standard deviation greater than 2 and less than one. This would include
Ariproximately 13.5% of tks trees coupled (95 - 68/2 m 13.52 .

If you ccn anemar the following questions, you understand the concept of
standard devia.ion.

1. You a!e asked to cut only trees with a standard deviation of 0, which
trees would you cut?

2. What percentage of the trees in the curve from which the sample leis
made Lave a diameter of at least 28 cm?

1.13D 170
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Activities:

1. Read the following and consider the answer for each probability problem.
Some answers are provided.

A die (singular for dice) has only twos on each side. (How many sides
on a die?)

You throw the die. What is your chance (the probability) of throwing
it so that a two comes up?

Since all sides have twos, the chance of throwing a two would be
certainty--we would assign it the number one--the probability of
throwing a two would be one.

Using this same die what would be the probability of throwing a six?
0 chance. It's an impossibility since there are no number sixes on
phis particular die.

Let's use a regular die now. This one is' numbered from one to six.
If we throw this one what is the probability of turning up a three? (1/i)

If the die is thrown a great number of times about how many of the times
will a three turn up? (1/6)

_

If a coin is thrown in the air, what is the probability the coin will turn
up as a head? (1/2)

Suppose,we throw the die and the coin at the same time: What is the
probability Ii_a particular double event such as a tail on the coin and
a fie on tiel;lie coming up in the same throw?

The coin wi.l show heads 1/2 of the time, and the die will show a five
1/6 (f the ime. Of all throws of a die and coin simultaneously, the
result will be heads on the coin with a five on the die 1/2 of 1/6 of tie
time. or IR x 1/6 = 1/12 of all double throws. This can be stated in :he
form of a rile: (Hardin. 1954)

Product Rule of Probability--"If a particular double event is
compos!d of-two independent single events, both of which must occur
in the same instance, the probability of the double event is the
product of the separate probabilitiesof the single events."

Let's take another example: Take two pennies together and throw them
in r., air. What are the possible combinations that could result?
Ans. HH, F'. TH, TT

Probibility.

1. f you
'ne way

'heads'
2. n a to

t will

3. 'that is-

cutt

:oss a coin which is "unbiased" (i.e., just as likely to fall
as the other), what is the probability that it will show
rather than "tails?" 1/2

;s of an unbiased die (ol. dice) what is the probability that
turn up one, rather than two, three, four, five or six? 1/6

the probability that you will turn up the seven of diamonds
trig a perfectly shuffled pack of cards? 1/52

MOD 70
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4. Ghat is the probability that you will turn up any seven in cutting_
perfectly shuffled pack of cards? 4/52 or 1/13

5. if you toss an unbiased coin and an unbiased die at the same time,
what is the probability that you will get heads and a three?

6. If you toss two dice what is the probability of getting a pair of
threes?

7. If you draw two cards, one after the other, from a perfectly shuffled
pack, what is the probability of getting a pair of aces? 1/221

8. If you toss a coin ten times and it turns up heads five and tails
five, what is the probability that the next toss will result in heads?

9. If you toss a coin ten times and it turns up heads ten times, what
is the probability that the next toss will result in tails?

10. If you toss die A and die B at the same time what is the probability
that you will get a five and a six?

11. If you toss two coins at the same time, what is the probability that
you will get two heads? two tails? one head and one tail?

2. With a flexible millimeter ruler determine the size of P'l leaves on a
woody plant. Make the measurements as illustrated Below.

Blade /\7
Measure this length.

7

Pets ole

Measure the leaves to the nearest centimeter using this table.

0 - 1.4 ct= 1 cm
1.5 - 2.4 c i = 2 cm
2.5 - 3.4 c i = 3 cm

266
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The Cycle of the Moon
Observing, predicting, using space/time relationships

PREREQUISITE: An introductory session will be given by the instructor for the
students who choose this MOD.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given the moon in the daytime and/or nighttime sky, you will observe
and record during one lunar cycle:
a. its changing shape or phase;
b. its changing angular distance or elongation from the sun;
c. its changing stellar background for nighttime;
d. its changing position with respect to any visible planet;
e. the total time for one complete cycle (e.g.; from new moon to

the next new moon).
2. Given any two of the following, you will give the third:-

a. the moon's phase;
b. the time of day;
c. the moon's position in the sky.

3. Given the moon's elongation, you will,give its phase, or given the
moon's phase, you will give its elongation.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. ESS, Where is the Moon? Teacher's Guide
2. ESS, Where was the Moon?
3. MOD 171, Study Sheet, pp. 4-5
4. MOD 164,"Models for Celestial Motion", section on the moon's phases
5. Any Introductory Astronomy text - chapter on the moon.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Test your unders'tandi'ng of the cycle of the moon on Study Sheet,
pp. 4-5.

2. Present to the-instructor your record of observations of the moon
over one mon h. Refer to ESS, Where is the Moon?, Teacher's Guide.

3. Ask the instructor for MOD 162, Final Assessment, and answer it
correctl).

iJ
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4.

isf.osystios *elated to the Cycle of the Noon

MeV The disarm shove, the soon is orbit aroun4 earth Ma revolving
covaterclocksiss as viand fro& the earth's *eels pole.

offl.Iwoa....M.osWamss.

g.

7

-1Moronga as they appear tram earth:

1. Sew soon (no noon visible)

2. ilitibms crescent

Met quarter

4. Waxing sibbous

5. Fun soon

6. Waning gibbous

7. Last quarter

8. gamins crescent

0
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The soon's apparent displacement fros the ARN in

is gives in degrees of arc:7:71600, and direction, E or W.

For example, the first quarter noon (3) has an elongation of 90°E, the

waning gibbous noon (6) has an elongation of 135°W.

jeination of Elongation ta "Fists": If you extend your are straight fres your

body, your fist will subtend about 10° in the real sky. A first quarter

soon in the south will therefore be about nine "fists" or 90° to tbi east

of the setting sun at the western horizon.

Moonrise and Moonset:

Phase Moonrise

New Moon scoriae

First Quarter :midday

Full Moon sunset

Last Quarter 'midnight

r"

Moonset

suit
midnight
sunrise
midday

4
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I. lhe sees bee :his shape:
hhIch of the lone:wing bast describes its phase?
a) Vezina crescent
b) Wining crescsat
cl /list quarter
d) Last quarter
a) Gibbous

At... The moos has this. shape:

*ere mold you look for it at sunset tine?

-a) la the 'south

a) I n the wet
b) In the eget

d) In the north

.

a) Noes of the above-could be correct.

3a The noon has this shape:
At approximately what ties would you see it in the south..ust?
\a) NW* time
b) 9:00 p.n.
e) Midnight
d) 3:00 a.m.

) Sunrise time

44 bs moonlit in the south and has this shape:
What time is it?
a) Sunset time
1:4, Midnight
c) Sunrise time
d)',WIddey -.-

a) Ulloas of the above could be correct.

5. The \won has this shape:
What is its elongation?
a) 1

c) !O43°E

b)-

d) 43°111

e) 90a9

Cimree most accurate elongation of the full noon.
a) 360"
b) 180°

e) 00

6.
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7. los see the moon tt the southeast at 3:00 p.m. At whet phase is it?

a) %Wag gibbous
t) First garter
c) Waning gibbous
c) Last quarter
0 Zone of the above could be correct.

-8. Civet a star bechgroved called Y. Let I
sod Z repreeeet stars to the right of T.
sad # represent stars below!. If on
Ye of Inioesday night at the same time
a) Z
b) I
c) Z
d) V
a) V

9. aggroxinstely when does a last quarter soon rise?
a) Sundae
t) Midday
c) &met

Nidelgim
e) MOMS of the above could be correct.

represent stars to the left .of

Let V represent stars &bow/.
Thlidat 8:00 p.n. the Won is in

aelloon will be in

ID. When does a venine crescent set?
a) BOUM% sunset and midnight
b) Midniikt
c) Between sunrise and midday
d) Midday
e) Between midday and sunset-

a
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1100.172 Sou Transfer:
bsorvins, inferring

OSJSCIIYIS:
0

ISMRP

1. Given wire, 'candle, and tacks, you will demonstrate the conduction
of 'host through's solid.

2. Given a seureirof hoot and coffee grounds in a pot of water; you
will demonstrato the madam of cogvection currents. Also
dmmonetratelhislemosnelt,usift hot ad water in two bottles.

3. Civic clase-thermometeri, styrofosu, and s lamp, you will demonstrate'
a transfer of heathy radiation.

4. Ton will formulate a definition. of conduction, convection, ant%
radiation.

3., You viii apply yoUrknowledge of methods of hest transfer:` in
'practical situatiois jives in-the questions in this MOD.

6. You will formulate atrieast ens divergent question 'Aloud to this
MOD.

DIST/MIMI& 117114/21C/S & *MIAS!

1. SAPS, 70
2. IBS, Sea
3. Seckswi lames, in Sc a, p. 61
4. Wire: candle, tacks. grounds, glass pyre, pot, bottles,

food coloring, cons; thermometers, styrofosu, lamp,

<0

5. The excerpts 'on heat transfer from physics .texts in this MOD.
Read Bueche, Principles ofiPhysics, pp. 221, 222, 223.

111MAI. ASSESSOR:

1. Isfore reporting to the iistrlOor, on the study sheet test your
understanding ofconductiOn, convection, and radiation of heat.

2. Ask your instructor for NOD 172 hind Assessment. Correctly
couplet, these 10 multiple choicavquestions.

3. Discuss with your instructor the questions on pages 2-4 of this 1100.
4. !bow your instructor the questionthat completes objective 6. 'le

ready to tell why you think it is a divergent question:

MOD 172
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PIO ZDURS:

1. Conduction
Mk.: a short length of wire from the HOD tray. Attach tacks to the wire by
touckiAg the tacks to the wire and dripping melted wax on them. Place three
Or fo4r,liacks about one inch apart. Hold-one end of the wire and place the
other end in the candle flame. Itat happens? Infer reaso..s. Pind a
thaorelt reason for conduction of heat from explanations given in physical
science ks.

2. Convection
A. Stir four or five teaspoons of used coffee grounds in a clear pyrex

container nearly full of Water. Place this container on the edge of a hot .,

plat., so that only half the container it over the heat. Observe the system
end describe what happiMs. Why do you-think it happens? Sketch a.convection-
current in the space below and be'ready to discuss what happens in such a
current.

4
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B. tain 2 identical small wide-mouthed bottles. Fill one with clear,
col( wat . Pill the other bottle with hot water and enough food coloring
to csrken it. Place a stiff piece of cardboard over the bottle of cold water.
Role f rmly, and tip it to place it over the mouth of the other bottle.
Slowly r the cardboard. What happens? Why? Reverse the procedure by
placing t cardboard over the hot water, and tipping this bottle over the
cold water Report what happens and suggest reasons.

3. Radiation
A. Put your hand about 12 inches under a lighted bulb. Bow does the

heat reach your hand? Can the process be either conduction or convection?
Refei to physical science texts in order to determine if air is a good
onductor of heat. The method of heat transfer in this simple activity is the
inalft as that by which heat comes to you from the sun. it is called "radiation"
and is the propagation of invisible rays through space.

:
A 1 t.)
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H

S. Radiation of both light and heat is either transmitted, absorbed,
and /or reflected by objects in the way. If light is absorbed, it is changed
intc heat. In one hand hold a piece of clear glass several inches from your
other hand. Let the light from a lamp shine through the= glass to your hand.
Does the glass feel warm or cool? How toes your hand feel? Describe what
is apparently happening.

Take 7 tin cans of equel size. Cover the outside of one with black paper.

If the other is shiny, leave it -le it is. If it is not, cover it with
aluminum foil. Make openings in 2 Styrofoam lids for thermometers. Pour

_nough water into the cans so that the bulbs of the thermometers are `submerged
in water. Place the lids securely on the cane. Allow the thermometers to

reach the same temperature. Then place both cans a short distance away from
a lighted lamp. Try to have the light strike the cans only, not the tops of
the thermometers. Record below the temperatures of both cans at one-minute

intervals for 10 minutes. Turn off the lamp and again record the temperatures
at tine-minute intervals for 10 minutes. How do you explala the changes
observed?

MOD 172
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In 'reparation
which method

A--Conduction

1.

2

for your final assessment, indicate before each statement
or methods of heat tranifer are involved.

B-- Convectior C--Radiation

The outside walls of the oven are hot when the oven is on.

Whan you walk barefoot, you look for cool Tlaces to step so you do
not burn your feet.

The sun warms the earth.

On a cold day, you touch the radiator and feel it& warmth.

During the winter, when you look above a radiator, you sometimes
see "waves" in the air.

The handle of an iron poker becomes hot whim its sharp end is placed
in a fire.

When you eat ice cream, the dish and the spoon fee;) cool.

The conditions set up by one method of heat transfer make it an
important factor in weather prediction. Which is it?

Because of the apparent immediate effect of one method of heat
transfer, it is often used in heating 'yet's' of homes. Which is it?

Your face and hands are versa as you sit near a campfire.

1
I

1

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

MOD 172
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MOD 173 Peer Teaching of Metr:x Measurement

PRER.QUISITES: MODs 160, 165, and 168

This MOD will allow you to select some measurement activities for
children and to refine your understanding of the concepts and ability
to teach them with a group of colleagues.

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this MOD you should have a refined plan for
teaching a measurement lesson to elementary children. You should also
be age to identify some of your strengths and weaknesses in ability to
teach the material using an inquiry approach with recommendations for
improvement.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. MMP videocasettes: Measurementl and-Measurement II
2. References and materials in SME Resource Center
3. Vidso recorder and television

NSTRUCTIONS:
1.

1. Select some measurement ideas appropriate for eledentaly
children and develop a 45 minute lesson for teaching the
material.

2. Submit, in good form, your plan for review and approval by
an instructor. Use the.form that you used in MOD
167.

3. With at least three other ISMEP students, teach your lesson
to them while videotaping it;

4. Following the taping view the tapes with the IShEP students
and a faculty member and identify weaknesses andirWengths.

5. Revise your lesson with the feedback from the review seminar.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

The MOD will be completed with the submission of a lesson plan
revised with feedback from the seminar acceptable to the instructor.

MOD 173
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Obsers !...1

naCTIVES:

1 G.171.1
to

awl t

FTNAL A5'-'

:e of simple materials, you will be able
4ith either a positive or negative charge

, (1-ilf,etiVes 1, you will be able to

,!:ftller a positive or negative charge

279

Iscnarge an electrical storage device
':s -1zzery by the method of grounding it.

;_ Iitroduction to Physical Science

electricity

2a4, nylon or fur, 2 strips of nylon,
, w re, Jar, plastic rider, comb

a

to the instructor.

MOD 174
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PRIX FMB:

Activities demx-itrating some effects of static electricity

1. Hold the toe of a stocking against the wall with one hand and with the

other hand rub it about 10 times with a dry plastic bag. Remove the stocking

from the wall and let it hang freely. The stocking is attracted to nearby

objects, but yet it seems to repel itself by "filling up" as if it contained

an invisible leg. The following activities help explain the reason for this

phenomenon.

2. Blow up 2 balloons and tie them together wit4 a piece of thread or string

abott 3 fea- long. Charge each balloon by rubbing with nylon, fur, or

clotbInit. Hold the middle of the string with your outstretched arm and let

the balloons hang freely. Do this several times to determine if the balloons

attract or repel each other. Move your hand near one balloon. Is the balloon

attracted or repelled L. your haAd? . Bring one balloon near a-.

Is it attracted or repelled?

_ay two strips of nylon on a sheet of papal' and rub them firmly with your

aand. Lift up the t:to pieces and place them between your fingers so they
are hanging down. Do they attract or repel each other?

Bring each charged piece of nylon near each of the two hanging charged
balloons. Do the ayloft end balloon attract or repel each other?

A charge' object will either attract or-repel another charged object.
Therefore, there must be tuo different kinds of charge. Ben Franklin called

the two kinds of charges positive and negative Arbitrarily call the

typf of charge °a the balloon a negative (--) charge. Since both balloons were

&weed In rhe .2ay 1111- both bIlloone are negative. From what

you have seen it aciiviy two negatively charged objects (attract

or :epel) each :tbr.

Both nylon strips wc.1---.-! in the same way. that is, you rubbed each in

the same manner. There.t.7.re. - , should (attract or repel) each

c'- r. Can you dezi4P which ,ha -fie (+ or -) the nylon had on it? Explain

your reasoning below.

Now g1 7e /our rrasoning to account for the "iovisiole" leg in the stocking.

MOD I74
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3. Read :D.

'Ai '1

-3-
\

An Introdu(Lion to Physical 'S_ience,
jSiciences, pp. 200-203.

Verify the phonc:Ac-11 stated in the chapter. Instead of a pith ball use a

small cork suspended by a tnread. Instead of a gold leaf electroscope, use

aluzinum foil suspended on a wire within a jar, Charge a plastic ruler or

pen with the fur contained in the MOD tray. For your final assessment be
prepared to demonstrate induction of charge on the electroscope.

4. Charge.a comb with fur, nylon or wool and pickup tiny bits of paper.
Explain how this neflrQ. Watch closely. After a moment, one bit of paper

shoots off the comb, Men another Jumps off. Still more jump off. If they

are art--:-* w%-i arc thc--, lat:ir repelled? To answer this question
ex:;lin? -rAJ que-stions.

c.Sarge-i negat17,,1y

cerll

hase:led Y f r is c,:_-7trons

;:an bro:Ighr

!4ttr- r 5 r -1'

1; 'Jf1TOVV: I7it of
negLtive
dur2nz -^2 ts

her t

)

(negative charge) in the "aper when the

showing the assemblage of positive and

1.-rought near it. Draw in the charges
vicinity of the paper.

Ong

nee, a fl_ow of negative charges

tJ the because

Tli-r -11g "shoot" off the comb.
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MOD :75 Metric Measurement

PRER:QUISIES: :OD 173

OBJE:TIVES:

At the conctusim pi MOD will be able to describe some
difficulties tnat children have with metric measurement and will be
able to identify some of yoor strengths anc' weaknesses with teaching
selected metric measurements to chi] on.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES 5. MATERIALS:

1. '-sson plan developed in MOD 173
7. m-terlals SME Reca,:trte Center

INST:UCTIk:3:

1. At the -;chedu!ed time you teach the lesson on metric
measti-ment that yo-: developed in MOD 173 to a group of 4
oc 5 LI;ildte:1 inquiry apptoaeh ill an
area SC.19(q.

2. Following the t,:aehing experience You will prepare in writing
a list of alIV -;!'ficulties that you encountered along with a
list of :our strengths add w,alnesses with the lesson.

FINAL ASSESSMEN1:

1. __A 5,-1:1=ir to r,view t'-2 iea(hipd eiperience will he schedulEd

with an instrnc'or and four other 1SMEP students.
Bring lc He fillwilun.

2. .Zwe

mon 175
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MOD 176 Bulbs ard Battenes I
Predict5ag, expe:imenting

,OB,JECTIVES:

1. Given a small bulb, battery, and wire, you will experiment to see
how many ways you can get the bulb to light.

2. Given a bulb, battery, wire, and a box of miscellaneous items,
you will test at least six items to see whether they conduct
electricity.

3. Given a light bulb, you will take it apart and observe its construction
to infer how it should be connected with a battery.

4. Given bulbs, batteries, and wires, you will make predictions on a
prepared worksheet and test each system to see how accurate your

predictions were.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. ESS, Bulbs and Batteries, Teacher's Guide
2., #41 bulbs
3. "D" batteries
4. COnueaing wires, 15-30 cm long
5. Wire clips, rubber bands, box of junk, triangular file, wire

stripper, burned-out household bulb

FL-1AL ASSESSMENT:

1. See objective 1 and present to the instructor sketches of the
arrangements that resulted in a lighted bulb.

2. !ee objective 2. For the instructor test two objects out of

the junk box to see whether they conduct electricity.
3- Re prepared to t3ign.:534 ulith the instrmtor your records of o

activity 2.
4. Obtain a finzl assessment sheet from the instructor and fill it

out correctly the instructor and actually test your predictions

if necessary.

MOD-1.76
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PROC:DURE:

1. 'Hat is necessary to make a bulb light?

A. Ti'y to light a bulb using one battery and one piece of wire. Sketch
the arrangement that results in a lighted bulb.

How many other ways can 7oa devise to make the bulb light? Use more wire
if yen need, it. S144ch the successful arrangements in the erace below.

4

B. Try lighting more t`,-.n one bulb with a singlc battery. Sketch the
successful arrangement.

C. Try lighting one bulb with more than one battery. Sketch the
successf0;. arrangement. Sugggst alternate ways.

284
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D to at particular pieces on the battery must be Niched for the bulb'
to 11.;:ht?

E. What particular places on the bulb must be touched for it to light?
jou wt 1un4erstand this better after activity 2C.

/

F. Try/to formulate a generalization about lighting the bulb.

G. Experiment further with the bulbs, batteries, and wires. Then turn

to the attached worksheet. Initially make all predictions on the sheet. Then

test each system to see whether your prediction is correct.

2. Ely are bulbs made?

A. I;ook carefully through a magnifying glass at a #41 bulb. Sketch your

observation of bo.h the inside and the outside Of the bulb.

Cr

B. Put an unbroken burned-out household bulb under water in a sink or.

dishpan. File along the line 'hich divides the glass from the base until

water ente rs the. ulb. Record your observation.

C. If possible, find a burned-out #41 bulb. -Remove the base from the bulb

by using a wire stripper to twist the silver colored top off the base. Now
carefully apply Pressure to the base and'Oe glass as if you were breaking a

tw1g. Do this In manrpositiorts around the base and soon the glass bulb will

b lcoseried enowi to slip out. Inspect the bulb to see why certain places on

theulb must be to4thed tefore it will light.

285
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MOB- 177 Optics
Obsery ing, fornulatingrhyp9tBeses

ISMEP'44

PREIEQUIS1TE: Read Ess, Teacher's Guide. for Optics. Be very familiar with
tais guide; youwill refer to it for the actiyi±ies'in this
MOD.

OBJECTIVES:

.

U
.

1. You will be able to state complete hypothes .overing the
.,

behavior oflight ray , and to give examples of methog used
,..-,to test the vario parts of your hypothesis. , .

2. You will be able to expl4in to the instructor the'phenbienon of
"color."'

4
.

3. Ycu will be able to give\a definition of the followlmg"terms that
is satisfactory tosthe instructor: transparent', translucent,
opaque, refleition, refraction, luminous, wave length.

INSTRUCTT41 L REFERENCES & MATEICALS:
1

.

1

1. , Optics, Teacher's Guide ' \

2. CA le, Getchell, Kadesch, and Poppy, The Physical Sciences,
Ch pter 15, IlluminaLiae

3. Krauskopf and Beiser, The Physical Uhiverse, .

4. ESS, Mirror Cards
S. ESS, Light and Shadows
6. Various masks, :::hallow sticks, combs, plastic'contai.ners, metal

mirrprs, light source, probe stick

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

L :;ee objctives above.
2. :;ring tle3e activity sheet*; to your instructor.

287
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Working with ligh. can be interesting -and fun. This is Useful general
information befor! you begin experimenting.

1. Light occupies a narrow band in the electromagnetic spectrum. Luminous
objects or illaminited objects are seen, but light can not be seen unless it
is directed toward one's eyes.

2. The intensity of light decreases as the square of the distance from
the source.

3. Objects -may be transparent, translucent, or opaque. Light strikIng
opaque objects is absorbed or reflected so that the object causes a shadow
to be formed.

4. Light striking an object may be reflected, refracted, or absorbed. The
spgle at which light is reflected from the surface is equal to the angle at

.ibich the incident iray_atalkes the surface. An image in a plane mirror
appears to be as far bet the mirror as the object is in fri,tt.

5. Light may be refracted as it moves from one transparent material into
. othar,_as from air to glass. Lenses change the direction of light rays
/ retraction, always bending the rays toward the thicker part of the lens.

6. White light is made of light of many colors that can be separated when
parsed through a prism. The sensation of color depends upon the wavelength
of the light energy that reaches the eye. Violet light has high frequency and
short wavelength. Red light has low frequency and long wavelength.

N\

7. The primary colors of light are red, green, and blue. Colors can be mixed
by addition, as in overlapping light transmitted through color filters.
Primary colors can also be mixed by subtraction. Color by subtraction occurs
because sone colors are absorbed while others are reflected to the eyes.
Color; seen by reflected ligt. are a result of subtraction.

Ni very careful wille working the activities in this HOD. Follow these
seta, precautions.

1. Check all wiring for frays. Report damaged wires to the instructor.
2. Check light bulb for broken filament.
5. Vork on a scorch-proof surface such as a lab table. The bulb get7 very hot.
4. Do not drip water on the hot bulb.
5. 1' the bulb should break, unplug the light source immediately.

2S
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Actiaties Note: Better observations may be made if you work in a dark or dim area.

1. iirrors and :light

You ;ill need a light source, metal mirrors, and screen for theseactivitiei.
.

'rror

Light
Source Screen

Mirror

A. Work with your materials. See what you can-do to the light with your
mirrors. Haw many times can you reflect the light beam from one mirror to
the next, to the next, and so on? Wb.kt happens to the intensity?

1. Cut a square hole 2 cm. on side in a piece of stiff paper.. Support
this piece of paper 25 cm. in front of the lamp. Since the first piece of '''.

paper becomes a mask for the lamp, t is piece of, paper will be referred to as..1-;
a lighz Source. See the diagram._ S PPort a second piece of stiff paper 50 em.
f am the lamp. As carefully as po 41ble draw a line around the illuminated

f.yea on the paper in the first pos tion. Measure the illuminated area. Move

,,,,the paper,to the second position 75 cm. from the lamp and repeat the measurement.
Does the light intensity decrease? Is the total amount of light
energy falling on each total measured surface the same? Make a

generalization aboutjthe intensity of light.

"Light SQurce" \1st Position

le

}.Lamp _-__-_-:

1

i

i (....___ 25 cm
I

SA en'

35 env

I

2nd Position

c. What do rcw see when you put your wooden probe in frog of any mirror?

Plea! the probe in other positions. Can you see a difference?

P. Can you place the probe in a position to cast two shad
four shadows?

289
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E. After experimenting, refer to ESS, Optics, Teacher's Guide. Constructa hIpotheAs using these terms: light rays, refleCtion, shadows, andintensity,

2. Colored light
The results of this activity are more easily observed in the darkroom. Youwill need a light source, #3 mask, 2 mirrors, probe stick, and screen. Youmay want to use a large sheet of white paper lying flat between the lightsource and your screen. The 10 mask allows 3 narxow beams of colored lightto c us through.

A. Usc your mirrors to reflect the colors across each other. Mix thecolors on your screen.

P. How many different colors can you produce by shining the beamstoge,..her as illustrated in the following diagram?

4

iiirr Paper lying
flat

Light
BlueB (..-Source .

------,ir :>,-.:-

Green 7
.1-'

,-, . ,

I--.,,,,

Mirror

Screen

C. Do an analysis of color mixing in the following table. Name thecolor you make by mixing the colors.

Red Blue Green

Red

Blue

Green

MOD 1 7'";-
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D. tue,youi hand as the screen. What do you notice?

Use other non-fiat objects as the screen. Does the same effect prevail?

B. Place the probe stick at many different positions. notice what
happens to the shadow. Look very closely.

Can you place the probe stick so that a yellow shadow results?
a blue shadow? a red shadow? Is it possible to produce
a white shadow? Give your explanation of a shadow and why it can
be formed in shades of different colors.

3. Refraction ,

You will need a light source, mask, plastic contai er, prism, probe stick, comb,
and a screen. Fill your plastic container with lap water. Do not drip
rater on the hot light bulb. i

A. Put a filled container in a beam of white light. What do you observe?

B. place a pencil in a water-filled container and look at it from the
side. Draw what you see.

Can you explain this?

C. Can you produce colors from a white beam? Refer to activity 3A. A prism
also refracts light; try using a prism to produce corored light, on the screen.

D. Place a probe stick between the light source and the filled container.
What happens?

29.1 MOD 177
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F. ExperimenL with slit mask #2 and primary color mask 15. Allow each

beam to pass through a prism. Do all 3 colors bend the same?
Devise an experiment in which you can show how much each color bends. Explain

how you set up this experiment and rec d the sequence of steps.

G. Place a small container inside a larger one. Refer to Optics;

Teacher's Guid , p.38. Study the behavior of light through such a system.

H. Add some sugar to the water in the container to sae if this affects
the bending (length) of the light rays. _/

I For'a better understanding of color, read ESS, Ootiis, Teacher's Guide,

pp. -50.

2 9 (1
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MOE 179 Birds in the Environment

PRE1EQUISITE: Read pp. 8 - 12 in The Land Birds by R. E. Jaques.

1. Given several bird reference books and binoculars,-sin the field
you will identify at least six different species of birds. If
a particular species of bird has r descriptive title prefixing the
group name. for example, Scarlet 'tanager, Summer Tanager, the
full title must be included in the identification.

2. Liven a cassette tape recorder, in the field you will record the
call of at least three birds excluding the House Sparrow, and
identify the birds by comparing their songs to the ones on
reference records in the laboratory.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

. 1. Jaques, The Land Birds
2. Jaques and 011ivier, The Water Birds
3. Peterson, How to,Know the Birds
4. Robbins, Bruun, ana Zim, Birds of North America

Zim and Cabrielson, Birds
6. Dover Iublicatfons, Inc., Common Bird Songs, Booklet and 12 -in.

record
7. Dover Publications, Inc., Songs of Western Birds, Booklet-and

12 -in, record 7
8. Dover Publications, Inc., Songs of Eastern Birds, Booklet and

12-in. record
9. Record player, cassette retarder /player, microphone (Resource Center or AV room

10. Tape "Bird Songs for MOD 179" (Records A this tape to be obtained
from Resource Center)

PROCEDURE:

Follow the steps od,lined in the objectives above. Record the date,
time, and location of the sitings and the tapings.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. For objective 1: Bring in a list of six identified birds and
the reference(s) that enabled you. to identify the birds.

2. For objectiNie 2: Have the cassette recorder and the album ready
to play before your appointment time so that the instructor can
verifti your identification of the bird song.

NO", E: Ary equ' ment used in this MOD is to he signed out for a maximum
of 24 he irs.
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MOD 180 Extend rd Exerei3es in Awaroneis Geometry

After this :IOD you 4i11 be able to analyze geometrical shapes in com-
mercial containers, recognize and d-- scribe regular polyhedrons, name and
identify plane -,urfaces which can he formed by making plane slices in geometric
solids, and demonstrate the use of patterns for'discovering relationships in
geometric figures.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Awareness Geometry

2. Magnus J. Wenninger, Polyhedral Models in the Classroom, (Reston,
NCTM, 1966).

3. Potato or modeling, cloy.
.4. Knife ur wire with uashers on ends.
5. Aslortment of solid shapes including several polyhedral shapes.

.iSTRUCTIONS:

-

In the MMP, Awareness Geometry ans.:er on paper or make constructions where
applicable for:

Activity 3 - items 5 (List reasons, and 6
Activity 4 - Items I, 2, 3 (Cards ore in MOD fray), and 4 (Laminate your
eard game for your permdnent file

)

Activity 5 - Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. 'firing paper or constructh.T; t ) the evaluation.
2. See obectives.
3. 3e prelared to dis(a-,s your written records and constructions with

the itu-truetc'r.

MOD ISO
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MOD 1;2 Comparing Volumes

OBJECCIVES:

$.t the conclision pf this MOD you should be able to:
1. Demonstrate i way to compale two volumes
2. Ideutify which of two containers has the larger volume.
3. Deronstrate a way to compare the-volumes of two containers

by reference to a third container or object.
4. Demonstrate a way to measure the volume of a container using

a supplied stanlard of reference.
5. State and demonstrate the relaticaship between the volume

of a cone and a cylinder with equal bases and heights and
beteen a pyramid and a cul)e with equal bases and heights.

6. Measure and express in metric units the volumes of containers.
by using a graduated evlinder.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. SAPA 23; Comparing Volumes
2. 15 drinking glasses, of different sizes, labeled A-0
3. Masking tape
4. Felt-marking pen
5. Containers, s -everal 30 ml.

6. Sand"
7. Paper for recording data
3. Two fairly large boxes about the same size, labeled A and B
). Geometri, containers, plastic.: cone, cylinder, pyramid, cube

1). :a.aduate.! cylinders

INSTRJCTIONS:

1. In SAPA 13 Comparing_ Volumes read "Rationale" and "Introduction"

PP. 3-4.

2. Perform Activity Rise sure to record your data).
3. Bring five rectangular boxes of your choice and perform Activity 2.
4. Using boxes A and b perform Activity 3.
5. Using a graduated cvlivoc, measure and record the volumes of the

glASSPC and the geometric containers in Activity, 1.
6. State a relationship between the,yolume of the cone and cylinder

and the cube and pyramid.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring all data to the assessment..
2. See obje, tives.
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mow 133 Properties of Lenses and Mirrors
Observing, defining operationally

PREREQUISITES: MOD 177, "Optics"

OBJECTIVES:

ISMEP

1. Given a light bulb, concave mirror, tape measure, and paper, you
will be able toring an image of the light bulb to focus by using .

the concave mirror.
2. Given the liateriale ip objectiye 11 you will be able V manipulate

the light, mirror, and paper screeil to show a relationship between
the following variables:
a. image size
b. object distance (i.e.., distance between light and wall)

3. Given a convex lens, light, tape measure, and paper screen, you will
be able to perform the same investigation as for objegive 2 except
that the word "lens" will be substituted in place of "stirrer."

4. Given two convex lenses of differiht focal lengths, you will, be able
to manipulate them to make a simple mirvoecope and telescope.

5. Given a concave mirror and a convex lens, you will be able to
manipulate them to make a simple telescope.

6. You will be able to determine the focal length of a concave mirror
or convex lens.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. Physical science books on lenses and mirrors
2. Light bulb, concave mirror, Cape measure, convex lens; paper screen

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. See objectives above.
2. Toil will be asked to demonstrate for your instructor your ability

to manipulate a conesive mirror and/or convex lens'in order to find
its focal length.

r
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PROMS DU:

-siktnar: .1 Informatit n

9

/f. you are a learner who likes to read background Infcmation
on the subject before investigating on your own, use the physical science

texts found in the ISMEP resource center. Hy reading you might "discover"

relationships from the text. information that otheriise would go unnoticed in

actual investigation. However, the process objectlies fOr this MOD are
obeervins and defining operationally and these skills, of-course, can not be
obtained by textbook knowledge. Therefore,. it will be necessary for you to

garbsr data using Some of the materials in the MOD tray.

Actifinties

i. attain an image of the light by placing the light bulb bot..nen the mirror
and de screw% (or wall) and moving the mirror back and forth. As you probably

notice, thi mirror will project a somewhat dim image at one-location. By

kr ping the light in the same place but movie ,the mirror a greater. distance
.f qm the light, a brightek image will be. formed. This is because the mirror
has`two surfaces which are reflecting, the front concave surface (dim
reflection) and the silvered "rear" surface (brighter reflection). Use the

brighter image for your investigations.

2. Place alight bulb that is lighted on a chalk mark on the floor. Measure-

the distance from the ligheto-the wall. Move the concave mirror in and out
untilan image is formed on the wall. Is the image inverted, or is it right
side up? Measure the size of the image, awl the distance between
the light and the wall. Also measure the distance between the mirror and the
object when the image is in focus. Call this trial 01 and record your data
for this and all your repeate trials. Repeat the steps above but change the

'distance between the light and the wall. With the mirror !oda brtng the
image to fOdue on the wall. Record the date for your trials below.

Well-Light Distance Image Size Mirror -Oblett Distance
Trial #1

Trial 02

Trial 03

'Trial 04

Trial 05
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Lookitg at your de:a complete the relationship statement below.

As tht well-light 4istance (increases or decreases) the imag.
else Uncrosses or decreases) . Is this an livers* or dirsmc
proportion?

, Ia ell 5 trials is the distance between the mirror and the light approzimatnlY
the same or is the distance markedly different? The distance is to be observed
when the imp is in focus.

Place the light on a sheik ark on theefloor and measure the distance from
the light to the wall. Manipulate the lens to get a sharp image of the light
source on the well. Is the image inverted or is it right side up?
Measure the sise of the image and the distance between the light and well.
Cal) this trial #6 and recotd your data below. Also'observe the distance
between the lens and the light When the image is in focus. Repeat for trials
1, 8, 9, 10 by varying the Object-v*11 distance.

Vall-Licht Distance Lass Size lens -Licht Eatance
(when image is in focus)

Trial-06

f7

Trial 08

Trial f9

Trial 010

leamims your data and complete the following relationship statements:

As-the wall-141a distance (increases or decreases) the image
else (increasturor decrease). As the wall -light distance
(increases or decreases) the distance when image is in focus between the lens
and light (increatls or decreases).

4. The focal length of a Gomm loos can be roughly defined as the distance
between the center of the lens and the smallest dot obtained on a screen when
psrallel rays (e.g. from the sun) pass through the 1, .4. See the diagram
below.
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Simple Telescope

The 'power" of a :clescope is obtained by the objective lens (lens farthest
from eye) focal length divided by the focal length of the eyepiece (lens
closest to the eye).

Bind the focal lengths of two louses in the box by using the sun as a light
source. Record these focal lengths. Next, hold a lens in each hand and
manipulate them to get an outdoor scene to appear larger.

Simple Microscope

Using the same two lenses as in the simple telescope, manipulate the lenses so
an object can be magnified as in a microscope. Hold the lens with the longer
focal length next to your eye.

5. With your back to the window hold the concave mirror at arm's length.
Looking at the mirror, you will observe a blurred scene. Next ,,try to bring
the blurred outdoor scene into focus by observing the mirror through a convex
lens. Hold the lens next to your eye. You might need an assistant to bold
e4 mirror for you in order to get enough distance between the eyepiece and
.rror for proper focus.

, To obtain the magnifying power of this simple telescope you need to know the
focal lengths of both the mirror and lens. Since you probably already know
the focal length of the lens from the previous activity, you will only have
to obtain_the mirror's focal length. Let direct sunlight hit the mirror and
reflect to a dark paper or cardboard surface. When you get a small dot and
eventually smoke, measure the distance from the center of the mirror and the
dark paper screen. This distance is the focal length of the mirror. Be

ismcareful not to look at the direct rays of the sun in the mirror. You,
may -4 blinded!

DiViCt the focal Length of the mirror by the focal length of the eyepiece.
The answer is the magnifying power of this reflecting telescope system.
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IMSEP

MOD 185 ixtend.ng Metria Measures

This MOD is planned to provide you with drill to strengthen your
metric measurement knowledge and personal confidence in using
metric measurement. Since we are rapidly moving into the metric
system of measurement, it is important that this be stressed in our
integrated science-mathematics-education program for the preservice
elementary teacher.

OLIJECTIVES:

The student will:
1. Be able to handle the prefixes with confidence
2. Be able to think metric

.3. Be able to Z-OMpute in metric measurement

MATERIALS:

Work aheets 1 - 12,found'in drawer in desk at front of lab
Assorted metrics reference'books found in Resource Center like booklet

INSTRUCTIONS: "What about Metric?"

Complete all twelve sheets alone in so far as possible. Consult
with partner and reference materials as needed.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Leave the completed exercise sheets with the secretary.
After the sheets have been reviewed, they will be returned
in your box.

2. If your sheets are checked as acceptable, ask the secretary

for a 10-item paper-and-pencil quiz and complete it (to be
done individually without references).

3. Successful completion of the MOD will be determined by
successfully completing the exercise sheets and obtaining
80% competency on the paper-and-pencil quiz.

MOD 183
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MOST FREQUENTLY USED METRIC UNITS

14

Attribute Unit Symbol

Length kilometer km
meter
centimeter cm
millimeter mm

Area -square kilometer km2
hectare (10,000 m2) ha
square meter m2

square centimeter cm2

Volume or Capacity cubic meter m3
cubic decimeter dm3
liter L

. ,
. cubic centimetei cm3

milliliter mL

Mass (weight) metric ton (1000 kg) t

kilogram kg
gram g
milligram mg

Time day ,d

hour
minute min
second

Temperature dLoree Celsius oc

Speed ,r VelLcity meter per second
kilometer per hour km/h

Plane kngle degree
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ISMEP

MOD 1,6 Ideatific.tion of Gases .

Defining iperationally

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given a pan of water, tubing, and a jar, you will collect over water

the air you exhale.
2. Given vinegar and baking soda, you will generate and collect carbon

dioxide gas (CO2) and test it for its properties.
3. Given hydrogen peroxide and manganese dioxide, you will generate and

collect oxygen gas and test it for its properties.
4.. Given iron filings in a plastic bag, you will obtain nitrogen gas and

test it'for its properties.
5. Given activities 2, 3, and 4 above, you will formulate operational

definitions for carbon dioxide, oxygen, and nitrogen.
6. You wilt collect gas evolved from a seltzer tablet by any workable

means which you devise and identify the gas by carrying out appropriate
tests.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES 6 MATERIALS:

I. SAPA, 92, Three Gases.'
2. Pans, gallalir, filing, pint jars, vinegar, baking soda, limewater,

bromothymol blue solution, manganese dioxide, 32 hydrogen peroxide,
iron filings, plastic bags, sealing wax, seltzer tablets

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Report your work for objectives 1, 2, 3, and 4 to the instructor.

2. See objective 5.

3. Report of results pertaining to objective 6 above.

MOD 186
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PROCEDURE:

Work in groups of 3 or 4 if possible. Read directions carefully before you

begin to work.

1. Invert a gallon jar filled with water, and place it in a pan of water so

that the open end is under water. Take a deep breath and exhale through's

tube that leads to the open mouth of the gallon jar. See how much of your

exhaled air tom can collect over water. This procedure which 'shows you the

general technique for collecting gases over water will be useful in the

following activities.

2. A.

Baking soda
and vinegar

----Pint jar filled
with water

Water

Put about 20 g. of baking soda'in A 250 ml. flask and measure out in a separate

container about 47 ml, of white vinegar. Do not mix the vinegar and baking

soda until all of the equipment is ready and the collecting jar is filled with

water and ready to be inverted over the tubing. Use a pint jar. Hold on to

the jar in the water.

When the equip:Dont is ready, add the vinegar to the baking soda and put the

cork with the tubing inserted into the flask. When the jar is filled with

carbon dioxide, lift up the jar carefully and quickly put plate glass over the

mouth of the jar. Try burning a match in the jar. "Pour out" the remaining

contents of the jar on to a burning candle. Record below what happens.

T.
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Bromothymol blue solution
or limewater

Mix 15 g. of baking soda and 35 ml. of white vinegar and lead the carbon
dioxide that evolves through a tube so that it bubbles through a ttst tube
half full of bromothymol blue solution And a test tube half full of limewater.
Record below what happens.

In the space below, write an operational definition of carbon di'Acid:bassd
on what you observed it A and B above.

3. Use the same kind of apparatus as in 2 above. Be sure the flask is clean._

A. Add I tsp. of manganese dioxide to 100 ml. of hydrogen perioxide (3X
solution in water) and collect the oxygen that evolves in a pint jar over water.
ght a wood splint, allow it to.burn for a time, blow it out, and insert a
lowing splint into the jar. Record below what happens. Invert the jar over
urning birthday candle. Results?

B. Add k tsp. of manganese di to 50 ml. of hydrogen peroxide and allow
the mien that evolves-to bubble through a test tube half full of bromothymol
blue solution and another test t half full of limewater. macord the results.

Write an operational definition of oxygen based on what yob obierved in 3, A
and B.
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4. Sealing wax A. Cut a piece ofPaPei towel about

Tubes 4 cm. by 4 cm. and dip it in water.
Sprinkle iron filings on it until the
surface is just covered. Fold the
piece of paper towel inlialf so that the-

lings are inside. Put the paper and
n filings inside a plastic bag that
a pint capacity. With a rubber

i,d4d, close the bag tightly around a
in. length of stiff plastic or glass ,

cubing and seal the end of the tube

Damp paper with sealing wax or modeling clay as

with iron shown in the diagram. Set the bag

filings aside for 24.hours.

B. Cut and moisten another piece of paper towel sprinkled with iron filings.
41,011 it and insert it into the barrel of a 50 cc. syringe. Force it into the ,

tip of the barrel so that it will not fall out when the barrel is inverted. AP

Put enough water in a beaker so that the water level in the syringe will be
be men the marks for 45 and 50 cc. when the syringe is placed into the beaker;
Sc-_ the diagram. After the syringe is in the water, seal the top with sealing

wax or modeling clay. Set it aside for 24 hours. After 24 hours, read the

water level inside the syringe and calculate how such of the original air wail

nitrogen. Assume that what remains in the syringe is mostly nitrogen and that

the oxygen was used up in combining with the iron filings.

4: Paper with iron filings

30
.33
eyto

4#5

Aso
OMB

Water

After 24 hrs. return to the plastic bag prepared in activity 4A which should
then contain mostly nitrogen. Quicklyilmove the seal and attach a length of

flexible tubing. Then squeeze out some of the nitrogen so that it bubbles
through a test tube half full of bromothynol.blue solution and another test
tube half full of limewater. Record the results below.

Squeeze sOMeNultrogen into a test tube or use the nitrogen remaining in the
syringe prepared In activity 41. Thrust a-burning match into the nitrogen

gas. Record the 'results below.

lathe space below, to an operational definition of nitrogen based on what

you observed in the act ties outlined above.

C)
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3. Ir the space bUow, describe the method,and arguments yt..0 used in order
to achieve objectim 6.
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ISMEP
Respir. tion

f xper nt .ypothesizin,

oglErlIVIS:

1. From the observations made in your experiments, yull will be able
to show that vlants in their metabolism produce carbon dioxide.

2. From the observations made in your experiments, you will he able
to show that plants in their metabolism use and produce oxygen.

3. From the information gained in this MOD, you will he able to
convince the instructor that plants in respiration use an amount of
oxygen equal to the amoLat of carbon dioxide they produce.

Optional
4. You will design an experiment in which you could show the

instructor that'plants use carbon dioxide in their merabolism.

INITRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

I. SAPA', 92, Three Gases
2. This--KID, pp. 2-5 .

3. Gene:al biology and botany references

Drinking straws, bromothymol bine, t st tubes, funnel, Elodea.
beaker (400 ml), sodium_bicarb
solution, ring stand, clamp

5. SCIS, Ecuusteml, Teacher's Gufde, pp. 39-76

solution, potassium hydroxide

FINAL SSESSMENT:

I. :e objectives 1-3 above.

2. R ort on your designif you completed objective 4.
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PROci-OURE:

Metabolism

This MOD is called "Respiration" although this general. ILFormation is
-abut metah()Iism. It and other related terminology neeA to he clari-
fied. -,

ni
External Respiration: The exchange of gess between,the environment outside
the organism and the organism. This ache e takes place across the linings
inside the lungs. Note that the space inside the lungs is actually a part of
the external environment in that it is cont uouelppen) to the air outside.

. Internal Respiration: The exchange of gase between the blood (or space
around the cells) and the calls.

Metabolism: The total of all chemical reactions that take place in a living

Respiration: Those chemical reactions in II living organism that Al oxygen
and produce carbon dioxide.

All living organisms must metabolise in order to carry on life-sustaining
processes, such u growth, reproduction, roipair, and notion. Organisms nust
constantly build large chemical .1:botanist from miller opes(soabolism) and
must constantly tear down large :molecules repair and to use substanc -for'
energy (catabolism). One steeple of a cat bolic reaction is breaking own
fuel substances to realise the energy stor in these substances. h the
exception of a few becteria,'most or use oxygen and produce rho°
dioxide in these particular catabolic r ions. These reactions a e
examples of reipiratios. All imam plant ars capable of building rte.

chemical substances from the basic, rev ma oriels, as carbon dioxide water,
in a proceea called photosynthesis. Ph* thesis is one example of an
anabolic process.- A living organism ca les, WA many anabolic and catabolic
reactions. Respiration and photosynthesis are but two examples.

organism.

Reflection the use and production of oxygen and carbon dioxide to realise that
we swat have a balanced spot . Living organisms suet produce as such oxygen
as they use if the oxygen con t of the air is to remain the same. Likewise
living organisms must produce such carbon dioxide as they use. If this
were not the case then one or he other mold soon be depleted from the air.
Now is this balance maintained

Consider what happen* to all carbon dioxideeproduced. Where does all the
oxygen come from? Look at some gsaeralisedchamical reactions representative
of the respiration and photosyn haft mechanisms.

4:Vivtas
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6 02

(oxygen)
C61112°6
(glucose or

sugar)

-3-

6 CO2 + 6 H2O + chemical

(car&A (water) energy

dioxide)

This reaction is a generalisation of a number of reactions resulting in the

bteakdown of fuel (glucose, sugar, starch or glycogen), requiring the use of

oxygen, and producing water, carbon dioxide, an& chemical energy. These

reactions make up the process of respiration. Note that the reaction above uses

and produces approximately equal quantities of oxygen and carbon dioxide,

respectively. Where does the water come from?

-___
6 H2O +. 6 CO, (Eneritv

) P6H1206 + 6 02

(water) ( carbon (glucose) (oxyon)

dioxide)

This is a generalization of a sequence of chemical reactitno, using water
and carbon-dioxide and producing glucose, sugars, or stares and Oxygen. These

Clinical reactions are collectively-called "photosynthesis" and are produced

by greent.plants. Photosynthetic reactions are an example of anabolic reactions

as respiration is an example of catabolic reaction. Note that in the above

reaction carbon dioxide is used in amounts relative to the oxygen produced.

In nature there is a balance between the amountmf oxygen that is needed for

respiration by plants and animals and the amount that is produced in

photosynthesis. There is also a balance between the amount of carbon dio ide

that is produced by plant and animal respiration and the amount that i
, -

by plants in photosynthesis.

Information necessary to properly analyze your r4eults:

I. Carbon dioxide is very soluble in water that contains potassium hydroxide.

If carbon dioxide is produced in a container that has some potassium hydroxide

and water In it, the carbon dioxide will be absorbed and the air VOAUMO will

not change because oethe carbon dioxide production.

2. If air containing carbon dioxide is bubbled through s solution of

bromothymol blue, the solution will lose its blue color.

3. A glowing splinter of wood, placed in a tube containing oxygen, will glow

brighter oeburst into a flame.

Activities:

1. Place about 2 cm. of a btomothymol blue solution in a test tube. With

a straw, blow air from the lungi through the tube. Does the color change?

What substance caused the changes?
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2. Atsemble an experimental apparatus as shown
.

. Test tube
(tunnels and

- 400 ml Beaker

- - Sodium bicarbonate

_ - Funnel
0.1110

-4.

beakers, 600 ml
capacity, are found on the
glassware shelf near the
hood.)

-- Eloise Clump (as much as funnel will hold)

A. Fill the tube with water, place your fore-finger over the-opening,
invert and submerge it in the qodium bicarbonate and place it, over the funnel
tube. Support the test tube with a ring stand and clamp.

B. Place as undtr'a fluorscent light and leave for several hours
or overnight.

C. 'When the tube has been filled to at least 3/4 full of gas by
displacement of the water, remove the tube by again placing your fore-finger
over the opening.

D. Light a wood splinter and-allow it to burn for a few seconds. Blow

out the flame and insert the glowing splinter into the tube . Some water in
the bottom of the tube will not interfere with the test.
ty.

E. What gas had collected in the tube?
procets that produced it?

What was the

3. Obtain a germinated lima bean seed from the supply tray. Place it in an -

apparatus as shown below.

0=6 glibC)
AIM

MAIM 111111111

Rubber stopper

Wire screen

- Germinated lima bean

- Vial

- - Broeothymol blue (2 cm)
a

Al Allow the preparation to stand overnight in the sted by placing it in
the cabinet at the back of the room.

B. What changesido you see?

C. Did this plant carry on respiration only or did it also carry on
photosynthesis?

3
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N. Obtain a germinated lima bean seed from the supply trayiand place it in
the apparatus as shown below. When you place the vial in the beaker, try to
keep equal the levels of potassium hydroxide-water solution in the vial and
in the beaker.

I

.41

.01.110.614.0000.4.4

_ _ -.Aire screen support
_ _ Germinated lima bean

- - -Inverted vial

-.50 al beaker

_ Potassium hydroxide-water solution

A. Place the apparatus in a dark cabinet overnight at the back of the room.

B. What chances do you observe in the water level in the beaker? What

changes do you observe in-the vial?

C. What gas that was produced was absorbed by the potassium hydroxide?

D. What gas was used by the seed?

S. Repeat activity 4, but this time use distilled water in place of the
potassium hydroxide-water solution. Why would you expect the water level -to
remain unchanged?
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MOD 1;,i Van. n RI( 1.,,

If possible pa sue this MOD with one or two other ISMEP teams.

OB JECI IVES:

Given a set of-lattern Blocks, you will:

1. Name(the shapes and arrange blocks into subsets based on different
properties.

2. Construct similar figures when given pictures or other designs
from Pattern Blocks.

3. Constrt. t and analyze larger shapes made from a given small shape.
4. Construct one shape out of other shapes.
5. Design and fill in Pattern Block puzzles
6. Construct designs with Pattern Blocks and mirrors.
7. Determine perimeters and areas of the shapes or designs constructed

with Pattern Blocks.
8. Construct figures with specified areas and, perimeters.
9. Construct and identify polygons with 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 sides

and convex, equilateral, and equiangular polygons.
10. construct at least 8 Pattern Block puzzles on heavy paper.
11. Demonstrate and explain mirror symmetry, symmetry of rotation and

symmetry of translation with Pattern Block designs.
12. Identify fractional parts of figures constructed from Pattern

Blocks.

13. Demonstrate addition and subtraction problems, multiplication facts,
squared numbers and number sequences, and addition and subtraction
of fractions.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. ESS, Teacher's Guide for Pattern Blocks
-2. Bag of Pattern Blocks
3. Three Mirrors
4. Heavy paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

Read Teacher's Guide for Pattern Blocks and do the suggested activities
that interest you. You may wish to design some of your own. Be sure
to do some activities that contribute to the outlined objectives.

FINAL ASFESSMENT:

1. Bring puzzls prepared for objective 10.
2. See objectives.
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NOD 189 Electricity and Chemistry
4014*

Inferring, formulating hypotheses

PIEREQUISITSS: Completion of MOD 174, "Static Electricity:" 1100!

"Batteries and Bulbs I."

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given the materials listed below and having performed the enclosed

tests, you will state and test a hypothesis concerning the
conductivity of certain chemical solutions.

2. Given lemon juice, wires and a voltmeter, you will make and

demonstrate an aiectrical cell.
3. Given blotter paper, an acid-base indicator (BTB), saltwater

batteries, and wirer, you will demonstrate the effects of an

electrical current on acids and bases.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. {Earplug, Introductory Physics

2. ;CIS, Models: Electric and Magnetic interactions, Teacher's Guide

3. 2 cells (1.5 v), connecting wires,-Viass clips, BTB concentrate,

salt, paper towels, lemon juice, #48 light bulb, voltmeter, beaker

FINAL ASSESSHENT:

See objectives above.
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PIOCE)URE:

1. Prepare a 2 -b.ttery, switch, and bulb series circuit as diagramed.0
Battery

-2-

2. Place the two terminals into a Small beaker of common salt. Is there any

evidence of a completed circuit through the salt1 Make an

inference regarding this observation.

3. Place the two terminals into a small clean beaker of tap water. Is there

any evidenze of a completed circuit through the tap water? Mike an

inference regarding this observation.

4. Mix the salt and water and wait for the remaining salt to settle to the

bottom of the container. Now, place the terminals into the saltwater solution

to test for conductivity of salt water. Formulate a hypothesis that would'

explain your observations.

A. ;.ollect additional data to test your hypothesis. Use the back of this

paper for more data if necessary.
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B. Which of your additional data supports your hypothesis?

C. Which of your additional data would tend.to weaken you hypothesis?

NOTE: Save your salt water for activity 3 of this MOD.

2. A. Prepare a solution of concentrated lemon juice and water in wry
proportion and record your dsta below:

1 part lemon juice to parts water

B. You will find a zinc and a copper plated attached to ti..: wires located
in the MCD tray. Connect the wires to a voltmeter as follows:

C. Does the voltmeter show a current flow? Try different

proportions of lemon juice and water to see if you can increase the voltage.

Proportion: 1 to voltage

1 to ; voltage

D. Read Karplus, Introductory Ptasics, pp. 317-320 and UNESCO, Sourcebook
for Science Teaching, p. 168, "Simple Electric Cells," Topics 1-13.

3. A. For the following activity you will need these materials: salt water

solution, bromothymol blue (BTB), white paper towel or blotter, and the

following battery circuit:

1
`Terminal clips
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B. Bromothymol blue is an acid indicator that turns from blue to yellow,

in the presence t.f an acid. Defer to SCIS, Teacher's Guide for Models, p. 109
and carry out the experiment in the second paragraph of that page. Record the

results of this experiment and any other observations you make below.

C. State a hypothesis giving the cause of the reaction using the terms
electron, metal clips, salt water, and hydrogen.

MOD 189
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MOI 191 Matct. and Measure

"Xlch aid MEaSure" is designed to help you identify measurement
pr.iblems'approiriate for elementary children and to give you

adaitional experiences with metrio measurement. In order to "think

me:tic" many predictions and measurements should be made in.th

metric system.

OBJECTIVES:

At the end of this MOD you will be able to

I. Discuss some appropriate meaburement activities for

children
2. Select the appropriate metric unit of measure for various

objects °

3. Predict and measure linear dimensions, mass and volume of select

objects
4. Predict change in volume as a result of doubling and

.
tripling the dimensions of an object

5. Use a micrometer for making small linear measurements

6. State whether there is a relationship between the perimeter

and area of an object
7. State the relationship between the mass and volume (capacity)

of water

INSTRUCTIONAL. MATERIALS & EQUIPMENT:

I. Teacher's Guide for Match and Measure

2. Duplicated sheet from Duplicator Master 5

3. Task Cards 1, 10, 26, 30, 38, 46, 48, 49, and 54

4. String, 2 paper cups, cardboard, construction paper, playing card

5. 30cm measuring stick, balance, graduated cylinder, quart jar

6. Popcorn, beans
7. Hot plate, sauce pan with cover
8. Cup, measuring cup teaspoon, tablespoon

9. Micreeter ,
10. Scissirs, masking tape, centimeter grid paper

Ih3TRUCTIONS:

1. Read and discuss the activities suggested in the Teacher's

Guide for Match and Measure:
2. Obtain from the next page a duplicated sheet from Duplicator

Master 5 and complete the activities. * '

3. Perform the activiti from Task Cards 1, 10, 26, 30,

741"
14 46,

48, 49,-and 54, a keep all records.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring all records to the assessment.

2. Be prepared to discuss the activities and your records.
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Out itcator Master 5

Name Date

HOW LONG IS THE STRING?

Trachee4Note If a metric ruler is used, have children measure the parts of their bodies
using string and then have them measure the string to determine body measurements.

Discuss with the students the need for standard units when communicating with each
other.

PROBLEM: Estimate lengths using string, then verify your measurements

MATERIALS String, meter stick cent.meter cubes.

DIR C T IONS

1. Decide on an appropriate unit of 'measure.

2. Estimate and then measure each of the following-using a piece of string, then measure the

string

a. hand span (fingers spread wide apart)

b reach (both arms outstretched)

c. height

d. width of Iitt!r finger

e. length of your lift finger

f. distance around your fist

g. distance around your waist

h. distince around your wrist

i. distapce around your thumb

I. lei. th of your math book

guess measured

k. distance around the handle of a baseball bat..

I. distance around a 'door kntib

m. circumference of neck

n. length from elbow to end of longest finger

length from nose to end of outstretched

hi od
Ft TE SONS: ff.iva students cumpdre m.e.tiruc rfteatitone ratio, e.g , circumference of waist

to cent, ft fence of neck



ISMEP
----7,-=-11nD 192 Kinetic-iolecula- Theory of 'latter

Inferring

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given the demonstrations described on the following pages, and,
riven the kinetic-molecular theory as a basic premise, you will
infer what is happening in molecular terms in each demonstration.

2. You will give 3 examples of practical application of the kinetic-
molecular theory in your everyday world - excluding the ones in
this 10D.

INSTRUCTIONAL P.E?ERENCES & AATERIALS:

1. ULTESCO, Source Book for Science Teaching,
2. Units on kinetic-maleculzr theory from any college physical

science textbook

Knipp tube, candles, hot plate, m dicine droppers, ink, ammonia,
long metal wire, weight, glass tube, hydrochloric acid, plate,
balloon,, bottles

4. Ealing Film-Loop, Motion of a ;Iolecule, filmloop 930-3361
5. Ealing Film-Loop, Random Walk and Erownian Notion, filmloop #80-2926/1

6., b tim. filmloop projector

FINAL ASS7SSUENT:

1. Present to the instructor your written inferences on
pages and be prepared to discuss and defend then.

2. Report your list of applications to the instructor.
Read gas laws and work inserted problems on p. 152 of
Bash, 1977 Harper & Row.

the following

Astronomy by
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PROC OURE:

The )asic assun* ions of the general kinetic-molecular thcory are:

1) All material things are made up of tiny particles called molecules.
2) Moleculeiare In constant motion.
3) The di,,tances of separation of the molecules are great, relative to the

size of the. molecule.
4) When colliding with each other and/or the walls of the container. the

molecules reborn-nil with perfect elasticity. 4

Note: As kinetic energy (the energy of motion) env`, then the
velocity of she molecules will be proportional to the kinetic
energy (Eq they contain. This will in turn be proportional to
the temperature of the gas.

In any college-Ohysical science text, study the sections dealing with kinetic--
molecular th6orY and its implications in heat phenomena, particularly in changes
of state. Then perform the following demonstrations and formplite your inferences.

1. Pace a bot , of ammonium hydroxide at one end of the'laboratory and place
t ee people at intervals in a line across the room so that the first person is
. out 6 ft. from the bottle. Take the stopper-out of the bottle and ask the persons
to tell you when they begin to smell ammonia. What inferences can you make about
why the persons smelled the ammonia, and how it reached them? Refer to the assump-s
tion in the Kinetic theory. ,Oil of cloves will be as effective id such a demonstra-
tion for children.

2. Put a level teaspoon of s'it into a glass full of tap water and stir. After
stirring, can you see any s,Alt? Use clean. medicine dropper and get samples of
water from the surface and at different,levels,in the glass. Taste these samples.
Infer from the kinetic - molecules : theory what has happened to the salt.

47

3. rake a long, -'ear glass tube, and in one end place a wad of cotton soaked in
hydrochloric acid. In the other end place a similar wad soaked in ammonium
hydroxide. Observe carefully, describe what you see, and infer what has happened
to tie molecules in the system. You may wish to consult some of your friends in
chemistry.
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/ 4. A. View the following filmloo s: Motion of a Molecule, Random 'calk and
/ Brow-tian notion

3. Observe what you see when ou clap together two "chalky" blackboard
erasrs in a beam of sunlight. i.at can you infer fromothe kinetic-molecular
thepry to explain what you see?

C. Caution: Handle the tine carefull and do not let it roll off the
tab I Heat the Knipp tube wit the mercury and blue Plass pieces in it

t:
ove a candle. Rotate it slow so that the tube is heated evenly. After'a
sho time, yoe will observe usual activity inside the tube. Describe

> what you see, and infer,fror4 t e kinetic- molecular theory what is happening.

5. A. Obtain a cupful, of rushed ice and observe it as it melts. What
can you infer about the be avior of the molecules in this physical change?

B. Using a hot pl e, boil the water resulting from melting the ice.
What'you see is a chan,e of state. From the kinetic-molecular,Itheory infer
an explanation of Wha yen observe.

C. As the w er boils in the demonstration above hold a plate in the /

''cloud" that is armed and observe what happens. Use the kinetic-molecular/
theory to fApla n what yin' see.

325
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Ftom the clamps attached to two vertical poles in the table','fasten a length
of wire. Hang a weight from:the middle of the wire. Measure the distance
between the weight and the table. Then heat the Wire with some candles and
observe what happens to the distance from the weight to the table. Vhy does
this happen? Use the kinetic-molecular theory to find an answer.

Pitthe small bottle with slightly colored water so that when you
put on the stopper with the tubing in it, the water will rise about one inch
into the tubing. Put the tilled bottle into'a saucepan with a little water
in it and heat it gradually on a hot plate. Observe the water in the tube,

---laaA,by applying the kinetic-molecular theory, explain what you see. Take the
bottle out of the saucepan, let it cool for a few minutes, and then set it in
a pan of ice. Observe the results and explain what happens in terms of the
kinetic-molecular theory.

C. Put the open end of a toy balloon tightly over the !-.op of an emnty
pop bottle and place the bottle in a saucepan partially filled with water.
Heat it. graeually on a hot plate and observe what happensA Take the bottle
out of the saucepan, let it cool for a few minutes, and Oen place it in a
-pan of ice. What happens? Infer from kinetic-moleculAr"theory an explanation
for what you see.
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Fi..1 2 plit jars with equal amounts of hot' am: co.i water. With a
medicine d:!noper, ohe person drops ink into-the jar of hot water while the
other person simIltaneously drops an equal amount of ink i..to the jar 'of
cold water. DIUr from the kinetic-molecular theory an explanation of what
you uee.

E. Give 3 examples of practital application of the kinetic-molecular
theory' in your everyday world - excluding the ones in this MOD.

Discuss Brownian Motion, and the motion of the tilijOH in the air, from a standpoint
of the basic assumption of the kinetic theory.

3
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ISMEP

IOD 19; Th emistry Df Nucleic Acids- Self InsLruc.:onal Module

S:

. Name the basei found iu [ANA and RNA.
2. Des( ibe a nucleosUe and a nucleotide in outline form, and draw

a nuleotide showing the structure of sugar and phosphate.
3. Drai,, a dinucleotide.
4. Recognize proper and improper base-pair arrangements.
5. Name the forces that hold polynucleotides together in double-,

... helical structures.
6. Name and describe the difference between DNA and RNA molecules.

INSTRUCTIQNAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS?

1. This MOD
2. General Biology-references on The Chemistry of Nuceic Acid
3. Biology Media instructional materials
4. Singer Caramate

0
FlNA- ASSESSMENT:

1. See

prepared
above.

p2. Be repared to discuss the questions listed, at the end of this MOD.

1.

4

>
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INfRODUCHON:

Nucleic acids .epresent one of the mm or classes of bio't,gical macromolecules...
th'ise giant mo ecules teat give f m and function to aJ! living cells.

1'h ?re are t0 orms of nucleic acidsiDNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) and RNA
(ribonucleic Each form has a unique role in cellular processes. DNA
serves as dreNsitory of genetic information; RNA forms the machinery for
producing enzymes and other proteins.

In order to tell how DNA and RNA are able to accomplish their complex tasks, we
must first describe in detail the structures of these molecules. The purpose
of this module is to describe the chtrical subunits of DNA and RNA and how these
Subunits are connected together to form polymeric macromolecules. then modules
(see our list of titles) describe the functions ofthese nuclei't aci and how
their functions depend on,their specific structures.

OUTLINE

T. DNA

A. Subunits
1. Base

-,/ 2. Sugar

3. .Phosphorie acid
B. Polymers

1% Detail of sugar
2. Detail of phosphoric acid
3. Condensation
4. Formation of dinucleotide
5. Polynucleotide chains

C. The double helix
1. Detail of purines and pyrimidines
2. Hydrogen bonding: have pairs
3. Complimentary polynucleotide chains

II. RNA
A. Subunits
B. Polynucleotide chains
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THE CIEMISTRY OF
NUCLEIC ACID.

(1) Nucleic acids are some of the most unusual an: tte most

important Cc1Tounds in the cell. Their central roles in genetics

make their f.uaction significant to all fields of biology, and one

can best understand their functions when one is acquainted with

their chemical structures.

There are two types:of nucleic deoxyr bonucleic

acid DNA\ and ribonucleic acid (RNA).

DNA is found primarily in the nucleus eucaryotic

cells and the nuclear region of procaryotic cells. It forms the

substance of genes -- that is, it carries genetic information in

its structure. Some DNA molecules are incredibly long and stringy.

The longest one that has been isolated f. one piece is about 1.2

nm long and has a molecular weight of almost 3 billion d.itons.

It is almost certain that other DNA molecules are even larger.

In cells, RNA is found primarily in the cytoplasm. There

are several types of RNA, all of which play some part in the trans-

lation:of genes, in the production of protins. In addition, in

some viruses RNA forms the genes. RNA molecules vary in size from

small ones of 30,000 daltons to larger ones of several-million

daltons.

Fortunately, even though DNA and RNA are large, theirA;guc-

ture., are fairly easy to describe. This is because they are poly-

mers 6) , each built of four types of simpler subunits. I'

going to begin by deLc...-ibing the structure of DEA. This i the

:..structuc)that was firLw suggested by James Watson and Francis

Crick in their Nobel prize-winning bombshell of 1952-53.

Later I will show how slmilar principles and materials can explain

the structure of RNA.

There are three steps to our description of DNA: first, a

sketch of the indiVidual subunits; second, a picture of how the

subunits hook tcj,ether to make long chains; and third, an expla-

I
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ratio: of h)w two chains can combine to form a complete DNA mole-

2ule, a do...ole he ix.

The subunits of D L are called mielotides. Each nucleo-

tide has three parts: S first, a bas -- a comp ex organic

ring structure. The bases of nucleic acids really are basic in

solution (that is how they got their name), but that is not why

they are important. We will discuss why they are important later.

There are four types of bases, called A, T, G, and C. We will

see them in more detail later, also.

The second part of tree nucleotide is the'sugar.

the sugar is of a particular type called deoxyribose.

decxyribose'sugar is connected to the base.

In DNA,

The

To complete the nucleotide, we add the third part, 12 a

.shczphoric acid or phosphate residue, to the nucleotide. ne phos

7,..1-rio acid connects by. condensation to the sugar.

From this first outline glimpse of DNA subunits we can see

how DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid , gets its name: "deoxribo-" from

its type of sugar; and "ac4d" from the phosphoric acid hooked to

the sugar.- The "nucleic" comes from the firit discovery of DNA as

a part of the nucleus of human pus cells.

The next step in the description of DNA is to show how two

n12cleotides can be hooked together. To do this, we must look at

tke sugar L.nd phoo:phate structures in detail.

@ The sut,ar, deoxyribose, has five carbon a
numbea- them 1', 2., 3', 4', an 5' from right to le

to about the ..eparately. i 4 Carbons '' and 4'

tot:ether w4.th an oxycen to forn a ring. 15 Carbo

atta.:1:ed to tne ease and to a hyLr.:-:en. Carbon 2' is attached to

'two hydro,ens. Carbon 3' is attached to one hydrogen nd a hydro-

.

xyl (OH) group. Carbon 4. is attached to a hydrogen; and Carbon

5' is attached to.two hydrogens and another hydroxyl group.

ms. We will
so we can

are hooked
1' is also.

A phosphoric acid molecule, rl6 which looks like this (one

phosphorus, four oxygen, three hydrogen atoms), be covalertly

bound to t11( sugar by a condensation reaction 17 with either

331
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one et ti:'- groups -- the ont-,on the 3' carbtn, o- the

one cn the, 5' ca,00n. You can think of the condemation 2 action

formzlly an someling like this a bond form between the "0" of

the hydroxyl and the phosphate "P". At the same time, the hydro-

xyl "H" an an ")11" from tne phosphoric acid are released as a

r lecule of water. As I said, this car. occur at the 3' carbon,

in which case the result is a 3'-nucleotide, or at the 5'

carbon, 19 in which case we have a 5' nucleotide.

Now, the phosphoric acid molecule has more than one -OH part

that can participate in a,condensation. In fact, Cher are three,

and two of the three can condense with sugars at the same time.

rranPFor instance, her is, a diagram of two .5' nucleotides.

ged in this way, you can see how the phosphate residue on

the 5' carbon of the right-hand nucleotide can also condense with

the 3' carbon hydroxyl of the left-hand nucleotide. g In this
way, tle phosphate forms a bridge between nucleotides. The re-

sl:iting molecule is a dinucleotide.

Next, notice that we can add another 5' nucleotide 22 to

the top of the dinucleotide to form a trinucleotide and otners

to either the top or bottom end to form a loncer chain cf

nucleotides. This is a polynucleotide chain or a nucleic acid.

In all natural nucleic acids, nucleotides are joined 3' to 5' at

every bridge, just like the one in this diagram.

For polynucleotide chains in solution in cells (at pH 7

or so j, the phosphoric acid groups lose their remaining H,-. This

gives the chain a negative charge al ng its length. Normally the

chain then attracts salt cations (like Na+, K+, or Yz-1-4.)

to partially neutralize the negative charge, It makes the mole-

cule more stable.

When we draw long polynucleotide we usually use short-

hand forms. Her are two you might see. These represent

the same structure F....: before.

The polynucleotide chain that we have just described is the

ic basic DNA structure, but it is not the whole DNA molecule.

6
s

A complete DNA molecule contains two polynucleotide chains

332
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boun: toi:e.:her al twisted around each other 11, what is clled a

dcut:0

In order to see why and how the two polynucleotide chains
stick together, W2 must look at the structures of the various

bases in detail.
-

'There are Ohl general types of 1;tifses:-. large, double-

rirred ones called murines, and small, single-ringedFones called

rrimidines. This first slide shows the ba *c .skeletons of these

two types of compounds. The next slide, 30 in which we re-

move the c's from the corners, shows the abbreviations which make

them a little easier to write and recognize: ?urines are attached
to decxyribose at the nit,. gen on the lower right -- pyrimidines

(6at the lower nitrogen. 31 In DNA, there are two different

purines: adenine (called A for sort) and guanine (called G);
and tl.ere are also two cliff rent pyrimidines:- thymine (calls., T)

and cytosine _(called C).

Purines and pyrimidines have a trick. -Each purine binds to

ore particular and each pyritidine binds to one spe-

cific purine., More specifically, A binds to T, and G binds

to C. The binding is through hydrogen bondi. To see how this

works, let's look at tl-se structures of A.and T firSt. 33 Here

is A. Notice that the sugar deoxyribose is attached to ne back

of the molecule at a nitro and that there is an am o group

attached to the "front e ', the six-membered ring. Now

here is T. Tne, sugar is ain attached to.a'nitrogen, and there

are oxygens double-bonded two places on the ring. (There is .,

also a methyl group over on lie right side but this does not

have ank functional signifies ce here.) 35 -When we show the
A and. T together and placed correctly rela ive'to each'bther, it

is clear that two hydrogen bonds can form between them: one.be-

Jftween the amino groups of the A and the =0 of the T, and one be-

tween the ring nitrogens of the A and I.
,

We can see the same principle again by looking at G and C.

Here is G. It differs from A by havitg,an oxygen double-
bonded at the top of the six - membered rin and by having an amino
group also attached to the same ring. 37. 'Here, next, is C.

3 3 .3



It dif:ers from T -)y haVing an amino group at the top (and ....)

methyl group at th! back). When we ]iot G and C together coirectly,

we aga...n can form 4drogen bonds. QJ This time there are three:
one at the top between the =0 of the G and the amino group of the C;
one in the middle oetween the ring nitrogens; and one at the bottcM
_between the amino group of the G and the oxygen of tie C.'

The next slide compares the A-T and G=C base rairs. No

other pairs of these bates will bind tightly together to form the
same size and shape structure. ,A and G, for instance, if combined,
would be too large. T and C, if combined, would be too small.
G and T could only form one H-bond, and A and C could not form any
at all. Thus the A-T and the G-C pairs are the only pairs normally
found between these four bases. A is said to be complementary to T;

G is complimentary to C.

Since two complimentary bases can bind together with hydro-
gen bonds, it is not surprising.that two polynucleotide chains also
bil- . together, provided that eno of their bases are complimentary.

utTht,.t, in fact, is what happens. 4 A natural DNA molecule has
two polynucleotide chains that run along side .by side and are hooked
together by hydrogen bonds at each base position. In every part of

the molecule the opposite bases are complimentary. Each base'pair,
each set of hydrogen bonds, helps hold the two chains together.

Two complimentary polynucleotide chains he A together by com-

plimentary base pairing form a double helix.2 This is because

in solution the two chai wind around each other according to bond
distances and angles, QL5,) as shown by the fact that this molecu-
lar model -- made with proper bond angles and lengths -- will form
the helix. It also pulls the oases close together, stackirg them
like a.,...skack of plates or rezeRrds and forcing water out from the in-

side otthe DNA molecule. You see, the bases are somewhat
hydrophobic so that they favor and conformation of the molecule that
minimizes the amount of water that gets close to them. The double-

lical conformation does just that. When DNA is twisted this way,
there are ten base pairs for every turn of the heli*.

For the final section of this module, I will describe the struc-
ture of RNA. This will be easy because it is quite similar to DNA-.

334
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r_he su)units 3f RNA are also nucleotides. The, differ

frcm -.hose pf DNA however, because they have as sugar a ribose

remember.

inste:4 of a Ribose- ribonucleic acid ... it is not

hard -;$3 Ribose looks just like deoiyribose, except

it has an -OH grczp on the 2' carbon. This makes it a little less

stable chemically but otherwise4res not affect its structure or func-

tion. Ore other difference. NA does not contain thymine (T),

but as a replacement has a similar pyrimidine, uracil (called "U").
Uracil differs from thymine only by its lack of the methyl group.

Otherwise, it is the same. In particular, it hydrogen-bonds to A

when forming base pairs.

Like deoxyribonucleotides, ribonucleotides are joined by
phosphate bridges between the 3' carbon of one sugar and the 5'

carbon of another. This forms a polynucleotide chain. Most RNA

molecules have just a single chain rather than two like DNA. This

does tot mean that RNA cannot participate in double helices. :AI the

contrary, an RUA chain.can form a double helix with another RNA chain

or with a single DNA chain, provided that the chain has com-

p.,:mentary bases. More surprising perhaps, -mahy RNA chains

are known to form double helices within themselves. Two lengths of

a chain, when placed side by side as the aim folds, have comple-

mentary bases and thus stick together. 52 Smile of the examples

of this infra -chain helix formation can ge very fancy. It may be

that this sort of interior twisting is RNA's way ofrdeveloping a
three - dimensional_ econdary and tertiary structure and thus acting a

little like a protein.

The functionally important prop4Aies--of DNA molecules and many

RUA molecules ao not depend on fancy twisting, however. They are

mot suppc.sd to act like proteins. Instead, it is the liniear order

of the bases in the polynucleotide chain that makes these nucleic

acids, unique and useful. This order of bases represents a language

or "genetic code" that describes the properties of each cell.

-Learning to Lead this language has been one of the spectacular.

achievements of maecular biology. Learning to write new messages

in it is a powerful and frightening capability of the near future.
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aLOSSARY

-;\

A (adenine) -- one of two Twine bases found in DNA 'and RNA. In

nucleic acids, is complementary to either T or U. Also a com-

ponent of coenzymes like ATP, NADH.

base -- the nitrogenous component of nucleotides and paynUcleotide

chains. A pultne or pyrimidine; A, G, C, T, or U.

complementary -- inageneral, acting together to complete th whole.

In nucleic acids, one base is consideredoomplementary to

another is the two form a stable base pair, connected by hydro-
s.

gen bonds.

condensation -- a chemical reaction in which two
joined with the concurrent formation of one
The opposite of a hydrolysis reaction. Two

joined by a condensation reaction to form a

substrates are
water molecuaF.
nucleotides may be

dinucleotide.

DIA (deoxyribonucleic acid) -- a polymer of deoxyribose.conta

nucleotides. Generally-found as a double-chained structure a

"double helix." The genetic material of all oaLls.

deoxyribose -- the sugar component of the nucleotides
Connects by condensation to two phosphate residue

Connects to the bases of DNA.

_ DNA.
in DNA.

dincleotide -- two nucleotides connected by a phosphate bridge.

double helix -- the structure Of most DNk molecules. Consists of

two complimentary polynucleotide chains, bound together by

hydrogen bonds and would together in a right-handed helical

itape.

G. (guanine) -- one of two purine bases foimi in DNA and RNA.

elementary to C.

-9-

nucleic acid -- a polynucleotide chain. A long sequence of nucleo-

tides connected by phosphate bridges. Includes DNA and ENA.

P
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nLcleotide -.4 the sabunit of a nucleic acid. Consists of purine
o: pyri4dine base, cne sugar, and ..one phosphate, all cunnected

by c6va1ent bonds., The base connects to the 1' C of the sugar;
the phosphate may connect either to the 3' or to the 5' C of
the sugar.

polynucleotide chaifi -- a nucleic acid. A long sequence of nucleo-
tides co...nected by phosphate bridges. Includes DNA and RNA.
Might include artificial compounds not found in cells and with
no biological function.

purine -- one of the'classes of nitrogenous bases found in DNA and
RNA. A double-ringed structure containing C, N, H, and some-
times 0 atoms.' Includes A and G, as well as some compounds,
like cafffeine, not fOund in nucleic acids.

pyrinddine -- one of the classes of nitrogenous bases found in DNA
and RNA. A single-rdnged structure containingi,C, N, H, and
sometimes 0 atoms.

RNA (ribonucleic acid) -- a polymer of ribose-containing-nucleo-
tides. The principal nucleic acid found in the cytoplasmof_
cells. There are several types of RUA molecules, distinguished,
by their different sizes; shapes, and functions.

ribose -- the sugar component of the nucleotides of RNA. Connects
by condensation to the phosphate residues in RNA. Connects to
the bases of RNA.

T (thymine) one,of three pyrimidine bases. Found in DNA, but not
RNA. Complementary to A.

U (uracil) -- one of three pyrir..idine bases. Found in RNA, but 'not
DNA. Complementary to A-

337
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MUD 194 Geo .locks

Giro Blo:k act,vities may be designed to provide experiehces with
aAareness geoletry, symmetry, and linear, area, and volume relation-
ships.

OBJECTIVES:

1. You will be able
Guide and verify

2. You will be able
of geo blocks.

3. You will be able
Cards."

4. You will'be able

to answer the questions in the Teacher's
your answers.
to write challenging questions for a set

to solve problems posed by the "Problem

to design problem cards for geo blocks.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS AND REFERENCES

1. ESS unit, GeobIocks, Teac r's Gwide and Problem Cards
2. 81.1" x 11" sheets of heav paper '(ye )low and blue)

3. Toy car with roiling wheels 7'.

4. Boxes,,2 or 3

TRUCTIONS:
/-

1. From the Teacher's Guide for GeyBlocks read "Insights"
near the front and pages 1214 for ideas,for teaching with
geo blocks.

6, 11

2. Answer the questions under "Flat Shapes, Slopes," "Grouping,"

"Outsides," "Amount of Wood," and "Outside/Inside"de/Inside" and verify

yOur answers.
3. Write at least two additional questions appropriate for

each of the groups in item 2. .

4. Alternate showing your partner appropriate cards and work
through the "Problem Cards for Geo Blocks."

5. Construct at least i yellow and 2 blue problem cards and laminate.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. The instructor will randomly select questions from the
.gUide for you to answer and verify.

2. You 'rill be askedto solve problems from problem cards.
3. Bring your questions and problem cards to the evaluation

session.
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MOD 195 Landforles I

Observiag, inferring

OSMIUM:

1. After studying Ward's glementary Landforn Models 01 through 04 and
completing this NOD, you will be able to Attue plausible inferences
as to her the formations occurred. 'Bach inference should be supported
by some visible- evidesce found on the Lindh= models.

2. After
selected lobo

terns in thi
3. After studying

selected quest
answers with evi

the Uniform models, you will be able to correlate
whit 'slides of classic landforne to specific starred
descriptions.

Landforn models, you will be able to answer the
in this MOD, pp. 2- 5,'and to support those

ace found on the models.

102TRUCTI0MAL AISIMACIS A MAMMALS:

1. Sot of Wail's Elementary Landform Models 1-4
2. Gloeserf-of terms for each Landform model with features starred by

the instructor
1. Description of each Landform model
4. Included set of questions
3. Slide viewer
6. Ward's geology slides selected by the instruc or__Land Forms
7. 8 sm. filmloop projector
8. Filmloop, Part One--Canyon Land

9. ills' Associates, Offset Along Faults, filmic.° fES/18

10. Fills Associates, Folded Mountains, filmloop 1 /6

TIIIAL ASSESSMENT:

1. See the objectives above.
2. bring to your instructor the completed MOD s ets to discuss.

tp,

a
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PROCEDURE:

Work only with tha seledted berms in the glossary that are starred to
correspond to the photograph tg slides.

1. For each Lent:fors model (1-4), study the labeled parts and read the
*company/ins definitions. Then read the description for each model. To
give a more realistic picture of each starred landform a representative
photographic slid. will be found in the slide tray lab;led,NOD195,(see
activity 3 below). Also use with this MOD the set of three filmloops
titled Grand Canyon Geological Formations, Offset Along Faults, and Folded

5 Mountains: These filmloops will be used as'a study source in addition to
-aMoZ-77-Canycat; Model 3, Fault Block Mountains; and Model 4,_tolded

Mountains. After you have-identified all numbered items for "a particular
model and after you have read the model description, watch each of these
filmloops.

2. Answer the questions included in the following pages for each model.

3. Match the pictures found in -the slide tray with the starr4 terms found in
the descriptive sheets which you have just studied. More than one term is
correct on some ofthese slides. List the pictures Ind forms that you
matched on 'the answer sheet with

MODEL 1: COASTAL PLAIN
Slides #3, #4, and #9

1. Notice the delta (8). Why is the city (16) adjacent to this delta instead
of being built upon it?

2. Would the river (6) be a relatively fast or slow moving stream? State
your evidence.
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3. If a person were to walk on the delta in a doWnstream direction, would he
'find the cesiser grained sediment at the beginning or and of his walk?
Why/.

4. Give several reasons why the coastal plain would be ' goOd place for
farming.

MODEL 2: COASTLINE DF SUBMERGENCE
Slides #18 and #20

MODEL 1: FAULT BLOCK MOUNTAINS
Slides #1, #6, #3, and #14

5. What happens to the water that flows down from the mountains? State the
observations that support your conclusions.

The alluvial fans (1), resemble what landform in Model I?
Where does the material in an.alluvial fan come from?

A

7. Why would this whole landform be an area of potential earthquake activity?

8. Notice the many channel scars'in the alluvial fan (1). Why do you suppose
the streams shift their position so frequently over these alluvial fani?
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MODEL 4: FOLDED MOUNTAINS
Aides #2, #7, 012, 1111, #15, and

14.' Becauae sediment was originally deposited to form the layers of rock aeen
in this model, the older sediment is seen on the lower levels and the
newer or younger layers are evident on top. After millions of years
stresses caused the bending and folding of the rocks which is evident in
this model. If you cut straight across the top of an anticline*(67),
would the oldest or youngest beds be exposed in the center?
If you cut across a syncline (66), would the oldest or youngest beds be
in the center?

15. What type of rock seems to be the most easily eroded?

16. If you'were standing at the top of an anticline, would the beds be
tipping towards you or away from you?

17. If you were standing at the bottom of a syncline, would the beds be-
dipping toward you or away from you?

18. What type of rock is the folded mountain (65) composed of?
Is this type of rock more or less easily eroded than the grea shale
that.is directly beneath it?

34
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MOD i97 lenplar Fnnktions of DNA

01;;ECTTVIS:

1. State 4here,in the DNA molecu:es gent'tic infL.rmttion 2S rarricd.
2. Outlite the synthesis oI DNA; identif the components irmqve.i.
3. Outline the synthesis ot RNA; ide:ti, the (omponents Le./o1d: stzite

how this eiffers from DNA syr.thesis.
4. Define 'and distinguish between; nucleoside t*-1.;.losph,lt,,, 7uc1eor.ide,

DNA polymerase, RNA polymerase. _

5. Given the base sequence of a messenger RNA, w(A.'.0 the sequcncc- o: its

DNA template.

INSTR:_CTIONAL REFERENCES & MATER:ALS":

1. This MOD,
2. (;Eneral B1e1oy ref(renres on Templ,?te F:nction.c: oE 1T1'.

Eioltgy Media Instnict-;ona,1 M. Sl:dp/Tkpe,

L. Singer CAramtl

A3SFSSMEN1:

5e.2 ,-)bject!ve,.. Aove

3,14

1'
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MOD 19h. Rae ,onal Nu I). Ext..110-1

011,JC1 VES:

ISMEP

Al the . mcluslon of this ;00 you should be Able :,,:
1. Perform ratfcnal number _omputations and expli:,n the basis for

eac! of the.skills.
2. List, major ideas relate, to rational numbers developed'in each

gra'e level In an elemenLari textbook series.
3. Ateesenr fractions as ordered pairs and geometrically on a set

of coordinates. .-

4. State and apply he La%, f the Trichotomy and the concept of
density of numbers.

5. Identify_error patterns tor decimals made by children, suggest
probable causes, and prpose activities to remedy the difficulty.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:
lit

' 1. MMP, Rational Numbers
2. Ruler .

3. Graph paper
4. Elementary, mathematics textbook series

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Review terminology at bottom of page 56 and page 57 of Rational
Numbers.

. 2. Perform Activity 6, Items 1-5 and keep all your records.
3. Activity 18 is identified as "Seminar." However, it may be

pursued individually or in pairs. Complete Items 1, 2, 3, and
5 and record your answers.

4. Perform Activity 20, Items 1, 2, 3 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Keep
all records.

5. For Activity 21, read the introductory material and perform Items
1, 2, 3, 4; 5, 6 .'nd T. Keep your record's.

6. Perform Activity.32 and keep all records.

7. Prepare a game to reinforce the concepts of this MOD for your

permanent file.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring all ,,records and materials to the assessment confernece.

2. Be prepared to discuss your written records.
3. ,See objectives above.
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INTRODUCTION:

In 1953, JSaies Watson and Oranc,c Crick first postulated a double helical
structure for DNA. The Watson-Crick model triggered immediate excitement, not
only because it provided a logical explanation for some confusing chemical facts
about DNA, but also because it suggested how this molecule might accompliali
its key functions in the life of the cell.

What were these Liological frctions of DNA? How could's model for DNA's

structure explain its operation? By 1953, experiments on bacterial transforma-
tion and on bacterial viruses had shown that genes were made of DNA. And genes,

of course, were known (a) to contain or store information, about the charac-,
teristics of the cell, (b) to reproduce this information and carry it from
parent to daughters at every cell division, and (c) to release this information
when necessary in order to direct the growth and deYelopment of the cell. If

genes were made of DNA, then DNA must be able to store information, to reproduce
it before cell division, to release it for use in the cell.

Watson and Crick's model provided a way in which DNA might store information:
as a sequence of purine and.pyrimidide bases connected in linear chains. The

model also immediately suggested how DNA's information could be reproduced,
'ow the chains of DNA could provide molds, or "templates", for the construction
of new chains., Later, this same template concept explained how information
could be transcribed from DNA onto RNA aND used for directing the synthesis
of proteins, and thereby control the entire chemistry of the cell.

The purpose of this module is to describe in detail how the structure of
a DNA molecule provides the basis for the replication and transcription of
genetic information.

OUTLINE: Slide/Tape Presentation

I. Functions of DNA.
II. How does DNA "carry genetic information"?

A. DNA structure: base sequences.

B. Letter' sequences as information.

III. Reproduction of genetic- information.

A. Watson-Crfick theory of DNA replication.

1. Complementary strands.
2. Templates.
3. Replication process: strand separation. and construction of new

polynucleotides on templates; replication forks.

B. Electron micrographs of DNA replication.
1. Virus, E. coli DNA circles.
2. Replication model for circular DNA.

C. Enzyme functions in DNA replication.
1. Enzyme.
2. Substrates.

-3. P,Ilymerization process.

TA. Tr.ins(rip ion of genetic information.
A. RNA s.ructure.
B. RNA synthesis.

1. 1 17yme.

2. .lbstrates.

3. 1 Aymerization procc,,,;.

4. 1 -omoters.

5. . lectron nicrograpl.:;.
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TEMPLATE FUNCTIONS OF DNA

The concept of the gene was originally designed to simplify

the Study of heredity: Gregor' Mendel defined genes as hypothetical

factors that control traits, and he showed that the inheritance of

simple traits could be described most easily as a passage of genes

from parents to progeny.

Further information ardi reflection on the nature and functions

of genes has Complicated this once-simple concept. If,genes are

real and not just hypothetical,
there are many things that they

must be able to do.
® Genes control traits, so each gene must

carry or contain the information needed to specify the general and

detailed nature of its trait. Genes must help reproduce the genetic

infor ation. Why? ® When a Cell divides, its daughter cells must

each ecieve a complete set of genes, a complete set of genetic in-

str 111)Lions. Otherwise they would not be the same as their parent cell:

they would not'be able to grow or develop or divide again into more

daughter cells. If both the two daughter cells are to receive a

complete set (.,1 instructions,
then the original set of genes must

be completely and faithfully
reproduced. 0 Finally, genes must

transmit their information to all areas of the cell so that their

-information can beused to,direct the development of the cell. In

other words, genetic informationmust be translated so that it can

be expressed as traits and ;eves must help in the translation process.

The discovery that genes are made of one type of biochemical

macromolecule, DNA, implies that DNA does all the things that genes

3 4 6'
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must do. ® It must be ableto carry Information, help reproduce

that informationAnd help translatethe'information. This leads

to a first-rate scientific mystery: hoW can one molecule, DNA or

any other molecule, accomplish all these things? DNA seems like a

relatively simple; even though,large, molecule, with a structure much

-4-

the same from organism to organism, from species to species. How can

it be responsible even for carrying all the,_ instructions in the

thousands of genes needed to direct the growth and development of an

organism, let alone for the reproduction and translation of these

instructions?'

0 To answer this question, we mielt take a closer look at the

structure of the DNA molecule, for it is possible that its structure

could tell us much about how it functigns. The structure that is

now accepted was first proposed by James Watson and Frances Crick in

1952. They were interested in DNA structure for the same reason we

are: they hoped for clues to its genetic functions.

® Wation and Ciick hypothesized thatDNA was built in the shape of

a ladder twisted around itself, a "double helix". ® Two chains,

composed of alternating units of deoxyribose and phosphate, formed

the two sidepieces of the ladder: Pairt oT bases corned the crosspieces,

Or steps.

Tht bases were especially important. There were four types of

bases, adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (C), and cytosine (C). Each

base was a complex organic molecule,-containing one or two rings.

Pairs of bases could bind together through hydrogen bonds, but only

certain combinations of bases, could-form pairs :. A with T, and G with

347
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C. Because only these zombinations of bases fitted together, the

sequence of bases on one side of the ladder determined the sequence

Of bases on the other side.. But in generalrthe sequence of base

pairs along the molecule was not specified. According to the model,

any of four permissible base pairs, A-T, T -A, GaC, C-G, could fit into

any Of the positions on the DNA ladder.

Interestingly enough, it is the sequence of base pairs that

differs from DNA molecule to DNA molecule, from species to species.

The deoxyribose-phosphate backbone and general structure stays the

same, but the base sequence varies. Since species differ because their

genetic information differs, since their genetic information is

contained in DNA, and sine* theirDNAs differ only in the sequence of

-5,-

their .ises, one can suggest that the genetic information is,held in 1

the base sequence of the DNA.

It may not be obvious to you just how a sequence of bases in

DNA is supposed to carry information, especially all the information

needed to specify the shape, position, and function of every cell in

the body of a plant or animal. Maybe this is a good time to consider

what information is. Information, the way I am thinking of the term,

is a message. Here is a Message in English: 0]) Genes are units of

heredity. This English message is made up of letters. There are
.

twenty-six possible letters--maybe more, if your want to count the

space, the period, and other punction marks. But the point is that

there are only a finite number of letters, yet thete are an almost

infinite numberof messages I could have written." It is possible to

write many messages using only a few Lett!-., 0]) because the

message is contained actually in the sequence of the letters and

3 4 S
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%because one 4n use as long a sequence as necessary to get the message

across.

0 In exactly the same way,-the cell can write messages in DNA.

The DNA language has only four, letters, the base-pairs AET, TEA, GEC,

and CG, but by placing these letters in the right sequence, and in

as long 's' sequence as necessary, it is possible to make any message

the cell requires.

Since the cell needs lots of information, that is, lots of

.messages, there must be very long sequences of DNA bases, long stretches

of DNA. This agrees with what we know about DNA--it is d long, stringy

molecule. The smallest complete.DNA genome known comes from a

tacterial virus and has 5500 base-pairs. Toil might think of this

mots as a paragraph of SOO words, each word seven letters long. Don't

rm think you could describe a very simple virus in 000 words (assuming,

of course; that you knew what the virus looked like)? The DNA of the

bacterium, Escherichia cola, is considerably larger. It has about 3

million base-pairs,_and it therefore carries more information, more

messages. The DNA in a human cell is estimated to have about 5,500,000

base- pairs, seven million times as much as the virus we mentioned. It

is adnittedly difficult to describe-As human being--books have been

written trying, to do this--but indeed S,S00,000 letters would fill

books. We guess that they would Provide the correct description, if

they were arranged in the right sequence.

If we accept tht-idit-thwt-DNA-ramcarry
information in itt

sequences of base pail's, wo,must then ask how DNA helps reproduce

this information. ,Now can the cell reproduce DNA--that is, make

new copies of DNA--and retain in each copy-all the information present

34J
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in the base sequences of the original molecules?. The best part of Watson

and Crick's model was the fact that it provided a possible mechanism

for the reproduction of genetic information.

c The basis of this slochanism lay in'the double stranded

feature of the model. Remember that each base in one strand could

pair with only one kind of base in the other strand 0 (A with T,

T with A, G with C, C with G). Remember that this fact fixed the

sequence of bases in one strand once.the sequence in the other strand

was Chosen. That meant that each single strand carried the total

amount of genetic informatimailLits base sequence,, put another way,

that there were two full copies of genetic information in the double-
.

st.anded DNA. The two strands were not identical, of course; they

didn't have the same bases. 450 Instead they were called "complementary";

f the/ had matching bases. The two complementary strands of DNA beat the

same relationship to each other as a 050 printed page bears to its

type face,, a as a photographic print bears to its negative,

4E0 or as molded pottery bears to its template. 050 In fact, each

strand could be calleda "template" of the ether. Each strand has

all the information needed to specify the base sequence of the other.

Watson and Crick suggested that the DNA molecule and its base-
,

sequence-information could be reproduced ("replicated") by a process

involving 45) separating the original strands by breaking the weak

hydrogen bonds between matching bases, 4E0 arranging new, comple-

mentary bases along the original strands, and 4E0 connecting thjse ;

. new bales together to form new strands. This suggestion was in Watson

and Crick's second paper published in Nature in 19S3.
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Another nude' 0 , very similar to the first, suggested that

the ' eparation of the original strands and the formation of new

strands occur simultaneously, forming a structurelike that s own on

this slide. The region of replication, called a " replication fork" would

move along'the molecule until the entire DNA was copi This picture

is taken from Watson's book, Molecular Biology of the Eme. Both this

mechanism and the one on the slides before use separated strands of

the double helix as templates to form two new molecules identical

to the original one.

What do we know about how the replication of DNA really occurs?

For one thing, with sieder techniques and an electron microscope

we can take pictures of DNA molecules caught in the process of replica-

tion. The next two pictures show a viral DNA and a bacterial (E.

coli) DNA in this situation. You may be surprised-when you see them- -

did you know that some viral DNAs are circles? 4E0 What these micro.:

graphs show, are double-looped structures associated with the replication

of a circular DNA from a virus. On the next slide 4E0 is the same

kind of shape seen in a much larger E. coli DNA molecule. These pictures

are important, because they seem to show replication forks 4E0

structures predicted by the later Watson-Crick model of DNA replication..

0 When a circular DNA replicates, its two strands apparently

separate at one poOt. New DNA strands are formed using the separated

originals as templates. The resulting structure new has either one

.or two replication forks, depending on what kind of DNA it is and

what sort of cell it is in. 4E0 At each replication fork, there will

be furtheT separation of the parental DNA, followed by further synthesis
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of new DIA. This wil1 continue until the replication fork has moved

complete,y around the circle.

How is new DNA synthesized at the replication forks?

A Like important processes in the cell, DNA replication requires

enzymes to work. 03 There exists in all cells an enzyme , "DNA

polymerase", which functions during DNA synthesis' to link together the

new bases. DNA ,polymerase addsibases one at a time to the growing end

'10-0* of,a new DNA strand. The actual substrates of this chemical reaction

are deoxyribonucleoside triphosphares 430 . kdeoxyribenucleoside

triphosphate is a base with a deoxyribose'sugar and three phosphates

hooked to the 5' carbon of the sugar. These substrate molecules

are made by enzymes in the cell and kept available until they are

needed-Ter DNA synthesis:

() The next few slides show how the enzyme DNA polymerase works.

In these pictures, the black 'chain of A'and T bases represents the

original, template strand of DNA. The chain represents the new,

growing strand of DNA. The green oval with the yellow spot is the

enzyme, DNA polymerase; the yellow spot is the enzyme's active site.

The enzyme starts by attic hing to the template (black) DNA

strand and the growing end of the new (red) DNA strand. E0 Thin

it matches the"base of a substrate deoxyribonudleocide triphosphate

to the corresponding base on the template strand. Once the substrate

is firmly in position, E0 the enzyme then hooks the -OH grotip on

the 3' carbon of the growing chain to the,inner phosphate of the new

deoxyribonucleoside triphesphati._formiagthe-phosphate -link- between

the sugars. The outer two phosphates are released: it is this

release of the phosphate3 that provides the energy for DNA synthesis.
,,-

The phosphates-eventually split up and go-into the cell's general pool
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of phosphate. Finally, the enzynt moves on along the DNA by one

base, getting in sition to repeat the addition of substrate.

The slides iou have just seen represent only one side of the

repliCation fork. What happens at the other side? 4[0 It seems that

events on the,other side must be different, because t'e two new, growing

DNA strands face =in opposite directions. The strand we have been watch-

ing. has a free 3' carbon to which DNA polymerase can attach deoxyribo-

nucleoside triphosphates. The other strand has a free V carbon, un-

suitable for addition of these'substrates.

One possible solution to the dilemma is'this: 0 after the

parental DNA strands separate, the DNA polymerase extends the new

strand witht.he,free 3' end by a certain number of bases. The the' 1'

enzyme turns around, switches templates, and synthesizes DNA back down
4

the other side until it reaches the end of the other strand. A second

enzyme (called a "llgase ") joins the gap, and nnew both,sides of the new

DNA have been extended a short distance. Thi process, repeated many

times, eventually will lead to the replicas n of the whole DNA molecule.

We now,come to the third and/S1 1 part of this module. You

have seen how DNA stores informs oA how its structure enables the

cell"to reproduce the i,nformati ore cell division. ,Sdt if DNA

forms genes, it must be able perform one more function of genes. It

must beisible to supply the;1 ftihmation to the cell in usable form

whenever it is needed.

It does this by serVi as a template for the synthesis of ANA.

E0 INA is a type 4s molecule which can carry a transcription of

genetic information contained in DNA fromrthe nucleus to the cytoplasm.
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It does this by having a base sequence complementary to one of the

two strands ofa DNA molecule. If DNA is the master blueprint for a

cell, RNA might be xonsidered a working plan which, after it is used,

can be discarded. Such an RNA molecule is called a "passenger" RNA

(MRNA). Some other specialized RNA molecules also form parts Of the

machinery that translates the transcribed message. Whatever their

different- functions, however, all RNA molecules share some similar

physical pAoperties and all are synthesized by a similar mechanism.

Like DNA, RNA is a nucleic acid. How does RNA differ from DNA?

RNA is- single- stranded; it'also has ribose, a slightly different sugar,0

where DNA has deoxyribose, and it uses uracil (U), a slightly differa

base, in place of thymine (T). Despite these differences, the bases

of P A can form complementaky pairs with those of DNA, if the

Sequences of the RNA and DNA match.

RNA synthesis is very much like IAA synthesis: RNA is also

synthesized by an enzyme, this one called "RNA polymerase". The process

also uses DNA as a template and nucleoside triphosphates,&s substrates.

Of course, the substrates are ribonucleoside triphosphates J ,

different from deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates in the sugar and in

the uracil replacing thymine.

4] Here is a picture of DNA with an RNA polymerase molecule. The

holymerase if represented by the yellow-green blob in the, background.

For RNA syn:htfs, the DHA strands separate and the enzyme "RNA

polymerasecbinds to one template-strand, the straight strand in this

picture, 0 The enzyme then begins by binding ribonucleoside tri-

phosphates complementary to those in the template DNA strand. After

the first one is placed -03 the enzyme moves along the DNA (the
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enzyme is moving thethe DNA in this description), connecting ribonucleo-
,,

side tripkosphates-together, releasing two phosphates at each step. As

before, the release of these phosphates provides the energy to make

the whole process go. 431 As the RNA is formedOt peels away frog

the DNA and the two'strands of the DNA snap back together. This slide

shoit the DNA-RNA complex after the enzyme has moved quits far along

the DNA template. Finally .4:0 the finished RNA is released

from the enzyme and the DNA and is free to leave. Notice that the

RNA carries a base sequence complementary to that of the template

strand of DNA, and it can carry the sequence Anywhere in the coil.

where does RNA synthesis Start/ Now does the enzyme know which

strand of DNA to copy! RNAsynthisis can start at sissy places on a

DNA molecule, corresponding to the many genes or groups of genes that

have to be translated. 4E0 The spots on the DNA where INA synthesis

starts Are called "pr3moters", but what they look like ma how they

work is not yet.know.

Want to see a picture of RNA as it looks during synthesist

N..

6
This picture. is an electron micrograph of PM extracted from a cell

as it was being made on a DNA template: The axis of each feathery

structure is the DNA, the gene; the side pieceb 'sticking out are RNA

(covered with protein)._ The RNA pistol ate small at the beginning of

the gene (the promoter) and larger at the end,,where they are almost

finished.

Let us end this module by supmeriz

it proposes:"

impeztant concepts that

0 First, DNA carries genetic information it long Ainear sequences
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of base pairs. Each gene is one sequence of base-pair "letters",

something like a sentence in English.

SO Second, the two strands of DNA each act is templates during

the spithsis of new DNA. The original bases determine the bases that

are connected to growing new bNA chain, and thus the old base sequences

determine e sequence e new DNA. The stm of DNA

thus helps to guarantee that new genetic information is w faithful

reproduction of the original genetic inforgation.

0 Third, at least one strand of DNA acts as a.templzte for

the formation of RNA. 'Inc genetic information in the base sequences

of DNA is thus transferred to base sequences of RNA, in which form it

can b. used to direct the formation of new cell material and thus

determine the characteristics of cell and organism.

GLOSSARY

base--the nitrogenous component of nucleotides and of DIY and RNA. The bases
A,T,G, and C are found in DNA; A,U,G, and C are found in RNA.

base pair--two complementary and connected bases occupying corresponding
positions in the two chains of a DNA -.obis radix; one "letter" in a DNA
"message?'.

base sequence --the order in which bases are positioned along an RNA chain or
base-pairs are positioned along a DNA double helix.

complementary--in general, acting together to complete the whole. In nucleic
acids, one base is considered complementary to another if the Two form
a stable base-pair connected by hydrogen bonds.

DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) - -a polymer of deo.yribose -containing nucleotides.
Generally found as a double-chained structure, a "double-helix". The
genetic material of all oohs.

DNA polymerase--an enzyme responsible in part for the sye4hesis of new DNA. The
enzyme uses deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates as substrates; in the synthe-
tic reaction it adds the, nucleotide part ( deoxyribonucleoside monophosphaes)
of the substrate to the 3' end of a DNA chain, releasing the remaining
two phosphates to solution.

356
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d oxyribose-phosr ate chain - -the backbone Ohm; the part of the DNA .hat

holds base-; irs in linear sequence. 'sane of alternating units of .ieoxyribosc

and pnosphat,.

deoxyribenucleoside triphosphate - -a substrate for DNA synthesis. Consists

of cne base, deoxyribose, and tkr*.r
paosphates, all connected by covalent

bonds. The base connects to the !
carbon of "- deoxyribose; tne three

phosphates are connected together lb a lihe, ana the line is connected

to the 5' carbon of the deoxyribose.

double helix - -the Structure of most DNA molecules. Consists of two deoxyribose-

phosphate thaans connected to a linear series of base pairs and wrapped

around these base pairs in a right-hal.ded helical shape.

gene--an element inside a cell or organism that controls one trait; in molecular

terms, a segment of DNA which serves as a template for the formation of

one RNA molecule or (through a messenger RNA) of one protein molecule.

ligase7an enzyme involved in the synthesis of DNA. Works by connecting

together segments of deoxyribose - phosphate chains.

promoterthe region of DNA that initially binds to RNA polymerase; the region

of DNA at which RNA synthesis begins.

RNA (ribonucleic acts) - -a polymer of ribose-containing nucleotides. The

principal nucletc acid found in the cytoplasm of cells. There are several

types of RNA molecules, distinguished by their different sizes, base

sequences, and functions in the cell.

RNA polymerase- -the enzyme responsible for the synthesis of RNA. The enzyme

binds to DNA, using one strand as a template for the RNA synthesis. The

`enzyme uses ribonucleoside triphosphates as substrates; in the synthetic

r,,action it adds the nucleotide part
of the substrate to the 3' end of

the RNA chain, releasing two phosphates to solution.

replication--reproduction of DNA; the process by which a parental DNA, DNA

polymerase, and deoxyribonocleosid:
triptosphates form two DNA molecules,

each identical to the original parent.

replication fork--a region of DNA in which parental DNA separates and new DNA

is synthesized using the rarental DNA Strands as templates.

ribonucleoside triphosphate--a substrate for RNA synthesis. Consists of one

base, ribose, and three phosphates.
The base connnects to the 1' carbon

of the ribose; the three phosphates are
connected together in a linear

chain, and the chain is connected to the' 5' carbon of the ribose.

template--a pattern for testing accuracy of form; in biology, a sequence of

monomeric units (e.g., bases) connected together into a polymer and used

to direct the joining of another sequence Of monoffieric units into another

polymer.

transcription -- synthesis of RNA; the process by Which the base sequence of

p-1 is '"transcribed" into a base sequence of RNA.

Jul
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MO) 198 Metrtc Measurement in the Outdoor Environment

This MOD is -;igned to provide additional experience with metric
measurements, particularly those for large measurements in the out-
of-doors. Exercises are also provided with scales, graphing, and
conversion from one system to another.

Although conversions should not be emphasized when teaching metric
measurement, because often measurtmentNare reported in one system
and the need is in another system, one should be able to make the
conversion when needed.

OBJECTIVES:

At the completion of this MOD you.should be able to:
1. Measure linear distances using a metr tape, trundle wheel,

or your own step.
2. Make scale drawings using metric m asurements.
3. Calculate perimeters and areas of bjects for which you have

made linear measurements for the d ensions.
4. Read a_Gelsius thermometer and dis ss results observed during

experimentation with freezing erboiling points of water
solutions.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS

1. Globe, string, metric ruler, large sheets of cardboard, masking
tape, knife or scissors, 100 lengths of soda straws, each 1 dm, hot
plate, Celsius thermometer, sugar, salt, ice, trundle wheel

2. Task rardq 7, 11, 1A, 43, 56, 57, 59, 60
3. Three booklets: "How to Choose the Right Tool to Measure Distance,"

"How to Make a Conversion GrdpL," "How to Use a Trundle Wheel," and
"How to Make a Scal, Drawing."

4. Duplicator Masters 14 and 31, "How Are Changes in Linear Measure-
ments Going to Affect You?" and "How Are Temperature Measurement
Changes Going to 'die:* You?"

FINAL ASSFSSMENT:

1. Bring all work to the evaluation interview.
2. Be prepared to discuss and explain your work.

MOD 198
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PROCEDURES:

-2-

1. Scale Drawings in Metrics

Make a metric scale drawing of the SME Resource Center or
the ISMEP Laboratory in Mason Hall.

2. Estimating and Measuring Long Distances in Metric Units
a. Estimate the distance between two adjacent light poles on

the West side of Mason Hall.
b. Find the average length of your stride and use this

information to find the distance between the two adjacent
light poles. (For instructions for determining the length
of your stride see Task Card 11.)

c. Use a trundle wheel to measure the distaree between the light
poles.

d. Use the metric tape to measure the distance between the light
poles.

e. Which measurement is likely most accurate? Which is least
accurate? Why?

3. Metrics in Athletics

Do either Activity 1, 2, or 3.
Activity 1: Metric Baseball
a. Using a trundle wheel or metric tape, measure the baselines

on a baseball diamond.
b. How far in metric units would you have to hit a metric home

run at the MSU baseball field?
c. Construct a neat scale drawing for the baseball field. Identify

your scale.

Activity 2: Metric Basketball
a. Using a trundle wheel or metric tape, measure the dimensions of

the basketball court.
b. What is the metric area of the court?
c. How far in metric units would you have to run if you ran 20 laps

around the perimeter of the basketball playing court?
d. Construct a neat scale drawing for the basketball court. Identify

your scale.

Activity 3: Metric Football
a. Using a trundle wheel or metric tape, measure the dimensions of

the football field.
b. What is the metric area of the playing field?
c. What is the perimeter of the playing field?
6. Construct a neat scale drawing for the football field. Identify

your scale.
4. Relationships between Perimeter and Area

Do Task Card 18.
5. Metric Temperature Measurement

1. Do Task Cards 57 and 60.
2. Choose either Task Card 56 or 59.

6. Extended Metric ActiNtities

Choose rask Card 7 or Task Card 43 and carry out the activities.
.7. Conversion from One System to Another

obtain copies of Duplicator Masters 14 and 31 from the file cabinet
and complete them.
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Name )ate

HOW ARE CHANGES IN LINEAR MEASUREMENTS
GOING TO AFFECT YOU?

Teacher's Note: Students will get more direct involvement with the linear measures in
everyday life than any other measure They should become very proficient in all of the
common units.

PROBLEM: Find the relationships between metric and customary measurements.

DIRECTIONS

Read carefully and fill in tie blanki with the correct answers.

1. Speed limits will change!

a. A 50 miles per hour speed limit will ,,ecome an 80 kilometers per hour speed limit.

b. A 15 mph speed limit will become a km/hr speed limit.
C. A 35 mph speed limit will become a km/hr speed limit.
J . ?1o4- a. graph 0/1.4;, Li of ; f( an" °Ave eohver.1).06,S.

2. Distance signs between cities will change!

a. If a sign says "Flagstaff 10 miles" it will become "Flagstaff 16 kilometers."
b. If a sign says "Denver 100 miles" it will become "Denver km."
c. If a sign says "Spokane 30 miles" it will become "Spokane km."
J, Tie+ k graph +0 /h41" other eirWerfjOnS.

3. 'Sports measures will change!

a. What would be an appropriate unit for measuring the high jump metrically?

. In metric units what would be the approximate world metric high jump record?

The mile-run distance is approximately

d. What is the approximate metric measure of a football field?

e. How high is a basketball goal in ni...ric units?

4. Instead of buying cloth by\the yard you will buy it by the

.%

5. Clothing s:zes it change! Instead of a 26-inch belt, you would buy a 65-

6. Thirty-inch shoelaces will become 75- shoelaces.

.7. The height of a mountain will be expressed in

8. What other linear measures will change? Answers will vary.

EXTENSION. Have students devclop.a lost of "will change" items

belt.



Du )licator Master 31 MoD/40
.

Name Date

HOW ARE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT CHANGES
GOING TO AFFECT YOU?

Teacher's Note: Students will have a hard time making accurate estimates of temperature and

and will need a great deal of practice making estimates.

PROBLEM: Find the relationship between the metric and customary temperature measurements.

DIRECTIONS

Read carefully and fill in the blanks with the correct answers.

Wafer
1. When it is zero degrees Celsius, that means A is going to

2. Forty degrees below will remain the same. Note' 40°C = 40°F.

3. If you take your temperature and it is up to call the doctor!

4. When baking in an oven, the degrees temperature will read approximately
one-half the Fahrenheit scale.

5. A calee that bakes at 360°F would bake at ° C.

6. A high of on the 4th of July in Miami, Florida will take some getting used to.

7. The number of below iero days that occur will _

8. Room temperatures will feel good when the thermostat is set to

9. When your automobile radiator is boiling, what degrees Celsius temperature will the
guage record

10. When it is 40°C in Phoenix, Arizona, what should you Le wearing?

11. Temperatures between
things.

..,

and are great fr,r being outdoors doing

EXTENSION: Make a list of temperature changes you are going to experience.
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ma 200 Self-C )ncept

Because :;elf-concept plays such a major role in school behavior and

learning. especially in mathematics, this seminar is designed to

introduce you to self-concept theory and to increase your ability to

transfer this knowledge to day by day situations with students.

OB. ECTIVES:

Upon completion of the self-concept workshop activities you will:

1. Show awareness of personal feelings and of the feelings of others.

2. Become active in analyzing and responding to situations based on

personal awareness.

3. be aware of self-concept theory.
4. Be able to transfer knowledge of self-concept theory to day by day

situations with students.

:N-73LCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

All materials will be provided at the scheduled seminar.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Satisfactory completion of the MOD Wi_l be accomplished by your

attending and participating in the scheduled workshop.
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MOD 201 Popilatiols (SCIS)
Defining cperationally

OBJECTIVES:

After the completion of this MOD you will be able to:

1. Identify and operationally define:
a) populations
b) predator-prey
c) plant eater
d) animal eater
e) plant-and-animal eater
f) food chain

g) food web
2. Discover predator-pray relationships existing in the Environment

Boxes you build.
3. Distinguish between a plant eater, an animal eater, and a plant-

and-animal eater.
Name food chains existing in the Environment Box and illustrate
food chains and food webs which exist in your environment.

5. Describe and discuss the factors which tend to stabilize population

numbers.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. SCIS, Populations, Teacher's Guide, Part II, pp. 46-63

2. Environment Box prepared by the student

3. Biology: An Appreciation of Life. CRM Books, Chapter 14

4. Biology the World of Life, Wallace Chapter
5. Self Instructional Module -"The Ecosystem I: Introduction"

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

See objectives above.

364
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PROCED RE:

1. Re d and study SCIS, Populations, Teacher's Guide, pp. 46-63.

2. Follow iastructions on page 48 for building your terrarium.

3. One week after planting your seeds add cricket and aphid populations

to your terrarium (see pp. 51-52).

4. One week after adding the cricket and aphid populations to your

terrarium add a chameleon to your terrarium (see pp. 55-58).

5. Make daily observations of the populations in the Environment Boxes

during the entire three-week period. Record your observations below

using meaningful and descriptive terminology about these populations.

List organisms in the Environment Boxes which would be classified under:

Plant Eater Pea Eater Clover Eater Animal Eatei Plat -and- Animal Eater

1

2.

6. Name some of the factors in P predator-prey relationship which contribute

to stable population numbers.

7. By observing the populations, what inferences can you make about their

physiological needs? Their food preferences?

o
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8. Drive a f.od we below which you think exists in the Environment Box.
Be nrepa7ed to give logical support for your food web diagram on the

bars of the olservations you made.

9. How does the food web which you think exists in the environment box
differ from those described in the self-instructional module?

How are they similar?

4

(

e
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. lientify and erationally define:

I . i'Of ulatio Is

b. Predctor-prey

. Plant eater

d. Animal eater

e. Plant- and - animal eater
Ii

f. Food

-4-
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THE ECOSYSTEM I: AN INTRODUCTION

An ecosystem is the pattern of interaction among organisms and

their environment in a particular area. An ecosystem may be large

or small, complex or
simple, composed of many plants and animals

or few. Ecosystem interactions
consist of getting food, competition,

using nutrients, seeking shelter, etc.

Interactions involving the flow of energy and materials determine

the basic structure of the ecosystem. Energy and material are ob-

tained from food. Some organisms make their own food. Others get

food from other organisms. The structure and function of the eco-

system can be approached by studying relationships involving food-

food chains, food webs, and trophic pyramids. The food relationships

between organisms make up the trophic ("feeding")
structure of the

ecosystem.

This presentation introduces the ecosystem by outlining the basic

principles of ecosystem trophic structure. The following objectives

outline essential points you sho...14 master.

OBJECTIVES

-- describe typical interactions which are involved in ecosystem

structure and function.

-- give examples of typical ecosystems.

-- describe the functional relationship between autotrophs and

heterotrophs.

-- given a habitat and list of organisms, outline an ecosystem in

terms of food chains, food webs, and trophic levels.

-- describe the trophic level of a given species.

-- explain the.significance of food in ecosystem
structure and

function.

-- describe the functions of producers, primary consumers, secondary

consumers, and decomposers in the ecosystem.

-- define the following terms: ecosystem, community, abiotic,

biotic, autotroph, heterotrophi produce**, consumer--primary,

secondary, tertiary; decomposer,- food chain, food web, trophic

O

-7-
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OUTLINE OF MODULE

I. introduction
A. Interactions among organisms
B. Definition o ecosystem

1 boundaries
C. Examples of ecos tems.
D. Basic patterns

1. biotic and abiotic
2. flow of energy and materials

II. Structure of forest ecosystem
A. Based on food
B. P-roducerc -- plants
C. Consumers -- animals
D. Food chains
E. Food web
F. Decomposers
G. Heterntrophs 1C-ci autotrophs

Question: Meadow food chain and web

III. Trophic levers and pyramids
A. Trophic levels
B. Pyramid of numbers

1. description
2. examples
3. limitations

C. Pyramid-of biomass
1. description
2. examples
3. limitations

D. Pyramid of energy flow
1. description
2. how it differs from other pyramids
3. why it is always upright?

-8-
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THE ECOSYSTEM I: INTRODUCTION

0 The natural landscape is made up of many habitats: 0
forests, ® takes, ® mountain tops, 0 rocky shores,

even campuses aid ® freeways. Each of these habitats holds its

own forms of lite. ® In the forest around our campsite we might

find (besides trees) squirrels, mice, a variety of insects, an owl,

maybe even a beat. The forest isn't just a hodge-podge. We wouldn't

expect to find alcamel or a jellyfish or a cactus out there. 'he

forest has a strpcture. The plants and animals are related to one

another in definite ways.

0 The chickaree lives in the forests of the Sierra Nevada of

California. It eats pine cones. 0 It also depends on the pine

tree as an escape route ... perhaps to escape from the Mita, 0
which depends on squirrels and other small animals for its diet. The

chickaree, the hawk, and other animal% depend 0 on the plants of

title tore%t for oxygen as well as for food. The plants depend on

the animals for some of their carbon dioxide. Also, some plant seeds

arc dispersed by clang.LrIg to the coats of animals or in the digestive

tracts of aniaals. 07,3 The whole system depends on the weather,

and materials like soil, mlaerals, water, and air. 0 The energy

of sunlight makes the whole thing go by making the plants grow.

This elegant natural system -- the pattern of interactions

among organism, and their environment - is called an ecosystem. Eco-

sys:--s can be large or small. 0 An aquarium would be a good

examp]e, r' or a pond, 0 or a desert, 0 or even the

whole world. This giant ecosystem is often called the biosphere.

MOD 201
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From the standpoint of an ecologist, even the organisms in-

side an insect-eating plant 0 or a human being and his parasites

may be considertl ecosystems.

The boundaries of some ecosystems are more distinct than others.

The boundaries of the human ecosystem, 0 a lake, or forested

island are fairly easy to define. 0 Hu_ some ecosystems, like

this area of chaparral scrub in California, are hard to separate from

their surroundings. The chaparral plants gradually blend in with

the plants of surrounding desert and mountain ecosystems. The animals

of the chaparral move freely into other ecosystems; so sometimes

it is hard to say how big an ecosystem is ... where one ecosystem

ends and another begins.

Each ecosystem is unique in its pattern of interacting plant

and animal populations. 0 This living or biotic part of the

ecosystem is sometimes called a community; and thus sometimes we

speak of forest or tidepool communities. Each ecosystem is subject

to a particular combination of nonliving or abiotic factors. 0
Lack of moisture shapes the desert. 0 Strong winds affect the

plants and animals on high mountains.

Ecosystems differ greatly from one another -- an aquarium is

very different from a desert -- but there are structural and functional

concepts which apply to all ecosystems: 0 These concepts mostly

involve the flow of energy and materials through the ecosystem. This

short presentation introduces the ecosystem. It concerns the basic

;.-:nciplei of ecosystem structure and function. Two succeeding units.

discus: lergy and materials in the ecos-p-tem.

0 Interactions involving energy andmats 1s determine the

MOD 201
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major pattern of the ecosystem. To organisms, energy ani materials

mean food: making food and getting food. Let's tyke a closer llok

at food in the forest ecosystem. Note that the principles of ezo-

system structure which we will discuss apply to all other ecosystems

as well.

4E) Throfigh photosynthesis, trees and other plants convert the

energy of sunlight into the energy of chemical bonds. Carbohydrates,

fats, and proteins are manufactured from vaw materials in water, air,

and soil. The green plants are thus the producers for the ecosystem

-- they convert the nonlivi^g into the living -- they package energy

and organic matter which can be used'by other organisms. 0 The

deer obtains energy and materials by browsing on grass and twigs.

It uses these materials for growth or reproduction or it breaks down

the material or uses the energy stlred in the food materials. CO

The rountin lion gets its energy and materials by consuming other

animals. In contrast to the plant producers, the deer and mountain

lion are consumers. CO Think back to the chickaree which eats

pine cones, and the hawk which eats chickarees. Each of these

similar food pathways is called a food chain. 0 Each food chain

consists of plant producers and animal consumers. The fool chain

has a set structure -- the mountain lion can't short-circuit the

chain and eat grass; aid the squirrel can't turn the tables and

devour a surprised hawk. Finall food chains are not infinite in

length. They are usually limited to five or fewer links. We'll

discuss why later.

Ci) There are many, many other food chains in the forest

ecosystem. For instance: wildflower to butterfly, to lizard, to

C. MOD 201
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hawk. Thus the hawk is at the top of two food chains. 0 Similarly,

the squirrel might be preyed upon by the for as well as a hawk. 03

Thus, food chains are interconnected to form food webi. Here's a

highly simplified forest ecosystem food web. RepOINher, when looking

at focd webs, that each organism on this chart any ally represents a

population of organisms. The butterfly may represent several thousand

butterflies. There may be a hundred squirrels in eur patch of forest;

maybe half a dozen owls.

In addition to producers and consumers there is a third very

important biotic component of the ecosystem. 0 These are the

Ocomposers ... organisms which break down and rcc-cle materials in

wastes and dead bodies.
Bacteria, fungi an' other decomposers

clean up when a fox marks his territory or a mountain lion gets

filled up before he cleans up his plate. Ep There may be SO

billion bacteria to do this job in every pound of forest litter

E0Producers make their own food. They are often called auto-

trophs "autotrop0 meaning "self- feeding." Consumers and decom-

posers get their food from other organisms. They are called heters-

Iropt.s -- a. word meaning "other-feeding."

Now stop the tape and sketch a meadow food chain. Add a couple

of connections to form a simple food web. Check this out with your

int,tiactor or a sample answer; then restart the tape.

We can arrange our food chains and food web to represent

the number.of links in each chain, or the number of energy and

maerial transfers in each chain ... sort of like steps or levels.

0:.;) ires, arc called trophic levels. The plants are of course

roducers The butterfly and deer are primary consumers, The

'N
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lizard is a secondary consumer. The hawk is a secondary consumer if

it eats a squirrel, and a tertiary consumer if it eats an insect-

catching bird. Primary consumers are also called herbivores because

they eat herbs. Higher consumers are carn'.ores. They eat meat.

Many consumers are omnivores -- they can eat plant or animal food.

Human beings, for instance, are omnivores. Remember, these are

called trophic levels. The food web is sometimes called a trophic

web. The food web structure of the ecosystem is sometimes called

its trophic structure.

0E0 The relative numbers or amounts of living things at each

trophit level are sometimes represented in the form of a pyramid --

with the size of each step proportional to the organisms at that

level. This is a pyramid of numbers describing a grassland eco-

system. There are a million and a half individual plant producers,

but only one tertiary consumer per every quarter acre of grassland.

Don't worry about the absolute numbers here. Just note that there.,

are many producers and fewer and fewer consumers.
//

(113 Pyramids of numbers are not generally applicablekowever.

Ttere ITt problems with this kind of description of the cosystem.

Iragine a forest situation where relatively few tree are fed upon

b) many insects. TheThe insects outnumber the/trees, so the

pyramid of numbers is partially inverted. Thus, the numbers. pyramid

is not very useful for making comparisons between ecosystems ... it

is not consistent.

() The limitations of the pyramid of numbers can be overcome,

hiwever, it we compare the mass of organisms at each level, rather

tian she,r numbers. The mass of living material is called biomass.

3 mi
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This corrects the forest pyramid: even though there aren't as many

trees as insects, the amount of plant material weighs more than the

insects.

0 This is a pyramid of biomass for a freshwater spring in

Florida.

(i) Now take a look at this pyramid of biomass for the open

ocean of the English Channel. Phytoplankton producers are on the

bottom and zooplankton consumers on top. Now can 4 grams of plants

support 21 grams of arimalst It's interesting you should gist. The

pyramid of biomass has its problems too. It leaves out the dynamic,

changing aspects of the,situation. This pyramid tells you that at

any given moment, if you were to dip a net into the waters of the

channel, you would find 4 grams of plants per square meter with 21

grams of animals per meter gobbling then up. What the pyramid

doesn't tell us is that the producers in this case have a tremendous

reproductive rate which enables them to keep ahead of the consumers.

The rapid production of plant material is disregarded in the static

pyramid of biomass. -hutt, the pyramid cf biomass is also of limited

usefulness. Its slume is not consistent from ecosystem to ecosystem.

0 The most curate representation of the relationships be-

tween ecosystem trophic leve,:: is the pyramid of energy flow. The

pyramid of energy f:ow describes the rate at which calories of food

energy pass thri,ugh the food web. from trophic level to trophic level.

This energy pyramid for a Florida spring shows that for a given

ptriod of time and are:, about 21,00e, calories of production energy

are _0. d to about 3,400 calories of primary consumer energy, ttc.

T'.e energy pyraric ..7.curately describes the relationships

MOD 201
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and relative importaace of the trophic levels, and it is most useful

in comparing the structures of ecosystems. Interestingly, the energy

pyramid is always upright. Why is the energy pyramid always

rightside up? Why does the amount of energy deiiiate ht, each level?

These are fascinating questions. These questions were our reason for

discussing pyramids in the first place. 10 To explain the energy

pyramid, we must understand how energy gets into the ecosystem, how

it is used, and where it endsup. We will discuss energy in the

ecosystem in the second ecosystem presentation, concerning energy flow.

37'7
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MOD 202 Theory of Numbers I

This MOD is designed to expand your knowledge of number theory and to
provide you with ideas and techniques f'r activities in the elementary
clessrocms.

OBJECTIVES:

After you have completed tl-is MOD, you will be able to:
1. Represent any counting numl-er as a product of prime factors
2. Use tests for divisibility by numbers 2 through 11
3. Use the sieve method to determine the prime
4. Find the GCF and LCM by using prime factorization

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Number Theory
2. Cuisenaire rods
3. Minimum of 20 tiles
4. Fundamental Concepts of Elementary rathematics by Lawrence

A. Trivieri

PROCEDURE:

1. View slide-tape Overview of Number Theory.
2. In the MMP book, Number Theory, do:

Activity 1: Read Discussion and do Sections 1, 2, 4, and 5
Activity 2: Part A, Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

Part B, Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
Activity 3: Part A, Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

Part B, Sections 1 and 2
Part C, Sections 1 and 2i and 3ii

Activity 4: Fill in table on page 3i (If necessary, consult
Trivieri's Fundamental Concepts of Mathematics, pp. 236 - 245
in Resource Center) la, b, c, d and 2a, b. Do not write in book.
Activity 5: Part A, Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8a
Activity 6: Part A, 5e,:-ions and 2

Part 1s, Sections 1, 3, 4, and 5
Par: C, Sections 1 and

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Schedule an interview and bring all papers to the evaluation session.

3 7
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SELF-rEST for MOD 202

1. A number is divisible by 4 if and only if

2. A number is divisible by 9 if and only if

3. Does 7)6944? Show test.

4. Does 61294,462? Show test.

5. r,,es 81294,462? Show test.

Find the grAal on divisor of 52 an

7. Find the least common multiple of 52 and 60

8. Factor 36 into its prime factors by thy/ factor tree method.

9. Find ail the-primes less than 50 bjr the sieve method.

3
10. If 120 = 2.3-5 and

180 -=.-2'.325, then the :.c.m. of 120 and 180 is



Answers SELF-TEST, MOD A2

1. The last 2 digits of the number are divisible by 4.

2. The sum of the digits is divisible by 9.

3. Yes, 6 ?.# 68
12. 715Zi

Or& 6

4. Yes, since 212 and 3127.

5. No, since 8'462.

6. 52 = 2113 r
60 = 213.5 t

g.c.d. = 22

L.c.m. = 213.5.13

8. 36
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MOD 203 Interaction and Systems (SCIS)
Observing, inferring, interpreting data

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given two sets of materials, you
demonstrate the meanings of each
a. interaction
b. evidence of interaction-
c. system

2. Given the'activities carried out
desCribe examples of 3 different

3. Giveu the activities carried out
materials of your own choice and
action, evidence of interaction,
materials.

ISMEP

will work with them in order to
of the following:

for objective 1, you will list and
kinds of interaction-at-a-distance.
for objective 1, you will select
40monstrate the meanings of inter-
and system in terms of your

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES S MATERIALS: t

1. SCIS, Interaction and Systems, Teacher's Guide
2. Pulleys, baseboards, cranks, shafts, copper chloride, bags made from

coffee filters, glass containers, aluminum foil, plastic bags, filter
paper

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Show your records for activities 1, 2, and 3.

2. See objective 2.
J. See objective 3. With real materials, be prepared to demonstrate

for the instructor the concepts stressed in this MOD.

r
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OROCEDUREN

ese activities refer to chapters in SCIS, Interaction and Sys ms, Teacher's

1. 'Read "Objects Interact" and "Systems," pp. 2830, 44-48, as preparation.

2. Read "Exploring Pulleys" liaNlemgiging Pulley Systems," pp. 66-69, and

work with the pulleys and bases supplied in the MOD tray. Write youi

obrervations and use the pulleys to demonstrate interaction, evidence of
interaction, and System. What happens when you put one twist in the string

cr rubber band around two pulleys? Write any relations or inferences
you reach by manipulating the pulley systems.

3. Read "Dissolving,;' "Making Copper Chloride Solution," and "Aluminum and
Copper' Chloride SOlution," pp. 70-79, and work with the chemicals supplied
in the MOD tray. ,Wtite your observations and use the chemicals to
demonstrate interaction, evidence of interaction, and.system. Carry out

the activities described in the SCIS Teacher's Guide, pp. 70-79; and recgtd,

your results belair.

;
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Read "Interaction-at-a-Distance," pp. 80-81, and list at least 3 specific

cases of interaction-at-a-distance in your everyday world excluding the

effect. of magnets on etch other and on iron.

1.

2.

-3.

Others

5. Ose real *aerials other than those in the MOD tray to demonstrate the

meanings of teractton, evidence of interaction, and system.

33J
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MOD 2!!4 Errrironments (SM)

Observing

OBJECTIVES:

1. After completing this MOD, you will be able to define:

a) environment e)
in relation to range

b) environmental factors f), maximum

c) range
d) optimum range

2. You will observe an environment and use your data from that
environment to dis:uss the environmental factors and optimum
range for some of the organisms in that enviroament.

3. You will observe and/or infer interactions among the organisms
in the environment and the interactions between the organisms

and their environment. Be ready to discuss these interactions.

INSTRMInNAL REFERENCES AM) M.ATERIALS:

1. sCIS, Environments, reacher's Guide, pp. 22-23, 34-35, "0-42,

68-69, 84-85
2. Environment Box prepared by the instructor

3. Hand lens
4. Biology: An Appreciation of Life, CRM Books, Chapter 14

5. Biology the World of Life, Wallace Chapter

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Review briefly procedures 2-6 with the instructor.

2. Discuss the conclusions which you have drawn about the envircnment

and support you/ conclusions with evidence.

MOD 204
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PROCEDURE:

1. Read and study SCIS, Environments, Teacher's Guide pages indicated above.

2. Make dallY'observations of 61a animals in the Environment Box for at

least two weeks. Record your observations in meaningful and descriptive

terminology.

3. Maks Afilvobservations of the botanical aspects of the Environment Box

for at Leah two weeks. Record your observations in meaningful and

descriptive terminology.

4. Make,daily observations of the physical environment in the Environment Box

for at least two weeks. Be quantitative in describing your observations.

5. Record below the interactions you detect between any one organism and its

environment. Record this for at least three different organisms.

6. Define these terms in view of your study of the Environment Box and

your readings:
a) Environment
b) Environmental faccor

c) Range

d) Optimum range

7. Draw at least one conclusion generalized from your data about the total

elvironsental system o' the environment Box. Support your conclusion

with logical vvidence.

:s
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MOD 205 Theory of Numbers II

This MOD i designed to e,c_end and reinforce your knowledge of number

theory and to provide you with ideas and techniques for teaching clock

arithmetic in the elementary classroom.

OBJECTIVES:

After you have completed this MOD, you will be able to:

1. Determine the remainder classes for any integer.

2. Recognize and use a set of remainder classes for any
given integer is a mathematical structure.

3. Understan4 and apply the concept of congruence.
4. Def:::: .ir equivalence relation and show that congruence

is an equivalence relation.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

i

-WCEDURES:

. MMP, Number Theory
2. Minimum of 20 tiles

In the MNP book, Number Theo, do:
1. Activity 10; 1, 2, 3 a, b, c, 4

2. Activity 11; 1, 2, 3, also Project 6
3. Activity 12; Part

Part

Part

A,

B,

C,

1, 5, 6, 7
2, 4, 5, 6

1, 3

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Take written test obtaint.0 from Mrs. Yoo in Resource Center.

:3 S 13
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MOD 2/4, Subsystems and Vaziables (SCIS)
Communicating, cortrolling variables

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given 2 physical systems different from each other, you will work

with then in order to demonstrate the meanings of the following:

a subsystem
b. solution
c. evaporation
d. histogram
e. variable

2. Given the activities carried out for objective 1, ye.q will select

materials of your own.choice and demonstrate the meaning of the 5

concepts listed in objective 1.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES 6 MATERIALS:

1. SCIS, Subsystems and Variables, Teacher's Guide

2. Salt, sugar, starch, baking soda, cobalt chloride, filter paper,

food coloring, glass containers, empty tea bags

3. Whirly Bird, rivets, graph paper

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Show your records for activities 1, Z, and 3.

2. See objective 2. With real materials, be prepared to demonstrate for

the instructor the concepts stressed in this MOD.

MOD :' 0 6
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PROCEDURE:

These activities refer to dhapters in SCIS, Subsystems and Variables, Teacher's
Guide.

1. Read the following pages-as preparation:
"Subsystems," pp. 34-35;
"Solutions and Evaporation," pp. 50-53t
"Histograms," pp. 72-73;
"Variables," p. 97.

2. Solutions: Read "Inventing the Solutions Concept," pp. 58-59. Using the

materials in the MOD tray, demonstrate the meaning of each term sad write

a brief description of the results:

A. Solution

B. Nov-solution

C. Filtration

D. Evaporation and crystallization

E. A solution subsystem of a non-solution

3. Whirl, Bird: Read "The Whirly Bird System," pp. 90-105. Using the

materials in the MOD tray, demonstrate the following and, if applicable,

write a brief description of the results in each case:

A. Subsystem

L. Variables

C. Rintogram: Construct one and be ready to discuss it with the instructor

Be creative in selecting your variables.

MOD 20h



D. Controlling variables

4. Using real materials of your own choice, demonstrate the meanings of:

subsystem, solution, evaporation, histogram, variable.

MOD 206
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MOD 24.17 Ecosystems (SCIS)
Inferring

OBJECTIVES:

A. Given your observation of the Environment Box, you will be able to:

i. discuss what part any one of the following constituents has in

maintaining the total system:

a) ecosystems
b) pollutant
,c) water cycle
d) oxygen-carbon cioxide cycle

e) fcod-mineral
clszus's the exchan e of materials in an ecosystem in oxygen-carbon

dioxide, food mineral, and water cycles;

3. describe the cycle of a water molecule from the time that it leaves

the ocean through ovap)ration until it returns to the ocean through

the ground water, streams, or rivers;

4. discuss the relationship that exists between carbon dioxide, oxygen,

water, organi compounds (carbohydrates, lipids, proteins), and

metabolism (respiration and photosynthesis);

5. name the five major ecosystems (biomes) seen in the Environment Box.

B. Utilizing the self instructional modules, "The Ecosystem TI: Energy,"

and "The Ecosystem III: Materials," you should master the ideas

described in the self instructional module booklets.

INSTRUCTIO.AL REFERENCES AND MA:ERIALS: No MOD tray for this MOD, check in

Resource Center for items #1,2,3,5)

1. SCIS, Ecosystems, pp. 22-23, 42-43, 58-59, 78-79, and 82-85

2. Biology: An Appreciation of Life, CRM Books, Chapter 14

3. Biology tie World of Life, Wallgce Chapter
4. Environment Box prepared by the instructor

5. Self Instructional Modules, "The Ecosystem II: Energy" and "The

Eccsystem III: Materials"

I'INAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Se( objectives above.
2. r,ce the water molecue through several pathways from the time the

water molecule leaves the pond in the Environment Box through

evaporation until it returns to the pond.

MOD 207
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PROCEDURE:

Livrag organisms are composed of various chemical substances. Water comprises

60-002 of living cells. Water is constantly taken in and voided by the

organism. It i, used to build body structures, as a carrier for voiding

wastes, rnd to dissolve or put into solution other substances that the

organism needs.

It is important then for the living organism always to have water available.

Water evaporates into the air from bodies of water such as rivers, streams,

or oceans. It drops back on the land in the form of rain. Eventually most oc

this water re-enters rivers, streams, and lakes or runs back to the ocean.

Before this water returns it may be used many times. This MOD shows how water

is used and manipulated by living organisms from the time it falls as rain

until it returns to our lakes and oceans.

Diagram #1

I

Cloud

Rain

Soil Water
Source

' 'so ,\
41.\

Water TRb.1.P

Evaporation

--\ River

Cloud

,

Rain ,

-' 4un Off i

Evaporation /

/
,-.--,......-...,-N...--

Ocean

1. Water constantly enters air by evaporation from large bodies of water.

Water vapor f.,rms clouds. It results I.% rain which falls upon the earth.

2. Water returns to the ocean in four main ways:

a., Direct ru-a -off

b. Indirect run-off by way of streams and rivers

c. Evaporatiln from inland waters to form clouds and to rain back into

the ocean
Seepage of soil water to underground water tables which move into

sc'esns or directly into the ocean

MOD 207
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Diagram #2 Transpiration

4r

0 4-- Soil

Rain

. ,

Plants use water as a carrier to move dissolved
substances from the soil to

their leaves. Excess water evaporates from leaves by a process called

transpiration.

Diagram 13

/el

(Ar\ (---- H,0 Soil

Rain,

011011.1.

Sunlight on water molecules in plants causes the molecules to break up into

hydrogen and oxygen. Hydrogen combines with CO2 to make organic molecules

(CH20) such as sugars, starches or proteins. Olygen diffuses from leaves and

enters the atmosphere as oxygen gas. This process called photosynthesis can

be expressed by simplified equations.

2820 __2sunlight4 40 + 02 (gas)

2R + CO2 (C112°)n

In this wal! some of the water molecules are trapped temporarily in plant

tissues. Or7gen ?Alters the atmosphere.

MOD 207
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Diagram #4

CO2

1.
02 /.1%

de

R
2
0

,7)
Plants

Soil

Animals eat plants or other animals who have eaten plants. These animals

break dawn organic compounds and use them as energy for motion or to make

other chemical substances. The breakdown of these organic substances requires

.ygen and results in the formation of carbon dioxide and water. Water may be

xcreted and added to the environment or it may be used for other body

functions. The chemical reactions are represented below:

Oxygen + Organic Foods (CH2O) > CO2 + H2O + Energy

Diagram #5

Plants and Animals Die

(Decay by Bacteria St Mold

W
a20

H2O Soil

When plaua animals die bacteria decompose them into carbon dioxide and

water. Bacte is combine oxygen with hydrogen from organic materials to form

water. Much the oxygen formed by plants from water in photosynthesis

returns to the environment in this way. This water drains into larger bodies

and flay owe again return to the lane.

MOD 207
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Diagram #6

W
Evaporates,

I

Water, and 0
2
Cycles

0.2/

to air

Transpiration (H
2
0)

Y
\Photosynthesis

CO
2

(/ Plant & Animal

CMetabolise & Decay

Water
,-4--

Run
Off,/

Water
. ' Table '' '
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THE ECOSYSTEM II: ENERGY

INTRODUCTION

Organisms require a continual input of energy to maintain
organization and to power day-to-day activities. The flow of energy
from one organism to another is of central importance in determining
the structure of an ecosystem.

Energy enters the ecosystem in the form of solar radiation. It

is.transferred from one trophic level to another in the form of
chemical bonds. All the energy which enters the ecosystem as sunlight
eventually leaves the system in the, form of'heat.

The fluw of energy through the ecosystem--how it is captured,
what it is used for, and the efficiency of transfer--is the subject
of this presentation. The following objectives outline the essential
points you should master.

OBJECTIVES

-- explain why energy is of central importance in determining the
structure of an ecosystem.

-- describe how energy gets into the ecosystem, and identify the
source of energy.

-- describe two major "uses" of energy by organisms.

-- describe what respiration or maintenance energy is used for.

-- describe two kinds of production.

-- characterize the ecosystem in terms of the extent,to which
energy is recycled.

-- give the estimated efficiency of energy capture in photosynthesis
.nd estimated efficiencies of energy transfer between trophic levels.

-- explain the consequences of the above efficiencies as related to
ecosystem structure.

MOD 207
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OUTLINE OF MODULE

1. Introduction ana review

II. A brief overview of energy flow

A. The "black box" approach
Energy input and output

C. Prodo,:eis
1. some energy Is captured. some net

2. uses of captured energy
D. Primary consumershow the) use energy

E. Secondary consumers

Now the pocket moue uses energy

A. Some wasted
B. Some used to power body processes

C. Some used for production

IV. Energy flow in more detail

A. Solar energy strikes plants

1. most reflected
2. a small amount stored in chemical bonds

3. most of t.se chemical
compounds broken down by the plant

itself
4. a tiny

amount--production--available to neAt trophic

level

B. Primary consumers eat plant production

I. Some plant material not eaten or wasted

2. Some energy from plants used for maintenance

3. Producti ,

C. efficiency oi transfer
D. Secondary ronsur.rs

V. Energy pyramid
A. Strnrt'sre related to amount of energy transferred level-to-

lgvel
B. Sun-primary co-cumer-secondary consumer-etc.

C. Sun-corn-cow-t : and implications for feeding the world)

VI. "Wasted" energy
A. Some eaten by worms, Insects, etc.

B. All leftover chem:..cal energy finally used by decomposes_

1. released as heat
2. some ecosystems mostly decomposers

Conclusion
A. Review

';ome_energy may be exported

C. vme energy may be import.d

D. he city
E. Itored energy

I. growth and development of system

I. sediments

7111. How Io materials move through the ecosystem'

MOD 207



0 THE ECOSYSTEM II: ENERGY

0 0 ® -C) In the first part of this three-part

presentation on the ecosystem we looked at the trophic structure of

the ecosystem: food chains, food or trophic webs, trophic pyramids.

0 We asked why the pyramid of energy flow is always rightside up.

That is 0 Why does the amount of energy decrease from level to

level as it goes up the trophic pyramid, from trophic level to

trophic level?

® To answer this question we will have to -look closely at

how energy gets into the ecosystem;
how the energy is transferred

from one trophic .evel to the next; how it is used; and where the

energy finally ends up.

0 In our examination of energy flow we will study the desert,

a strange and heautiful ecosystem. But the basic principles of energy

flow apply not only to the desert, but to all natural and managed

ecosystems.

:) To get started, let's use an approach familiar to systems

analysts and engineers, z.alled the "black box" approach. Energy

flow between organisms and trophic levels is rather complicated, so

at first we will me. -nsider what goes on inside the organisms. lie

will treat them as ' boA7.s". We can see what g es in and what

comes out, but what goes on inside each black box remains a mystery.

'Once we get the basics down, we will look inside the boxes for some

of the details.

6-2) Energy enters the ecosystem as s( ,air radiation. It leaves

as hear. 1.r were to examine our ecosystem black box closely, we

wauld note thaL (if the system 4s not growing or exporting energy)

-8-
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J
amount of energy radiated by the ecosystem as heat is equal to the

input of sunlight.

0 In other words, a certain number. 0 calories of energy

goes in as sunlight, and an equal number of calories escape as heat.

SecaUle energy plisses through the ecosystem and is not reused, the

ecosystem is said to be an open system with regard to energy.

0 Let's look inside the.ecoryste black box and imagine

smaller boxes representing the populations of organisms at each

trophic level.

0 At the producer level, a large amount of the incoming solar

radiation is not captured by the plants. It is reflected or merely

heats up the vegetation. Some of the solar energy is used by the

plants for photosynthesis -- to build complex chemical compounds.

Most of these compounds are broken down by the plants themselves,

and the energy contained in them is eventually given off as heat.

A small amount of the compounds is stored in growth and reproduction.

These carries are available to the next trophic level -- the

primary consumer level.

0 The primary consumers, represented by a pocket mouse and

a grasshopper, don't even touch a certain porportion of the plant

material. Of the plant material that is eaten, some energy is lost

in the consumer's waste products. A large amount of the energy is

eventually lost as beat. Some energy is stored in the tissues of

the primary consumers. This stored energy is passed or, to the next

tripi,Ac level, 0 say, when a rattlesnake or hawk eats a mouse.

At the se....ondary consurer level some of the movse energy goes

to waste ... the chemical energy of the bones, for instance. Of the

food energy consumed by the predators, some is lost as body wastes,

MOD 201
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so.. is radiates as heat, and again only a small fraction is stored.

0 Let's take a closer look at the pocket mouse and see

exactly what happens to the chemical food energy he gets in his

diet of seeds.

0 Some of the chemical energy stored by the plants is not

even eaten by the mouse -- the hard shells on certain seeds, for

example. 0 Some of tne chemical energy of the seeds is lost

t. 'he rouse in his urine and droppings. Many of the

nutrients in the seeds are broken down in the process of cellular

respiration, and the ATP molecules produced used to move muscles,

power never impulses. move molecules, through membranes, and repair

body structures. This energy was used to maintain the mouse's

activities, so it can be called maintenance energy.

0 Finally, a small fraction of nutrients are used as raw

materials or energy sources for the growth of mouse tissues or the

formation of baby mice. This energy, stored in growth or repro-

duction, is called producti.:1 energy.

0 Thus, at each trophic level, energy which is not wasted

is used for maintenance (and lost as heat), or stored in growth

and reproduction.

By now you should be getting an idea why. the amount of energy

moving through the ecosystem decreases as it goes up through the

rophic web. 0 Let's abandon our black boxes and reexamine the

system This time we will put in some crude numbers so we can look

at the relativ mounts of energy involved.

0 To start things rolling, sunlight strikes the plants.

Let's :tart with 10,000 calories of solar radiation. Most of this

MOD 07
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energy bounces off. (3 A small amount, one to five per cent or

500 calories, is used by a plant in photosynthesis to build complex

compounds such as glucose from simpler raw materials. (3 Most

of this energy, about 400 calories' worth, is used by the plant

itself for maintenance. The chemical energy is used to power cellular

processes such as membrane transport and cell division. These 400

calories are eventually lost as heat.

q) Some of the stored energy goes into production -- that is,

growth of the plant end the production of new plants. 'The energy

stored in production totals about I/10th of one per cent to one per

cent of the sunlight which originally hit the plant, or 100 calories.

(3 These 100 calories are available to the primary consumer level.

As we noted, the pocket mouse does not even eat some of the

plant aerial available. ® Of the plant tissue ingested by

the mouse, some of the calori:s are excreted in the chemical bonds of-

sterials in the urine and feces. A total of about one half of tha

available production is either not eaten or wasted by the primary

consumers. Where does :his energy go? You might think about where

it goes. We wilt return to this topic later.

(,0 Of the 50 calo' ^s actually used by the mouse, most of the

energy is used in maintenance -- muscular movement and so on. Now

we can see why the amount of available energy decreases as we go up

the-trophic pyramid. At each trophic level, much of the energy is

either wasted or Led by the organisms themselves just to keep

nv. S7 This leaves only a fraction of the energy for the next

trophic 4 el, and so on.

In the case of he mouse, about 10 calories are stored ... 0

400
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10 calories out of the 100 calories in food available to the mouse.

The pocket mouse is thus about 10 percent efficient at transferring

energy from the producer level to the secondary consumer level. 0
An ecologist once put it this way: "A mouse is 10 per cent efficient

at turning cheese into cat food." Efficiencies of all trophic levels

above the producer level average about 10 per cent, although they

may run as high as 30 to 40 Der cent, or as low as one per cent.

TA1 our desert ecosystem, the lark, a secondary consumer, is .00ut

10 per cent efficient in turning grasshoppers into hawk food,

0 Here is the whole story so far. At each trophic level,

some energy goes to waste; a lot is used for maintenance; and some

is stor "d as production. It is easy to see why many top consumers

are intelligent, highly mobile predators ... they really have to

scramble for the few calories left at the top of the trophic pyramid.

The loss of energy at each/step also explains why most food chains

are limited to five or few links. There is simply not enough energy

left for higher predators.

0 Now we can constr.act our trophic pyramid of energy. In

doing so, let's look It the efficiencies of entire trophic levels.

The plants convert about one per cent of the incoming solar radiation

into food for desert tortoises, grasshoppers, and mice. The plants

are about one per cent efficient in trapping solar_, energy. The

primary consumers are about 10 per cent efficient in turning plant

material into food for secondary consumers, and so on.

0 Mutt a'' this means is: For every 10,000 calories of

energy which fall on the plants of the ecosystem, about 100 calories

of plant food are available to primary consumers, such as rabbits.

MOD 207
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Ten calories of primary consumers can be converted into one calory

of secondary consumers, such as foxes or owls. Or: 0 10,000

calories of sunshine make 100 calories of corn, which make 10 cal-

ories of cow. Made into hamburgers, this makes one calory of boy.

0 Note that if the boy eats corn instead of hamburgers, ten cal-

ories of boy can be supported on the same amount of corn. As the

world becomes more crowded, many of us may have to become vegetarians

in order to support more people on our limited area of farmland.

0 Now, what about all that energy that went to waste? The

energy of tough plant parts and animal bOnes and waste products?

Is this wasted energy just piling up?

No, it is not accumulating some place. You have probably

figured this out already. O3 Some of this energy is temporarily

side-tracked to support scavengers such as insects and worms burrowing

through the soil. 0E0 (The early bird catches not only the worm,

but some energy which was not caught by other consumers.) 0

Eventually, thoUgh,
d,;omRos'ers such as fungi and bacteria break

down waste chemicals to simpler compounds (such as carbon dioxide

and water), releasing the final few stored calories in the process

ThmOast bit of waste chemical energy is used by the decomposers for

maintenance and eventually given off as heat.

0 The decomposers use and release much of the energy which

flows through the eCoiystem. In fact, in some ecosystems, most of

tt, rant production goes directly to decomposition. In thetkeco-

systems the animals familiar to us handle only a tiny fraction of the

total energy flow.

Now the explanation of our black box is almost complete.

MOD 2C 7
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L9 Sunlight falls on the ecosystem. Some of the solar energy is

stored in chemical bonds. Some of these chemicals are burned by

the plant; some chemical energy is transferred to the next trophic

level. At each trophic level some energy is lost as heat. At each

transfer, some energy is lost. Decomposers break down wastes and

release the last bit of energy. Eventually nearly all the energy

is lost as heat.

Of course, an ecosystem's energy books are not always balanced.

0 A bird which eats its fill and then migrates out of an ecosystem

takes some energy with it. This is one example of energy !import. 0
Similarly, a leaf which floats downstream into an ecosystem imports

energy. Some ecosystems import or export a great deal of energy.

Few ecosystems are totally self-contained, with no import or export.

The human and animal populations of a city, of course,

depend on imported energy. Little food is grown in the city.

0 e get our energy at the supermarket.

co Often we find that an ecosystem is taking more solar

energy than we can account for in terms of heat and export. In such

an ecosystem, production energy is accumulating -- the ecosystem

may be growing. This is the case when a forest gradually invades

a meadow. The amount of energy stored in the plants and animals

of the meadow gradually increases. Eventually, the forest,reaches

maturity, and energy output equals input:

03 Sometimes extra production energy is buried. Our fossil

fuel reserves are composed of stored production energy from eco-

systems of the past. 0 Does that make our cars primary and

secordary consumers?

MOD 20
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0 All through this presentation we have considered energy

transfer in terms of chemical structures, first formed in photosyn-

thesis, and then transferred from one trophic level to the next.

Chemical compounds such as sugars and fats carry energy, 4E) as

evidenced by the calories in a chocolate sundae. 0 But if we

look at our ecosystem black box, we see input and output of energy,

but no net input or output of the chemicals which can carry energy.

These materials seem to stay inside the box. 0 How do chemical

materials move through the ecosystem? What maintains the supplies

of materials used by organisms, and what exactly are these materials

used for?

0 These and other questions, are the topics of the third

part of our presentation which considers the movement of materials

through the ecosystem. 4E0

MOD 20:



THE ECOSYSTEM III: MATERIALS

INTRODUCTION

Organisms require chemical compounds as sources of chemical
energy and building materials. Many organisms, such as plants, a %.

capable of manufacturing nearly all of the chemical compounds they
require. Other organisms, such as human beings, must get many complex
compounds from the environment. But all organisms depend on large
pools of simple chemical compounds for raw materials. Materials are
constantly being changed from one form to another through the action
of biological and physical processes. The amount of each element
or compound is finite; each must be recycled. The constant conversion
and reconversion of materials as they move through the bioNphere
constitute material cycles.

This presentation examines some of the materials cycles and the
principles covering the movement of materials thr,,gh the ecosystem.
The following objectives summarize the important points you sjoulc
master.

OBJECTIVES

-- describe two roles played by materials in the ecosystem.

--describethe movement of carbon through a typical ecosysteM

-- list and describe the three major pools of the carbon cycle.\ om-
pare the relative sizes of these pools.

-- briefly describe three transfer processes of the carbon cycle and
which pools are connected by these processes.

-- describe a major effect of technology on the carbon cycle, and the
danger posed by this effect.

-- describe ecosystem in which carbon cycli:4 is slow, and another
in which carbon cycling is fast. Give the reasons for the differ-
ence between these two ecosystems.

-- explain in what way a few simple organisms are important to the
cycling of nitrogen in the biosphere, and why all other organisms
are dependent on them.

-- describe the major effect of technology on the nitrogen cycle.

-- characterize the ecosystem in terms of the extent to which materials
are recycled.

-- compare the movement of energy aind materials through the ecosystem.

-- explain the phrase "spaceship earth".

HOD 207
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OUTLINE OF MODULE

I. Introduction
A. Review
B. Photosynthesis
C. Respiration

II. A typical ecosystem--Yosemite Valley
A. Movement of carbon

1. plants
2. primary consumers
3. uses of isterisls
4. predator
S. decomposers

B. Closed system

III. The carbon cycle
A. Pools and transfer processes
B. Interconnected ecosystems
C. The whole cycle: the sedimentary pool

1. the cycle
cs.

2. burning of fossil fuels; possible consequencesY."D Rates of carbon cycling

A. Other cycles

forest
2. forestfir

cyclesIV. Othelr.

tropical rain

B. Nitrogen cycles
1. atmospheric pool
2. nitrogen-fixing oiganisas
3. agriculture
Other cycles
Question: Sketch the oxygen cycle.

%. Review
A. General r.,iew
B. "Spaceship Earth"
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4
THE ECOSYSTEM III: MATERIALS

0 03 0 This presentation is concerned with the a4 1,ement

of materials through the ecosystem. 0 The first two units in

this series have discussed the trophic structure of. the ecosystem

and energy flow through the system.

CI The ecosystem is an open system with regard to energy. (2)

Energy enters the system as sunlight, is transferred from trophic

level to trophic level as chemical energy, and finally leaves as heat.

Energy is transferred between trophic levels as the potential

energy of chemical bonds. ® These bonds are formed in photosyn-

thesis, when carbon dioxide and water are combined to form glucose,

with oxygem gas as a byproduct. Other molecules -- such as complex

sugars, fats, and proteins -- are built from glucose and other simple

molecules. The plants themselves break down some of these organic

compounds. Animals consume some by eating the plants and each other

() The compounds are broken down by the plants and animals in

the process or respiration, and the chemical energy is released.

CO2 and water are reformed. 0 Energy has been trapped, used,

and releases as heat. But the original CO2 ant. H2O remain to be used

again.

0 Let's follow the movement of the carbon in CO2 through a

typical ecosystem -- the forest-meadow ecosystem of Yosemite Valley,

California. co Trees and ether plants trap carbon dioxide in

photosynthesis, making sugars and othei compounds. 0 Some of

these molecules are "burned up" by the plants in respiration, returning

carbon to the atmosphere as CO2. 64 Some of the carbon in the

M(D 207
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plants is transferred to the primary consumer level -- for instance,

when a squirrel eats an acorn. 45) The squirrel uses some of the

carbon-containing compounds from the acorn in respiration, and CO2 is

released to the atmosphere. Some carbon is lost in the squirrel's

waste products, and some is stored in the tissues of the squirrel.

-In the squirrel, we can see the two major functions of materials

in the ecosystem: Chemical compounds are used as energy sources and

as building materials. 4i)

0 When a predator such as the coyote eats the squirrel,

the organic carbon of the squirrel is used in respiration (and lost

is CO2), lost in waste products, or stored in the body tissues of

the coyote. N
0 When the plants and animals excrete wastes or die, bacteria

and fungi use the material for energy and building materials. They

break down the remaining carbon-containing compounds and returnt
carbon to Vie atmosphere as CO2. Through the action of the decompo-

sers, materials are recycled. Without them, the ecosystem would

4

soon run out of materials. Thus, unlike energy, materials are

reused in the ecosystem. The amounts of available materials are

limited, and the compounds are used over and over. With regard to

materials, the ecosystem is a closed system.

45) To simplify our study of the cycling of carbon, we can

lump the carbon into pools various places or forms in which

carbon is found. One pool is the atmosphere, where carbon exists

as carbon dioxide gas. This is called the atmospheric goal in the

diagram. "'le organisms make up another pool, where carbon is con-

tained in organic molecules. This pool is called the biotic pool.

408
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4E0 Carbon moves frog the atmospheric pool to the biotic

pool in photosynthesis. 4E0 It is transferred from the biotic

pool back to the atmospheric pool when CO2 is released as a product'

of respiration. 4). Photosynthesis and respiration are the

transfer processes by which carbon moves from one pool to another

6 The movement of carbon between pools is called the carbon cycle

bolause the movement of carbon is cyclic..,

43 Of course; the CO2 given off in respiration in the.forest

is not entirely recycles by the trees of the forest. ft the air

ab)ve the. forest, the CO2 is mixed with CO2 from other'ecosystens.

6 The materials cycles of very few ecosystems are entirely closed

or isolated, like the cycles in a sealed, "balanced'' aquarium: The.

cycles of various ecosystems interconnect. 4E) A crab on the ocean

shore may respire CO2 which is used by a tree in the mountain forest.

47.1) You may-eat A hamburger which contains carbon from an Iowa

corn field.

0 Another carbon pool should be added to our diagram. There

is a tremendous quantity of carbon which lies buried in the form of

coal, oi1, and carbonate rocks. This carbon was stored in-the bodies

ani shel_ 41"s of organisms which lived millions of years ago. This

carbon tapped )n ancient sediments Makes up the sedimentary pool:

6 Here hre the sizes of the pools in billions of metric

tens. (The diagramiomits the carbon dissolved in seawater and stored

it marina organisms.)

10 Under "natural" conditions, transfer of carbon between the

sedimentary poo and the other pools would be rather slow, 0 but

mcdern himanshavmfound it necessary (or at least desirable) to

409
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use the energy and materials contained in these ancient sediments

tc support technological civilization. One environmentalist put it

this way: "Industry is subsidized by fossilized dinosaur dung."

We are using up fossil fuels much, much faster than they could ever

be replaced. We call it the "Energy Crisis."

0 In addition, carbon dioxide (and other pollutants) are re-

leased in large quantities when fossil fuels are burned to run machines.

We have thus greatly. increased the rate of transfer from the sediment-

ary pool Atha largest pool) to the atmospheric pool (the smallest).

This results in a 0.7 parts per million yearly increase in the amount

of CO2 in the atmosphere; which is considerable since the amount of

CO2 in the air is only a few hundred parts per million.

03 Carbon dioxide in the atmosphere traps solar radiation,

keeping the earth warm -- the so-called "greenhouse effect." Some

scientists believe that an_ increase in the amount of CO2 in the atmos-

phere may cause an increase in temperature at the surface of the

The experts concur on the possibility of a temperature increase.

They disagree as what would happen next. (E) If the earth be-

comes just a few degrees warmer, the polar ice caps could melt,

raising the level ofothe oceans several hundred feet,and flooding

coastal regions. Or an increase in temperature could increase the

evaporation of water from the oceans, increasing precipitatir --

especially snow in the polar regions. 03 This could cause the

polar caps to enalrge, bringing on an ice age. This reminds me

of a poem by Robert Frost, entitled "Fire and Ice".

Some say the world will end in fire,

4 i
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Some say in ice.

From what I've tasted of desire

I hold with those who favor fire.

But if I had to perish twice,

I think know enough of hate

To say tha for destruction ice

Is also gre t

And would suffice.

(1.3 In any case, the process would take hundreds of years,

and it say not happen at all. Some scientists believe that the

amount of smoke and dust produced by civilization may block out

enough sunlight to neutralise the effects of the increase in carbon

dioxide.

One more point concerning the carbon cycle: The rates of trans-

fer between pools may vary from one kind of ecosystem to another.

0 Photosynthesis fixes carbon at a rapid rate in the sunny, warm,

moist climate of the tropics. In a tropical rain forest, carbon may

be taken by the plants at a rate of 4.5 kilograms of organic

material per squure meter of forest per year. An equal amount of

organic material is broken down and recycled, mainly by the de-

composers 0 In the tropical forest, no dead organic material

is Mowed to lit around for long. An abundance of insects and

small soi:. organisms gobble up every leaf and dead ant as soon as

thee fall Decomposition is rapid in the warm climate. Materials

are recyc.ed se rapidly that the forest floor is relatively bar

of debris

03 3y contrast, in a typical fir forest, only 1.0 kilogram of
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organic material per square meter of forest may be prod ,-ed each

year, less than one-fourth the production of the tropical fore,r.

- About 1.0 kilogram of organic material is broken down every year.

47) However, a thick layer of humus covers the forest floor, and

a fallen fir needle may'last for several years before its carbon is

recycled. Cycling of materials is slow in the fir forest, as compared

to the tropical rain forest.

03 Organisms require 30 to 40 other chemical elements besides

carbon. Some of them, like copper or cobs_., are needed in only

tiny amounts, as cofactors of certain enzymes. Others, such aa,

oxygen and phosphorous, make up large proportions of organisms and

the abiotic environment and are recycled on a large scale.

Nitrogen is an important constituent of proteins. This

is a diagram of the nitrogen cycle, one of the more complex material

cycles. You need not memorize the diagram. It is presented merely

to illustrate a cycle a bit more complicated than the carbon cycle.

Pools of nitrogen are indicated by the circles; the transfer processes

ar hown along the arrows between the --.01s.

0E0 The atmospheric pool of nitruJn, in the form of N2 gas,

is huge -- making up about 80% of the mass of the earth's atmosphere.

0 However, only a few kinds of miCioorganiims are able to use N2

gas directly, through the process of biological nitrogen fixation.

Other organisms are obliged to get their nitrogen in a roundabout

way from the nitrogen fixers.

0 The abundance of nitrogen fixers, like this blue-green

alga, is quite small compared to the total mass of a typical eco-

system, but these organisms are absolutely essential to the cycling

D 207
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of nitrogen. A molybdenum ion is part of one of the enzymes Wich

fix nitrogen. Thus the rivement of nitrogen -- essential to proteins

and life -- is linked to the presence of this rare substance. Many

materials cycles are interlinked in this way.

0 Human technology greatly affects the nitrogen cycle. In-

dustrial fixation of nitrogen -- making fertilizer from the nitrogen

in the air -- may exceed 10 per cent of the nizzogen fixed naturally

in land ecosystems. 03 The considerable input of nitrogen fer-

tilizer into farm ecosystems has greatly increased world food produc-

tion. If all the=nitrogen put into the soil were taken up by the

crops, problems would be minimal. 0 But some of the nitrogen

is washed from the field into rivers And lakes. Richly-fertilized

bodies of water often fall victim to "blooms" or population

explosions of algae. When these tiny plants die, their decomposition

rapidly depletes the oxygen in the water, eliminating fish and other

oxygen-dependent organisms. The lake or river "dies." The near-

fatal pollution of Lake Erie is probably the most familiar example.

COOther major materials cycles involve the movement of

sulfur, water, phosphorus, and so on. Perhaps a good way to determine

whether you understand materials cycles is to see whether you can

figure out a cycle. 0 If you know anything about photosynthesis

and respiration, you should be able to outline the oxygen cycle of

a typical ecosystem. In a moment, stop the tape and sketch the

oxygen cycle. Include major pools and transfer processes. The

answer is on the next slide. O.K., stop the tape.

0 Here is a simplified diagram of the oxygen cycle. Is your

sketch similar to this diagram?

Al'
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This nearly completes our consideration of the mmemeat cf

materials through the ecosystem. 0 In re w: Irma typical

material cycle, the material exists in severzl different forms

These accumulations are called pools. The processes which convert

the material from one form to another, trAsferring it from one pool

to another, are called transfer processes. 0 Mich of a cycle

may be unseen, carried out by microorganisms such as decomposers and

nitrogen-fixing bacteria. 0 Energy movement through the eco-

system is one-way. Input of sunlight is equalled by output of

heat. Energy is not reused. 0 In contrast, materials are

reused ... recycled over and over.

0 In a way, the earth is like a huge spaceship with ar

unlimited supply of solar energy, but finite material resources which

must not be wasted and must be used again and again. in the future,

we must prevent nitrogen from accumulating in our lakes and rivers.

We have to make sure that the phosphates we mine and use in fer-

tilizers and detergents do not end up in the water, or lost at the

bottom of the ocean. 0 Our limited supplies of metals will have

to be recycled, rather than scattered uselessly across the landscape.

Pollution consists of dead-end, unbalanced cycles. 450 Those of

us with the foresight to do so should take care that our supplies

of materials continuo to be recycled smoothly, soOthat the living

passengers of "Spaceship Earth" may continue their journey. 0

4 1 4
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MOD 208 Teaching Strategies: Questioning

Because questioning plays such an important role in the classroom
atmosphere and the instructional process, especially in science,
this MOD is designed to help you organize your thinking rtgardin;

the use of questioning in the classroom. It is anticipated that

you will continue to refine your skills in the use of lue!tionin;
throughout the remainder of your preparation program.

OBJECTIVES:

At the end of this MOD you should be able to:

1. State reasons for using questions.

2. Classify questions as to cognitive, affective, or psych motor
don ns.

3. Give examples of questions for at least four levvls of thinking

in the cognitive domain of Bloom's taxonomy.

4. Discuss appropriate wait-time f)r different ques ions.

5. Discuss appropriate alternative ways for handlin; incorrect and
partially-correct responses for questions.

6. Write or state examples of convergent and diverg.!nt questions.

7. Identify and/or construct questions requiring th use of a

specific scientific process, i.e. hypothesizing, observing,
formulating operational definitions, etc.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. Carin, Arthur A. and Sund, Robert B., Developing Questioning
Techniques, in Resource Center

2. Video playback equipment or film projector

3. Films or videocassettes of classrooms from SME Resource Center

PROCEDURES:

1. pp. 1-51 in Developing Questioning Techniques and discus,-

with your partner.
2. Complete questions 1-21 on pp. 17-19.

3. View a portion of a-film or cassette of a classroom frcm the
SME Resource Center and select two questions used by tFe teacher.

be prepared to discuss the ciassifieaLion and ap)ropristenest of

the questions.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring responses to questions 1-21 to the evaluation session and

be prepared to discuss them.
2. Bring the film or cassette which you selected in Procedure 3 and

present it.

3. See objectives.
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MOD209 Relative Position and Motion (SCIS)

Using space relationships

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given an artificial observer, "Mr. 0," you will be able tD describe

the position or motion of a selected object in the room relative to

Mr. O.
2. You will be able to describe orally the location o" Mr. C. to

person unfamiliar with that location.

3. Given the activities of this MOD, you will be able to away the

following terms: reference object, relative position, relative

motion.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. SCIS, Relative Position and Motion, Teacher's Guide

2. SCIS, Fun House, filmlOop f 528-90195-8

3. 8 um filmloop projector

4. "Mr. 0" figure

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. When the instructor places Mr. 0 in

either the position of an object or
relative to Mr. O.

2. Have the film loop ready to operate
answers on the attached sheets.

416
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the movement of that object

to help your discussion of
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PROCEDURE:

1. Read the following sections in SCIS, Relative Position and Motion,

Teacher's Guide:
a. Relative Position, pp. 22-25

b. Using Refsrence Objects, pp. 30-31

c. "Inventing" Mr. 0, pp. 38-43

d. Relative Motion, pp. 48-50

e. "Inventing" Relative Motion, pp. 52-56

2. Perform these activities:

A. Have your partner hold the Mr. 0 figure in various positions and try to

describe how your partner sees Mr. O. Use descriptive terms such at in

front of, in back of, above, below, far, near, to his right, or to tie

left. Then describe how Mr. 0 "sees" you.

B. Take Mr. 0 and move him in any way you desire. Discuss with your partner

how Mr. 0 reports your change in position relative to him.

C. Have a third person select a remote hiding place for Mr. 0 and place him

in it. Have this done in your presence, but :14.4. in the preserce of your

partner. Then verbally, without pointing cr gesturing, try to describe

Mr. O's hiding place accurately enough so that your partner can find Mr. 0

using only your verbal directions. When you have stated the complete

directions see if your partner can find Mr. O. Do not follow or give

additional help along the way. This game is analogous to someone (your

partner) stopping his car to ask you how to get to a particular location

var, (Mr. O's hiding place). Ordinarily you do not hop in the car to direct

the way. You try to describe as well as you can from the uninformed

stranger's point of view how to find the location.

3. Review the SCIS ft) House filmloop several times.

NOTE: When using the Super-8 filaloop projector, you can stop the! film any

where in the loop by pushing, the silver button on top of the proector.

You can tnjurt the film if you stop the loop for too long c peri.d of

time.

Select the best answer to each question about t Be ready to describe

'out evidence, You should focus your attention o noes in relative

position of the entire object or person. For example, do not be overly

concerned with small parts of the object such as the girl's feet in scene 12

or the girl's hands in scene 15. Select one et these answers: no, a little,

a lot.

417
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Meal
1. /re the chlidlmn moving relative to the slide?

2. ire the: children moving relative to the camera?

Scene 6

3. Is the paper relative to Andy?

4. Is the paper relative to the slide?

3. Is the paper moving relative to the camera?

Scene 7

6. Drava simple sketch designating the path that the ball makes relative to

the slide as the children pass the ball back and forth.

Scene 9

7. Is th,

8. Is the

3cens 10

9. Is the

10..14 the

11. Is the

Scene 12

12. Is the

13. Is the

14. Is the

'barrel moving relative to the children?

barrel moving relative to the camera?

camera moving relative to the barrel?

camera moving relative to the children?

camera moving relative to the Mr. 0 located inside the barrel?

girl moving relative to the camera?

girl roving relative to the barrel?

girl Loving relative to Mr. 0 located inside the barrel?

13. Es the girl moving relative to Mr. 0 ideated outside the barrel?

418
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Scene 14

16. lescrite the ltion of the child in the wagon as seen by Mr. 0 on the
Itekst fence.

Scene 15

17. lescribe the motion of the wagon relative to the camera.

Sc he 17

18. Observe and draw the path that the children take relative to the striped
wheel.

When mu ham finished.using the film be sure to return the loop to the
begin,ing of the sequence so the title reappears.

419
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MOD 21C lam of Soil
Measuring, boterpretios data

OBJECIII IS:

1. Civet two different sampler of soil, ycu will be able to separate

the aoll samples into seven different grain sixes is follows:

a. LW'S! than 4 mm.
b. 4 si to-2.3 mm.
c. 1.3 mm. to 1.2 sm.
d. 1.2 mm. to 0.6 mm.

S. 0.6 so. to 0.25 so.

f. 0.25 mm. to 0.044 mm.

s. smeller than 0.044 mm.

2. After separating the soil sample into various particle size lots, you

will-determine, on the basis of weight, what percentage of the total

soil sample consists of the following:

a. vary coarse sand - larger than 1.2 sm.

b. coarse sand - 1.2 mm.; to O. mm.

c. medium sand - 0.6 me6 to 0.25 mm.

d. fine send - 0.25 an -o 0.044 mm.

e. siltiand clay - smal than'0.044 mm.

3. From the-table given on peg. 3 of this MOD, you will determine the soil

class for one of the soil samples provided.

4. After separating the soil sample into its various components, you will

examine under the microscope grads smaller than 0.044 mm. and you will

record your observations.

5. After separating the soil sample into its various components, you will

add a small amount of water to the grains smaller than 0.044 mm.

After adding slough water to moisten the sample, you will be able to

describe its texture and adhesive characteristics.

ACES 6 MATERIALS:

1. Sieve set for separating a soil sample into various particle sizes

2. Two soilf samples which have been heated to remove all organic

materialband water

3. Balances, microscopes, measures

FULL ASSESSMENT:

See objectives above.
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!ROODS 2:

General Inforastion

Soils as seen in nature are made up of three nein components. These are the

elineral contest, the organic content, and the water content. For the purposes

of this activity, the soil samples have been heated to high temperaturesin

order to remove the organic and water components. When the soil Is heated,

the water is evaporated and the organic content is reduced to its basic molecular

'CO pooents such as carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, etc. These

molecular components are either evaporated or are too small in particle size

to be noted in the soil sample.

After the soil sample is heated, the only component that remains is the mineral

,content. This component, on the basis of particle size, can be characterised

as consisting of sand particles, silt particles, and clay particles. By

irate- national standards, sand constitutes the coarse particles larger than

0.02 me., and they vary in else from very smll to various larger sizes. Sand

particles lesser than 2 um. are usually considered stones. "Sand pirticles"

usually come from granite, limescons, sandstone, and shale. Th*m.e represent

roan c, en at the earth's surface and are considered as parent materials

comP-risine the earth's crust. Sand particles originate through a weathering

pr' ass of the earth's crust which results in the formation of various sized

routs, stones, and sand. The weathering of these in turn results in the

formation of a variety of soil sand particles made up of quartz, feldspar,

mica, hornblende,Sarnet, etc. Quarts particles predominate in sandy soils.

Silt particles are generally considered to have a size range of 0.02 mm. to

0.002 ma. These are usually irregularly fragmented particles of sand in which

quarts is the-dominant material. If one examines silt particles under the

microscope one sees that these irregularly shaped particles are usually coated

with finer grains which are clay partic: . One might define silt particles

as fragments of sand particles that have not been weathered or polished smooth.

Silt portclas when further etooed or broken down to smaller particles would

result in cloy particles.

Cla pitticlus are oueller than 1.002 mm. They are usually 14es-shaped and when

moist ,an hiffily plastic and coheslvl. "Mica-shaped" means that they have a

layers*. CODAVuetiOd. If clay particles are wet. with water they tend to swell

becanw-layea of water molecules penetrate between the layers of mineral.

titm mamma, they are referred to as plastic,. Most clay particles exhibit

a cabliveneaa because they are charged with positive or negative charges and

therefore ors usually covered with other charged mineral elements such as

calcite*, irml, potassium, and sodium ions. Hence, the clay particles are very

isportqnt for certain soil characteristics such is water-holding capacity

sad reAntloa of nt*rient ions. Although many tisk particles are composed of

,quarts which 1., pine silicon dioxide, many of the quarts fragments have been

chemlictlly uadifiei. Kaolinite, illite, and montmorillonite are cosmos

ansaplas of :ley particles that,contain silicates of aluminum, sodium, iron,'

migneCus4 and potassium. For instance, red soils have a large precentage of

clay ptrticIss sada up of iron silicate.
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Soils are characterised by the percentages of sand, silt, an clay partiles

that they contain. The following table can be used to determine tea class

of soils

Class of Soil,

Sandy Loam Loam Clay

A. Sand (including all 702 402 233

particles larger than
0.044 mm)

3. Silt and Clay (including 302 602 172

all particles smaller than
0.044 mm)

(Note: For this activity, because of the equipment, it will be necessar to
consider 0.044 UO6 rather than 0.02 446 as the division point between said

and silt and clay.)

From the above table determine to which class of soil one of the simples belongs.
For example, if the sand content is more than 702, the sample would belong to

the sand loam class. If the sand content is st least 402 hot less than 702, the

sample would belong to the loam class..

Instructions

1. Weigh a 250 ml. graduated cylinder on the gram balance provided in the

laboratory.

2. Fill the graduated cylinder to the 125 ml. mark with a soil sample and

determine the weight of the soil by subtracting the welfht of the cylinder
from the weight of the cylinder and the soil.

3. 0b} in the sieve set provided in tholIOD tray. Note that the sieves are

marked from 1 to 5 (mesh S to 60) and have a cover and bottom applied to the

top and bottom sieves respectively. Pour the soil sample into the top elev. 4:

(wash S) and with the five sieves assembled shake the assembly until no uo,
of the soil contents are falling from one sieve to another. This can be

checked by periodically removing the sieves from each other and by shaViag a

sieve over a piece of paper. If more soil is ialling through, continue with

the shaking process-. Be patient and shake thorou hl until the 'rocess is done.

4. After separating the soil sample into different-sited cqmponents-w#h the
sieves marked S to 60 mesh, pour the contents of the lowest sieve (60 mesh)
into one additional sieve marked #6 (325 mesh). This sieve will allow all
silt and clay particles to pass through but will hold back the fine sind.

S. Tou now have divided the original soil sample into seven site groups. Pour

each sample on a piece of paper and measure the weight in grams. Determine

the percentage each cospoltent comprises, relative to the total weight of the

sample.

PI )D 210
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6. D addilg up ell the send samples (percentages) and determining
parasites& UNUAWK of the silt and clay sample, determine the class
for ote of :he arc samples of soil.

7. FM in the chart below with the data you have obtained.

Semis used 4" -

Weight of 125 ml of soil

Components Weight (g) X of Toed

I

A. larger than 4 am

B. 4 nm to 2.3 um

C. 2.3 ma to 1.2 ma

D. 1.2 nm. to 0.6 um

S 0.6 ma to 0.25 BM

F. 0.25 me to 0.044 um

G. sealer than 0.044 is

Type of Soil

.00

73
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MOD 211 Preparation for Teaching Science to Children

" PREREQUISITES: MOD 208

This MOD is designed to allow you to utilize processes, concepts,
objectives, and questioning techniques you haye developed in your

MODS in preparing a two-period lesson for children..

OBJECTIVES:

At the completion of this MOD you and your partner should present
a completed- neat, two-period plan for a MOD_for elementary
children at the level (primary or intermediate) that you wish to

teach. The plan should include:

-Title Materials and equipment

Processes and/or concepts Outline of procedures

Grade -level Key questions

Overview Assignment (if any)

Objectives Final assessment

INSTRUMONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. Materials and equipment in SME Resource Center

2. References, including elementary texts, in SME Resource Center

3. SAPA, Commentary for Teachers, pp. 19-24 in newer edition and

Op. 21-26 in older editio,

4. Carin, Authur A. and Sund. Robert B., Developing Questioning

Techniques

PROCEDURES:

1. Prepare a rough draft of a plan for 8-10 students utilizing
what you have learned in your ISMEP MODS at the level you wish

to teach (check with instructor for the specific grade).

2. 'Discus& plan with an instructor incorporating any changes

agreed upon.

3. Prepare a final copy,of your plan in neat form, preferably typed.

4. Assemble the materials needed to teach the MOD to 8-10 elementary

children.

5. Schedule a session with an instructor to review the final plan.

6. Prepare copy of the plan to submit to the classroom teacher.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Assemble materials and a good copy of your plan.

2. Be prepared to defend your objectives, questions, assignment,

and assessment plan.
3. ,Present a copy of your plan, with h . its where appropriate,

for the teacher in 'dose classroom will teach the lesson.



ISMEP

40D 212 ftlrgy So irces (SCIS)

Cot itrolli ig variables

PRERBUISITn: Read SCIS, Energy Sources, Teacher's Guide, pp. 22-24 to

review the concepts of (1) objects and their properties,

(2) interaction, (3) system, (4) subsystem.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given the apparatus in the MOD tray and sufficient time to experiment,

you will be able to shoot a'rubber stopper or of a syringe

accurately enough to hit a 2-foot diameter circle fifteen feet away

at a minimum score of 7 out of 10 hits.

2. You will be able to identify the important variables that influence

the flight distance of a stopper shot from a syringe.

3. You,will answer the questions on the attached sheets as related to

the exercises.

INSTIPTCTIONAL REFERENCES A MATERIALS:

1. SCIS, Energy Sources, Teacher's Guide, pp. 22-25

2. "Stopper-popper," tape measure, protractor

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

See objectives above.

425
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PROCE )URE:

In the MOD tray End the syringe with a rlbber stopper-the stopper-popper.

Jam tie stopper into the open end of the syringe and "fire" the stopper by

pushiig in on the plunger. As you practice working the stopper-popper, you

should get a feeling for how to increase the flight distance. List these

factors.

Also in the MOD tray is the stopper-popper support system of notched wood and

a platform. By setting the stopper-popper into the notches and raising one

end of the support, you can control the trajectory of flight Practice with

this system until you get a feeling'for the height of stopper vs. the angle

of trajectory.

With chalk draw a circle with a 2-ft. diameter on the floor to servit,as a

iret for the stopper. Fifteen feet from the center of this circle, draw a

_ine to serve as the position of the platform. The objective of the following

exercise is to determine the position angle of the platform and other factors

such as the force of plunger necessary to hit the 2-ft. circle 7 out of 10

tries. See diagrams below.

Position angle measured with

protractor

Support
blocks,
books, etc.

Stopper-popper

Plunger

11111:

Stopper

Calibrations

1

SyAnge

Use the ft:lowing format to record your ten trials on the backof this page.

J

ale e-

Tria2 91 100

Tria: #2

7

Force units on syringe

428
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Anew! the followng items:

1. Wiat evidence is avail, ble that energy has been transferred?

2. T7ace tse energy of this moving otopper back to the energy source, the sun.
Use the back cf this sheet if you need more apace.

3: Dsscribe the conditions under which he stopper flew the longest distance.

4. H:14 does the position angle of the stopper-pcpper affect ,ae flight

distance of the stopper?

5. Does the rate of descent of the plunr,r affect flight distance?

6. What happens to the energy o_ the flying stopper to cause it to come to

rest?

7. Um does the (epth of the etorper in the syringe affect flight distance?

8. Wm does the ;mount ,f air in the syringe before the stopper is plugged
affect flight distance.

427
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NOD 213 Water-Holding Capacity of Soil
Measuring, interpreting data

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given three kinds of soil, silty clay, loam, and sandy loam, ycu will

measure and compare the weights of equal volumes o' the differ/at

kinds of soil.
2. Using equal volumes of each of the soils, you will determine tte

relative water-holding capacities (field capacitie ) of the soils.

3. Using soil samples saturated to the water-holding rapacity, yot will

determine the actual weight of water per gram of &Al.

4. From the data collected in this activity, you will formulate ar
inference explaining the different water-holding capacities of the

soil samples used.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. Smith, Ecology and Field Biology, pp. 212-221

2. Soil samples, glass tubes, Saran Wrap, rubber bands glassware, clamps

ring stands, balancft

FINAL ASSESSMENT:1

See objectives above.

42s
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PlOCEDI RE:

13-afore doing the activity, it Is necessary that ybil are able to define the
f3llow ng tenms:

1. field capacity - the total amount of water that is held by a'soil
against the force of gravity and the downward pull of capillarity
and that does not drain through the soil

2. hygroscopic water of soils - the relatively small amount of water
absorbed by dry soil from the'atmosphere

3. capillary water of soils - amounts of water retained in minute
spaces between tine soil particles, and as films surrounding soil
particles, and by absorption by soil colloids

4. gravitational water of soils a atter a heavy rain 'or irrigation,
much of the water drains or sinks away; this is called gravita-

.,

tional water

Soil characteristics

Uzepting humus or decaying organic materials, all soils are basically composed
c: the same minerals. Most soils consist of primary minerals thAt are composed
of silicon in combination with other elements. These may include silicon in
combination with oxygen, aluminum, calcium, sodium, magnesium, and iron. Other
soils may be composed of sItlicon compounds mixed with variable amounts of
calcium carbonate and calgum phosphate.

Another characteristic of soils is the size of the constituent mineral particles -

or crystals. Sand, for instance, is CoMposed of a high percentage of silicon
dioxide particles that are 0.02 mm. in diameter or larger. Soils are
characterized by the proportion of the soil made up of a certain particle size.
The table below shows the particle size characteristics of the three soils
used In this activity.

Percentage of Each. TVP e of Particle

!Sandi, Loam Loam Clay
Fine Strad to

Coarue Sand
1

47.1, 26.5 6.7

%ery Fine Sand 22.0, 13.2 16.8

Eilt Purticlei: 21.1 43.2 28.0

Clay 9.8 17.1 48.5
NIM.10

/article Size for the Various Categories:
Comae Sanl to Fine Sand
Very Fine and
Silt

Clay

2.00 to 0.10 ma
0.10 to 0.02 tom

. . . 0.02 to 0.002 mm
below 0.092 mm

MOD 213
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1. !storm nation of weight-volume relationsha.ps

J. We .0 a 00111. graduated cylinder to the nearest gram on the balance

privided.
1. Fi.1 the : ylinder to the 250m1. mark, and gently tap the bottom of

tip! cylinder with the palm of your hand to settle the soil uniformly.
C. We.Lgh the cylinder and the soil to the nearest gram.
D. Determine the weight of 250m1. of each kind of soil. Using the

'heaviest soil as a reference (100P, determine the relative weights
of the other two samples (in percents).

Tyke of Soil

Sandy Loam Loam Silty Clay

We..1ght of 250m1.

Re..ative Weights in Per Cent

2. :determination of relative water-holding capacity (field cmlacity) of each

A. Obtain 3 glass tubes from the MOD tray. Using a rubber band, close one
end of the glass tube with a square of cloth found in the MOD tray.
Weigh the tube to the nearest gram.

B. Measure 250 ml. of soil into each of the tubes, using one kind of soil

for each tube. Gently tap the bottom of the tube with the palm of your
hand to evenly settle the soil. .Weigh the tube and soil to the nearest

lam. The total weight minus the weight of the tube will give you the

weight of the soil sample.
C. Assemble a support stand with two clamps, and clamp the glass tube to

this support.

D. Place a 400 ml. beaker under the tube and add 250 ml. of water to the
to) of the tube. Cover the top of the tube with aluminum foil.

:. Allow the tube to stand for 24 hours or until no more water is draining
frau the tube into the beaker.
Weigh the tubes and soil.
Calculate the weight of the soil sample with its water.

1. Calculate the weight of water retained by the soil.

Grams of Water Retained

Grimes of Water Retained

,er Grzm of Soil

Type of Soil
Sandy Loam Loam Silty Clay

Note: The soils used in this activity were dried at 100°C. 'before they were
set )ut for you. All increase in weight at field capacity was due to water-
holdLng capacity

4 3 (1
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ISMEP

-MOD 214 Basic Probability and Its Role in the Elementary School

This 40D is concerned with the basic concepts of probability.

OBJECTIVES:

At the completion of this MOD you will be able to:
1. Use games to explain probability.
2. Give a quantitative meaning to the idedof uncertainty.
3. Determine the set of possible outcomes for a given situation.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Probability and Statistics
2. MMP slide-tape, "Overview of Probability and Statistics"
3. 25 chips of four colors, spinner with 3 colored sectors, coin,

2 die, deck of bridge cards,,several circular cylinders,

PROCE)URE:

1. View the MMP slide-tape
2. In MMP, Probability and

Activities 1: Parts I,
2: Parts 1,

3: Parts 1,

3. Prepare a game for your

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

-..

"Overview of Probability and Statistics."
Statistics, do
II, and the General Question
2, 3, 4, and 7
2, 3, 4, and 5b
file on probability.

1. Bring all work sheets add your game to the evaluation.
2. Be able to answer questions relative to the objectives.

/..

.4.
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MOD 215 Models: Electric and Magnetic Interaction (SCIS)
Communicating, controlling variables

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given a source of electrical current, compasses, and some wire, you

will demonstrate that a magnetic field accompanies an ele:tricai.

current.

2. Given a source of electrical current, a large nail or riv!t, conpasses,

and some wire, you will construct an electromagnet.

3. Given a coil of wire, a bar magnet, and a galvanometer, you will
demonstrate that a changing magnetic field induces electrical current

in the wire.
4. Given the materials in the MOD tray, you will construct a scientific

model for electricity.

5. You will select a natural system other than the ones encountered in

this MOD, and construct a scientiflc.podel that enables you to make

predictions about the behavior of the system.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. SCIS, Models: Electric and Magnetic Interactions, Teacher's Guide

2. Flashlight batteries, power pack, insulated wire, iompass2s,
filings, galvanometer, bar magnet, large nail or r :.vet, small light

bulb, brass clips

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. See the objectives above.
- 2. Be prepared to discuss your written records with the instructor.

V
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PROCEDURE:

Note: A power pack may be used in place of batteries in activitie; 2, 3, and

1. These activities refer to chapters in SCIS, Models: Electric 4nd Magnetic

Interactions, ;3acher's Guide. Read the following pagee as pr.Taration:

"Models," pp. 44-47
"Devising Models," pp. 56-59 ,

"A Magnetic Field Model," pp. 6045
"An Electricity Model," pp. 82-83

2. Connect a wire to one terminal of a battery. -Let the ware pass over a small

compass so that the wire and. compass needle are aligned and mmentacily

touch the loose end of the wire to the other t'rminal Oi the bettery. Note

what happens to the compass. Place the sire unuer the Compass and rapes*_

the procedure. What does the behavior of the compass itiply abut tb3 space -

surrounding the current-bearing wire? Refer to the.dia:ram in the*E:IS

Teacher's Guide, p. 65.

a wire many times around a large nail or rivet. Connect the tvo ends

of the to one or more batteries. Investigate the effect of th( nail

of rivet on compasses, iron filings, and small iron objects ttat you

cate around the room. Do not allow the current to flow for perioes much

longer than 30 seconds or the batteries will wear down very quickly. Make

variations in the number of turns of wire, strength of current rce, or

connection of terminals. Note their effects.

,4 3 3
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4. MOTION:
Do not connect the elvanameter to the batteries or any other Lource of

current! .

Take a bar magnet from the MOD tray. Form a wire coil of many turns which

will fit around the magnet. Connect the two ends of the wire to a

galvanometer which is a delicate meter that detects the presence of

electric current. Move the bar magnet into and out of the coil. Note the

needle on the meter. Change magnetic poles and see what Nippers. Connect

the ends of the wire to opposite terminals on the meter. Wact the teed'e

very closely as its movement is slight and transitory. row i this

interaction between electricity and magnetism different from tte intor-

action between the battery and the compass in activity 2?

Review "An Electricity Model," pp. 82-97. Given the materials

tray, set up antelectrical system. Then construct a model for

based upon that system. MOD 176 is closely related to this act

you completed it last term that experience should be helpful.

below, use a diagram to help communicate your model for electr:.
also explain it in writing.

434
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6. Select any ncural system you wish other than ones referred to in this MOD.

Cmstrun for the eying= a model that will enable you to mike predictions

a)out tae beh <vior of he system. Discuss your system below.

4
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MOD : 16 E 'Tifton]: ental Plc t Analysis

C :ossify Lug, meat wring

OBJEt:TIVES..

ISMEP

1. After completing a "line intercept technique" for studying plant

forms in a plot, you will be able:
a. to determine the relative density of each species found in

the plot area;
b. to determine the dominance or cover per cent of grouad surface

of the plot area;
c. to determine the relative frequency Of each species seen in the

plot area.

2. After separating the plant specimens seen in the line transect, you
will further classify these plants into the major plant categories
described in the REFERENCE SHEETS FOR MOD 216.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. Reference Sheets for MOD 216 in the MOD

2. This MOD, pp. 2-3
3. Smith, Ecology and Field Biology, 2nd ed., pp. 695-696
4. Native vegetative area
5. 12-foot tape measure, transect line, and'supporting rods to be obtained

from the lab attendant

FINE. ASSESSMENT :

See Ojectives above. Be ready to present your data to the instructor

in an organized form.

MOD 216
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REFEIENCE IHEETS gOR MOD 216
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, All living organisms can be ordered' or classified on the basis of their structure

In classifying organisms one con begin with the simplest forms and end With

the more complicated forms. If all organisms are composed of a,basic unit,

the cell, then it follows that the simplest living forms would bethose that
consist of only onasuth unit, that is, single-celled organisms.- Because
nature can make many different kinds of clans, there may be many different kinds
of single-celled-organisms. The bacteria, algae, amoebae, and euglen&are
typical-examples of single-celled organisms.

Use organlies are composed of clusters or associations of cells., If all the
cells in the cluster are of the same kind,'-of the same shape and form, the
organism is called &colonial multicellular organism. In these organisms none

of the cells are specialized for a specific function but all can carry on all

the ltfe functione for nutrition, growth, and reproduction.

t _text step Coward higher complexity is the formation of organisms composed of

Igreptes of several kinds of cells. Usually in these organisms each specific

group of cells is specialized to perform a unique Unction. For example,

nerve cells for coordination of the whole, cells forming pathiays for

circulation of substances throughout the whole, cells adapted for collecting
food and digesting food for the whole organism, etc. In these organisms a

tissue level is reached, and each group of a particular kind - particular in
shape, form, and function - is called a tissue. .

Jai additional step to higher complexity is the organ level. In this level,

several tissues in one part of the body. may work together for a common purpose.
The lungs are composed of several tissues and function to supply oxygen to the

whole organism. The kidney ie another example and 'has the function of removing

waste products-from the Whole organism.

final step to * rise in complexity is the system level. In this leiel several

o gees work together foria function in the organism. The heart, blood, blood

gels, mid some gladas all coordinate to produce an effective Clieulation

syste 1. / .

Plants and sauna s have not reached the same levels of_complexity. Plants

hive evolved to the tissue level with possibly some development toward the
oil* level. Animals have representatives at all levels of complexity from
single-celled organisms to organisms at the system level.

C
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1. 11 this MOD you will/be concerned with,a variety of plant E- Imals are

^nnsilered separtely . A general description of the seven major piant fo:ms end

some 3f their subgroups is given below.

A. Plants not having vascular bundles.

Group I. Algae

Group II. Fungi

Group III. Liverworts

Group IV. Mosses

Sipgle-celled and colonial forma possessing

chlorophyll. No true tissue.

Colonial forms. not possessing true tissue.

Non-green plant-like forms. (colds,

toadstools, mushrooms, mildew.)

Green plants having leaves only. No stens

or roots, leaves growing Utostrate on the

ground or rocks.

Small green plants Navin. leaves only.

Appearing as small leaves clusterd togetbtl

to form a "stem." Do not form seeds.

i3. Plants having vascular bundles.

Group V. Ferns

Evergre or

Conifers

Plants having leaves and stems. Ste

always under the ground with leaves ,sly

visible above ground. Do not form seeds.

Plants having leaves, stems, and roots.
Leaves most often needle -like. Iroe.lce

seeds, have cones instead of flowers.
(pines, firs, spruces, hemlocks, cycads,

ginkgos)

Gioup VIE. Deciduous Plants that lose their leaves once A year

Plants and become-dormant. Produce seeds from

-flowers.

Subgroup:
Monocotyledons

Subg coup:

Dicotyledons

Produce seeds having only one cotyledon.

Petals and sepals of flower in three or

multiples of three.,.4yascular bundles

scatter in stem. Narrow leaves with

pars..lel veins. (grasses, palms, irises,

bananas, tulips, orchids, corn)

Produce seeds having
Petals and sepals of
five or multiples of
bundles ring-like In
and veins branching.

438

two cotyledons.
flowers in groups of

five. Vascular
stem, brad leaves
(trees, shrubs, herbs)
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It is Gaportant th.t you sesect an environmental plot that will not be too

cifficilt tc analy .e and one that will have a variety of kinds of plants. A

'lawn" type af plo: will not be satisfactory because the growth of grass plants

Fill ba so dense that it will be impoecible to count the individual plants.

You should select a plot where ttare are several kinds of plants and where the

plant density is such that bare ground areas are exposed. Where can you find

such a plot? You might try next door by Bee Creek or it an area where the

tree growth is not too dense and where undergrowth of grasses, herbs, mosses,

etc. is permitted. Get Pr. Aololfson's permission before using area next door.

You should not be concerned with specific identification of individual Ocant

species. The different species or kinds of plants, may be designated as

species 1, species 2, etc. In completing objective 4, you should classify

the plant species according to the classification rystei learned, in MOD 112.

Follow the procedures below.

Fild an environmental plot you consider satisfactory.

.-.-T-Suapend'the 12-foot tape measure between the,stakeS provided.

:i. The tape measure is `divided into twelve 1-foot intervals which are further

divided lute inches. While standing directly over the tape measure, determine

tk, areas Of the transect that do not have plant cover. This is the same as

deSignat!..n.whiCh areas directly below the tape are seen as dirt, dead leaves,

etc. For eloT:dple, the information may be recorded on the chart as "Interval 3,

2-6 inches" (portion of the tape from 3 feet, 2 inches to 3 feet, 6 inches).

4. While you look down over the tape, count all plants that you see occupying

space under the tape. This may include plants whose roots are anchored in

soil to the side of the tape but have parts extending under the tape.
ti

5. In counting the plants you should identify them according to species number.

For example, your data may appear as "Interval 3, 1 of species #1, 5 of species

03, and 2 of speCies #6."

f* templet( the above counts 10T-the-throe 12 foot transect lines.

7. Analyze

EelatiNe density

to determine relative density, dominance or'over per cent,

by using the following formulas.

= total individuals of a species
X 100

total individuals of all species

I minas ce or

coves per c ant =

total distance in inches of transect
line covered by plants X 100

144'
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'reque icy ntervals in which a species occurs

12
X 100

- 5-

telatim frc,uence frequency value of a species .X 100
total of all frequency values of all species

4 iii
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Species

_.,...___

4,*

5 A '
MG #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12

=r Ili1111...
,.

Grou id
-- rata I: t a iLr. g --:--P.' . . ,' -.. .." . .

(.41 (in inches) I

I I

*One Interval 12 12 inches
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MUD 17 Pr3blew 'olving I

fills 410D will pro,ide opportunitieS for solving problems anNentifykni
,some iseful metho,s in problem- solving.

OBJECTIVES:

kt the conclusion of this MOD you si
1. Find methods for getting started
2. Adapt problem-solving strategies

INSTRJCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

11 be able to:
with,...a plan to solve a problem.

to particular problems.

1. MMP, Pronlet Solving
2. Handouts for Strategy I, II, JI.1

3. Grid paper, loc 2 tiles, blocks, ruler

PROUDURE:

1. Read "Introduction" and "Perspevtive" sections in MMP,
Experiences in Problem Solving.

-.12. Do Activities 1, 2, and 3.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

I. Bring all work sheets to the evaluation.
2. Ile able to answer all questions relative -to the objectives.

!I
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HANDOU- FOR STRATEGY 1

When you are faced with a problem whose solution is

not immediately obvious, it is frequently helpful to

begin by stAying a simpler but related problem. This

is cur STRATEGY 1 and we refer to it as simplification.

In this handout we will show how it can be useful in the "Riding to

School ' problem of Activity 1. Simplification may lead to an idea of

how tc solve the problem or how to best 4iew the'problem. Solving a

simpler problem may Actu-aily provide an answer which can be'used in

the sclution of the original prob'em, ora method which soives the

simpler problem and which also-ledds to a solution of the original

problem.

2

Limisrstiati
Plan

tatry,,eut'
Think back

Simplifications of the "Riding to School" problem.'

We use the "Riding to School" problem to illustrate the strategy of

simplification. The problem is posed in Activity 1 in terms of a

3 x 3 block grid:

Home

School

Then are some obvious candidates for simpler problems which might

be considered.

School

Home

a one-block problem

Home

School

(a 2x2 block problem

elori
Both, of these problems possess a certain symmetry which, as w shall

see, is quite useful.

ST1-1



Another type of simpler problem which does not have this symme-

try is a 1 x 3 block problem:

There are of course other candidates, but these

cient to indicate what we mean by a simpler prob

Throughout the discussion which follows we

'east" tcrminology which reflects the customary

I

rorth'wi:h the upward direction and east wi

r irection ---....

examples are suffi-

lem.

adopt a "north" and

identification of

th the right-hand

in analysis of some simpler but related problems

We begin with an analysis of the one-block problem.

'here are clearly two different (direct) paths to

school:

NE (first north and then east); and

EN (first east and then north).

Plan

Carry out

Think back

The situation is slightly more complex in the 2 x 2 block prob-

lem. If we adopt the (implicit) assumption that only the most direct

routes are of ''interest, then each path to schOol is four blocks long.

'hree of the possible routes are

ctice teat each of these routes begins by heading north. There are

also three routes which begin by heading east. Draw them on the fig-

,ires on :he following page.

ST1-2
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Since a route must begin either by heading north or east, and since

we have _identified all of the routes in either case (why?), it fol-

lows that there are six routes from home to school in the 2 x 2 block

problem.

The answer to the 2 x 2 block pt.oblem (six routes)

-and the method of obtaining the answer (use the symMe-

try of the grid to divide the problem into two parts:

court the routes which begin by heading north and

those which egin by hea g east) will be used to

attack the 3 x 3 ck problem of Activity 1.

r.
Zack to the original problem

Let us begin by simply drawing some of the routes

Sally can travel from home to school. Three routes

t'are shown; find three more.

I

(a)

Three of tie routes...

(b)

ST1-3
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Think back

IUnderstand

pmrput
Think back

tit*

F

( c )
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L
(d)

You provide three more...

(e) (f)

It should be clear that each (direct) route from Sally's house

to the school must be six blocks long. She has to go a total of

three blocks to the,north and three blocks to the east.

Let us use the method developed. in our study of the 2 x 2 block

problem to attack the 3 x 3 block situation. This method, which

exploits the symmetry of a square grid,, can be used to show that for

every route which begins by heading north (as in (%)) there is one

which begins by heading east (as in (b)). One way of making this

clear is the following. If the routes are labelled by the directions

taken at each corner, N or E, then route (a) can be labelled NNNEEE

drid (b) can be labelled EEENNN. The directions N and E are simply

,nterchanged in these tfla routes! The route shown in (c) can be

labelled NNENEE. What are the labels for the routes you provided in

(d), (e), and (f)?.

(6) (e) (f)

Notice that since each route is sit blocks long, each label consists

of six 'etters: three N's and three E's.

STI-4
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What is the mute that results from interchanging N and E in

(c)? Find the label anedraw the path.

L

'71

Use this technique to find the symmetric routes (those rese.Ing from

the interchanged N and E) to those you constructed in (d), (e) and

(f) on the previous page.

symmetric to (d) symmetric to (e) symMetric to (f)

In summary, to every route which begins by heading north, there

corresponds another which begins by heading east, namely the route

whose label is obtained from'the label of the first by interchanging

N and E. -Therefore, the complete set of routes can be written as a

set of symmetric pairs (e.g., NNNEEE and EEENNN) and consequently,

the total number of routes is twice the number of routes which begin

by heating north. We have used the'symmetry of the grid to reduce

the prcblem to one of finding the number of routes from Sally's house

ST1-5
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to tte school' which begin by heading north; the answer to the origi-

nal problem is twice this number. In making this reduction we have

used the method we discovered in studying the 2 x 2 block problem.

Ournext problem is to,count the number of routes which begin by

head ng north. Each such route must pass through the corner marked

X in the diagrambelow.

At,tie corner X a decision must be made: either go north or go

east. If the route heads east from corner X then the next cornet

it reaches is the one marked (1.) ; if it heads north then the next

corrier it reaches is the one marked 0 . Thus, again the problem is

redu:ed to simpler ones:,

A: Find the number of routes 'from corner 0 to school, and

B': Find the number 0' routes fromr, corner 0 to school.

This is a good place Lo pause for a moment to be sure that you see

how to answer the original question once you know the answers to

these two questions.

We shall see that we can use the bnswers to Some simple' prcb-

lemsito answer A'and B.' We consider each one separately.

A: The problem of determining the number.of routes from the

corner marked() to the school is jUsf the 2x 2'block

problem we solved above! We use the answer, six, to con-

e] le that there are six routes from Sally's house to the

school which begin by h ?ading north'anfwhich go through the

corner marked O.

B: This is another type of simpler prbblem, and it is essen-

tially 1 x 3 block problem introduced near the beginning

ST1-6
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of this tandout. Explain why there are Exactly four direct

routes from corner tl to the school. (Hint: Sally must go

one block further north from t.S. On how many streets can

she ride this block?) Draw the four routes from corner e.S

to the school on .the figures below.

Why is it impossible to use a symmetry argument ana ogous to the one

used earlier to find the total number of routes fro ,A to the

''school?

We conclude that there are four routes from Sally's hi-se to the

school which begin by heading north and go through the corner marked

ts. Notice that in solving these simpler problems we used answers

obtained above.

A solution of the origin111 problem

Since there are six routes fromSally's house to.the school which be-

gin by heading north and Igo through the corner 0 and four routes

which begin by heading north anego through the .cornerQ , there are

6 +4 or 10 routes^from Sally's house to the school Which begin by

heading north. Referring to the discussion of symmetry, we Conclude

that `here must be 10 routes which begin by heading east. Thus there

must be 20 different routes from Sally's house to the school.

Those of you who solved the problem on your own may feel that we

have gone to great lenqths to,eXplain'things which are obvious: You

may be right, and this is an example of an argument which is easy

once you see-it but lengthy to explain in detail. However. we feel

that it is worthwhile to provide 311 the details at least once. Sub-

sequent handouts will provide less and require more of you.

O

ST1-7
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Whan and tow to use STRATEGY 1

How can one tell whether the "simplification"
strategy will be useful

on a speCific problem? There are no hard and fast rules, but the fol-

lowing examples illustrate 1 types of problems on which it is natu-

ral to try simplifiCation.

I. Given a problem involving an n x n array of some sort, consi-

der an analogous problem with a smaller array. The "Riding to-

School" problem of this activity is an example of this type.

2. -Given a problem involving n quantities of some sort, consider

an analogous problem with fewer quantities.

3. Given a problem involving an
arbitrary triangle, consider first

the case of an isosceles, or
equilateral or right triangle.

4. Given a problem in three (or two) dimensions, i.e., in a space,

consider an analogous problem in two (or one) dimensions, i.e.,

in a plane. For example, Euler's formula for three-dimensional

polyhedra can be obtained by examining planar graphs.* This

idea will be used in Activity 2.

Concluding Remarks

:Cis su-gested that you try to analyze each noblem

you work in Activity 1 along the lines illustrated in

this haniout. You' will be asked to prepare such an

dnalysis as a part of Activity 5. It is worthwhile

'.o develop the habit of reflecting on which methods were'successful

andwhich unsuccessful fo each problem. In this way you develop a

set of experientes on which you can draw in future problem-solving

activities.

Finally, it snould be mentioned that in same cases the simpler

related problem may not actually be simpler to solve but is merely

simpler for you since you already know how to solve it. For example,

Think back

*See thc, Awareness Geometry
unit of the Mathematics-Methods Program

for some work on Eufer's formula in the plane.

STI-8
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a geometry problem involving the proportional sides of two triangles

may be related to a result you know Involving similar triangles. The

latter result may be useful in solving the original problem, but it

may be as complex (or perhaps more complex) than that problem.

...4,....

tT1-9
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HANDOUT FOR STRATEGY 2

-The first problem of Activity 2 provides an example of a problem in

which a certain regularity in a sequence of numbers, a number pattern,

leads to a solution. We begin our study of the problem with a sim-

plification and the identification of a.number pattern in the simpler

problem. We continue with a detailed study of the original problem

with mower than six cuts. table of numbers will be constructed and

a formula conjectured. St 2, which is exemplified by the iden-

t sication of number patterns and formulas relating quant...ies of

Interest, will be referral to as the strategy of finding a number

pattern and formula.

Solving a simpler problem using a number pattern and formula strategy

The hint provides a useful suggestion for getting

started on the problem. If we view the piece of

string as a line segment, then one cut d'vides the

string into two pieces, two cuts divide into three

pieces, and so on. The situation can be lyctured as

no cuts

one cut

two cuts

three cuts

453

Understmmi,

Plan

...CarrY Set-

Tide* hoc

one piece

two pieces

three pieces

four pieces

MOD 217



I we introduce the notation S(n) to denote the number of pieces re-

silting t-om n cuts, then the information contained in this diagram

cin be_Ommarized in a table:

number of cuts (= n) 1 2 3

number of pieces (= S(n)) .1 2 1 3 4

Eased on the evifence presented lo
this table it is reasonable to

c)njectl:re that in general n c,:ts will produce n 1 pieces of

string, i.e., tnat S(n) = n 4- 1.

Back to the orivral problem

Having seen how tc, observe a number pattern and

generate a formula we turn now to the orig;nal prob-

lem, i.e., the potato-dicing
problem, and we attack

it usinc, the method we applied to our study ot the

simpler problem. Tn that end we begin to construct a

table similar to the one constructed for the string problE,n.

If we make n cuts in the potato, then we clearly have one

piece. If one cut is made, then tv.o pieces result.

Understand

Plan

Carry out

Think back

cats

cne cut

unf- piece

S7?-2

two pieces

I101) 417



However, at the next step (i.e.. tro cuts) a complication arises

which did not arise in the str'' Problem. The complication is that

two cut, can be made in two, quite different, ways:

(a) (b)

Since the problem for us is tc determine the greatest number of

pieces which can be obtainEl by slcing a disc with a specified num-

ber of cuts, the cuts shown in figire (b) are the desired ones. In-

deed, the two cuts shown in figure (a) yield three pieces whereas the

two cuts show in figure (b) yield four pieces. Let us begin to con-

struct a table with the informutio1 obtained so far. In the table

we let 'n" denote the number of cuts and "P(n)" tre greatest number

of oiec2s wh/ch can be obtained with n cuts. (Is the use of the

functi, i notation P(n) appropriate? Why?)

the information generated by considering none, one, and

two CU; we have the table
4

n101_12
9 1 1 2 1 4

3 l 4

lo cor'.-rJe, we assume that t, obtain the greatest number of

pieces with tnree cut, *he first two cuts ought to made as in figure

(o) above, and then 3 third cut adied. H:iw should the third cut be

miJe? There are the followi7 7,^sihilities (the third cut is indi-

catcd by line)

(d)

'-3

455

(e) (f)

-13-
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!I the turd cut u made as shown it figure (c) then five pieces

result; if it is made as in figures (d) cr (e) then six pieces re-

sult; and if it is made as in figure (f) then seven pieces result.

We corclude that in order to pt,t37n the naximum number of pieces,

then the third cut should be mai, a-. In figure (f) and P(3) = 7.

Addinc this information to our ta,..)1

n 0 1 2 1 3 4

P(n) 1 I 2 4 i 7

We ha,.e rr,w r--ached a noint at which the central idea in Strategy 2

can be applied: we look for a pattern in the table of data obt,'ned

= nm the special cases f 0, 1, 2, and 2 cuts.

A CONJECTURE

Looking for a number pattern in this table we observe that

1 + 1 = 2, 2 + 2 = 4, 4 + 3 = 7; that is, in each case in

the table whenever three numbers 7 (I) and Li 3re

cated as shown

'her we ,ve

:t 'S a 5it risky to make a conjecture, i.e., a guess as to a

gener;1 result, using such scanty data; and we will extend the table

mcre step and check whether our observation continues to hold.

IN -a. w 11 proceed in such a way as to show why the observation

must

4 5 i;
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Thi, procedur( of guessing a pzttern on the ba is

f exper;ence and then attempting tc verify the pat-

tern is part of the process of thinking back.

Understand,

Plan

:carry out
Think back

We proceed to provide si.pport for our conjecture, and we do so

ty examining the cutting process in letail to determine how new

pieces are created. Let us examine the addition of a third cut. The

three new pieces (2A, 3A, 4A) can be viewed as parts of old pieces.

Since each old piece can be divided

( b ) (f)

into at ost two pieces by a new cut, the most desirable way of mak-

ing a neu cut is to have it go through as many old pieces as possi-

tle. Thus, in slicing the disc shown in (b) with a new cut, we might

rope to cut through each of the four old pieces and obtain a total of

eight pieces. However, this is too much to expect, and it is impos-

sible for a new cut to go through all fuur old pieces. The diffi-

culty is t.!-,at the new cut can cross each of the old cuts at most

once. Therefore, if new cut crosses both portions of the old cuts

bounding the olece labelled 3 in figure (b), then it cannot also

cross the portions of the old cuts which bound the piece labelled 1.

The best possible new cut ,..an bP viewed as fellows:

It first cuts through the piece labelled 2 and creates a new

rre(e 2A.

It then crosses an old cut and creates a new piece 3A by divid-

ing the old piece 3.

It !hen crosses the remaining old cut and creates a new piece 4A

c' iiiding the old piece 4.

ST2 -,
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That is, the new cut create) a new piec (2A) upon its entry into the

potato and an additional new piece for Pacn old cut it crosses, a

tota of three new pieces. One way to think of this is that)

P(3) = P(2) + 3 = 4 + 3.

pieces Prot two cuts V y new pieces from third cut 1

This supports the conjecture made on paqe ST2-4.

Let us continue the argument one more step and consider four

cuts. Again, let us begin with the best possible set of three cuts

and add a new cut. The new cut will create a new piece initially and

an additional new piece for each old cut it crosses. It can cross at

most three old cuts (that is all there are), and therefore at most

four new pieces cLn be created. If four new pieces can be created,

then using our notation this can be expressed as P(4) = P(3) + 4.

Sync? P(3) = 7 we conclude that P(4) = 7 + 4 = 11. The table can be

expaided and we have

n 0 1 2 3 4,

P(n) 1 2 4 7 11

In tact, on,- can position four cuts so as to achieve 11 pieces. Try

to do so.

We can finish up the original problem by using the conjecture

as if it were established fact. (Indeed, one can "prove" or "demon-

strate" that the conjecture a true statement by a logical argu-

ment.) The conjecture leads to tne conclusion tnat with4five cuts we

have

P(5) = P(4)

and flnally with six cuts,

P(E) = P(5)

+ 5

+ 6

=

=

11 + 5

1E, + 6

=

=

16,

22.

ST? 6
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A figures which sh,ws that P(6) is et least 22 is given below. It can

be show+ that P(6, is exactly '2.

4 matheratical footnote

Th. conjecture that for each three rolbersA ,c) anu [I]

situates as
I

in t-ble we haven 0 = 1-1

[7
can be Torp.1:teJ more precisely a.

P(n)

VPrIfy this for thr table wit.; i

n 011213 516
16 1 22P(n) 1 2 4

In

7 11

:a, "1-d a f9rmula for P(n) in terms of n? (Hint: It may be

helpfu' use the relaticii. P(n) n + P(n - 1).)

ST 2 -7
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HANDOV FOR STRATEGY 3

This i; an example of a Problem in which .t is helpful to decompose

the original problem into a ruAlber ct spe, ial cases. This metnod of

attack, that is, the separation of a problem into a number of sub-

problems or special cases, is our Strategy 3. In this instance the

criterion which is used to decompose the original problem into spe-

cial cases is fairly obvious, namely, the number of straight line

,segments. Each Special case is studied soparately, and the solutions

pf all cases are then combin,d to give a .olution of the original

:rot lei. In tiis exampl!, as often happens, eitner the results of

the study of one special case or the methods developed to study that

case, )r both, are helpfJ1 in the other cases. In the future we will

refer to this approach as the strategy of attacking special cases.

II the discussior of problem 1 of Activity 3

which follows we refer to a straight lice segment con-

necting two dots as a connection. The introduction

of terminology of this sort freouently fa-ilitates the

communication of ideas and may substantially shorten

the problem-solving process. Following tie proposed

decompositIon of tne nriqinal problem wo :nricdar

several cases, each corresi;unding to a fi,(eo number of connections.

Case One connective . U: ,6g the definItion of "different" intro ,

duced in the statement of the pr,_,L "In, we see that there is only one

way in which a sinq'e ,pnnection cr, he mlde.

A

18
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There is no figure having only one cunnection which is different from

this.cne. That is, every other figure with a single connection can

be obtained from this one by relabel ing the dots.

Case II: Two con, ectioqs. There are two different ways in which two

connections can be mast.

A

0>. B

D C

Every fiche with two connections cal be relabelled to have the same

cinnectiuns as exactly one of these two figures. The f rst of these

figures cannot be relabelled to have the same connections as the

s!cond. These figures can be viewed as arising from the figure in

Case I by adding a new connection in two distinct ways. What are

toese distinct ways?

Case III: Three connections. There are four different possibilities

71 this case.

!a

ST3-'
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D C
(d)
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How can these four possibilities be identified? One method is to use

the idea introduced at the close of the discussion of Case II. That

Is, consider each of the two different figures with two connections

and ask "Where can a third connection be added?" Figure (a) can be

obtained from either of the figures of Case II, as can figure (b).

figures (c) and (d), however, can be obtained only from the first

figure of Case II. In each instance verify how the figure ((a), (b),

(c), or (d)) can be obtained froll one of the figures in Case II.

Case IV: Four connections. We continue to use the idea which proved

effective in Case III. That is, we examine each of the figures in

Case III and we ask where another connection can be made. To begin

we consider figure (a) in Case III and we ask, 'Where can a tuurth

connection be added?" There are the following possibilities: (The

fourth connection is shown as a dashed line.)

A

(9) (h)

Etch of :tese possibilities is diffe ent from the remaining three,

a,1 any (:her figur- resulting from the addition of a fourth connec-

t on to (pre (a) an be relabelled so as to be one of these.

ST3-3
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Continuing, we consider figure (b) o' Case III. There are the

following possibilities
for a fourth connection:

t

0 C

(1)

BAiE NN
i

r
i

i
i

i
i

i
/

D411".--C
0 o_____---dc

(can be relabelled (can be relabelled

as (h)), as (g))

B

Of these three figures only the one labeled as (1) is new, that is,

\,-

:Ilfferent froW(e), (f), (g), and (h).

Ne t, if we begin with figure (c) o. Case IA!, then there are

ithe f) l lowing possibilities.

(:)
'oc

(can be relabeled (can be relabelled

as (h)) as (e))

9f tnese three figures,
only the one labelled as (j) is new. Final -

y, if we begin with figure (d) of Case III, then the resulting fig-

ures can be relabelled as (e) and (4). Indeed, they are:

ST3-4
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A *0"

E gs B

DV sC

(cmn be relabelled (same as'ji ))

as ;e))

E B

Throughout this discussion the connections drawn as dashed lines

are to be considered the same for purposes of relabelling as those

drawn as solid lines. The dashed lines were used only to distinguish

the added connections at each step.

Summary.

Ther( is one way to make one connection.

Theme are two different ways to make No connections.

There are four different ways to make three connections.

her are six different ways to make foir connections.

Ther'fore, tnere are 1 + 2 + 4 + 6 = 13 ways of making four or fewe,

conn?ctions.

The important characteristic of th's strategy is

the systematic reduction of the problem into subprob- UNderiimmd

lems or special cases. The solution of all the spe-

cial cases provides the sol.:tionof the original COP out
problem. It may be that the method develope'd to Think back

handle one special case will also 'or,k for , lers, or

it m3y be that several different method; are needed for different

cases. In this example, we found the results of the analysis of one

special cast to be vv.,/ helpful in analyzing the next case.

When'is the strategy helpful?

Again, there is no easy way to oescribn the problems for which this

strategy is particularly useful. Some examples may be helpful'.

S13-5
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I. In graphing problems it is somettes helpful to distinguish the

cases in which the variable is positive, negative, or zero.

2. In geometry problems one might want to consider separately cases

in which a triangle is acute or obtuse.

3. In number theory problems one might consider separately the

cases.in which certain numbers were even or odd, or multiples of

three. etc.

A %lord of caution

In using this strategy it is important that all of the relevant spe-

cial cases are analyzed. If a problem is decomposed into k number of

subproblems; it is necessary that the solution of the original prob-

lem be obtainable from the solutions of the subproblems. It is some-

times easy to overlook one or more special cases, in which event

the original problem may not be completely solved.

5134
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MOD 218 Problem Sulving II

This MUD provides further experiences in problem soivin.

ISNFP

PRERHOU1SlfE: MV!) ..17

OKJE!...TTVES:

At _.the completion of this `0p, 11 he dblo to:

1. Solve problems thout previous k owledgo of whicl stratepv
to use.

Demonstrate problem-solving skill ,

3. Help ,.hildren solve probl.!ms.

INSTRUClIONAL REF;,1,,ENC:S AND MAiERIALS:

Prol,lem Solvin_a

blocks in three colors, b1u(s !or ,1111 a rrian4ula:
pyramid, 'r LC, paper, play Iauney

1.1 NM?,

Fin,1 or :0, tt :uzzl...! 1711,,L (1

011;in; to'v. 1.c1:11,it.: it ;-!, %(.1; f.lt .

pr1)1

,111,1 .`dr 01./ 7 t t ,1'' ion.

,ii) 1 t_ ":0 tct 1 ,

4'
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ISMEP

EOD = ' Weather and the Coriolis Effect
Inferring, predict Lng

FREREQJISITE: Our Pldikt i ;,r,we 1,v Navorra ,!nd Strahler, pp. 102,
_

235. and 236. Know the direction

in which the earth rotates

0DJECTEI/ES:

1. Given a rotating table anc chalk, you will be able to demonstrate

the Coriolis Effect on both a clockwise and counter-clockwise

"spinning table."
2. You will be able to relate the motion of the spinning table to the

rotating earth-by demonstrating how the_earth appears to be moving

both clockwise and counter-clockwise as seen from (a) the north

pole, and (b) the south pole.
=ter demonstrating the Coriolis Effect on a rotating -_able, you

should be able to predict how

a) a "south bound wind" is deflected in the northern hemisphere;

b) a "north bound wind" is deflected in the northern hemisphere;

c) a "south bound wind" is deflected in the southern hemisphere;

d) n "north bonne wind" is deflected in the southern hemisphere.

1. Gii'en a weather map for a particular day, you will be able to

pro diet tie weather trend in your locality for the following two

da:s, inc)rporating knowledge that pertains to prevailing winds,

lu.:al wind shifts, temperature changes, and precipitation

po: ;sibili ties.

INSTRUCTION. REFIRENCES 6 MATERIALS`:

)11, ptan, ,2 ;Ind Strnhler fq Res-mirce Center

2. Earth globe
i. ESS spinning table, chalk\-;
4. Newspaper weather map:.

FINAL ASSES:MENT:

;ee objectives above.

4 f;
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PROCEDURE:

If a child asks, "What causes wind?,' I.- wouli you answer as an elenentary

teacher? Sometimes the answer, "The wind tiv:s beiause the air moves," is

given. But ' movement of air is the definition of wind and does apt include

the cause. Therefore, this reaponse does aot realty answer the question.

Air moves because of forces acting on it. These forces cause air to mace

vertically or horizontally across the earth, creat.ng general wind -aatterns

called the prevailing winds, for the trad( winds. keep these cuestions

in mind as you do the activities in this WM. Wha, effect foes air preEsure

have on wind direction? What effJct does convectifaa have u sn wind direction?

Study the diagram below showini; a cross-section of the earth and lt_E, atmosphere

to answer the following questions.

Qno,

L

3u

60C 'Vs.

S.

1. Why does air rise above ti- +'

90°

C

Ae'---Atmosphere Current
_

'49-

_../ i i
/

/ Direction

--7 .

2. What happeas ,to the temp._!rsture GL _air as it r_Lif.s?

(

3. How does this islcrature the density of rising air?

4. What causes the air tc dr.,.',cerut to t.le Lor example, at latitudes

30°, 90'-)?



If the earth were not rotating, -g win
winds. However, the earth is rot. tang and ca

winds away from their original paths. [hi: `_feet

Effect is determined by the direction that ear
direction the wind moves. You will observe Werth

the following activities.

Answer these items.

Is would 5e no-
ses a,defls_ztic

known 4J the Cc
:h rotates and 1
Ls effect works

or outh
n of .he
r..

he orginal
in ow. of

1. Describe the direction of earth rotation.

2. Cite physical (natural) evidence for the direction of rotation.

Prevailing Winds of:estern Kt-lu-ky

Examine a series of weather maps from any regional daily dewlap/ape' or the

bulletin board. You will note that the high and pressure cells approach
','Estern Kentucky from a certain general ,:_rection. Also notice the
directions of winds moving around nigh pressure aLd ?ow pressure cells.

Coriolis Effect

The rotation of the earth has a direct influence on the prevailing winds. As

was previously noted, the prevailing winds would be arth or south if the
earth were staticaary. They ,,re, however, deflected. It is hoped that this

exercise will point out how this,deflctction occurs.

1. Use the ESS spinning table and chalk. Spin the table counter-clockwise.
While :Aie table is spinning, attempt to draw a straight line from the side
of the table closest to you to the side farthest away. See diagram below.

The line will be deflected; that is, it will not be straight. Has CA: line
been deflected to the right or the left of its original pith?

Counterclockwise Spinning Table

Center I

,7 Fl :Ilak i 'IN

/ /
i

!tart e Chalk Mark

c2_,()

Your Position

4 c- f /
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Spin the table, again couLterclockwise, be- this :late attempt to draw he

line from the far side of the table to the .1Ie netrest you. Which way has

the line been deflectee relative to its orl:..-11 pith? See

iagram below.
Counterclockwise Spinning Tab:e

Start ' Chalk Mark

Y Finish
Center

.

Your Position

f

Spin the table clot se and repeat deewing the lines toward you and away

from you. Which way the line been deflected when drawing the line away

from you? Toward you? Is the direction that you

draw the line a factor in causing different directions of deflection?

Is the direction of rotation of the table a factor influencing the direction -

of deflection? How does speed of rotation influence the

deflection?

2. Using an earth globe, imagine yourself out in space looking "down" at the

north pole of -"le earth. Would the earth appear to be moifing clockwise or

counter-clockwise? Name its apparent direction.

Now look at the south pole of the earth.
how would it seem to rotate? _
the exercise with the table and to pole,
earth and the spinning table. Important

are:

The analogy of the direction of
The analogy of the direction of

You may use the reverse side of tnis

From your vantage point in space,
Use this information to summarize

out the analogy between the spinning
points to include in your analogy

rotation and the hemisphere of ear:h.
chalk Mark and the direction of wild.

paper to write your analogies.

It
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3. Finally, en. 2 all chalk marks on the t -a and draw a circle ilvrox mately

one inch in diameter as near to the center - iou tin estimate. Pant al. "L"

in the middle of this circle to indicate a i-- pressure area. Sucl an area

on earth has less atmospheric pressure than the surrounding air. Lecaus4! high

pressure air moves into lower pressure regions, you will be drawinf; line. from

the edge of the table tc the circle in order to simulate the Corio:is Ef'ect
on a low pressure cell. Attach paper so that cente of page- cover,,, circle drawn
on center of bonrci.

kcounterciocKwise)
Spin the tableolth your paper attached to it. Kee) it spinning w_th on

hand and attempt to draw lines rapidly toward the canter cie.q. Do this until

a pattern emerges. This pattern will represent a low pressure tel. (cyclone).

Compare this with the high altitude pictures in ESCP, Inveetigatine the Earth,
pp. 164-167. Do you notice any similarities? Differences?

How would the "in rushine-wind-affect the air in the center?
Would it move the center air clockwise or counter-clockwise?
In spinning the table counter-clockwise, you have simulated

the Coriolis Effect for a particular hemisphere. Which hemisphere?

Repeat the same procedure, but spin the tabi. :.lockwise. Your pattern should

represent a lam- pressure cell in which hemisphere?

4. In your immediate environment there is other xvidence of the Coriolis

Effect. For example, water goes down the drain a certain way in the northern

hemisphere. Go to the nearest lab sink and observe this swirl pattern. Does

the water swirl clockwise or counter-clockwise? Does this

phenomenon correspond to a high pressure or low pressure cell?

In an appropriate place observe a cigarette smoke pattern in calm aim. If

possible try to observe this phenomenon from above and report the direction

that the smoke seems to spiral. Is it clockwise or counter-clockwise?

Does the spiral of the smoke correspond to a high pressure or low pressure

cell? How do you think the spiral occurs in the southern hemisphere?

1 OD
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Review on the back of this page the analogy
spinning table and the vind patterns of the

below. Stress the reasyn for the deflectio;.

-6-

tweer the activity .;.th th!
::rth E3 shown in the Illust7atior
.;irection of each of :he sic

zones in the illustratitm.

-- Easterlies

60°

300/-

1 4:---

9uator

1, 30°

Westerlies

----Trade Winds

fE

I

60

90

S

Atmosphere
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MOD 210 Preparation fir Video Le son on T1 q)ry

This MOD is designed to plan a short lesson som( area of number theort.

You should form groups -f four to eiOlt stud,nts fcr this MOD and also

MOD 221.

OBJECTIVES:

At the completion of this MOD you should ue at le to:

1. Plan a lesson utilizingAnquiry teaching, question.mg, and
"hands-on" materials.

2. Teach a small group with a degree of confidence.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MP, Number Theory
2. 16 mm film projector and video tape player

3. References- and materials in Resour Center

4. MMP, Math Tape #5 in Resource Center
S, Film, I Do and I Understand Resource Center

PROCEDURE:

1. Read Section B, "General Methodology Competencies for the Teacher
of Flerwntary lathematics," included in the MOD.

2. View the videotape, MMP Math Tape #5 and the film, I Dc and I

Understand.

3. With your group discuss the filmed classes using as guidelines
the competencies mentioned in procedure #1.

4. Develop a lesson plan for 25-30 minutes to be used in MOD 221.

Include in the plan: a) Title b)'Description of the class with

general ability and grade level c) Content and process objectives

d) Materials needed e) Introductory activities f) Procedure and

g) Evaluation plan.

FINAL ASSESSMr--:

After you have develo-,d Your plan discuss it with one of the ISMEP
faculty members and have it approved before proceeding with MOD 221.

) 220
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SEUION 3
Genera: Methodology Competencies fpr th ,,,lchcr of Elementary M%thetatics

The elementary school udthema.ics teacF.--

1. when given a 1 st of alternatives teaching mathematic:: to children, will

be able to -dentify those alternatives thEt are more conducive :o an inquiry

style of teach ng.

2. when in a mathematics teacht-g role in the ac:Atal classrem, will be able to

create situations that incite enthusiasm ty the children. The ability to

"incite enthusiasm" will be evidenced by the follot,ing tyles-of behavior:

(a) children respond eagerly to the teacher's d4rectives.

(b) children ask, or by their behavior imply, curiosity type questions

such as, "what if...Vrcan I do it?," "let's do this and see what

happens," "don't show me, let me figure it out!"

3. when in a teaching :ilia in the actual classroom, will employ divergent
questions in initiating a student7centered-, mathematics learning

experience. or

4. will invite children's participation in at, activity throu0 questioning

rather than lecturing.

5. will be able to encourage eploration and systemization and discourage

haphazard generalizations by children.

will be able to respect and acknowledge contrary opinions expressed by

children when such opinions can be demonstrably based on a logical sequence

of thinking.

7. will be able to withhold value judgements of children's answers when lack

of expression of such value judgements leads to more discussion and/or

exploration.

8. not only permits but encourages discussion among children when to activity

is in progress.

9. will be adept at procuring and /or modifying materials ani planning

situations necessary for "handson" concrete learning of mathematics.

10. will show evidence of using materials and/or creating situations to
help children become involved in concrete mathematical experiences.

11. will emphasize process development and assessment.

12. will recognize that understanding is more important than getting the

answer right.

MOD 220
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MOD 221 Videotaping and Reviewing Lesson

PREREQUISITE: MOD 220

This MOD is designed to provide an opportunity for you to conduct 1
mini-simulated teaching experience and to analyze it according to I

set of general teaching competencies.

OBJECTIVES:

At the end of this MOD you will be able to:
1. Identify some competencies where you have greatest teaching

strengths.
2. Identify competencies which need more practice. 4)

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. Video-recorder
2. Materials in the Resource Center
3. Lesson plan from MOD 220
4. Resource books in Resource Center

PROCEDURE:

1 With your working team of four to eight peers identified
in MOD 220, your plan developed in MOD 220, and equipment
and supplies from the Resource Center, you will conduct a
short activity-oriented lesson (approximately 30 minutes)
while the lesson is videotaped.

2. After all members of the team have been taped, the team and

at least one member of the 1SMEP staff will view the tapes
and discuss them in the context of the competencies listed
in MOD 220. Your lesson will probably not involve all of

the competencies.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

The MOD will be completed upon review as outlined in "Procedure."
On the competency sheet from MOD 220, indicate the competenci?s
with greatest strength with a "+," those needing additional wirk
with a "-," and those which do not apply in this activity wit,' a

"O." 1

O
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MOD 222 Teaching Children: Science

PREREQUISITES: MOD 211

This MOD is designed to allow you and your partner to teach the
two-period lesson planned in MOD 211.

OBJECTIVES:

Given a group of 8-10 elementary children of the grace for
which you developed a plan in MOD 211, you and your ISMEP
partner will teach the lessons you deyeloped. Each partner

'should assume the major role on one of the days. At the con-

clusion of the lessons you should be -able to identify areas
of your teaching where you had greatest success and areas where
improvement is needed. You will be able to suggest a plan

of remediation for those areas_needing improvement. Part or all

of the lessons may be videotaped.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. Plan developed in MOD 211

2. Materials identified in MOD 211

3. Video tape recorder if needed

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Each team should sign up for a review session wit:. the instructor

as soon as possible the teaching experience.

r'
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MOD 223 Probability in the Elementary Scho-.

This MOD continues with the basic concepts c: arobadlity.

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this MOD, you will be able to:
1. Understand and det,,rmine p. sample space.

2: Understand and use the term "event."
3. Utilize some counting techniques.
4. Compute probabilities.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

f

1. MMP, Probability and Statistics
L, 2. Enrichment Mathematics for the Grades, 27th Yearbook by NCTM

PROCEDURE:

1. In MMP, Probability and Statistics, do
Activities 4: Parts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6

5: Parts 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6
6: Parts 1, 2, 3, 4, and ik

2. Plan a game or activity for determining probability as yot
learned in Activity 6 in the MMP book.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring all work sheets and the activity to the evaluation.

2. Be able to answer all questions relative to objectives.

I

A "ip-4
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MOD 224 Probability in the Elementary School lI

This MOD deals ;:ith children'handling the concept of probability.

OBJECTIVES:

At the completion of this MOD you will be able to:
1. Have insight into the child's view of probaailistic situations.
2. Introduce Probability concepts to children by the of games.

3. "Use probability models to understand realworld-Situations

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP; Probability and Statistics
2. Enrichment Mathematics for the Grades, 27th Yearbook of NCTM

3. Spinner, paper, colored pencils (If not found inMOD tray, locate in
Resource Center)

PROCEDURE:

Tn KMP, Probability and Statistics, do
Activitiop 7: Parts 1, 2, and 3

8: Partg ta, b, and 2 (lamienate.game)

' '9: Problem A (1, 2, and 3), Problem B (1 and 2), Leneral
Questions (1)

FINAL ASSESSANT:

Bring all work 'sheets and constructions to the evaluation.

M
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MOD 22b Building Teaching Games

This MOD will allow you to exp_orc the gam,- :n the Resource Conte:
and suggested games in reference materials --re aid permit you to
copy or create similar games for a class roow on tie grade Jevel

which you are interested.

OBJECTIVES:

Upon completing of this MOD you will:
1. Be familiar with games that are currentlf bein6 u.,ed in

many mathematical learning situations
2. Have a permanent nucleus of a collection of games for your

elementary students
3. Have a new appreciation of the significance of teaching

mathematics through the use of games.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS: (No MOD tray for this MO]), find all
needed materials in Resource Center)

1. Brevapi County Lamps
2. NCTM Games and Puzzles
3. Cratty: Active Learning: Games to Enhan,e Academic Abilities
4. Bitter, Mikesell, and Maurdeff: Games,and Ideas
5. Kennedy and Michon: Games for Individualized Mathematics

Learning,

6. Let's Play Games
7. Make It and Take It Games
8. Ball and Coxeter: Mathematical Recreations and Essays
9: Game in ISMEP"Resource Center

10. Crinstruction paper
11. Telt tip pens
12. Poster paper
13. Ruler
14. Laminator
15. Copier

PROCEDURES:

1. (a) Review game activities in the Brevard County Lamp for the
grade that you teach.
(b) Review games in the Center.

(c) Familiarize yourself with several of the reference books.
2. Select the mathematical topics for which you would like to have

games to use
3. Make at least five to six games for your permanent collection.
4. Make copies of instructions for at least ten other games that

appeal tc. you.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Bring all games and materials to the evaluation session.

t4( D 226
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MOD 22/ Teaching Children: Probability

PREREQUISITE: MODs 214, 223

OBJECTIVES:

1. Plan a lesson suitable for four to fiTe fifth grade elementary

stuOnts.
2. Teach the lesson to four or five students.

INSTRUCTIONAL WERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. Indiana Model Teaching video program, "Introduction to Probability"

2. Elementary mathematics textbooks, found in Resource Center

3. MMP, Probability and Statistics
4. Video-tape recorder

PROCEDURE:

1. View the video-tape: "Introduction to Probability."

Z. Plan your lesson for four to five fifth graders on some basic

probability concepts.
3. Consult with the instructor(s) relative to your plan.

4. Teach your lesson at an announced time and place.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Your instructor will discuss ant evaluate the teaching experience

with you.

481
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MOD 2.2' Coilectin, .nd
Classifying

ORYCCTIV:2,S:

Select cithcroljectiv..: 1 or 2.

1. Given a ool]ecting net a)d Kliing jar, ym; wil, it, idintlfy

the order names, and pr.:iTierly mount for display enough insec:s to

accumulate at least 40 p(Anta.ePoints accumu'a,e as follows:

3 points for each different order reprcsenteC.; dint; for each

insect identified according to its family eaule (tIo t, r-n uaTs_a).

2. Given a collccting a-- 1:filing jar, you wil collet ,t

least 20 different nsec:s (noL spiders) for which you eitner

know or can easily rind co7,,zon names. You will then create

ide_tification kei! grade.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & !IATERI\LS.

1. Insect net, :ar,

insect pins, iuseL boards

2, Jaques, Holq "nscct'.

3. Jaques, How to

4. in and Cottam, A

insects, insect labels,

kMCI1,-1% i0SeCtS

FirAL ASSESSMENT:

Bring to your instructc the mounted labeled collection. you

s,Ilected ibjectle 1, demonstrate your proficiency at

usieg an Insect by folic,.-Ln)- the tr'its of an insect of your

cLI!ce throuvh tile key, Tf Joy .4ulectA objective 2, the instructor

attem)t to iok.i.tify a :lnaom insect from your collection by

your key.

4 s
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PROCEDUIC:

To collect insects one must have a few L- pit ces of eoipmen: such as a

collecting net an a killing jar. Some k::ling jars use a piaster of Paris:

base saturated w th a poison. When an insert if caught In a ne it is

immediately tra ferted to the killing jar for . quick kill. Tau f,ti,'C the

kill is, the better srill be the conditions of tle specimisr. Cerf .la

precautions must be observed when the poison is one like a compDand cf cyanide.

This substance is a "fast killer" of insects an it is also a fast killer of

humans if it is introduced into the blood strew!. The precauticn that

One must observe in using a cyanide killing jar is that, ._ l'r -

if it is dropped, for example,
the person should use extra -le ca c' !

up the broken glass. Do not touch such glass with your hard hrc.iur. , may

get cut with a cyanide-scoated fragment. Obviously this typt_ of would

he suitable for elementary children, so in this MOD we will use a

relatively safe type-of jar containing ethyl acetate. This sub_tance requLren

about the same precautions as rubbing alcohol, that ic, it is

it should not betaken internally and It should not be inhaled over a long

period of time. Also, keep it out of the of small children.

To make a killing jar for small insects, for exarrnic, hies, bees, etc., fill

the bottom of a baby food jar or similar Jaz in. to 1 in. of plaster

of Paris and wait until it hardens. When it has set, dry it thoroughly in

an oven or on top of a warm air vent. When the plaster is compltely dry,

maturate it with ethyl acetate and pour off the excess liquid. -.'ou must ',Pep

the jar tightly covered so that it will last as a killing device. The jar

may later be "revived" by adding more ethyl acetate. Instead of a wide-nouthed

baby food jar, a jar with a smaller neck that could be plugged wh a cork

would be even more suitable. In this MOD you will be supplied with the

plaster, ethyl acetate and a jar. You will actually construct the killing

jar for experience. Usually, ethyl acetate can be obtained at drug stores.

Other substitutes are available, for example, carbon tetrachloride, henzcw.

or gasoline, but these items should also be used with catalpa.

Upon request, the instructor will sign out a collecting net to the s:Ar:It.

Each studenr may collect and trade insects with other students in t

but each student will present for inspection her completed colIckt.u2. In

this collecton, each insect should be pinned ana labeled acco.ding to

directions presented in the book. How to Know the Insects, pp.

Actulliy, the method of pinning and labeling iraect.; s,,stsh)t stasderdized

for the purpose of easy identifis.ation and can be frend in :nst ho-to on

the subject of insect collecting. Since your collection will not tea of the

professional type-it is not uecesary to adhere stLictly to the directions.

However, neatness and legibility should be of4rime concern. )nf,k.ct pins will

be provided for you. The box in which you pin th--; creatares should ha- c a

lid, for example, a shoe box, an egg carton, a cigar box, etc. It Alou?..1

have some material on the bottom into which the pin can be stuck, for example,

cardboard, styrofoam, cor;" strip, etc. Some insects are batter preservA in

small vials of alcohol. :Ich iaiect,i include aquatic sec-..es and cterplileeN.

We will provide small vial:, if they are needed.

MO'
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Idmatifization (relative to objective 1)

Reed in one of the refe ence books the distinguishing characteristics cf al
in;ect. To sote people an insect is "anything that crawls or flies like a
bu;." 1.eedles! to say, you will have an extremely difficult time usinr pm
in;ect iientif:cation kg if ycu do not have an insect to begin with.

In MODs 104 an 106 you learned how to classify objects. The hierarchies fou
crated in clataifying these objects are similar to the biological hierarell
of taxonomy, that is, a classification scheme. The major categories of the

biological hierarchy are presented below:

Phylum,
Class,

Order,
Family,

Gerus,
Species.

The insects form the class Insecta. This class, in turn, is a subgroe' pin^ et

the phylum Arthropoda that inclues groups such as crawfish, lobsters, crabs,
centipedes, aillipedes, spiders, ticks, mites, and insects. From objcLiv,... 4

The hierarchy listed above, it is evident that the order of the insect Kis
eatablished before a key to family identification can be used. lbere

1:e two procedures one might follow to identify the order and family or an
In.nect. One method is based on the pr wise that you already know the c'nui n

name of the insect. If this is thZ case, then it follows that a triviz;
amount of research will reveal the order and family name of this insect. Look,

for example, in the index of a reference book. On the other hand,, if the

iniect is totally strange to you, you will find the identification key
helpful. However, some skill is necessary in using such a key. It takes
ke2n powers of observation to read a description of an insect body part and
to identify it, usually through a binocular microscope. It also takes

perseverance and patience on your part - traits your instructors hope you
will develop in this course. If youLdo not know the insect, findout the
order or the insect by referring to the Key to the Orders of Adult Insects,
Etartin,; on page 40 of the reference How to Know the Insects. Once you
rime identified L eLdeL of insects turn to the individual family key for tiu!!--
particular order and identify the specimen according to family (family names
end in "ae").

Optional activity: ,Obtain an insect from your dorm,'bed, dining room, etc.,
and after identifying it, check in the reference book cited-above to find out
:.'ether the insect is a harmful or beneficial. insect or just a pest.

M. %-ng a Key (relative to objective 2)

'i-st co ..e:t 20 different insects and arrange them in a hierarchy similar to
these yoi for_ _ated in MODs 104 and 106. The terminology should be at the
avirage level f a four h grader. If you use a word that might not he
un:oTsto-d, such as "an ennae," explan it in a separate section. Try to be

MOWN...MEMO mEminmmonme.E.MNIO.
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ori;inal in your termino_ogy yet specific enough to avoid confusion. When

your key i3 fin!ahed, try it out on a friend. Assume that if this friend

can lot fcllow ymr key tien it is quite probable that a fourth grader cann,-._

-follow it eithe -.

MOD 2 9
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PROCEDURE:

Some precautions to be observec when working with a cameral

1. The camera costs $100,00 plus; aerefore, do nct drop it or heldle i: in

a rough way.
2. Never remove any canera parts.

3. Never force any of the camerp ,,rrking parts.

4. Do not turn the shutter speed control oaet the 500 mark when tarring the

knob in a clockwise direction.

5. Do not turn the shutter speed control past the mark we .e telling the

knob in a counter-clockwise direct:ices.

6. Seek help from as instructor if you not understen4 the camera i-Ls':ructions

7, Do not work with a eamera until have read the accompanying instructional

material.

8. Check out a camera from an ini,tlucto. ;--eturn the camera to an

instructor when it is not in for stedy. Cameras eey not be

signed out for Tore then 1.0 ms

General Information

Photographic Film and Light;
Photographic film can accumulat5 1,:that c!,etr-, this mean? We might compare

this statement with the reletionsPiie that exists between light and the eyes.

We know that the eycs are sen.sitL",7 to ,1 particular area of the electromagnetie

spectrum, namely the visible tipez!_rom which ranges from violet (shorter 'wave

lengths) to red (longer wave lenf;ths), ihe eyeg)are sensitive to the intensity

of only the visible spectrum and will send messages to the brain wh:zh will

register the.inteesity or brightness of light. We see objects that reflect

light from the source to the eye. An object does not become brighter as we

keep looking at it even though light keeps coming from the object to the eye.

This: is the same as saying that the eye does not accumulate the light as it

keepa coming to the eye from the oYec_t. T. it did, the object woeld become

brighter and brighter with tiz. The explanation for this is that, as

reacts with the eye, the eye can on7o, send nerve messages to the brain zhd not

the actual chemical change tr.-- cakes place in the interaction between :h.

light and th.,- eye cells. In -L.:2 ligh- af.eets the materials of tae 11_1m,

and the reaction products accomulate With time. ene longer light shines on a

piece of film, the greater he th:: accumulation of the reaction products.

A good example which demonstzz.i,:.; this principle is the following. Suppose

you look at the sky at night ?;111 can see 2500 iita:s. No matter how long

you look at the same star area y.i . it:. not be able Lo see more than 2500

stars. If you set a camera en erposa the film for te -second you might also

see 2500 stare on the 2icture doviver, if you expos:. that same film for

3 minutes, you might get izany wore sarr, on the picture. In a short exposure

of the film, light corelng iron some stars is so weak that it causes only a

minor reaction on the film wh..cl, c.ves not show up on the picture. With a

longer exposure, the reactor. -_,Lcts accumulate to the degree that stars not

visible to the naked-eye shew c: the picture.

4 SS
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What is Film?
Photographic film which.we use in most cameras and from which negatives are
made is composed of three materials. First it consists of a transparent sheet

of clear plastic. This serves as a backing or supporting material for the other-

two materials. Second, on this backing is placed e fine, Can layz.reof gelatin

in which is embedded the third substance consisting; of seveal cheticale. These

chemicals include silver bromide and silver chloride (silver halides) wtich

are the substances that react with the light. Theee subsea -es become light

sensitive as soon as they are mixed with the gelatin and must ba Iept in
darkness. It is only when the film is placed in a camera that it eheuld be

exposed to light. This is done by opening a shutter which allows light Lo

enter the lens and reach the film. From what has been said above it should

be apparent that light that reaches the film will react with the silver bromide

and silver chloride on the film and produce reaction products. In reaction

products the silver bromide and silver chloride molecules are slightly changed.
The exact nature of the change is not known. It should also be apparent that

the longer the camera shutter is open, the 6ze_'ter will be the accumulation of

the reaction products.

The Paper:
_Photographic paper is in many ways similar to pnotographic film. The main

difference is that the paper does not have a transparent base like film has.

Instead, photographic paper is a fine white paper with a protective coating

covered by a light-sensitive emulsion similar to that on film. Unlike the

film emulsion, however, the paper emulsion usually is mt pan-chromatic and

does not react to all visible light. Because it is most sensitive to blue-

greens, it is poseible to open most photographic papers under a dim yellow or

red light without causing a chemical change in the emulsion. If these papers

are exposed to the light of an incandescent bulb or to sunlight, however, there

will be a chemical change in the emulsion just as these is in film.

The Negative:
Suppose that a camera is loaded with panchromatic film and that you are ready

to take a pictere. You press a button, and there is a click indicatinc :'tat

(a) light has entered the camera through ar opening in the front, (D)

has struck the film, and (c) the opening has closed again. 111 6ilver halide

particles in the emulsion of the film have trapped the light that has struck

them. If you could examine the film at this point vou would see no difference

from unexposed film. However the light-sensitive silver halide partitles have

changed in some manner not completely understood by scientists.

When this exposed negative is placed in a solution called a develokar,

microscopic particles of silver form wherever light has struck the emulsion.

The more light the film receives, the more silver is formed; where no light

has struck, no silver particles ford. These particles of silver are so tiny

.
that they look black instead of bright and shiny.

After the developing solution has changed the light-struck silver halides into

silver, there are still parts of tne emulsion where light did not strike that

contain light-sensitive silver halides. If you were to let light fall en the

film these parts also would darken with the chemicals in tte deve.oper.

:SOD
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To keep the unexposed portions of the film C.-a darkening after Ca_ developer
has finished its work, the film is rinsed in '-ter and then 4t is )laced in e
fixing bath or fixer, This finer, sometimes called hypo by photographers, does
several things. It stops the action of any developer that might s:ill be on
the film; it dissolves from the emulsion any silver halides that ware not,
affected by light; and it hardens the emulsion to telp protect it against
scratches. All that is left in the emulsion are tile microscopic particles of
silver where light struck the emulsion when the caner& shutter clizked open
and shut. Because the film looks dark where there was light nod transparent
or light-colored where there was darkness, it is called a neeu,ive. The
negative, therefore, shows where light struck the emulsion, and wheat it did
not.

The Positive or Print:
Dace a negative has beeh developed and fixed, it is washed in water and dried.
To make a picture or print from it, light is allowed to pass through the
negative.onto a piece of photographic paper. Where the negative is darkest,
little or no light gets through to the paper, :rd where the negative is light-
colored or transparent, much light gets through to the photographic paper. In

the emulsion of the paper, light is trapped in much the same way au. it was
trapped in the film at the time the picture was trken.

To complete the picture, the exposed paper is put into a developer similar to
the one used for the negative. In the developer the silver halides that were
exposed to light release their silver and it shows up as black or dark grey
particles. If more light strikes the paper, more metallic silver is deposited
in the emulsion. Where no light strikes the emulsion, there is no silver
deposited and the paper still looks white.

When the developer has finished working on the light-struck silver halides,
there may still be unaffected silver salts on the paper where light did not
strike. These must be removed by bathing the paper in a fixer, just as tie f m
was bathed in a fixer. When all the unaffected silver halides have been
removed, the paper is washed in water and dried. It is now a finished
lhotographic print. The areas that were dark in the negative have now bt :n
restored to whiL.. in the print, and the transpartnt areas of the negative
lave become black in the print. The finished photographic print is s positive

the opposite of a negative.

MC D
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Light for exposing
r%a film NEGAlly +/- SUS POSITVE (C . PRINT)

You should be able to unLerstand the following
after you have completed the work on this MOD.

(Note: The thickness of the lines

indicates the amount of light

passing from one area to another.)

Object with light

and dark tones

Light for exposing the print

Developed film with
light and dark areas

Nit

Print or positive
with light and dark ar 4

4(11-Ni
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MOD Photography II
Controlling variables, interpreting ata

PREREQUISITE: MOD 230, "Photo .aphy I"

OBJECTIVES:

1. You will be able to demonstrate your proficiency`
of the shutter speed control and aperture of the
presenting your picture of a friend taken in a lab
light, that is, with no flash bi.lh or special light
acceptable quality will be such thac the picture
contrast to show facial features.

2. You will be able to demonstrate your proficiency dt
if the variables of the camera Di presenting a 'Act
an illusion of motion in which ti.. subjet which
appears stationary (in focus) wh4.1 ataiionary

appears in motion (blurred).

3. After receiving instructions, you will r!
in devalbpiag film add prints by prea..ting the
an 9 6mie developed prints. Although the quality of

prints may possibly be poor, you should'be able to
data and state reasons for such quality.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

7..r1 aiation
V

,!_-_nal

erough

mlo.;qiiacion

aLich shows
ac:a12y moving

year proficiency
210_,e14. negatives

llm and
f ri ret the

1. This MOL, pp. 2-3
2. Instructors and students who have eomplLced this MOD

3. A Pentax camera, Kodak Plus-X Pan film, necessary dackroom materials

4. Instruction manual for the P camera

FINAL ASSESSMLJT:

Present rn the instructor the pictures that you have ,39vQ',--0
prepared to give reasons for the qua: icy arri ^iacus rn'

your photographic work.
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The tr-

With this /Alt,

the obji_.t 4

the film ...Id

of your .
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prints f::,
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system
F7c. done
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30 sec.
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,o dry
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Make
twee the
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C. Placa z. tray 1=3 thz
This 1_, done

D. Aft.-r the print

the left-ha:A t. ay _

developing is deterahl-.

picture appear. Wht

has been adequately d_v
E. When you teel ,hit r: s=

from the developing .

1,eave it 1?

F. Remove the print

(fixer) aad
G. Remove the print frc-

running Wilr_ET.

H. Removelhe
or untA% ft 1

I. The ?ictul,--.

codntert,:p jr d

end, in gerera'
dry.

-3-

n. tc7.-:cratut. it.

-:(11.1 faucets.

.111arger place he print in
to 2 The correc: :Ime for

sinc at the film and gatchi.g cne
`:gat the pioture shoos good-detail, it

495

',wen remove it

1,? 17_ in the middle tic.: "3t.dpbath).

m,l.

n_lace it in the right-hand tray

liace the tray with the

ce it oa :he drier for 5-10 min.

cry all glassware,
- original places,

,1n.- the darkroom clean and
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MOD Ieopoda
VI4vir...+4.mawcrAft-w -,vnn

OBJECTIVES.

nt,.rpre' \-lv data

. 1. Observe isop,ds and by ex:)erimentation rou will able Lo find

their preference for di4:fereat amounts moisture, tei,perature,

food, and a di4eialty of marer141s.
2.. Prom your observatioi, and data about impodtJ. ! ail] be able to

infer what materials make up the environment of rel. :h. ad.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIAL ":

1. SCIS, Environments, Teacher--
2. Aluminum foil, tale, scissors, ice cubes,

heat sotIrce, your cncice

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Be prepared to Pi:Ctr!Ot t 1..etructor- s'-ief description

of the :txpeilmii.63 followed:

a. the prrAllem yo,) ;0 tr,

t. the varlabicy a h:.; they were manipulated

andiar
C. yon prccedure ,th-: equipment involved and

how it was used;
d. your hypoihesia
e. yo.r conclusions CI(' experiment.

2. Be prepared to dis1.-.1..4 the results of the experiments

with your instructor.

196
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PROCEDURE:

After reading and stuiylug SCIS, Lavroza.cnto,
set up ar experiment Adel will detertine the pr

different'amounts of moisture, temperature, food

Be sure to record the experimental procedure you
the graphs you made, and the conc;azlions you dre

ation.

to:±ert.t. ;nide,

'ference )f the
and a diversit

used, the data
based co .your

-2-

pages 40-A5.
isopod 'or
y of materials.

cillected,

txper,ment-

Before you proceed with your experiment, plefse nave you. expev.mentai

procedure approved by_ the instruct,)r. You should use at least ode

for each experimental design. E-,-en 'hough specific instructions ,.re give

in SCIS, Environments it is worthN.hile f,-..- you to make up your own

experimental design.

497
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MOD 233 Sound And Wave Motion

Observing, iaferring

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given (a) spoon and string and (b) yardst:ck and witch, yo will
demonstrate that sound travels better in :solids thin it dw ttrough
Air, and you will infer an explanation for what you observe.

2. Given (a) readings, (b) filmloops, and lc) a phonograph recor on
sound, you will be reedy to discuss with the instr!ctor any one of
the following phenomena as it occurs in bound waves: relection,
refraction, interference, and Doppler effect.-

3. Given rulers, rubber band', strings, and pop bottles, you will be
able to demonstrate any one of the following:

a.- emission of-and variation of the pitch of a sound produced
by a fixed ruler when it is struck;

b. emission of and variation of the pitch of a sound produced
by a rubber band when it is rtretched and plucked;

c. emission of and variation of tilt" :itch of a sound produced
by the air in a partially, filled pop bottle when yen blow
over its top.

4. You will demonstrate with a ststem of _eal materials at leaft one sound
phenomenon which sight eerye as an activity useful in teaching' children.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES 6 MATERIALS:

1. Sections of physical science texts on waves and on sound*
2. Bell Telephone tape Scifnce If Scurd
3. Modern Learning Aids, Reflection of Straight Waves from Straiillt

Barriers
4. Modern Learning Aids, Refraction of Waves
5. Ealing Corporation, Interferenc:- of Waves
6. Houghton-Mifflin's 1221!!!:112.ntight and Sound
7. 8 a. filmloop projector .

8. Tape player
9. Spoon, string, yardstick, watch, two identkal tuning forks,

rulers, rubber bands, pop bottles

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

See objectives above.

* Dull, Metcalte, and Williams, Modern Physics, Chapter 12
The reading pages of this MOP
Can Bergeijk, Pierce, and ft.vid, Waves and the Ear, pp. 25-28 and

pp. 34-48

MO1 711
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'To

'Oa Way, :1( tioi,

The fundamental (ommon characteristic of all the waves to b2

described and studied is that they provide a meclanism for trans-
feiringenergv from one point to a'tother without physical transf2r

of material between the points. We might fir (onsider 'He sho
wave from an explosion. A sudden treation of heet raises a mass of

gas in the near 'vicinity to a very high pressure. This pressure is

then exerted on the air farther out. A pressure wave tz.vels out-

ward with a speed of 1100 feet per second, containing the .7,er2v

required to compress the air.

A sound wave transmits energy in the form of a much milder

disturbance of air. An example is that between a vibrating source

and a receiver such as the ear and a micrtpt-one. Sound can also

be trans4itted as motions of the prti,les of a 11,uid or a sr' id.

So sound is an example of a mechanical wive motion. Water waves

constitute another type ci rec'tani:al ,.tion; they can trans-

mit energy capable of setti:ei a ship into osc.Pution. Waves on a

string or compressive waves in a.i-e)ring are other ONAT pies of

mechanical wave motien. ,Radio and light traremission involve

electromagnetic waves. Here the Jisturha:ce electric and mag-

netic in nature, as opposed Cti'--tuj_ mechanical. Sound waves,

water waves, those in a string: of eLe.:troma$:;netic eaves are'o01"

a few examples of two general t'p( , 01 waves. These are the trans-

verse waves. in the dii,)In,:ltn(,-, of the particles of the

medium are perp,sidicular to the. direction of propagation of the

wade, and the 1-mgitudinal wive, hi which the displacements' of the

particles of the mediun art' pardliel to the direction of propagation

of the wave.
_

NJ
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PROrIDURE:

1. Transmission of sound by solids:

-3-

a. Attach a metal spoon to the middle of a 4-it. long string and let the
spoon hit an object, for example, a wooden pawl in the desk or table.
Listen carefully to the sound produced as you tear it come- thraugh the
air. Then hold each end of the string to your ears millet the spoon
strike again.' Note the difference in sound. Cive a possible explanation
for the difference.

b. Separate yourself from one f y r fe low students by the length of a

yardstick. Listen to her wrist watch at that distance and see whether you
can hear anything. Then, have her put the back of her watch against one
end of the stick while you place the other end of ,'-he stick at your ear.

Do you hear anything? Give a possible explanation.

2. a. Read in a physical science book the sections on reflection, refraction,
interference, and Doppler effect as related to sound waves.

b. Watch carefully the filmloops on reflection, refraction, interference,

and Doppler effect. These filmloops depict water wave phenomena but they

can be applied to sound waves as well.

c. Listen to the bands of the sound record on echoes, beats, and Do,:pler
effect (bar..-..; 9, 16, 19 of the Bell Telephore tape.

d. The two identical tuning forks have the same frequency. A piece of

WAX ldded to one fork gives it a slightly lower frequency. If the forks
are struck one right after another, the sound will Seem to undulate in
volume. This is an example of interference in sound called "beats."
Associate this experience with what you hear from the Bell Teleione bond
on beats.

e. Be ready to discuss and demonstrate any one of the following as it

applies in sound: reflection, refraction, interference, and the Doppler
effect.
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_

3. a. Place a ruler at the edge of a tab) -- -- the. about oile-four :h of its

length reaches out over the edge of the With one han:., press down

bard on the ruler so that it is held aft.- to t' le surface of tte tab3e

near the table's edge. With a finger of the (Wier hand pull dcwn on the
free end of the ruler, release it and listen :o'the-ound prcduced.
Experiment by changing the length of the vibrating segment and relit( this
lengehto the pitch of the sound produced.

b. Stretch and pluck a string or rubber band aid study the emission of
its sound. how can you vary the frequency or p'tch emitted by a system
like this one?

c. Filllop bottles with various amounts of water and. observe what kind
of sound is emitted when you blow across the top of each bottle:- What
arrangement results in a high-pitch? What results in a low pitch? Can
you arrange a musical scale and play a tune on your "pop bottle organ?"

d. What could you teach children about the instruments of an orchestra
by demonstrating any of the three phenomena above?

. nstrate for the instructor with a system of real materials at least
cane so phenomenon which might serve as an activity useful in teaching
children

a
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MOD 234 Metric Measurement Revisited

This MOD is planned to provide you with underst.inding and drill to
strengthen your metric measruement knowledge and persona! confidence
and commitment in using metric measurement.

4

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this MOD you will:

1. Be able to handle the prefixes with confidence

2. Be able to think metric

3. Be able to compute in metrics
4. Describe some major advantages of the metric system for

making measurement and calculations.

,

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Measurement

2. Meter sticks and rulers

3. Balance scales
4. Liter containers -)

5. Metric scales
6. Work sheets attached to MOD

PROCEDURES:

1. View slide-tapes History of Metric Measurement and

Advantages of-Coing Metric.

2. In MMP book, Measurement, do Activity 3, Sections 1, 2,

3, 4a, 5, and 6.

3. Plan'an outdoor metric measurement activity for children
of the grade level that you teach. Then do this activity.

4. Complete work sheets alone in so far as possible. Consult

w:,h partner and reference materials as needed.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring the completed activities and work sheets to the

evaluation.

2. Take a 10-item paper-and-pencil quiz individually without

reference.

50
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Alr%

A. Write five metric units of measurement -y_cor.bining deci, cr.,i, or milli

With meter, gram, or titer. Give the mea.....? for etch one. One is done for

11. 1. Milliliter (0.001 liter) 4.

r1/4
2. 5.

3. 6.

B. Use your knowledge of the three prefixes to complete the following statements.

1. The decimal system contains digits..

2. How many years are in a century?

3. 1000 millimeters is a met_er. Thus, years is-a millennium.

'C. Indicate if the following statements are true or false.

1. 1000 milliliters = 1 liter 5. 1,000,000 milligrams = 1 gram-

2. 10 decigrams = 1 gram 6. 1 centimeter = 10 decimeters

3. 100 centimeters = 1 meter 7. 1 liter = 100 centiliters

4. 100 meters = i centimeter 8. 1 millimeter = 0.1 centimeter

Fill in the blanks below.

1. 2 grams = centigrams 3. 0.5 meters = decimeters

2. 5 liteis - deciliters 4. 6 meters = millimeters

E. Use a dictionary or other reference book to find the symbols for the

following.

1. decillter 3. centigram 5. milligram

2. centimeter 4. millimetei 6. milliliter
, -

F.- Write five metric units of mea'Airtement by combining deka, hecto, or kilo

with meter, gram or liter. Give the meaning of each one. One is done for you.

1. kiloliter (1000 liters) 4.

2. 5.

3. 6.

G. Use your knowledge of the three prefixes to complete he following statements.

1. A de,:ade lasts for a period of years.

2. A decagon has sides.

3. A .kilowatt is electrical power of watts.

503
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H. Indicate if the f )l lowing statements - - tru or false.

\2. A hectoliter is larger than a 6. -- A kilogram is 10 times

-34

One deki;mleiel. equals 10 meters. One meter is 10 dckametars.

kiloliter

3. 1000 -kilograms = 1 gram. 7

bigvr.than a hectogram.

A kilometer equals 1000 meters;
4

4. A dekaliter equals 100 liters. 8. 100 ,rarns equals A kilogram.

I. Fill in the blanks below.

1. 3000 grams =

2. 40 liters =

kilograms 3. 200 meters = hectometers

dekaliters 4. 2000 grams = kilograms

J. Use a dictionary or other reference )0ok to find the symbols for the

following.- J

1. meter 3. liter

2. gram 4. dekameter

5. hectoliIer 7. kilometer

6. kilogram 8. dekagram

K. Fill in the blanks below with the best metric unit to use-when measuring tne

following.

1. distance between cities

2. weight of a little bag of candy

3. fuel for An automobile

4. camera film size

5. length or.a hot dog

6. weight of an airplane

7. weight of ground beef in a meat department

8. height of a person

9. weight of a person

10. distance swam in a pool

11. -contents of bottle of eardrops

1-2. carbohydrate content of cereal

13. diameter of a large pizza

14. distance per hour an automobile travels

15. height of a mountain

504
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L. Name 8 et the mos' commonly used unit: -t me,suiement.

-4-

M. In the 1972 Winter Olympics an ice skater coPpleted tie 5000-meter,.

speed-skating event in 8 minutes. What was his ?ate of steed in meters

per minute? In meters eer seccrid?

N. Estimate in metric units the measurement of each item below.

1. capacity of a bottle of milk 5.

2; length Of this paper (.

3. weight of your math book 7.

4. height'of a door 8.

weight of a quarter

volume o fJa cup

length of a shoestring

.apacity of a glass

CAN YO1 FILL IN T111::OiLANK?

Problem: Find the equivalent metric measure for each problem.

Directions: Fill it the missing blanks.

1. 120 mm = CM

2. 280 cm = m

3. 2 km =, m

4 . 3 L = ml

5. 2.4 L = ml

6. 5 kg =

7. 5000 mg = kg

8. 6 g = mg

9. 500 ml =

10. 6.82 t = kg

11. 500 g = kg

12. 150 m = km

13. 0.5 kg =

14. 0.5 m = km

15. 0.5 m = cm

16. 5200 mg =

17. 2 m4 -

18. 7 cm2"

cm.2'

19. 10.2 ha =

Mtn

20. 22,000 cm'' =
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A METRIC MASTERY TEST:

1. The is tic basic unit for me::.1ring length in the uetric system.

2. The is the basic unit for measuring- mass in the metric system.

3. The is the unit for measuring capac ty in th metric .system.

4. The is used to measure temperature in the metric system.

5. To measure volume the answer would be expressed in uAers,

centimeters, etc.

b. To measure area the answer would be expressed in
centimeters, etc.

7. In the metric system each unit of length is

unit.

8. Write the symbol for:

a. meter e. litter

f. gram

c centimeter g. Celsius

b. kilometer,

a. millimeter

9. What does the symbol m2" stand Eor ?

meters,

times the next smaller

h. cubic centimeter

10. Five cm's is the same as mm.
3

11. Write in the unit yop would use tp measure the following.

a. container of milk

b. a beef roast

c. a length of rope

d. a truckload of sugar beets

e. a zipper

f. (. lawn

g. a room temperature

h. electricity used

12. Match the approximate mass with the object.

a. 50 ml of water

. a nickel

c, a grown man

d. a small bag of sugir

1. -2 kg

2. 80 kg

3. 50 g

1. 5 g

e. a ' car ). 2 t

50G
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13. Match the event with the most approvre temperature.

a. water freezes

b. a comfortable room

c. water boils

d. a cake bakes

1. too° C

2. 37' :

3. 0° C

4. 21 '.

e. normal body temperature 5. 160 C

14. Complete the following:

a. 1.6 m =

h. 0.4 cm =

km = cm

m

c. 5 cm2 = mm4 = ml

d. 260 g = kg

e. 22.4 L = nil

f. 1 m
3

.

g. 2.2 kg = g =

-6-

15. List an approximate customary system relationship for each of the following.

a. A meter is

b. A kilogram is

c. A liter

d. A centimeter is

16. Five g of water is about ml =

17. Simplify the following expressicns:

a. 10
3
X 10

4
=

b. 105x =

c. 103 =

d. 10'

10"

18. Express in scientific notation.

a. 30,000,000 =

b. 0.0000045 =

3
cm .

e. 0.0001 =

f. 10,000,000 = 101

f
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MOD 236 Shadow Sticks
Inferring, predicting, interpreting

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given a clear plastic hemisphere and a bla(k wax marker, you will
trace out on the hemisphere the path of the sun throughout one iay.

2. Omen a shadow stick and a large piece of paper-, you will record
shadows and their times at least 7 times throughout a day during, the

second or third % of the term and throughout a dly during the
eighth or nintb urkek of the term.

3. Given the shadow data in 2 above, you will compare the two records
and interpret the data obtained on the two days.

4. Given the shadow data in 2 above, you will Mid true north, and,
cons.quently, all of the other directions.

5. Using the paper and shadow records in 2 as a clock, you will predict
positions and lengths of _shadows to occur one hour hence or two hours
hence, and you will check your prediction when the shadows actually

occur.
6. Given an earth globe. a tiny shadow stick, and paper, you will make

shadow clocks for Murray and for locations
a. having different longitude but the oame latitude as Murray

b. having different latitude but the same longitude as Murray
c. having latitude and longitude different from Murray

7. Given the same materials as in 6, you will find where on the earth

a. the sun is directly overhead;
b. the sun is to the observer's north;
c. the sun is coming up;
d. the son is setting;
e. the sun is not visible at all today;
f. the sun is visible all day today.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. ESS, Daytime Astronomy, Teacher's Guide
2. Plastic hemisphere, black max markers, paper, shadow sticks, earth

globes, toothpicks, Plastick or clay

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Be prepared to discuss with the instructor your records resulting from
activities designated in objectives 1-7 above.

MoD 236
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PROCEDURE:

1. Method for recording sun's path as desig^-ted in objective 1

Sun

cardboard on which
hemisphere is

//mounted emisphere

///
marker

-2-

[make mark on sphere here;
label it with the time of day

shadow of marker on cardboard

--shadow of marker tip falls at

center of bottom of hemisphere

(on cardboard)tape

IMPORTANT: The hemisphere must be oriented in exactly the same way throughout

the time observations are made.

At the end of the day, connect by a smooth path the 6 or 7 marks made throughout

the day. Using the plastic curved rulers in the MOD tray, determine true south

and true north from inspection of the path dratva. Using these same rulers,

determine also the sun's maximum altitude and the azimuth of its rising and

setting positions.

2. Regarding objectives 2 through.5

Use the shadow sticks and paper provided in the lab. Return the shadow sticks

immediately after use so that others may use them.

3. Regarding objectives 6 and 7

Choose a sunny day and a dry spot outdoors. Prop up an earth globe so that

Murray, Kentucky is directly on top - facing upward - and so that the north

pole is pointing north. You nom have your globe oriented with respect to

the sun in the same way as the real earth is oriented. Fasten a 3-in. circle of

paper over Murray with alma piece of Plastick. Using another tin bit of

Plastick, fasten a half toothpick overMurray; this stick must be perpendicuLar

to the globef that is, along the radius line that comes though klurray on this

globe. Hold the paper down with bits of masking tape so w nd does not blow :.t

away.. Use Plastick sparingly and if it is still useable, -eturn it-to the

package when you are finished.
40D, 2,6
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With the same materials, though sometimes tn: paper willOt be ne:essary, make
the shadow clocks or determine the location --Uined in 'objectives 6 and 7.
Record the times for the shadows. Each shad.. clock should contai3 tracingsof

at least five shadows.

AttEch your shadow clocks in the spaces below:

For Murray Different longitude but same
latitude at Murray

Different latitude but same Latitude and longitude both different

longitude as Murray from nwr.iv

POD .).3(
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Record below the locations asked for in objective 7. Indicate N or S latitude

and E or W longitude. You do not need paper circles for this activity.

Time CST or CDT

a. Where is the sun directly overhead? 1st-- long.

b. Where is the sun to the observer's north? (one location) lat.

long.

c. Where is the sun just coming up. long.

d. Where is the sun just setting? long.

a. Where is the .un not visible at all today? lat. to lat.

f. Where is the sun visible all day today? lat. to lat.

512
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MOD 237 Unifix Cube' Structural'Math Ma:..:al

This MOD is designed to give a working 41.--ledge of mathmatical stru!tures

using unifix cubes.

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this MOD you will be able to Life unifix cuts in:

1. Numeration
'2. Basic oreyations
3. Areas and volumes
4. 41ulti-base notation

5. Graphical representations

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. Unifix Structural Maths Material, Teacher's Manual

2.- Unifix cubes

PROCEDURE:

1. Obtain Color Cube Activities Box from the Resource Center and

do activity cards:

3 - 6 50 (any Id)

10 - 15 S2 (any L6) .

16 - 17 54-(any 10)

24 55 - 59

33 65 - 70

35 10 of your choice from 41 - 130

48 (any 10)

2. Create some activities using unifix cubes to teach concepts

listed in the objectives.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. 'Bring all worksheets to the evaluation.
2. Be able to demonstrate a working competence relative to the

objectives.

5 1- 11:10°1
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MODULE 2.3r MISSING FROM DOCUMENT PRIOR TO ITS BEING

I
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SHIPP? TO EDRS FOR FILMING. ,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE.
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MOD 239 Tteory o Numbers III

This 40D is desfgied to pr3vide additionolexercises and experiences with

selected tcpics theory of numbers.

OBJECTIVES:

At the end of this MOD you will be able to:
1. Identify and determine E-primes.
2. Demonstrate a system for determining the largest counting

numbers, L(N), that must be tested in order to determine all

the factors of N.
A. Answer selected questions about primes.
4. Explain the role of number-theory problems in teaching mathematics

VD elementary children.
5. Demonstrate an organizational scheme for mathematical problem solving.

6. Apply the organizational scheme in objective 5 to a new problem.
Construct a Pascal's triangle and point out patterns on the triangle.
Demonstrate a methodof checking Arithmetic computations by "casting

out nines."
9. Demonstrate the Euclidean Algorithm for determining the GCF for two

,

numbers.
10. Explain the exercises that you have completed.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

MKP, Number Theory

INSTRUCTIONS:

From the MMP text, Number Theory, complete
and keep your work:
Activity 3: Project 1
ACtivity 4i Project 2
Activity 5: Parts B and C
Activity 7: discuss questions 1, 2, and 3

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

the following exercises

Activity 8: Parts A, B, C, and D
Activity 9: Parts A and B and

Project 4
Activity 11: Project .6
Activity 13: Parts A and B

I. Schedule a session with an instructor and bring all workto the

session.
2. (...ee objectives.

515
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' *MOD ?41 Protein SynthesiF - Self Instructional Module

OBJE TILES

1. Nime thiee types of RNA and describe their similarities and dif-
f,!rence.

2. Ecplain the composition of ribosomes and their role in protein
sinthesis.

3. Identify four stages of protein synthesis.
4. D.!scribe the process of harging tRNA and name the components involved;

and .explain why the 'fidelity of this process is essential in the
accurate translation of genetic information.

5. Dvscribc a polysome and diagram the motions of ribosomes and mRNA
in this structure.

6. Diagram (in outline form) the ml)tions of ribosomes, mRNA, tRNA, and
amino acids dnring the steps leading to the addition of one amino
acid to a growing polypeptide chain.
State the sources -f energy for protein synthesis.

-S, (TTONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. This MOD
2. General Biology references on Protein Synthesis.
3. Biology Media instructional materials
4. Singer Caramate.

FINAL ASS! SSMENT:

1. See objectives above.
2. Be prepared to discuss the questions listed 3t the end of this MOD.

*MODS 235 and 238 both must be satisfactorily completed before this MOD is
attempted..

5 1"4,i
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The ,Ludy of pre. ein synt lesis is . ,trumental iu understanding how genes an.
expI2ssed. Cen " or thi DNA that form! y,enes, determine the structures of
protein mcleculi ;. Proteins in turn selv r as the structural component and
biological catalysts which determine the shape and metabolic activity of cell.

Protein synthesi-s, then, is one essential link-in the chain of reactions by which
genes control all phases of a cell's lite.

Protein synthesis 4s an extremely complex process. Proteins are not made directly
from DNA, nor are they made directly by DNA. Instead, DNA form4 a model or
'template from which is made an kntermediatc compound RNA. There are several .

different kinds of RNA, each made from a separate region on the DNA. These
different Kinds of RNA collaborate, with one another and with a number of
en7ymes to produce the enzymes and structural proteins needed by the cell.
The purpose of this modul,: is to descril,e the components vtid steps involved
in the produtl(a) of proteins in the cot'.

Problems of protein synthesis; requirenents for protein synthesis.
A. Large size of proteins; eoetn4.
B. Complexity and nniquness of Iroteins: Information.

II. Structures involved in prot,In svrthesis--RNA molecules.
A. Messenger RNA.

1. Function.
2. Structure--codont;

B. Transfer RNA.
1. Function.
2. Structure--anticodons

C. RNA, ribosome,-..

Function.
2. Strscutre--ri

D. Other str_c.tot,_ .

1. Enzymec.
2. Energy qourc,2:;.

III. Steps of protein syn:nes'is.
A. tRNA

1. Specificity: enzymes.

2. Energy s-lurce: Ale.

B. Initiation.
1. Steps.
2. Initial amino acid. and codon.

2. Inermediat pept.Jyl-tPNA.
3. En,rgy sour e.

P. rerr.n.tion.

1. Tetmination codons.
2. Ro'ease fac ors.

14, Polyiomes.

A. Descrion.
B.

In prncaryo es.
2. 2ucaryot s.

518
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PROTEIN SYNTHESIS

Among all the biochemical compOweis present in a cell, Pro-

teins as a group are perhaps the most Structurally and functionally

diverse.' Thousands of diffe nt proteins catalyze thousands of dif-

ferent chemical reactioxio. 2 Proteins hold membranes together;

move parts of the cell, or who e cells, place to place; or keep other

parts of the cell, or whole cells, in a fixed position. Considering

the diversity of proteins, it probably doesn't surprise you that it

takes a complex mechanism to construct them. It pi,oably surprises

you more that most proteins are made by just one unique system -- one

system which can make any protein to order, according to the dispos-

able set of plann that it is provided.

This module is going to describe the synthesis of proteins:

-what components a_ involved, what these components look like, how

they 4.,7r4, and whe in the cell tney work.

,:fore we talk about the components needed for protein synthesis,

t .4711, let's think about what it means to construct a protein...What

I.oblems are involved. (3) First, remeber th"; proteins are very

large molecules. Any one protein of average size will contain approx-

imately 4700 atoms connected with covalent bonds. Ofcourse, the

structure of a protein can be simplified by considering it to be made

of larger st):Aknits -- amino acids, connected in a linear sequence.

But still, t'le average protein has 300 of theie subunits that

forms a long and unedeldy chain. Why is size a problem? Well,

each- of the 299 Peptide bonds connecting 300 amino acids together re-

quires energy for its formation. The tots.- amount of energy needed

to make a complete protein is quite large.

There is- another prosiem too. rroteins are not only large,

they are complex. And yet, each different protein must have precise-

ly the correct structure. -.11 single incorrect amino acid, an extra

amino acid, one missing amino ae..el can el ninate an enzyme's cataly-

tic activity. Just sup ing enough energy will not put the right

amino' acids together. 6 There must also be an input of informs-

t'..on for determining the amino acid sequence of each protein as it is

constructed. This, of course, is the information of the genes:

5s
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Equally important, there 1...ist be a reliable system for interpreting

this information faithfully, for the information would be useless if
the rest of the system made a lot of mistakes.

The complex protein synthesizing system is designed to trans-
late genetic information into amino acid sequences and at the same
time apT,ly energy in order to link the amino acids together. In the
first part of this module I am going to describe the components of
this system and give you% quick look at their roles. As I do this,
notice which components are mainly involved with the flaw of infor-
mation, which with the application of energy.

The 15ty corpound responsible for protein synthesis in the cell
is R7.A. ly) R:',A is a polynucleotide, similar in basic structure to
Dr,A: it contains bases (A, G, C, and U) linked to sugars that are
c_mected by phos:hate groups. The detailed-three-dimensio struc-
ture of an R:1A molecule depends on itL type and function. 8U There
are thr, of RNA involved in protein synthesis, each with a
differ= 2_:.nction and a somewhat unique structure.

first type of RFA to consider is messenger RNA (mRNA). (19)

;_s its na:_e implies, m.: 1;A carries information from the genes to the
site of protein synthesis. The mRNA for any one specific enzyme is
maie usinj the gene for that particular enzyme as a template -- thus
the carries the information cOntaa.,ed in the base sequence of
that gene in its mil base sequence. When the mRNA arrives at the
site of proei.i...gyr.thesis, it then directs the arrangement 'f amino
acids intd the "Draper sequence to form the desired proteiL. Ynu can
see 7::-*.r-RN-1 is thought of as an agent or messenger for a gene.

How does the messenger R:11% carry information? How are the in-
struczions\or ordering amino ac'-'.s arranged, or encoded?

Tie information c,f a gene is contained in the linear se-
quencc of jis bases. Since the be.:.. sequence of a mRNA matches the
base secuence of the gene, the information o" the gene must also be
in the m.F.:A base sequence. This information is arranged as groups
of three tares, called codons. Each codon specifies a single amino

7nen a messenger is "read", it is read codon by codoli.
,t the same time appropriate amino acids are added to a growing poly-
peptiie c:ain one by one.

5ZO
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The mRNA's function as a
linear message ... as a group of

codons read,in order ... tells us something about its structure.

In solution by itself, the mBNA may be looped or bunt or rolled in

a ball or tied in a knot. Some loops may even be essential for

starting the process of protein synthesis. But when the =RNA is

directing protein synthesis it must be pretty well unrolled so that

its codons can be decoded in the proper sequence. Therefore, we

usually think of mRNA as being a long, fairly straight molecule,

just as shown in this slide.

The next type of RNA is transfer RNA (tRNA). tRNA
Q)

serves as an adaptor or decoder molecule. Its function is to

translate the information contained on the mRNA. Each tRNA has,

on one end, a group of three bases called an anticodon. On its

other end, the tRNA. holds an amino acid.
The-ITIETeToes of the

anticodon are complimentary t the :,,Iree bases. for a particular

codon a'nessenger RENIA;- 2 thus the anticodon can bind to

the (202.27 The e.,:dno acid on the tRNA corresponds to that parti-

cula:2 (]) For instance, one type of tRNA called tRNAtrp,

whic carries the amino acid tryptophan, has an anticodon, ACC,

tha is complimentary to the codon for tryptophan, UGG., Another

tRNA, tRNAglu, carries the amino - acidglutamic acid and has an anti-

codon, CUU, that is complementary-to a codon for glutanic acid, GAA.

In general, for each codon that signifies amino acid, there is

a tRNA with a complementary anticodon, As a first, crude

picture of 7i-stein synthesis, you can imagine a group of tRNAs, each

tENA holding its amino acid and lining up along a messenger RNA,

fitting its anticodonto the proper codon on the messenger. The

amino acids a "e therefore lined up in the right sequence and-they

need only be hooked together with peptide bonds.

The structures tf the tRNA molecules are quite unusual. 0])

tRNA, like other RNA, is 11. single polynucleotide chain; but tBNA

contains base sequences that are complementary to each other. This

means that regions of the tRNA car double back and hydrogen bond to

bases of the same tRNA. Where these hydrogen bonds form there are

short areas of .-louble helix much like a DNA double helix. When all

thee self - complementary
regions of a tRNA have formed their hydro-

gen bonds, the tRNA looks like a mis-shapen clover leaf ... in a

flat drawing at least, One of these clover leaf structures is

5:21
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shown on the slide: the amino acid is connected to the base and
one end of the RNA chain; the anticodon is in the middle loop.
There are some small extra loops or "arms" that vary from tRNA to
tRNA. These give each tRNA a little individuality.

CO in solution, tRNA molecules probably do not look like
clover leaves. No one is certain yet what tRNAs really look like,
butone of the ideas is shown on this slide.

The third type of RITA is ribosomal RNA (rRNA). 17 Riboso-
mal RNA is never found alone in the cell. It is always associated
with proteins to form ribcsomes. Ribosomes are fairly arge bodies
with molecular weights of around 3 million daltons. You have
seen them as distinct partiCles in electron micrographs of cells.

T--.2 ftnction and-tho structure of rRNA is still myteriams., 'Jut
we dc 1,-,nr-..; a lot about the fu.-.ction and structure of the whole ribo-
some,. Ritosomes are the machines that,,hold toge ler and operate
all :le other components of protein synthesis. 19 They bind to

and to =LENA 2G and they also bind to, or contain, various
enzymes that forr pep ide bonds between'amino acids and catalyze
other stet's of the process. One of the functions of ribosomes is
to move elong m2NA in an orderly manner, matching the tRNA with the
proper 2-4,...codon to each colon of the mRNA in its turn.

As you might inagine, since a ribosome is large, it is
also complex. Every ribosome has twc subunits, a small and a large
one. The rmail subunit birds the DONA; the large one binds the

Th- s- R- s4unit contains a small rRNA and 20 proteins;
the late. subunit has a large rRNA, P very mall rRNA, and about

mr.Dt.,:in5.. The actual si.::r!q of the small and large subunits de-
t =r.:, on where they were made. In bacteria, blue-green algae, in
plas:Il% of plants, and in mitoo,-sndria of plants and animals; the
-fl--,o-es are relatively small. In t.le cytoplasm of eucaryotic
cells, both plants and animals, the ribosomes are somewhat larger.

) There are other components of the protein synthesizing
'system that I haven't mentioned yet. Most of these are enzymes:
enzymes to hook an amino acid to its Corresponding tRNA, enzymes
that help the ribosome Move along an mINA yet are not part the

a
5 72
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ribosome or m.M, etc. Also, there al-2 th ources of energy which

are so crucial: these are ATP, tLe coon energy carying molecule
of the cell, and. GTP, which is like 2.2:' c.c--pt for a guanine (G)

base in p3ace of th a,lenine

The next object of this mcade is to .'.,scribe the process of

protein synthesis: the steps that the m=s, tP.-.:As., and ribosames

perform in order to produce a polyTer,ti:e chain. (Z;) Amon,: the

steps involved are these: (1; Charinc e t=s. _bat is, 'bind-

ing the arpropriate amino acids to each ;2) Initiatong pro-

tein cynshesis co7aining a ribosD:-.- vi

tRNA. (;) 1:1.7nraInj 1,rotein cha:

acids, in cr w:t1.

thesis -- iC c.x.:71eted trs

Let's 1-".-1-1-- diss cnarginE.

hac r_m:no

in

mo

in the flnal

11E: an a...T./no asil io

azid Enzymes

amino aci-1. to the ,.7..LNA. The., en:7,y--

cnzynse or ac-.,.cyl-t=
rcatt:

acid acti-:atfnz ensyne for each a7.no as.

vating r,.c:,,:nzes only Its own a_

acid's t*E;.;. ant links the:e toTetr.
high-eneri:y bcn-1 b2tw--n the ariinc,

cf the tF. chain. The

the form cf WLo:: the en-;'. lin-s

t the sat-.e

dined Ihos--.chazEz; rfr.e sjl t'

enerav for forminE
This eriefEy 1 1%)r

this amino and anothe:.

-I-. an and the first
c?-n:nirj, the amino

isrotein syr-

, :aid earlier that t=

11,71af:ettlin=o.1.:
chain. The

charin;;

art r2,:uired to

sal2cd =in° acid
67) provide

:c a diffcrcnt
acii acti-

:o an'', its amino

for= a c=alent,
c,r.:1 (the 3' end)

thls bond co3es in
acf.6 and t7::A,

-for.ate (two
of J...7.7 provides the

:wee n amino acid and tR:".A.
bona btlLwen

o sunIma.71ze, the .-..!'nGinc nf two func-:ions: (1) to

match each o,ino acid to the 1.71-:T,r an its an:codon; 2) to

activate the amino acid -- that is, ;;_770 in energy that will even-

tually be used to connect it to anothe:- smin D acid with a peptide

bond.
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Our further explanation of this process will be illustrated by

pictures of a cardboard model synthesis. Here are the

components used in this model. From bottom to top, thes are

the messenger RAs, the transfer RNAsx and the amino acids.

lie_ here are transfer RNAs with the amino acids hooked onto them.

This is the ribosome, showing the_large and small subunits.

t's start synthesizing a protein by charging a mixture of tEN[As

with their amino acids.

30 The next step is initiation. To start the real process of

mak.ina a protein, a ribosome must join with an mRNA and an amin acyl

tP.7.A. The ribosome actually binds to the in two steps:

first the small subunit binds to the ot these two components

bind to the first amino acyl USIA; 0 fina the large ribosome

subunit bids to complete the group. In bacteria, initiation of

polyTeptiie chain always begins with an unusual amino acid collet,.

N-fcrmylmethionir. or fmet for short. This tRNA binds to the codon

A72,, .7- --)1::ttptide chains always start at an AUG base sequence on a

mes!..:1-7,1-. IL eucaryotes, the story is much the same, except the

smi- acid on the initiating tRNA is plain methionine or met, without

thr _'=y1. The first codon is Still AUG.

The next step in protein synthesis is elongation. Elongation

The first step 34 is to add the next amino ac tRNA corresponding
includes all needed to add one. amino acid to a peptide chain.

to the next codon on the mRNP.. The next step 5 is connecting.

the first ani second amino acids by a peptide bond. An enzyme part

twee that amino acid and tRNA to form the peptide bond between the
acid (ftet) from its tRN4 and uses the energy stored in the bond,be-

n N

of the ribosome forms the peptide bond. It removes the first amino

first amino acid and the second. The result is a two-amino-acid poly-

peptide attached to the latest tRNA. This is called a peptidyl-tRNA.

Next, the ribosome moves along the toNA to the next codon.

Or you might say that the mRKA moves along the ribosome. The pep-

tidyl-tE:A,:utich sticks to the mRA, .loves with respect to the ribo-

SaMe too. This opens up the spot 'on the ribosome for e next =lino-

acyl tFrJA, the ore corresponding to the next codon. 7 We can

ad_'7 this tRNA; 0 ,the ribosomal enzyme can move the polypeptide

chain formed from the first and second, amino acids onto the third

524.
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amino acid, joining them with a peptide bond; 39 and the ribosome

can move again. As the ribosome moves, the used RNA that has just

lost the peptide chain is released. It goes back to be recharged

with another amino acid.

Each time the ribosome moves, two molecules of GTP are

hydrolized to-GDP plus one phosphate. The energy released by this

hydrolysis is used to push the ribosome along the mENA.

To summarize, there is a three step cycle for adding each

amino acid to `8 growing polypeptide chain: (1) add the amino-acyl

tliNA; (2) form the new peptide bond between this new amino acid and

the amino acid immediately preceding this one; (3) move the ribosome

along the maiNA one codon. After each cycle, the ribosome has moved

oe and the polypeptide chain has riven by one amino acid.

the ribosome reaches the end of the message,

the )int where the polypeptide chain has been completed.' At this

poi- there is a special codon, UAA, UAG, or UGA. No tRNA has an

anticodon that fits any of these r...,'dons. Instead, these codons are

recognized by special enzymes, Q.±V callei release factors. In the

presence of one hese termination codons and the appropriate re-

'lease factor, 46, the polypeptide chain,.'that is, the completed

protein) is releaAd from e ribosome. Qtv Then the ribosome it-

self falls off the splits into subunits, and returns to

the beginning of a message to start another protein.

What do ribosomes and messenger EL!,,-9 look like when they ar-1.

- operating? For one t:;1:1g, each messenger P.NA can be read by mc-e

than-one ribosome. Y!-,$)) In fact, at the came time that one ribo-

some is moving along the r1.7n, another ribosome may clamp onto the

initiation site of the same mEIA and start producing a second poly-

peptide. As soon as-this second -ribosome .has moved away from the

initiation site, a third may folL.A4 -Ihe second, and so on, until a

dozen or more ribosomes are reading a single mMA strand. It is im-

portant to note her that all the ribosomes read e same message

ale and therefore produce the saw 2-otein. When two or

more ribosthes are reading the same mENA, the enti,' complex is

called a wlysoma. Here is a diagm,..m. and here, a picture of

-9-
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polysomes. Polysomes are found in both eucaryotic and procaryotic

cells. The presence of polysomes in a cell is generally considered

an indication' that its ribosomes
and m= are actively working.

Exactly where in the cell does protein synthesis take place?

Itihere are the polysomes? In procaryotic cells the polysomes may be

almost anywhere. They may be floating free around the periphery of

the cell, but'the may also-be found in the nuclear area.

In fact, here is a picture that shows ribosomes reading m1VA (poly-

sores) that is still being transcribed from the DNA. This means

polysomes are attached to the DNA. Presumably, when these WMs are

finished, these polysomes can float free into the cytoplasm.

In eucaryotic cells, protein synthesis
takes place in the

cytepil.sm, not in the nucleus. This means the mPala (and the tRNAs

and the ritA-ribiosones) must be transported from the nucleus where

they are made to the cytoplaTm before they can be used- Once these

cc=pcn :Its are in the cytoplasm, they form polysomes. These D y-

.cross be free, or they can be attached to the - membranes

o' she endsplasnic reticulum. Some biologists now believe that the

polysemes
make-proteins that are to stay within the cell, while

P-P'the endoplasmic-reticulum-bound
polysomes produce

protein for, export

outside the cell membrane. .

In a normal cell, the whole process of protein synthesis is

orchestrated beautifully. All components work simultaneiously,

'that none are idle and all are used efficiently. They translate

=any messages at the same time, so that the cell receives-a supply of

all.the different proteins it needs tor growth and differentiation.

Furthermore, the system is careftlly
regulated so that Specific pro-

teins are synthesized
atAhe times and in just the aMotints in which

they are needed. The methods of regulation are not entirely under-

stood, but what is knawn al)out this ine-tuning of protein synthesis

'makes another fascinatin,7 story.

52G
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GLOSSARY

ATP (adenosine triphosphate) -- a cofactor in energy metabolism, con-

taining one base (adenine) and a sugar (ribose) coupled to three

phosphates attached in series. Considered a source of energy to

drive reactions beCause hydrolysis of one or two phosphates from

ATP releases free energy.

/amino acid -- organic compound containing carboxylic acid and amino

functional groups. Twenty amino acids are subunits of proteins.

amino acid activation -- the coupling of an amino acid to a tEVA mole-
.

cule; considered 'Iactivation" because the bind between amino

acid and-the tRNA requires energy-to form, and its hydrolysis

'releases energy. tRNA. charging.

amino acid activating enzyme -- the enzyme catalyzing amino acid acti-

vation. There is a different enzyme for each amino acid.

amino acyl-tRNA -- a tRNA with its corresponding amino acid attached.

amino ac-.1-tRNA synthetase an.amino acid activating enzyme.

anti-don -- a group of three adjacent bases on a tRNA that is comnli-
mentary to the codon corresponding to the amino acid of that tRNA.

karging of tRNA -- amino acid activation. Combining a tRNA. with its

corresponding amino acid. Considered "charging" because it allows

the tRNA to participate in further steps of protein synthesis.

, codon -- a group Of tree adjacent bases on mRNA. A Unit of informa-

ftioil which specifies one amino acid (or termination) in protein

aynthesis.

complementary -- in nucleic acids, forming a stable base-pair con-

nected by hydrogen bonds. A codon is Complimentary to an anti-

. codon if the three bases of one form base7pairs with the three

bases of the other..

elongation -- in protein synthesis, the process of lengthening a poly -

peptide chain by sequential addition of amino acids coded for by

an DONA.,

GTP (guanosiie triphosphate) -- a cofactor in energy metabolism.

Contains one basee(guanine) and a zugar (ribose) coupled-to
three phosphates attached together in series. Considered a

source of energy like ATP.
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initiation -- in protein synthesis, the first step in the direct

translation of an mRNA; the combination of a ribosome with an

zOCIA and an initiating tAVA.

mPk (messenger RNA) -- component of the protein synthesizing system

specifying the order of amino acids. The RNA formed using as

-template the gene for a specific protein.

peptide bond -- the bond connecting adjacent amino acid subunits in a

protein. A bored formed between a carboxy7ic acid and an amino

group.

peptidyl tRNA -- a tRNA attached to a chain of amino acids; found only

as an intermediate structure during the elongation pbase of pro-

tein synthesis.
go

nolysome (pa4ribosame) -- a structure consisting of one mRNA and two

or more ribosomes in the process of translating the DONA.

release factor -- a protein that'recognizes a termination codon and

terminates protein syrthesis, leading to the release of the pep-

tide Chain from the rimJsome-tRNA.

RNA (ribonuceic acid) a polymer of ribose-containing nucleotides;

a principal material in the protein-synthesizing apparatus.

riboscm.-.1 -- the largest structure involved in protein synthesi-; the

s',..ructuxe that binds together all the other components of protein

synthesis; a cellular organelle formed from two subunits,, each

of which is formed from RNA and protein.

rRNA (ribosomal RNA) -- any molecule of RNA incorporated in the basic

structure of a ribosome; distinct from mRNA and tRNA.

tRNA (transfer;RMA) -- components of the protein synthesizing system

that allign amino acids according to the sequence of codons on

an r_SNA. RNA molecules with anticodons; capable of bonding co-

valentIy to amino acids.

termination -- in protein synthesis, the final stage; includes the

release of the polypeptide chainr,from the protein synthesizing

appa-,..atus and the detachment of tRNA, mRNA, and ribosome from

one another.'

MOD 241
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MOD 243 Corre Manipulatives with Mathematics Textbooks

The purpose of t is MOD is to allow you to develop a Plan for using
manipulatives with a textbook-oriented mathematics program.

,INTRODUCTION: The following Systems in the Western Kentucky area have
adopted the Houghton Mifflin Company mathematics series
for the period J977-1982:

Caldwell County
Calloway County
Murray Independent
Carlisle County
Christian County
Daviess County
Fulton County

Fulton Independent
Graves County
Mayfield Independent
Hickman County
Hopkins County
Dawson Springs Independent
Livingston County

Logan County
Russellville Independent

Marshall County
Paducah Independent
Muhlenberg County'
Central City Independent
Greenville Independent

Todd County
Trigg County
Union County
Providence Independent

sume that you-are a beginning teacher who has recently been
employ by one of the above systems. You will be assigned to a class-
room the grade of y ur chuice,I-6. Since manipulatives available in
you lussroom may be limited, you do have accessible all the manipula-
tiv in the Murray State SME Resource Center available for check-out
and use.

OBJECTIVES: After you have completed the MOD you will present a list of
manipulatives that are available in the SME Resource Center
for each unit of the first, semester (first half of the text)
along with a plan for utilizing the manipuiatives in the
classroom. The list should include at least five` different
manipulatives and several games.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. Houghton Mifflin Company Elementary Mathematics Textbook series ,

'2. Other elementary math textbooks_and teacher's guides in the
SME Resource Center,

3. 'ianipulatives and games in the SME Resource Center
4. Guides and resource books for using manipulatives and games

in the Resource Center

PROCEDURE:

1. ror the grade level you select, review the material in the text,
teacher's guide, and supplementary material for the Houghton
Mifflin Textbook series.

. For each unit identify and !isu appropriate manipulatives and

5
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games for the unit.

3.1 Write a paragraph-type description for each unit, describing

I how you plan to use the materials. Include copies of work-

sheets and handouts if not a part of the Houghton Mifflin

materials.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

firing the textbook packet and your materials to the assessment

/session. Be prepared to discuss and defend your plan.

53r
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*MOD 244 Regulation of Protein Synthesis: The Operon Hypothesis

OBJECTIVES:

1. Define and distinguish between: repressor, inducer; operon,

operator; repression, feedback inhibition.
2. Explain the sequence of events by which an inducer molecule can

increase the rate of synthesis of a specific protein.

- 3. Suggest at least two ways in which one inducer might change the
rate of the synthesis of two different enzymes at once.

4. Predict the effects of mutations in various genes of the lactose
operon on the regulation of the synthesis of 8- galactosidase.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. This MOD
2 General Biology raerences on Regulation of Protein Synthesis: the

Operon Hypothesis
3. Biology Media instructional materials
4. Singer Caramate.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. See objectives above.
2. Be prepared to discuss the questions listed at ::he end of this MOD.

*MODs 235 and 238 both must be .satisfactorily completed before this MOD is
attempted.

.

A /
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INTRODUCTION:

Descriptions'of the components and the chemical reactions of protein synthesis
and of the translation of the genetic ,code provide the bosis for understanding
how genes direct the synthesis of specific proteins, but they do'not tell the
whole store. Not all genes function all the time and at maximum rate. Instead

different genes turn on and off in a well orchestrated sequence to provide
controlled patterns of growth and development. When a gene directs the synthesis
of its protein and how much protein it makes is important.

In a typical bacterial cell, there are certain proteins that occur in large
quantities, oth'ers that occur in small quantities, and a third group of
proteins that appear only at those times and in thole quantities at which
they are required. Mclecular biologists have studied this third group in
greatest detail. The best'example is a group of enzymes that allows the
bacterium E. coli to grow on the sugar lactose. The presence of lactose in
,-.he growth medium "turns on" the genes that direct the synthesis of the
enzymes that degrade lactose to a simpler and more usable sugar, glucose.
Wien lActe-e is absent or Is used up, the-genes are "turned off" and the

;ries are not synthetized.

.tidies of the effects of lactose on E. coil have IA to the operon hypothesis,
which attemps to explain how the activities of genes can be controlled by
compounds, like sugars, inside or outside the cell. The operon hypothesis

shggezts (a) that the amount of enzyme produ d depends on the amount of mRNA
made from_that enzyme's DNA gene; (b) that t-.( amount of mRNA made from a
gene is regulated by a special protein calle a repressor: And (c) that the

ability of a repressor to control mitNA synth is can be increasei or de-

creased by sugars or other com:,nunds related to the function of the enzyme
concerned.

The purpose of this module is (a) to describe the E. coli lactose metabolism
as antexample of regulated !;erle activity, and (b? to show how the operon

hypothesis explaThs the mc_hanios of the regulation of gene activity.

.

OLTLINE:

I. Introduction: Genes are regulated.

A. Classes of pr reins q. cull

R. REgulation of sugar-metabolism enzymes
II Operon hypothesis

A. Transcription'and translation of genes
B: Tenet 1: cell regulates synthesis of mRNA

. Tenet 2: repressor zInd operator control (inhibit) mRNA synthesis

'repressor synthesis

2. pressor action
D. Tenn 3: inducer inactivates repressor.

1. Repressor binding. sites
2. -nduc:er action

Review of lactose-metabolism regulation.
III Conclusions

r
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REGULATION 07 PROTEIN SYNTHESIS:

THE OPERON HYPOTHESIS

Genetic information in DNA can be t anscribed onto RNA and
used to direct the synthesis of proteins. 2 This is the basic pro-

cess by which genes determine an organism's ereditary traits. However,

the formation of RNA and the synthesis of proteins using this RNA does
not completely explain the flow of information by which genes deter-
mine the shape and characterof cells and organisms: There is at
least.one additional factor needed to insure that genetic information
is used prop,rly. This factor is control ... control of the rates -at

diffe:ent genes are used and different, proteins are formed.
dtch,ng system as complex as that in a power plant mush regu-

t tl,e rates of gene functions.

----- If all genes worked full out at their maximum rates, you might ,

-3;cpect a uniform mixture of all different kinds of proteins, whereas
in fact each cell is much more balanced and has a much more specific
composition, with certain proteins needed, and found, in higher con-
centrations than, others. To show how carefully a cell controls
comporition, I want to describe a bacterium, Escherichia coll.
If one chemically analyzes E. coli cells, one finds that their proteins
fall roughly into three groups. This picture represents the in-
E le of a E,-coli cell, and the co ored bodies represent groups of
proteins. There is one group that occurs in relatively high quantities,
like the yellow blobs. Xteoumably the cells need lots of these pro-

teins. For instance, ribosomal proteins (those proteins that' combine
with the rRNA to make the ribosomes) constitute ten per cent of the
total cell protein. Other enzymes needed for protein synthesis are

also present in high quantities. So are enzymes needed for making ATP

and enzymes needed for making cell wills.

Another group of proteins occurs in relatively low quantities,
the red squares. In this case, just a few moleculeseper cell are

sufficient to satisfy the cell's requirements. This group includes

DNA polymerase (the enzyme that replicates the genome) and other en-
zymes used. '^r making compounds which are themselves needed in small
aunts. 111:: different relative amounts of these two groups of
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protein illusLrate how different genes are controlled independently.

The genes that make ribosomal proteins must work much faster or be

turned on more often than the gene that makes DNA polymerase.

The third grOUD of proteins illustrates the principle of gene

control even better. In this group, symbolized by green triangles,

the quantity of the enzyme present varies *th the need of the-cells.

If the enz:,:me is needed, it is produced. If it is of needed,

its production is stopped, and it may even disappear. 7 There

are many elm=ples of such proteins, but one set of proteins in parti-

cular has been .pensively studied. We will talk about this set

throughout the r-_-st of tis module.

This st:ry c-ncerns the sources of carbon.and energy that bac-

teria use f,_, :rc tr.. Bacteria often grow or sugars; but not all

sugars are usefUl. §__) Glucose is the sugar most readily

ly ba:-,cria. If gl:caose is present in the growth medium,

th- w a'sscrc, it, usinc a carrier called glucose permease to

sut:ar across the cell membrane. :he sugar is then directly

u' fcr 7rowth, obtaining enerEy, and fbr Mehing other small mole-

c_LeS like amino acids. If glucose is not present in the growth

medim, but another sugar is, the situation chatges. The other sugar

=7.1s1; be al..sorbed ar.J. then (usually)
coirerted to glucose before it

can be used.

.

The c.-.;:n7ic I will_describe involves the sugar lactose, the main

sugar fount in milk. yl In order for a bacterium to grow, using

laztcse as a carbon and energy source, thu bacterium must move the

lactose '..::n., thc cell membrane irto thu cell with a special pro-

tein career, lactose prtrtease, and then split the lactose into two

pieces wi7:. an enzyme, beta-k One of the pieces is glu-

cose. This glaccse -2-1 'Fr! u_ed directly for growth. (The 'her

piece eventually is ,-_ vc,orted to glucose and used also.) 10 The

main -point is that lactose pi.--71ease and beta-galactosidase, needed

fcr gr.o14-.c. 3.: lactose, are no a.,.;,7.ys present in the cell. They are

produced only when the cell grows on lactose. They are hardly pro-

duced at all linen the celal grows on glucose or on sugars other than

glu'.cse o' lactose. ApParently the presence of lactose in the medium

is ,-. signal that tarns on the genes for lacl,:ne permease and eta-

gala-"csidese aad starts the synthesis of these proteins.
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Lactose is often called the inducer cif these proteins, because it in-

duces their synthesis. Genes like these, which can be induced, pro-

vide clear examples of gene control that biologists can easily study.

How are genes regulated? That is, what is the mechanism

behind gene control?
Unfortunately, we have no general answers. We

do not know, for instance, why the geres for ribosomal proteins make

more product than the genes for DNA polymerase. However, we do have

one specific answer. There is a model mechanism that explains the

regulation of the genes in E. coli that make lactose permease and beta-

aalactosidase. This mechanism was first suggested in a simplified

form in long by two French scientists, Francois.Jacob and Jaques

Moncd. Q79 It is known as the Operon Hypothesis:

In order to describe the Operon Hypo= esis, we will use this

simrlified diagrams of an F. coli cell,
showing the flow of in-

rrom gene to protein in he cq11. You will recognize the

and the steps of the process in the diagram. The L./Tie

a- a re2resents the DNA of the cell -- the repository of all genetic

.=ation. messenger RNA is synthesized from the DNA template.

' ;le messenger RNA is then used to direct the synthesis of proteins

by ribosomes, transfer RNA, and the other components involved in pro-

tein synthesis, all working together as polysomes. Note that mes-

senger RNAs break down rather quickly in bacteria. Each one lasts

only one to five minutes. Therefore, miWis must be continually syn-

thesized maintain a supply for protein synthesis. Once synthe-

sized, the proteins wrap themselves up in specific"three-dimensional

L-anformations and become fancttonal enzymes, carriers, and other cell

components. So far, this overall picture mentions nothing about con -

troling the rate at which genes make messenger RNA, or polysones make

proteins.

'mil Now let's consider the sare cell, but looking specifically,

at the genes which make lactose permease and beta-galactosidase.

These partcular genes are pe:-..ainned
together on the DNA, and they

actually produce one messenger RNA. That is, one single length of

RNA is tram,cribed from the DNA containing these two genes and thus

.: -Vries the
information from both `he genes in its base sequences.

We should redraw this' picture, 01 showing the single messenger RNA.

The fact that ooth these genes are
transcribed onto one messenger does
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T-event them from making their t'fferent individual proteins, but

nake them a.flInctional unit in at least one respect. As you

:ee, it allows them to be controlled together to produce protein

:r Lot produce protein at the same time in response to the same stimu-

L2.5. 7his sort of functional unit -- o or more genes controlled by

Jne stL,Liaus -- is called an operon. 17 The genes we are talking

form the lactose oreron.

brings us to the Operon Hypothesis: 1 description of the

the -n-g,,ilation of the lactose operon.

first tenet of the operon hypothesis states that gene
synthesis of prns) is controlled, by regulating

t'Lesis of messenger RNA. If r gene is actively used as

for .71RNA synthesis, its proteins will be produced from the

2:) If e. gene cannot be used as a template for mRNA synthesis,

will not be produced. One could imagine as an alterna-

711fty that a cell could control a gene by regulating the

itz rather than the synthesis of its mERA. By stipulating

z:ymthesls of messenger RRA is regulated, we know that we must

_letly at the DNA for the mechanism of regulation.

::ere is a series of pictures showing synthesis of messenger

a: a to late the DNA containing the genes for betd-galacto-
Tz- la-_tose permease, represented by the letters Z and Y. The

-solyn.ase binds to the DNA at a region of the DNA called

7 r e The promoter for the lactose operon is to the

01 ;=:.-e Z. Once the enzyme binds to the promoter, moves to

a.icng the DNA, synthesizing an RNA strand. The first

will carry the,basesequence of'gene Z; the next

will carry the ;ase sequence of gene Y. _According to
__rst tenet of the operon hypothesis, once this DNA is synthesized

.r. be u:e2. as a messenger for the production of beta-galactosidase

,)-7rmease.

9 Th -lext tenet of the operon hypothesis states that there is
,11e -a:lel the repressor, which can bind to a region of DNA

the cr:.,_-:,:ator. 2;-) The operator lies between the promoter and

/ gene. i2_5; When the repressor binds tR the operator, it pre-
17,A polyniarase from transcribing either gene Z or gene Y.

I
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_ repressor, and where does it come from? 27 The re-

_ a protein, coded for by its own gene (gene i). As

jenc always works,, so there are always a few -_

:-.1-2-.:ssor in the cell.' The repressor for this lactose

-LL L 7- it birds only to this operator: it works only

hcw does the repressor prevent the transcription of.

operon? There are two possible ways: first, the

c: ..r attached to the operator lies very near the promoter,

:)hecr size prevent the RNA polymerase from reaching

Second, the operator-bound repressor lies between

nes Z and Y. It may prevent the RNA polymerase

ha DNA even if the polymerase does succeed in

reiiressor.shows how these genes can be turned

-
said so far, you might guess that they are al-

how can they be turned on, and turned on speci-

-17.ce of lactose?

. .

,_.:iet of the operon hypothesis (which explains how

:Lhe,', on) states that the inactivates the re-

.1.,t-r, you remember, is lactose -- it induces the

`_ L.,::.ymcs. When we say that lactose inactivates the'

.
t:-.at le oreventb tha repressor from binding to the

:-.. th.ris because the repressor is a protein with the

,i-.ree-dithensional structure x a protein and with

wily occur in proteins. Q5 The repressor

r.ites; one for the operator and one for lac-

..: ohape of the repressor, and of i binding

;:l':: -presence-or absence of lactose. 3S In the ab-

:I.- cperac;or- nding site has the correct shape to

_ 7-teratpr§ The presence of lactose on the

t, chan7ssitLe shape of the entire repressor protein,

It c',1anges t1-4e shape of the operator-binding site.

lose,: its ability to hind to:the operator.

7 '

;.:to:,c. is present in the growth medium, it enters the

-, the lactose repressor. This prevents the binding'of

.h.: 0:?Prator. It 'may even remove a repressor already

MOD 244
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.boend to an operator. ,This in turn allows Fate-polymerase to attach to

the lactose operon promoter and to transcribe the Z and Y genes onto

messenger RNA: This finally results in the synthesis of lactose per-

mease and beta-galactosidase. Thus we see how lactose, the inducer,

can turn on these specific genes and induce the synthesis of these

particular proteins.

To conclude the story of lactose and see how gene regulation in

this case contributes to the workings of the cell, let's consider for

a minute the life of an E. coli bacterium E. coli lives in the lower

intestine of man and other organisms. (32..) At first, growing in a

digestive tract the contents of which contain glucose tor another sugar)

but not lactose, the bacteri ould not want to waste energy or other

resoerces on Synthesizing useles lactose permease and beta-galacto-

sidase. In this situation, the cell's lactose repressor would bind

,
fiee:l'e to the lactose operator. These genes would be almost comple-

te enei-off and very little lactose permease or beta-galaeoosidase

e ..:w.'el eermed.

If the host organism then ingested Lome lactose, it would

oe to the bacterium's advantage to manufacture lactose permeas and

'teta-galertoidase in order to utilize the new food source.

At this time, a small amount of lactose would enter the cell (using

residual permease present all the time) and bind tp the repressor.

er The -eeressor would fall off (or not bind to) the operator; RNA

',:lymerase would transcribe the genes of this operon; and lactose

merzease and beta-galactesidase would be formed. The lactose permease

would car:: more lactose into the cell and the beta-galactosidase

would convert the lactose to glucose for growth.

. Eventually, the lac'., tee in the intestine would be used up,

.ed the carrier and er-.7Tme would no longer be useful. When- no more

lactose could be taken ter, and when all the lactose in the cell was

broken down by betaTgalactosiecez the lactose bound to the repressor

-4.,1-a also be Atd. (It is bound firmly, but not permanently, to the
1

repretsor.) ,' Then the repressor would retrun to the op*ator 1

and synthesie of mRNA from this operon would cease. Because isting

ee.ezenger 2.riA continually breaks dam (in 1 to 5 minutes), the ,<

synthesis of lactosegrmease and beta-galactdsidase soon also would

step. Fventuptely, the existing carriers and enzymes would

break do,:.; or be diluted out in the groweng cell population.

MOD 244
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The ODeron'Hypothesis was first suggested in 1960. It took many

years before it was accepted as the explanation for the regulation of

the lactose operop. Even now, it can only be considered true for this

one set of genes. Other operons are regulated, but the mechanism be-

hind the regulation may be different. Many researchers are currently

investigating the question of how much and in what ways the mechanises

of regulation of other genes in other organisms resemble the one just

described.

The control of genes is extremely important not only in bacteria,

but also in the more cc rplex eucaryotic orcanisms. One of the special

tricks of eucaryJteD their ability to form specialized cells and

tissues to handle special functions. This is differentiation. The

.
formation<* specialized cells involves the synthesis of special pro-

teins: tt;2) ceDs, for :Instance, are packed with the pro-

tein 4 muscle cells, with the contractile prot-in {

This synthesis of different proteins in different cells

ind ,ates a regulation of the ;enes involved. The mechanism of regu-

la' m of genes in eucaryotes will probably be different from that

trposed by the Operon Eypothfaia. But even with eucaryotes, the

Operon Eypothesis has provided a valuable emework of ideas from,

which, to study the regulation of genes.

-9-
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GLCSSARY

beta (c))-galactosidase -- an enzyme that catalyzes the breakdown of

lactose by hydrolysis to form the products glucose and galactose.

carrier -- a specialized protetn that promotes the movement of a large

or polar molecule across a biological membrane. There is a dif-

ferent carrier for each type of molecule to be moved. A permease.

genome -- the collection of genes on,the DNA.

glucose -- a simple sugar with the formula C6H1906, the pri sub-

strate of glycolytic respiration and thus he prime source of

carbon and energy for fueling the metabolism of the cell.

inc L- a molecule that
promoted the synthesis of an _lzyme or set

of enzymes. In general, inducers, are relatively small or simple

rolecules like sugars or amino acids, rather than large molecules

like proteins. Lactose is the inducer of the lactose operon.

lactose -- the most abundant sugar in milk; consists of two simpler

sugars, glucose and galactose, connected together by covalent

bonds.

lactose operon -- the set of genes, adjacent to one another on the E

coli genome, which are regulated by lactose, the lactose repressor,

and t1-1 lactosq operator. Includes a promoter, wand operator, and

the structural genes for beti-galactosidase,
ladtose permease,

and galactoside acetylase.

operator -- a set of genes,
normally adjacent on a genome, which are

controlled,ds a single unit, together with the regions of DNA

involved in -the control (promoter and operator).

Operon Hypothesis -- the model by which Jacob and blonod explained the

regulation of lactose metabolism; postulates the organization of

structural genes into a unit (operon), and postulates the exist-

ence and fUnc-pions of a promoter, operator, repressor, and inducer.

5ij
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permease -- a carrier protein. Promotes movement

molecule across a membrane.

promoter -- the region of DNA that initially bi
The region of DNA at which transcription be

(permeation) of a

to RNA pOlymerase.

repressor protein that binds to a special regio, of DNA (an opera-
tor) and inhibits the transcription of nearby structural genes.

polymerase -- the enzyme responsible for the synthesis of RNA,
using DNA as_a,template and ribonucleoside triphosphates as
substrates.

t:2.anscribe -- to synthesize RNA. A gene is "transcribed" when it is
used as-a template for'RNA synthesis.

r-

"Th
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MOD 245 Developing a Teaching-Unit-in Science

OBJECTIVES:

At the completion you will have compiled a plan to teach an ESS
unit'to a class at the grade level of your choice.

A

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. ESS Teacher's Guides
2. The McGrawHill Evaluation Program for ESS in Resource Center
3. References and materials in the SME Resource Center

PROCEDURES:

1. Identify the grade level of your choice.
2. Select one of the'ESS units appropriate for the grade level

you have chosen.
Write objectives for toe unit.

4. Develop a plan for,introducing the unit.
5. Select appropriate activities for accomplishing your objectives.

(These may come from the ESS unit or some other source.)
6. Develop an evaluation plan for evaluating the accomplishing of

the objectives.
7. Identify a set ctf materials needed for the unit.
8. Estimate the amount of time needed to complete the unit.
9. Prepare, in good form, preferably typed, your plan. You may

use the following format:
t

Title
Grade Level
Approximate Time Required
Materials and Equipment Needed
References
New Vccabulary (Optional)
Objectives

Introduction
Activities
Evaluation

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Present to the instructor, in good form, a copy of your plan. Revise
tne p until both agree that it is a complete plan of good quality.

5 (13
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MOD 246 Self-Directed MOD

This MOD is designed to allow you to pursue a topic of your own
choice in order to enhance your competency in math, science, or the

teaching of math and/or science.

OBJECTIVES:

The objectives will-be determined by you.

INSTRUCTIONAL-REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

References needed will vary The staff will assist in identifying

references if needed.

PROCEDUUS:.

Outline, in writing, wha.t-you wish to accomplish ane, a plan for

assessing the Outcome. ,Get this approved by a member of the staft

before you undertake the MOD.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

The final assessmeht plan will be designed byc you and approved

by a staff member before the MOD is undertaken.

0
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MOD 247 Rocks and Minerals
Observing, dlassifying, and communicating

PREREQUISITES: MOD 106, "Classi ing," read the "Introduction" in ESS,

Rocks and Charts, Teacher's Guide fir

OBJECTIVES:

Giyen 18 different samples\of identified rocks and minerals, you will

choose 10 of these specimens and classify them by writing an identification

key similar to the one on page 2 of MOD 106.

You will be able to give a positive identification to at least eight of

the rocks you have studied andfor classified. (To a great extent, this

Call be done by using_ the photos in the books by Chesterman, Sorrell,

Zim, Arem, and PoUgh.)

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. ISS, Rocks and Charts, Teacher's Guide

2. Helfer, How to itnow the Rocks and Minerals

3. -Rocks for ESS, Rocks and Charts

4. Magnifier, streak plate, iron-steel nail, copper,,samplet
balance scale, steel knife, container for water, magnet, vinegar

5. Rocks and Minerals, Joel Arem

6. Rocks aria' Minerals, Zim/Shaffer

7. A Field Guide to Rocks and Minerals, Pough

8. A Field Guide to North American Rocks and Minerals,.Chesterman

Minerals of the World, Sorrell

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

PresOnt your key to rl-t instructor Your success in this MOD will

depend on how easily the instructor can identify a rock specimen by

using your clas,Ei'ication key. Be sure .to take the.rOcks you have
chosen for id?nr5fication with you to the evaluation session.

The followin,7 rock samples are found in the MOD tray.

Diotitei Hematite Obsidian

Calcite Halite 0 -Quartz, milky

Feldspar, pink Limestone Sandstone, gray

Galena Magnetite Talc

f phlte Fluorite Pyrite

Gvpsur Granite Siltstone-

543.
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Of the 18.different samples of tu,.:ks and minerals in the MOD tray, classify

10 of them. Use the identification key found in the MOD tray. .

Because a particular type of rock

miyhave many different colors and sizes, avoid using these characteristics in
describing the whole rock. However, the color of a.streak caused by rubbing
the rock on a piece of unglazed porcelain is a feature that maybe used, to
classify a-rock. See the references for further explanation.

Your instructor will have-a test kit containing the same types of rocks and
minerals that are included in the MOD tray. Your success in this MOD will

depend on how easily the instructor can identify a rock specimen from the
teat kit by using your tlassification key.

In making your identification key do not get bogged down by the specific
characteristics as outlined in MOD 106, but use those relevant to these

specimens.

r046
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MOD 248 Temperature and Solutions
Communicating, predicting

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given a solute with water at various temperatures, you will observe,

record, and graph the re' tonship between temperature of a solvent,

and dissolving time.
2. Given the data obtained it. connection with objective 1, you will

predict dissolving time for intermediate temperatures and then

make measurements to test your predictions.

1. You will dissolve sodium hydroxide and sodium 'iosu1fate in tun

separate containers of water and observe and reword the results

c.ref lly.
4. You will carefully formulate at least two questions related to the

phenomena you observed in this MOD, and you will saek out the answer

to at least one of these questions.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. SAPA, 73, Solutions, p. 5 and Worksheet, "Temperature and Dissolving Time"

2. SCIS, Energy SourcessWeather's Guide, Chapter 18

3. General chemistry aneftysical science texts
4. Hot plate, glass contaiers, test tubes, thermometer, sugar, salt,

potassium nitrate. seltzer tablets, solid sodium hydroxide, sodium

thiosulfate crystals, graph paper

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Present to and discuss with the instructor your written records

corresponding to the objectives above.
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PR9CEDURE:

1. Read SAPA, 73 "Tempela..are and Dissolving Time," & Activity, 1, p. 5. Carry

out the activities described there including:
a. observing, recording, and graphing the relationship between dissolving

-time and temperature of the solvent;

b. predicting the dissolving time for intermediate temperatures and

measuring in order to test your prediction.
Record your results in the space below.

NOTE: To accomplish objectiv..s 1 and--4you may need to collect data for
several temperatures in addition to 20°C and 40'C.

548
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2. In X\ test tube half full of water at room temperature, dissolve two pellets
of sodium hydroxide and carefully notice the temperature changes Do the

same in another test tube with a level teaspoon of sodium thiosulfate
crystals. Record your ottervations:

3, Formulate at least two questions related to the phenomena you observed in
this MOD and find an answer for at least one of your questions. You may

wish to use the general chemistry and physical science books on the shelf
in the Resource C,'nter.

MOD 248



MOD 249 Flexibility MOD

This MOD-slot is retained to allow flexibility in the program. It is
provided to allow the staff to integrate unique occurrences into the
program, should they arise.

Jo('
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MOD 250 Use of tater by Plants
Maasuritg, inferring

OBJXTIVES:
,

1. Using the potted plants provided, you will determine the approximate
amount of water utilized per day by the plants for the process of

transpiration.

2. By manipulating various variables, you will he able to determine the
effects of these variables on the rates of transpiration.

3. By measuring the leaf surface area, you will be able to determine
the weight of water lost per square centimeter of leaf surface area

per 24-hr. day. Assume that transpiration occurs from the bottom

of the leaf only.

teSN/ 4. Formulate plausible inferences to explain the results obtained in

activities 1 through 5.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. Two potted plants
2. Various botany and general biology texts

3. Balances, aluminum foil, plastic bags, lamp, mercury thermometer

4. SAPA 52, Plants Transpire

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

See objectives above.

I% r ,-- 10 0 i
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PROCEDURE:

1. Controls
J

-2-

A. Obtain two potted plants from the instructor. These plants are
growing in the same kind of soil, the same kind of pot and are

4011k, approximately the same size and age.
B. Urap each pot in two layers of aluminum foil, and be sure there are

no leaks in the foil. The aluminum foil should be cut so that it will
fold over the top of the pot and completely cover the soil with the
plant stem only emerging through the foil.

C. Weigh each plant on the large gram balance. Record in the chart
provided the combined weight of each pot and plant to the nearest
gram.

D. Give each plant 20 grams of water. This is done by pouring enough utter
on the soil to increase the weight by 20 grams.

E. Set the plants on the window sill of the Lab for 24 hours. Select
a spot that receives sunlight in the daytime.

P. Weigh the pots and plants after 24 hours and record the weights.

2. Variables of light and darkness

A. Place each plant on the balance and add enough water to make it
weigh as much as it did in activity 1(D) above.

B. Place the plants on the window sill for 24 hours. One of the plants
will be covered with a paper box so that it will not receive any
light.

C. After 24 hours weigh the pots and plants and record the weights.

3. Plastic bag treatment

A. Place each plant on the balance and again add enoua1 water to bring
it up to the weight recorded in activity 1(D) above.

B. Place one plint in a large clear plastic bag. The bag should be
supported with sticks so that it does not rest on the plant. The uag
should be just large enough to nicely cover the pot and plant but not
much bigger. The other plant will serve as a control and should be
set alongside the plant covered with a bag.

C. After 24 hours weigh the plants. Weigh the plastic-covered plant
with the bag in place and after you remove the bag.

4. Bright light and heat treatment

A. Weigh the plants and again add water to bring than up to the weights
recorded in activity 1(D) above.

B. Place the plants on a laboratory desk in the Lab. Obtain a desk lamp and
place it between the two plants. Turn the retlector so that it shines
on one plant only, and keep the plant about 1 foot from the light bulb.
Liter the lamp has been on for about 15 minutes, measure the temperature
in the center of the plant area. This is done by placing the bulb of
the mercury thermometer in the center of the leaf area.

C. Keep the plants in this position for 24 hours. Weigh the pots and
plants and record the weights.

MOD 25(
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5. Measurement of leaf surface area

-3-

A. Draw accurately a square 10 centimeters on a side on a piece 21;

ordinary writing paper. Cut out the square.
1.--For_each plant, outline all its leaves on the same kind of paper.

This Calkibe done so that you closely approximate the sizes and
shapes. Cut out'the drawn leaves of each plant. Place the "paper
leaves" in an envelope and bring them to the emanation. How

can you use these materials to attatn-ohlective 3?

\

I

Activity

Plant A (Untreated) Plant B (Modified)
r
Weight of Pot and Plant Weight of Pot and Plant

Initial Weight ;Weight after
with 20 gm. 124 hours
water added I

Initial Weight IMEight after

with 20 gm. 124 hours
water added

1

2

3

-4 ,

4IN
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MD 251 -Analysis of Straight Lines

This M(Y) is concerned with the basic concept-; of inalvsis of the strni:ht
line.

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this MOD you will be able to:
1. Observe occurrences and uses of straight lines in the real world.
2. Analyze lines.
3. Apply the analysis to real-world porblems.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Analysis of Shapes
2. MMP slide/tape, "Analysis of Shapes"
3. Current elementary school mathematics textbook series
4. Straightedge, compass, graph paper, globe

PROCEDURE:

OBTAIN ALL THESE
MATERIALS IN THE
RESOURCE CENTER
BUT FOR THE GRAPH
PAPER

1. View the MMP slide/tape, "Analysis of Shapg)."
2. In MMP, Analysis of Shapes, dc.

Activities 1: Items 1, 3, 5, and 7
2: Items 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
3: Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
4: Items 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
5: Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7
6: Items 1, 2, 3, and

3. Prepare a construC_Ion activity for elementary students from
what you have learned in this MOD.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring all your work sheets and the activity to the evaluation.
2. Be able to answer questions that were proposed in various

activities.
3. Be -ble to perform constructions similar to ones done on work

sheets.
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MOD 252 The Sun as a Celestial Object
A Self Instructional MOD

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this MOD you will be able to:

1. Explain general characteristics o; the sun, such as size,

mass, and temperature.
2. Discuss the energy source of the sun.
3. Discuss and explain how the sun is the major source of

gravitation in the solar system; how it rotates; and the
cycle of sunspot activity.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

VMEP

1. Our Planet in Space by Navarra and Strahler, all of Chapter 3,
second section of the book, starting on p. 43

2. Astronomy One by Hynek and Appel, Chapter 14
3. Exploration of the Universe by Abell, Chapter 17
4. A Star Called the Sun by Gamaw, Chapter 1
5. The film, Our Mr. Sun
6. The Elide-set on the sun, slides 1 through 20

PROCEDURES:

Read pages 2 and 3 of this MOD.
Chapter 1 of A Star Called the
Chapter 14 of Astronomy One,
Chapter 17 of Exploration of the Universe,
Chapter 3 (Section 2) of Our Planet in Space.

There will be some repetition in these readings, but they, altogether,
will give you a good introduction to the sun as a celestial object.

View the sun slides, 1-20.

View the film, Our Mr. Sun.

Concentrate on the questions which you have been asked to formulate

answers for.
Answer the self-help questions.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Arrange axCevaluation with the instructor and be prepared to discuss

any points covered in the objectives.
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The sun was very likely the first celestial object you saw. At

that tile, you probably did not think much about it. Later, you grew

to appreciate it on winter days, and to avoid too much of it during

summer. The sun is a star; very similar to most of the other stars

we so often see, only much closer to us. Consequently, we know more

about it than the other stars. There are three major reasons for

studying the sun as a celestial body. 1) It is the major, and almost

only, energy source in the solar system. 2) Its mass gravitationally

controls the movements and positions of all the other objects in the

solar syster. 3) It is a star, and as such, supplies us with a very

close specimen to study, and thus learn a great deal about stars in

general.

We have learned the mass, temperature, size, composition, age,

energy source and output, evolutionary stage, and future destiny of the

sun. A more elaborate discussion of any or all these will be found in

the readings suggested, or can be had by discussion with Professor Burnlr.

The sun is composed of more than 752 hydrogen and more than 20%

helium. The remaining 3 or 4% is made up of some 65 or so of the heavier

elements. Altogether, it has yielded some secrets about itself and the

stars in general, but it has given us about as many new questions as

answers to old ones. Why does it rotate differentially? What are the

sunspots and why do they occur? How could there have formed at least

four fairly massive globules of high density materials to be expelled

from the solar interior, i.e. the Terrestrial Planets?

556
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Following are some questions that you should try :0 h)rmulAte the
answers to.

1. Why does the sun not fall inwards upon itself, i.e. collapse,
or not explode?

2. As the energy it is giving off is the result of chain reactions of
hydrogen fusion, why does it not suddenly fuse in one big blast?

3. What are the sunspots? i.e. are they sources of energy release via
convection, etc.?

A list of self-help questions follows. Answers can be found in the film
ansl from the readings.

1. What is the diameter of the sun?

2. How far away is the sun? Average, Aphelian, Perihelian?

4

3. What is the approximate age of the sun?

4. What.is the period of rotation for different parts of the sun?

5. Name the layers of the solar atmosphere.

6. What is the sun mostly composed of?

r-
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7. Define flares, prominences, and spicules.

-1
\ 8. What is tie energy source of the sun?

e
9. What type of thermonuclear activity is going on in the sun?

10. What is tlitipproximate mass of the sun, in earth masses?

11. What are the approximate surface and interior temperatures of the sun?

tor

12. What do Wein's Law and the Stefan-Boltzman Law tell us about the sun?

55S
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MOD 253 An Inquiry Lesson From ESS: Bones (Group Activity)

OBJECTIVES:

1. Assembled in small groups of four and without the aid of
any references, you will estimate the number of bones you have in
your left arm (shoulder to fingers).

2. Given a diserticulated cat skeleton, your group will classify the
bones according to what you believe should be in the followinj
categories: head, arms and fingers, legs and toes, backbone/and
rib cage, hips, and shoulders.

3. Using your own bodies as a reference, slur group will assemtle the

disarticulated bones' into a cat skeleton.
4. After assembling the cat 'skeleton, youegroup will compari its

assembled skeleton with an articulated cat skeleton and 0111 make
the necessary corrections.

5. Given a mystery bone, your group will try to identify the mystery
bone by referAng to the cat skeleton.

6. Given the experiences described in objectives 1 through 5
you will be able to discuss the ways in which this ZD exemplifies
the philosophy and approach of ESS.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES 6 MATERIALS:

1. US, &mei, Teacher's Guide
2. ESS, How to Mike a Chicken Skeleton
3. Dtsarticulated Cat skeletou in Resource Center
4. Articulated cat skeleton in Resource Center

5. Yourself
6: Myst.ry bones

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

See objectives above. Activities corresponding-to objectives 1 thrc'gh

5 will be assessed during a large-group activity in the laboratory.
Objective 6 will be evaluated individually during a scheduled period
with tho instructor.

HOD
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MOD 254 Analysis of Triangles 1

This MOD is concerned with the basic concepts of analysis of the triangle.

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this MOD-you will be able to:
1. Observe occurrences and, uses ,of triangles in the real world.

2. Analyze triangles.

3. Apply the analysis to real world problems.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Analysis of Shapes
2. Current elementary school mathematics textbook series

3. Paper. ruler, scissors, construction paper,'brads, compass,
graph paper, metric ruler, and jrotractor

PROCEDURE:

'.1. 'In MMP, Analysis of Shapes, do
Activities 7: Items la, c, d; 2: 3a, b, c; 4

8: Items 1, 2, 3, and 4
9: Items 1; 2, 3, and 6
10: Items 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
15: Items 1, 3, 4; and 6

2. Prepare a game or an activity for use in teaching the concepts
learned in 1 to elementary Sdiool students.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring all your work sheets and the game or activity to the

evaluation.
2. Take-a written test in conjunction with the oral evaluation.

5 ;(y
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MOD 255 Oceanography
Observing, Inferring, Analyzing

OBJECTIVES:

After completing the suggested viewings, readings, ar I experiments
you will:
I. Be able to plot the major currents and "streams" that circulate

within the oceans of the earth.
2. Explain "continental shelf" and "continental slope."
3. Predict how the oceans might help bail us out of the energy bind,

with regards to both energy sources and minerals.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

I. Oceanography--A Study of Tuner Space, W. Yasso
2. BiologyPatterns in Living Things, Morholt and Brandwein
3. investigating Earth, ESCP
4. Our Planet in Space, Navarra and Strahler
5. The film, The Boundless Seas
6. Introduction tcf Physical Oceanography, W. S. Von Arx

PROCEDURES:

1. Read the following:
A. Oceanography by Yasso, Chapter Three
B.. iology by Morholt and Brandwein, Chapter Five
C. Investigating E4th by ESCP, Chapter Ten
D. Our Planet in Space by Navarra and StrOler, Chapter TWenty-three,

"Rifting of Ocean Basins a d Continents," Pp.'489-106, in t'e
. second part of the book. Perform the experiment on p. 498.

1114 2. View the film, The Boundless Seas. Some of the questions are bas'-1 on
the film. If you can not answer some of them, you may want to w
the film a second time.

:1. Answer the list of questions at the end of the MOD.
4. Make up a chart or map, showing the following major currents and

underwater mountain ranges' on a sketched world map. You need to show
only the outline of the continents. This can be done on an 8 x :I
sheet of paper or larger if you desire. Most of these can be found
in Oceanography by Yasso and in Introduction to Oceanography by
Von Arx, pp. 174-7S.

tt

(

I

Gulf Stream
North Atlantic Current (or Drift)
Brazil Current
South Equatorial Current (Atlantic)
South Equatorial Current (Indian)

The major mountain ranges in the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans
(one in each)

Kurashio Current, North
Pacific, and California
Currents

Eases & West Australian Currents
North'& South Equatorial Currents

(Pacific)
The Sargasso Sea-

)D



OUESTIONS:

1. What approximate percent of the surface of the earth is covered
with water?

2. Why do we say water is unique to this planet?
3. What else seems to be unique to earth?
4. What is the ocean floor like?
5. Where is the greatest mountain range in the ocean?
6. What is a rift?
7. Where has an island been formed in recent times? By what means?
8. What is a plate?
9. What is a coral reef? Where are many of them found?

10. What is the Gulf Stream? Why does Iceland enjoy a moderate climate?
IL Name throe other currents of some degree of prominence.
12. Does water move with wave motion?
13. Describe (water) wave motion.
14. What is a hurricane?
15. What is a tsunami? What causes one?
;6. What causes the tides?
17. What are some of the materials we get from the sea.
18. Comment on the statement, "All life is dependent on the sea."
19. What is the Continental Sheli? Slope?

20. What is kelp?
21. Define phyto plankton.
22. Why does so much of the life in the sea exist in the area that is

penetrated b) light?
23. What is a migration? Example?
24. Name- rwo sea mammals.

25.' Approximately how deep is the deepest part of ?he ocean flOor?
26. Where is.this located? What is this called?
27. What are nodules?
28. What is presently being min& from the ocean floor?

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Bring your chart with You to-the evaluation session and be prepared to
arswer any of the above questions.
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MOD 256 04servic g Mold Gardens

C)ntrol,ing variables, experimenting

OBJEQTIVES:

1. You will be able to select at least six kinds of media, that is,

substan:es,from your everyday environment that will support the

growth of at least six different kinds of molds.

2. You will be able to name at least three media you have tested

that do not allow molds to grow on them. You will be able to

discuss with the instructor your evidence for believing -hat these

substances do not support the growth of molds

3. After growing 4 different kinds ofmolds, you will be able to

name at least two charar aristics of each mold that distinguish

that mold from another.
4. -After properly planning your

experimentation, you will be able

to name at least three environmental conditions necessary for

the growth of molds, and you will show the experimental evidence

that supports your statements.

J. Ylu will be able to name the variables held constant, the menipulated

variable(s), and the responding variable(s) in your experimentation

on growing molds.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES 61 MATERIALS:

1. SAPA 2d, Melds and Green Plan's

2. ESS FiLmloops: RIiz?pus and 17enicillium

3. WS, Micro-Gard eninA, Teacher's Guide
4. Media: substances of the students' choice on which mold may

by grown

5. M44O-growing dishes (with cape if desired), magnifiers, compound

and dissecting microscopes. slides, cover slips, medicine droppers

)FTNAL ASSESSMENT:

See objectives above. Bring all tmperimental materials sue data to

your instructre. The e.aluation should be scheduled as soon as

possible after you complete the activities.

(.1
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PROCEICHZ:

Gener, Inf 'Matt

Molds are saprophytic organisms, that is, organisms that require organic

materials as a food source. They are not able to make their own organic

materials from carbon dioxide, water, and the sun's energy as the plants do.

From the above criterion it is evident that 'olds must grow on other living

substances, substances produced by living-organisms, or on orga.isms that have

died. Molds are important organisms that function in the cyclic decomposition

processes seen everywhere in nature.

Molds can be characterized as-single-celled organisms that have reached a

high degree of colonization, that is, they form clusters of cells living

together. Msny mold* live as itrdividual cells; this is seen-in some yeasts.

Other molds grow as strings of cells attached end to end. In this case, we

say that molds grow in mycelial form with each strand of cells being a

Most of the molds that you will see in this experiment will be

of the m/celial type. The colors, textures, shapes, and sizes of the clusters

of mycelia, called colonies, are used in identifying the molds.

Of'en the mycelia of noiarare colorless and are hard to see. Very often,

lean we eat bread we also eat mold mycelia that are growing within the bread

matrix. It is not until the mold takes on a color that we can see it and

realize that' the brc.ad has a mold on it. The color change is usually

related to the reproductive process of the molds.

Where do *olds comeAkom, or sow does something become contaminated with molds?

All of nature is contaminated with mold spores. These can be defined as

dormant sinee -celled stages that will grow and divide into mycelial strands

if they are placed in an appropriate environment. The proper environment

may require moisture, a correct temperature,light or darkness, proper food

nutrients, etc. A mold spore may fall upon a food source of organic materials,

but it will not grow because the food source does not contain all the required

nutrients for that` particular kind of mold. Another kind of mold spore may

land on the same food source and grow because all the requirements are

available for that mold. However, it is not only the available nutrients

that can determine whether or not a mold can grow on a particular substance.

Bread mold, for example, will not grow on an orange because the orange is too

acidic for the britad mold.

Usually, mold spores are so small that they can easily become air-borne, and

it is in this manner that most things get contaminated with spores. Opening

a loaf of bread and removing a slice will usually result in an in-rush of air

to replace Cie bread slice. The loaf is then very probably contaminated with

mold.

If mold mycelial growth begins ulth a spore, then the mycelia must necessarily

produce spores in order to propagate the species. This is simply accomplished

*emits there are many divisions of the nucleus in a cell of the mycelium.

Each new nucleus that is formed is surrounded by a small amount of cytoplasm

MOD 256
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and is called a pore. When such a dividing cell is full of spores it

ruptares and the spores are free to be air-borne and disseminated. A

mycelial cell Islam with spores is often colored. Many such cells in the

colcny can then affect an overall change in the color characteristic of the

mold. For example, when bread mold appears green, the mold is in the process

of spore formation.

Activities:

1. After reading background materials, you should select a variety of media

that you suspect will or will not support mold growth. References that will

help you are: this MOD, pp. 2-3, SAPA 28, Molds and Green Plants, ESS Film-

loops, Rnizopus & Penicillium and parts of ESS, Micro -GardeninK, Teacher's

Guide.

2. Flan your experiments so tiat you can control and determine the variables

involved. For example, some questions you may want to raise are: Do molds

grow with or without water? Do molds need light? Do they grow better in the

dark? Do they need air? Will they grow in the cold? How mun heat can they

stand? Etc.

Use the mold cups provided in the MJD tray. Covers are available if you

wish to use them.

4. Observe your media for a period of at least ten days and take n es

each day.

5. Some hints: (P
a. You may want to allow for only air contamination of your la.

b. You may want to contamt.ate your media with other things, or example,

pondwater, soil, dust from the room, etc.

c. You may want to take some mold from one medium and see if it will

grow on another medium.

6. Sometime during the experiment, you should take some mold mycelia and

place it on a slide in r drop of water. Observe itunder the compound

microscope. Can you see the spores?

7. All mold colonies should be viewed with the stereomicroscope.
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MO) 257 Analysis of Triangles II

This IOC is cahcerned with the analysis of triangles by angles and
relationships ,.)f angles and sides.

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this MOD you will be able to:

1. Determine which combination of angles can be angles of triangles.
2. Analyze relationships between sides and angles of triangles.

3. Explain the properties of similarities of triangles.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Analysis of Shapes
2. Current elementary textbook series

3. Paper, scissors, ruler, protractor, metric ruler, graph paper,
tracing paper, compass.

PROCEDURE:

1. In MMP, Analysis of Shapes, do
Activities 11: Items 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7c

12: Items 1, 2, i, and 4

13: Items 1, 2, 1, 4, 5, and 7

2. Prepare a game or an activity to he used in connection with
teaching a concept learned in this MOD.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring all work sheets and your game to the evaluation.

2. Be prepared to take a written test on concepts in this MOD.

r
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MO) 258 The L ws of the Universe

4---\

PREREQUISITE: MOD 153 Newton's Laws

OBJECTIVES:

.'At the conclusion of this MOD you will e able to:

1. Demonstrate graphically Kepler's fi st and second laws.

2. Solve simple algebraic problems usi g some of the laws covered.

3. Demonstrate physically Newuu a nd law.

4. Explain any of the other laws discussed in the MOD.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. Modern Physics by bull, Metcalf, and Williams
2. Principles of Physics by Bls..che

3. Exploration of the Universe by G. Abell
4. Astronomy One by Hynek and Apfel
5. Astronomy by Bash
6. The Science of Astronomy
7. Our Planet in Space by Navarra and Strahler (second part)
8. Two thumb tacks, length of string at least two feet long, graph

paper, sheet of plywood (about 10 in. x 12 in.)

EXPLANATION:

You have already noted, by readings and by some direct demonstrations,
how forces acting against objects can and usually do cause motion, or, at
least, a change of state to occur in the objects acted upon. This idea will

be further explored in this MOD, along with some ideas regarding light (and
other electro-magnetic radiation) and electric and magnetic fields. Newton's

Laws Gf general motion will be further examined, as we move into the area of
gravitational forces; Kepler's Laws will be considered, as we look at some
of the results of the sun exerting gravitational forces on the planets. The

inverse square law of illumination will tell us how light (and other types
of radiation) decrease with the square of the distance from the source. In

a similar manner, Coulomb's Law will tell us how the forcecf attraction or
repulsion, i.e. the electric field around a-charged particle decreases with
the aquare of the distance from the particle. Boyle's Law will explain how

gases behave with respect to pressure and volume.

PROCEDURES:

1. Read in Modern Physics by Dull, Metcalf, and Williams pp. 81-89 on
Newton's Laws of Motion. Be able to cite two examples of everyday
phenomena that demonstrate each of these three laws. Read and con-
centrate on questions 1, 2, and 3 on p. 89. Work problems 1, 2, and

3 nn p. 90.
2. Rel in Astronomy by Bash pp. 115-116 on ellipses. With a string

and two tacks, make three or four ellipses of different sizes and
eccentricities. Now, as you read Kepler's three laws of planetary
motion (in The Science of Astronomy, pp. 80-81; G. Abell's The
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rxploratjon or_the_ Universe, 36-41: Hvnek and Ap1-11,;

Astronomy_pne, pp. 223-224: anJ Navarra and Strah er's Cur

Planet in Space, second part, pp. 89-94) nni will note that

they completely govern the movements of not only he planets,

but all celestial objects that might be (or come) within the

gravitational field of another object.

3 Read Chapter 8 in the The_Physical Sciences by Wii'ter.

Then, in Modern Physics by Dull, Metcalf, and Williams read

the tor.-: "Universal Gravitation" on pp. 91-92. Especially

pay attention to the statement and equation of the Universal

Law of Gravitation. Note that G is a constant of gravitation

in the equation. We usually use the MKS system for problems

of'this nature, and here G is equal to 6.67 x 10- Ilnm2/kg2.

Go back once again and define the newton, the meter, and the

kilogram, if you need to.
Also read in Principles of Physics by Bueche, topic 5.1,

Newton's Law of Gravitation on pp. 73-75.

4 Read in Principles of Physics by Bueche, the Inverse Square

Law of Radiation, pp. 475-'476. Read Hynek and Apfel's

Astronomy One, pp. 40-42 on the Inverse Square Law, and read

pp. 131-132 in The Exploration of the Universe by G. Abell.

5. Read in Modern Physics by Dull et al, "The Force between Charges,"

on pp. 389-390, and the sample problem on p. 391. Also read in

Principles of Physics by Bueche, Coulomb's Law on p. 294 and the

sample problems on p. 295.

6 Read in Modern Physics by Dull, Metcalf, and Williams pp. 200-207,

especially concentrating on Boyle'- Law.

SAMPLE PROBLEMS RELATING TO SOME OF THE LAWS YOU HAVE STUDIED

WORK THEM.

1. Relating to Kepler's third law (the harmonic law) determine the

sidereal period of a planet that is located 6.5 a.u. from the sir .

2. Relating to Newton's second law, what foty is required to accelerate

an object having ,a mass of 3 kg at 511Tiee ? What is the mass of an

object which is accelerated 10 ft/sc by a force of 25 lb.?

3. Relating to -he Universal Law f Gravitation find the force of

attraction between two objects f one has a mats 125 kg and

the other a mass 4 75 kg and ey are located 3 apart.

r
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What is the force of attraction between a man of /0 kg ;nd a

woman of 60 kg if they are 1.. m aimrt? . . There must lv Rom.-

thing :tiler than gravity.

4 Relating to the inverse square law of illuminatioi, if object A

is 6 feet from a light source, and object B is 12 feet from the

same source, how much more light does object A get, per unit area,

hau object B?

5 Jupiter. is about 5 times as far from the sub-As earth is. How

much more light does earth get, per unit area, than Jupiter?

OD 25
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>'C )s 254 -261 'eaching Science

ISMEP

These MUDS are designed to allow yon the opportunity to Identify,

:.i :h thi class oom teacher, needs of the children of a , %assioom

at the grade 1 vel of your choice ind to plan and teach i small unit

or series of a tivities to meet those needs.

Oi:JECTP.ES:

At the conclusion of these MODs 7ou should 1e able to, when
given an area in science, plan, teach, and evaluate a unit
to a group of elementary children with greater confidence and

competence.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AM) MATERIAL:l:

References and resources in the SME Resource Center

PROCEDURES:

e

1. During the first two weeks of the semester report to Mrs.
Ynn yonr grade level preference.

2 After arrangements' have been made with an area teacher,
meet with the teacher to identify your teaching area and
to establish a schedule. Your teaching should involve

at least three periods.

i. Prepare a plan for your teaching, including at least the
following components, and review it with an ISMEP staff

member.
Title
(;ride level

Objectives (written in behavioral terms)

Materials
Procedures
Evaluation Plan

4. Make three copies of the plan - -one for the teacher, -one for

the ISMEP file, an one, for ourself.

5. Complete the teach:ng, and sign up for a review of the
experience with the ISMEP staff person who reviewed your

plan.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Successful completion of the :101)E- will be determined from input

from the classroom teacher and the post-teaching review. The

post-review may include the Llasbroom teacher or may include

written input from her.

MON ng-261
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MnD 262 Plinlria and Regeneration
Formu-sting 4potheses,

PBEREQUISITU.

ISMEP

After to.7p!r_cing objective 1, yo w;11 present your exp rimertti lcn
to the instructor for approval b,:fore you begin the exprimentul work.

otur.crins:

1. You will be able to plan an .txperimental design which will allow
you to test Cggsmalidity of a h:Tothesis ycn have stated in the
experimental design.

2. In doing your experiment, yea will be able to name the variables
held constant, the asnipulated variable(e)Nand the responding
veriableL) in the experimen::.

3. You will be able to discuss vith the instructor your experimental
result., drawings, recorded observations, and data, and you will '

5e able co use them to support "r refute the hypothesis you
formulated for objective 1.

4. After doing your experiment, you will be able to make some poaitive
statements about how the.experimental design you formulated 4:or

objective I might be improve,.
5. After doing your experiment, you will Pe able ro state one new

hypothesis that you might fecmulate as a result Of your work.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFEENIICES 6 MATERIALS:

1. Wodsedalek, Gener'1 Biology Laboratory Guide, pp. 144-146
2. Elliot, Laboratory Guide'for Zoology, pp. '59-63
3. Keeton, Laboratory Guide for Biological Science, pp. 300-302
4. Weisz, The Science of Zoology, pp. 571-573
5. This MOD
6. General biology texts in Resource renter
7. Living planaria, dishes, and ot!lz:r material that will depend on

design of the experiment

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

See objectives above. Fring-erperi=r-tal data and animals to the

evaluation

571
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PROCEDURE:

General Information:

4101) 262 bas two main thrusts. One e.q. t lnfi.t Jeterri;_nc: t!t.t N'1.1 go,, t.vpe ienc,

in planning an experimental design. 1.11u yth.,:tr direct. ,00 tt n tht r,xpe iment

in order to determine the effec....iveness of the exrerimeurai C'!F;irl "n verttyini

or nullifying your hypothesis'. There arc many styles .'r pat? on? can

use in formulating an experimental design ieading to .fiat are vall,

,examples of scientific method. Hove-wit-, one does need !o fellow certain steps

or thought processes from which is usually formulated a wtitn plan or outline.

Most scientists will agree that all kowtvdge about the netur:i world begins

with directly or indirectly observing,thiags in nature. Our nbserv,.tions resul'

in the accumulation of simple, possib:y isolated, facts. if you watched the

sun come up this morning, you gained . place of factual information. if you

noticed, that it care up-at 6:30 am., yon' gained /a secnnd fact. If you noticed

the- the sun apparently moves frog eau t to west, you gained more factual

information. It t only through in accuroletic of facts about a certain

phenomenon that one can ask an intell-gible question about the phenomenon.

The formulation of a question then is a pe,;me. ,mportont step leading to an

experimental design.

From the discussion above, one may get. the ;mpretsion that every scientist in

formulating an experimental design net:du to begin with self-ooterved simple

phenomena. However, it is equally po:si^le to formulate a good question

regarding the generalization, hypothesis. or theory of someone else. For

example, if in your reading about plalamo regeneration, you observe the

statement made by someone else-that-ill pleneria have an ability to

regenerate lost body parts," you milh",fLrnulatn a question about this

scientific generalization. Of course vule be assumed that you have

accumulated enough factual material, re.lang or observing, about

planaria regeneration to question a vit.,c7 t'-eor? or cryncept.

A third step, leading to an experplentil design -equires he posing of an

Tour "good guess" answer to the qu2stlon is usually called your hypothesis.
newer, a guess, 0 a eolutiot to the priqqem you hay stated in step two a' are.

Once you have stated or formulated yoir hypothe,is, you must test it. Such

testing requires that you do further )11s:trying and/or experimenting.

Experimentation is the most difficult part of Tilsearch in that its fruits

hinge on several important factors. tt la nec- leery that the experimentation

be designed so that it will test the iyp-th.-sin "It is necessary that the

results be accurately observed and inceria,Led .without ,bias or prejudice%

Remember, it is easier to see somethilg tf 7lou knOw what you are looking for.

Very often an answer is over-looked b?,_00se tht. researcher has his eyes

strained for'a different answer or result. It may eves be possible to see

something that is not there if the researcher is convinced that it should be

there. Experimentation most often requires design that allows the

manipulated variable(s) and the responding we iablefs). Anoher important
researcher nto clearly distinguish betwee r e controlled var1ables, the

aspect of experimentation is that it to It:04mA and recorde* so tint it can

be repeated exactly by ot4ar reseercher. Any one xperimen al effortt,

1.161) 262
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to test a hypothesis is only a beginnittc . hypotileL m,:t .ted many

times, by various researchers, before it he .41ven ony deg e of :alidity.

Once it has a high degree of validity ' ;r cPriltudo it cau be ailed cheery.

The analysis of the results of any explient must a.1%-.1:: Jea' t.c) ne4 insights

that are directly related to the hypothesis being tests-'. Tb se new insights

lead to a final step in the scientific metnod. This fiv%1 st qui,s cr

initiates additional experimentation. A4ditionul expetimnto 4 1 requires

the formulation of new hypotheses, new exrcrimenral hene
perpetuates the quest for scientific ti:uth.

Activity:

If you have read4the above information yo.: will realize that !cur first goal

isrdoing this MOD is to review some of tiu literature (Wiling With the

scientific method rid with planaria regeneration. It is granted that the

litt.nture cited is not exhaustive in terma of information abcut planaria

regeneration. However, it should prov.ide you with facts which will allow you

to ask aquestion about some facet of cegynecartmn in planaria. For example,

you sight ask: Will planaria regenerate in the nark? Will planaria regenerate

if only one pdebe is in a dish? Do all tie sections porticiphte in the

regeneration ,of any one section? Will planaria regenerate if they are

constantly stirred?. Once you have asked n criestion, you can formulate a

hypothesis aid plan an experimental deign which will test your hypothesis.

Be sure to read the objectives and und,,!rciand them before youproceed with

this MOD.
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PLANARIAN ANATOMY 2.
Digestive and Excretory Systems
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PLANARIAN ANATOMY 3. ,o

.lervous and Reproductive Systems

0

r

11

12

13

14

15

(5)

5

A. Nervous system
I. Main sensors, brain nerves
2. Brain
3 Dorsal commissure between ventral cords
4. Ventral nerve cord .

5 Transverse commissure
6. Marginal plexus
7. Anterior continuation of ventral cords
8. Eye, nerve cells
9. Eye, pigment

10. Ventral sensory nerve

B "Reproductive system
I I. Ovary
12. Yolk gland
13 Testis
14. Oviduct
15. Sperm duct
I o. Pharynx
17. Spermiducal vesicle
18 Copulatory sac
19. Pharyngeal opening
20. Bursa! cainal
21 Penis p,ipilla
22 Genital t. hamber
23 Genital pore

1I
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MOD 263 Analysis of Circles

i

This MOD is designed to provide some interesting propertie. of circles for

analysis_
,..,

OBJECTIVES:

At[ he conclusion of this MOD you will he able to:
...,

1. Observe the occurrences, both physical and conceptual, of circles

in your life.

2. Analyze circles and their relationships with points, likes,

Cartesian coordinates, etc. .

3. Make applications of what you have learned about circles.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Analysis of Shapes OBTAIN ALL THESE MATERIALS

2. Elementary textbook series IN RESOURCE CENTER EXCEPT

3. Compass, straightedge, protractor, craph paper FOR THE GRAPH PAPER.

PROCEDURE:

1. In MMP, Analysis of Shapes, do:
Activities 16: Items 1, 2 (writ:. why), 3. 4, and 5

17: Items 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

18: Items 1, 3, 4,: and 5

19: Items 1, 2, 3. 5, 6, and 7

21: Items 1 and /

2. Create a game or activity ro he used in teaching a concept learned

in this MOD.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring all work sheets and your gameoto the-,valuation.

2. Be prepared to take a wriLieu test as a part of the evaluation.

,
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Mal264 HeatilL and COoling
Inferring

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given the materials found in the NOD tray, you will carry out

empirical investigations regarding heating and cooling. Your

investigations- will correspond to at least 12 out of the 22

Problem Cards shown. in Heating and Cooling, pp.' 14-43. You

will keep a written record of your investigations.-

2. You win formulate at least two good questions regarding the

phenomena encountered in your investigations. With the help

of references on the physics of heat, you will formulate an answer

for at least one of your questions.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. !SS, Heating Teacher's Guide

2. Physical science texts

3. Candles, clothespins, water pails

4. Solid and hollow metal rods of different diameters, sheet metal,

pieces of screening, wire made of various metals

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Submit the written record corresponding to objective 1 and be

ready to discuss it with your instructor.

2. See objective 2.
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MUD 265 Gerbils and Maass
Experimenting, interpreting data

OBJECTIVES:

1. After constructing a ease, you will determine the ability of

gerbils to learn a pathway to a food source.

2. After performing seven test runs with a gerbil,.you will

communicate your data by putting it into graph form.

3. After setting up your experimental design according to page 2 of

this MOD, you will name at least two controlled variables, two

manipulated variables, and two responding variables.

4. After conducting the experiment, you will list three or four

things that you feel you should have included, done differently,

or excluded in the experiment.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES 6 MATER/ALS:

1. ESS, The Curious Gerbils

2. SAPA 63, Maze Behavior

3. SAPA 66, Learning and Forgetting

4. SAPA 38, Using Graphs

5. SAPA 36, Animal Responses

6. Gerbil, Boards, rubber bands, sunflower seeds, gerbil cage,

maze tracing paper

FINAL ,\SSESSMENT:

See objectives above. Bing to the evaluation a tracing of the raze

and a graph which communicates the collected data.
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PROCEDURE;

1. Read The Curlous Gerbils, an ESS information booklet by Morrison and
Morrison'.

2. Obtain a gerbil from the Prep Room and place it in a cage on a metal
tray. Place the cage on the floor of room MN 214 for a period of two days.
Supply it with the food and water provided in the room.

3., Obtain a piece of brown wrapping paper that is 4 -6 feet long and construct
a maze on it. Trace the outline of the maze on the paper. The ease ehould
be constructed so that, when opened, the cage door will permit the gerbil to
enter the maze. Once you have constructed the maze, the cage and the maze
should be left in the same position during the entire experiment.

4. Remove all food and water from the cage on the evening of the second day.

5. Sometime during the third day, place food in one of the maze areas and

open the door of the cage.

6. Record the pathway that the gerbil takes and the time it takes for the

r:bil to reach the food.

i. As soon as the gerbil reaches the food, return it to the cage and supply

food and water for the rest of the day. Remove the food and water in late

afternoon or evening.

8. Repeat steps 4 through 7 for six more trials.

9. After completing the exercise, return the gerbil to the Prep Room,

clean the cage and the area, and dismantle the maze. Keep the paper tracing

of the mese, and bring it to the oral evaluation.

10. Communicate your data by making a graph, and then interpret the graph.

11. From your daf., formulate at least five concluding statements about the
experiment and t e results.

57"
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HOD 266 Acids, Bases, Indicators (Group Activity)

Observing, inferring

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given some red cabbage leaves and utensils.in which to boil them,
you will prepare red cabbage juice and red cabbage indicator
paper.

2. Given 3 liquid indicators (phenolphthalein, methyl orange dye,
and red cabbage juice), youmill demonstrate their behavior in
6F NaOH, 6F HC1, and distilled water.

3. Given 2 paper indicators taus and red cabbage), you, will test

at least 12 household items for their arid and basic properties.
4. You will describe at least one indicator change in, common

household activity, for example, cooking, laundering, cleaning.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & HATERIALS:

1. This HOD, pp. 2-4
2. Sections of basic college chemistry texts on acids, bases,

and indicators
3. College chemistry majors
4. Phenolphthalein, methyl orange dye, red cabbage juice, litmus paper,

re4 cabbage paper, various household items
5. Cooper, Elizabeth R., Discovering. Chemistry, New York: Harcourt,

it-ace, and World, 1959, pp. 112-114

FINAL ASSESS1ENT:

1. See objectives above.
2. Check your lab sheets with the instructor.

-t
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PROCEDURE:

Useful information about indicators

Acid - a substance that contributes hydrogen ions (Hi') to a solution.
Base - a substance that contributes hydroxyl ions (OH-) to a solution.
Indicator - a substance that changes color in, acids and bases. The color

change is due to chemical change.

Various kinds of indicators:

a. _Phenolphthalein and methyl orange - complex organic dyes
b. Litmus - a complex vegetable structure extracted from lichens
c. Flower, fruit, and vegetable indicators

Flower Indicators

Directions for making yolir min chemical indicators from natural materials are
given by Elizabeth Cooper in Discovering Chemistry, pp. 112-114. The
following adaptations have been made from this useful book for elementary
school teachers. Cut the blossoms of the flowers or fruit into, tiny pieces.
Put the% in a glass jar.- Put a silver spoon or knife into the jar to absorb
sere of the heat. Pour about oneuhalf cupful of boiling water over the flower
bits. Let each jar stand until the color is extracted from the flower and
the solution becomes colored. /Soak some soft white paper in the liquid and
let the paper dry. Use this same procedure to make each indicator. The
following activities will be useful in your teaching.

a. Violets

Several dozen violets will turn the solution a deep greenish-blue. This
will turn red with acids and green with bases.

b. Hollyhocks

Purple hollyhock blossoms will produce paper especially sensitive to
acids and-bases. This paper called "Mallow Paper" is made and used
commercially.

c. Purple Dahlias and Purple Iris
Pieces of purple dahlias make a purplish solution.

Fruit Indicators

Cherries, huckleberries, and elderberries can be used to make test papers.
Crush the deep red and purple fruit to extract as much of the purplish juice
as possible. Soak soft white paper in the colored juice, letting the paper

o absorb,as much juice as it can hold. Dry the paper in a shady place. When
dry, mark the paper with the name of the fruit. Test its. alkali or base
reaction with a few drops of household ammonia. Notice how the papers vary
in sensitivity.

1. RedCebbage Liquid and Paper Indicator
In this 110D, you will work only with red cabbage indicator. Liquids also
change color in the presence of acids and bases. To make a liquid indicator
chop into tiny pieces some dark purple-red cabbage leaves or red beets. Put

MOD 266
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a cupful of the chopped.pieceS into an enamel pan or pyrex container. Do not
use aluminum. Adi slough water to cover the pieces. Put the pan on the stove
and.boil the vegetabre gently for at least twenty minutes. When it is cool
enough to handle, pour the colored liquid into glass bottles or jars. To
test the indicator fill a test tube about one-fourth full of the liquid. Add
a measure of baking soda. Observe the color change in the solution from

\purplish red to green. The baking soda has made the solution basic.

Then add a few drops of vinegar at a time. Gradually, the green color
disappears as the vinegar neutralizes the solution. Continue to add vinegar
until the red color indicates your solution has become acid.

Then make cabbage indicator paper by cutting small strips of newspaper or
White paper toweling and soak them in the liquid. Soak the strips until they
turn purple and dry them in a shady place. This paper will turn pink when it
is dipped into an acid and it will turn green in a base. It should be
handled with clean hands and kept in a covered container when it is not in use.

2. Test the behavior of the following indicators by putting two or Ores
drops of each in about 5 ml. of each of the given reagents: Nhr

Phenolphthalein

Methyl Orange

.25M HQ. .25M NaOH Distilled Water

Red Cabbage Juice

3. Place a little of the indicator in about 5 ml. acid. Then add hydroxide
until the solution is baiic. Then add acid until the solution is again
acidic. Describe what happens.

Phenaophthalein

Methyl Orange

Red Cabbage Juice

MONIVE.1101111
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4. Maly common household materials are acids or bases. Test small portions of

each of the following with litmus paper and with red cabbage paper and record
the results. If the material is a solid, dissolve n little of it in distilled

water. Prepare two test tubes each of 6F HC1, 6F NaOH, and distilled water to

separately teat each paper. Put the paper in the test tube and use its color

as a standard for comparison in the tests below. Determine in each case

whether the substance is acidic or basic.

Household Item Litmus Paper Red Cabbage Paper Acid or Btu)?

Detergent

Toilet Soap

Vinegar

Alka-Seltzer

Saliva

Fr2sh talk .e

Sour Bilk

Baking Soda

Lemon Juice

Table Salt

Carbonated Beverage

Household Ammonia-

Dry Bleach

Bowl Cleaner

Strong Cleaner (Ajax, Spic and Span)

plIMMINNIO

41111M,
NEIMM.P.

5. Describe at least one indicator change in common household activity, as

cooking. laundering', cleaning.
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MODs 267-269 Teaching ,Mathematics

These MODs are desgined to allow you the opportunity to identify,
with the classroom ,teacher, needs of the children of a classroom
at the grade level of your choice and to plan and teach a small
unit or series of activf'ties to meet those needs.

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion-of these MODs you should be able to, when
given an area in mathematics, plan, teach, and evaluate a
unit to a group of elementary children with greater confidence
and competence.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND.MATERIALS:

References and resources in the SME Resource Center

PROCEDURES:

1. During the first two weeks of the semester report to Mrs.
Yoo your grade level preference.

2. After arrangements have been made with an'area teacher, meet
with the teacher to idehtify your teaching area and to
establish a schedule. -Your teaching should involve at.least
three periods.

3. Prepare a plan for your teaching, including at least the
following components, and review it with an ISMEP staff
member.

drTitle
Grade level
Objectives (written in behavioral terms)
Materials
Procedures
Evaluation Plan

4. Make three copies of the plan- -one for the teacher, one for,
the ISMEP file, and one for yourself.

5. Complete the teaching, and sign up for a review of the
experience with the ISMEP staff person who reviewed your
plan.

FINAL ASSESSMENT!

Successful completion of these MODs will be deteriined from input
from the classroom teacher and the post -teaching:Feview. The
post-review may include the classroom teacher or say include
written input from her.

5 8 ti
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MOD 270 Judging Elementary Science Projects

ISMEP

This MOD is designed to provide you an oppertumity to view science
projects prepared by elementary children and to allow you to apply
objective criteria in judging the scientific value of the piojects.

OBJECTIVES:

After participating in this MOD, when given "science project apd
set of criteria you should be able to evaludte the project and assign
a rating with increased reliability and confidence.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS: 4

I. Woodburn, John H. and Osbourn, Ellsworth E., ?machine the Pursuit
of Science, pp. 448-459

2: References in Resource tenter and University CSrriculum Library
3. Sample attached forms

PROCEDURE:

1. Prepare a short report (1-2 pages) on science projects and/or ,

science fairs incorporating sons advantages and disadvantages.
You may utilise references and your own experience.

.2. Review the forms used for the 1978 North CalloWay Elementary
4 Science Fair (included in this MOD).

3. Assist with judging a science fair at anarea ilementary school.
Time and place announced.

PHIAL ASSESSMENT:

Completion of the MOD will be aceasplished by submitting, in good
form, your report and by your participating in the judging of an
elementary science fair.

7
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CRITERIA for JUDGING EXHISITS

-2-

I. Creative abgity 30 points
.How much of ,the work appear* to show originality of approach or
handling? Judge that which appears-to you to be original regardless
of the expense of purchased or borrowed equipment. Give weight to
ingenious use of. maierials, if present. Consider collections
creative if they seem,to have.a purpose.

'2. Scientific thought .30 points
. Does this exhibit disclose organized procedures? Is-there a planned

system, classification, accurate observation, contr011ed'experiment?
Does this exhibit show a verification of laws, a cause and effect, or

.,present by models or other Methods a better uzderstanuing of scientific
' facts of theories? .Give weight to-probable amount of real study and

effort which is represented in ,the:exhibit.__ Guard_ igainst_discounting_
for what might have been added, included, or improied.

3. Thoroughneqs 10 points
Score here for how completely the storris told. It is not essential
that step-by-step elucidation of construction details be given in
working models.

4. Skill 10 points
Is the workmanship good? Under normal working conditions, is the
exhibit likely to demand frequent repairs? In collections, how
skilled is the handling, preparation, mounting, Cr other treatmwnt?

5. Clarity 10 points
In your opinion, will the average person understand what is being
displayed? Are guide marks, libels, descriptions neatly yet briefly
presented? Is there sensible progression of the attention of the
spectator across and through the exhibit?

6. Dramatic value 10 points
Is this exhibit more attractive than others In the same field?
Don't be influenced by "cute" things, lights, buttons, switches,
cranks, or other gadgets which contribute little to the exhibit.

The Science Clubs of AMERICA have set. p the aboVe criteria to be
used. at regional and national science fairs throughout'the United States.

58;
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!XIENCE FAIR EVALUATION SEEP'

Exhibitors Number Exhibitors Name

Criteria

Points
Actual points

1. Cr,..ative Ability 30

2. SdifnificIthought 30

3. Thoroughness 10

4. Skill 10

5. Clarity 10°

6. Dramatic value 10

TOTAL POINTS



7

Students Name

Name of Project

-4-

SCIENCE PROJECT EVALUATION

POINTS JUDGES ,GRADE COMMENTS

Project turned in
on time

60

Time spent on 20
Project

Org!nality

Science Concept
1) Is it easily

recognized

70-76 = D

7787 = C

88-94 = B

95-100= A'

ba.

o

10

10

COMMENTS

5 b 8

,i
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Rules for lorth Caloway Science Fair in Sixth. Sevvnth and Eighth Grade

1. North Calloway Science Fair will he held April 5, 6, and 7'in the gym.

2. Prices will be awarded in each grade. Overall fire'., second, and third

place prizes will be awarded also. All participa- .3 will be awarded

ribbons.

First prize $5.00
Second prize 3.00
Third prize 2.00

3. Each person in the sixth and seventh and eighth gardes mist have a
project. It will count 1/3 of the six weeks science grade.

4. No more than two persons may work together on one project and they
have to be in the same class section.

5. All projects will be explained in class.
6. Projects may be entered in science, math, or health.
7. Late projects will not be accepted unless students are absent the

day of the science fair and are excused by the principal.
8. Projects must be done at the expense of the student and work must be

done by the student outside of class. Money spent will be up to the
parent and student.

9. All prize winners must enter their projects in the MSU Science Fair
in April 1978 at the Livestock Pavilion or not accept the nriie.

10. -Extra points toward science grade will be given to all who visit and

view the MSU Science Fair. Check off your name with the list Mr.
Walker or Mrs. Beach has on that day.

11. April 6 at 7:00 all parents are invited to view the Science Fair at
North after the regular PTC meeting. You are encouraged to attend.

*************************************************************************

ENTRY BLANK FOR NORTH SCIENCT FAIR

NAME OF PERSON OR PERSONS:

TITLE OF PROJECT:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF' PROJECT:

We have read and understand all of the aboi.re science fair rules.

Due fact to teacher March 17.

J0 ti

Parents signature

Student signature
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MO) 271 Multi;lication and Division in the Elementary School

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this MOD you will:
1. Have insight Into the order in which children learn multiplication

snd division.
2. Gain insight into the age of children for each developmental stage

of multiplication and division.
3. Be able to introduce conceptual development with a degree of

confidence.
4. Be able to help a child bridge the gap between a problem and the

mathematical symbols used to represent the problem.
5. Be able to encourage children to learn or memorize basic multipli-

cation and division facts.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Multiplication and Division
2. MMP Slide/tape, "Multiplication and Division in the Elementary

School"
3. Current elementary mathematics text series
4. Chips

PROCEDURE:

1. View the slide/tape, "Multiplication and Division in the Elementary
School."
in MMP, MultiElicacion and Division, do:
Activities 3: Items 1 and 2

4: Items 1, 2, 3, and 4
5: Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 (Play the chip game.)
7! It'm 2

8: Part 1; Items 1 and 2
Part 2; Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6

10: Tit ':3 1, 2, 3, and 4

11: Items 1 and 2(Laminate)
3. Find at least two games to aid a child in learning multiplication

and division.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring all work papers and games to the evaluation.
2. See objectives.
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MO) 272 Multiplication and Division Algorithms

This MOD is concerned with development of the algorithms for multiplication

and division.

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this MOD you will be able to:

1. Help children progress from real-world problems to symbols without

using concrete models.
2. Help children develop an understanding of the algorithms.

3. Sed the algorithms as efficient procedures for calculations in
multiplication and division.

4. Recognize some patterns for algorithms.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Multiplication and Division

2. Dienes blocks, bundling sticks, Cuisenaire rods, graph paper,

crayons

3. Current elementary mathematics textbooks

PROCEDURE:

1. In MMP, Multiplication and Division, do:
Activities 13: Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 9

14: Items 1(See Instructor's Manual after you have
matched the activities with the objectives) and 2

16: IL,ms 1, 2, 3, and 4

17: Items 1, 2, 3, and 5

19: Items 1, 2, and 3

20: Items I and 2

2. Prepare a game to reinforce a concept you have learned involving
algorithms.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring all work papers and your game to the evaluation.

2. Be prepared to answer questions relative to objectives.

591
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MOD 273 Multiplication and Division

This MOD is designed to increase your confidence in teaching the division

algorithm.

OBJECTIVES':

At the conclusion of this MOD You will be able to:
1. Design a sequence of steps to help children learn to divide

with larger numbers.
2. Understand the division algorithm completely.

3. Illustrate the importance of estimation in division.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Multiplication and Division

2. Current elementary mathematics- textbook series

PROCEDURE:

1. In MMP, Multiplication and Division, do
Activities 21: Items 1 and 2

23: Items 1, 2, 3, and t4

2. In MMP, Multiplication and Division, read and discuss with your
partner the steps presented ia°Activity 22.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Bring all work sheets to the evaluation.
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I SMEP

MOD 275 Interpreting Aerial Photographs

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given aerial photographs of the Murray area you will be able to:

a. identify the four directions, N, S, E, W, using a recognizable

reference point of your choice in the photographed landscape;

b. arrange the four photos of Murray to form a composite;

c. trace the city boundaries of Murray;

d. make inferences regarding geographical and-meteorological

conditions.

2. Using the topographic maps for reference, you will be able to:

a. prepare a verbal scale for the given photographs;

b. infer causes of physical land changes 1r discrepancies

between the maps and photographs.

3. Given a topographic map,.you will be able to perform the following

tasks:
_

a. interpret contour intervals4by pointing out relatively high

and low areas of the map;

b. interpret depression and elevation contours;

c. distinguish between cultural (man-made) and natural features

and identify various features;

d. .express the scale of the map by using verbal, fractional, or .

graphic means.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. Seven 1:24,000'topographic maps including Murray and.Calloway

County, Kentucky

2. One 1:250,000 topographic map including Murray and Calloway CJunty,

Kentucky

3. Four small and four enlarged aerial photos including Murray, Kentuck)3

4. TVA, Maps Are for Fun! Knowledge!
*\4

5. Boy Scout Manucd, Orienteering, fount in the MOD tray

FINAL. ASSESSMENT:

1. See objectives.

2. Bring to the assessment all answer sheets the maps, and photographs

and be prepared to demonstrate your proficiency at interpreting aerial

photographs and topographic maps by answering questions similar to

ones in the activities.-

591
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PROC ORE:

Info.:mation on k ail Survey and Phooglaphy

The Ahotographic_record registers miouti, frequently elusive and transient,
detatl -that CAI d never have beau ent,!Ied on the most painstaking map. The

comp:ehensive phstograph is ac once up In date. It gives the whole truth,
whorls!, a map is always a high y select-ve redcrtion of nature to conventions
and cpabols.

From-it's inception, aerial photography Ian employed two basic types of view:
vertical and oblique. Oblique views ere usually taken from a relatively low

altitude, with either a hand-held or field camera slanted obliquely at the
ground. They give a perspective view with a better impression of landforms
than vertical views.

Vertical photographs demand more exactitg apparatus, since the optical axis
cht ld he precisely perpendicular to the earth's surface. Special cameras are

designed and mounted on the underbelly nr cackpit of the plane. Vertical shots

possess only the more salient proerriee of map projections. The scale depends

upon aircraft, altitude and lens focal length. Features can be transferred

from a'vertical photograph to a conventional map, thereby hel2ing to locate
the field. The success of such an oper;tion hinges on the establishment of
recognizable control points in the photographed landscape.

Some possible sources of error inclUde aircraft drift due to side winds and
tilt, which may be eliminated by rotating and gyrostabilized camera mounts,
while height variations can be correotec by re-scaling in the enlarger. For

added accuracy, many camerae record such data as the aircraft's height, altitude,
heading and position and the time at the moment of exposure on the film
rebate: Difference in scale between the edges aad center of the picture is
unavoidable, but can be reduced by Alk.nE long-focus lenses. However, economics

or low clouds may prevcnt aids. !Luc, ever - present at any altitude, can

usually bn overcome by use of appropriate filters and emulsions.

In general, serial survey fallo into two categories, qualitative or quantitative

and photogrammetrio. The firat is mzEuly concerned with size, shape, tone

and texture. Some overall distortion is acceptable in many cases. Its

applications lie in agriculture, ercheoligy, and military reconnaissance.

In photogrammetric survey, position and direction and undistorted reproduction
-4f0 most importantP,Photogrammetry is tne science of making measurements from

photcgrapha. This is done through stere.scopic analysis. Along with accurate

positional and directional data, an overlapping of photos is necessary to

prows them for stereoscopic viewing. There is a 60% minimum overlapping;
this facilitates the identification of objects. Measurements can be taken by

hand, but nre usuallydone by elictrmnic scanning or on complex plotting
,machines. These employ twin projectoze over a large plotting table, coupled
t a small movable table or floating mem Results can be converted directly
to tours or stored for subsequent processing in a computer. Either way, the

end Fr uct is usually a contoured map or series of elections, even perhaps
a thsee- ensional terrain model, template with minatnef buildings and trees.

'N
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The stet common aillication of aerial survey is in the geographical and
asolotical fields. Besides eliminating a-Vest amount of tedious field work,

it le somet»mes tbz only wsy of mapping aad analyzing large and inaccessible
areas. However, at hoe not yet compie7.ely supplanted ground surveys, where
they cre possible. Apart frcm this, 4'eyetitive surveys of inhabited regions

are valuable in slowing the growth of iani development, communications and
toast erosion, part4cularly where buildings hamper ground work.,

In the WM way, aerial survey is of use in agriculture dna forescry, to show
the growth of crops and the condition of land. In ecology and botany it has

proved its value in showing the distribution of animal and vegetable life
and in the treatment of pests. Beruise tle surface of the ground, once 1

disturbed, is never the same again, tha serial camera can be used in archaeology.
Akre it can show the tonal differences in soil or vegetation over buried ruins
that would be indistinguishable by ground observation.

Rtg,...tnces consulted.-

Reuel, Leo, Flight Into Yesterday, New York: St rtin Prt.s, 1969.

Irsszna-Krauss, A. (ed), The Focal Eneoclopedia of Photography, "Aerial Survey"
and "Photogrammetry," New York: McCraw-Hill, 1969.
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Actir ties

!lest+ da tin marl the aerlaLihateareAror1222202hic maps.

1. Spend a littlt time to familiarlz^ ycurself with the photographs.._ Then

Choose a recognizoble reference poiw 1pe use it to-point out the four
directions, P1, S, S, W, onthe

2. Cite several examples to prcve ch,c t!leue photographs were . ken after
1975.

a.

b.

c.

3, rind the north city boundary of Murray, using any data you wish. (No single

photograph shove the entire <res.)

4. Make copies,of the four photos and arrange them to produce a photo of the
city of Murray.

The topographic nap may be coiv.ultt6 for

5. Using the topographic map, ital. ve.

,-one inch be the basic unit. 1 inch
testiag the aCetti4CV of your scale wh*n

to curved distances.

questions 5 - 8.

bal scale for the photographs. Let

fist. Describe a means of

t is applied to longer distances and
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UNOMMINOMOIMMEMMI.1.1111=MINII,

-57

6, 4ptite 1/!, Icti4 tarm!rs hp...war 1.ave plowed their

fildi KY552C044). . t inf.cenke explaining this.

.1001M. .00.0 01.01100. .00.1M.0.00. .100..1110. 00.0. .0

001100wWwwww.m 001.1..... ..

7. State an infv,ence e-4plain!,g ...IL track eppcav . white on
the 0:-Loerspa KY552C042. 0.cre Ur rulti. ...9.02Ditions?

MEN...

9. Stz.te and locate the areas of highest and lowest relief on the photograph
of your preference.

digliPst

s

; owest
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Real the information references before attempting to interpret the maps.
Exaaine each topographic map and answer the queations pertaining to it.

Do not make any marks on topographic males.

Murray Quadrangle, Murray, Kentucky

1. Obtain the following data:
a. Last survey for this map
b. Scale (fractional)
c. .Contour interval.

2. Civc the exact location of the highest point in the extreme Northwest
corner of the Murray Quadrangle map. What is its height?

3. How would quadrangles in NorthDakota and Florida, respectively,' drawn on
the same scale, compare in total area enclosed. Check the proper space
below. Use a globe to help you.
Quadrangles in North Dakota are larger wailer same as
.quadrangles in Florida.

4. What is the lowest contour shown in this section?

5. Express the approximate verbal scale of this quadrangle.

6. Why do you suppose the tier numbers of the left margin are different from
those on the right margin?

7. How many minutes of latitude
this map?

and longitude are included in

8. Find Jonathan Creek on the Hico Quadrangle creek bed on this map.

Jonathan Creek is a "meandering" creek. From this information can you
tell if it is a relatively old or young river? . Explain.

9. "Downstream" is defined:toward the direction of water flow." rind
contour lines that cross ;streams and notice that the lines form a "V"
where they cross the stream. Determine whether the "V" points upstream
or downstream. ! ,11v looking at a river on the map, how do you
know which way it is flowing?

5 9 (
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10. Locate a closed contour With hachure marks.

a. What du these marks signify?

b. What has caused these features?

-77

Speculate toward an answer before proceeding to the next item.

11. How -many times larger is the Dyersburg map,than'the Murray Quadrangle
map? . Show your work below.

so,

0

OP.

0
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MOD 276 Percent

The purpose of this MOD is to expand and reinforce your working
knowledge of percents.

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this MOD you will be able to

1. Change fractions and decimals to percents.
2. Change percents to fractions and decimals.

3. Solve word problems involving percents.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. Elementary textbook series
2. Worksheets
3. A First Program in Mathematics by Heywood, pp. 343-410
4. First Course in Fundamentals of Mathematics by-Stein, pp. 177-214

5. A First Course in ColleFe Mathematics by Willerding, pp. 194-237

PROCEDURE:

1. Review percents in one or more of the above references.

2. Do work sheets individuelly. Then check with your partner.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Pry -re to take a written test.

601
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worksheets OR Percentage

RULES

1. To change a decimal to a percent, move the decimal point
two places to the right and put in a percent sign. For

example, .56 = 56%

2. To change a percent to a decimal, drop the percent sign and
move the dec'mal point two places to the left. For example,

64% = .64

I. Fill in blanks below.

Fraction Decimal Percent

3/4 .75 75%

9/10

7/20

1/100

21/25

.08

.063

6.7

1.89

65%

871/2%

251%

10.2%

I.. Change each of the following to a fraction or mixed number.

1. 320% 6. 270%

2. 7% 7. 1/3 %

3. .7% 8. 5%

4. .07% 9. 98%

5. 36% .0405%

602
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[II. Change each of the following to a percent.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

4/25

2.589

11/4

.345

3/4

6.

7.

8.

9'

10.

6
15

1/10

19/20

50

1 100

4/5

IV. Change each of the following to a decimal.

1. 2% 6. 1%

2. .75% 7. .5%

3. 481% 8. 2.37%

4. 6.3% 9. 82%

5. 153% 10. 26%

Statement: With percent problems, as with any word problems, no one

rule will cover every problem. However, one useful approach is pro-

portion. When solving percent problems, write the problem as a pro-

portion in the following way:

some number(known as the "part")

compares to
some other number (known as

the "base")

6 J;;

some percent
compares to__

100

-3--
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or some quantity
compares to the way some number

some other quantity compares to 100

For example: 1. On a certain test 8 students ger a grade of A. This
is 25% of this class. How many studen,s are in the class?

Solution: 8_ 25

N 100

800 = 25N

32 = N

2. A car salesman.works for a 6% monthly commission. One
month his sales are $14,000. -How much does he earn?

Solution: N 6

14,000 100

100N =. 84,000

N = 840

Remember: If we know three terms in a proportion, we can
find the fourth by cross multiplication.

Work the following practice problems.

1. Mr. Smith's commission is 7%. If he earned $119 one week, what
did his sales total?

2. A store_is having a sale, and all books are being sold at a 25%
discount. If Joan wants to buy a book that normally costs $14,
what is the discount?
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3. There are 950 students in A certain school. If 57 are absent one day,
what percent is absent?

4. A person borrows $150 at 11% interest per year. If nothing is paid
back the first year, how much interest i .red at the end of tho.

year?

5. Joan's doctor told her that her ideal weight is 130 pounds. If she
weighs 143 pounds, what percent of her ideal weight is she now?

6. A dealer buys a jacker for $20. She has to sell it for $15. What is
the percent loss?

7. A customer buys a refrigerator at a 152 discount. What does the
customer pay if the marked price is $400?

8. In a certain test, 8 students get A's, 11 get B's, 9 get C's, and
4 fail. What percent get A's?

9. A box of 20 light bulbs costs $4.50. A laboratory finds 25% are
defective. If the defective are worthless what is the price of
each good bulb?

10. Deane bought a car for $2800 and sold it five years later for $700.
What was the percent decrease in price?
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MO) 277 Transformational Geometry (Seminar)

This MOD is designed to give a limited introduction to transformational
geometry in the setting of a seminar.

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this MOD you will be able to:
1. Define transformational geometry.
2. Recognize and analyze rigid, projective, and topological

transformations.

3. Describe (a) a slide transformation (b) a turn by locating its
center and the direction of the rotation (c) a flip.

4. Use flips and turns to analyze the symmetries possessed by objects.
5. Use symmetry to analyze shapes.

INSTRUCTIONAL 'REFERENCES ANT) 'MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Transformational Geometry
2, MMP Slide/tape, "Overview of Transformational Geometry"

3. Ruler, protractor, compass, construction paper, scissors, tracing

paper, rectangular prism

PROCEDURE: *

1. As a group the slide/tape "Overview of Transformational Geometry"
will be viewed.

2. In MMP, Transformational Geometry, the Instructor will lead in
discussions of Activities 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

At the conclusion of the seminar, you will have completed this MOD.

60t;
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' MOD 278 Equipment Construction for Elementary School Science

OBJECTIVE:

Given materials in the Resource Center or materials readily available

from supermarket or hardward stores, you will construct a piece of equipment

useable in elementary school science. You may find it possible to correlate

this MOD with your teaching science MOD.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. The elementary science curriculum materials in the Resource Center

2. Schmidt and Rockcastle, Teaching Science with Everyday Things

3. UNESCO Source Book for Science Teaaing

4. Resource books in the Resource Center and the University Curriculum

Library

5. Other materials readily available from your surroundings, from

supermarket or hardware stores

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Present the equipment you build to your instructor, and operate it

order to show that it is useable.

2. A display of the equipment will be set up during the first week of

May.
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-2-

You may build two of the items liSted below or items of your own choice. In

the case of the latter, your choice must be approved by one ,of the instructors

before you begin build. Please sign the sheet provided on the bulletin

board so that excessive duplication of equipment construction can be avoided.

Examples:

Balance
Whirly-bird (SCIS)
Stopper-popper (SCIS)
Pendulum support (ESS)
Barometer and thermometer
Gallon jar terrarium
Astrolabe
Periscope
Pinhole camera'
Electric motor
Sextant
Assortment of musical instruments (ESS)
Ant farm (using a Tar)
Tangram construction and set of cards to accompany set

Maze (mealworms, rats, gerbils) .

Lever-pulley system (M.A. of 4 plus)
Skeleton, or parts of a skeleton
Wind vane, anemometer, and hygrometer

Galvanometer
Circuit board
Others. . .

See the following books, among others, for ideas:

Schmidt and Rockcastle, Teaching Science with Everyday Things

UNESCO Source Book for Science Teaching

r.
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MODULE 274 MISSING FRO DOCUMENT PRIOR TO ITS BEING

SHIPPED TO EDRS FOR FILMING.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE.
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MOD 280 Environmental dy
Observing, mda uring

OBJECTIVES:

ISMEP

1. After making appropriate observations and measurements at two
different locations, one an open area and one a wooded area,
you will be able to describe the environment of the area in
terms of temperature, soil moisture, relative humidity, wind
direction, and relatiye wind speeds.

2: Using the data collOked, you will be able to.contrastdifferent
environmental condition in an open area and a wooded areaand
attempt to give reason:3\6"r the differences.

)0(3. After consulting the ce4Orences cited below, you will be able
to measure relative h#midity, wind direction, and wind speeds.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MikTERIALS:

1. Sling psychrometer
2. Wind gauge 4

__ 3. Wind vane
4. Victor, Edward, Scien4e for the Elementary School, 3rd ed.
5. SCIS, Environments, Tpacher s Guide
6. SCIS, Communities, Tepcher's Guide.
7. SCIS, Ecosystems, Teacher's Guide
8. SAPA 21, Weather, Teajcher's Guide
9. Thermometers, dowel ' d, stick, 30 cm ruler, meter stick, protractor,

tagboard or cardboard string, cooking oil, sixteen- or eighteen-
gauge copper wire, na ls, 15-cm piece of board, long human ha,ir,
compass, soil spade

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. See objectives above.
2. Bring neatly-kept record sheets.

61( MOD 280
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PROCEDURE:

Find two different testing sites, one in an open field and one in a wooded
area. Draw a map with a meaningful key so that the location of the

two spots which you cnose are quits apparent to the instructor. Make the

following determinations at each of the three locations three times a day.

A. Record the temperature at both locations in the morning, at noon,

and in the evening. Specify the exact time on your data sheets, and be sure
that the three times are separated from each other by at least 3-4 hours.

Your data sheet on temperature will then look as follows:

Data Sheet on Temperature

Location- A:

Morning: a) Air temperature (1 a. up)
(Specify time), b) 'Surface temperature

c) Ground temperature (3 cm. down)

d) Sub -soil temperature (20 cm. down)

Noon: a) Air temperature (1 6 up)
(Specify time) b) Surface temperature

c) Ground temperature (3 cm. down)

d) Sub-soil temperature (20 cm. down)

Evening: a) Air temperature (1 m. up) so

(Specify time) b) Surface temperature
c) Ground temperature (3 cm. down)

d) Sub-soil temperature (20,ca. down)

NOTE: When you take your subsoil temperatures, use a dowel rod to make
the hole for your measurement.

B. Record the soil moisture by using the following scale to help you:

1. Dry soil - falls apart and sifts between fingers
2. Slightly moist - appears moist but does not stick together

when squeezed
3. Moist - sticks together in a clump when squeezed
4. Very moist - water is obvious when clump is squeezed
'5. Wet - water drips from the clump

Your data .shOuld include:

1. Surface soil moisture
2. Ground soil moisture (3 cm. down)

Sub-soil moisture (20 cm. down)

611
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C. Wind Measurements:
Determine the direction of the wind and the speed of the wind at both
locations. lConsider the following questions:

1. Where are the strongest winds?
2. Where are the weakest winds?
3. Is the wind in the same location different at different times of

the day?
4. Is there more wind at 60 cm. above the ground than at 15 cm. above

the-ground? Is there more wind at 2 m. above the ground than at
15 cm. above the ground?

For this activity, you may make a wind gauge of your own design, or you may
use the one in the laboratory.

D. Relative Humidity:
Record the humidity at each of the areas three times a day. You may
construct a hygrometer of your own design if you wish to do so, or
you may use the sling psychrometer in the laboratory.

r. After collecting the data, students should attempt to explain th2
differences in environmental raadings obtained at different locations.

612
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ISMEP

MOD 282 Rati( Proilrtion and Percentage

The purpose of this MOD is to develop and enhance your understanding of
ratios, proportion and percentage.

OBJECTIVES:.

At the conclusion of this MOD you should be able to:

1. Interpret fractions as ratios and -vice versa

2. Solve ratio equations
3. Use cross products to find the missing member of a proportion
4. Change fractions to decimals and then to percents
5. Change percents to decimals and then to fractions
6. Find a fraction or percent of a number
7. Find percentage rates of increase or decrease of varying quantities
8. Solve percent equations

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

I. Heath Mathematics elementary textbook, grade eight, pp. 162-191.
2. A First Program in Mathematics by Heywood, pp, 343-410.
3. Houghton, Mifflin Mathematics elementary textbook, gL.de eight,

pp.98-114 and pp. 172-190 and pp. 270-275
4. ) First Course,in College Mathematics by aillerding, pp. 194-237

PROCEDURE:
I. Review ratio, proportion, fractions, decimals and percents in

one or more of tht references cited above.
2. Work the problems on the accompanying worksheets. Do this

work on your own. Then compare your results vitt. those of your

partner or another person working on this MOD.
3. After completing the worksheetsto your satisfaction, prepare

for a written examination.

FINAL ASSESSMENT: 0

Ask the instructor or secretary for the test for NOD 282.
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A RATIO compares two numbers. This may be expressed in several ways.

Suppose you are comparing five and two. You may write "5 to 2" or

"5:2" or "5/2." Each one is read "the ratio of five to two."

Express the following ratios in terms described above.

1. The ratio of x to 3
2. The ratiAf 9 to 36
3. The ratio of yellow squares to red squares

4. The ratio of 1 kilograms to 14 kilograms

5. The ratio of y r height (in fm) to your weight (in kg)

Al PROPORTION is an equa ion stating that two ratios are equal. For

instance, = 6/10 is a proportion. In this particular example the
cross products are 3 x 10 and 5 x 6.

25<
5 10

It is true in this case that 3 x 10 = 5 x 6. If a proportion is true,

then the cross products are equal. Next, consider the proportion 2/9

= 4/11. Is this proportion true? Why or why not? No', because 2 x 11

# 9 x 4, is it? Using the fact that cross product are equal in a true
proportion, fitid the missing value in the proportions below. One example

is completed for you.

1. 3/4 =12) 3 x 12 = 4x, so 36 = 4x, which means x = 9.
Thus we have 3/4 = 9/12.

2. 5/3 = x/9

3. 2/3 = a/21

4. 6/48 = 8/y.

5. 18/a

A RATE is a ratio of two quantities, where a uantity is a number'of units,

not met... a number.

*11111
If a pe..so bicycles 23 km in one hour, his rate is 23 km/Ihr. If another

' person travels 51 Km in two hours, his rate is 51 km/2hr.
If a dozen doughnuts cost $1.30, then their cost rate is 12 doughnuts/$1.30.

Proportions may be used to solve rate problems. For example if one gallon

of paint will cover 375 square feet of area, then how many gallons are

needed to paint 1800 square feet? We can answer this question by setting

up a proportion as follows.

1 gal. = x gal.

375 sq. ft. 1800 sq. ft.

Next, solve for x by finding the cross products, i.e.

1 x 1800 =375x, so x - 1800/375 or x = 24/5. In other

w9rds 24/5 or 4 and 4/5 gal. of paint are needed to cover 1800
sq. ft.

MOD 182
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Solve the following rate problems using proportions.

1. If candy sells at the rat' of three bars for 50c, then
/ how much will 20 bars cost?

2. If Donna earned $5.75 for 4 hours of babysitting, then at that rate
what. should she charge for 3 hours ofJhabysitting? Round off your

answer to the nearest dent.

6

3. If the speed limit is 55 mph and you drive fc 5 hours at the
speed limit, then how far will you drive in D hours?

4. If Paul read 56 pages in 45 minutes, then at that rate, how long
will it take him to read an 845-page book?

To change a fraction to a decimal simply-divide the denominator into the

numerator. For instance, to change 44/97 to a decimal, divide 97 irt.)

44 like so: (or use a calculator)

.4535 to the nearest ten-thousandth
97)44.0000
"38 8

5 20

4 85

350
29.

590

To change a decimal to a fraction simply express the decimal fraction as
an ordinary fraction with numerator and denominator, like so:

1.093 = 1093 or first think of 1.093 as 1 and 93/1000
1000

93and then convert the mixed fraction trou to 1093/1000.

Another example of this: .75 = 75/100 or in reduced terms .75 = 3/4

Another example: .00059 = 591100,000

Work the problems listed on the next page.

MOD 282
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Change the following fractions to decimals.

1.

-2.

3.

3/7

3/2

7/10

4. 3/500

5. 5/240

6. 7/9

6. 1/12

7. 3/8

8.- 1/6

9. 2/11

10. 235/750

Change the following &-limals to fractions.

1. 0.59

2. 1.75

q.175

4. 0.0032

5. 1.2

6. 0.80

8. 0.142

9. 45.0

10. 3.49

613
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To change a decimal to a percent simply move the decimal point over

two places to the right and attach a percent sign. For example,

.29 = 29.2

To change apercent to a decimal, simply drop the percent sign and

move the decimal point (maybe not actually shown) two places to the

right. For example, 73% = .73

Thus to ch.Inge a fraction to a percent, first change the fraction to

a decimal and then change the decimal to a percent.

Vice versa, to change a percent to a fraction, first change the percent

to a decimal and then change the decimal to the fraction form.

Fill in the blanks below.

Fraction Decimal , Percent

1/8

5/12

5/6

1,25

.085

48%

2.
163/.

0.05

Now, let us consider finding a fraction or percent of a number.

"1/3 of a liter" AO% of the cars" "1/2 of a mile"

-5-

These are all expressions like which you have probably heard frequently.

Now do you interpret them? For instance, 1/2 of $1.00 we know to be $0.50

so 1/2 of (any quantity) As simply 1/2 times that quantity. Similarly,

any fraction of a quantity is merely that fraction times the quantity, i.e.

1/3 of 21 is 1/3 x 21 or 7. Likewise, a percentage of a quantity is

simply that percentage times the quantity, i.e. 40% of 1,500 is the same as

0.40 times 1,500 or 600. Based on these examples and the above discussions

solve the exercises at the top of the following page.

MOD 282
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1. 5/2 of 18 oz. is

2. 9/8 of 7.3 in

3. 24% of 32 in. is

4. 125% of 91 is

Yti

t

5. 3/4 of $59.95 is

-6-

6. A gallon of a certain kind of paint will cover 425 square feet. How
many square feet will 2/3 of &gallon cover?

7. In a survey of 96 employees, la of those surveyed commute more than
10 miles to their jobs. 11,w many, workers live within 10 miles of
their jobs?

Solving percent equations usually involves finding a percent of a number.
For example, if a company gives its employees a 13% raise, what raise
would an employee
ways Of considering

13
1)

100

2)
Solve

3)
Solve

expect who
this problem.

of $9800 =

by multiplying
$9800

.13

now earns $9800 annually? Here are three

13 x $9800 = $1274
100

by the equivalent decimal.

a proportion.
x

29400
9,800

$127400

by solving
13

100 9800 ,

100x = 13 x 9800
100x = 127,400

x =,1274 So the raise will be $1274.

Solve the following problems.

1. 50% of 348 is

2. 23% of 97 is

3. 81/4%of 153 is

Now consider finding the number when you know a fraction of the number.

620
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Suppose you know that 3/4 of a certain number is 15. How shall we

find the number? Call the number "n."

3/4 of n is 15 or

(3/4) n = 15
So 4(3/4) n = 4115)

or 3n = 60
Then n = 20. Thus n is 20.

Or we could have solved by multiplying by 4/3 on

'both sides of the equation (3/4)n = 15, like so:

4

(3) - 4
-4- n x 15

So n = 60/3 or 20.

Solve the following problems.

1. 5/8 of a = 25

2. If the sales price of a belt is$4.80 and the sales price is 2/3 of

the regular price, how much is the, regular price?

3. A campus club raised 40% of the money needed for a club trip. If

the club raised $72, then how much money is needed for the trip?

We may solve percent problems like the above by setting up ratios also.

Consider the example at the very top of the page. We could solve by

saying 3:4 as 15 n i.e.

3 15

'4 n Then solve by cross products.

3n = 60
and n = 20

Solve the three problems above using ratio equations, i.e. proportions.

elb
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Another aspect of solving percent equations is finding whit percent

one number is of another. For example, suppose in a basketball game

a player makes 14 successful shots out of 39 attempts. What percent,

of his shots did he make?

Method 1) Using a proportion:

14 x

39 100

Find the cross products.

1400 = 39x

1400 35.89 or about 36%
39 is our answer.

Method 2) 14 is x% of 39

So 14 = -1-811 39

100 14 =
59

35.89 = x

-8-

In solving "percent increase" or "percent decrease" problems, first find
the amount of increase or decrease. Then find the ratio of that amount

to the original quantity, not necessarily the largest or the smallest
quantity. For example, suppose Mr. Nader's salary was $12,400 last year.
After a raise, his salary was $14f000: What percent was his salary

increase?

First., find the amount of increase. This is $14,000 - $12,400 or $1600.

Then compare this amount to the original salary:

and convert this to a percent.

1600

12,400

1.600 4 or .1290 (to the neatest ten-thousandth)

12,400 31

,which is 12.9%

Solve the following problems.

1. .14 is what percent of 35?

2. 38 is what percent of 19?

3. A store manager bought an item for $63.75 and sold it for $89.00. What

was his percent of "markup"? Give the answer to the nearest cent.

4. Consider the table below. What was the percent of decrease in the

o ulation of Chicago between 1950 and 1970?

City Population in
1950 1960 1970

Detroit 1,849,568 1,670,144 1,513,601

Chicagl 3,620,962 3,550,404 3,369,359

Los Angeles 1,970,358 2,479,015 2,809,596
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MOD 283 Ice Cubes
Experimentiug

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given ice, freezer, thermometer, specified liquids, solids, and
cojitainers, you will make empirical investigations regarding the

following questions:
a. How can you increase the rate at which ice melts?
b. Now can you best preserve an ice'cube without a freezer?
c. Does the shape of an ice cube affect its rate of melting?
d. What happens when different types of solid objects are put

on top of ice?
e. Now cold can you make a sample of water?
f. Can you, with water, produce a temperature lower than

water's freezing point?
g. Now do the densities of water and ice compare?
h. Now does the-density of alcohol compare to th&L of water

and of ice?
2. You will fOrmulate at least two good questions regarding the

phenomena encountered in your investigations and formulate an
answer to at least one of your questions.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES A MATERIALS:

1. ESS, Ice Cubes, Teacher's Guide
2. Freezer, thermometers, ice, water, alcohol, salt, sugar
3. Containers of various sizes and shapes, coins, tacks, other

miscellaneous small solid items

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Bring to your instructor the record of your investigations, and
be prepared to discuss them.

2. See objective 2.
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MOD 284 Heredity, Part I:' Traits, Genes, and Alleles

OBJUTiVES:
I

1. Define and distinpluish where possible b tween the terms: gene,

allele, trait; dotinant, partially dom ant, recessive; phenotype,

genotype; hotozyg is, heterozygous;mtalitiple
alleles; self cross, back

cross.

2. Design an experituept to test whether, a allele is ,dominant or re

cessive.

INSTRUCTIONAL REF"IENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. This MOD
2. General Biology references on Hetedit .

3. Biology Media instruct irpnal material_

4. Singer Carsmate.

FINAL ASSESSNEN2:

1. See objectives above.

k (cm
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In 165, Gregor Mendel presented the results of several years of experi-
ments in reeding pea plants. Mendel had conducted his experiments in an attempt
to find geeral rules that might govern ways in which characteristics are passed
-from parents to'teir'progeny -- rules that might hold for all species. This

was an ambitious project, particularly since most scientists at that time did

not believe that such general rules could exist, in view of the apparent, diversity

of reproductive methods_among different life forms, Nevertheless, Mendel's

results did lead to a set of new and unique concepts. The .Host basic of these

concepts was the idea that there are unit characteristics (traits), each of

which is controlled by its own stable internal factor (a gene). Equally important,

perhaps, was the discovery that inheritance of these factors -could be analyzed, '

described, and predicted, using mathematical principles of probability and
statistics.

Mendel'ii report was a quiet start for such a revolutionary discovery.
Mendel alone realized the importance of his work. No other scientist appre-

ciated its potential. Even Mendel never learned how widely his concepts might

apply to other species. It was only in 1900, sixteen years after Mendel's
death, that three scientists independently discovered his paper, repeated his
work, and led a host of biologists in developing and extending his ideas.

Mendel developed his principles with absolutely no knowledge about the
chemical basis on which genes function. Now, even though we know a good deal

about the themistry of genes, we still find Mendelian analysis of heredity
useful for predicting the results of controlled (and uncontrolled) matings.
Mendelian principles are also essential for developing a genetic explanation for
the mechanism of evolution.

THE PURPOSE OF THIS MODULE IS: (a) to introduce and describe the Mendelian

concepts of a gene; (b) to describe patterns of expression (dominance, partial
dominance, recessiveness) of different forms (alleles) of genes; (c) to

, describe the rules that govern the inheritance of single genes in higher plants

and animals. But especially, this module is designed to introduce the types
of problems in genetics that Mendelian analysis can solve.

MOD 284 ,
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(1.)
EEED:TY, PAL TPA r3, GTNES, AID ALLEW;

Most of us take for granted the basic principle of 1.!..;--eity.

Ara its mate.
that an organist a...Li:Dien will look very such like that opp;iith

The offspring of two giraffes will be tizeft.

f,e2.) or two rhinoceroses will be a rhinoceros cub or colt or

(5) and two redwood tree 7.11ll have andthcr redwood. All

-easy to precUct when the teo parent n lode. thi same. But we",;

when the parents are different/ 'Rhat do the pups look ltle

German shepherd matey with 3. collie? 'Whet Imens when

Bien cat mates with a Siamese? Is it posL:ble to cross

rye; and if so, what would. the ret '"4" grain loot

doesn't give 1.13 good answers to ,zuestIon these.

M complicated as th. study of heref.44, may be, thci,

simple rules that can explain how nay &aracteristice

cie- cre transmitted from zeneration to pmeration. 'It 4s 11,7":------

por of this mod ;le to Cescribe some of-i..hese rules f..za

used. fiber, you can'stop the tape at my paint if you. "v7..--.1

tima tQ study a slide or think about an Idea that has bee.,

(i, Let's simplify the pioblet. We will consider on

cies of organism: the common garden pea pig. '1e want to be ablo

to mate different strains of peas and observe how their chraac.4,1.4-;.a.

tics mix in their offspring., In order to do this, ire must meat

taro conditions: first, we Mat have characteristics that vc

easily see, ----1, and use to distinsuLsh one strain of pii.1 ;1.1a46 z

from another. .Peas- have se7eral of these: for instaLc0

-- a strain is either short (*bout 12 inches) or tall (4 to 6 feet);

flower color ,- a particular strain has either. red or white floweri.;

or seed shape -- a particular strain has either round or indult-led

seeds. These unit chareateristia -- heights flower color, t:AnA toed

shape are-calUd. Mice that pea plants have man.i

traits, including one that do not Yary from strain to strain,

possesion of roots, green color or loaves, etc. The thc

*Latina. naefOl for etw42ng, Uough, are the ones that bisv ater-

native forms in dif..erent :traina, like rot andiNhAe

or tall stems, etc.

J
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V./ Second, we need strainuthat cen be deseribed 4.n
traits: short p;ants-liit% red flowers excl iound seeds, ): taal
plants with red flowers =Swim-4nd :ea:, for instance. It i-
pecielly important for our experiments tnct these origins:. etr...x,e;
"breed true";,that is, thit their progeny tlways have the ,.:2)1.
that they do.

Finft14, in order to 7tudy the ithetance of traits,
understand anE be able tc control the mroiuction'of the ;Ie..
That is, we must be able to mate diefer0-i strains of pea; ar.6 .-&.:,-
which parents produced which seeE. MT: it ca4y. The org:lr..:

production in pea plant: c.re their "Mowers. () Now I at,AC...rj
give you corn te.4=nolou describe how,sexual reproducto-.7a-L.
in pea plants. Q) It is mot necensegr for you to metior, ?'
the names of the flower parts, f.t it :Important that lc:. _Jr--
stand -.4hiCh parts of the flower are male mai whi&i are femtlz-unf..

ser.2:-1, bow the progeny geration ir Czrmed

The flower produces pollen grains that contain the czautets,
or sperm cells; and ovules that contaih the female gametes, or agi
cells. The sperm cells and the egg cells contain all the genetic in-
formation about specific traits that the new generation, will inherit,
Pollen is produced in tiny anther sacs at the end, of the-atamens,
ovules are produce& in the ovary at the base of the pistil. Mon
pollen is pawed:on:the end of the pistil, each grain produces a rea-
ler. tube that grotra,,down the pistil carry-g tOe sperm to the m*il
in the ovary. 'Apollen tube grolis into cach dwule and relcas-e; tar.:
sperm which fertilizes the egg cell in that ovule. The product of
this union of sperm and egg cells is the zygote, 'the first cell of
the new progeny generation. The zygote grows into an embryo, --ani7 the
ovule with its embryo be' on sliced -- apes seed. _Pea seedt, 'ram
planted, grow into progeny plants. 7:t is,e,.ey to place pollr.a.
-one strain of peas on the on, mother strain by' hand-Allan
'late the pollinated. eXamnle, by tying a bag aminc..
so that it cannot be repollinated either IT its:` own pollen c7 by
len from another unknown ,strain. Thus we ONM contra the inh:ar.ttv
of the, seeds that develop.

Gregor Memel, who first worked; with peas, realizedt1:,:,
-these actors are necessary for the genetic anal:Tie of any

4
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(a) distieguishea3s trlits with alternative farms in
aifferent strains;

(b) original tra-breeding strains;
(c) 'and a ceptrollalls system for sexual reproduction.

Ir
Since We have famed an experiMentil system that meets our three

conditions, we can proceed to the first experiment. Again, we will

simplify - the situation, this time considerinc It.st one trait and ig?

nosing whatever happen; to the other traits. We will start out with

stem length, or height, of the plants,

g!trait we site a tall strain of pees wf.th a short strain.

We do this in two ways., First.we use ±)+02.41en flys the tall* stro,::..r.

fertilize the egg cells in the cvules of, the chart strain; .

reverse the, experiment eat. uss_the pollen fron he short strain

fertilize the egg cells of the tall stmin. :n either cue, th::.

rat is the sane.. The seeds fray this :sating 's.1 grow into teal

- plants. In the second stage ofcour eXperliont we mate these tall

plants the new bArld geseratioh) with each other. The seeds they

give in every case grow into a mixture Of tau and short plant;..

fact, in both of our experiments, if we look at e. large 111.toibtr ()A;

Seeds of the third. generation, we sea about,three.tall plants to

every a one.

What conclusions can we draw from experiment? Did male era

female parents influence the traits of t eir progeny to the sere de-
gree? They mist. have for if they did not, the two halves of the er.-
'periment would have given different reralts. Are the tall and short

traits of equal weight in determining the heighl of the progeny/

Apperent77 not. or sane reason, the talk trait seems *so appear store'

often that the short in the progeny. Does the short trait then dia.

smear when nixed, with the ttel trait? 'Sot A tall plant of the

second generation, one of ,411o3e parents was short, can )eve short

progeny. that tall. plant .*.n1".. have rett.inee. tome "memory" or este:r-

eining factor frees its r.1=
/

=locator which it could pass.to its oft-

3D4121g. -,- e .

After asking these kids of observations, Kendal &And a
scheme: to explain them. This- schema Inn hypothetical -- it did. at
daplain everytb:Leg -- but it ha a strueine ae.-entage: if tract it

la% $
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erceised to predict the progeny would result from v't
different tonbinations of parents with va7icus traits. Q.:3,/
: Lt. going to describe Mandrl's seh,..me and then diagzeue
allies to our experiment with tall and s%ort pees._

Each single trait (eaidMende:.) lion, heithtserlz
or see shape is determines by itr awn sill:lass!. A gee: in
trdescribeci tor irside the cells of the orgaa.cm that lyminc
the trait. Traits vary beetuse cents ietermining
vary. The di erent forms of a particulal. gene are
For ins :ante, there are al allelovanf. short alleles of
in 'eas that controls height of the 7lart.

Ger, are transferred frambecoh %Tent )mialnele ani
to their 7ror!'eny in their gametes. Thfit is, in thoir ar..m
egg cer4s, as the cage may be. An aduA starts with- two coOlor.
each' --ne'l.n,itslbody cells. When gametevaxe.produced,
dona-..s one cop, of each gene totadh gamete. Vince a eygn:,c
is, the new generation is 'tome. 'by the fusion of the ms:v 1%.
rsle gatates at fartilizatlon it will again have: two copies; e .C
gene. hen an adult reoduce.: gametes, however, it will give .:a.fa
genete only one of it6,two copies each gene. Az I said am,
traits vary because genes vary. IS The expression ot
=trolled lygenee. If an organial has no alleles of the s-m:.
ya'p's -- like two tall allele: -= itmillhave that_trait. Byt if
en crganismhas two different alleles -- c.z. one tall and crz
cr.ly one's:Lela is expressed. The organise:hag the trait frog ort:

Now I've got to give you 301C8 vocabulary and at the oemat.tir
apply it to our peas.

An organism': visible trait (for ins It
" or "short")

or- co ction of traitaiis called its ehenot An c-zenism's
collet+ion of gems is called its mot e. ^s use systole to
describe the ,genotype. For instance, t e let "T" emu repreaari..
t"te-gene for height in pea plants; capital "ramming the tall
.allela Led smell "t" meaning the ghdrt allele. When the orpliasts%;14
two identical eaeles.(TT or tt), it is laa.0 to hntte hcenozvE2
genotype or to be hom^-rotr for that particular :2ele.-7E a n441.

-6-
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zygous individual, the genotype alway: atches the phenotype. 4elee

an organism has two different sll les f.7t.), i ts heterozygous. 5-

a heteepzygoee individevi,.1 (Mendel's seelanation goes) only one of

the alleles is expressed. That is, cnle one of the alleles deter:44e.!

the pheaotype. The allele that does is called dominant. The other,

uneeereeeed allele is called recessive. Both ell-6- ddminant and eeees-

-sive ellelee coexist in e heteeozygoue indivieeeel, even though onle

one ie expressed. We_Cannot %now ehich allele es dominant, Whin r

cessivet'until actrelly se the pheneteea of a heterozygote.

Now we diagram the eenOtypes of t p-,:rene end proeery yee

;lent. in oer experiments. Lee's stert -fit- cue teue-breeding

ladh.teue-'ereeding tell plant hrs two eel: elleles, TT, as itr twe

copier of t'ee eene.for luigy% When fe.; ee creeeed with another tele-

breeding tall plant, it and its mate eedh donate one tall allele tn

their gag ,e:. Their progeny -:hue agafee has two tall ellelee of the ee

genee.re_e height. There is no chance fcr-the progeny to have a geno-

type df ferent from that of Its pareves. Hence. the parents' are

-"true.:reeding." Exactly the sate is true for, the trusebreedeine

short plants, except that theie genotype is tt.

When a tall plant is crossed with a short plant, their pro-

geny must have one tall allele end one short allele-- they met be ee-

heterozygous. We know that the phenoeype of his :plant is tall. 0)

Theref'ore, the tell allele meet be dominane and the short allele,

recessive.

7) :ft tie 'second croee, ehen-the.betarozygous
tall plants act

ee
as parents, they produce two :Linda of eametes:,

gametes with tall

allelese and evaetes with short alleles. The combinations of these

different game_ tes result in different genotypes and phenotypen en

the progeny. T pollen whieh is used to fertilize T egg cells gives

a homozygous tall progeny; t eollen which is used to fertilize

t 'egg cells gives a
homogygeur short progeny., and T pollen used to

fertilize t egg cells,; or e pollen =led to fertilize T egg cells, .

gives heterozygous (tall) progeny

Bow maw of these different kinds of progeny do we expect?

This is where `he principles
of.probebility e erne in. Probe.btlity le

simply a mathemaeical way of expressing mt..
menipule.ting our fnt ui t Iva

-7-
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beliefs about the likelihood, of an event. g Here is a beria

definition of prmbebility. In an e..77er: 'nt with n equally liLay

II"outcomeslive expeclin a lar7oe numbcrro: :rials
that any on out-

come willactually Occur linzh of theX . We say that the "prOA-

bility" of w one outcome is 1 /n. n The experiment my b n.tp-
,

p_ng a Coin -- the probability 4' getting heads or tails is 1/2.

Or it May be throwing.a die.-
Here are six e

.

nely '''"-

comes, so the p '.'ility,of any one occv.ring Lel. o. z41-;":LY

this to our genetic c . Mendel said the:, in a heteromore

parent, dominant and rece ive alleles h.-re an equal chance of *einc,

incorporated into gametes. Stated another way; if one Chooses e

ganete, the chance that it carries a dominant allele or carries a

recessive allele itrequally likely. The:....efore, the probability of

finding a gamete with a dominant T allele evels 1/2. Alr,:.;, -;-..c, reo-

babilitl of finding a gamete with a recc:-:ive t elle equol... Iitl, '

If one has to choose two zabetes tc form 1 zygoA, '. :-w ...A.

fat- possible outcomes, each equs.11 l lit

sl ',1e shows these: TT, :T, cat tt. ;35 e probabili4; e. any
The cLart ol, too

one occuring avr.ls I/k.

We have just determined that the probability of obtaiing t shart

plant (genotype tt) from this mating of tlo beterosygotes equal 1/4.

The probability of finding a tall plant is the probability of finding

either genotype TT or Tt or tT. EachAccure l/ of the time. Te-

l-ether they occur 3/4 of the:time. (*, 5 The probability of fiudinz

:me of the three is therefore 3/4. Since the probability

a tall plant is 3/4, wm =meet three tries as 'y tall plants aA

short plants in the progen; from this cross. o This is ext.etlw

what VW found.

Thus, Mendel's scheme, which postulated the existent, or anal

and told how many there .!ere and haw trey Were visaed from .c)srants

to progeny, explained ;he results of this first experiment If that

were all it did, however, L.:. emu:4=f be varticularly interesting.

The real value of Mendelie schena 14 in its ability to pL-t:;,ic,1 tie

genotTpes and phenotypes of offrpring from other, different marl or.

Poi instance, what progeny are expected in the 3r,ort bo-

tweet a trans - breeding shore pea plint and a hybrid tall 1.ieine

this problem on your awn. Stop the tape mi slides, write LAN(

8
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genotypes of the parents as a start, and crmtinue fv.tak there. Calcu-
late the proportions of the different enuyypes and phenotypes
world expect in the proge:. The ms *r is' on the next slide.

Here it is. You should txpect 1/2 short plants with geno-
type tti and 1/2 tall plants with genotype 'Tit in the progeny. If
such a cross were actually performed, And %arms numbers of progeny
scored, the result really would give close to a one-to-one ratio of
short to tall plants. This would represent n successful test of
Mendel's h4pothesis. It is a back cross, bee...use the hybrid was
mated with its parent or a plant wit:, the 7.ma genotype as its parent.
:t .s also a test cross because it can "e toed to test whether the
tall plant is homozygous on Ile-Arozy.7cur.

Mendel's explanation is also because it can be
teed th many diff*.7ent Yencicl hLnielf showed that it

+worked seven traits in -ocab; seed P.:-.7?:2, seed coat-color, st,:cd

cotyledcn color. pod che.;e1 -3ori color: flower position, and of course
stem 3-1gth or height. 179r ,each tm.1...; he ieartifieC two alleles,

found ihich one was Cc-mina:1., and demonstratee. a three to one ratio
of dominant to recessive phenotypes it the progeny from two hetero

.

zygous parents.

Try this problem to test your understanding of the Mendel-
tanidoncepts. Two pea plants, each with green podss'are mated. Most
of the progeny have green pods, but scne have yellow pods. Are the
progen7 with yellow pods hcmczygous, heterceygous, or a mixture of
both? Here is a hint: .are the parents homozygous, heterozygous, or
a mixture? Turn off the tape and figure Out the answer. The s_ nswer

is on the next slide when you are ready or if you give up.

QO.K. The parents must be both heterozygous. If they were
hemogygous recessive, then their progeny woule. all have their pheno-
t.4pe. If they were homoggimas.dcakinane (or even if one was honoTy-
gous-deuinant and the other heterozygous) still their progeny would
all have tifb same phenotype an theirVarents. Thus the parents tlust
both be heterozygous. But the parents have green pods, so the pleats
with yellow pods cannot be heterozygous. They must be homoznoua --
hcmozygous recessive.

0
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NIP

The very best ,part about Mendel'- ncherne is that it has w bc..1

found to apply not only to pea 'lent: 1st to many other specie:-

oreaniens, bet pent and animal. All you need in order to apply it

are the three factors we orig:..nally menticned: simple traits, trut-

breeding stmins (crginally at least): and r. controllable systcs:::f.):-

sexual reproduction. Cattle have been studied foi a long time.

following problems will give you some practice with cow genett..*.

Assuele you have two ,trains of cattle, one of whibh

horned: the other hornless f"rolled.";. This difference is th.A

eingle gene which 1c.5.: _l ales. :.*.cwwcuLd rou determine

is dominant?

. The answer? Si ply nate Z. homoenots horned,bv:11 with a

zygous pollecleew (or vice rla) and %:-;:servc the phenotype of ,!!

of spry 21.1` it is very in2ortant thLt rzimale be hol.,

that ir t-e4e-breedinc, 'kw? ilhat weuld you do it you dte.r-t

that y 2 strAns were'true--creedingT T'll leave yoe. this

out 1,7-...er. u It tu= out that the pop "..ed allele is dev:.1..azt.%;

the horned allele ds recessive.

A polled bUil mates with a horned cow. One calf was hora.Z

anal or was polled. what were the Genetypes of the parents? The

answer is on the nextslide.

The best way to figure cut this problem is to e down ral the t

genotypes, for parents and progeny, that you know. k. Since zt,0

hioreed trait is recessive' and the cow has horns, she must be ham

zygous recessive, genotype hh. The horned calf must also have

hh genotyp:e. The bull and the polled_ calf must have at least

(polled) allele, since they both. show the polled trait. The 4tr.t.i.:J

then is vhe*er the bull i homozygous or heteroSygous. The lloge

is easy. 4LV The horned of must h7:ve received one h allele fru..1

the bull as well as one from the cow. Therefore the bull must pan

gess one h allele. Therefore he mu' i be heterozygous, genotvs

The same ,bull mates ith a heterozmous polled cow. T,,Z,A

is the probability that their calf le1.2:. have horns?

To see the ins wee most easily, write ti:is eametes from both

10
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parents and sXetch a ro.u.are the cn? Y7 urmd for 'Yeas. g
Ora] one out .rf faar po:sible amotyp in thf. orogwv will giv:1

horned cal`.'. Thus t4 7nssibilf_ty of a calf :1-ving horns is 1/4.

'that is the probability cf a from t'lis r.ting being heterozy-

gvas? The s7:are 'haws that t.rm-outcomes,out of the four repre.la

hetercriecuz gerotypec: the 7:o'Oability of th, calf being het-,-

rig= is ,:,:h?refore 2/1' cr 1/2.

0 So far we have used the same vey concepts to analyze harc-

dity in both plants and animals. To summarize, these concepts yr% -

the ideas of l!rnes w seloty-20:
difrerent 41::.elic-forrs of a F:'!'c:

abLZity of c:-.e to cleminate another7f:n determining phcto.

-,7pc; the random segr17:.tion fe.istrf.butf,on; s: alleles into

%nd the ranc:.om safoirion of s.Llelec in ;ame;f:s at fertilization,

As I renti=e_b2fore, t'aess f: -1 ccre,c7t- can le applied to

many tr-.it 7 r Zargr namber cf specic!-. Fc-fever, as you miCi-

imagine, ff yst. look hard encut:1 yoltc.n finderceptione to

these cc 7.ts. In the 2.as cx.vtion of this ro.f.ule I am goirv:

doscrro u'couple of exccintLons vhiCh I hope e-will clarL:.!y,

than confuse, this topic of genetic Lnalyss.-

,!**

First excention:

Fpr some genes La sone orginisusi alleles are not necessarily

'dominant or recessive. -Sometimes the phenotype: of the heterozyr,:::r

is intermediate between, or a combination of. or diffeient frog 'ch..;

phenotypes of either the homolygous dominant or the homozygols

sive strains. This situation is called nartiP.1domnance Or

Mete doudnance of alleles. Some cammomexames- of paztial don:J.-

6=-7i are fount wLth snapdragon flower color, coat color in catt2,:i

and horses, and human blood types. In snapciragoni, one allele of a

gene for flower color ci-7.:z
flowers;' :xotaer allele of the fr':e

gene gives wtite flownrs. 116-x,terozyzsrA '4!74t nas both alleles bz..3 1

pink Aowersi In catle, one or a gene for coat2901or givx:;

a redis:h coat; another allell of the same gene.lives ybite. the

hateroznote is roan colored. :n humans, c person With one

for'type A blood and on allele (of the, same vale) for type,B

V.= have tn. AB blood.

'EOw art platiall7 64cminant alleles inheritad? eRemember

MOD 284
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dompar-nt and recessive alleles are inherited., that is, dist:ill:tea

to gametes identically. Zaether :hey are eypressed does net :in-

fluence how they are inherited. 7,1"e same principle applies

dcr-inance. They art.eistributed to gametes just like dmint:.;;;

a-4 recessive apples. f;?:?; You can see his easily in the disgrew

of a cross between two pirz. snapdragons on the slide. The symbole
that we assign to specific alleles are arbitrary and so here

use P2' instead of- to designate alleles controLling flower colue

in snapdragons. The progeny have genotypes in these proportiene-

I/14 le, 1./2 BR', ard. 1/4 Rift'. These can be read directly as 1)11,-n...-
types: 1/4 ,red., pink, and 1/4 Vaite. What phenotypes in

proportions would. you expect from a cross between white aM rule
pleats?

Here is a more comPlicated. problem. In & flock of :11:;?..fitr.r.r

there are three different feather colors: blue, black, and
A cross between blue and,back parents g4.ves blue and b3r.c:a .1 r-7c3

A croc *,)etween blue and white parents fr.:7w blue and Whit:
A cross betweeri black and fnite parents g:.-tus only blue chicks.

Asz le that there are tvo of the feather color gene: ;:

';henotypes (blue, b1,Eck, white) core from homozygo.r

&types?. Which frora the la c-;erorygsita genotypes? 'urn of t !:t-J

and try this problem. answer .ic on the next ellde urrl tape

sequence.

Here is the answer: blue is the -phenotype of the heti: r:

zygote; ck and white s.rs both phenotypes from homozygous ly

types. This must be true because only the black and -411:1t,-.

cross giver a =if= -color of chick. Whenever a blue parent

the* are two color:. of nlif.elz. This indicates that

blue parent must be producizIg tve,gemte genotypes and therefort',

that the blue chickens mast be heterozygous.

Second exception:

There is no reason wh. any geni 3hou:a hairs exactly two slIeles.

May genes -- genes that control traits that did npt vary t,-.m rtru,1L

to strain are represented by only one allele. Other alleler

possible, but only ene 7,:ound in nature. Probably only thtt ,

allele allows the organimm to fUnetion.succecsfUlly. For rsuy

12
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theri are more than two alleles found in nature. Each additicns7

allele o means a nes phenotype -- a new apparent form of the

trait. An exa=le is ceen, in t'.° coat color of rabtitz.

There are three con alleles of thi7. gene: C, can, and The

three alleles represent different degrees e..* coloring. The ousi-

ble genotypes and their corresponding
phenotyas are shown ir.

slide. Notice that c is dominant over both c and c; also, CC.4

doed.narrt over c. The fact that there are three alleles for this

,gene does not change the 'other rules of heredity. There are still

only two copies of this gene in each rabbit and only one copy

rabbit sperm or egg cell.

Try this problem on rabbit inheritance. A full - colored

rabbit crossed with a white rabbit gave bf.:.-th to three chinch-122,a

and four full-colored rabbits. Whet 't:.^e genotypes of the

parents? Turn off the tape try for th^ answer before yc

to the next segment,

(;) The geno.
that -.e 1'1111-color

the progeny; had to
therefore have been

4ype of the 'white parem to -be cc. That =eats

and the chinchillam.e'lleLes whica
cone from the other

Her 3enotv.

Ccafi`.

Another problem: 1.1hat offspring, in what proportions,

would be ,expected i'rom the =.tingermuzillbit with the genetNpc: Ccch

with a rabbit 4th the genotype c c? The answer is on tin -..ex ::

- By now, whenever you
-near a problem like this you should auto-,,'

matically list the gametes from each parent and draw the Ptelnett '59)

square to show combf.natpms of allele..., The square for

indicates an ereecte,tien of 1/2 fun-colored. and 1/2

That's all fbr th:'3 module. This hss been just an Antz...3du....-

tion' to the concept- of gzne.s and rlleles. More introduction on ice

inheritance patterns Of sevsral gee,: observed
simultaneoutly =1.1 ell

the struetural:baeis /for gene inheritance presented in toe

modx1e,HERE:D±Y,
GE1'2.3 A".0 CHROMOSCIES.
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MOD 285 Heredity, Part II: Multiple Genes and Chromosomes

OBJ ECTIVES:

ISMEP

1. Define and distinguish between: linkage, recombMation, crossover,
chiasma; linkage group, chromosome, genetic map; parental type, recomb-
inant type.

2. State a physical explanation for recombination between genes on the
same-chromosome.

3. Given the genotype of a parent, describe the possible genotypes of
its gametes, and calculate the expected frequency of each gamete
genotype (two unlinked genes, or two linked genes).

4. Given the genotype of two parents, describe the possible genotypes
of their progeny, and calculate the probabilities of each genotype's
occurrence (two unlinked genes, or two linked genes).

5. Identify two genes as linked or unlinked, given data on appropriate
genetic crosses.

6. Given apptopriate genetic information, map the position of three
linked genes.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. This MOD
2. General Biology references on Heredity
3. Biology Media instructional materials
4. Singer Caramate

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. See objectives above.
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INTRODUCTION:

f.,

Gregor Mendel, in his landmark paper on the genetic analysis of pea plants,
did more than simply, describe the heredity of single, simple traits. He also
performed and analyzed matings in which he followed two or more traits simul-
taneously. Mendel's studies lead him to propose a rather simple relationship
to explain the inheritance of multiple genes. He said that different alleles
of one gene were inherited completely Independently from the alleles of any
other gene.

Mendel's conclusions were correct as far as they went. He had considered
only seven traits in peas, and those seven traits in fact._do depend on genes that
act independently of one another. But after the rediscovery of Mendel's prin.-
cirles4 many pairs of traits in many organisms were found that were not in-
herited independently. The exact pattern of inheritance might depend on which
pair of genes was studied, but in general the "non-Mendelian" pairs acted as
though they were connected more or less tightly. These gene pairs were
called "linked".

If'Mendel had worked with connected, or "linked", genes instead of the
se-rer genes that be chose, he night never have deduced any orderly pattern in
the relationship between genes. However, -d-itents occuring after Mendel's report

laid the foundation for the understanding of both independent pairs of genes
and linked pairs of genes. These events included descriptions of mitosis and
meiosis analysis of diversity of insect chromosomes ... work that lead to Sutton's
suggestion that genes were carried by chromosomes. Sutton himself:showed that
genes on different chromosomes would be inherited independently,and T. H. Morgan
later pointed out that genes on the same chromosome would show the linked pattern
of inheritance.

Eventually, studies by Morgah and his colleagues demonstrated that.linked
genes in Drosophila. fall into four groups corresponding to the four types of
chromosomes in this insect; and provide0 some of the strongest evidence for the
proposition that genes are located on cfiromosomes.

THE PURPOSE OF THIS MODULE IS: (alto describe the inheritance of two
or more linked genes; (b) to describe the effect of linkage on the inheritance,
of two or more genes; and (c) to show how chromosomal juxtaposition explains
the phenomenon oclinkage between genes.

63
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1-TEDZIT, Pk?: :1: KT1.11:27.4". ar,S m, cantoscm s

:n the slodule EESE:/TY, PAZ: I: TRA:TS, GESS, I AND AILELLS

we ed about the imheritsnce of the alleles of sing genes

like the genes lor height or for seed shape in pea plants,Tand the

gene for coat color in ratbf.ts. Lookinp.et genes one ate a time war

a usefUl approach stilifying theleoneepts of ihheritaneeat itv

beginning, tut it is clear that if we limited ourselves roe con-

sidering single genes, we world miss of the answersIto

interesting questions on herec ity. drYPor instance, we vou.0 nr

be able to predict hag many winds of proge# would come frv..1 t».

parents that differ in tler:, three, Inly, or more traits.. And ,:7?

would never learn Why some trsits, like height or hairinest. ir. Li-

mams, vary so =eh more er:so mud!: more gradually than o:re-7 .)

like flower color in peas.

module is going to attack t; -.e question of the

of several genes considered. all at once. Also in this me t.10.:1*.,

get a bonus: by considering many Genes and the relaticnehl ta-

tyien different gent-s, ':t) we will obte :.:. roue: physl.cal

of genes ---S, Way of visur4zing them as parts of chromosomes;

Again, remember you cat sta.; the tape, ,ax. emy point if you neec: more

time to study. a slide or thfmk abet an idea that has been prF.17,ed.

0 First, let's start tysinplifying the question as met 3 1

we cam. We will ask what happens when we nate strains diff:r.Ing it
exactly two traits... and zEain -Re will start with Mendel's ga:.den

pea plants. let's look at flower color and plant height. Rena7bix;

for flower color them are to alleles -- one for red and ore fca

white,flowers. The allele :rote red flowers ls dominant, and tbA

allele for white flowers i3 'ecescive. Similarly, for height there

are two alleles -- one for tall All e. sae for snort plants. The 6.11elt.

for tall plants is dominant over the allele. for short plants,

(t3) Here is our first,experiment -- making a hybrid Prong two

-efferent txue=breeding plants. We rate a homozygous tell pleat

with red flowers with a hoeczygous short plEnt with White floirs.

What are the genotypes cf the gametes trort these tuoiplante:

rule is, a gams.:e gett one c-llele ir,n each gene. to is L'.72C

3
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whether you are watching one, two or more lenes. 7 e th, genet:.

frcee the tall, red plant caZries one tall and qne res ..el, Me
geeete .1'e-cm-the short, white plant carries one "zest and one whlea

allele. 7ertilization coMbines these gametes, ,..8; and tee e-e,:lej

all have Tt'N genotypes. What are the phenotypes of the peeeseei

When you remerber which. alleles are dominant, you,know tha: reee pro,
gemy are tall plants with red flowers. They look like the rirst .

earent, but they of course are not the se because they are huteee-

ego= or hybrid for both the height and .she flower Coley eeie.e.
As a matter of fact, since the progeny are leybrid for two eenee, (Zi)

they are called dihybride.

The next experiment sees an interest:24 fact. WI tv!! .. t'.

same progeny, dihebrid er.7.7.. an:. yieh -ef:. flowers, by i -:.-ee

:5itherent set of parents. 60 :ere the -Arents are allele .:7,.;-.,,L,3

eel l plant with -ehite flowers, -ma a hoecnyfous short elan: veth eel

fleet s. This is really not so tCeeprisiee. If you stud.--Cee 2.1--

Tram you see it fo:Lleee ntoaurally from tne rules ty_whiel. ieeeee
get alleles and combine them at fertilize:elm to make pregeny. :c

doesn'tbgtterytethcr the red allele coeze with the tall allele oe

the short allele. The :progeny thct receives it will have eed,

leVerd.
0 .

Are you comfortable with these two,exemples? @ Ycu -tee

that, as long as the parents are homozygiitee or true-breeding eee et.1
the eenes beig studied, predicting the genotypes of the pregev ie

trfvial. whether you watchone or more tnan one gene at a time....

:lore we tome to a much more interesting quettion. g 4ho.e,
happens when a dihyete, ligee our TtNV pea plant, makes gamatee':
What genotypes does :It e:entr fbu te e-hen it i mated with anoV4.-
Tla,407'p.a.

To find the possible genotype: of the gametes from theahybrid
;lent, you must onceeagaid remember the rule: each senate gate one

allele of each gene. There-ere twa choices of allelee'fzet

gene:' T,anet; and there are two choices of alleles tram t'eeleixtette

Wandw. Q.J Taken together, there are tour different plyes.14e.

genotypes: TW, Tv, tW, end tw. But eltich enes actually otererl

turns out that for tease two eenee all of the sensible genztygee

C
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occur! Notip that, but all the pcsIn.7.e genotypes are equealy

7robable! '4 All foUr types each 02C= one fourth of the

',ID If this dihybrid were .sated 'with another plant, say orie

that w:Is honz4y7ous recessive fOr both genes 1t.tww), a "tett--

or "back cross", then you wou.14. find fat= typsz of progeny,

corresponding to the four type: of gene-Lc:E. f-ol. the dihbrid.

There :round be tail p: is Tit red flcvers,'''tINI.l'plants-witho

flowers, short plants with rec.: Mowers, anE S-..ort plants with 1,i.".e

flowers. If you looked at enoth prcreny ould find 1::4F1

tr7es in about equal numbers because 'Lho for 7notypes from tae

were equally likely.

4 To be Artain you understand hcir the syste.z.wo:its try thi.

problem. (3 You mate two C.::::Tbrie pea r- :r, both hetsn:

for the-heigrIt ana flower color genes., 'E./hat -;.,rogeny, is whe,

portions do you expect? Stp the tape and fisvre out the gent:,:,

genotype; and the progeny genotypes e r'.2encty:es. The tnsv,.

be on,t,he next elide.

Here it is. Icia yet,. zet it rizht? There are fou- gem,:ts

genotypes from each parent -- the same onee vt had last time: ror,

tW, and tw -- so that gives you a dier7ramatiL ?unnett square Vir,

spaces. That represents 16 progeny genotype:, each equally. like1.7

Many of these genotypes gtl.re-th same phenoty:le:. There are f3.I.!-

phenotypes -- the Sane ones we %ad lmt time. tall/red, tall/r -.

show: /red, and short/white. YO» can fine. the relative proporti......

of the phenotypes breounting u7.3 the number of ;enotypes thtt

each phanyt7pe. Ybu should cbri! out 9 plantn with

flowers to 3 short plants with red flamers to 3_ tall plants v.:.

white flowers tc 1 Short plant -.rith 'white flaw:. °s.

So far, watching two genes has be-r pretty simple, right/

limping hybrids from true-breed Lng paren:ls is "Itreightforward, :tun.

with one gene. And finding the 7amete genotypes fron'tht r:-

iihybrid plant is not tco you just found

genotypes wereEpqssible and learned that they all equall:r 111x-

'Nreo occur. qg Yendel actually le truer? thi4 first. It v c:4

ofhis general principles for erzolainf.ng herelity. We can say IA.

Imo ways: "the genoty:os for gamete? .:ftes a ithYbrie.

5
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parent are all equalIvprobable" or "alleles from any one ':ne
placed in gametes independently from the alleles of any at': :::: etmc."

This ,is sometimes called Mondello "Lev or Independent Anumtm.ent.'.

_Can you extend this princi 'e to three genes? Try it with the

gene for seed shape in pees. 20 The symbols for the seed Eft")
alleles are 2, for round, end r, for wrinkled. What gamete gt,L:-

types would you expect from a trihVbrid pea plant :v. c,._

for seed shape and height and flown' color? Cer.2,..

BrTtWW. Stop the tape and work the genotypes out before loo :'n
the answer on the next slide.

,,

@ Okay. From a trihybrid there ere eight possible peante
genotypes. This is true because there are two choices of e,?. e::

for thefirst gene, two choices for the second gene: and two pho.lcer
for the third gene. The total number of cllo es can be caln3e.-

(by. rmltiplying the =doers for each gene: 2 (?)(2)(2) = ;.3.,

, N
.r there had been' three alleles, that is, three choices, Ic...-

the :irst gene, and twc choices for the other two, then t11,1 4.0Lal

;umber of gametes would have been (3)(2)(.2; w.12. If there h,:,.. ...::lon

two alleles for each of four genes, then the total number of dif:-

fere= gametes would have been (2)(2)(2)(2) 16. Bee the sys-.,&:1?)
n

g Nov that you know that there are e different gamete rEno-
,

t7pes from' the trihybrid, the problem is to find them. You can-1-:.?

Lny system,you want. IZyou look at' the list on the slide, ca.47..:.

you can figure out the one I used. Once yov.know the possible ",,,,

gamete genotypes, then of coizse, ,accordlaa to Mendel's princl, ,

"Chlenotype is equally likely.
1

J

'

,

-6-

..

!Wye cone to en extremely important mint. Ye have talkee.

(C

about the formation ofersmates from dihybrids and trihYb -, etc.;

andwe Save learned Mendel's atitemert on the subject:
:4 25

tSrt

the possible gepotypes are .eall equally probable, or that .e alleloe

from any ore' gene are. placed: .n gametes independently of alle1-14

from.other"geres: Does this mean that all ergs it all organism;

work this.vse thfo rtunatel.ir no! 771 the crsanismaMich wk ; I.T.Ve

been.,studyipg,-- peas, cows, .1:Obits, chickens, humans -- thn.a :Asc.

some.pairs-of genes that do follow Mendelrae. -And then-1.41(w,

6
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are some pairs of genes that do -et. Mee himself picked i.7N1.-:
genes in peas; ell pairs of whide eo foleow the rule; do Aeee-
bnte into gametes independently oe ere enethsr. It was a good
thine far hee peace of mind. If he had *peeled another set, tc
might have been hopelessly confused.

When a pair of genes does follce Mendeles rule, e ,,
the alleles do distribute into gamnee:s independently, th., ez Fe:lee;
are called unlinked. When all the four possible genotypes of gar-Ites
tram a parent heterozygous foe two genes occur with equal probebele-
ties or frequencies, then to two genes are unlinked.

But for some pairs - genes, two cf the four possible
gamete genotypes OCC:1T more ceten :can thT other two. That Ir. s..te

four possible genotypes are not equally T.eeele. The two :,,er-!s
notseemte dIstrebete tees e alleles to ;r net independer1ele rf
each other. enrteee, two peirs of alleles tend to move inee gemetes,
togete r. When this occerr, the tro genes are sale to be lereee,
When 1,..tain genotypereof gemetes frce e eerent heteeozygcue ee- eve*
genes occur more often than the other genoVets, then the tee e,..nr.s
are linked..

Sometimes, for d;me peers of genes, two gamete genotypes oc--t,r.,
all the time; the oeher 7/0 possible genceypes never occur. The:
the genes are "tightly' lihked, or "closely" linked, or "completeee"
lashed. Sometimes, for other pairs of gerzs, two of the gamete .

genotypes occur, not all the tiee, but o be. 'ore often then the
other two genotypes. Then the genes are rloc,:ly" linked, or
p2.tely"

Here is an example of linked genes in pees. 28 The genes
are for seed shape (F round:: r wrinkled.) and for yo essien of

ndrees (TI e tendrilr 7r.e..,nsnt; to , teneeelless). 29 A plent
heterozygous for the two genes was ma..qe eith a ?lent homozy-

gous recessive for both genes. The eihybrid produced only two J2.tes
of gametes -- not the four equally-ereeuent hints of gametes you'd
expect if the genes were unlinked. You now the dihybetd produce&
only two kinds 'of gametes because there were only two kinds of pre-
genY produced) tendrilled plants 'teeth rove-. seeds, and temdl:illasr
,last a wit:, wrinkled reeds. eence the dilly gave only tl,o
cf gametes, the eenrs 1.1=:. be linked,

7
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How are you supposed to know whether a pair of genes will
linXed, or loosely Iliked? There is no way to

tell fro just ?flawing what the traits controlled 'Ile two genes

are. The only way to find out is to do the appropriate experiment:
to mate an individual who is heterozygous for the two genes you are
concerned with, and find out from the progeny what kinds of emetes
it produces.

Does it seem to you that this topic o: the inheritance of mul.
genes has all of a sudden gotten out of hand? Does it seem

that a simple rule like Mendel's might isc useful, but that all the
exceptions -- the linked genes -- make the subject incomprehensible?
I don't blame.you if it does. What you reed is a picture of genes,
a visual image , something to help you streighten out the diffelence
between 1.fsked tr.d r.nlie.sed gener, let you keep different alleles of

the same gene in order. 7ortunately, I,can now give you e epi're
that wi;1 not on,ly help you figume out genetics problems, but that
alzo is fairly accurate ... that will tell you w:iat genes or at

let t the carriers of rienesYreally look like in the cell.

The organelles that carry genes within the cell are the
chromosomes. You have seen descriptions of chromosomes in the cell
cycle modules. They are usually long, t's,r bodies with a constricted
place, the centromere, in the center or at one end. They are ia the

nucleus. They are visible as discrete strustures only around the
time of cell division. fl'Al There are two chromosomes of etch tyre
in each cell of every adult (either parentAr .prozeny generation).
The two chromosomes, or pair of chromosomes of one type, are call3d
homologous. These two chromosomes of the same type correspond to
the two copies of each gene that are found in the adult.

We might star` to diagram a pea plant cell by showing just
the two chr6mosomes that 'mth carry the gene fdr height. If the

plant were heterozygous, one chronnsme would carry a tall snele
and the other wo ld carry n short allele.

If you have
the chromosomes a
'cell division.

cell disvision

ed Mitosis ar.C. Meiosis, you know how regular).-

tributed to issighter cells in the course o::

In mitosis -- this the regular, everyday
occurs in body cells V.'s.; are Llot going to beccms

!Amnia.

a
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gametes -- the chromosomes are reproduced and then divided so that
each daughter cell comes out jth one copy of every single_chromo-

some. That is, each daughter- cell has the same number arid. the same

type of chromosomes that its mother cell had. If you think about

this, ymell see that this explains why every cell has the same two

copies o: every gene; why, for instance, every cell in our pea plant

is heterozygous for height.

There is only one chromosome of each type in a amete. just as

there is only one copy of each gene in a gamete. 6 This is
f possible because meiosis the type of cell division involved in

the formation of gametes -- separates the two chromosomes of each
type, and places only one in each daughter cell. Each daughter cell

has half the number of chromosomes that its mother cell had. Since

each gamete gets only one chromosome of each type, it also on:4 gets

one copy of the gene that that chromosome carries. Half the gametes

from our heterozygous pea plant would gef-the chromosome with the
t.li allele for height; half would get the chromosome with the

saort allele.

Now, so far we have diagrammed the pea plant cell having

only two chromosomes, but actually it has many more. 7 This is

en important point, because genes on different pairs of chromcsomes

are unlinked. When the two copies of one gene are carried by one
pa,1:..of chromosomes (one pair of the -sane type), and the two copies

of the other gene are carried by another pair of chromosAes, the
'genes are unlinked. As en example, in our pea plant, cs the
genes for heipt and for flower color were unlinked. Now we will

diagram the pa plant cell with two pairs of chromosomes: one pair

(the first pair) carrying the gene for height, and the other pair

carrying the gene for flower color. Actually, peas have seven pairs

of chromosomes, but we prefer to keep the other chromosomes in the
background to simplify the diagram.

(33) You already know that at meiosis, when gametes are formed,
'as two chromosomes of a given type separate ... each goes to a

different gamete. You can also tell from this diagram that differ:.:

ors of chromosomes seem quite separate, quite independent. It

wuldn't surprise you to learn that thaqay the first pair of climmo-
Owes separates at meiosis does not affect the way the second

41

!%,
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of chromosomes separates. Our pea plant is heterozygous for both

height and flower color. If, at the first division, the top daugh-

ter cell in the diacram gets the chromosome carrying the dominant

allele for height, then it may also getAeither the chromosome carry-

ing the recessive allele for flower color or the chromosome carrying

the dominant allele for flower color. That is because the chromo-

ene: earryinc' the gene for height have no influence on the chromo-

temel ear.-yinz ;:ene for flodelt color. You can see both sItua-

w, and 7 with w -- in the urper ana -;a:tere.:

la-zel.ad -let way' and "2d way". The first way
"iv are

7-,,4.^:lities at the beginning of every meiosis; and they

are equally probable. Now notice that the first way gives two ga-

me:e ;snot des; the second way gives two other gamete genotrpee.

:efter a large number of meiotic cell divisions, some going the first

.y and some going the second way, you would find all four gamete

_not des all eqtally frequent. It seems very reasonable, doesn't

--I --3 see the
unlinked genes as being carried by different types of

chrenosemes.

Ckey, our chromosome model explains the eritance of unlinked

genes pretty well. How about linked genes? You probably

guns the answer already. Linked genes are on the same:pair cf.

=some:. Consider our pea plant example for the linked genes:

seed shape and possession of tendrils. Two alleles, one for each of

she genes, are on one chromosome. The other two alleles for these

genes are on the other member of the chromosome pair. The two alleles

ts,n any one chromosome look connected -- they look linked. So it is

no surprise that those Lwo alleles -- say the TN and R alleles in

this diagram -- came from one parent originally, and in the next

meicsis -hey will oe placed in another gamete t "gether. The next dia-

gmn Lys shows a meiotic division from this pea plant with the two

types of gametes that are formed: two types of gametes from this di-

hy::.rid rather 4han the four types we got in the height/flower color

iii: ii exampAe above. We said before that if you found two types

cf gametes from a dihybrid, the two genes involved were linked. Now

you can see why. The two types of gametes come from the separation

cf one pair of chromosomes at meiosis.

Of course, there must be lots of genes on each type of chromo-

some. That's the only way to fit many genes in a nucleus with only

a few chomozame pairs. This means that there are lots of pairs cf

10
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Iinked 3enes for every chromosome type. For instance, this chromo-some that carries the TN and R genes also carries many other...genesand gene pairs. '

Here are some problems to work to rake certain you understandthe chromosone model for visualizing genes.

-_;/ A certain pea plant is a trihybrid that is, heterczy-
goo.: :'or three gene::: flower color, seed ahape. and 7osses:,.1crl

:first trait is unl;okoit Lo the other tWy. tt.44
sit oPod two tre '.:ghtly linked t,o -4eh other. This sl1p. stew s

:7:levant onromosomes in the plant cells.
ros.nz:'dif-feoeno "..o:_n A cf gametes, in what proportions wolaL you ex7ect from:_ant? What would be their_ genotypes? Stop the tape and -rtteiown genotypes of the gametes and the relative proportions youwsu-d ./opect. The answer in on the next side.

Here it is. You expect four different types cf gametes,: hope. That is because there are two choices for the first chromo-some, and two choices for the second chromosome. Since one of the
d.hramosomes carries two genes, you don't get separate choices forthose genes. The possible genotypes are Wtnlix WTNr, litnR, and wTN2.,and they should appear in about equal proportions ... that is, aboutc55 oach.

Another organism hybrid for three genes (AaBbCc) producedthe gametes shown on the slide. Which of the genes are linked'Which are no: linked? Draw a picture diagram of the chromosones ina call of the adult organism. The answer is on the next slide :apesequence.

Ts answer this uestion, you inspect the genes two at a timeand look for patterns. Does one allele of r,ene A alwao-s al-pear withthe sane allele of gene B? With a certain allele cf gene C? C..tesone allele cf ,en= ::-.; appear with only one el e> of Rene C? ssen'thls way, the question s easy tc answer. '2'ne dominant allele ofA always atpears with the recessive allele of B. so genes A and

g
are ani,1 Howe-er, the dominant al.ele of A 41pearz with ':oth tl-domi.nan:. and lecAssive alleles of C, rc A amid C are not linked.
:ha diagran thur-shows genes A and B cn cnc type of chromosome pairamd gene C on another type of chromosome pair.

.
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A final geestion. What is the difference beteeen thr, tvr
sea plant eel:: se:-en on this elide" Jie. they come from the eame
plant' not, eeae i: the difference between the two plant!1? Stop
the tape and try to answer these ouestions before looking at the
answers on the next slide.

The answer to this question is irtererting because it shads a
new way in which an indivdual's p%erc--7.2e may not reveal. M.e geno-
type or ancestry. The twe cells come frcn a plant or plants -41q1
exactly the same phenotype: the pheml-Tpe of having tendrils ane
rcnd see The plant or plants woulf: e heterozygous for 1-le'th
:rsitS. How do you know whe-;he:- t';ere was one plant or t,o?
The ezonosomes are quite differen in e:-? -wo cells: in or.. c112.1
the dominant alleles are topthee on --,h? Sane chronosome; 1_71 "2
ether, the dominart alleles are on dier:ferent chrorosome:.
fore, the ewo cells nut nave ceee from different planee,
and those two elantn murt have had different parents. Here Jr!
sliee showing the gcnotyees of the of the two eleete

As I said, the two plants discusned in this last pro,.,27e bee.
ezactly the same phenotype, and in a way, the same genotype. sue
the two plants would really differ in the way they passe elleles
to progeny ... that is, in the gametes they produced. C One
plant would rake primarily gametes with the genotypes TNR and tnr;
the other ppnt would make primarily gene ;e:, with the genotype,'; TNr
and tnR. (,7,- Combinations of alleles th are associated on the
eaee chrozesomes are called "parental" combinations. For instance:
for the first plant, the eerental comb:Inetions of clleles are TNB

is
asea. tnr. or the second plant, she pa al combinations are TNr
and tnR. Sceetimes it is usefUl to be ablE eo give the parental
ccebinaeions of alleles in a dihybrid, so eneticiats have developed
a syceen of notation ehet can do :h s. (3 Instead of indicating
the genotype by sieply If_seing the eLlele-, they indicate the geno-
type by drawing a tort of ...iagram e: ..he chromosomes. Alleles that
are on one chroMosome are on the top of '.71.e double line: those ce
the other are on the boeton. The aZielec for any one gene ere lined
up vertically. If there iez. more then orr, deromnsome involvec', t:fiey
draw separate double lines.

Fo far, we have seen the meiotic , ".vision of one ehreee
ome as a pece:ss that wou:C prod to only tv-) of gametee,

12
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gametes that pcseeer parental ccebinateons of alleles. TeAed et

thiseeay, the cheomceome rrcdel exelainr the inheritance ot titeely

/inked genes jest as well as the inheritance of unlinked genes.

But in t're first section of this module, I mentioned th t'eere It

a third possible relationship between ,-ere pairs ... ;19 that le.-

loose linkage. Individuals that are de:hybrid for loosely ..!&.:1.:w1

genes produce four gamete genotypes, but two of these gamete eeno-

tapes are produce more frequent:14y tl.an the other two. This slid",

a repeat of cne you saw earlier, shows that loose linkage see

inteimediaee between tight linkage and n- linkage at all. But et

first glance this doesn't make sense: genes are either on the seee

chromosome or on different chromosomes. :low can there be e:' !Wee- -

mediate state? ihe chremoecme model r=t explain this r./.4-,a-,!..: if

it is 'to 1,e really useftl.

It turns t that the explanation foe loose linkage it ee -tee

difficult. Loosely linked plf_rs of eenes are or. '.he zart3rir

of chromosomes, just ac art, tig:It1:: "...,ixed pairs of geeee. d'--

ference comes from this fact: it iz eereible during me =i: eol

ellromosoees,..(two homologous chromosomes of the same pair: to exctange

alleles. Og When this is done, the chromosomes lose .ehe parental

combination of alleles and carry a nee combination of alleles, called

a recombinant conbination, into the gameece. The parental =bine-

tions of alleles are still most frequfnt and represent the two typee

of gametes that occur rose often. The recombinant combine :tone of

41elez represent the two types of czeeeen that occur leart rfe.er.

';',7) The elide shcr.rs the remmary of me:oelc processes for 1 eee71-m.)

eee
heterozygous for two genec! o: A B.

i-'5

:n most meioses, there is no exchareee between the cheee_eeees.

and the gametes have parental ceebinatiene of alleles. Ir

meioses, there is exc'ee:er5e between the caeomosomes, and the etmetas

have recombinant coMbinatf.ons o4! nlle1.7. In the lower sequence or.

this slide, one chromatid of the toe chre%osome and one chreentle

of the bottom Chromosome he...ye
e77.henged a:.leles of the B gele

Let's talk about the procese ef all, e exchange a lietle

im go sack to th,,difference betweel t -lely lirked and loosely

linked genes. "g The cxthange o -CS it a real, pheseeel pre-

aess which we cee :ee in e microscepe e' .7? cells 311 '11-

13
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stage of meiosis. In the first stage of meiosis each pair of chro-
mosomes of the same type physically come together and line up so
that they lie alongside each other. This is called synapsis.
While the two chromosomes are in synapsis, they can touch, both
break at the point of touching, and reform with an exchange of ends.
The point of touching is called a chiasma (cross). It is not pos-
sible to see the breaking and rejoining, but it is easy to prove
that it has by labeling one of the chromosomes with a radio-
_ five tag. This slide shows Chromosomes that have undergone
exhan.i.e of parts, although in this particular case the exchange d!..1

=ef_ocfc. (There is a complication you :Ali know 1::cut.
hail two identical Tle:ts. .7ihrome-

t.:alsi so tne chro-m:,=e pair has four strands, any of which mar
lxehAnge parts. I'm going to ignore this right now, because it &As
not affect the points I want to make.)

17cr.r, back difference between tightly linked and loosely
If:ked genes. 60 Chiasmata, or crossovers, that lead to exchange
sf ehromoseme parts do not occur too often. For instance, there
are on the average four crossovers in the Drosophila (or fruitfly
X ;sex) chromosome during a meiotic division. The places where
crossovers occur are random. Exchange of alleles ... that is, the
foroatien ct recombinant combinations of alleles of two geqes,
cocas only if the crossover is between the two genes. 0 All

=eams that, when two genes are close together, the chance of
finding recombinant combinations of their allelesVall, and the
genes be called tightly or closely linked. When two genes
are far apart, the chalce of finding recombinant combinations of
their alle"..s is greater', and the genes will be called loosely
linked. This diagram shows three genes on one chromosome.
=4-.e A is Iar from genes B and C: genes 3 and C are close together.(7 -

Wi.00ut crossover, we find the parental combinations of alleles:
A3C and abc. It is easy as ABC to ;3ee thlt most crossovers -rill be
betveen genes A and 3. In this case, there will be race:lima-Lions
of A and 3 and of A and C alleles, out no recombinations of B and C
alleles. Crossovers between genes B and will be mcoh less likely,
b*.tt if and when they occur, there will be recombinati:uas between B
and C alleles, and recombinationsbetween A aid C alleles, but no
reco.thinatiotls between A and

6;)
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In practice, we usually ure this relationship backwards: the

number of recaMbire-nt types of gamet,...r: formed shows how far apart

the two genes sre. The mcre recombin:nt combinations of alleles, the

farther apart the genes. The genetiests even have away of q

iating the distance 'oetween genes by using this relationship.

If the recombinant genotypes in_the gametes are 1% of the total num

ber of ganeten, then the two es concerned are 1 "map unit" or

recombinaticn unit" apart. If the recombinant genotypes axe

n% of the gametes, the:i the two genes are n "map units" apart.

I want to show you an eeample in which a mating experiment is

ed to measure the distance between gene:.. Twill use fruit flies.

.0ne of the genes I an interested in a gene for body color,

any. The recessive allele for this gene qives a blackish phenotype.

68 This is designated eb. The dcminent, or wild type, allele for

this gene is designated eb... (This type of notation -- eb end eblr --

is different frame4he notatie'i used for other.genes; e.g. cre.ni)-al

latter, and small letters to designate alleles controlling stem height

in per plants. Remember that the symbols we assign to specific alle-

les are purely arbitrary.) The other gene is a gene that helps con-

trol eye color. ne cessive allele, when homozygous, gives a

maroon eye color. Now here is the experiment: a female fruit

fly that was dihybrid for body color and for eye color was mated

with a homozygous recessive male. The slide shows the genotypes,

and the phenotypes, of the progeny as well as of the parentis. There

were a total of 1000 progeny counted: 405 with ebony body and wild-

type eye, 390 with wild-type body and maroon eye, FT with ebony body

and maroon eye, and 105 with wild-type body and wild-type eye. The

first two sets of progeny represented parental combinations of alle-

les; the second two sets, recombinant combinations of the alleles.

The total number o2 recombinmts wme 97 s 105, = 202, or about 205 of

the number of -orogen:- flies. That means that the two genes, for

ebony body color and n:1-7o:in eye colc.r, arc ,...;.out 20 map units apart.

Here is a problem for you to try. Thi: also concerns fruit

flies, but genes are involved. Cne of the genes controls

wing shape. A fly homozygous for the recessive 611ele has

vestigial'wings s-al l wings time look imeature. 7' The second

gene is a. gene for eye color, differen: .''eam the one we usel before

j that tae recessive allele, when hereey.--ow:, give? buselt orarge

15
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colored eyes. The `.'o genes, vg and Iele, are 9.9 map units iere on

one chromsoee. Z5 'ehee progeny genotypes and phenotypes, Terve

preportione, Yeuld you erect wen a few: le, heterozygous fee ra.:et

orange eye color end heterozygous 17er ee:ntigial wing, is meted .e

homczygoez recessive maLe' Step the tar- and work out takz ensmee.

5 Since the two genes involved sre 9.9 nap units apart, 7ou

should exnect that 9.9% of the gameter would have rec?mbinant eene-

eypes. 7-e recomb4nant genotypes nrc buo vg and buo vg. iee,gere

from gametes with these genotypes woula have burnt orange e),er ale

noreal wings, or normal eyes and vestigial wings. Since there are

'leeo types of recoMbinantr, they share the 9.9% occurrence: ?ecl,

would occur at h.95% of the tots. progeny. The phenotypes er

progeny from parental eype gametes wood be burnt orange eye ----I I-%

vestigial wings and noreal eyee nee al wings. IFelel.

in 4.5.05% of the total prOgeny.

You should be ableito work out these linkage proUene ee

directions: given the number of map units between two gene &le elle

eotype of the parent, find the geno4ynee of the gamete! ce,' '.he''?"

rlative pre portion:. Or: given the eelative proportioes .f the

gamete genotypen, fine the distance between the ar,ropre to ..:ere .4.

By locating a large number of mutants, mating differen, lelze

of wants, andeleasurine the number of recombinants for eac:.

geneticists cee deternine the order of ell these genes along the

chremoscce. !'or ins

narcon eye genes were 20 map

semes. The ebony body ana.the g

e. we foune that the ebony 'eoey 9U2

is apace on one of the re cheenee
eye -ones arc about e.e

.its aeert. 75 Tnus the order of the nes is gi eb-ro (e: ee
enits apart; glass eye and naroon eye genes are el Kati e

.its

eee

gl, if you tarn the chromosome around). This ree3

more complete nap of this same fly chromosome. The pool:etc..

gene in this map wee ditermined by mating mutants of this es .% with

several mutants of zenes. 7y clr:ermining the posit ie:: f eseh

gene with respect to at Least two eter-, it could be'loc3,td e-.Act-

ly on the chrorzeome. The fact that we can construct 12114 tI13

one shows that genes are erranged in a linear or aloee eeeeeic

csze.
i/

-16-
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If you are sharp, y ray have noticed a strange possibility in

the chydiosome model As genes get arther and farther apart, the

amount of recomb iori between their alleles increases. Howler

car this go? I genes far enough apart, can the recombinants

outnumber the p ntal ype gametes? The answer is no. The recombi-

nant genotypes n r more frequent;then the parental genotypes.

The reason is eas . AS the genes get/farther apart and the possibi-

. lity of crossover increases, the possibility that there nAt be two

crossovers between the genes also inc*ases. Andif there are two

crossovers between the genes, the gametes will have parental geno-

types. If the genes are very far apart, the chance of finding no

crossovers, or one crossover, or two, or three, all average out, and

the frequency of recombina:dons of alleles tends to b ome equal *e

IPthe frequency of parental combinations of alleles. The situa-

tion !comes just like that fdr unlinked genes. So i two genes are

far lough apart on a long chrOmosome, they will be inherited just

as if they were on different chromosomes.

Fip Finally, this is the end of this module.. From this =oda°

you should have learned the various ways in which pairst genes can
sIt r

be inherited; and how the position of genes along diffe nt chromo-

somes explains these various patterns of inheritance; and you should

have a good idea of how genetic experiments can be used to show the

relationship between different genes ... whether they are on same

or on different chromosomes. Good luck with the problems in your

program of instruction.

-17-
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MOD 281 Heredity, Part III: 4x Chromosomes and Sex Linkage

OBJECTIVES: t

1. Describe the chromosomal differences between male and female

humans and between male and female fruit flies.
2. Show how the meiotic division of sex chromosomes explains why fruit

flies (and humans and other animals) have 50% male and 50% female

progeny.

3. Given the appropriate genetic information, tell whether a particular

trait is, or is not, sex linked.
4. Explain the heredity of a given sex linked trait in a specified

organism by defining the location of the gene for that trait and

by stating which alleles are dominant and which recessive.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. This MOD.

2. General Biology references on Heredity.

3.. Biology Media instructional materials.

4. Singer Caramate.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. See objectives above.
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INTRODUCTION:

.The rediscovery of Mendel's experiments on heredity by DeVries, Correns,
and Tchermak in 1900 sparked an era of researchin genetics. Advances in

microscopy in the late 1800s had provided much background information on
cell structure and was stimulating searches for structural explanations to basic
questions about life. Thus one of the,f4rst questions the new geneticists
attacked concerned the location and physida-LnatUre of genes. Where wer$ they?

What did they look like? How did the cell manOulate then during reproductive
processes? -

An American cytologist, W. S. Sutton, developed the best hypotheaie in

1902 by comparing Mendelian principles with descriptions of mitosis And meiosis.
Sutton guessed chat'genes must be attached to'chromosomes. Firm evpence
supporting this hypothesis appeared in 1910, when Thomas Hunt Morgan, working
with Drosophila melanogaster (fruit flies), reported that he could snow that
a particular allele was associated with a specific chromosome.

Fruit flies (and other animals) have a special set of chromosomes that appear
in two forms that can be distinguished in the microscope. These chromosomes

are called sex chromosomes, because-they seem to determine the sex of the

individual that carries them. That is, the sex chromosomes of a male look

different from ther-sex eliterthOtrffitt-S-crf-a female. Morgan was able to find a

special allele of a gene for eye color and show that it was inherited only by
progeny that received a particular sex chromosome, thus proving that the allele

Joust be attached to that chromosome. It was the first clear 'demonstration

that a gene was located on a chromosome.

The concept of-genes on chromosomes not only given phYSical substance to

the idea of the "gene", but also allov4 geneticists t explain results of

matings that violate Mendelian ? rinciples.

THE PURPOSE OF THIS MODULE IS: (a) to describe sex chromosomes ... how

they are inherited and hew they determine sex'in animals; (b) to introdice

the concept of sex linkage of genetic traits; and (c) to show how the pattern

of inheritance of sex linked traits provides evidence that certain genes are
attached to sex chromosomes.
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IMEDITY, PAM" III: al CHROMOSOMK SEC LINKAGE

Some of the most interesting problems in the world

involve sex. Among those that interest geneticists' are

questions like: why do so many species have as many males

as females? Why do nost couples tend to have both sons

and daughters, but some couples have all sons or all

daughters? Whose gene's--the father's or the mother's--

determine whether a child will be a boy or a girl? (King

,Henry VIII spent a lot of tine .
worrying about

that one.) Why do some diseases, -like hemophilia and

muscular dystrophy, seem to occur only in boys?

(i)
The basis for an.answer to these questions was

"iscovered around 1900 by cytologists working with in-

sects. Insects are convenient for these studies because

they have relatively few chromosomes in the nuclei of

(3) their cells. For instance, grasshoppers have 21-22

chromosomes and fruit flies have 8. Wit these low

(4) numbers of chromosomes, it was
fairly easy to look during

mitosis and mitosis (when the chromo;c-:es were condensed)

and see that the shapes of chromosomesfollowed a definite

pattern.

(i)
First, most of the ChroMosomes occurred in pairs- -

two members of a pair are called homologous chromosomes,

and they look. alike. 'Zech pair, however, differs fipm

the others. The characteristics that distinguish the,

different pairs are, commonly, the length of the chroMo-

some and the position of its centromere. More recently,

, (6) researchers have shown that fluorescent markings can help

identify which chromosomes are
homologous and which are

not:

Second, there was a difference between the chromosomes

in males and those in females. This cifference involved

only one of the pairs of chromosome. For instance, a:ong

their chromosvne complpent, female ':uit fliesphid two

that were fairly long with centromeres ;...t the endt.

O

3
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Male fruit flies had only one of these chromosomesvbut

_
in-Iddition the tales had an extra, larger chromosome with

the cent mere about a third of the way from one eed.

Actually, this extra chromosome looked- somewhat like the

"fenale-type" chromosome with an extra piece tacked on the

centromere end.

1

Let's look at the chromosomes of frWt flies_as they

are seen in squashed-cell preparations. Notice the three

eeirs of chromosomes that are tre same in both sets. There

azetIA largest ones with centroeeres in their centers; *there

aze slightly smaller ones, again with centromeres at their

venters; and there are the two very mall ones. Now notice

'he to remaining chromosomes and how they differ between

::he rale set at the left and the ferale set at the right.

There are the reo identical ones in the female and the two

dissimilar ones ..n the male.

. ,N

The first three pairs--the ones that are the same in

...nth rales and femil'ef--are
'

"autosomes". The others

axe called "sex
chromosomes".In the fly, the smaller

chremosomes are called "X chremosomes". Thus the finale

is said W have, an XX karyotype. The extra, different

gchrorosope in the male is called a ly chromosome", and the

rale is said'tohave an XY karyotype.

.Fere are the chroncsmee of a grasshopper. In this

case the feeele has pairs, while the male has 10 pairs

and only one copy of the Ilth type -of chromosome. That

last typeof chromesome again ie called' X. The female

karyotype is XX and the male karyotype is X -. It

is just as if the granshoppe- reduced the Y chromosom

to invisibility. Otherwise it has the same sistem of

sex determination as the fly.

This sere system works for met animals; .the female

_has tee, X chroeosomes, and the -;ale 1-3s one X and one Y

chromosome. hewever, there are a fee greens of animals

thet.rodify this system. Moths, butterfl-e-, birds, art

arphibians are designed such that ma:es have the two

65
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identical
chromosomes, and

females have one of those

chromosomes and one extra, different
chromosome or one

of those
chromosomes anc no extra chromosome. In

these cases, the karyotypes are named differently.
That as,

the males are said to have ZZ karyotypes,
and the females

have WZ (Z-) karyotypes. But notice that there is little

difference between this situation and the XY (X-) situation.

The only reason to use different
letters is to call atten-

tion to the fact that the males, rather than the females,

have the two identical sex chromosomes.

Finally, here are the chromo=omes of humans. This

seems more complex, because there arenore chromosomes than

in the other situation., we have semi, out it turns out to be

similar if you identi!y all the chromosome Fairs. ':'ere are

(E0. 22 2;.:.rs of
autosomes and one pair of sex ohrotzsomes. Thze

-:t is from a male--there is one large X and one small Y

24 ;hromosome.
he next set shows the

chromosomes of a female--

theri: are the same 21 autosome pairs and then two-k chromo-

somes. You can see that human and fly sex chromosoras follow

the same pattern, except for the relative sizes of the X

and the Y chromosomes.

This,gengral pattern: one pair of sex chromosome; two

different types; one sex with two of the sane type; one sex

with one of each type: this pattern holds true for most

animals and some plants that have male and female indiyieuals,

also. It is clear that here is a general cytological feature,

a chromosome,
connecter wits

the sex of an organism. Maybe

we are even seeing a fundamental
determinant of an individual's

sex.

What about the two different se:
chromosomes, the X

and Y,chromosomest=zaoy ale not !den:ice', clearly. 'Ate

they really an "homologouelpair?
:1 one way they are.

When the two chromosomes occur in tha same cell (like in

the XY cells of. male fruit flies), .nd when this cell under*

goes meiotic division (like in the Jormation of fruit fly

sperm), then the two chromosomes art separe.ed by the fizst

meiotic aylsion,
just as are the n-her homologou pairs

1
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of chronescees. This means that gametes frame male fruie

fly receive either an X chromosome or a Y chromosome.

:n females, of course, the two X chromosomes are homo-

logous: they separate during meiosis. All the gametes

formed have either one or the other of theme/

If youou think about it, this situation explains why a

rating of flies produces approximately 50% male and 50%

0 feeale progeny. You have to consider the following facts:

a rating is always arranged
between a male and a female;

Pj half the male's gametes carry an Y chrombsome and half

\t..9 carry a Y chroeosore; all t e fene,e's ganetes carry ar

,-, X ehrsmosoee. When yeu consider the
eombinecions of male

(20 Pee.: fanale gametes net can occur, using a diagram rimilar

to the one we use for genes and alleles, it is clear that

:7',". of the combinations will by XY oeill receive an X from

the mother and a Y i:een the father) and 50% of the coebinations

will be XX (will receive an X from the mother and an X from

the father). The XY combinations will turn out;to be males;

the XX combinations, females. Thus: 50% males and 50%

females.
4

The same explanation werks for 'r cans. In the case

a singlejrating usually does not produce enough off spring

to give a good 50-50 ratio of males to females. The numbers

are small, so chance fluctuation
playc a larger part. It

is no surprising to find that a sengle baby is either all

r .-le or ell female and nct 50-50. It is also not surpriseng

that two or three babies -- fraternal
twins or triplets-e

ni7ht turn out to lee all boys or All girls. Each combina-

ton of male and female ganetes in a random event and is

not influenced by other coneinetions, so it,iseasy to
c

see how two or three XX or XY corbinrtions could occur

dering the same mating. Bes overall, if we consider a

large number of coatings tocether, if we consider a large

n.r.ber of
combinations of male ane female gamete c, the

eesules should work out the same e- ith flies. This is

because a?"in half the male gamete-. -arry rus X chromo'onc

and helf carry e Y chromosome, so oe ze- lerage half te,

5
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cembinations will be XX and half will be XY. Therefore

of a large grcyp of babies, hAlf,w11 be girls and half

swell be boys. If we -ust consider only a single crating- -

and most of us think that way--we express the situation

in terms of probabilities: the probability that any given

child will be male is 50%; the probability that it will

be female is 50%.

Sex chromosomes also can explain some genetic experi-

ments that otherwise would appear to violate Mende3ian

principles. Thera is one particular principle that is

especially vulnerable. Rerenber thet Mendel, working with

traits of pee plerts, found thee 'eyer5.dizations gave iden-

tical results, no re..-ter which per.e-t--male or ferale--

rontributed the dee...rent or eeeess::e allele. That is,

Ln is jargor of geneticiste, reciprocal ratings rive the

sine reeults.

67\ Sow watch this experirent, perfo-red by Thomee EuAt

Morgan in 1913. Morgan was working w...th fruit flies,

Drosophila relanogaster. Fru:t flies norrally have red

eyes. Morgan had fovnd a rutart fruit fly that had white

eyes. In the language that we deve;oeed in the first

heredity modele, eye color is a trait controleed by one

(cr more) genes. White eyes Are the result of a rutant

allele of one gene for eye caler: ;.hie allele is called

w. Red em are
w

are+the eesalt of the normal (wild-type)

elele, called . Without further information, with-

out knowing the phenotype of the w w reterczygote, of

course, we cannot tell whether w or w is the dominant

allele.

This was Morgen's first cross! Y white-eyed male with

a ..ed-eved female. The result: .111 erogeny were red-eyed.

This is what we would expect if w'r :.ere the dominant allele.

Next Meeegan mated the progeny eed-eyed males and ferales.

Assuming everything goes okay, we woeld expect 3/4 red-

eyed, 1/4 white-eyed progeny. Thi- elso was true. But

0 noeice something strange: all the e. te-eyed progeny of

this,seceed rating were male.

,-
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(7" Morgan tried another cross: this time a white-eyed

female with a red-eyed male. This is the reciprocal of

tSe first cross, 1..nd normally we
would expect the same

results- all red-eyed nrogeny.
But instead, we see

that all the males were white-eyed and all the females

were red-eyed.

It is clear that this trait, eye color, significantly

departs from Mendel's principles and that the departere

has somethIng tc do with sex. The results of the mating

experimerte depend on sex c: the 1erents and on the

sex the progeny. Ths trait seer' snmehow associated

(8 vr..th sex and therefore is caller', '.inked ".

HOW can we explain these strange results? Remember

that I said before that the sex chromosomes can help with

the explanation. All we haVe to do is assume that the

gene for eye color, w, Is attached to or carried by the

flies X chromosome and the X chromosome only--there are

no cop! es of the gene on the Y chromorome.

/-` What does this mean? In females, with two X chromo-

sones, the genotypes and phenotypes are just what y,u would

expect. The w.e'a) iele is
dominant, so w w+ flies 'and w+w. -

flies world have red eyes and ww flies would have white eyes.

:n ezles, however, there would be only one oopy of the gene,

the copy on the one X chromosnMe. In this case, thk one

al:e2e present would determine what you would see. A fly

with a w Y genoty ov:d have -ed eyes. anu a fly with a

wY genotype would hav, eyes. -(,:o:ice that I wrote

the "Y" just as a marker. It toLls you that the allele

4 is with is on the X chromosome, and that the Y chromo-

some is present without carrying a.tother allele of the

same gene. I do not write the "X", b.acause I do not

thin-% it is needed.)

Now let's s'e :low this explains t = results of Morgan's

crossk. Whin 7 say "explains", what : an after is assign-

iag appropriate and consistent genctyprs '..ra the phenotypes

we see.

66
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In the first ctonc--4 .11ta-cyed melo with a rail -eyed

femalewe ea.n.a%sign the genotypes wY to the rale and

w w to theAmele. Nctice that we assume here that the

female is tive-breeding for red eye. We don't really know

this--after all, s also red-eyed. But let's accept

it as a reasonable ass tion now, and later if you wish

0 you can see if the virw woula wor%. From the wY rale, two

forms of gaeletes are p oduced: those carrying -le X chromo-

some with ihe w allele d those cerrying the Y chrcnosome.

From the w w all. the ga:netes carry the X chromosome

with the w
+

a'lele. The combinations formed are w Y--red-eyed

males-- and w +w-- heterozygous red-eyed females. All the

flies are red -eyed, and this matches .the results actually

observed.

In the next cross, when these w
+
Y anz w

+
w progeny are

mated, the male produces gametes carrying w+ X chromosomes

and gametes with Y chromosomes. The female produces gametes

with w X chromosomes and gametes wIth w X chromosomes.

0 There are four combinations_after fertilization: fenales

with w
t
w
+ genotypes and with w

+
w genotypes, and males with

w Y genotypes. and with wY genotypes. All the females have

red eyes, half the males have red ayes, and half the tales

have white eyes. Or put another w.iy, one fourth of the

progeny are vales with white eyes. This again was what

was actually observed.

@There is one more cross- -the .white -eyed female with

a red-eyed male. we can assign ge:otypes without trouble.

The females muse be ww, w alleles on both X chromosomes.

The males must be v
+
Y, a w

+ (red) allele on the one X

chromosome.

The gametes from the females .11 w.l. carry one X

chromosome with a w allele. The eamete- from the call

will either carry an X chromesome elth w* alleles, or

will carry a Y ctremosome. When :ale and female gametes

are combined, the results will inc-ude wg'w females--

he:erozygous red-eyed females--anc wY males--white-eyed

melee. Once more the gametes preeicted by this system

6b 4
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of pleeing alleles only on the X chremosome correctly

reflect whet actually observed.

Since Morgan's first experiments with white-eyed

mutants of Drosophila, many other genes have been found

in flies, humans, and other species that are sex-linked

and are distributed in rating experiments_as if they were

® located on one particular sex chromesomee Most sex-linked

genes in both flies and hunans tern out to be on the X .

chromosome. No one %noes way this is true--it just seems

to work out that way. few gencs '.P.VC been found to be

on the Y chromosome, theegh, so th!:s ',leo is posnible.

In 4.,s case the patter-. of hcredit4 of course differ -

55 ; 'Irait linked to the Y chromosome can only' be found

.._as.

1 have sooe problers now to help you solidify your

understznding of the concept of sex linkage. There are

two things in particular that I want yoe to b able to

do. First, identify whether a trait is sex-linked from

eating data, second, explain matieig data on sex-linked

traits by nakIne hypotheses on the location of genes and

whether alleles ere dominant or recessLee. Okay, here

are the first three problems. What yoe will see is data

on or descriptions of the heredity of a particular trait:

turn of the tape and try to decide whether the trait is

sex-linked. When you have decided, or ef you cannot

decide, tern the twee back on And listen for the answer.

Sere is the f;.rnt problce- ? male Drosophila with

normal sized wings mates with a niniate:eewineed female.

The progeny were: 75 males with miniature wings and G8

females with normal wings. 1nlat do you think? Is the

eels? for wing size sex- linked? Turn of the tape if

you need ti>Fse to think.

eke!. This is
the distrel-e el of

:ex of the progone-
females have normal
for nation to decide

is sex linked.

a clear case of roe lirkage, because

wing type flopends ::'sextely on the

reles have miniete:e wees, and

wings. You don't need arveore in-

that the "et" gene for wing shape

io.
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Next problem. A_nale_fly with a black body was rated

with a normIl (yellow and slack strlped) female. The

progeny were 26 black Tales: 23 normal males: 27 black

femal:s: and 28 nor of females. Turn of the tape and

decide.

There is something stranae about this matingrayl,e

you recognize it. 'no get results like tnis, one of the

parents had to be heterozygous. It would be the parent

that has tie do: lnan.: phenotype, 1.hichever one that is--

it,turns out to be thE normal fe7ale. Notice, however,

are the samt? 'or the male and the female progeny. Does

this mean that the black body gene in not sex-linked.

Nat necessarily! I: is possible to get these results,

:yen !.f the trait were seg-linked.

In order to tell which is the correct scheme, you

(57 rust ask for information on the reciprocal cross, in

this case a normal rFle with a black far le, If the

results are the sameno difference between male and

female progenythis is strong evidence that the gene

is not sex linked. If the results ere different, the

gene is probably sex linked.

It turns out that,this gene, the gene for black

body, is located on an autosone and therefore is not

sex linked.

Third, a bar-eyed female Drosophila mates with a

bar-eyed male,. The result is: 20 normal males, 22

bar-eyed males, bar-eyed females. Is the bar-

eyed trait sex 1._'Aed?

Again, this .rocs is kind of strangethe parents

both have the same phenotype, yet tae progeny differ.

Just as in the last problem, the pe-7ents must be

heterozygous, hiding normal canes in their genotypes

:omewl.ere. The important thing '-taugh, is that the

d.isttl'.ution of the trait in 'Ilt4::-.,geny differs between

the cal .s a the females. The -,ecregate into

66
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Among a sarple of 100,000 ti. one

year period, there\ were 10( cases of

Over eighty of thctse were in bcys. Ts r.iscLizil

sex finked?....It is indeed. Low aLout

with muscular dystrophy? It tuns out that t.,

than one gene involVed in this disease, '1.:

to,acquire it from a mutation in a gc e

Almost undoghtedly, the girls LAW 1.Y.1!.

In 50 marriages between ripn who .;.,

blindness and womr!-. who are n:t oolor

the children are color blind. r.7.2a1

children arc boys and gir'r. In r'

non-color-blind men and color -Hind

are color-blind boys and half are normal tlr:,-

trait sex linked?..'..Again, yes, it is. 7;.1

that the results for reciprocal matings aze .

the results depend on the sex of the parert!.. ,

tell whether the allele for color-blind-:s

recessive?

One final problem. Several families ar.r

all the males have hairy earn. None of the

faMlly show this trait. Can ys:w

tion for this situation?

This t,it certaioly appears sex lirlec, t

inherited thn...n the females as a reeesivl iiI-

X chromosome. If it were a e.oninant allc:e C. L.-.:

some, it should show up ir lots of the c:.r.''

explanation could be that it. is an allelc. cr. ... '

some. Chromosomes are always passe0 fr-m .._:.

and ne 1. z,aprear in girls. Thaf fics 1-..?'. 1 -t;
this trait.

5,
ICJ

Before we leave this topic, 1 should

tior. There are some traits that .ry
yet are c..): ..rolled by autosomal ger. .c. -t,-s

is one of these. Another is the possc

sheep. In sheep, a role heterozy:4:us fnr
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has horns, while a female heterozygote
is hornless. V-,e

. traits are called "sex limited"
rather than sex linkeei.

The expression of the genes for these traits is apparent,

affected by the supply of sex hormone in the animals.

4 proper rating experiments are necessary to identify 1-1,'r

trait as sex li,.ited or sex linked.

The determination
of'sex is an interesting probleo

in itself, but the discovery of sex chromosomes 1-ad even,

a more basic significance.
It turned out to provide-t( II

first evidence on a question that was uppermost in the

minds of the
geneticists of the early 1900s. The quest'

was this:..where.in the cell are the genes located/

wht r'rn they lack 111.e7

You see, when Mendel first introduced the cored :.. f

t e gene in
186S,.rnicroscopy was still rudimentary. People

!-.ad little idea of the complexity of subcollular structure,

so it was difficult for them to think of "genetic pert4c3es".

Ficbably, this is ono of the reasons they failed to accept

M.ncel's concept of a particulate gene.

But when DeVries and Cartons reintroduced the.coecept

of the gene in 1900, microscopes had been 'greatly imprcved.

Various cell; in very many species had been described.

Flermirg had even described mitosis in animal cells in

:8:Ss, ()theirs had described meiosis and fertilizati:..:. a i

their effect on the nulOera of chromosomes in the rcli.

All this exerience with sube:ellular structure color?d

resDonse of the biolo:;ists
that heard DeVries atifi Careens.

The wcros, 'particulate gene", stimulated not disbelief 1:11::

excite:rent.1
"WhicA pf the

pitrticles that we have been

watchirg represents
the gene an thcrefore is res,ponsibi for

directing the develoo7lent of the cell and of the whole organism'''

.?.vered
imlestiglpors had already nuggested a key role t)P

nJc.:eus.

The American cytologist,
H. Sutton, was tir.;L

formally associate genes with chronc,romes.
Proof of

pro?ost-..(,

. the discov

characteri
has given

wAS not easy to obtain rinrr.diately. Howev,:z

ry Sex chromosomes aiscr..ia*:ed with seiruil

tics did support the idea. I 0:pe this made.'

ou an idea of how sex linkage suppcrts tli id's

of genes being on chromosomes.

z
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MODULEs 287 & 288 .

SME

.

Module #287-88 Environmental Education as a Teaching and Learning Tool

This mod will provide ideas/methods/techniques to teach environmental education

in an active learning format.
.

Lab Fee: $12 (includes 4 meals, lodging, and transportation) /

Objectives: 1. The student will gain an understanding of a number of

environmental, education activities in which he, in

turn, will be able to use in teaching students in a

school settiro.

2. Students will begin to understand the interrelation-

ship of man and the environment through participation

in the weekend experience.

3. Students will become familiar with published materials

relating to various aspects of envioronmental education.

4. Students will observe and interact with alternative

teaching styles demonstrated by the facilitators.

Instrur +ional References and Materials: 1. 2 articles to be identified

2. Current elementary science texts

3. OBIS ill s

Procedure: Module Overview: One weekend, students in ISMEP working on,the

environmental education module # are

taken to Land Between the Lakes: Youth Station

for a day and a half of-intensive exposure to a

broad base of_experiences relating to the en-

vironment and teaching. Students will view

.films, participate in discussions, simulations,

and a variety of outdoor games and activities.

Students and teachers are both actively involved--

in the whole weekend experience which comprises

the substance of the module.

S*'dent Activities: 1. Academic: Read articles in module before
the weekend experience at 1.13L.

2. Time :' °
Students are asked to meet in the

Business Building parking lot at

3:30 PM on the Friday of the
scheduled weekend. (Consult

instructor for dates.) Students

can expect to be back on the MSU

Campus.at 7:00 PM on Saturday.

MODS 287 -P8
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or

2
SME

3. Transportation: MSU vans will transport
students to and from LBL.
Vans will depart from and
return to the Bisiness
Building parking lot.

4. Dress: Much of the time during the
weekend will be spent outside.
Take this factor and the
weather into consideration
when packing the following

items:

Things to Bring

Extra change of clothing
Comfortable footwear
Towel and other personal hems
Jacket or sweater
Raincoat/poncho

Things Provided by LBL

Sheets
Pillows

Blankets
Meals

Evaluation: Students are evaluated on their active involvement in the

scheduled activities during the weekend.

671
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ISMEP

HOD 289 Batt ries and Bulbs II

Co

PREREQUISITE:

OBJECTIVES e

icating, predicting

176 , "Batteries and Bulbs I"

1. Given an electrical diagram, you will be able to interpret the

symbols and explain how the circuit works.

2. You will be able to explain thoroughly the difference between a

series circuit and a parallel circuit and how each operate...

3. Given an electrical diagram, you will be able to construct the

electrical circuit from the parts contained in the MOD tray.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES & MATERIALS:

1. ESS, Teacher's Guide for Batterss and Bulbs

2. ESS, Batteries and Bulbs II

3. Winter, The Physical Sciences, "Circuits," pp. 21S-219; Dull, Metcalf,

Williams, Modern Physics, pp. 412, 422, 423, and 424.

4. Clips, bulbs, batteries; switches, wire

5. Voltmeter

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Sea objectives above.

2. See instructor for final assessment sheet in which you will

construct a circuit from the materials in the HOD tray according

to a given schematic diagram.



-2-

PROCEDURE:

1. Symbols and Circuits

In working with electrical circuits, it is very burdensome to make a complete

drawing on paper. So, a code language has been designed using symbols. -

These symbols are standardized for all types of electric circuits. Becope

familiar with these basic symbols. A design using these symbols is called a

schematic diagram.

IGround

_L.

Battery

--111

Bulb

do

Switch

______-: .

Resistance

(Load)

Wire Clip . Wires Joined

-

Wires Crossed
but not fined

___IL...._....

Coil

-/ e.Tror

'Magnet'

1

1_0

Electro-magnet

.

aadio Antenna

)7

Earphone

)

Diode

rID
Voltmeter

° .This diagram is a simple electric circuit drawn with symbols. Set up

this circuit with actual materials.

Explain what happens when the

switch is closed.Bulb

Clip 6'7 Clip

Switch

Wire

673

Turn the battery around. Now what

happens?

Is there a difference in the

intensity of the light bulb?

MOD 2st;



Can you read this schematic diagram of a simple radio?

This schematic diagram shows a combination of two simple radios.

1-11171Tr

-3-

Tike 3 batteries, 3 bulbs, wire, and 2 switches to set up an electrical

:ir9uit. Draw a schematic diagram to show how you wired your circuit. Be

to .0;pisin this circuit to the instructor.

4'

67 4
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2. In this activity, you will use a voltmeter. There Is a definite way to

wire the metet into the electric circuit. The top of the battery is called

the positive pole (anode) and the bottom is called the negative pole (cathode).

When the voltmeter is entered into the circuit, always keep the positive (+)

side of the meter connected to the positive side of the battery. You will be

measuring the voltage load across the bulb each time. The voltmeter should

not be connected permanently into the circuit. Wire the circuit, and then

touch the leads of the voltmeter to each terminal of the bulb. The needle

should move the meter up, not down. If the needle goes down, disconnect the

meter immediately and reverse the leads. The meter must be in the circuit

parallel to what you are measuring.

A. Set up this circuit. Measure the voltage

on the bulb. v. Remove one battery from

the circuit. Measure the voltage on the bulb.

v. Now remove another battery. Measure:

v. These batteries were set up in a series.

Make a statement about this type of circuit.

3. Set up this circuit. Meas9fe the voltage

on the bulb. v. Remove one battery.

Measure: v. Remove another battery.

Measure: v. These batteries were set

up in a parallel circuit. Make a statement -

about this type of arrangement.

C. Now change the circuit slightly. Set

up this arrangement. Measure the voltage across

each bulb. a. v.

b. v.

t. v.

Remove one bulb from the circuit. Does the

voltage increase, decrease, or stay the same?

Remove another bulb. Does the

voltage change pow? The bulbs

are set up in a parallel circuit. Make a

statement concerning the bulbs in a parallel

circuit.

D. Set this up. Measure the voltage across

each bulb. 1. v. 2. v.

3. v. 4. v.

Remove one bulb at a time and measure the

remaining ones. Make a statement about bulbs

in a series circuit.

'I v),
T I" 1_
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. E. Set up this circuit. Netici the brightness

of each bulb. Measure the voltage' at each bulb.

4.4 v. 2. v. Remove one bulb from

circuit. Now what is the voltage across the

remaining bulb? v.

F. Set up this circuit. Measure the voltage

across the bulb. v. Remove one battery

from the circuit. Does the voltage decrease?
Turn one battery around to form this

circuit:

What is your observation?

Give an explanation.

67 0,)
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ISMEP

mmeso Number Theory Revisited

The purpose of this MOD is to increase your confidence and your competence

in number theory topics.

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this MOD you will be able to:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Use the tests for numbers being divisible by 2, 3, 4,

7, 8, I, and 11.
Find the prime numbers by the sieve method.

Factor the composite numbers into primes.
Find the g.c.d. and l.c.m. of given numbers.

Use modular arithmetic in checking basic operations.

5, 6,

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Number Theory

2. Wheeler's Fundamental College Mathematics, Chapter 3

3. Worksheets
4. Elementary School Mathematics by George F. Green, Chapter 7

PROCEDURE:

1. Review Sections I and III in MMP, Number Theory.

2. Study Chapter III in Wheeler's Fundamental College Mathematics

as needed to fill out the worksheets.

3. Complete the following worksheets individually. After completion

you may check work with your partner.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. isBring all worksheets to evaluation.

2. Be prepared to take a test on problems similar to the

worksheet problems.

67
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'WORKSREET

1. Write the rules for divisibility by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 11.

, 2:

3:

3:

6:

7:

8:

9:

11:

2. Without actually dividing, test each of the following aumbers for

divisibility by 5.

a) 6944 d) 50,177

b) 81,432 e) 1,254, 866

c) 1,941,070 f) 162,122

3. Find the missing digits in order to produce the smallest number fOr

which diviVbility holds.

a) 9 1 24 c) 36f 11

b) 11I 18 2 d) 241 23__

4.- Determine whether the following are true or false.

a) 151345 d) 171 158!

b) 451 3780 e) 441 2772

c) 161 1432 f) 401 2640

5. Could Mr. Jones put the 2142 papers on his desk into six equal piles?

Eighteen equal piles? Seven equal piles? Could he divide $6341.29

equally among nine employees?

6Th MOD 290
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6. Since 7 x 11 x 13 = 1001, to test whether a number is divisible by

7, 11, or 13, one may divide the number by 1001 and then test to

see if the remainder is divisible by 7, 11, or 13. If the remainder

is divisible by one of these, then so is the original number. Test ,

this theory on the following numbers.

a) 56,264 c) 363,848

b) 275,004 d) 1,825,308

7. Write the following numbers as products of prime factors.

a) 144 d) 2000

b) 178 e) 108

c) 256 f) 299

8. Apply the "sieve of Eratosthenes" to get all primes less than 150.

9. Find the greatest common divisor for each pair of numbers.'

a) 105 and 30

b) 72 and 54

c) 46 and 38

d) 188 and 72

e) 84 and 288

MOD 290
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10. Find the least common multiple of the following.

a) 8 and 20

bP 56 and 21

c) 42 and 66

1

d) 22 and 90

-e) 252 and 96

11. Label each of the following as true or false.

a) 6 x 5 :_::: 4(mod 6)

"b) 18 5 Sl(mod 12)

c) 7 + 4 a5(mod 6)
e

4,

d) 6i: 3(mod.8)

f) 34.a.7(mod 13)

fir

12. Construct addition and multiplication tables for a five-minute clock.

13. By inspection, find the smallest whole number X that will make each of

the following,statements true.

a) x.1.4.5-(mod 3) c) x + 4-1--.26(mod 7)

0) x + 10E9(mod 4) d) x + 5 a: 7(mod 5)

14. Perform the follOwing operations and check by casting out 9's and 11's.

a) 583 + 427 c) 385 - 156

,b) 583 x 427
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MOD 291 Problem Solving Extended

This MOD is intended to provide an extended experience and more precise

understanding of problem solving.

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this MOD you will be able to:
1. Organize approaches to solve problems.

2. Understand ways problem solving would reinforce the study
of standard topics in the elementary mathematics curriculum.'

3. Understand students'-wrong approaches to problem solving.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

I. MMP, Number Theory
2. Crossnickle, Bruecknef, and Reckzeh: Discovering Meanings in

Elementary School Mathematics fifth edition

PROCEDURE:

1. In MMP, Number Theory, do Activity 8: Part A, 1; Part 13, 2, 3;

Part C, 1 and 2; Part D, 1, 2, and 3. Do Actiyity 9: Part A, 1, 2,

3, 4, and 5; Part B, 1, 2, 3, and 4.
2. In Discovering Meanings iu Elementary School Mathematics, read

pp. 302-316."
3. Write answers to questions42, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9,.10, and 12 on p. 316

in the text referred to in #2 above.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:
i

Be prepared to take a written test on activities- andluestions from

part 2 of the procedures outlined above.

.681
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MOD 292 Operations on'Rational Numbers

This MOD is deiigned to ,give you practice in operations on rational numbers.

OBJECTIVES:

After you have completed this MOD you will be able to:

1. , Add and, subtract fractions.

2. Rewrite mixed numbers as 'common fractions.

3. Multiply and divide fractions.

4. Combine operations with complex fractions.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS: 4110

1. MMP, Rational Numbers

2: Houghion7Mifflin Company fifth and sixth grade textbooks-

3. Worksheets

PROCEDURE:

1. Review operations of subtractions addition, multiplication,_an&-

division in MMP, Rational Numbers:

2. Survey material in elementary,teXtbooks relative to operations on

rational numbers.

3. Complete the following worksheets individually. Then cheCk with

your pattne-.
4

4. Prepare a game to reinforce some conceptfrom_above operations.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:-.

Be prepared to take a test on problems imilar to what you have done

in the worksheets.

682
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WORKSHEET ,./1

Add:

1. 2/3 + 3/4 13. 3/7 + 1/6 + 2/15

......--

2. 7/12 + 2/15 '. 14. 2/11 + 1/3 + 4/5

3. 3/5 + 1/5

15. 5/14 + 3/35. + 7/10

4. '2/3 + 7/3

5. 1/7 + 3/14

6. 2/5 + 2/15

7. 2/3-+ 3/5

-8. 8/5 + 4/7

..,_---

9. 1/5 + 2/3 + 4/15

10. 1/3 + 3/7 + 6/21

11. 3/. 4 1/R + 7/12

12 2/5 + 7/10 + 1/15

683 MOD 292
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WORKSHEET #2

Sub ract:

1. 7/9 - 2/9 13. 3/2 + 1/6 - //18

2. 3/5 - 1/2
14. 5/3 + 2/9 7/27

3. 2/5 1/3

15. 11/36 - 5/42

4- 2/5 - 4/5 +43/5

5. 1/6 - 5/12

6. 3/5 - 4/15

7. 2/7 - 4/3'

8. 7/2 - 4/5

9. 3/4 + 1/32

10. 2/3 --j1/7.+ 1/21

11. 3/5 - 9/10 + 4/15

12. 1/4 - 5/8 + 11/12
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WORKSHEET #3

Multiply:

1. 2/3 x 4/5 11. -7/5 x ?/5 x -1/5

2. 2/3 x 5/7
12. -4/3 x 4/3 x 1/3

3. 2/3 x 6/7

13. 16/3 x -5/8

4. 4/7 x 1/3

14. 246/54 x.36/16

5. 5/8 x 2/9

6. 7/13 x -5/9 15. 25/14 x 7/10

7. -21/17 x 13/6

8. -4/5 x -3/2

9. -2/7 x 6/-5

10. -3/5 x 11/4
z

6S5
1.

INV
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WORKSHEET 1/4

1. 7/8 I- 3/5 Ii. 3/8 -9/5

2. 2/3:- 7/5
12. 16/-3 11- 4/-3

3. 5/8

2/3
13. -10/7 = 5/-14

4. 3/7

2

14. 25/12+ -15/24

5. 3/4 -7/8
15. -3/5

-8/F5

6. -3/7
11/12

7.

8.

-3/84-

4

-9/5

2/5

9. -8 2/3

0

10. 5/3 15/4

686
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MOD 293 Transformational Geometry III

This MOD is designed to give a limited introduction to projective and

topological transformations.

OBJECTIVES:

At the conclusion of this MOD you will be able to:

1. List some invariants of projective transformations and give

everyday examples of the implications of these invariants., ,

2. Describe clearlythe relationship between the concept of '

similarity, proportions involving ratios of corresponding

sides, and shadows of objects cast by a point light source.

3. List some topological invariants and give an everyday

implication of each.

4. Outline some activities for first- 'r second-graders to help

them grasp important topological invariants.

-':04TRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. MMP, Transformational Geometry

2. Penlight, sunlight, or slide projector, cut-out shapes,

balloons, rubber sheet or "stretchy",material, clay, dough,

or some material that can be molded, construction paper,

ruler, scissors, scotch tape, protractor, string

3. Current elementary mathematics textbook series

PROCEDURES:

Tn MMP, Transformational Geometry, do:

1. Activity 9: 1 and 2

2. Activity 10: Part I-A ,(1, 2, 3, 4),

1-B and I-C,

Part 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6

3. Activity 11: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6

4. Activity 12: 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6

5. Activity 13: 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

Be prepared to answer questions relating to the objectives.

650
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MOD 294 Analyzing Elementary School Books

The purpose of this MOD is to allow you an opportunity to become familiar

with and to analyze some current elementary Science textbook series which

are being used by some school systems.

OBJECTIVES:

At the end of this MOD you will present a study of three elementary
science textbook series which will reflect relative emphasis on con-
tent areas, processes, and - amount and type of activities contained in

the series.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATEF.IALS:

1. Gega, Science in Elementary Education, 2nd ed., pp. 14-18

2. Kuslan and Stone, Teaching Children Science, 2nd r.d., pp. 158-165

3. Elementary science textbook series in the Resource Center

INSTRUCTIONS:

Select three elementary science textbook series found in the Resource

Center. Review the textbooks and decide on an appropriate wa; to
present in writing a comp.rison of the three series in terms of scope

and sequence of science coneNt areas, scientific processes, and the

amount and type of activities offered. Offer suggestions as to how to

best use the textbooks.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. .Submit y r prepared report co an instructor in good form.

2. After th instractor has read
with the instructor to discuss

your

your

report, schedule a conference,,

report.
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MOD 295-Communicating through Graphs and the Written Word

COMMUNICATING
"(SAPA) development in this category begins with bar graph descriptions of

simple phenomena, and proceeds through describing (in written or spoken words)

a variety of physical objects and systems, and the changes in them, to-the

construction of graphs and diagrams for observed results of experiments."

SAPA, Purposes, Accomplishments, Expectations, p. 5.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given a Fahrenheit and a Celsius thermometer, collect data and plot

a graph for the relationship between readings on the thermometer's

of the temperature of water.
2. .Given four tables of data, you will construct a graplCor each

using the_information given in the table.

3. Given four graphs, you will interpret the graph and interpolate

and /or extrapolate for the value requested,

4. Given the physical system described in this MOD on page 9, you will

report in writing what you see happening in the small group

activity to the system from "zero time."

.5. You will observe carefully a phenomenon of your own choice appropri-

ate for use in an elementary classroom and write a description of

what happens. Select a phenomenon that will allow the use of a

graph.

,INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. SAPA 25, Introduction to Graphing

2. SAPA 38, Using Graphs

3. SAPA 44, Surveying Opinion
4. SAPA 48, The Bouncing Ball

5. This MOD, pp. 2-9

6. Graph paper
7. Vinegar, baking soda, moth balls

8, Two thermometers, one Celsius, one Fahrenheit

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Construct a graph in the instructor's presence according.to

Objective 1. 1

2. Orally interpret a graph for the instructor according to Objective 2.

3. Present written reports fulfilling Objectives 1, 2, 1, 4, and 5.

ALL GRAPHS AND REPORTS MUST BE IN GOOD FORM.

MOD 295
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PROCEDURE:

In'a laboratory activity you are asked to graph the relationship between the

Celsius and Fahrenheit temperature scales. Use two thermometers--one Celsius

and one Fahrenheit. Take temperatures of water at different temperatures

from the freezing point to the boiling point. Either the reading on the

Celsius scale or the reading on the Fahrenheit scale may be considered as the

manipulated variable. If the Celsius temperature is manipulated, it then

determines the value of the Fahrenheit temperature.

Now, given a grid, how are you to label the axes and the'divisions along these

axes? If C is the manipulated variable, it is usually plotted in the hori-

zontal direction; F, then, is plotted in CAe vertical direction. Given

horizontal and vertical divisions, it might be well to leave space for values

of the temperatures that are either below the freezing point of water or above

its boiling point. Thus, the axes might be, although they do not necessarily

have to be, libeled as.shown in the graph, MOD 295, p. 5. You must consider

the range of your data and the number of graph divisions .in order to set up

a value for each division. Then t data in.the table-you make may be plotted

7141'.as shown. Note that the graphed l ne is the smooth--straight or curved--line

that best fits the plotted
points,isor,ithat displacements of points above the

line equal displacements of points/ below the line. The points determined from

laboratory data may not lie exactly on the graph that is finally drawn; there-

fore, the graph is a close approximation to the facts.

/1--/
-.After you have prepared your-graph, compare it with the one on page 5.

N

N,
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To be'consiitent with SAPA instruction;- following checklist of graphing

Conventions is adapted from SAPA, Guide for Ineervice Instruction, p. 123.
In interpreting your graphs you will be expected to use these conventions.

The manipulated variable is graphed on the horizontal or x-axis.

2. The responding variable is graphed on the vertical or y-axis.

3. Each axis-is labeled so as to describe what was observed.
4. The intersection of the raxis with the y -axis is the zero or

starting point of the x and y number lines.

5. The units of measurement of each pair of observations are indicated

along with the labels on the x-axis and y -axis. _

6. Numerals are placed along each axis in regular intervals as on

a number line.
7. The graph is constructed on a grid formed by horizontal and

vertical lines, each line having an signed value as shown by

00e numerals along the x-axi and

8. Namerals along with axis are ed on the_, vertical and horizontal

lines of the grid:

9. The numeral on the y-axis where a horizontal line crosses the y-axis

determines the y-coordinate of any point on the horizontal line.

10. The numeral on the x-axis where a vertical line crosses the x-axis

determines the a-coordinate of any point on the vertical line.

Consider now the problem of graphing the relationship between Celsius and

Fahrenheit temperatures. When C changes from 0 to 100, F changes from 32

to 212; therefore, 100 Centigrade degrees are equivalent to 180 Fahrenheit

degrees or each Centigrade degree is equivalent to 1.8 Fahrenheit degrees.

Thus, you might write F 1.8 C. However, this does not hold since F is not

zero when C is zero. At a glance, you can see that the graphed line "starts"

at F 32 when C 0. Therefore, a word sentence describing the relationship

might read like this:

The Fahrenheit temperature of asystem is equal to thirty-two plus

the quantity of one and eight-tenths times the Celsius temper;lim-

of that system.

The algebraic sentence of the number sentence describing the same relationship

would be written like this:

F 1.8C + 32

It is evident that the algebraic sentence is more concise.

69z
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?bum:, use a graph in order to interpolate or extrapolate. For example,
given a Celsius teiperature of 110°, you may find the corresponding

Fahrenheit temperature in the following way:

a) Trace the horisontal axis to 17.0°C.

b) Trace vertically upward until the graphed line is reached at Q.

c) Trace left horizontally from Q until the F axis is reached at R.

A) Read the desired value of F at R. F 230°

Because the 1100 is higher than any value of C plotted, the process is called

extrapolation. The process would also be called extrapolation for values of

C below 0°. In these cases the graph is extended at either end. If the steps

above were followed for 72°C, the process would be called interpolation. In

this case the value is found from the graph between the pointi initially
plotted.

Ar,

x.695
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TITLE: A graph showing the relationship between Celsius and Fahrenheit

temperatures.

or

A graph showing how Fahrenheit temperature varies with Aspect to

Celsius temperature.
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Draw a graph orresponding to each of th'e following tables of data.

Remember to gi e the graph a title and tolabel the axes. rvimi wish, use graph

paper provided the laboratory. Recall that it may not be practical to_draw

a graph showing t e point (0,0). In some cases, graphs are drawn in order to

show trends rather than to show relationships to an absolute, scale.

.Table 01

Relationship between distance

and time for a moving ohect

Table 02

World total population estimates

according to U.N. "Low" variant

Distance

(m) (seci

Year

1960

Population

2,998,180

0 0 1965 3,265,555

3 1 1970 3;544;781

5 3 1975 3,840,439 S

9 4 1980 4;147,337

12 4.2 1985 4,462,720

16 4.6 1990 4,782,859

20 5.5 1995 '5,109,362

2000 5,448,533

-Table 03

weights of
to

Sulfur

(8)

7.5

16.0
32.0
40.0
47.0
59.5
72.5

Table 04

between volume and
of a gai at

Temperature
_(°K)

95
137

273
368
-420

546

0.

Relationship between
zinc and sulfur\lehich_comibine

form zinc sulfide

Zinc

(8)

15.4
32.3
65.4
81.7
96.0
122:0,

148.0

Relationship
Kelvin temperature
constant pressure

Volume
(cc)

.348

498
1000
1350
1540
2020

From your graphs predict from:

Graph 1, the time required for 14 m
Graph 2, population for the year 2025

Graph 3, sulfur needed for 200 g of zinc.

Graph 4, temperature for 1200 cc of thegas
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Phy;ical:iystem referred to in objective 3:

Work with a group of 4 or 5 students for this activity.

Till a tall narrow container with three parts water to one part vinegar. Add

enough baking soda to produce a lively reaction. After the reaction has,

stbsided, drop two or three mothballs into the solution. Call this "zero

time" and observe and carefully record your observations for twenty minutes

so that you can write a complete report of what you sea. Compere your written

account with the accounts of others in your group. This activity sharpens

your observations and gives .iou practice describing a phenomenon in writing.

Sharing with your clesertes should help you with both of these skills.

Remember to be as quantitative as possible.

MOD 295
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*)D 296 Soil Nematode
Observing, classifying

OIJECTIVIS:

.1. Gives the soil ecology kit in ihe MOD tray, you will collect a

sample of soil and *wefts it for the purpose of extra Ing the

soil nematode.

2. After obtaining a soil sample you will be able to use the apparatus

provided to separate the soil nematode from the soil.

3. After separating the nematode from the soil sample, you will be able

to concentrate them and fix then with an FAA solution.

4. After separating and fixing the nematode, you will examine them

under the microscope to determine the number of kinds of nematods

isolated.

5. After classifying the nematode in grouPit;--you will be able to

prepare drawings shoving the distinguishing
characteristic(s) of

each group.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES 6 MATERIALS:

1. Soil ecology kit
,2. Soil sample collected by the student

3. General Information Section II, pp. 4-6 of this MOD

4. General zoology references on invertebrates

5.. General biology texts
6. FAA solution, general laborato glassware, stereoscopic microscope

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

SO4 objectives above. Drawings of nematods should be made so that the

individual diagrams are not saaller than 2 inches in length.

69:i
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FDOCXDURE:

General Information

Good soils generally are enriched with
variable amounts of dead organic

baterials. The organic material or humus of soil imparts the deeper or black

colors to soils and also increases the water-holding capacity of soil. in

addition, organic material, as it is decomposed by soil organisms, Reds basic

inorganic substances to the soil. Soils that do not haw !-uaus cvutent are

usually devoid of living organisms such as bacteria, fungi, protozoans, insects,

worms, and nematode. Soils that have a humus content but no animal organisms

are usually poor in nutrient content
because of the stability of the ,umus

content. In Order that plants grow well on a natural soil, both humus and

decomposer organisms are desirable components of the soil.

In this activity, you will be able to observe the large number of nematode

preset: in the soil. You will also be able to show that several kinds of

nematode are present.

Nematode are a group of organisms at the lower end of the scale of the animal

h irarchy. By referring to pp. 4-6 and the taxonomic key found there, you will

to that nematode are simple animals with a simple tube-within-tube construction

and a false body cavity. The organisms possess
both a mouth and an anus

connected by a straight digestive tube. They usually feed by passing soil and

its organic content through the digestive tube. The proc of metabolism

breaks down much of the organic content and frees some of th inorganic content

which is then voided to the soil. Remember that plants need organic nutrients

as a necessary requirement for growth.

Activities

1. Soil sample collection:
Using the soil stoop

provided, collect one jar

of soil. The soil should be collected during the interval from late spring to

early fall to insure the presence of nematode. The soil sample should be

taken from a garden plot,
flower bed, or near a stream bed to insure that it

has an adequate moisture content. After removing the dry debris, or about

is inch of top soil, press the soil scoop into the soil to the scoop's top rim.

If the soil is moist eaounh, the sample will be retained in the scoop when it

is retracted from the soil. empty the soil from the scoop into a 16 oz. jar

and take it to the laboratory.

2. Assemble the materials found in the MOD tray to form the apparatus shown

*Jalow,

.

rt

Funnel

-Plastic tubing

'Screw clamp

700
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3. Pulverise the soil with your hands'by crushing and breaking the larger

pieces.

4. Using a portion of a nylon stocking, which you provide, make a bag to

bold the soil sample.

3. Place the bag of soil into the funnel and add enough warm water to

fowl to cover the soil in the bag.

6. Allow the apparatus to stand in a warm room for 3 hours.

7. At the end of 3 hours, open the clamp on the plastic tubing and drain off

about 3 sl. of the water in the funnel.

6. Pour the sample of water into a dish and examine the contents under the

stereoscopic microscope.

9. If nematode are present, add 1 ml. of an FAA solution (formalin, acetic acid,

alLaaol) heated to 60°C. Mix the contents. After the nematode stop moving,

pick them olat of the solution with a fine pipatte and place them along with some

soil _ion into a small screw-capped vial.

10. Repeat *Ceps 2, 8, and 9 until you have collected several kinds of nematode.

11. Classify and draw the various kinds of nematode. Present to the instructor

the collected nematode, along with your drawings.

7ui
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Genera Information
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The 11 kingdom of plants and animals is divided into four main categories

on the be of specific characteristics. These four categories, along with

some of the stinguishIng characteristics, are:'

Group Monera: \Single-celled organisms having no definite nucleus in the cell.

(bacteria and blue-green algae)
Group Protista; single and muiticelled organisms lacking definite tissues or-

.

or level structures. (algae, fungi, slime mold4 and
pro soa)

Group Metaphyta: Mult lular plants. Living tissues and organ level structurer

Coos liverworts, ferns, conifers, and deciduous plants)
Group Metaxoa: MultIc lular animals having tissues and organ level structure:

(all s above the protozoan level)

In this MOD you will be concerned with animals in the Matozoa group only. The

Monere, ;rotista, and Metaphita are considered in MOD. 202, 251, and 273.

Activities

The student will learn the following animal types by associating specimens
placed in AE 243 with the names ,and descriptions given below.

NOTE: The animal kingdom is divided into two main groups: the invertebrates,

and the vertebrates. The invertebrates do not possess an internal skeleton.
Invertebrates usually have an eioskeleton which is a hardened outside covering.

Vertebrates have an internal skeleton or backbone supporting structure.

Main Group I - Invertebrates: Organisms having an exoskeleton, ventral solid

ner7e cord.

Common Name
Sponges

Hydroids, Jellyfish, Corals

Flatworms

Simple tubular organisms having a body wall made

up ek an outer protective layer (ectoderm) and

InAaT digestive layer (endoderm). Have

sicuHa
one opening into the digestive

l protein fibers to strengthen the body

wall.
cavity serving as mouth and anus.

Similar to sponges but having a special layer of

tissue called a eesoglea between the outer and

inner body wall layers. Have one opening into

the digestive cavity serving as mouth and anus.

Similar to hydroids but are flattened dorso-
ventrally to be flat organisms. Mesoglea

developed into a true third body layer called a

mesoderm. Mesoderm fills the space between the
endoderm and ectoderm layers, therefore no body

MOD 296



Round Worms

Segmented Worms

Molluska

Arthropods
a. Crayfish, Lobsters,

and art'?
b. Spider. and Scorpions

c. Centipedes

d. Millipedes

e. Insects

Star-fish

Main Group II - Vertebrates:

Common Mame
Joyless, Round Mouth Porno

Sharks, Skates

cavity. Have one opening into the-digestive
cavity serving as mouth and anus. (free

living flatworms, tapeworms, and flukes)

Simple round tubular organism having a hollow

space or cavity between external body wall

(eCtoderm) and digestive tube. Mesoderm forming

tissues as muscles, reproductive structures and

excretory organs that lie between body wall and

digestive tube. Have separate openings into

digestive cavity serving as a south and an anus.

Elongate tubular worm -like organisms having a

true body cavity between gut tube and body wall.

Is called a true body cavity because it is lined

with a special membrane. (earthworms and leeches)

Organism usually having calcareous inner or

outer shells. Having a head, foot, and hump as

body parts. (clam, inane, oysters, squids, and

octopuses)

Organism having well -developed jointed appendages

Have 5 pairs of walking legs and 2 pairs of

antennae.
Have 4 pairs of walking legs and no antennae.

gave many pairs of walking legs but only one pair

per segment and only one pair of antennae.

Have many pairs of walking legs, two pairs on

each segment, and have one pair of antennae.

Have three pairs of walking legs and one pair

of antennae. May or may not have wings.

Organism adapted to a sedeplAry or non-motile

existence. Have basically a star configuration.

(starfish, ea cucumbers, sand dollars, and

sea urch

Organisms having an endoskeleton, dorsal hollow

nerve cord, digestivai tract ventral to nerve

cord and brain.

Fish - like organisms having no jaws, no appendages

and no bone. Gill breathing. Mouth is a round

;swim and skeleton is cartilage. Heart has

two chambers. (lampreys)

Fish -like animals. Gill breathing, with upper

and lower movable jaws. Have fins for appendages

and skelson is made entirely of cartilage. Two

chambered heart.

MOD 296
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/ft! Fish..

Amphibians

Reptiles

Birds

Mammals

4

-6-

Gill- breathing fish usually with dermal scales
and having fins for appendages. Two-chambered
heart. Skeleton made of bone.

Lung-breathing antrals with two pairs of linbs.

Rave an external slimy skin,. Three- chambered

heart. (frogs, toads, newts, and salamanders)

'Lung-breathing animals usually with 2 pairs of

appendages. Rave an outer dry scaly epidermal
covering. Three-chambered heart, except
alligator and crocodile with fout chambers.
(snakes, turtles, lizards, crocodiles, alligators)

1,

Lung-breathing, two pairs of appendages, four
heart chambers, and epidermal feathers, warm -
blooded.

Lung-breathing, two pairs of appendages, four

heart chambers. Rave hair and milk-secreting

samary gland..

The group of mammals contains 17 subgroups in which are placed animals like
cattle, pigs, horses, elephants, cats, dogs, whales, rats, rabbits, shrews,
bats, kangaroos, Ian, and a few others. The total classification for man is .

given below.

Phylum Vertebrate
Class Rammalla

-Order Primate

Super Family - Rominoidea,
Family Hominids.

Genus - species -
Homo miaow,

all vertebrates
all mammals_
apes, larsiers, monkeys, gorillas, man

apes, gorilla, man

man and gorilla

man only

Note:. You are urged to study again iron MOD 204 the three film loops that
concern frog embryology; they will help you understand basic body plan.
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MOD 297 .Correlating Manipulatives for Multiplication and Division ith

.Elementary Textbooks

This MOD is designed to allow you to explore the procedure used by an

elementary textbook series in teaching multiplication and division Ito

elementary children and to develop a plan for effectively utilizin

manipulatives. to enhance the process.

OBJECTIVES:
A

At the conclusion of this MOD you will present a written, deOiled

plan for the use of manipulatives for teaching multiplication and 4ivision

and will demonstrate the use of the manipulatives.

INSTRUCTIONAL REFERENCES AND MATERIALS:

1. Kentucky TextboOk Adoption List in Resource Center

2. Elementary textbooks in Resource Center

3. Manipulatives in Resource Center',

4. References on use of manipulatives in Resource Center

PROCEDURES:

1. Identify a school system in Kentucky of your choice.

2. Determine a math series which has been adopted by that system.

3. Review the textbook series identified to discover the grade

level where greatest emphasis is placed on multiplication and

division.
4. Develop a thorough written plan for effective use of manipulatives,

for teaching multiplication and division at the identified grade

level.

5. Be able to demonstrate the manipulatives utilized in your plan.

FINAL ASSESSMENT:

1. Present in good form the plan you have developed for using

manipulatives :for teaching multiplication and division along

with any exercise sheets needed.

2. Be prepered to discuss your plan and demonstrate the use of

the manipulatives.

14.
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University of Oklahoma
Science Education Center
Norman, Oklahoma 73019

June, 1979

In September, 1977, John W. Renner agreed td head a team to do a long-term

evaluation of the Integrated Science Mathematics Education Prciect (ISMEP) beginning

at Murray State College, Moray, Kentucky. The team consisted of Renner and two

experienced graduat4-student interviewers, S. Margaret Kennedy and Michael J.

Renner. The evaluation was to consist of administering written texts and conducting

personal interviews to determine levels of intellectual deyelopment as defined and

illustrated by Jean Piaget. The data gathered in 1977 were supplied to the ISMEP

in two reports; one report was dated September 8, 1977 and the other September 5,

1978. Those two retorts constitute the baseline data for the current report.

The personal interviews with the students were conducted according to the

interviewing protocols shown in Appendix A. Each interviewer conducted the

interview with the saw_ student in September, 1977, and May, 1979. M.'Rennei%and

Kennedy had been taught to administer the interview by J. Renner and data have

shown that M. Renner and Kennedy conduct the interviews in a statistically

equivalent manner. All interviews were conducted within two day periods in

1977 and 1979.

In addition to evaluating the intellectual development gains (or losses) made

by the students at Murray State University, the evaluation team also agreed to do

an evaluation of th-e nathematicipentencies gained (or lost: during period of

the experiment. We have concluded that special problems exist in the mathematics

competencies of the ISMEP students and those problems will be discussed in Part II

of this report.

Part I of the report contains all the data relating to the intellectual

developments F ins (or losses) of the ISMEP students. Since some of those data

706
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deal with quantitative factors, some of those data are refer,-ed'to agaid in

Part II.

- The design of tnis evaluation was control group, experimental group. The

experimental group consisted of students from the ISMEP. Tie control group consisted

of students selected from the general student body of Murray State College. The

evaluators were 'not aware of the criteria used to select the control group (nor was

there a need from then, to know).
Furthermore, the evaluators were not aware of

which students beloiged to the experimental group nor which to the control group

until after all interviews had been conducted and all written work scored in May,

1979. The membership of each group was F Tided to J. Renner by the Director of

the ISMEP by telephone on May 28, 1979.

In September, 1977, a total of 48 Murray State University students was inter-

.

viewed. In May, 1979, 27 Murray State University students were interviewed. Of

that group 15 were members of the experimental group and 12 were members of the

control group. One additional student Lou Ann Kinard - -a control group student- -

completed all the written evaluations but did not appear for the interview either in

1977 or 1979. She was therefore, dropped from the evaluation describe art I.

The samples upon which the ISMEP is evaluated, therefore, are small. Any

generalization made about the ISMEP have been made with that fact in mind. The

sample size will nct be.mentioned again but the reader must be constantly aware of

it. Furthermore, all statistical data reported were arrived at using statistical

procedures which are proper for small-samples.

A second fact should be kept in mind when perusing the statistical data found

in this report. Two groups were compared on several different competencies to Ilse

whether or not dif 'rences existed between them. In other words, the hypothesis

that was :J.itistic Ily tested is the null-or no difference--hypothesis. To simplify'

data interpretation the null hypothesis is made and then tested for its probabfe.

10
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truth or falsity. As in testing any hypothesis, there is a probahili t. the

results obtained could have happened by chance. The statistical levels reported

here give the probability that the results reported could-have been attained by
6

chance, given that the null hypothesis is true.

Two kinds of error can occur in the statistical testing of an hypothesis.

There is a probability of rejecting a true hypothesis--Type I error-or accepting a

false hypothesis - -Type II error. The type of error most :;erious in testing any

hypothesis depends, of course, upon the seriousness of the consequences of that

type of error. Statistical levels are then adjusted to trininize the risk of making

4
the type of error which is to be voided.

Controlling the probability of making a Type I error is simple; a level of

c, probability is set and all interpretations are made in terms of it. Common practice

usually is to select the level of five percent as the level to'use to avoid TAktor

I error (although that "common practice" has something less than a sound scientific

basis for its establlshment).

The probability 12vel (level of significance) necessary to avoid Type II error"

is not so simply ,'etermined. This report is not the place to discuss that procedure.

The reader should be aware, however, that in the opinion of most persons engaged in

statistical evaluations of curriculum work, avoiding Type 11 error is more important-

(in the opinion of 1. .Renner, much, much more important) than is avoiding Type I

error. To reduce the probability of making a Type II error the level of signifi-

cance for statistical tests is raised. Whereas a five percent level might be used

to avoid making a TypeLl error, that level can be raised to the 10, 15, 20, or even

1.

25 per cent level to avoid making a Type II error. The level used will depend upon

the relative importance of making both kinds of errors becduse dS the probability

of making a Type II error decreases, the probability of making a Type I error

increases.
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ThoJp operating E curriculum project must decide which type of error is most

harmful to final determination of the worth of the project and then make a

decision about level of significance in terms of that decision. In the opinion

of J.IRegiier making a. Type I error in curriculum research generally results in
9

of

...

--Ile expenditure of unracessary funds. But making a Type II error can result in

discarding curricu a that are beneficial to students and do considerable educa-

tional harm. For that reason, J. Renner has usually been willing In curriculum

research to risk Type I error. Thot means that significance levels of 10, 15,

or 20 percent The reader shodp keep that fact in mind when

reading the interpretation of the statistical task included in this report.

PART I

The Interviews. The results'Of interviewing 111 27 Murray State University students

are found in Table I. A total interview score is found in the extreme right-hand

colum in Table I. 'To arrive at that score point values must be attached to the

Roman-numeral, letter iesignations. le point values attached are: III B = 4 points,

III A = 3 points, II B = 2 points and II A = 1 point. The experimental-group

fr

students are de

ig

nated in Table I with an asterisk. .
....!"

The "Difference Score" column of Table II shows the ghins and/or 1 es made
,,. .

,
.

by the students in both groups. The mean gain made by the control group w /3 1.42

'NS..

and the mean gain made by the experimental group was 2.60. Aftomputer-dalculated

statistical analysts of those data demonstrated that the difference iniMean gain
A

.

scores favored the exnerimentaL group at the 13.62 per cent lev*l. If Type II,

error is the type to be avoided, that difference is significan . If Type,I error

11

is the type tb be Ioided that difference is not significant.

Consider the data'in Table III. J. Renner believes there is a significant ../

factor shown in those data. Notice how the lower scores in the pre-projeet. interview '
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'ABLE I

POST-PROJECT INTERVIEW RESULTS

CONSERVATION PROPORTIONAL -SEPARATION

of VOLUME REASONING of VARIABLES

IIB IIIB

IIA IIB

IIIA IIIA

IIA IIB

IIIA IIIA

IIIA IIIB

IIA IIB

111A ITA

IIIA 11B

IIB 111A

IIIA 1IIB

IIIA IIA

IIb 11Ib

710

COMBINATIONAL TOTAL

REASONING SCORE

111A 12

IIIA 9

IIB 11

Ili 6

IIB 11

IIB 11 (7

IIB , 6

IIIA 11

IIB 11

IIb 10

IIB 12

IIB 9

IIB 11

111B 14

IIB 10

111A 12

IIIA 13

iIIA 12

11B 11

118 9

II1A 13

IIB 8

-118 11

IIIA 12

118 9

11B 12

.'18 10
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IABI.E 11

1 NTERV I Et, "1.-F" RENC SCOVS PhT- PROJECT AND PDS1-PROJECT

NAME RE-PROJECT SCORE

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

7

POST-PROJECT SCORE DIFFFRLNCE SCORE

12

10

9

6
,-

13

11

11

11

11

1

1

2

4

5

6 10 4

6 9 3

.
12 11 -1

9
3

11

4 11 7

11 9

6

9 12

(1 O 10 1

(.? 9 0

11 11 0

6 6 0

6 -1

10 1? 2

10 14

9
1

8 , 12 -4

9 13 4

7 8 1

8 11 3

10 9 -1

71,1
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TABLE III

INTELLECTUAL l'ICVEMENT 2N THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP VS. THE CONTROL GROUP

INTERVIEW
'SCORE ,

CONTROL GROUP

......____

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

Pre-Proje..t Score Post-Project Score Pre-Project core 'ost-'ro ect core

i

.

1
. .

2

3

4 .

\c--- --, _ 1

5
.

. t

6 1 2 4

.

7 2 1

8 1 . 1

9 3 2 -4 2.

.

10 3
,

1

...

1 .
2

11 1
2 2 6

-12 2 2- 3

444

13 1
2

14 1 r

15

..

712
f
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remain in the post-project interview in the control group. Now notice the differ-

/

ence in the pre- anc post- project scores in the experimencal group. No score below'

9 is found. Furthermt:e 11 scores (73 per cent) are found at the score of 11 and

above in the experimental group while 6 scores (50 per cent) a:e found at the score

of 11 and above in the control group.

Those data sug,est that the experiences of the ISMEP group are effective in

moving students ou_ of the concrete,thought period'and into at least the period of

P
transistion between concrete and formal thought. The experiences the -ntrol group

had seem to do little to move them out of the concrete thought period. (As a rule-

'

of-thumb, scores of eight and below probably represent concret thought, scores

of 9 and 10 probably represent' thought in transistion between concrete and fprmal

-thought and scores of 11 and above probably represent. reasonably formal thought.)

The data in Table :II suggest that students in the ISMEP have a better chance of

entering the formal :bought period than do those students in the general programs

of Murray State UniverAty. In the complete interview, three of the tasks permitted

a student to demonstrate the highest Level of formal thought. Those tasks are.(see °

A'ppendix A) the bending rods tasks, the balance beam task and the chemical combina-

tions tasks. The ending rods tasks demands that the student be able to cognitively

separate and control variables while solving a probleM. Tne balance beam task

requires proportional easoning and the chemical combination task require the u e

of combinational logic:

A statistical analysis was made'of the differences in the pre-project and, post-

project performances of the experimental and control groups A each task. That

analysis revealed tlat there were no dltferences between the gains made by the

experimental and control group in their ability'to use combinational logic'and

proportioned reasoning. The experimental group, however, significantly putgained

the control group on the ability to cognitively separate an control variables.

715
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The level of statistical significance was 3.5 per cent--the most statistically

significant finding : the entire evaluation.

Data from work lone by Robert Fuller at the University of Nebraska suggests

that the ability to separate and control variables must be developed before formal

thought can fully aevelup. The fact that the experiences of the ISMEP group have

led them to far e..-eed the general Murray State University students on the ability

to separate and conctol variables suggests that students is the ISMEP group will

leave the concrete period and enter at least the transitional-formal period more

Ifra0 diy than the students in the control group. That suggestion is -at least parti-

ally corroborated by the data c-nown in Table III.-

The analysis if the interview data lead-to at least one definite conclusion. The

experiences the IS'iEP students are having are leading them to develop the cognitive

ability to separate aud control variables far in excess of their Murray State peers.

The Group Embedded FiEres Test.

When a student reacts tt, ooparatus used In conducting the Interviews just dis-

cussed, perception 4 the apparatus and the problem to be solved using it must occur.

If the student can et p ive Lhe pro',1em to bn solved with apparatus, the chances

of the problem being :4o seem to be decreased.

Data exist
1

thd lemonsfa..e that the cognitive characteristics of the Murray

State University scucents that were being evaluated fall into the general area of

perceptual field - dc)endence independence. The Group Embedded Figures Test
2

(GEFT) purports to discriminate between field dependent and field independent

thinkers. In addition, the manual for this test states:

1. Philip K. Oltman, Evelyn Raskin and Herman A. Witkin, Group Embedded Figures
Test Manual (Pale Alto, California: Consulting Psychllogical Press, 1971).

.2. ,
Philip K. Olcmar, Evelyn Raskin and Herman Al Witkin, Group Embedded Figures
Test (Palo Alto, California: Consulting Psychological Press, 1971).

714
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. . . persons who have difficulty disembedding small fxgures from complex

designs in the EFT tend to do lesMell in solving that class of problems

which require isolating an essential element from3the context in which it

is presented and Ling it in a different context.

The foregoing quotaticn strongly suggests that a person who does well on the EFT

would also do well, on those college and life tasks which demand that decisions be

made which reflect purpose for and understanding of a situation regardless of the

background and setting in which that situation is found. In short, the GEFT

suggests it can measure independent thinking which is a characteristic a college

education should foster.

The GiFT was administered to the control and experimental group students at

Murray State University. The results are shown in Table IV. A computer analysis

4

of the data shown in Table IV 'emonstrated that the gains on the GEFT favored the

experimental group. The experimental groups gain were stat-.;tidally significantly

better than the gains nal by the control group at 7:8 per cent level. (Once again

consider the type of Error to be avoided when interpreting those results). Those

data suggest that the iSMEP students are gaining more field indt,,endent thought

than arc, the gener.1 students at Murray State University.

The Science Problem:. The Science Education renter, University of Oklahoma, has

4olie considerable work using science problems to measure intelluctual development. 4

The Murray State StudEnts were asked to respond in' writing to the four ptoblems

which have been found to be the best among all of those used Those problems are

included I Append.x B. The pre-project and post -project scores and the gains or

losses of each sttv.ent in both groups are shown in Table.V.

3. Oltman, Raskin arm Witkin, Manual, p. 6.

4. John W. Renner, E,'aluating Intellectual Development Using Written Responses to

Selected Science Problems, Science Education Center, University of Oklahoma, 7977.
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TABLE IV

PR E-PRO3 ECT , PO5T-PROJECrVOUP EMBEDDED FIGURE TEST RESULTS

NAME ,,/ GROUP -EMBEDDED F IGUW TEST

EXPER II.ENTAL GROUP PRE-TEST -, - POST-TEST DIFFERENCE

14 17 3

13 13 0

6 8, 2

3 8
t

5

4 9 '5

:5 , 13 10

5 7 , 2

16 18 2

6 7 1

7 17 10

9 13 4

16 13 ) -3

14 17 3

17 17 0

10 9 1

CONTROL GROUP

16 16 0

14 15

6
.

11

I I12 1

10 13 3

16 14 -2

6 11 5

_, 14
,t

18 3

5 7 2

11 9 -1

10 7 . -3
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TABLE V

PRE-PROJECT AND POST-PROJECT SCORES ON TIE SCIENCE

PROBLEMS AND CHANGE DURING THE PROJECT

SCALE SHADOWS FROG GERANIUM

PRE POST CHANGE PRE POST CHANGE PRE POST CHANGE PRE POST CHANGE

4 5 1 7 6 -1 2 2 0

3 4 -1 7 7 0 2 7 5

2 3 1 2 2 0 2 2 0

2 3 1 2 1 -1 2 1 -1

2 2 0 2 2 0 , 1 2 1

214 2 0 6 2 -4 4 2 -2

2 2 0 2 2 0 3 2 -1

3 3 0 7 7 0 3 3 0

4 2 -2 5 4 -1 3 2 -1

3 4 1 6 5 -1 3 3 0

2 3 1 5 I -4 3 3 0

2 3 1 6 7 -1 3 3 0

2 3 1 3 I -2 2 2 0

2 3 1 1 1 0 3 3 0

3 4 1 1 1 0 3 1 '

CONTROL

1 6 1

3 3 0 1 7 6 3 3 0

2 2 2

4 3 -1 2 2 0 3 3 0

4 2 -2 6 1 -5 2 2 0

2 2 0 6 6 0 6 4 -2

3 3 0 5 ,6 1 3 4 1.

3 3 0 2 6 4 4 4 0

3 3 0 6 6 0 3 7 4

2 2 0 6 6 0 2 6 4

2 3 1 6 6 0 1 4 3

3 3 0 2 2 0 3 2 -1

717

4 4 0

4 3 -1,

3 4 1

2 3 1

3 3 0

3 4 1

4 3 -1

4 7 3

3 3 0

4 4 0

4 3 -1

4 5 1

4 4 0

3 4 1

3 -4

1

4 4 0

2

3 3 0

5 3 -2

3 3 0

4 3 -1

4 3 -1

4 3 -1

1 2 ]

4 4 0

3 2 -1____
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A computer analysis of the differences in the data shedn in Table V reveal

that the gains of the experimental group exceeded the control group as the Scale

Problem at the 10.2 per cent level of significance. That problem is thought to

measure the ability to use the cognitive trait of combinational logic. There were

no differences on the two groups on that cognitive trait in the interviews.

The gains of tae experimental group excelled that of the control group on

the Geranuim problem but only at' the 30 per cent level of significance. That

,problem is thought to measure theability to measure the ability to separate

and control variables. The gain by\the experimental group far exceeded the gains

by the control group on ability to separate and control variables on the interview.

Those data would suggest that using apparatus seem to assist -the ability to
7 4

measure the ability to separate and control variables. But using materials did

not assist in measaring.the ability to do combinational logic. The performances

4

on the problem were better than with the apparatus. The only interpretation

that can be made of these data is that so\cognitive development is goinS on with

the experimental group that does not seem to\be taking place with the control

group. That,suggests the experiences provided\by ISMEPare providing cognitive

growth not provided by the general program of Ntkray State University but more

data would be needed to isolate what exact cognitive growth is being provided by

the ISMEP.

The last two science problems--the Shadows Problem anc the Frog Problem both

of which measure the ability to do proportional reasoning--introduce the special

problem in the ISMR.P which was referred to in the introduction Of this report.

A computer analysis of the difference data for the Shadows Problem found in
a..." ;

Table V show that'the controtlrup ontgained the experimental group at the 7.3

per cent level. That data analysis also shows that the control group outgained

718
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experimental group on the Frogs problem at the 20.5 per cent level. On the

proportional reasoning portion of the interview--as was stated earlier--there

was no difference between the gains made by the two groups on proportional

reasoning. Actually, the computer analysis reported a statistical level of

significance for t'le differences in gains as 50.0 per cent--pure chance. Clearly

a problem exists in the mathematics portion of the ISMEP.

PART II

The experimental and control groups were evaluated on many different compet-

encies in mathematics with special attention being given to their competency with

the ratio concept. The ratio concept was singled out for special consideration

because data suppled by Piaget and others indicate that the ability to use any

ratio beyond two to one requires formal thought. The results of the pre-project

and post-project evaluatAons of the entire samples are shown in Table VI and VII.

Notice in those tables that the percentages of students missing each item are

given.

Making any generalization from the data shown in Tables VI and VII is difficult.

This seems to be orily one constant trend. Data in Part I of thisreport demon-

strated that students in the sample were moving into the formal thought period.

The use of the ratio concept requires formal thought. The data in Tables VI and

VII tend to show increased competence with the ratio:concept. Item 12 in Table

VI and all items in Table VII show an increased competence with the ratio concept.

Table VIII shows the pre-project and post-project mathematics test scores for

each person in the experimental and control group. The differences between those

score areualso shown. A computer analysis of the differences in those scores

found a significant'd!fference in favor of the control group but at the 34 per

cent level. Those data show this are no differences in the mathematical

719
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TABLE VI

MATHEMATICAL COMPETENCIES OF THE PRE-PROJECT AND POST-PRO

Area of
Position Mathematics
in the being
Test Evaluated.

Concept
\

,

being Percentage of Students Missing ach Item

Evaluited Pre-Project Evaluation Post-Prof at

N 45 Evaluation 28

1 Arithmetic Addition 0% 0%

2 Arithmetic Subtraction 0% 0%

3 Arithmetic Multiplication 2% 0%

4 Arithmetic Division 37% 21%

i

5 Arithmetic Addition of 11% 14%

Fractions

Arithmetic Multiplication
of Fractions

24% 11%

7 Arithmetic Square'root 18% 8%

8 Scientific Add. & Subt. 47X 54X..

Notation of Exponents 0

Arithmetic Significant 291 25%

Figures

10 Arithmetic Significant 38% 39%

Figures

11 Arithmetic Counting 2% 7%

12 Arithmetic Percentage 69% 50%

13 Algebra Rate 27% 25%

14 Algebra Multiplication 33% 50%

15 Algebra Solving for 0% 0%

One Unkown

16 Algebra Fraction Solving
for 1 Unknown

24X 39%

17 Algebra Simultaneous 872 86%

Equations

18 Geometry Diameter 49% 29%-

19 Geometry Circumference 91% 86%

20 Geometry Similar 98% 93%

Triangles

21 Geometry,Geometrl. Area'of a 93% 75%

Triangle

22 . Geometry Pythagorean 87% 64%

Theorem

23 Geometry Degrees in a 62% 46%

Triangle

24 Trigonometry Functions 96% 100%

25 Trigonometry - Functions 91% 100%
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TABLE VII

COMPETENCE OF THE PRE-PROJECT SAMPLE WITH THE RATIO CONCEPT

Item Number

6

Percentage of Students Missing Each Item
Pre- Project Evaluation Post-Projection Evaluation

N 45 N , 28

1 29%
7

18%

2 62% 54%

3 64% 46%

4 62% 39%

721,
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competencies of C:te groups. In other words the mathematical activities of the

ISMEP were no more successful at teaching mathematics to future elementary school

teachers than were the general activities of Murray State University students.

Since the evaluation of the mathematical competencies or the students with

ISMEP was negative, the decision was made to explore the data further. The

reader should keep in mind two factors which may have influenced the outcome of

the mathematical experiences of the control group during the period September,

1977 throught May, 1979. Those data are needed before definite conclusions are

drawn. Secondly, the instrument used to (See Appendix C) evaluate the mathematical

competencies of the samples may not be valid to use in evaluating the mathematical

experiences of those students in the samples.

To provide some insight into the differences between the mathematical

competencies of the experimental and control groups, TAbles IX and X were' prepared.

Those Tables show the percentages of students
5

in each group that missed each item.

There seems to be no pattern in the data. Earlier the statement was made that

the samples had ir.zreased their mathematical competencies, during the treatment period

but 60% of the experimentalsgroup missed Item 12, the computation of a simple

percentage:--ConsAer these facts about the experiMental group:

1. 26.6% missed the simple division problem (No. 4)

2. 60.02 missed the percentage item (No: 12)

3. 33.3% missed the simple rate problem--again a Vit.:o (No. 13)

4. 40% do not know what the diameter of a circle is (No. 18)

5. Notice that the size of the control group here is 13 rather than 12 as used

in Part I. The studebt who did not complete the interviews (pre- and post-

Project) did complete the mathematics test. The decision was made to use

those scores in this portion of the report.
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6

TABLE VIII .

PRE-PROJECT AND POST-PROJECT, MATHEMATICS 'TESTS AND

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

PRE-PROJECT POST-PROJECT DIF ERENCE

14 17 3

22 19 -3

7 12 5

11 13 2

14 11 -3

17 18 i
1

7 12 5

23 25 2

14 11 -3

20 22 2

19 15 -'
-4

20 22 2

13 16 3'

17 17 0

---15 17 2

CONTROL GROUP
13

15 24 9

14

13 12 -1

15 15 0

21 22 1

16' 15 -1

13 21 8

20 21 1

18 -20 '-. , 2

21 20 -1

11 15 4
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Test

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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TABLE IX

;OST=M4G4ECT MATTATICAL COMPETENCIES OF THE SAMPLE
1

Area of
Mathematiqs

being \

Evilua*ed'

Arithmetic\

Arithmetic \

Arithmetic

Arithmetic 1

Arithmetic

Con
be

Evaluated.

Percentage of Students Missing Each Item---

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP CONTROL GROUP
N 13

Arithmetic

Arithmetic

Scientific
Notation

Arithmetic-

10 Arithmetic

Arithmetic

12 Arithmetic

13 Alge&ia

14 Algebra.

15 Algebra

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Algebra

Algebra

Geometry

Geometry

Geometry

Geometry

Geometry

Geometry

TrigonAwy

Trigonometry

Addi on

Subtraction

Mpltiplication

Division

Addition of
15ractions

.of Fractions

Square root

Add. & Subt.
of Exponents

Significant
Figures

Significant
Figures

Counting

Percentage

Rate

Multiplication

Solving for
One Unknown

Fraction Solving
for 1 Unknown

Simultaneous
Equations

Diameter

Circumference

Similar Triangles

Area of a
Triangle

Pythagorean Theorem

Degrees in a Triangle

Kinctions

Functions

724

N 15

0

0

0

26.6

13.3

13.3

°

66.5

13.3

33.3 .

_

6.6

60.0

33.3

46.6

0

33.3

93.3

40.0

86.6

93.3

93.3

73.3

40.0

100.0 _

100.0

0

0

0

16.6

16.6

8.3

8.3

41.6

41.6

41.6

8.3

41.6

16.6

58.3

0

41.6

83.3

16.6

Z3.3

91.6

58.3

58.3

50.0

100.0

100.0
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TABLE XI
hf

COMPETENCE OF. THE SAMPLE WITH THE RATION CONCEPT

itela Number Percentage of tudents Missing Each Item

t Experimental Group
N = 15

Control Group
N = 13

1 13.3 25

2 66.6 25

1'

3 66.6 50

4 40, 41.6

)

r
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Those seem to be glaring mathematical deficiences in the experimental group.

Furthermore, Items 19 through 23 show that the geometry the students have been

exposed to throug-tout their entire education.l career has not been effective;

86.6 per cent cannot find the circumference of a circle when given the value for

the circle's radius and the value of IT (3.14). Yet these people are expected to

teach some simple geometry in the elementary school. The fat that they and

their students are at an extreme disadvantage is obvious.

What coild be-done to help relieve the situa,.ion? The ISMEP is built upon

the hypothesis that interaction with materials Improves student oppoftunities

for,learning science content and learning how to learn. The fact that the ISMEP

students excelled the control group students on- some measure of intellectual

development suggests that perhaps the basic ISMEP hypothesis may be true.

Assume that the basic ISMEP hypothesis is true. Mathematics beyond counting,

serial ordering, .ddition and subtraction, req'iires, at least, borderline formal

operational thought. Suppose that the students in the ISMEP were first given

an extensive instruction with the materials of science--perhaps as much as a

year--before instruction in mathematics was started. Just possibly the intensive

instruction with the materials of science will intellectually move the students

near enough toward the formal thought stage that instruction in mathematics

would be profitable. The'conclusion must be drawn from the data presented

here that the rathematics instruction in the ISMEP is not profitable. Please

accept the above hypothesized plan as just thatan hypothesis.


